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COHERENCE AND THE DYNAMICS OF BELIEF

Our system of beliefs is not static but, as time passes, new information is acquired, 

and beliefs change accordingly. Thus, a central problem for a theory o f justification is to 

give an account o f what constitutes justified changes o f belief. In this chapter, I propose to 

consider this problem, more specifically, given that the main target o f this work is the 

notion o f coherence, I propose to investigate the role o f coherence in the dynamics of 

belief. We may distinguish, following Harman, between two competing theories of belief 

revision or belief change: the foundations theory and the coherence theory.

Harman writes, “The foundations theory holds that some o f  one’s beliefs “depend 

on” others for their current justification; these other beliefs may depend on still others, 

until one gets to foundational beliefs that do not depend on any further beliefs for their 

justification. In this view reasoning or belief revision should consist, first in subtracting 

any o f  one’s beliefs that do not have a satisfactory justification and, second, in adding new 

beliefs that either need no justification or are justified on the basis o f  other ju s tifed  beliefs 

one has.

On the other hand, according to the coherence theory, it is not true that one’s 

ongoing beliefs have or ought to have a sort o f justification structure required by the 

foundations theory. In this view, ongoing beliefs do not usually require any justification. 

Justirication is taken to be required only if one has a special reason to doubt a  particular 

belief. Such a reason might consist in a conflicting belief or in the observation that one‘s 

beliefs could be made more coherent, that is, more organized or simpler or less ad hoc, i f  

the given belief were abandoned (and perhaps if  certain other changes were made).
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

According to the coherence theory, belief revision should involve minimal changes in  

one’s beliefs in a way that sufficiently increases overall coherence.” *

Thus, the foundationalist and the coherentist theories of justification, which have 

been examined in chapter 3, have very different implications about what should count as 

rational changes of beliefs, if  interpreted as theories o f  belief revision. The key issue is 

whether one needs to keep track o f  one’s original justification for one’s beliefs. According 

to the foundations theory, one must keep track o f the original reasons for one’s beliefs. 

Rational epistemic states have a  justificational structure in which all beliefs are ultimately 

justified on the basis of basic beliefs. This hierarchical view o f justification gives rise to a  

theory o f belief revision that is based on what Harman calls the “principle o f negative 

undermining”:

Principle o f negative undermining: one should stop believing p  whenever 

one does no associate one’s belief in p  with adequate justification (either 

intrinsic or extrinsic.)^

That is, according to the foundations theory, a rational agent should give up a belief 

that p  as soon as her reasons for p  are defeated. Furthermore, if  she is not justified in 

continuing to believe that p  in this way, she has to abandon as well all beliefs whose 

justifications depend on p . Thus, the principle implies that as one looses track of the 

reasons for one’s beliefs, one should give up those beliefs. This theory of belief revision 

sharply contrasts with the view on belief change that Harman associates with the coherence 

theory o f justification. A coherentist holds that one need not consider the pedigree o f one’s 

beliefs. The justification o f a belief is a matter o f  its coherence with other beliefs that one 

holds. This view of justification, according to Harman, implies a theory o f belief revision 

that is based on the following principle:

Principle o f Positive Undermining. One should stop believing p  whenever 

one positively believes one’s reasons for believing p  are no good.

Harman, Change in View, pp. 29-30. 

Harman, Change in View, p. 39. 

Harman, Change in View, p, 39.
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

That is, one is justified in believing something as long as one has no special reason 

to stop believing i t  It is incoherent to believe that p  and also that one’s reasons for p  are 

not good. When this is the case, a  rational agent should change her beliefs so as to remove 

the incoherence. As opposed to the foundations theory, the coherence theory states that one 

may not (justifiably) give up a belief that p  simply because one has no reasons for such a 

belief; one needs to have the positive belief that one’s reasons for p  are not good, and thus 

that one’s beliefs are not coherent. Hence, the coherence theory of belief revision is 

conservative in a way that the foundations theory is not. From a coherentist perspective, 

one’s present beliefs are justified just as they are, and changes are allowed only to the 

extent that they increase the overall coherence of one’s system o f beliefs. Moreover, those 

changes should be the minimal ones that are necessary to eliminate the incoherence. Thus, 

Harman claims, from a coherentist perspective, there are two competing aims of reasoned 

revision: to maximize coherence and to minimize change.

There seem to be good reasons for favoring the coherence theory over the 

foundationalist theory. Some experiments designed to explore the “phenomenon of belief 

perseverance in the face o f evidential discrediting” seem to give support to the thesis that 

people do not keep track o f the justifications for their beliefs.^ In addition, Harman and 

Gardenfors argue that the coherence theory is not only more adequate from a descriptive 

point of view, but it is also to be preferred on normative grounds. People ought not to keep 

track o f the justifications o f their beliefs because it is “intellectually extremely costly” to 

do so. There is a practical reason to avoid “clutting” one’s mind vrith all the reasons for 

one’s beliefs. It is more efficient not to try to remember those justifications, and the 

justifying beliefs. Thus, a “principle o f intellectual economy,” in Gardenfors’ words, or 

“clutter avoidance,” as Harman says, entails that it is rational to neglect the pedigree o f 

one’s beliefs.^

 ̂ Ross and Anderson have shown that beliefs typically survive potent logical and empirical 
challenges. They can even survive “the total destruction of their original evidential basis” 
(“Shortcomings in the Attribution Process: Origins and Maintenance of Erroneous Social 
Assessments,” pp. 129-152). Hannan argues that these studies strongly support the claim that the 
coherence theory is in line with the way in which people actually reason.
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

Several formalisms for modeling belief revision have been proposed in different 

areas o f  philosophy, computer science, psychology, and linguistics, e.g., belief sets, E llis ’ 

belief systems, models based on possible worlds, Doyle’s Truth Maintenance System, an d  

Bayesian models.^ According to GM enfors, with the exception o f  Dolyle’s theory, m o st 

models o f  belief revision are in accordance with the coherence theory,’ The m ost 

influential o f such models is the AGM theory, whose change operations are applied to
Q

belief sets. I shall start the discussion of the place o f  coherence within a  theory o f b e lie f 

revision by introducing the AGM theory, and examining the extent to which i t  

appropriately formalizes the basic tenets of the coherentist epistemology. Then, I shall give 

an account o f the different coherence-based strategies o f belief revision that have been 

proposed in the literature. I shall conclude this chapter by considering the extent to which 

belief revision formalisms contribute to the development o f a coherentist approach to  

epistemic justification,

1. T H E  AGM  TH EO R Y

The dominating model o f belief revision is the AGM  theory (so called after its three 

originators, Carlos Alchourron, Peter Gardenfors, and David Makinson).^ Before getting

 ̂ The normative adequacy of the coherence theory is defended by Harman amd Gardenfors. See 
Hannan, Change in View, pp. 35-42, and Gardenfors, “The Dynamics of Belief Systems: 
Foundations vs. Coherence Theories,” pp. 30-32.

* For a brief and clear introduction to belief revision formalisms, see Gardenfors, “Belief Revision: 
An Introduction.” For a more detailed description of the several models, see Gardenfors, 
Knowledge in Fktx, chapter 2,

’ Gardenfors, Knowledge in Fltoc, p. 35.

* The most detailed argument for the interpretation of the AGM theory as a coherentist theory, and 
for preferring the coherence approach, which AGM is claimed to exemplify, to the foundations 
approach, which Doyle’s theory exemplifies, is provided by Gardenfors in “The Dynamics of 
Belief Systems: Foundations vs. Coherence Theories,” pp. 25ff. For an examination o f Gardenfors’ 
criticism of the foundations approach, and a defense of this framework, see Doyle, “Reason 
Maintenance and Belief Revision: Foundations vs. Coherence Theories.” Under some 
interpretations, formalisms that use “belief bases” instead of “belief sets” are in accordance with a 
foundational approach to belief revision. For a defense of one such model, and a comparison with 
the coherence approach that AGM embodies, see Bochman, “A Foundational Theory of Belief and 
Belief Change”; and “A Foundationalist View of the AGM Theoiy of Belief Change.”
’ Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson, “On the Logic of Theoiy Change: Partial Meet 
Contraction and Revision Functions.” This article has set the foundations for what is now the 
dominant paradigm for research in belief revision. For detailed surveys of the current state of this 
research, see Hansson, A Textbook o f Belief Dynamics^ and Gardenfors and Rott, “Belief 
Revision.” Research on belief revision is closely connected with another flourishing area of
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Coherence and iIk  Dynamics o f Belief

into the details of the theory, let me give a brief introduction o f the main elements o f the 

theories o f  belief revision, as well as a brief outline o f  the way in which these elements are 

understood in the AGM model.

1.1. Elements o f the Formal Theories of Belief Revision

Gardenfors suggests that four epistemic factors form the core o f theories o f belief 

revision. First, central elements o f  these theories are the “epistemic states.” These entities 

are used for representing a person’s knowledge at a given point o f  time. The AGM theory 

models the epistemic state of an individual by representing it as a  set of sentences. Such a 

set consists o f  those sentences that the individual accepts, that is, treats as true. Epistemic 

states are intended to be idealizations of psychological states. For example, AGM assumes 

the sets o f sentences that an individual accepts to be consistent, and closed under logical 

consequences. In this model, idealized epistemic states are supposed to be in reflective 

equilibrium. To explain what this means, Gardenfors distinguishes two kinds o f epistemic 

forces: on the one hand, the “internal forces” pushing an epistemic state toward an 

equilibrium, and on the other, the epistemic inputs that serve as “external forces” taking a 

state from one equilibrium to another. To give an example, if  a set o f  beliefs is not 

consistent, then the individual should, if  she is to be rational, adjust her state o f belief until 

she reaches a rational state of belief. Such equilibrium may be disrupted by new inputs, in 

which case, the individual should make the changes necessary for establishing the 

equilibrium again. In this view, “a rational state of belief is one that is in equilibrium under 

all forces o f internal criticism.” ®̂

In addition to epistemic states, theories of belief revision also have an account o f  

“epistemic inputs,” which can be thought o f as “the deliverances o f experience or as 

linguistic (or other symbolic) information provided by other individuals.” ’* In the AGM 

theory, inputs are confined to single sentences.

research, i.e., non-monotonic reasoning. For a survey on research on this area, see Makinson, 
“General Patterns in Nonmonotonic Reasoning.” For a discussion of the connections between 
belief revision and non-monotonic reasoning, see Rott, Change, Choice, and Inference, A Study o f 
Belief Revision and Nonmonotonic Inference,

Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, p. 9.

” Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, p. 7.
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

The third element is a classification o f  “epistemic attitudes” that describe the s ta tu s  

o f various elements of belief that are contained in an epistemic state. For example, a p e rso n  

may accept or may not accept a  particular fact, judge it to be certain, find it extrem ely 

likely or possible. Different models allow for expressing different kinds o f attitudes 

towards the same fact. In the AGM model, three different kinds o f  attitudes a re  

expressible: a proposition A  may be accepted; rejected, which is to say that its negation (— 

A) is in the belief state; or it may be indetermined, which means that neither A  nor -A  is a n  

element o f the epistemic state. In this model, there is no way of expressing any degree o f  

plausibility o f  different propositions. In contrast, a richer typology o f attitudes can b e  

expressed in probabilistic models. Another way o f introducing degrees o f  acceptance o r  

plausibility, different from probabilities, is Sponh’s generalized possible worlds model. In  

this model, inputs are not only propositions, but propositions together with a  degree o f  

plausibility, which makes possible to introduce more interesting epistemic attitudes, to w it, 

“more plausible than” or “believed more firmly than,” besides the standard “accepted,”  

“rejected,” or “kept in suspense.” *̂

Fourth, “epistemic changes” form the core o f the theories o f  belief revision. The 

two kinds o f  epistemic forces that Gardenfors distinguishes, to recall, internal and external 

forces, correspond to two different kinds of belief change: changes necessary to move from 

a non-equilibrium state to a  state o f  equilibrium, and changes necessary to incorporate new 

input. Since AGM assumes that epistemic states are states in equilibrium, it requires that 

all changes o f  belief be accounted for by some external forces. That is, in the AGM model, 

belief revision always occurs in response to epistemic inputs. Thus, AGM is mainly a 

theory about how to rationally change our beliefs in the light o f new information. Much o f 

the structure o f this theory results from distinguishing between three kinds o f belief 

change: “expansion,” “contraction,” and “revision.” The first kind o f change, i.e., 

expansion, consists in adding the sentence A, which encodes the new piece o f  information 

to the belief set, K. This is the simplest way o f modeling the changes induced by the results 

of observations or o f accepting a testimony, when they do not contradict the beliefs 

previously held. The expansion o f K  by A  is denoted ^ A.

On Spohn’s model, see Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, pp. 30-32.
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

A “contraction” occurs when one gives up a belief. This kind o f  change can be 

made in order to open up for an investigation some proposition that contradicts what the 

agent previously believed. In a  debate a belief that A (-A) may also be hypothetically 

retracted to give the belief that ~A (or A)  a hearing without begging the question. The task 

of the disputants is to find arguments that support either A or -A from the rest of their 

beliefs. Gardenfors argues that a  similar argumentative strategy is followed when someone 

gives an explanation, and thus, that contractions play an essential role in explanatory 

reasoning. The contraction o f  a  belief set K  with respect to the sentence A  is denoted by 

ICA.

The last kind of change, i.e., “revision,” is when a sentence A  contradicts the beliefs 

that are already in K. In this case, it becomes necessary to give up some old beliefs in order 

to accept A while maintaining consistency. Revisions are also made when someone, for the 

sake o f the argument, hypothetically accepts a proposition, although she presently believes 

in its negation. The new belief set that results from revising K  by adding A  and making 

whatever other changes that requires is denoted K  *A.

Last, models of belief revision are governed by a  number o f  “criteria o f  rationality” 

for belief changes, which are meant to guarantee that the resulting belief state is coherent. 

Two important rationality criteria governing the AGM theory are “consistency” and 

“logical omniscience.” The former criterion requires that the set o f  accepted sentences 

must be consistent. The latter requires that the logical consequences o f what is accepted 

should also be accepted. Sets of sentences that satisfy these criteria are called “belief sets,” 

and they represent rational epistemic states. Thus, in the AGM model, coherence amounts 

to consistency and closure under logical entailment. In addition to coherence, another 

criterion is pivotal for specifying what constitutes a rational belief change: the criterion o f 

“informational economy” or “conservativity principle.” The key idea is that “when we

Gardenfors gives an account of explanation according to which the connection between the 
explanans (the sentences that give an explanation) and the explanandum (the fact to be explained) 
is always evaluated relative to an epistemic state (K). The characteristic role of the explanans part 
of an explanation is to decrease the surprise value of the explanandum. He proposes that, in order 
to measure the surprise value of an explanandum^ and thus, the success of a particular explanans^ 
one should consult the epistemic state o f a person contracted by E (denoted KT), in which E is not 
known. The surprise value of E is inversely related to the degree of belief associated with E in K*E. 
According to Gardenfors, the central criterion on explanations is that the explanans in a nontrivial 
way decreases the surprise value of the explanandum. For Gardenfors' analysis of explanations see 
chapter 8 of Knowledge in Flux.
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

change our beliefs, we want to retain as much as possible o f our old beliefs -information i s  

in general not gratuitous, and unnecessary looses o f  information are therefore to b e  

avoided.” *'* This criterion, thus, demands that the change should be the minimal o n e  

required to accommodate the input while preserving the coherence o f  the belief set.*^

Theories of belief revision aim at characterizing rational changes o f belief. To d o  

this, be lie f sets models, such as AGM, follow two complementary strategies. First, it i s  

formulated various “rationality postulates” that should be satisfied by the appropriate belief* 

changes. Then, the goal is to present a  “epistemic commitment function,” which is a ru le  

determining how an epistemic state would rationally change as a result o f various inputs, in  

a w ay that satisfies the rationality postulates. Let us first examine the rationality postulates 

that are proposed in the AGM fi*amework.

1.2. Rationality Postulates fo r Belief Changes

The postulates advocated within the AGM theory are motivated to a large extent, as  

will be shown, by the economic side o f rationality, to wit, the criterion o f  informational 

economy. For expansions, the following postulates are proposed:

(K"^l) K'*̂ A is a belief set

Q C 2) a  € K^A

(K ^ 3 )K cK ^ A

Q C 4) I f  A € K, then K^A = A

(K‘" 5 )I fK c H ,th e n K " A  c IT A

(K^6) For all beliefs sets K  and all sentences A, K'^A is the smallest belief set that 

satisfies (KM )-(K'^5)

Gardenfors, Knowledge in Fltcc, p. 49,

The principle o f conservatism is traditionally opposed to the principle of coherence. A different 
view on the relation between coherence and conservatism is suggested by Rott. He distinguishes 
between synchronic (or inferential) coherence and diachronic coherence. While the idea of 
synchronic coherence applies to belief states, the idea of diachronic coherence applies to sequences 
of belief states by requiring that prior and posterior belief states somehow “hang together.” 
Diachronic coherence comes down to the principle of minimal change. Hence, in Rott’s view, 
conservatism may be interpreted as a strategy aiming at a certain kind of coherence. See Rott,
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Coherence and the Dynamics o f Belief

The first postulate expresses the idea that expansion is a function from belief sets 

and sentences to belief sets. The second requires that the input be accepted in the expanded 

set o f  beliefs. The third postulate is motivated by the principle o f  conservatism: all old 

beliefs should be retained in the expansion o f  K by A. O f course, i f  A is already accepted 

in K, then the expansion of K by A should have no effect, as it is stated in the fourth 

postulate. I f  K is a  subset o f H, then it is natural that the expansion o f K by A should not 

have any beliefs that are also not included in the expansion o f  H by A. This is the 

motivation for the fifth postulate. Last, (K* !̂) - (K‘̂ 5) do not exclude the possibility that the 

expanded set contain a lot o f beliefs not included in K, which have no connection with A. 

Because we want to avoid endorsing beliefs that are not justified, we should require that 

the expanded set do not have any beliefs that are not required by the other postulates. 

Technically, this idea is formulated in the last postulate.

According to the AGM theory, an expansion is rational if the resulting set meets the 

conditions required by these postulates. But, which is this set? Alchourrón, Gardenfors, 

and Makinson show that the set o f  all logical consequences of the old beliefs together with 

the new belief A is the smallest set that satisfies - K*5). Alchourrón, Gardenfors, and 

Makinson prove the following theorem:

Representation Theorem fo r  Expansion. The expansion function + satisfies

K"6) iffK"A= C n ( K u  {A})

, where Cn (K) denotes the set o f all logical consequences o f a set K.

Hence, the rationality postulates uniquely determine the expansion o f a set K by A 

as the set of all logical consequences of K. together with A. Only if  an expansion process 

has as a  result such a set, can it be said to be a rational change of belief. It is not possible to 

give a similar explicit definition o f  contractions and revisions. The reason why this is so is 

that, from a logical point o f view, there are several ways of specifying the revision or 

contraction o f  a belief set. To illustrate this, Gardenfors gives the following example: “I 

may now believe that all philosophers are scatterbrained, that Wittgenstein was a

“Coherence and Conservatism in the Dynamics of Belief,” pp. 401-404; and Change, Choice, and 
Inference, pp. 67-75.
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philosopher, and consequently that Wittgenstein was scatterbrained. I f  I then, somehow, 

receive compellmg evidence that Wittgenstein was not scatterbrained, I will be forced to  

revise m y earlier beliefs, on pain o f inconsistency. The revision can be made by giving up  

either m y belief that all philosophers are scatterbrained or my belief that Wittgenstein is a  

philosopher. So long as logic is considered, both o f these ways will do.” '^

Thus, an important problem concerning revisions and contractions is how one 

selects the beliefs that are to be retained and those that should be given up. The rationality 

postulates proposed within the AGM theory do not give a  unique solution to this problem; 

instead they are claimed to circumscribe the set o f  rational solutions. The rationality 

postulates for revisions are the following:

(K*l) For any sentence A  and a belief set K, K*A is a belief set

(K*2) A G K*A

(K*3)K*AcK'^A

(K*4) I f -  ̂  i? K, then K^A c  K*A

(K*5) K*A = Kj . if  and only if  |-

(K*6) I f  1- A ^  B, then K*A= K*B

(K *7)K *A & B c(K *A fB

(K*8) If -B  ^  K*A, then (K^A)"^ c  K*A&B

The first postulate requires that the output o f  the revision process be a belief state. 

The second postulate, in line with (K^2), is the postulate o f “success,” and it guarantees 

that the epistemic input A is accepted in the revised state. The third and fourth postulates 

entail that expansion is an especial case of revision. According to (K*5), the revision o f  K 

by A yields the absurd state o f  belief Kj. (the set o f  all sentences) i f  -A  is logically 

necessary. In this case, logical closure forces an inconsistency, and, since inconsistent 

belief sets entail everything, the resulting revised set is the absurd state o f  belief Kx. In the 

rest o f  the cases, the revision o f  K  by A is a consistent state. The sixth postulate states that 

logically equivalent sentences should lead to identical changes. The last two postulates 

generalize (K*3) and (K*4) to  iterated changes o f belief. The idea is that the minimal

Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, p. 53.
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change o f  K  that is necessary to include both A  and B ought to be the same as the 

expansion o f  K*A by B, so long as B does not contradict the beliefs in K*A.

In relation to contraction, the following postulates are proposed:

(K 'l) For any sentence A and any belief set K, K'A is a belief set

(K '2 )K *A cK

(K'3) If A g K, then K'A = K

(K'4) I f  not |- A, then A « K'A

(K'5) I f  A € K, then K c  (K 'A f A

(K'6) If  }• A <-► B, then K'A= K'B

(K'7) K'A n  K 3  E  K'A&B

(K'8) If A «5 K'A&B then K'A&B s  K'A

The first postulate is o f a familiar kind: the contracted set should be a belief set. 

The second one requires that no new belief occur in K'A. According to (K'3), if  A is not in 

K, then the contraction o f K by A should have no effect. The fourth postulate states that.the 

contraction be successful, that is, that the sentence to be contracted must not be a logical 

consequence o f the beliefs retained in K'A (unless A is logically valid). (K'5) postulates 

that all beliefs in K are recovered after first contracting and then expanding by the same 

belief. The sixth postulate ensures that the contraction of a set by logically equivalent 

sentences yields the same result. (K7) requires that the beliefs that are both in the 

contracted set K"A and K’B, are also in the contraction o f K by A and B. The last postulate 

is motivated by the idea that the minimal change o f  K necessary to give up A and B is 

closely related to the minimal change necessary to give up A, i f  it is the case that in the 

contraction o f  K by A and B, A is rejected because it is epistemologically less entrenched 

(this idea will be expanded later). With these postulates in mind, let us now examine how 

AGM constructs the fimctions for revising belief sets.

3. The Construction of a Contraction Function

The main goal o f  AGM is to provide an epistemic commitment function, to recall, a 

rule for determining how an epistemic state would rationally change in the light of new
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infonnation. For this purpose, the AGM strategy is to formulate several postulates that 

must be satisfied for a belief change to be rational. In the case o f expansion, the axiom s 

lead to an explicit definition o f  the belief change process. In contrast, it is not possible to  

give definitions in the same way for revisions and contractions. The postulates for revision 

and contraction are claimed to cover all logical properties that characterize these processes 

o f be lief change. However, as was argued, there is logically a multitude o f  ways to revise 

and contract a belief se t Thus, these postulates do not suffice to determine a revision o r 

contraction function; other epistemic factors play a  role as well.

Now, the problem is how to determine the epistemic commitment function for a  

belief set, that is, how the exact content o f  the set that results from all three processes o f  

belief change can be specified. The good news is that such a  function is completely 

determined by a contraction function. The reason why this is so is that rcAnsions (which 

include expansions as a special case) can be defined in terms o f  contractions. The “Levi 

Identity,” proposed by Levi and endorsed by AGM, gives us such a definition. According 

to this identity, belief revision can be regarded as a sequence o f contractions and 

expansions. That is, in order to constmct the revision K*A, one first eliminates -A as well 

as all other beliefs that entail -A, and then expands the contracted set by A. Formally, 

Levi’s thesis can be expressed by the following definition:

Definition o f Revision. K*A = (K‘ -A) "'A17

Thus, it suffices to construct a contraction function for fully characterizing the 

process o f  belief change. The general idea in AGM is to start from K'A and then give some 

recipe for choosing which propositions to delete from K so that K’A does not contain A as 

a logical consequence. Because o f  the criterion o f informational economy, it seems natural 

to require that K*A be as large a  subset o f K  as possible. For this reason, according to 

AGM, we should focus on the subsets of K that do not contain A and then search among

” Levi advances the thesis that revisions can be analyzed as the composition of a contraction and a 
expansion in “Subjunctives, Dispositions, and Chances.” It is worth noticing that contractions can 
be also defined in terms of revisions, assuming expansions as given. The idea here, first presented 
by Harper, is that a sentence B is accepted in a contracted set K A, if and only if B is accepted both 
in K and K*-A. Thus, in the terminology of AGM, “contraction” may be defined as follows: K A= 
KDK’-A (See Harper, “Rational Conceptual Change.”) For the interpretation of these identities in 
the terminology of AGM, see Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, pp. 69-71.
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these for the “largest,” that is, those that contain as much information as possible. Such 

subsets are defined as follows: A belief set K’ is a  maximal subset o f K  that fails to imply 

A if  and only if: (i) K’ is a subset o f  K; (ii) A i  K; and (iii) for any proposition B that is in 

K, but not in K’, B —► A is in K ’, that is, i f  K ’ were expanded by B, it would entail A. That 

is, K’ is a  maximal subset o f  K that does not contain A and such that no member of K that 

is not in K ’ can be added without entailing A. In general, there are several such subsets. 

The set o f  all beliefs sets K’ that are maximal subsets o f K that fail to imply A is denoted K 

J_ A. Now, the AGM’s strategy for defining a contraction function is to determine the 

contraction o f a belief set K with respect to A by means of a selection function S that picks 

out some elements o f the set o f all belief sets K’ that are maximal subsets o f K that fail to 

imply A. Such function is called a “partial meet contraction function,” and it can be 

defined as follows:

Partial Meet Contraction. K'A "= H S (K X A)

The contraction function is defined as the intersection o f all the subsets selected by 

S among the members o f K X A. The selection function S picks out the “most important” 

members o f K X A. Since several members o f K X A  may be picked out by S as the best 

way of contracting K. by A, the contracted set is the intersection o f  those selected members 

of K X A. Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson further prove that the set that results 

from applying the partial meet contraction function satisfies the rationality postulates.

Now, the question arises o f how these “most important” members should be 

selected when contracting a belief set. Such selection, as we have seen, is not determined 

on logical grounds, but other epistemic factors also play a role. Thus, the problem is that 

of specifying which epistemic factors determine which members o f K  X A  ought to be 

preferred. Gardenfors has proposed that the contracted set should be the intersection of 

those members of K X A that are “epistemologically most entrenched.” He has shown that 

for any contraction function satisfying the rationality postulates, there is some ordering in 

terms of epistemic entrenchment o f the maximal subsets in K X A. This ordering, denoted 

by <, can be used to define a selection function:

(Selection Function) S (K X A) = {K* 6 K X A: K ’ < K”  for all K ”  e  K X A}
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Thus, the selection function picks out, among the maximal subsets of K that fail to  

imply A, those that are epistemologically most entrenched. Gardenfors explains the notion 

o f epistemic entrenchment as follows: “The fundamental criterion for determining th e  

epistemic entrenchment o f  a sentence is how useful it is in inquiry and deliberation. 

Certain pieces of our knowledge and beliefs about the world are more important th an  

others when planning future actions, conducting scientific investigations, or reasoning in  

general. To give an example o f  the scientific case, in modem chemical theory, knowledge 

about the combining weights is much more important for chemical experiments than  

knowledge about the color or taste of the substances. This difference in entrenchment is  

reflected in that, if  chemists for some reason changed their opinion concerning the  

combining weights o f two substances, this would have much more radical effects o n  

chemical theory than if  they changed their opinion concerning the tastes of the tw o 

substances.

This example also shows that, in general, the epistemic entrenchment o f different 

sentences is not connected with probabilities ... Rather than being connected w ith 

probabilities, the epistemic entrenchment o f  a  sentence is tied to its explanatory value and 

its overall informational value

This notion o f  epistemic entrenchment in terms of usefulness in inquiry and 

deliberation can be seen as closely related to some modem theories o f  scientific change. 

Kuhn’s “symbolic generalizations,” which form part o f a paradigm, or Lakatos’ distinction 

between the “core” o f a research program and the “protective belt,” present a mdimentary 

hierarchy among the sentences o f  a  scientific theory according to their relative epistemic 

importance. This hierarchy can be interpreted as a  rough ranking o f  sentences into degrees 

of epistemic entrenchment, so that the sentences with a  higher degree are included in the 

core part o f  the theory. Like the ordering o f epistemic entrenchment, which determines the

1RGardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, p. 87. Emphasis added. Relations of epistemic entrenchment 
have become one of the most important tools in the modeling of belief revision. On this notion, and 
its role in determining what to retract and what to retain in the process of revision, see Gardenfors 
and Makinson, “Revisions of Knowledge Systems Using Epistemic Entrenchment”; Cantwell, 
“Two Notions of Epistemic Entrenchment”; Nayak, Nelson, and PolanslQ ,̂ “Belief Change as 
Change in Epistemic Entrenchment”; Bochman, “Entrechment venus Dependence; Coherence and 
Foundations in Belief Change”; Rott, “Preferential Belief Change Using Generalized Epistemic 
Entrenchment,” and Change, Choice, and Inference, chapter 8.
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result o f  contraction, this hierarchy is also claimed to play a crucial role in the revision of 

scientific theories. In fact, changes of an ordering o f epistemic entrenchment are closely 

related with processes o f theory change in science. As Gardenfors points out “a change of 

paradigm typically involves a  radical change o f  the ordering o f  epistemic entrenchment 

and, vice versa, a substantial change of the degrees o f epistemic entrenchment of the theses 

in a scientific field is a strong indication of what Kuhn calls a ‘scientific revolution.’” ’  ̂We 

can illustrate this, again, with the aid o f the chemistry example. According to the 

phlogiston theory, qualitative facts (e.g., facts about color and taste o f  substances) were 

regarded as more “important” than quantitative facts (e.g., facts about combining weights). 

After the Lavoisier revolution took place, the quantitative properties o f  substances were 

thought o f  as more fundamental than the qualitative properties; that is, they had a higher 

degree o f epistemic entrenchment. A change in the hierarchy, or ordering of epistemic 

entrenchment, charactenzes a  major scientific change.

This qualitative approach to the notion of epistemic entrenchment contrasts with the 

more quantitative approach to the relative informational value o f  the sentences based on 

probabilities. In this view, the epistemic entrenchment of a sentence could be identified 

with the quantity of information that is lost when it is retracted, where such information is 

measured with the aid of Bayesian statistics. On the contrary, Gardenfors does not 

assume that one can quantitatively measure degrees o f  epistemic entrenchment. Instead, he 

formulates some postulates for the qualitative properties of epistemic entrenchment. The 

postulates are the following:

’’ Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, p. 89.

Despite the natural interpretation of these theories of scientific change in terms of epistemic 
entrenchment, G^denfors considers that, in many cases, these metascientific considerations are of 
little help when determining the finer structure of the ordering of epistemic entrenchment Instead, 
in these cases one must rely on pragmatic factors in order to specify which one of two sentences is 
the most entrenched. For example, he writes, “when a person contracts her state of belief in a 
debate or when giving an explanation, the conversational context may be a crucial factor for 
determining the current epistemic entrenchment of the sentences under consideration.” See 
Knowledge in Flux, p. 93.

For a survey of this approach see Williams, “Bayesian Conditionalisation and the Principle of 
Minimum Information.” A fundamental assumption of this approach is that belief states should not 
be represented by belief sets, but by a probability measure defined over the relevant sentences. For 
an introduction to this representation, see Gardenfors, Knowledge in Flux, chapter 5.
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(EEl) For any A, B, and C, if  A < B, and B < C, then A <C (Transitivity) 

(EE2) For any A and B, if  A B, then A < B (Dominance)

(EE3) For all A and B in K, A < A&B or B <  A&B (Conjunctiveness) 

(EE4) When K  #  K-*-, A  « K iff A < B for all B (Minimality)

(EE5) If B < A  for all B, then A

The first postulate requires that < satisfy transitivity, a  minimal requirement o f  a  

ordering relation. “Dominance” states that i f  a  sentence A entails B, and either A or B m us 

be retracted from K, then it 'will be a smaller change to give up A and retain B rather tha ï 

to give up B, because then A  must be retracted as well if  we want the revised set to b t 

closed under logical consequences. According to the third postulate, i f  we want to retract 

A&B from K, this can only be achieved by giving up either A or B and, consequently, the  

informational loss incurred by giving up A&B will be that same as the loss incurred b y  

giving up A or that incurred by giving up B. The “minimality” postulate says that i f  a  

sentence is not in K, then it is minimal in the ordering. Conversely, the last postulate 

establishes that the most entrenched sentences are those that are logically valid, because 

they will never be given up.

It is thus the epistemic entrenchment that determines the sentence’s fate when a  

state is contracted or revised. Moreover, Gardenfors argues that the ordering o f epistemic 

entrenchment can be used to give a  formal definition o f  a  contraction function. The central 

idea is that when contracting K with respect to A, the sentences that should be retained in  

the contracted state are those which have a  higher degree o f epistemic entrenchment than 

A. The definition is the following:^^

(C-) B € K'A if  and only if  B e  K and

(i) A is logically valid (in which case K'A = K) or

(ii) A < A v B

Gardenfors and Makinson have shown that if  the ordering of epistemic 

entrenchment satisfies the postulates (EE1-EE5), the contraction function defined above

Gardenfors, “The Dynamics of Belief Systems,” p. 37.
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satisfies all the rationality postulates for contraction.^ Therefore, there are two basically 

equivalent proposals for constructing an epistemic commitment function for a belief state: 

one based on maximal subsets o f K, and another, explored by Gardenfors, based on an 

ordering o f epistemic entrenchment. These proposals are claimed to answer the question of 

how we should rationally change our beliefs in the light of new information.

2. AGM  AS A COHERENCE THEORY OF BELIEF REVISION

The AGM theory has been interpreted as being in accordance with the coherence 

theory o f belief revision. Three main features may seem to favor this interpretation: its 

focus on logical structure rather than on inferential pedigree; the fact that its rationality 

postulates are basically motivated by the objective o f making minimal changes while 

maintaining the coherence of the belief state; and the lack o f a formal distinction between a 

set of basic beliefs and non-basic beliefs. However, there are reasons to doubt that the 

AGM theory adequately formalizes the basic tenets of coherence theories of belief 

revision. First, it relies on a notion o f coherence that does not correspond with the intuitive 

notion that characterizes the coherentist tradition. The AGM, and all the literature in belief 

revision that it has given rise to, holds that a set o f beliefs is coherent if  it is consistent and 

logically closed. This conception o f coherence is quite problematic. To start with, it 

disregards the network dimension o f the notion o f  coherence, presumably because the 

positive criteria of coherence are ‘Tess precise.”^̂  But, it is well known that consistency is 

not a sufficient condition of coherence, perhaps, as has been suggested, it is not even a 

necessary condition.^^ To reduce coherence to consistency is to trivialize the notion of 

coherence. The requirement that a coherent set be closed under logical consequence can be 

interpreted as an attempt to formalize the positive coimections that must hold between the 

members o f a consistent set o f beliefs for it to be coherent. However, it is far from clear

Gardenfors and Makinson, “Revisions of Knowledge Systems Using Epistemic Entrenchment.”

Gardenfors affirms that “A basic criterion for a coherent epistemic state is that it should be 
logically consistent. Other coherentist criteria for the statics of belief systems are less precise” 
(emphasis on bold added), “The Dynamics of Belief Systems,” p. 28.

See chapter 3.
According to Doyle, “A deductively closed set represents the extreme case in which each belief 

follows from all others” (“Reason Maintenance and Belief Revision,” p. 30). That AGM defines 
the positive aspect of coherence in terms of deductive closure has also argued by Olsson in 
“Making Beliefs Coherent.”
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that logical closure is a reasonable condition o f  coherence, as Olsson and Hansson havi 

forceiully argued.

Olsson and Hansson claimed that the basic criteria o f coherence are incompatible 

with a representation o f  states o f  beliefs as logically closed sets, which the AGM theory 

postulates. They give two arguments for this claim. First, they propose four formal 

principles that are claimed to capture the essential features o f the coherentist epistemology 

as it is traditionally conceived. These principles are as follows:

{Residual Support) If, for all a  e  K, K  \ {a} supports a, then K satisfies

mutual support.^*

{Supraclassicality) I f  K-] a , then K supports a.

{Classical Coherence) I f  K  is consistent and satisfies mutual support, then K is

coherent.

{Non-Triviality) There is some K such that K is consistent but incoherent.

The first postulate formalizes the traditional condition o f coherence according to 

which in a  coherent belief system it must be possible to justify each belief in terms o f the 

rest o f  the beliefs o f  the system, that is, they must mutually support each other. I f  the 

support relation is understood as an inference relation, then “supraclassicality holds.” This 

condition says that a  set supports a  sentence i f  it can be logically derived from that set. The 

third condition postulates that consistency and mutual support are sufficient conditions for 

coherence.^^ Last, “non-triviality” is required to  guarantee that coherence is not reduced to 

mere consistency. Hansson and Olsson show  that that the addition to these conditions o f 

the AGM’s assumption that belief states are deductively closed yields a contradiction.^®

It might be argued that the foregoing postulates deviate from the traditional 

coherentist thesis in that they characterize the notion o f  coherence as an all-or-nothing 

matter. Hansson and Olsson give a second argument to support the untenability o f  the

^  Hansson and Olsson, “Providing Foundations for Coherentism.”

^  The sign “\” stands for set-subtraction. For instance, if K = {a, p, %], then, K\ {a} = {p, x}-

^  Hansson and Olsson leave open whether these conditions are necessary or not.

For the proof of incompatibility see Hansson and Olsson, “Providing Foundations to 
Coherentism,” pp. 247-248.
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coherentist interpretation of AGM. They show that this theory is not compatible either with 

the comparative notion o f coherence that has been traditionally employed. One such 

gradational analysis is BonJour’s. As explained in chapter 3, according to BonJour, a set A 

is more coherent than B if  (i) it contains more contradictions, or contradictions of a greater 

severity; (ii) it has a higher degree o f  probabilistic coherence; (iii) its elements are 

connected by a larger number o f inferential connections, or if  the connections are of 

greater strengths; (iv) it contains fewer subsystems that are tmconnected by inferential 

connections; and (v) it contains fewer unexplained anomalies.

Hansson and Olsson show that two of BonJour’s criteria, to wit, the criteria 

according to which the degree o f coherence o f a set depends on its degree o f probabilistic 

consistency (ii) and the number o f unexplained anomalies (v), cannot be captured by 

AGM. This theory, it is argued, lacks the formal resources that are necessary to represent 

both the notion o f probability and the notion o f explanation. In addition, this theory blurs 

the distinctions relevant for evaluating the relative coherence o f  a state o f belief by the 

other three criteria. In relation to the consistency dimension (i), there is only one set that is 

both inconsistent and logically closed, namely, the set of all sentences. Thus, in AGM, 

only a binary distinction can be made in relation to this criterion. Then, as regards criterion

(iii), in the AGM theory, there can be no distinction between degrees o f inferential 

cormectedness, since all logically closed sets satisfy this criterion to a maximum degree. 

Last, in connection with (iv), the mass o f spurious deductive relations introduced through 

logical closure connects all subsystems of a belief system in a way that cannot be 

distinguished from the significant inferential relations in terms o f  which the coherence o f  a 

system must be determined.

Thus, on the basis o f the two preceding arguments, Hansson and Olsson conclude 

that the requirement that belief bases be deductively closed should be given up. Ultimately, 

the main problem with combining AGM with coherentism is that AGM does not pay 

sufficient attention to the distinction between derived and non-derived beliefs. Only the 

coherence o f non-derived beliefs, they argue, is relevant to epistemic justification. Since 

AGM does not make a distinction between real beliefs and its logical consequences, it fails 

to model a concept o f coherence adequate to work as a standard of justification. They 

illustrate the point as follows: “Suppose that you believe that Paris is the capital of France 

(a). Exercising your skills in elementary logic, you also come to believe (1) either Paris of
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Quito is the capital o f France (p), and (2) that if  Quito is the capital of France, then so is 

Paris (p—> a). Clearly, a  v p and p-+ a  together imply a. However it makes no sense to say 

that a  V p and p—► a contribute to your belief in a, or indeed that they contribute to any 

other belief whatsoever. Each o f the two sentences a  v p and p-^  a  is believed only 

because a  is believed ... The sort o f  support that a  receives from a  v p and p—+ a, in the 

situation described in the previous paragraph, has nothing to  do with the sort o f support 

that makes a belief state coherent and capable o f justifying beliefs.” *̂

Hence, AGM, by embracing a representation o f epistemic states as logically closed 

sets o f  sentences, blurs the distinction between the cases in which inferential connections 

contribute to the kind of coherence that is relevant to epistemic justification and those in 

which they do not.

Besides the inadequacy o f the notion o f coherence that AGM accepts, this theory 

falls short of adequately formalizing the coherentist mechanisms o f justification in  another 

respect. In the AGM model, new information should always be accepted. This is 

guaranteed by the “success postulate,” according to which the sentence that encodes the 

input must be a  member of the revised or expanded belief set. However, it is a common 

feature o f coherentist theories o f knowledge and justification that input is not always 

accepted; instead it is evaluated in the light o f the background system of beliefs.^^ Closely 

related to this point, the coherentist interpretation o f  AGM suffers from a third problem. 

The field o f application of this theory is restricted to changes o f  belief that are mediated by 

external input. Thus, internal changes o f  belief fall beyond the scope o f application o f  this 

theory. However, coherentist standards o f  justification play a role in both external and 

internal changes. In fact, as will be argued later, no distinct line can be drawn between 

changes o f  beliefs that are necessary to push a state toward an equilibrium, and those that, 

by incorporating input, take a state from one equilibrium to another. Because o f this, 

despite the extraordinary progress that AGM has made towards formally representing 

rational belief changes, it cannot be used to give a coherentist account o f these changes.

Hansson and Olsson, “Providing Foundations for Coherentism,” p. 259.

In fact, one of the most forceful objections to coherence theories is that, because they are not 
input-assimilating, they can cut off justification from the world. That is, since input is always 
evaluated in terms of its coherence with the old system of beliefs, coherentist standards of 
justification may end up “isolating” the system of beliefs from external input. To recall, this is the 
so-called “isolation objection.” On this objection, see chapter 3.
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Nevertheless, as we will see, it does provide the tools for developing formal models of 

belief change that are more in accordance with the coherentist view of justification.

3. COHERENCE-BASED STRATEGIES OF BELIEF REVISION

In light o f the foregoing remarks, it can be concluded that an appropriate 

coherentist model o f belief revision must satisfy the following conditions: (i) it should not 

formally represent the network aspect of coherence by requiring that belief states be 

logically closed; (ii) it should not require that new information be always accepted; and 

(iii) it must give an account o f both external and internal changes of belief. Fortunately, 

some formal models that have the resources to implement these conditions are available.

Firstly, some theories o f belief revision do not represent belief states as belief sets, 

i.e., as logically closed sets o f sentences, but by means of “belief bases.” A belief base is a 

set of sentences that is not closed under logical consequence so that its elements represent 

non-derived beliefs. Changes are performed on the belief base, and derived beliefs are 

changed only as a  result of changes o f the base. These non-derived beliefs may include not 

only observational beliefs, but also beliefs o f an explanatory or general nature -a s  long as 

these beliefs are held independently o f the others. Thus, these beliefs should not be 

identified with the “basic beliefs” that foundationalists postulate.^^ Secondly, the so-called 

non-prioritized models of belief revision reflect the fact that new information is not always 

accepted, but rather weighted against old information.^'* In these models, no special priority

See Hansson, “Taking Belief Bases Seriously,” and A Textbook o f Belief Dynamics. That belief 
bases should not be taken to be a component of a foundationalist theory is argued by Hansson and 
Olsson, in “Providing Foundations for Coherentism,” p. 264. In contrast, some belief revision 
theorists have considered belief base models as providing a foundationalist picture of belief 
revision. The argument is that in these models, as opposed to belief sets models, not all beliefs are 
equally fundamental, but those that are in the base provide the foundation for the derived beliefs. 
Cf. Fuhrmann, “Theory Contraction through Base Contraction,” p. 210; Rott, “Modeling for Belief 
Change: Prioritization and Entrenchment,” p. 23; and Bochman, “Entrenchment versus 
Dependence: Coherence and Foundations in Belief Change,” p. 3. However, as we have seen, a 
coherentist approach to justification must differentiate between the coherence of non-derived 
beliefs, and that of derived beliefs, since only the former is epistemically relevant. A natural way to 
draw this distinction is by adopting a belief base model of belief revision. In addition, belief sets, as 
Olsson and Hansson have extensively argued, are incompatible with the basic coherentist 
postulates.

^  Non-prioritized belief revision is also called “autonomous belief revision,” since it allows for an 
autonomous agent who decides herself whether or not to accept an input, see Galliërs, 
“Autonomous Belief Revision and Communication.”
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is assigned to new information due to its n o v e l t y A n d  lastly, unlike AGM, these models 

have introduced operations that formalize not only external changes of belief but alsc 

internal changes.

Hansson’s theory o f “semi-revision” is a non-prioritized model of belief revision 

that uses belief bases for representing epistemic states. Moreover, Hansson’s theory no 

only allows for operations of change induced by epistemic input, but it also introduces an 

operation o f “consolidation” that models internal changes o f belief. Thus, this theory seems 

to be more in line with the coherentist ideas than the AGM framework. Let us briefly 

present the main lines o f  this theory,

3.1. H ansson’s Theory o f Semi-Revision

Operations in Hansson’s theory are largely modeled after operations in the AGM 

model. The same three types o f  changes are distinguished: expansion, contraction, and 

revision. Partial meet contraction is defined in the same way, but partial meet semi- 

revision is adjusted so that the outcome is not logically closed. Hansson constructs the 

operator o f  partial meet semi-revision on the basis of the follovring to suboperations:

(1) Expand by a

(2) Consolidate the belief base

In the first step the input sentence is added to the belief base. In the second step, the 

belief base is “consolidated,” which is the operation by which a belief base is made 

consistent. Consolidation takes us from a  belief base, to a consistent subset o f itself.^^ This 

function is also o f  a partial meet kind. Hansson defines consolidation as follows:

An operation >  is an operation o f  partial meet consolidation if  and only if

K >  = n Y ( K x ^ .

For a very brief introduction to non-prioritized belief revision models see Hansson, “What’s New 
Isn’t Always Best,” Hansson summarizes and systematizes recent and ongoing work in the area of 
belief revision in “A Survey of Non- Prioritized Belief Revision.”

Hansson, “Taking Belief Bases Seriously.”
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, where K-l^ is the set o f all maximally-inclusive consistent subsets of K, and y is a 

function which for each K selects a subset o f  KiT*". Thus, the consolidation o f a set is the 

intersection o f  some o f the maximally-inclusive consistent subsets of K. Hansson has 

proved that consolidation can be axiomatically characterized as follows:

An operation >  is an operation o f  partial meet consolidation if and only if, 

for all K:

(i) K>is consistent

(ii) K> c  K

(iii) If  a  e K\K> then there is some K ’ with K> c  K ’ q  K such that K’ is 

consistent and K’ u  {a} is inconsistent.

Thus, according to the two first postulates, the result o f consolidating K is a 

consistent subset o f  K. The third postulate says that whatever is excluded when a belief 

base is consolidated must have contributed to making the original base inconsistent. 

Hansson uses then consolidation to define semi-revision:

An operation ? is an operation o f  partial meet semi-revision if and only if  

K? a  = (K u  {a})>, where > is an operation o f partial meet consolidation.

That is, the result of semi-revising K is that o f consolidating the set that results 

from adding set-thcoretically a  to K. Hansson has proved the following representation 

theorem for partial semi-revision:^’

An operation ? is an operation o f partial meet semi-revision if and only if, for all K 

and a:

(i) K? a  is consistent (consistency)

(ii) K? a  c  K u  {a} (inclusion)

(iii) If p e  K\K?a, then there is some K’ such that K?a c  K’ c  K u  {a}, K ’ is 

consistent, and K’ u  p is inconsistent (relevance)

(iv) (K u  {a})? a  = K? a  (pre-expansion)

(v) If a, p €  K, then K?a = K? p (internal exchange)
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“Consistency” says that the result after semi-revision is consistent. According to 

“inclusion” such result is included in the set-theoretical addition o f a  to K. The “relevance” 

postulate says that only beliefs that are to be blamed for inducing inconsistency can be 

given up. According to “pre-expansion” whether a  is already believed or not is irrelevant 

to the result o f  semi-revising by a. The last postulate states that if  a  ad p are both believed, 

then it does not matter which o f them we semirevise: the result o f semi-revision will be the 

same.

From this brief introduction to Hansson’s model o f  belief revision, it is already 

apparent what the main problem that it faces as a formalization of a coherence theory of 

belief revision is: it reduces the coherence of a belief state to its consistency. Hansson 

noted the possibility of a version o f  his theory in which the positive dimension of 

coherence could be incorporated. However, he remarked that such a version is problematic 

because “it is difficult to make the notion of coherence operative in a formal setting.” *̂ 

Olsson has taken up the challenge o f formalizing a positive notion of coherence. He has 

developed a generalized version of Hansson’s theory in which the consistency requirement 

is replaced by a  requirement o f coherence.^^ Let us now examine Olsson’s proposal.

3.2. O lsson’s Coherentist Approach to Belief Revision

I will introduce Olsson’s coherentist approach to belief revision in some detail, for 

it is the m ost articulated attempt to bring together belief revision formalisms and 

coherentist epistemology. The exposition o f the theory will be as follows. First, I w ill show 

how, according to  Olsson, coherence can be formally represented. Then, I shall introduce 

Olsson’s coherentist interpretation o f consolidation and semi-revision. Next, I will present 

Olsson’s analysis o f  the notion o f relational coherence. Last, I shall examine how  Olsson 

generalizes his theory so as to include cases in which the input is not a single sentence, but

Hansson, “Semi-Revision.”

^*Ibid.

Olsson presents a generalized venion of Hansson’s theory of consolidation in “Making Beliefs 
Coherent.” He has also developed a coherentist version of Hansson serai-revision in “A Coherence 
Interpretation o f Semi-Revision.” The presentation of Olsson’s coherentist version of the 
operations or consolidation and semi-revision is based on these two articles.
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a set, by using a “merge” operation. This operation, Olsson argues, adequately models the 

coherentist picture o f justification.

3.2.1. O lsson's Notion o f  Coherence

Instead o f  equating coherence with consistency, Olsson views coherence as 

involving consistency as well as some other kind of stability. The consistency part of 

coherence is captured by using a consequence operation."^® Olsson introduces a “stability 

set” to serve as the formal counterpart o f the preferred concept o f stability. Olsson does not 

specify whether “stability” should be defined in terms o f derivability, probability, 

explanation, or other concepts. He is not interested in studying the qualitative nature of 

coherence, but coherence-making in belief change. For this purpose, he claims, nothing has 

to be assumed about conditions o f  coherence, except that there is a  stability set S of 

consistent sets o f  sentences such that any set of sentences is coherent if  and only i f  it is an 

element o f  Let L be a standard propositional language, built up from the usual 

connectives. More precisely, Olsson defines coherence as follows:

Coherence. Let S c  P (L). A set A c  L is coherent with respect to S if and

only if (i) A € S, and (ii) A is consistent.

Stability, and thus, coherence, is seen as a matter o f  all or nothing. Any consistent 

set that does not belong to S is said to be incoherent. W ith this definition o f coherence, 

Olsson explores the extent to which it is possible to develop a  coherentist interpretation of 

the main operations of Hansson’s theory. Let us start with consolidation,

3.2.2. The Coherentist Interpretation o f Consolidation

As opposed to Hansson’s theory, in Olsson’s approach, to “consolidate” is not to 

make a belief state coherent, in the narrow sense o f  making it consistent, but to change it

On this operation, see Olsson, “Making Beliefs Coherent,” pp. 145*146.

Nevertheless, Olsson makes some assumptions regarding the concept of coherence. The first is 
that it is coherent not to hold any non-derived beliefs at all. Next, it is also assumed that, for any 
consistent set, there is always some coherent superset. Olsson, “Making Beliefs Coherent,” pp. 
144-145.
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so that it is also stable. Perhaps, from an internal point o f view, the most obvious reason to 

revise is the presence o f some inconsistency. However, there are more subtle forms of 

epistemic conflict than inconsistency, for example, when one belief is very implausible 

given other beliefs, or when we cannot explain why some beliefs should be held true. In 

these cases, it would be irrational to settle with having merely consistent beliefs. Thus, 

Olsson argues, consolidation must be understood as the process of internally changing 

one’s system o f  beliefs so as to achieve stability, in a w ay that cannot be reduced to 

consistency. Olsson’s approach to consolidation differs from Hansson’s in another respect. 

Whereas Hansson only considers that a  system can be consolidated by subtracting beliefs, 

Olsson argues that this is only one type o f  consolidation. Klein and Warfield have argued 

that coherence can be achieved by subtracting beliefs as well as by adding beliefs.^^ 

Following Klein and Warfield, Olsson has distinguished between two kinds of 

consolidation: “subtractive consolidation” and “additive consolidation.”

The subtractive strategy amounts to subtracting a belief (and perhaps with it many 

more) from an incoherent set, thereby rendering it coherent. Let K> be the result of 

applying subtractive consolidation to a set K. Closely following Hansson, Olsson 

formulates the following postulates for subtractive consolidation:

(i) K > c K  (Inclusion)

(ii) K> is consistent (Consistency)

(iii) K> is coherent (Coherence)

(iv) If  K> -  K, then K>is coherent (Coherence for Identity)

(v) I f  a  e  K\K> then there is some K ’ with K> q  K ’ c  K such that

(a) K ’ is coherent, and

(b) K ”  is incoherent for all K ”  such that K ’u  {a} C K” c  K (Strong 

Coherent Relevance)

The first postulate says that a  set that has been consolidated by a subtractive 

strategy is a subset o f the original set. The consistency postulate says that the result of 

consolidation should be a consistent set. The third postulate requires that the result of

See Klein and Warfield, “What Price Coherence?” Like Klein and Warfield, Olsson assumes that 
there is a clear-cut line between these two approaches and considers each of them separately.
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consolidation must be not only consistent, but also coherent. The next postulate expresses 

the idea that, if  consolidation has no effect on the belief base then such a base was already 

internally coherent. The intuitive meaning of the last postulate is that any element that is 

excluded when a belief base is consolidated must have contributed to making the original 

base incoherent, and, there is no way o f repairing the incoherence made by such element 

simply by considering more conservative subsets of

After formulating these postulates, the next step is to construct a function for 

subtractive consolidation. This operation is also modeled after Hansson’s theory. The 

crucial change in the formalism is that the set of maximal consistent subsets o f  a belief 

base that Hansson used for constructing the consolidation operation is replaced by Kjl̂ s, 

the set o f all maximal coherent subsets o f K. Then, Olsson introduces a selection function 

that picks out some elements among the maximal coherent subsets of K. More formally, 

(subtractive) partial meet consolidation is defined as follows:

An operation> is an operation o f partial meet consolidation if and only if

K> = nYK(Kx'^s).

Olsson shows that Coherence for Identity, Inclusion, and Strong Coherent 

Relevance are satisfied by the foregoing definition o f  subtractive consolidation. However, 

the coherence o f  the consolidated set is not guaranteed. The postulate o f Coherence is only 

satisfied by a particular class o f stability sets: the intersective sets. A set S is intersective if 

and only if S is closed under logical intersection. For example, let Sjis = {A c  L| A is 

disjunctively closed}."^ The set Sdis is intersective: the intersection of a family of 

disjunctively closed sets is also disjunctively closed. According to Olsson, performing 

partial meet consolidation relative to an intersective stability set always leads to a coherent

These postulates closely resemble Hansson*s postulates for consolidation. Both the “inclusion” 
postulate and the “consistency” postulate are the same as the ones that Hansson postulates. The 
coherence postulate does not figure in Hansson^s axiomatic characterization of consolidation. 
There is no analogous postulate either for “coherence by identity” in Hansson’s proposal. The last 
postulate substitutes the consistency requirement by the coherence one, and it adds the idea that if 
the lack of coherence caused by a given element can be easily overcome, then there is no reason to 
delete such element. This idea has to be added because even if a set is incoherent, some appropriate 
superset may well be coherent. In contrast, there is no consistent superset of an inconsistent set.

^  A  set of sentences A is disjunctively closed (closed under disjunction) if and only if for all 
sentences a and p: if a  € A, and p € A, then a v p € A.
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result.'^^ An interesting class o f  stability sets that are interersective are those sets that are 

“robust” in the sense that i f  a  given set is stable, then so is very subset o f that se t All 

stability sets that make a set o f sentences stable just in case those sentences have some 

property in common (e.g., belonging to the same topic, having a probability above a 

certain threshold) are robust."^^ Thus, the coherence o f the belief state that results jfrom 

consolidating belief bases relative to a  stability set that is defined in this way is also 

guaranteed. Let us now examine the other kind o f consolidation: additive consolidation.

According to Olsson, the addition strategy consists o f adding one or more beliefs to 

a consistent set o f beliefs in order to render it coherent.'^* Olsson presents the following 

postulates for the operation o f  additive consolidation (<):

(i) K c K <  (Reversed Inclusion)

(ii) I f  K  is consistent, then K< is coherent (Conditional Coherence)

(iii) I f  K  is consistent, then K< is consistent (C 1)

(iv) I f  K  is consistent and K<=K, then K is stable (C2)

(v) I f  K  is inconsistent, then K< = K (C3)

(vi) If  p € K<\K then there is some K ’ with K c  K < c  K ’ such that

The question arises of whether the fact that only consolidation relative to interesective stability 
sets leads to coherent results imposes some constraints on the way in which stability should be 
conceived. Hansson gives an argument in support of the claim that rational belief bases should be 
closed under disjunction. See Hansson, “Knowledge-Level Analysis of Belief Base Operations,” p. 
232.
46 Consolidations that are based on robust stability sets are interesting in that the postulate of 
“Strong Coherent Relevance” reduces to the weaker postulate “Coherent Relevance.” The latter 
postulate only says that if a sentence is excluded when consolidating, then it must have contributed 
to incoherence, without requiring that there must be no way of overcoming such incoherence by 
considering more conservative sets of K.

However, as we will see, stability sets that formalize a positive notion of coherence cannot 
plausible be taken to be either intersective or robust. Thus, subtractive and stable partial meet 
consolidation cannot model coherentist belief revision unless coherence is interpreted as negative 
coherence. Hence, it is a main drawback o f Olsson’s theory that one of its pivotal operations -  
substractive consolidation- cannot guarantee the coherence of the result if coherence is defined by 
reference to a stability set which corresponds to the positive, connectivity, aspect of coherence.

Olsson points out that we can also think of additive consolidation as an operation that adds 
explanations to beliefs already entertained in order to achieve explanatory coherence. In this case, 
the selection function will pick out the best explanation. Thus, there is an interesting link between 
additive consolidation and inference to the best explanation. See Olsson, “Making Beliefs 
Coherent,” p. 157. Olsson provides a proposal for making beliefs coherent by adding explanatory 
beliefs in Coherence: Studies in Epistemology and Belief Revision, pp. 48-52.
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K ’ is coherent, and

b. K ”  is incoherent for all K”  such that K c  K ”  c  K’\ {p} (Strong 

Reversed Relevance)

The first postulate is the reversed o f the familiar inclusion postulate: the original set 

must be a  subset o f  the set consolidated by addition. The second, third, and fourth 

postulates correspond respectively to the Coherence, Consistency, and Coherence for 

Identity postulates for subtractive consolidation, but on the assumption that the original set 

is consistent This assumption is needed because o f  a structural difference between these 

two kinds o f consolidation. Whereas there is always a consistent subset o f  a given set, an 

inconsistent set lacks consistent supersets.^^ If the original set is inconsistent, then it is 

assumed, as C3 says, that additive consolidation has no effect.^® Like the analogous Strong 

Coherent Relevance for subtractive consolidation, the last postulate is also motivated by a 

principle o f conservatism. This postulate requires that no belief be added unless it makes a 

set coherent which would otherwise be incoherent, and there is no way to get the coherence 

back by considering supersets that are closer to K.

Olsson aims at constructing an operation o f additive consolidation that satisfies the 

foregoing postulates. He constructs a function o f additive partial meet consolidation in 

exact analogy to the construction o f its subtractive version except that instead o f looking at 

maximal coherent subsets, he focuses on the minimal coherent supersets of K, denoted by 

s- The best supersets o f K are then selected by an additive selection function yK. 

Formally:

An operation < is an operation o f additive partial meet consolidation if and

onlyifK<=nYK(Kii^s).

Olsson shows that an operation o f additive partial meet consolidation so defined 

satisfies Reversed Inclusion. However, the rest o f  the postulates are satisfied only given

49

50

See Olsson, “Making Beliefs Coherent,” p, 153.

Olsson points out that there are other alternatives to this postulate. For example, one could 
require that if K is inconsistent, then subtractive consolidation must be performed. It could also be 
postulated that, even if the inconsistency cannot be removed, additive consolidation should at least 
stabilize the belief state.
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certain restrictions on the class of selection fimctions that are used. It is argued that only 

“minichoice consolidators” may satisfy all these postulates. An operation o f consolidation 

can be said to be a “minichoice consolidator” if  the selection function is “opinionated,” 

that is, if  it returns a singleton subset when applied to the set of all minimal coherent 

supersets o f  K. Thus, the partial meet approach simplifies in the case o f  additive 

consolidation.

3.2.3. The Coherentist Interpretation o f Semi-Revision

Using the generalized partial meet consolidation, Olsson proposes a  coherence 

interpretation o f  semi-revision.^* To recall, semi-revision is an externally motivated change 

of belief in which new information is not necessarily accepted. Semi-revision is a  two-step 

operation: the first step consists o f adding the new information and the second of 

consolidating the new system. Olsson presents the following postulates for generalized 

partial meet semi-revision:

(i) K ?a is coherent (Coherence)

(ii) I f  K?a =K u  {a}, then K?a is coherent (Coherence for Identity)

(hi) I f  K?a c  K u  {a} (Inclusion)

(iv) I f  p € K\K?a, then there is some K’ such that K?a c  K’ c  K  u  {a} 

such that

(a) K’ is coherent, and

(b) K”  is incoherent for all K’* such that K ’u { p } c  iC”  c  K u  

{a} (Strong Coherence Relevance)

(v) (K u  {a})? a  = K? a  (Pre-Expansion)

(vi) I f  a, p € K, then K?a = K? p (Internal Exchange)

The first postulate requires that the result o f semi-revision be, not only consistent, 

as Hansson required, but also coherent. The second postulate says that if  the semirevision 

of a set is the set-theoretical union o f  the original set and the new information, then the 

semi-revised set must be coherent. The third postulate is the same as Hansson’s inclusion 

postulate. However, Olsson notes that such postulate will be valid only for semi-revision

See Olsson, “A Coherence Interpretation of Semi-Revision.’
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that uses subtractive consolidation, and not for the kind o f semi-revision in which additive 

strategies are employed. Strong Coherence Relevance imposes on semi-revision the same 

condition as the analogous postulate for consolidation, and it differs in the same respects 

from the analogous postulate in Hansson’s model. The last two postulates are identical to 

those proposed by Hansson for, as Olsson argues, these two postulates are well in line with 

coherentism. Pre-expansion says that when we semi-revise by a, it is irrelevant whether 

such a sentence is already believed or not, as it should be if, as coherentism claims, the 

only factor that matters to justification is whether or not a belief fits together with the rest 

o f the beliefs. Internal exchange says that the effect of considering the effect o f a  particular 

belief is the same as the effect on K o f considering any other belief. Olsson shows that this 

postulate, given the relation between consolidation and semi-revision, implies the holistic 

principle according to which the effect of considering one single belief is the same as the 

effect o f considering all beliefs at once.

Olsson constructs an operation of partial meet semi-revision that parallels 

Hansson’s definition of partial meet semi-revision in terms o f  partial meet consolidation 

except that both operations are coherence-oriented, as opposed to consistency-oriented. Let 

' '̂*'8 denote the operation of partial meet consolidation arising from using S as the stability 

set, that is s = DyK(Kjl s). The generalized version o f  partial meet semi-revision can 

be defined as follows:

An operation ? is an operation o f partial meet semi-revision if  and only if

A ?a = (A u

Thus, the coherence version o f an operation of partial meet semi-revision amounts 

to consolidating (in the sense o f making consistent and stable) the set theoretical union of 

the original set and the new information. The operation o f partial meet semi-revision 

satisfies all postulates, except for the “Coherence” postulate. Like the generalized version 

o f subtractive partial meet consolidation, the result after semi-revising is coherent only if 

the underlying stability set is intersective. Stability sets corresponding to negative 

coherence can be assumed to be intersective. For instance, if both A and B are

52 See Olsson, “A Coherence Interpretation of Semi-Revision,” pp. 110-111.
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probabilistically inconsistent, then so is A fl B. However, stability sets corresponding to 

the positive dimension of coherence cannot plausibly be assumed to be intersective. As 

Olsson argues, it is easy to construct a  counterexample using a traditional definition o f 

mutual support. Let S Mut be a stability set such that A  € S M ut if  an only if, for all a  g 

A, A \ {a} V a. Even if two sets A and B are both stable with respect to this stability set, 

their intersection need not be stable. Thus, it cannot be guaranteed that performing the 

operation o f partial meet semi-revision, which involves the intersection o f stable sets, will 

yield a coherent set as a result. As Olsson recognizes, this result suggests that generalized 

partial meet semi-revision can plausibly model coherentist belief revision, only if  

coherence is interpreted as negative coherence.^"*

S.2.4. The Notion o f Relational Coherence

According to Olsson, BonJour’s notion of probabilistic consistency and logical consistency, as 
well as Lehrer’s competition-based concept, are all negative concepts of coherence and, thus, 
correspond to intersective stability sets (Olsson, “A Coherence Interpretation of Semi-Revision,” p. 
121). However, it is at least doubtful that a stability set that serves as the formal counterpart of 
Lehrer’s notion of coherence is intersective. For even if I can meet all objections to a particular 
claim on the basis o f the set A as well as on the basis of the set B, it seems that it need not be so on 
the basis of the intersection of A and B.

Given that stable partial meet consolidation cannot handle positive coherence, Olsson has 
considered whether alternative frameworks can be used. He Suggests four possible ways of dealing 
with this kind of coherence. First, maxichoice strategies, in which the selection function selects 
only a unique maximal subset, can be used. However, the use of this kind of functions amounts to 
assuming that there is always a unique best coherent subset o f any set, and this is a strong 
assumption that seriously restricts the domain of applicability of the theory. A second idea is to 
construct semi-revision iteratively, but the resulting set will be likely to be rather meager. A third 
alternative is to look for coherent supersets instead of coherent subsets when this kind of semi
revision fails. However, Olsson argues, this strate©' can be successful only when the set that results 
from the union of the original set and the new information is a consistent set (since every superset 
of a consistent set is also inconsistent and therefore incoherent). Thus, this strate^ offers only a 
partial solution. Olsson seems to favor a last alternative: the general idea is to take the intersection 
of all selected maximally coherent subsets and add a disjunction saying that one of the sets is the 
adequate one. For example, let S = {a, b, c, d}, and assume that the selection function selects SI* 
{a, b, c}, and S2* {a, b, d} among the maximal coherent subsets of S. This approach to 
consolidation, that Olsson calls alternative-embracing consolidation, suggests that we take the set 
B= {a, b, c V d} as the appropriate one. Olsson calls to attention one desirable feature of this 
approach. Whereas the partial meet strategy may lead to unexplained anomalies, the alternative- 
embracing approach does not suffer from the same shortcoming. In the previous case, suppose that 
c and d are two alternative explanations of a and b. In this case, the partial meet consolidation 
would have give us the set A= SinS2= {a, b}, which leaves a and b without explanatory support. 
Since the disjunction of two explanations is itself an explanation, the “alternative-embracing” 
strategy does not create unexplained anomalies.
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Olsson argues that this generalized theory o f semi-revision not only helps to model, 

to a limited extent, as pointed out, the coherentist approach to belief change, but it can also 

be of use in order to answer two questions that have been raised in the coherentist 

literature: how the notion o f  relational coherence may be conceptualized, and how it relates 

to the notion o f  systemic coherence.^^ Hansson suggested the following weak-success 

postulate for relational coherence: “I f  a  coheres with K, then a  e  K? a,” that is, a sentence 

coheres with a set only if  it belongs to the set that results from semi-revising this set by the 

sentence.^^ Taking this postulate as a  starting point, Olsson defines “relational coherence” 

as follows:

a? coheres with K, if  and only if  a  e  K? a.

Olsson argues that “systemic coherence” can be defined in terms of relational 

coherence: a system is coherent just in case each of its members coheres in its turn with the 

remaining members. Thus, the relation between relational and systemic coherence can be 

formally stated as follows:

Let ? be an operation o f partial meet semi-revision. K is coherent if  and

only if, for each a  e  K, a? coheres with K\{a}.^^

In a later work, Olsson has further studied the notion o f relational coherence from
f a

the perspective o f  belief change formalisms. He has taken relational coherence to be a 

relation between two sets o f propositions, rather than a relation between a proposition and 

a set. He has defined relational coherence as follows:

A coheres with B is and only if  A  u  B € COH

See chapters 3 and 4, for a discussion of these problems. 

Hansson, “Semi-Revision,”

Olsson, “A Coherence Interpretation of Semi-Revision,” p. 120. 

Olsson, “Cohering With.”
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y where COH is the class o f all coherent sets of sentences.^^ This notion o f relational 

coherence satisfies the following principles, which are prim a facie  quite plausible, given 

our intuitions about coherence:

(Symmetry) I f  A coheres with B, then B coheres with A.

(Irrelevant addition) If A coheres with B, then A coheres with A u  B.

(Irrelevant Subtraction) I f  A coheres with B, then A coheres with B\A.

(Irrelevance) If  A u  B= C uD , then A coheres with B i f  and only if  C coheres with

D.

The relation between relational and systemic coherence is captured by the 

“Residual Coherence” principle:

A e COH if  and only if, for each a  e  A, a coheres with A\{a}.

How do these notions of relational and systemic coherence enter into the process o f 

justification? According to Olsson, we do not statically compare whether our new 

information coheres with a system and then decide whether we are justified in accepting it 

or not. Instead, justification is a dynamic process in which old information is merged with 

old information in order to arrive at the best system given our total information.^^ He 

describes the process as follows: “Let us take a common situation in which we may ask for 

epistemic justification. Suppose that I see a tree over there, in the sense that my visual 

system reports a tree to be present at a particular location. Am I justified in believing that 

there is actually a tree? It seems to me that the processing o f the new information about the 

tree can be seen as proceeding in the following steps. First, the sight report is added to  my 

information system, which contains information about the light conditions, about whether 

there is evidence o f  hallucination, among other things. Second, I try to reinterpret m y total

Olsson hardly connects these later views about relational coherence with his previous work on 
the coherentist interpretation of semi-revision and consolidation. Presumably, COH would be the 
class of sentences that are consistent and stable, in relation to a particular stability set.

“  Olsson points out three main problems that such a static approach to justification suffers from: 
first, either all actual beliefs are justified or they are not; second, given that consistency is a 
condition of coherence, only consistent sets can cohere relationally, and last, only things that are 
consistent with what I already believe can be positively evaluated so that, on this view, no genuine 
belief revision seems possible. See Olsson, “Cohering With,” pp. 280-283.
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information state in the light of the new information. This may lead to a number of 

candidate interpretations, all satisfying the minimum requirement of being coherent. 

Finally, I select (at least ideally) one o f these candidates as the best interpretation, 

corresponding to my new state of belief, which may or may not contain the belief that 

there is actually a tree.” '̂

He has suggested that we use a “merge operation” to model this coherentist 

approach to justification. Let us see how this operation formally models this picture of 

justification.

3.2,5. Merge Operations

Merge operations, as opposed to semi-revision, do not take the input to be a single 

sentence.^^ Fuhrman has defined a merge operation ® in which two belief bases are 

combined into a consistent one.^^ According to Fuhrman, these operations are, like semi- 

revision, o f a partial meet variety. Like semi-revision, these operations which model 

externally motivated changes of belief can also be defined in terms of internal changes, 

e.g., consolidation. L e t! be the consolidator operator:

A ° B = (A u  B)!

Olsson’s definition of merge differs from Fuhrman’s in two important respects: the 

result o f merge is required to be coherent, and not merely consistent, and it is not a partial 

meet function. Let KV be the set of largest coherent subsets of K, and y a selection 

function. The elements of KV are the candidate interpretations o f  the total information -old 

and new. Among those elements, the selection function will select the best candidate 

system. Olsson defines the merge of two sets A and B as follows:

Olsson, “Cohering With,” p. 284.

Semi-revision could be considered as a merge operation of a set with a singleton. There seem to 
be no reason though why the input should be reduced to single sentences. On the contrary, a 
conception of coherence as a relation between sets better squares with our intuitions about 
justification. Hence, merge operations are better suited for modeling coherentist epistemology than 
the operator of semi-revision.

Fuhrman, An Essc^ on Contraction, pp. 80-85.
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A®B = 7 ( ( A u B)V)

That is, merging A and B results in the best system among the maximally inclusive 

coherent subsystems o f A u  B. Olsson shows that this merge operation exhibits formal 

properties that parallel the foregoing principles o f relational coherence. Thus, it seems to 

be an appropriate way of formalizing the role of systemic and relational coherence in a 

dynamic theory o f  justification. The result o f merging is a coherent set, indeed a 

maximally inclusive one.^ This system is the most justified one, given our information. 

Then, A will (relationally) cohere with B i f  the merging of A and B is the union o f  these 

sets. The question o f whether we are justified in accepting a new piece of information can 

be read off from the system: if it belongs to the system that results from merging, then we 

are justified in accepting it.

To sum up, according to coherence theories o f belief revision, as opposed to 

foundationalists theories, what matters to justification is not the pedigree of our beliefs, but 

the structure of the system to which they belong. Defenders of these theories claim that we 

should revise our beliefs in a way that maximizes the coherence o f our belief states while 

minimizing change. The AGM theory, the most influential belief revision formalism, has 

been claimed to adequately model the coherence approach to belief revision. However, the 

AGM theory does not seem appropriate as a formalization o f coherentism because o f  two 

reasons: first, it relies on a notion o f coherence as consistency plus logical closure, that 

does not seem to be in accordance with the traditional concept o f  coherence; and second, it 

requires that the new information be always accepted, a requirement that clearly conflicts 

with coherentist views o f justification according to which it is only coherence with a belief 

system that determines whether or not we are justified in accepting new information. Thus, 

we need to seek out an alternative formal theory o f belief revision that better squares with 

the coherentist ideas. As Olsson has claimed, Hansson’s theory o f semi-revision provides 

such a framework. Semi-revision is an operation that has two steps: first, the new 

information is added, and then the resulting set is consolidated, that is, made consistent. 

Hansson’s theory differs in two important respects from the AGM theory: first, it is a non-

^  The fact that Olsson’s function for merge does not use intersection makes the requirement that 
the result of the merge operation be a coherent set non-problematic. It is not necessary to postulate 
that stability sets be intersective (a condition that only negative coherence can meet) to guarantee 
the coherence of the result.
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prioritized form o f  belief revision, so that input is not always accepted, and second, it 

represents belief states not as belief sets, but as belief bases, so that logical closure is given 

up. These two features bring semi-revision more in line with coherentism than AGM.

Taking this theory as a  starting point, Olsson has developed a coherentist 

interpretation o f externally motivated changes (semi-revision), and o f internal changes 

(consolidation). Following Klein and Warfield, he has further proposed that there are two 

kinds o f consolidation (and therefore o f  semi-revision): subtractive and additive. In a  later 

work, Olsson has suggested that we use a “merge” operator to model rational changes o f 

belief in the light o f  new information. Fuhrman defines “merge” as the combination o f  two 

sets into a consistent one. Thus, this operation, as opposed to semi-revision, does not take 

the new input to be single sentences, but sets o f sentences. Olsson’s “merge” operator 

differs from Fuhrman’s in that it is not o f a partial meet kind, and in that the result o f 

merging is not merely consistent sets, but coherent sets. Those sets are, according to 

Olsson, the most justified systems o f belief, given our current state o f information. Now, 

the question is: to what extent do these formalisms help to answer some o f  the problems 

posed by current coherence theories o f justification? Let us consider this issue in the next 

(and last) section o f this chapter.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The formal approaches to belief revision which I have analyzed in this chapter take 

up, albeit from a different perspective, many o f the central issues that coherentist 

epistemologies aim at explaining. In several respects, I shall argue, these formalisms 

provide us with the tools for thinking more precisely about coherence and its role in 

epistemic justification. Nevertheless, these theories fall short of formalizing relevant 

aspects of coherentism. In this section, I shall examine the extent to which this area of 

research contributes to solving some o f  the problems of current coherence theories of 

knowledge and Justification.

1. The Notion of Coherence

What is the notion o f coherence that lies behind these formalisms? Do they 

contribute to a better understanding o f this notion? As we have seen, the more widespread
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notion o f coherence that is used in these formalisms is the AGM conception o f coherence 

as consistency plus logical closure. As has been argued, logical closure cannot adequately 

capture the positive aspect o f coherence. Belief revision formalisms that represent states of 

belief by means o f  belief bases, such as Hansson’s theory o f semi-revision, drop the 

requirement of logical closure, but at the price o f equating consistency with coherence. It is 

well-known that such identification does not correspond with our basic intuitions of 

coherence. The most developed notion o f  coherence that has been presented in this brief 

introduction to the belief revision literature is Olsson’s conception of coherence as 

consistency plus stability. The positive dimension o f coherence is captured by means of a 

stability set, which can be defined as derivability, or in terms o f more interesting epistemic 

concepts. Olsson’s notion of coherence is a significant step towards the formalization o f 

this slippery notion. It helps meet one o f  the main objections that have been addressed 

against coherence theories, namely, that they rely on a notion o f coherence that is not 

susceptible of being precisely defined and formalized. However, Olsson’s notion of 

coherence suffers from a number o f  problems.

First, it is far from clear that consistency must be required for coherence. Despite 

appearances, consistency does not seem to be a necessary condition o f  coherence. 

Moreover, giving up this condition does not only allow to define a notion of coherence that 

is more in accord with our intuitions, but it also provides a solution to the so-called 

“Russell’s problem.”^̂  Lehrer claims that an element can be justified relative to an 

inconsistent acceptance system. Otherwise, he argues, we should regard Russell’s beliefs 

unjustified at the tim e at which he believed in an inconsistent set o f axioms for set theory. 

Olsson is reluctant to drop the consistency requirement in order to avoid this absurd 

consequence. Instead, he considers that the source o f the problem is related to  our 

computational capacities, and invites us to disregard for the time being this kind o f 

problems.^ There is an alternative to Olsson’s diagnosis of the problem though. Russell’s 

problem arises not because we, fallible beings, depart from ideal rationality, but -I suggest- 

because a theory o f  rationality that requires consistency cannot be correct. That such a 

theory gives rise to Russell’s problem is just one symptom o f the inadequate view o f 

rationality that it embodies. Sometimes, as has been argued, it is reasonable and rational to

On this problem, see chapter 3.

^  Olsson, “Cohering With,” p. 283.
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be inconsistent. This being the case, it is not even normatively desirable that we always 

avoid inconsistencies. Thus, a theory o f belief revision that proceeds on the assumption 

that consistency is a  requirement of coherence is not only descriptively inadequate, but also 

normatively flawed.

Next, the other factor o f coherence which figures in Olsson’s analysis o f  this 

concept, “stability,” is left undefined. Thus, the lack of precision is transferred from the 

notion of coherence to that o f stability. In addition, Olsson’s theory does not guarantee the 

coherence o f the result unless the stability set is interpreted as negative coherence.®* This is 

a  main problem for the theory, given that it is the positive aspects coherence that makes 

coherence an interesting standard of justification. Last, Olsson formalizes an all-or-nothing 

notion of coherence. Again, the kind o f coherence that seems to be cmcial to justification 

is rather the comparative one.®̂

2. The Dynamic View of Justiflcation

Both formal and informal theories of belief revision see justification from a  novel 

point of view. Whereas the foundationalist-coherentism debate focuses on the structure of 

justification, belief revision theories put the emphasis on the processes o f justification, that 

is, on the issue o f what constitutes a justified change o f belief. This dynamic approach to 

justification is attractive in that it reflects more accurately the problems o f justification that

See Hannan, “Rationality,” p. 178, and pp. 183-186; and Nozick, The Nature o f Rationality, p. 
85, and pp. 89-93. For a proposal of a theory of belief revision that endorses the view that it can be 
rational to hold contradictions, see Mares, “A Paraconsistent Theory of Belief Revision.”

It seems that if “merge” is used, then the coherence of the result can be guaranteed, no matter 
how coherence is defined.

However, a non-gradational notion of coherence can also be regarded as pivotal for justification 
in the sense that one can say that what matters is that the resulting state of beliefs is coherent 
enough for the purposes of justification. A problem arises, though, when there are several sets that 
meet this minimum of coherence. Olsson suggests that more refined models of coherence, which 
give an account of degrees of coherence, may be developed based on the work of Rabinowicz 
(“Stable and Retrievable Operations”; and “Stable Revision, or Is Preservation Worth Preserving?) 
and Hansson, “Extending Rabinowicz Account of Stability.”) See Olsson, “Making Beliefs 
Coherent,” p. 147.

The focus of belief revision formalisms on dynamic aspects o f justification is criticized by 
Cantwell. In his view, belief revision formalisms neglect the concept of static justification, which 
also plays a role in the dynamics of belief. See Cantwell, “Static Justification and the Dynamics of 
Belief.”
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we encounter in ordinaiy life as well as in science, than the abstract structures of 

justification that coherentist and foundationalist dispute over. As far as the coherence 

theory o f  justification is concerned, this change of perspective also means a shift on the 

way in which the notion of coherence and its role in justification is to be studied. The 

objective now is not to see whether an element belongs to a  coherent set (membership 

model) or coheres with such a  set (a relational model) in order to determine its 

justificational status. Instead, the aim is to determine how, given my system o f  beliefs, and 

in the light o f new information, I can achieve a coherent state o f  belief, one that can be said 

to be justified. Thus, the problem is how my accepting new  information changes my 

original state o f  belief, and whether the resulting state is better justified than the original 

one.

These dynamic theories o f justification have some advantages over those that adopt 

a static stance towards justification and coherence. First, in the static view, the crucial issue 

of how a coherent state of belief is achieved (and how its coherence is preserved in the 

light o f new information) is not even considered. Second, in these approaches, the system 

of beliefs is taken as a given against which all incoming information is to be tested. This 

leads to an extremely conservative view o f  justification. I f  one were justified in believing 

only what coheres with one’s original beliefs, then no “genuine revision” could take 

place.’  ̂ In fact, it is a valuable insight o f  these approaches to justification that they have 

clarified the way in which coherence is linked to conservatism in a way that is not to be 

blamed. The economic side of rationality justifies that we minimize the loss o f  information 

when merging new information in our system of beliefs. However, this sane conservatism 

does not prevent us from modifying our system o f beliefs so as to accommodate new 

information if  this is required for reaching yet a more coherent set o f beliefs. Third, and

See chapter 3 for a discussion of the problem of conservatism.

”  Similarly, Olsson has pointed out that a relational theory of coherence according to which one is 
justified in accepting a sentence if it coheres with one’s system of beliefs excludes the possibility of 
genuine belief revision, in “Cohering With,” p. 283.

”  The problem still remains of how these two forces (conservatism and coherence) should be made 
compatible. To what extent can I modify my set of beliefs for the sake of coherence? That is, the 
result after merging is the most coherent maximal inclusive system of A U B, but is this 
requirement enough to guarantee that not too much of the original system has been lost? Is the 
resulting system the same belief system or a different one? This “question o f stability,” as 
Richardson has called it, is extremely relevant in some contexts of justification, e.g., interpretation 
of literary texts or legal interpretation. See Richardson, “Specifying Norms as a Way to Resolve 
Concrete Ethical Problems.” On the question o f stability, see chapter 7.
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closely related to the previous point, it seems that this static view of justification makes the 

coherence theory more vulnerable to severe fonns of the isolation objection and related

objections.

3. The Mechanics of Coherentist Justification

Probably, the most important contribution of the theories of belief revision to the 

coherentist epistemology is that of working out in detail of a number of coherence-making 

mechanisms. As was argued in chapter 3, the idea that coherentist justification is better 

understood as a process of reaching a “reflective equilibrium” is hopelessly vague. How is 

such equilibrium achieved? Belief revision formalisms provide the tools necessary to better 

specify the different steps of the process that leads to a state of equilibrium. In particular, 

they help think about how different epistemic alternatives are generated, and the best one 

selected. The classification of two kinds of changes: external and internal, and its 

corresponding operations: semi-revision (or, better, merge), and consolidation (additive 

and subtractive), respectively, are extremely useful for characterizing the different 

mechanisms whereby we can achieve an equilibrium, that is, render our beliefs coherent 

and, therefore, justified. The fact that external and internal changes can be interdefined in 

these formal theories sheds also some light on the way in which internal and external 

coherence as well as systemic and relational coherence relate to each other. It is also 

remarkable that these formalisms give an answer to the question of how relational 

coherence is related to systemic coherence.

Nevertheless, regarding both the generation of epistemic alternatives and the 

selection o f the best one, these formalisms pose severe problems. As far as the generation 

stage of the justification process is concerned, it has to be noticed that, since the epistemic 

alternatives are taken to be the maximal coherent subsets o f the set o f beliefs imder 

consideration, only the coherence (as an all-or-nothing property) and the size of the sets is 

taken into account when determining whether a particular subset should belong to the pool 

o f  alternatives or not. No comparative notion of coherence is involved.’  ̂ However, one

This raises the question of the psychologically plausibility of these formalisms. It is a well- 
known fact that we should pre-select a manageable number of candidates. There is, however, no 
control over the number of elements that the set of maxima! coherent subsets of a set can have. 
This is just one respect in which belief revision fonnalisms depart from the reasoning capacities of 
non-ideal agents. Others include: the requirement that agents hold only consistent beliefs, that their
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might want to say that a set is more coherent than another, even if  it is a  smaller set. That 

is, consilience does not seem to be the only criterion o f coherence that is relevant to 

justification.

W ith regard to the selection stage, the selection mechanism employed by these 

formalisms is not very helpful. It is unclear how the selection function picks out the “best 

candidates.” The order of epistemic entrenchment that has been proposed by Gardenfors 

is extremely interesting in this regard: the most entrenched elements are those that are 

selected. However, it is required a more through explanation o f  how the relative epistemic 

entrenchment o f  the sentences in a belief system can be determined independently o f what 

happens to such a system when it is revised. In addition, the selection function is based on 

an all-or-nothing notion of coherence. However, according to coherentism, the selection 

function should -or so it seems- select the most coherent subset. Olsson points out that it 

should be possible to construe a selection mechanism that is based on a gradational notion 

of coherence. Given the relevance o f  a comparative notion o f coherence to justification, it 

is indeed necessary that such a construction be developed if  these selection mechanisms 

are to adequately model our processes o f  justification.

In short, these formalisms help improve the structure o f  the coherence theory of 

justification. They give valuable insights as to how coherence and justification may be 

conceptualized; how  relational and systemic coherence relate to each other; what is the

system o f beliefs be based under logical consequence, or the assumption that they have infinite 
memory. Some o f these features, as argued, are not adequate for reasons other than the fact that 
they are appropriate only for ideal agents. For instance, it may be reasonable to believe an 
inconsistency. Or, for another example, logical closure is inadequate in that it blurs the distinction 
between derived and non-derived beliefs. These problems, as argued, must be taken seriously. 
Some o f these assumptions must be given up even if we had infinite memory and computational 
capacities- Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that these assumptions are important 
idealizations the adequacy of which might be questioned exclusively on the basis that they model a 
belief change mechanisms that only ideal reasoners may perfonn. For a theory of belief revision 
that takes into consideration the effects o f both limited memory and limited inferential capacities, 
see Wasserman, “Resource Bounded Belief Revision.’’

In “Cohering With,” Olsson adopts the simplified view that the selection function always 
chooses a uniquely best system. It is a mystery how such function picks out the best candidates, let 
alone how it selects a uniquely best. Just the assumption that there is such best system is already a 
strong assumption that requires further justification. Let us simply think of the alternative coherent 
system objection which exploits the fact that it is possible for several systems to be equally 
coherent
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relation between coherence and conservatism; and about how  the coherentist process of 

justification may be modeled. All these improvements contribute to the project o f  making 

the coherence theory a plausible alternative to foundationalism. In addition, if, as it seems, 

coherence theories o f belief revision are psychologically more plausible than 

foimdationalist theories, then this provides us with yet a  further reason for taking 

coherentism seriously.

Nevertheless, as has been argued, these formal theories of belief revision are 

limited in several respects. Most importantly, they fall short o f  formalizing a substantive 

notion o f coherence, and they simplify the actual process by which we render our views 

coherent. As regards the notion o f coherence, it would be desirable to further investigate 

how a positive notion o f stability can be defined and formalized, as well as to model a 

gradational concept o f coherence. This concept would provide the basis for defining 

operations o f belief change that better capture the complexities of our actual processes of 

justification. With the aid of a gradational and positive notion o f coherence we can devise 

the mechanisms for making up a pool o f candidates belief systems on the base o f more 

interesting notions than the all-or-nothing coherence o f sets and their size. In this regard, it 

would be helpful to have a richer representation o f  the system o f beliefs, i.e., the base or 

unit of coherence, upon which belief revision operations are performed. As Stalnaker has 

pointed out, “the choice [between alternative revisions] will depend on assumptions about 

epistemic and causal dependence and independence, on the reasons one has for one’s 

beliefs as well as on the beliefs themselves ... we will need to impose additional structure 

on our notion o f a  belief state before we can say much about the way beliefs change or
70

ought to change in response to new information.”

There are several complementary ways of imposing this additional stmcture. First, 

Gardenfors’ notion o f epistemic entrenchment provides a way o f  spelling out this structure. 

Thus, it would be convenient to further investigate this notion. Second, we may attach

Olsson, “A Coherence Interpretation o f Semi-Revision,” p. 122, nl5, and “Cohering With,” p. 
285.

Pollock and Gillies also point out that a richer characterization of epistemological states is 
needed in order to take into account the complexity of the dynamics of belief. See “Belief Revision 
and Epistemology,” p. 86 and p. 90.

Stalnaker, Inquiry, pp. 96-97. Emphasis added.
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degrees o f  plausibility to each element, maybe along the lines suggested by Spohn. Third, 

and related to the previous point, it may be interesting to allow for both real beliefs and 

hypothetical beliefs within the belief base. This would allow us to give an account of the 

process o f selection as one in which the subject hypothetically adds several beliefs (by 

building up alternative belief bases), then manipulates these bases through revision and 

contraction, and finally chooses among them the most coherent one. Fourth, it may be 

convenient to devise a way o f  dividing up the belief set in relatively isolated subsets, for 

our judgments o f  coherence seem to be sensitive to this kind o f internal organization. 

Last, w e must give an account o f  how the stmcture o f  reasons can be represented. Further 

work on the various ways in which we may impose an additional stmcture on the base, 

together with research about how a positive and gradational account of coherence can be 

formally represented, will shed some light on the way in which the several candidates are 

generated, and the most coherent o f  such set of alternatives chosen.

In conclusion, richer formal representations o f  the dynamics of belief have to be 

developed in order to model the complex aspects o f coherentist justification. Current 

formalisms are not rich enough for this purpose. This is not a  reason for dismissing these 

models. On the contrary, the relationship between epistemology and belief revision 

formalisms seems to me to be very fhiitful, in both directions.** On the one hand, as has

70 It is a problem of belief revision formalisms that the domain of the different operators is the 
whole system of beliefs. This problem has been acknowledged by Hansson, who noted that the 
consolidation operator makes the whole belief base consistent, but “in practice, our correction of 
inconsistencies are often local, i.e., they only make some parts of the belief system consistent- No 
model for such local changes seems to be available” (Hansson, A Textbook o f Belief Dynamics, 
Theory Change and Database Updating, p. 370). It would be desirable to develop belief revision 
formalisms that deal with local changes, as opposed to the global changes which they currently 
formalize.

For a proposal, see Gardenfors, “The Dynamics of Belief Systems,” pp. 39-44. Pollock and 
Gillies also point out the need to represent the structure of reasons in the characterization of the 
epistemological states. See “Belief Revision and Epistemology,” p. 86.

** For a defense of the thesis that there is a symbiotic relationship between epistemology and belief 
revision, see Rott, Change, Choice, and Inference, chapter 2. For a strong criticism of the utility of 
belief revision formalisms for developing an epistemological theory, see Pollock and Gillies, 
“Belief Revision and Epistemology.” These authors claim that theories of belief revision are not 
useful for doing epistemology neither necessary. First, they are not useful because “they proceed at 
too high level of abstraction, ignoring aspects of rational cognition without which it is impossible 
to formulate principles of rational belief revision” (ibid., p. 69). In addition, “abstract theories of 
belief revision are not necessary anyway if we have a sufficiently detailed epistemological theory, 
because we can just apply the theory to see how to revise our beliefs” (ibid., p. 70). According to 
Pollock and Gillies, these theories are based upon “premature formalization without giving 
sufficient care to the meanings of the fundamental concepts” (ibid., p. 73). Moreover, they are very
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been argued, current formalisms are very useful in constructing a well-structured 

coherentist epistemology. Thus, it is to be expected that new developments in the area o f 

belief revision will help further devise the details o f  coherentist justification. On the other 

hand, to the extent that epistemology comprises a detailed theory of the dynamics o f 

coherentist justification, it will be an extraordinarily usefiil guide for doing formal research 

in this area.

skeptical about the possibility of developing a formal theory that is able to capture the complexities 
o f the epistemological facts: “Very little epistemological mileage can be taken out o f just 
considering the set of believed propositions and logical relations between them. Epistemological 
relationships, and correspondingly die dynamics of belief revision, are based up on a much richer 
structure of reason-schemas, defeaters and degrees of justification, and an abstract theory o f belief 
revision, should such a thing be possible, must take into account all aspects of this structure”(ibid, 
p. 90).
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IS COHERENCE TRUTH-CONDUCIVE?

In previous chapters, I have examined the role o f coherence in epistemic 

justification, from both a structural and a dynamic perspective. As we have seen, one o f the 

traditional objections against coherence theories o f  justification is that there seems to be no 

compelling reason to believe that coherence is truth-conducive. Unless such a reason is 

provided, so the argument goes, coherentists standards o f  justification are not themselves 

justified.* There are many different kinds of arguments that puiport to show that there is an 

appropriate connection between truth and coherence in the coherentist literature. We can 

divide coherentist approaches to knowledge and justification in three groups. First, some 

defend coherence theories o f  justification, but do not claim that coherence provides a 

definition o f truth as well. In these views, coherence is a criterion of truth, as opposed to a 

theory about the nature of truth.^ The nature o f truth, in these approaches, is explained 

along the lines provided by the traditional realist view on truth, to wit, the correspondence 

theory o f tmth. This is the kind o f coherence theory o f  justification on which I have 

focused in the discussion o f coherentist approaches to justification. In contrast, other 

coherentists reject realist accoimts o f truth, and defend both coherence theories o f  truth as

* According to Williams, the challenge to connect coherence with truth is just a variant of the 
familiar skeptical challenge to show how knowledge is possible, given that “appearances” could be 
just what they are even if the world were not at all what we take it to be. The difference between 
the worry that our beliefs might be coherent and yet be comprehensively false, and the traditional 
Cartesian demon and brains in vat hypotheses is that whereas in the latter appearances tend to be 
identified with sensory experiences, the challenge to show the truth-conduciveness of coherentist 
justification involves generalizing the notion of appearance to cover all beliefs about the world. See 
Williams, Unnatural Doubts, p. 248 and p. 267ff.

 ̂ The distinction between criterial theories of truth -which establish criteria of truth, and 
definitional theories of truth -which explain the meaning of truth, is proposed by Rescher, The 
Coherence Theory o f Truth



1 Is Coherence Truth-Conducive?

well as coherence theories o f justification. Last, some authors, most importantly Davidson, 

defend a version o f the coherence theory that does not easily fit in the realist/anti-realist 

dichotomy.

In this chapter, my aim is to deal with the issue o f how coherentist justification may 

be shown to connect up with truth. M y discussion o f  the relation between coherence and 

truth will be as follows. First, I shall briefly rehearse the realist’s arguments.^ Then, I will 

briefly touch upon the anti-realists’ account o f coherence and truth. Last, I will explain 

Davidson’s views on truth and coherence in some detail, and this will occupy us for most 

o f this chapter. Davidson’s take on the problem of the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is 

extremely interesting because it calls into question the very same terms in which the debate 

over the relationship between coherence and truth has been traditionally conducted. Thus, 

given the impasse o f  the current debate on the truth-conduciveness of coherence, I believe 

that it is indeed worthy to analyze thoroughly Davidson’s original way o f tackling this 

issue.

1. COHERENCE, REALISM, AND ANTI-REALISM

1.1. Realism and Coherentist Epistemology

Prominent coherentists, such as BonJour, Lehrer, and Thagard -whose theories o f 

justification we have examined in detail in chapters 3 and 4- hold a realist view about truth, 

in particular, a  correspondence theory o f  truth, and about the external world. That is, 

according to these philosophers, there is an objective world that is independent o f our 

thinking o f  it. A nd a proposition is true i f  it corresponds with such an objective world. As 

we saw, different arguments are given to the effect that coherence yields such 

correspondence. To recall, BonJour appeals to an inference to the best explanation. In this 

view, the best explanation of coherence plus stability o f  a system o f beliefs that meets the 

observation requirement (which guarantees that the belief system attributes high reliability 

to a reasonable variety o f cognitively spontaneous beliefs) is that it corresponds (in the 

long run and approximately) to the external world.^ Lehrer’s externalist coherentism

 ̂ For a detailed account of these arguments see chapters 3 and 4.

 ̂BonJour, The Structure o f Empirical Knowledge, p. 171. On Bon Jour’s views on coherence and 
truth, see chapter 3.
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insures that a justified belief is eilso true. He claims that for a belief to be justified in a  way 

that is undefeated, and thus, for it to be knowledge, it must be more reasonable for the 

believer to hold that belief than to reject it on the basis o f her ultrasystem of beliefs, where 

such ultrasystem is a modified version -one that includes only true beliefs- of her system 

of beliefs.^ And Thagard gives the following indirect argument for the truth-conduciveness 

of coherence: scientific theories are at least approximately true, and scientists do use 

coherence-based reasoning, therefore, coherence is truth-conducive.*

As I argued at length in chapters 3 and 4, none o f  the foregoing arguments are 

taken to be conclusive. Thus, to a  great extent, the problem of how coherence is 

appropriately connected with truth as correspondence is still open. In addition, coherentist 

theories that adopt a realist stance have to face the several objections that have been 

addressed against correspondence theories of truth. A main problem with realist 

approaches is that they entail a  debilitating form of global skepticism. Since we cannot step 

outside o f our beliefs, we can never check to see if they correspond to the world or not. 

Thus, the skeptic concludes, we can never know whether our beliefs are true. As Putnam 

puts it, truth understood as correspondence is “radically non-epistemic.” A related problem 

with realist approaches to truth is pointed out by Dummett. Understanding a sentence 

consists in knowing its truth conditions. But if true is severed from what we justifiability 

believe, then it is unclear how  we could come to know the conditions under which a 

sentence is true. That is, it is mysterious how meaning and understanding are even 

possible.’ The need to avoid these problems has driven some defenders of coherentist 

theories o f justification to embrace a  version o f the coherence theory of truth.

1.2. The Coherence Theory o f Truth

The coherence theory o f  truth is a  theory about the nature o f  truth. It holds that for a 

proposition to be true is for it to cohere with a certain system o f  beliefs. There are different

* On Lehrer’s views on coherence and truth, see chapter 3.

 ̂ The first premise of this argument is primarily supported by the technological applicability of 
theories in natural sciences (Thagard, Computational Philosophy o f Science^ pp. 145-152). The 
second premise is supported by the computational modeling of many important cases of scientific 
reasoning (Thagard, Conceptual Revolutions, chapters 6-10). For a summary of Thagard’s view on 
coherence and truth, see Coherence in Thought and Action, pp. 78-80. See chapter 4, for a 
discussion of Thagard’s view on this topic.

 ̂See Dummett, “Truth,” pp. 229-251.
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versions o f the coherence theory. These versions differ on two main respects. First, 

coherence theories o f truth give different accounts o f  the coherence relation. Some take it 

to be simple consistency,* others require mutual entailment.^ Still others explain it in terms 

of notions such as agreement or social consensus.*® Second, different versions o f  the 

coherence theory differ on the answers they give to the question of what system is the 

intended one. Coherentists generally agree that the relevant system must be a  set that 

consists o f  propositions believed or held to be true. They disagree, though, about which 

system o f  beliefs is the relevant one. Some regard truth as coherence with the largest 

consistent set o f  propositions currently believed.** Others appeal to coherence with the 

system o f  beliefs that human beings will hold at the limit o f  inquiry.*^ Still others regard 

truth as coherence with the system o f propositions that would be believed by an omniscient

being. 13

In addition to the differences that result from the different positions on how 

coherence and the intended system should be characterized, a further distinction between 

versions o f  coherence can be made based on the scope that the theory is intended to have. 

Walker has distinguished between “pure” and “impure” coherence theories.*"* Whereas the 

former explains all kinds of truth in terms o f coherence, the latter gives a coherentist 

account o f  some kinds of truth and a correspondence account o f others. For example, 

Blackburn’s theory o f coherence is an example o f this mixed view, for he combines a 

correspondence account o f fact-stating discourse with a coherentist account o f the truth o f 

moral statements.*^

* For example, Davidson. See “Afterthoughts” to “A Coherence Theory of Truth and Knowledge,” 
p. 155.

’ For example, Blanshard, “Coherence as the Nature of Truth,” p. 107.

Most postmodernist coherence theories hold some version of this thesis. For an overview, see 
Alcoff, New Versions o f the Coherence Theory.

See Young, Global Anti-Realism.

For example, Putnam. See n25 below.

In some versions of idealism, see nl7.

Walker, The Coherence Theory o f Truth, p. 6.

Blackburn, Spreading the World, chapter 6. According to Walker, Kant and Quine also hold an 
impure coherence theory of truth. Kant takes truth in the everyday world -the world of 
appearances- to be a matter of coherence, and truth about how the things are in themselves to be a 
matter of correspondence. Quine’ coherence theory is of an impure type, because it allows the truth
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Coherence theories o f truth have been regarded as attractive alternatives to 

correspondence theories for two main reasons. One is the desire to avoid an extreme form 

of global skepticism. In its coherentist version, the skeptical challenge is that o f  showing 

that coherence is appropriately coimected with truth. B y defining truth in terms of 

coherence, coherence theories o f truth directly provide a  coimection between truth and 

coherence, and thus, offer an escape from Cartesian skepticism. Another main force that 

motivates coherence theories comes from verificationism. In this view, our statements 

cannot have truth conditions (on which the meaning o f  the sentences depends) that 

transcend our capacity to verify them. Coherence conditions, as opposed to the kind of 

objective conditions postulated by correspondence theories, can be known, and thus, make 

understanding possible. In contrast to correspondence theories, the different versions of 

coherence theories of truth hold an epistemic notion o f  truth, and reject the realist 

assumptions on which such theories rely. The rejection o f these assumptions leads to quite 

different positions, and to different coherence theories o f truth, that cannot easily be put 

under a single label. Among those who have defended - o r  have been attributed- some 

version of a coherence of truth are absolute idealists, irrealists, pragmatic idealists, anti- 

realists, global anti-realists, internal realists, and a  similarly different number o f  views 

within continental philosophy.

Absolute idealists such as Joachim, Blanshard, and Bradley, are among the first 

precursors o f coherence theories o f truth.*® Goodman’s iirealism leads him to defend a 

version o f a coherence theory o f truth in Ways o f World M aking. For Goodman, truth is 

better understood in terms o f “f i t ” As he puts it, “the truth o f  statements and rightness of 

descriptions, representations, exemplifications, expressions ... is primarily a matter o f  fit: 

fit to what is referred to in one way or another, or to other renderings, or to modes and

of observation statements to be determined by correspondence. See Walker, The Coherence Theory 
o f Truth chapters 4 and 10 and pp. 210-217.

Bradley, Essays on Truth and Reality, Blanshard, The Nature o f Thought, Joachim, The Nature 
o f Truth. Early logical positivists are also sometimes identified as proponents of the coherence 
theory of truth. See Neurath, “Protocol Sentences”; and Hempel, “On the Logical Positivist’s 
Theory of Truth.” Walker has attributed coherence theories of truth to philosophers such as Kant or 
Spinoza, tracing coherentism further back in the history of philosophy, see Walker, The Coherence 
Theory o f Truth

See Goodman, Ways o f World-Making, esp. chapters 1 and 7. For a discussion of Goodman’s 
views, see MacCoraiick, Starmaking: Realism, Anti-Realism, Irrealism.
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maimers o f  organization.” *̂ Within the framework o f “pragmatic idealism,” Rescher has 

defended the view according to which truth is tantamount to ideal coherence. In his view, 

if  one considers coherence from an idealized perspective -th a t is, as optimal coherence 

with a perfected data base- then an essential link between truth and coherence emerges, 

and it becomes evident that coherence is suited not only as a criterion of truth, but also as a 

definitional standard o f truth.

Certain modem forms o f verificationism have been claimed to involve a 

commitment to some form o f  coherentism, e.g., Dummett’s anti-realism and Putnam’s 

internal realism. Anti-realism is a theory about meaning and understanding according to 

which to understand the meaning o f a sentence is to understand the conditions under which 

it is warrantedly assertible. According to Dummett, truth conditions that we could never 

know about cannot enter into the understanding of a  sentence, because there is no way we 

could either leam  or manifest understanding of them,^^ That is, truth, as opposed to what 

realists hold, cannot transcend what a speaker can verify .^ Dummett’s anti-realist stance 

leads - in  some interpretations- to a coherence theory o f  truth. For warrantedness caimot be 

but a matter o f  coherence with other beliefs, and truth is a  matter of what can, through 

coherence, be recognized as tme. An explicit defense o f  a coherence theory o f tm th based 

on a particular version of anti-realism, to wit, “global anti-realism,” is provided by 

Yoimg. Global anti-realism can be characterized as the view that sentences have 

“coherence tm th conditions,” that is, as the view that the conditions under which a 

sentence is tme are the conditions under which it coheres with the speaker’s beliefs. This is 

so because. Young argues, the only conditions that a speaker can detect are, as the

Goodman, fVdys o f  World Making, p. 138.

See “Truth as Ideal Coherence.” For a discussion of Rescher’s views on truth and coherence, as 
well as of some criticisms of these views, see Puntel, “Is Truth Ideal Coherence?”

Walker argues at length that certain modem forms of verificationism involve a commitment to a 
coherence theory of truth in The Coherence Theory o f Truth, esp. chapters II and X. Wright objects 
to Walker’s coherentist reading o f anti-realism in “Truth and Coherence,” pp. 288-292. That 
contemporary versions of anti-realism, like Dummett’s and Putnam’s, are versions of the coherence 
theory of truth is also argued by Horwich and Fumerton. See Horwich, Truth, p. 10; and Fumerton, 
“The Incoherence of Coherence Theories.” BonJour argues against Fumerton’s coherentist 
interpretation of anti-realism in “Fumerton on Incoherence Theories.”

On the so-called “acquisition argument” and “manifestation argument” see Young, Global Anti- 
Realism, p. 70ff.

^  See Dummett, Truth and Other E n in a s,

^ See Young, Globed Anti-Realism.
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coherence theory o f  knowledge entails, the conditions under which sentences cohere with a 

system o f  beliefs. A version o f  verificationism also leads Putnam -o r so it is argued- to 

defend a coherence theory o f  truth. Putnam distinguishes between metaphysical realism 

and internal realism. Unlike metaphysical realism, internal realism -the view that Putnam 

advocates- asserts that that the totality o f objects is not fixed, because objects themselves 

exist only relative to conceptual schemes. According to Putnam’s internal realism, a 

proposition is true when it would be rationally acceptable in ideal epistemic conditions. 

This view, as Walker argues, amounts to taking truth to be a matter o f coherence with 

idealized standards o f justification.^^ From this point o f view, to understand a sentence is to 

know when it would be rationally acceptable to assert it, that is, to know the conditions 

under which it coheres with these standards.^®

Some philosophers in the continental tradition have also claimed that coherence is 

all that we have when inquiring about truth. In particular, Linda Alcoff has defended the 

view according to which both justification and tmth are a matter o f coherence. According 

to Alcoff, the best conception o f truth is not correspondence, but “the achievement of 

coherence among the multiple and diverse elements involved in the process or flow of 

knowing practices.” *̂ In Alcoff s view, this coherence theory is aligned with what she calls

Putnam has held different views on truth. The view that is presented here is the one that he holds
in Reason, Truth and History.

See Walker, The Coherence Theory o f Truth, pp. 185-192. For a different coherentist 
interpretation of Putnam’s views, see Alcoff, “The Case for Coherence,” pp. 170-173, and New
Versions o f the Coherence Theory, chapter 6.

Another pragmatist who, from a different perspective, has also been interpreted as defending 
both a coherence theory of truth and a coherence theory of justification is Richard Rorty. Rorty 
states his position as follows; “nothing counts as justification unless by reference to what we 
already accept, and there is no way to get outside our beliefs and language as to find some test 
other tìian coherence” (The Mirror o f Nature, p. 178). Despite this endorsement of coherence as the 
ultimate test at which we can aspire, it does not seem appropriate to include Rorty among those 
who defend a coherence theory of truth, if only because Rorty has repeatedly stated that the notion 
o f truth does not play any explanatory role in a sensible epistemology.

Alcoff states her coherentist views on truth and justification in New Versions o f the Coherence 
Theory, and “The Case for Coherence.” In addition to her own proposal, Alcoff has also suggested 
an alternative reading of Foucault and Gadamer according to which these authors should be seen as 
holding a version of a coherence theory o f truth. See New Versior^ o f Coherence Theory, chapters 
I, II, and V. For a discussion of AlcofPs work on coherence, see Leach (ed.). Social Epistemology, 
Special Issue on Real Kmwing.

Alcoff, “The Case for Coherence,” p. 164.
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“immanent realism.” This fonn of realism is one that eschews the “Cartesian bifurcations 

between man and world, culture and nature, mind and reality.” *̂̂ Instead o f this binary 

picture, A lcoff proposes an immanent accoxmt o f knowledge in which we are not severed 

from the world, but always engaged with it. In this alternative picture, truth is neither seen 

as completely subjective, nor as completely objective. For truth requires coherence not 

only among beliefs, but also with non-subjective aspects o f lived reality.

Several objections have been addressed against the coherence theory o f truth.^’ A 

main objection, first raised by Russell, is that it allows any proposition to be true, since 

any proposition can be a member o f some coherent set. However, as Walker argues, this 

objection misses the point because coherence theorists do not say that membership to any 

arbitrary coherent set of propositions is sufficient for truth. W hat they say is that truth is 

coherence with some specific set o f beliefs that is actually held or would be held.^^ This 

line o f  argument, however, gives rise to another important objection against coherence 

theories o f  truth, and one that coherentists do not seem to have met so far. Coherence 

theories o f  truth fail to identify the specified set o f  beliefs without contradicting their 

position. They need to give a non-coherentist account o f the truth o f beliefs that “belief b is 

actually held” in order to specify the system o f beliefs in relation to which the truth o f a 

particular belief is to be determined.^'*

A different way of effecting the connection between coherence and truth is 

proposed by Davidson. As I mentioned before, Davidson’s views on truth are not easily 

classified under the realist or the anti-realist sides of the debate. On the contrary, Davidson

^  On AlcofTs immanent realism, see New Versions o f The Coherence Theory, pp. 208-220; and 
“The Case for Coherence,” pp. 159-182.

Alcoff, New Versions o f the Coherence Theory, p. 213.

For a discussion of the several objections that has been raised against the coherence theory of 
truth, see Walker, The Coherence Theory o f Truth, pp, 25-34; and Young, Global Anti-Realism, pp. 
58-67.

Russell, “On the Nature of Truth.”

That the base o f coherence consists of a set of beliefs, and not o f any set of propositions is 
explicitly argued, among others, by Davidson, and BonJour.

^  According to Walker, a parallel objection can be addressed against coherence theories of 
justification. Ultimately, coherence theories of justification, contraiy to their own theory, must 
assign beliefs about what our beliefs are a foundational status. For a discussion of Walker’s 
objection, see Wright, “Truth and Coherence.”
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attempts to question the same terms in which this debate is framed. Davidson’s argument 

for the truth-conduciveness o f  coherence is motivated within his theory o f  interpretation, 

and his views on belief, truth, and meaning, as we will see in a moment.

2. COHERENCE, TRUTH, AND INTERPRETATION

Davidson has embraced a coherentist view o f  justification according to which the 

only reason to hold a belief is another belief.^^ As Davidson explicitly recognizes, this 

view of justification requires, for it to meet the skeptical challenge, that one give a reason 

to think that any belief which is coherent with a body a beliefs is likely to be true. 

According to Davidson, the reason why the fact that a belief coheres with a system of 

beliefs is a reason for believing that such a belief is true is that our system of beliefs is 

mostly true. Thus, Davidson argues, there is a presumption in favor of the truth o f a belief 

that coheres with a  system o f  beliefs. This response is groimded on Davidson’s views 

about belief, meaning, and interpretation. Davidson’s take on these issues is informed by a 

general view on meaning and belief ascription that, following Quine’s steps, is assumed in 

most current work in philosophy of mind and philosophy o f  language. Before getting into 

the details of Davidson’s theory, I would like to introduce some o f the main lines o f the 

general picture o f interpretation that lies behind Davidson’s theory.

2.1. A Neo-Rationalist F ram ew ork

The “neo-rationalist” approach to interpretation -borrowing Cooper’s term- may be 

characterized by means of the following three theses: “holism,” “normativity,” and 

“congruence.”^̂  Different versions o f  these theses form the basis o f a widely accepted 

picture of interpretation that has been, most prominently, developed and endorsed by 

Quine, Davidson, Lewis, and Dennett.

For Davidson’s objections to foundationalism, see “A Coherence Theoiy of Truth and 
Knowledge,” and “Empirical Content”, at pp. 137-153, and 159-175, respectively.

These theses characterize an important view in the philosophy of social science that David 
Cooper has called “neo-rationalism” (Cooper, “Anthropology and Translation,” pp. 51-68). These 
theses and the “neo-rationalism” label are very useful, I believe, in characterizing a prominent view 
on interpretation that has been defended, among others, by Davidson. Not surprisingly, a main line 
o f argumentation within this tradition draws heavily on Donald Davidson’s ideas (see Rott, 
“Davidson and Social Science,” pp. 272-304). For a discussion of this approach to social science in 
the context of coherentism, see Risjord, “Wittgenstein’s Woodcutters: The Problem of Apparent 
Irrationality,” pp. 247-258.
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“Holism,” very roughly, is the thesis that it is impossible to assign meanings 

(meaning holism) or belief contents (mental holism) except in the context o f the whole 

language and network of beliefs. This thesis is interpreted in many ways. Block’s writes, 

“Even i f  we restrict ourselves to holism o f  meaning and content, we have many different 

holisms. Some take holism about meaning to be the doctrine that if  you’ve got one 

meaning, you’ve got lots of them. On other views, to say meaning is holistic is to say that 

the meaning o f  each term depends on the meanings o f  all o r most other terms. Others take 

meaning holism to be the doctrine that there is no real distinction between language and 

theory or between the ‘dictionary’ and the ‘encyclopedia.’”^̂  Fodor and Lepore take 

‘meaning holism’ to be the doctrine that “only whole languages or whole theories or whole 

belief systems really  have meanings, so that the meanings o f smaller units -words, 

sentences, hypotheses, prediction, discourses, dialogues, texts, thoughts, and the like- are 

merely derivative.” *̂ In this view, thus, the basic tenet o f  meaning holism is that the unit o f 

meaning is the whole language. It may be useful to distinguish, following Malpas, 

between two kinds o f holism: methodological holism and constitutive holism.^® Whereas 

the former requires that certain theoretical constraints should apply to the body o f data as a 

whole, the latter states that the identity o f  the object o f  interpretation is constituted by the 

connections that obtain between the beliefs/sentences comprising a whole theory. While 

methodological holism constrains theory construction, constitutive holism constrains that 

which the theory is about.

Holism about interpretation is a  very widespread doctrine in the analytic 

philosophy, as well as in continental philosophy and literary criticism.^* Different 

motivations have led these diverse approaches to interpretation to accept some version of

”  Block, “An Argument for Holism,” p. 151.

Fodor and Lepore, Holism^ p. x.

It is worth noticing the parallelism between meaning holism, understood in this way, and 
coherentist justification, in which the ‘unit of justification’ is the whole system of beliefs.

Malpas, Donald Davidson and the Mirror o f Meaning, pp. 53-57.

A holistic view of interpretation characterizes the hermeneutic tradition, from Schleiermacher to 
Heidegger and Gadamer. Some weak version of meaning holism is also assumed in most literaiy 
criticism. For a critical survey of developments in both the analytic and continental traditions of 
thought, together with debates among literary theorists, see Norris, “Truth, Interpretation, and the 
Web of Belief: Some Problems with Meaning-Holism.”
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meaning holism: reflections on the holistic nature o f the confirmation and learning of 

scientific theories, arguments from the functional nature o f  the mind, or from “inferential 

role semantics,’*̂  ̂ and arguments that turn on the conditions under which radical 

interpretation and intentional explanation are possible.^ These arguments, as Fodor and 

Lepore have forcefully argued, do not seem to conclusively make the case for holism.^^ 

And even if  they did, holism still raises several problems: it threatens the possibility of 

making generalizations in psychology, for i f  the content o f  any state depends on all others, 

then it is unlikely that two believers can share a state with the same content. It also seems 

to jeopardize a  standard picture o f  communication and learning according to which 

speaker’s meanings and beliefs can overlap partially to varying degrees, that is, one can 

understand part o f  a  language without having learned all o f  it, or two speaker’s beliefs can 

be only partially in agreement For much the same reason, holism also makes the 

possibility o f translation problematic.

In view o f  these problems, some philosophers refiise to “convert” to holism, and 

accept an atomistic view of meaning. In this view, which has a long tradition, meaning and 

content are not characterized in terms o f the web; that is, sentences and beliefs have 

meaning or content independently o f  their relations to other sentences or beliefs. Still 

others refuse to adopt either a holist or an atomistic theory o f meaning, and accept a 

“molecularisf approach. Molecularism characterizes meaning and content in terms of 

relatively small parts o f the web in a way that allows many different theories to share those 

parts.“*̂  Molecularism may be difficult to distinguish from some versions of holism that 

appeal to some kind o f “locality condition,” which restricts the context relevant to the 

assignment o f meanings and propositional attitudes."*^ Molecularism and “local-holism” are

See Quine, "Two Dogmas of Empiricism.”

See Block, “Advertisement for a Semantics for Psychology,” pp. 615-678.

^  Davidson, “Radical Interpretation,” pp. 123-141; Lewis, “Radical Inteqjietation,” pp. 108-121; 
and Dennett, “Intentional Systems,” pp. 2-22.

Fodor and Lepore, Holism.

^  See Block, “Holism, Mental and Semantic,” p. 488.

Several holistic theorists have argued in favor of a more local approach to meaning and belief. 
For example, Bilgrami introduces a local level of content attribution (“locality condition”) in Belief 
and Meaning. Malpas appeals to the hermeneutic notion of “horizon” to account for the local 
character of interpretation (see Davidson and the Mirror o f Meaning, II (4), esp. pp. 112-114). A 
motivation to find an intermediate position between semantic atomism and holism seems to lie also
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attempts to find a difficult middle ground between straight atomism and radical holism. If 

successful, th is irenic account would certainly bear more resemblance with our actual

practices o f  interpretation.48

In addition to the holistic thesis, the second element that characterizes the neo

rationalist approach to interpretation is the thesis that interpretation is normative.^^ 

Normative principles, it is claimed, constraint the process o f  interpretation, that is, the 

process o f  assigning propositional attitudes to speakers, and meanings to utterances. 

Following Fodor and Lepore, we may characterize the normative picture o f  the constraints 

on interpretation by means o f the following principles: “the truth-principle,” “the 

coherence principle,” the “closure principle,” and the “probity principle.” According to 

these principles, intentional ascriptions necessarily represent a  speaker’s beliefs as mostly 

tme, and coherent, and as logically closed. Furthermore, they necessarily attribute to 

speakers those desires that are good for them to have. As is apparent, these principles may 

be roughly subsumed under an assumption o f rationality that, in  this view, would govern 

the interpretative activity. Dennett explicitly claims that interpretation (from the intentional 

stance) requires that we use an “assumption o f  rationality or cognitive/conative 

optimality/*” Lewis, Quine, and Davidson endorse different versions o f the principles that 

encode this rationality constraint -broadly understood- on interpretation.

Lewis understands interpretation in terms of constraint satisfaction, and proposes 

six constraining principles on interpretation. For example, the “rationalization principle,” 

which requires that the interpretee be represented as a rational agent, or the “principle of 

charity,” that requires that the ascribed propositional attitudes be the same as our own. The

behind some notions of structural semantics, such as “frames” and “semantic fields”. See Feder, 
“Semantic Fields and the Individuation of Content,” pp. 229-252.

The problem is that, so far, it does not look as if a way to determine the set of the web that is 
‘relevant* to the attribution of a particular belief or meaning has been successfully found.

The relation between the holistic and the normative theses is unclear. Fodor and Lepore argue 
that from the premise that certain (intrinsically holistic) normative principles are essentially 
involved in content attribution, it is inferred the holism of the psychological {Holism, p. 155). In 
contrast, that interpretation is normative is generally presented as a necessary consequence of the 
fact that meaning and belief are holistically constituted. For example, Davidson introduces the 
principle o f charity as a solution to the problem posed by the holistic thesis of the interdependence 
of meaning and belief.

Fodor and Lepore, Holism, pp. 142-143.

Dennett, “The Interpretation of Texts, People, and other Artifacts,” p. 187.
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best interpretation would be the one that better fits overall all six principles.^^ Normative 

principles, in Quine’s and Davidson’s theories o f interpretation also include, most 

importantly, a “principle o f charity.”  Quine’s version o f this principle requires that the 

“radical translator” assume that the truth-functional connectives of the native language are 

identical to his own.^^ In Davidson’s theory, the principle o f charity plays even a more 

crucial role. It directs the interpreter to take the speaker’s utterances as right, when 

plausibly possible. As Davidson puts it, interpreters must try for a theory that finds the 

speaker “consistent, a believer o f truth, and a lover o f the good (all by our own lights, it 

goes without saying).” '̂*

What has just been said in relation to the normative character o f interpretation 

should make it clear what the third thesis that characterizes the neo-rationalist tradition, to 

recall, “congruence,” means. It is a common feature of these approaches to interpretation, 

that the interpreter necessarily maximizes agreement with the interpretee. The interpreter is 

supposed to read off her own standards of rationality and truth into the speaker’s 

utterances. Thus, correct interpretations ensure that there is congruence or agreement 

between the interpreter’s and the interpretee’s views. The theses o f holism, normativity, 

and congruence find their most developed expression in the theory of Donald Davidson, 

which I shall now examine.^^

2.2. Radical Interpretation

Davidson responds to the skeptical challenge that our beliefs may hang together 

and still be false by arguing that belief is intrinsically veridical. It is not possible for our 

system of beliefs to be mostly wrong -Davidson claims. This being the case, we have at 

last a reason for believing that a  belief that coheres with such a system is likely to be true. 

Hence, from this perspective, what is essential for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is 

to show that the notions of belief and truth are coimected in this way. Davidson effects the

”  It is worth noticing the similarities between this approach to interpretation and Thagard’s notion 
of coherence as constraint satisfaction (Thagard, Coherence in Thought and Action). Lewis’ 
approach could be then easily interpreted as a coherentist approach to interpretation.

Quine, Word and Object, pp. 57-58.

^  Davidson, “Mental Events,” p. 222.

Another shared feature of these approaches, that I should not attempt to explain here, is the 
“indeterminacy of interpretation.”
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link between truth and belief by means o f two pairings: truth and meaning, and meaning 

and belief. Thus, the connection between truth and belief is mediated by the notion o f  

meaning. The first pairing results from adopting a Tarskian’s theory o f truth, relativized to 

speaker and time, as a theory o f  interpretation for natural languages.^^ Such theory o f truth, 

claims Davidson, is a theory o f  meaning in the sense that explicit knowledge o f  the theory 

suffices to understand the utterances o f a  speaker. The second pairing -tha t of meaning and 

belief- appears as the claim that belief and meaning are interdependent. According to 

Davidson, belief and meaning play interlocking and complementary roles in interpretation. 

We cannot interpret a speaker’s utterances without identifying his beliefs, nor is it possible 

to attribute those beliefs without knowing what his utterances mean. As Davidson says, 

“The interdependence of meaning and belief is evident in this way; a speaker holds a  

sentence to be true because o f  what the sentence (in his language) means, and because o f  

what he believes. Knowing that he holds a  sentence to be true, and knowing the meaning, 

we can infer his belief; given enough information about his beliefs, we could perhaps infer 

the meaning.” ^̂  The interdependence o f  meaning and belief makes patent Davidson’s 

commitment to methodological holism. Nonetheless, Davidson’s holism is not only 

methodological, but also constitutive. In Davidson’s view, there are no such things as 

isolated meanings and beliefs. As he puts it, “it is the pattern o f  belief that allows us to 

identify any thought, and it is the pattern o f sentences held truth that gives sentences their

meaning.«58

The pairings o f truth and meaning, on the one hand, and meaning and belief, on the 

other hand, constrain the actual task o f  constructing and testing a theory o f  interpretation. 

First, given the first pairing, such theory aims at producing a Tarski style characterization 

of truth for a  speaker’s language. Second, given the interdependence o f meaning and 

belief, such characterization must go hand-to-hand with the production o f  a theory o f the 

speaker’s beliefs. This is the complex task that “radical interpretation” consists in. As

Davidson defends the claim that a theory o f truth, modified to be applied to natural languages, 
can be used as a theory of interpretation in “Radical Interpretation,” pp. 126-139. See also “Truth 
and Meaning,” esp. pp. 28-35, and “Belief and the Basis of Meaning,” pp. 149-150.

Davidson, “Radical Interpretation,” pp. 134-135.

See Davidson, “Thought and Talk,” pp. 162-163.
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Davidson writes, “in interpreting utterances from scratch -in radical interpretation- we 

must somehow deliver simultaneously a theory of belief and a  theory o f meaning.

Now, the question arises, what evidence can be used for constructing and testing a 

theory o f  radical interpretation? Because of the interdependence of meaning and belief, 

according to Davidson, the evidence for such theory must be neutral between these two 

notions. That is, in order not to beg the question, the evidential basis for a theory o f 

interpretation should not assume knowledge of meanings or detailed knowledge o f beliefs. 

Davidson claims the attitude o f holding a sentence true to provide such an evidential basis. 

For it seems plausible, in Davidson’s view, that we can tell under what external 

circumstances a speaker holds a  sentence to be true without knowing either what he means 

or what he believes about its unknown subject matter. Thus, the problem o f radical 

interpretation is how, given this evidence, the interpreter can work out what the speaker’s 

beliefs are, and what his words mean. In other words, the problem is how to disentangle 

the interlocking roles of belief and meaning in the interpretation o f speech.

To solve the problem o f  the radical interpreter, Davidson appeals to the second 

thesis that characterizes the so-called “neo-rationalist” framework: the claim that 

interpretation is normative. The interpreter must separate meaning and belief on normative 

grounds by deciding what, in her view, optimizes intelligibility. In so doing, she will make 

use of the “principle o f charity.” It is this principle that provides the solution to the 

problem of radical interpretation, by holding belief steady while allowing meaning to be 

assigned. Belief is held constant by assigning truth conditions to the speaker’s sentences 

that make him right (in the interpreter’s opinion) whenever possible. Thus, Davidson’s 

solution is that we begin interpretation by assuming beliefs, and on that basis, develop a 

tentative theory o f meaning. This initial theory can then be used to revise our initial 

assumptions about beliefs, which could, in their turn, be used to revise our theory of 

meaning. The interpreter would be moving then back and forth between interpretation o f 

meanings and attributions of beliefs until she reaches a state o f “interpretative reflective 

equilibrium.”^

Davidson, “Belief and the Basis of Meaning,” p. 144.

® See Malpas, Donald Davidson and the Mirror o f Meaning, pp. 44-45. That coming up with a 
theory of interpretation, as Davidson conceives it, amounts to something like achieving a Rawlsian 
reflective equilibrium was first suggested by Rorty (“Pragmatism, Davidson and Truth,” p. 342).
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Charity, as a nonnative constraint on interpretation, ensures agreement between the 

speaker and the interpreter’s beliefs. Here, we have Davidson’s commitment to the third 

basic tenet o f  the neo>rationalist framework: the thesis that interpretation yields 

“congruence” between the speaker’s and the interpreter’s beliefs. The interpreter will read 

off, whenever she can, her own standards o f rationality on the speaker’s behavior, so that 

the speaker’s norms o f rationality will necessarily be in agreement with the interpreter’s 

norms o f rationality. Davidson’s justification o f the introduction o f the principle o f charity 

as a device for solving the problem o f  radical interpretation seems to be two-fold. First, 

Davidson has repeatedly claimed that what justifies this procedure of interpretation is the 

fact that disagreement is intelligible only against a  background of massive agreement.** 

From this point o f  view, charity is not an  option, but a  condition on the same possibility o f 

interpretation. Davidson’s writings m ay be interpreted as providing another kind o f  

justification for the principle o f  charity, to wit, a moral one. Charity is required on moral 

grounds because only when we interpret the speakers’ utterances and other behavior as 

revealing a set o f  beliefs that is largely true and coherent (by our own standards), are we 

treating them as creatures endowed w ith reason, as persons, that is, as moral agents.

Davidson’s theory o f  interpretation provides the resources -or so he claims- for 

showing how coherence is truth-conducive. It follows from Davidson’s neo-rationalist 

theory o f interpretation that most o f  anyone’s beliefs are mostly true, at least by the 

interpreter’s light. I f  this is so, then, we have at last a reason for believing that a belief that 

coheres with an individual’s system o f  beliefs is true. More precisely, Davidson’s claim is 

that there is a  “presumption” in favor o f  the tmth o f  such a  belief. In Davidson’s view, 

every belief in a  coherent total set o f  beliefs is justified in the light o f such presumption.*^

The parallelism between Davidson’s account of interpretation and an account of justification in 
terras of the coherence-based idea of reflective equilibrium suggests that Davidson’s views on 
interpretation are congenial to a coherence-based account of interpretation, as I will indeed argue in 
the conclusions of this chapter.

See ‘̂Radica] Interpretation,” p. 137; “Belief and the Basis of Meaning,” p. 153; “On the Very 
Idea of a Conceptual Scheme,” p. 197; “Thought and Talk,” p. 169; and “The Structure and 
Content of Truth,” p. 321.

For example, Davidson writes, “To the extent that we fail to discover a coherent and plausible 
pattern of attitudes and actions of others we simply forego the chance of treating them as persons,^ 
“Mental Events,” pp. 221-222. Emphasis added.

Davidson, “A Coherence Theory of Truth and Knowledge,” pp. 138-139.
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Davidson’s argument for the truth-conduciveness o f  coherence can be stated more 

explicitly as follows:

(i) The belief that p  coheres with 5’s system o f  beliefs

(ii) M ost o f 5* s beliefs are true

Therefore, there is a  presumption that p  is true.

The soundness o f this argument cmcially depends on the justification o f  premise 

(ii), which depends in its turn on the acceptance o f Davidson’s theory of interpretation. 

Still, even if  it is granted that Davidson’s theory o f interpretation is right in the main, the 

question remains, how can it be shown that most o f our beliefs are objectively true? For all 

that, apparently, Davidson has shown so far is that most o f  anyone’s beliefs are true, by the 

interpreter’s lights. It may well be the case that speaker and interpreter understand each 

other on the basis o f shared but false beliefs. Davidson gives an argument -the  so-called 

‘omniscient interpreter argument’- to the effect that most o f  our beliefs are objectively true, 

and thus, that there is a presumption in favor o f  the objective tmth o f any belief that 

coheres with a system of beliefs.

2 3. The Omniscient Interpreter Argument

The skeptical challenge amounts to the claim that our beliefs may hang together 

and still be comprehensively false. Obvious enough, to claim that this situation carmot 

obtain, from the interpreter’s point o f view, given what is that interpretation consists in, 

does not satisfactorily answer the skeptic. Only if  the case can be made for the 

impossibility that a system o f  beliefs is coherent, but false, from an objective point o f view, 

can the skeptical challenge be met. That is, in order to show that coherence is truth- 

conducive, it does not suffice to ensure that there is subjective agreement between the 

beliefs o f speakers in a linguistic community- what may be called, following Genova, the 

“agreement thesis,” but it is also required that the picture o f  the world that speakers share 

is largely true -what Genova calls the “objectivity thesis.”^  The link between the weaker 

claim (agreement thesis) and the stronger one (objectivity thesis), that is, between 

sentences held true, and the truth o f these sentences, between coherence and truth, is

^  See Genova, “The Very Idea of Massive Truth,” p. 174.
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provided by means o f the “omniscient interpreter argument.”^̂  Davidson’s basic idea is as 

follows. Suppose that there is an omniscient interpreter, a being who knows all that is 

relevant to interpretation, but who is, nevertheless, subject to the same method o f  

interpretation than the rest o f  us. Interpretation by such an infallible being must involve 

revealing a set o f  beliefs that are largely true, by the omniscient interpreter’s standards. But 

these standards, by definition, are true. Since the beliefs attributed to the speaker must 

necessarily be in agreement with the omniscient interpreter’s beliefs, and these are true, the 

speaker’s beliefs must also be mostly true. Therefore, we cannot be massively mistaken, 

and the relation between coherence and truth -in an objective sense- is guaranteed.

D avidson’s omniscient interpreter argument has been very much contested in the 

literature. G enova classifies the various objections that have been addressed against this 

argument under three heads.^ First, the “anti-theists objections” say that Davidson’s 

omniscient interpreter argument depends on the unsupported premise that there is such a 

being.^^ Second, the “limitations to interpretation objections” turn on Davidson’s apparent 

assumption that the omniscient interpreter will always succeed in interpreting any belief 

system, no matter how mistaken it may be.^* Last, the “belief-content skepticism 

objections” contend that, even granting that we cannot be massively mistaken, we might be 

systematically wrong about the contents o f our beliefs.^^ A different kind o f objection that 

is relevant here is raised by Dalmiya. Dalmiya presents a counter-argument to Davidson’s 

omniscient interpreter argument which starts from the idea o f  a ‘deluded interpreter’ 

defined as a being with mostly false beliefs. In Dalmiya’s view, the omniscient interpreter 

argument is not a  convincing argument for the coherentist, but a viciously circular one, 

because it requires the prior identification o f  our beliefs as true, rather than false. Thus, as 

it turns out, Davidson’s response to the truth objection ultimately depends o f an argument 

the validity o f  which is, to say the least, doubtful.

Davidson invokes the “omniscient interpreter argument” in “A Coherence Theory of Truth and 
Knowledge,” pp, 150-151 ; and “The Method of Truth in Metaphysics,” p. 201,

“  See Genova, “The Veiy Idea o f Massive Truth,” p. 177.
67

68

69

See Foley and Fumerton, “Davidson’s Theism?” pp. 83-89.
Rasmussen, “The Intelligibility of Abortive Omniscience,” pp. 315-319.

Bniecker, “Charity and Skepticism,” pp. 264-368; and Craig, “Davidson and the Sceptic,” pp. 
213-214.
70 See “Coherence, Truth and the ‘Omniscient Interpreter,”* pp. 86-94.
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A way out of the skeptical problem could still be found, within the Davidsonian 

framework, i f  the case for the impossibility of massive error could be made on other bases. 

In fact, this is what Davidson has come to defend lately. He has argued that the thesis that 

belief is veridical (in an objective way), and thus that coherence is truth-conducive, can be 

defended without appealing to the Omniscient Interpreter Argument. Davidson states his 

position as follows: “I regret these sorties into science fiction and what a number o f critics 

have taken to be theology. If the case can be made with an omniscient interpreter, it can be 

made vrithout. But how can it be made? ... what I think should “defuse the skeptical 

challenge” is the “dependence o f belief-content on the causes of belief.”” Thus, in 

Davidson’s view, we cannot be massively mistaken because interpreters should identify the 

object o f the speakers’ beliefs with the causes of those beliefs. Davidson has emphasized 

the thesis according to which what ensures that most o f our beliefs are true is that the

content o f beliefs is determined by its causes in a number o f places 72

Hence, now it seems that, within the Davidsonian framework, there are two 

arguments available that support the thesis that our picture o f  the world is largely correct: 

the omniscient interpreter argument, and the argument that arises from Davidson’s theory 

o f content, which might be called the “argument from the causal dependence o f belief- 

content.”^̂  Under this interpretation o f Davidson’s views, the plausibility o f the claim that 

massive error is not possible would not depend on the controversial omniscient interpreter 

argument, but also (or even exclusively, as Davidson claims) on the argument from the 

causal dependence of belief-content. However, it is doubtful that the latter argument 

properly supports the thesis o f the unintelligibility of massive error. To start with, this 

argument seems to be defective for a number o f reasons. Klein has claimed that 

Davidson’s argument is circular, since it assumes that the interpreter already knows that 

there are external events that are causally connected with belief states, and thus, that global

“Reply to A. C. Genova,” p. 193.

See Davidson, “Three Varieties of Knowledge,” p. 213; “Epistemology and Truth,” p. 189; and 
“The Structure and Content of Truth,” p. 325.

For example, Sosa and Evnine say that Davidson attempts to shows the truth-conduciveness of 
coherence in two different ways: the omniscient interpreter argument and reflections on how belief- 
contents are determined. See Sosa, “‘Circular’ Coherence and ‘Absurd’ Foundations,” p. 395; and 
Evnmc, Donald Davidson, pp. 141-143.
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skepticism is false.’'* Genova has argued that it fails to meet the skeptical challenge 

because the threat o f skepticism may emerge within the context of radical interpretation 

itself -what he calls “internalized semantic skepticism.” In this view, it is perfectly 

intelligible to suppose that the construal o f what the interpreter takes to be the causal 

conditions o f  belief and the resultant specifications o f belief content can be mostly false. 

MacGinn has also argued, on the grounds o f our ability to think o f skeptical scenarios, that 

belief-contents cannot be read off from the world in the way in which Davidson suggests 

and thus that the premises o f the argument fail to establish the desired conclusion.’^

Besides, even if the argument from the causal dependence of belief-content were 

sound, it seems that it does not provide any reason for the thesis that belief is veridical that 

is independent from the one provided by the omnisicent interpreter argument. The reason is 

that, ultimately, it is the principle o f charity that lies behind both arguments. This principle 

requires, among other things, that the interpreter take the causes of beliefs that she 

identifies as the content of those beliefs. The claim is that, since these causes determine 

what the speaker means as well as the content of his beliefs, it is not possible that the 

speaker’s beliefs are mostly false. Thus, it is the nature of interpretation, as constrained by 

charity, that ensures that the interpretee’s view o f the world is in the main correct. But if 

this is so, then, it seems that the argument from the causal dependence o f  belief-content 

(whatever its merits) cannot independently justify the thesis o f  the veridical nature o f 

belief. The reason is that, as we have seen, charity among flesh and blood interpreters does 

not exclude massive error in content-attribution, from an objective point o f view, but it 

only ensures intersubjective agreement. It was this fact that required invoking the 

omniscient interpreter argument in the first place. Thus, it seems that, pace Davidson, there 

are reasons for thinking that the case for the massive truth o f  our beliefs cannot be made 

without appealing to the omniscient interpreter argument. And, if this is so, then, 

Davidson’s argument for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence ultimately depends on the 

plausibility o f his omniscient interpreter argument, whether he likes playing science fiction 

or not. .1 '

Klein, “Radical Interpretation and Global Skepticism,” pp. 368-386. 

Genova, “The Very Idea of Massive Truth,” p. 175.

Mac Ginn, “Radical Interpretation and Epistemology,” pp. 357-368.
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2.4. Davidson, Realism, and Anti-Realism

Whatever the merits o f Davidson’s sophisticated argument for the truth- 

conducivcness o f coherence, it has the main virtue of having shifted the discussion about 

the relations between truth and coherence to a new terrain. The terms in which the problem 

has been traditionally framed present it as a straight choice betw'een endorsing a realist 

view of truth, which seems incapable of bridging the gap between the truth and the 

coherence of our beliefs, and accepting an epistemic view of truth, in which truth and 

coherence are directly linked. Davidson has shown how an a priori connection between 

truth and coherence can be indirectly effected by adopting an interpretative framework that 

is beyond realism and anti-realism. Davidson does not endorse -as he has repeatedly 

claimed- any version of either realism or anti-realism, explained in terms of the radically 

non-epistcmic or the epistemic character of truth, respectively.^^ According to Davidson, 

truth is “beautifully transparent,”^̂  and all attempts (anti-realist or realist) to define, or 

explain, it that go beyond giving empirical content to a structure of a Tarskian sort are

empty or wrong. 79

Hence, Davidson’s views on truth cannot be located within a realist or anti-realist 

position.*^  ̂On the one hand, Davidson explicitly rejects two basic tenets of realists theories 

of truth: (i) he rejects that truth is correspondence because the idea of confrontation does 

not make sense, and, more importantly, because there is nothing for true sentences to 

correspond to; and (ii) he denies that it is possible for all our beliefs to be false, as the 

realist view on truth entails. On the other hand, Davidson also rejects the anti-realist view

See “The Structure and Content of Truth,” esp., p. 298 and 309; and “Epistemology and Truth,” 
pp. 177-191.

Davidson, “A Coherence Theoiy of Truth and Knowledge,” p. 139.

In “True to the Facts” Davidson argued that Tarski’s theory is a version of the correspondence 
theory of truth (pp. 37-54). Davidson has later rejected this interpretation of Tarki’s theory in “The 
Structure and Content of Truth,” p. 304; and “Epistemology and Truth,” pp. 182-183.

There is no agreement in the literature about the location of Davidson’s views within the 
contemporary dispute between realism, and anti-realism. Rorty has argued that Davidson is 
“beyond realism, and anti-realism” (Rorty, “Pragmatism, Davidson and Truth,” p. 354). Smart sees 
nothing in Davidson’s views that might be incompatible with realism (Smart, “Correspondence, 
Coherence, and Realism,” pp. 109-125). For a discussion of the realists/anti-realists interpretations 
of Davidson’s theoiy, see Malpas, Donald Davidson and the Mirror o f Meaning, chapter 7.
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according to which truth is dependent on our methods o f verification. The mistake o f  anti- 

realism, in Davidson’s view, is that o f  making the connection between truth and justified 

belief by means o f  linking the notion o f justification with that o f  tmth. As we have seen, 

Davidson’s strategy is that o f making this connection through the notion o f  belief, which is 

claimed to be in  its nature veridical. As Davidson puts it, “Truth emerges not as wholly 

undetached from  belief (as a  correspondence theory would make it) nor as dependent on 

human methods and powers o f discovery (as epistemic theories o f tmth would make it). 

What saves truth from being ‘radically non-epistemic’ (in Putnam’s words) is not that tm th 

is epistemic, but that belief, through its ties with meaning is intrinsically veridical.”**

Davidson’s arguments for the tmth-conduciveness o f  coherence are, thus, originally 

located within a  framework that is neither realist, nor anti-realist. It is because our shared 

picture o f  the w orld is largely tme, as Davidson’s picture o f  interpretation implies, that we 

can safely conclude - i f  Davidson’s arguments are granted- that there is a reason for 

thinking that coherentist methods o f justification are tmth-conducive.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing discussion o f the problem o f how coherence can be shown to be 

tmth-conducive suggests the following three questions: (1) How should we characterize 

the relation between coherence and tmth? In which framework, realist, anti-realist, or 

otherwise, do w e have better prospects o f  satisfactorily meeting the tmth objection against 

coherentism? (2) All the accounts o f  coherence discussed so far -including Davidson’s- 

assume that an argument to the effect that coherence is tmth-conducive is required for 

coherentist standards o f justification to be justified. But, what justifies this assumption? 

Are there any other arguments on the basis of which coherentist standards o f justification 

could be justified? and (3) Davidson’s argument for the tmth-conduciveness of coherence 

is anchored to a  particular view about interpretation. What would be the implications o f 

this argument ( if  any) for our views on coherence and interpretation? Even if  Davidson’s 

argument is designed to justify coherence theories o f justification, would it also be 

effective in justifying a coherence theory o f  interpretation?

** Davidson, “Afterthoughts” to “A Coherence Theory of Truth and Knowledge,” p, 156.
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1. Coherence: The Way to Truth

None o f  the arguments for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence that has been 

presented so far seem conclusive. On the one hand, within a realist account o f truth, two 

strategies can be distinguished: (i) the introduction o f  an externalist element in the 

coherentist account of justiñcation, e.g., Lehrer; and (ii) the appeal to some instance of 

inference to the best explanation, e.g., BonJour and Thagard. The very same project of 

developing an externalist version o f  coherentism, on which the first strategy depends, 

seems to undermine the motivation o f  coherence theories. For, as BonJour has argued, if 

extemalism were an option, one would not need to get into the muddy waters of 

coherentism, in the first place. The second realist strategy does not seem to work either, 

since it seems viciously circular to appeal to inference to the best explanation to justify 

coherentist standards of justification, given that the concept o f ‘‘best explanation” crucially 

includes criteria o f coherence.

On the other hand, non-realists solutions to the problem of connecting truth with 

coherence depend on some kind o f conceptual relation between truth and justification. This 

line of argument does indeed provide an answer to the question o f  how the truth 

connection may be effected, but at the prize of buying an epistemic account of truth, which 

is, as I have argued, problematic for various reasons.

Last, Davidson’s strategy for the truth-conduciveness of coherence turns up to 

depend on a number of assumptions about interpretation that are highly controversial (that 

meaning and belief attribution are holistic and normative), and on a transcendental 

argument (the argument of the omniscient interpreter) the legitimacy of which is more than 

doubtful. Moreover, Davidson’s approach presents an additional problem. Even if  one 

accepted his views on interpretation as well as the omniscient interpreter argument, it still 

remains to be shown that Davidson’s argument is one that shows that coherence is truth- 

conducive, and not one that merely shows that there is a presumption in favor o f the truth 

o f  a belief that belongs to any system of beliefs. For it is not as if, in his view, a  system of

Williams also takes commitment to internal ism to be essential to coherentism. In his view, 
extemalism breaks the essential link between local and global justification, which is a basic tenet of 
coherence theories of justification. The reason is that local justification presupposes global 
justification (as the coherentist claims) only if justification requires cognitive access to the reasons 
on which such justification depends. See, Unnatural Doubts, p. 295.
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beliefs could fail to cohere. One could argue that, at best, Davidson’s theory could be seen 

as a relational theory of coherence, as opposed to a systemic theory o f coherence. 

According to this reading o f Davidson, it is coherence with a “significant mass o f  beliefs” 

-in  Davidson’s words- that carries with it a presumption o f  truth and not the coherence of 

the system as such. But again, since for a  belief to be such it must be connected in a dense 

pattern o f belief, there is no possibility for a belief to fail to cohere with som e belief 

system. Hence, it is not clear why, in this view, one should regard justification as a matter 

of coherence, or coherence as an indicative o f  truth, anymore than any other property that a 

belief system - o r  a belief- must, according to this view, exhibit.

That there are no conclusive arguments for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is, 

no wonder, a discouraging result for anyone who endorses a coherentist view of 

justification. Nonetheless, these results do not prevent coherentism fi-om being a  plausible 

theory o f  justification. First, it is no surprise that the coherentist efforts to conclusively 

refute skepticism have not been successful. In this regard, other epistemic theories o f 

epistemic justification do not seem to be better off. In addition, the legitimacy of 

cohererentist standards o f justification, as I will argue below, does not exclusively depend 

on the ability to show that coherence and truth are connected in the right way. It is a “bias 

towards tmth” that has made it looked as i f  truth-conduciveness were the only property on 

the basis o f which standards o f justification can be justified.

2. M etajustification w ithout C oherence

To be sure, truth is an important value in epistemology, as well as (at least in some 

views) in other domains, such as ethics. Nonetheless, the relevance of truth should not 

obscure the fact that other goals are also significant in both scientific and moral inquiry. 

For example, speed and efficacy are important cognitive goals, and fairness is without 

doubt pivotal in moral and legal justification. Hence, the metajustification o f standards of 

justification (coherentist or otherwise) does not exclusively depend on whether those 

standards can be shown to be truth-conducive, but also on the extent to which these 

standards promote the achievement o f  important goals in a given domain. In this regard,

”  A similar point is made by Sosa. Sosa argues that, in Davidson’s theory, coherence is 
epistemically superfluous. In fact, Davidson’s arguments, in Sosa’s view, would equally uphold 
foundational reliability. Sosa, “‘Circular’ Coherence, ‘Absurd Foundations,’” p. 396.
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coherentist criteria o f justification seem to be in a reasonably good position. The coherence 

of our beliefs, as much as the coherence of our plans, seems to be an important condition 

o f the efficient role that beliefs and plans play in both the theoretical and the practical 

domain.^ It is also a well-known fact that coherence is, at least, an essential ingredient on 

any reasonable view o f formal justice.

In addition to this positive justification o f coherentism, two other kinds o f negative 

justification may be adduced. First, as long as the formidable problems o f  foundationalism 

are not solved, there are good reasons for seeking out alternative accounts o f epistemic 

justification, such as coherence theories of justification. And second, provided that
A C

descriptive issues are relevant to normative matters, “hardness arguments,” which are 

based on the idea that other types o f  justification, e.g., probabilistic reasoning, are just too 

difficult for us to do, can also be used for justifying coherentist criteria o f justification. If, 

in addition, one takes into account the increasing number o f empirical studies that lend 

support to the thesis that coherence-based patterns o f inference are used in much scientific 

and ordinary reasoning, one has still a  further reason (and one that does not depend either 

on the problematic truth-conduciveness o f coherence) for justifying coherentist standards 

o f justification. I shall attempt to articulate a justification o f coherentist standards of 

justification which is not based exclusively on the controversial tmth-conduciveness of 

coherence in chapter 10.

3. Davidson and Coherence in  Interpretation

Even if Davidson’s views on interpretation do not seem to adequately support the 

thesis according to which justification is a matter of coherence, they can be seen as 

providing, together with other holistic and normative accounts o f interpretation, e.g., Lewis 

and Deimett, the justification for accepting a coherentist picture o f interpretation. Indeed, 

Davidson’s basic tenets, which are very much controversial when seen as claims about 

how we generally assign meanings and beliefs, are far more plausible as explanations of 

how we interpret texts, in particular, texts which pose difficult problems o f interpretation

^  See Harman, “Reasoning and Explanatory Coherence.’ 

See Millgram, “Harman’s Hardness Arguments.”
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such as literary, religious, and legal texts. As will be argued in chapter 9, interpretation, 

restrictively understood, seems to be necessarily guided by a  presumption o f the producer’s 

rationality. Such a presumption is a  normative principle that guides the whole process o f 

discourse interpretation. In this process, the relevant context is, to be sure, holistically 

determined. And it does not include exclusively linguistic knowledge, but also knowledge 

about the world. It may be said, if  this view is right in the main, that the interpretation that 

better coheres with these attributed beliefs and assigned meanings is justified, in the sense 

that there is a  presumption o f  its being right, o f course, by the interpreter lights.

It is worth noticing that, i f  literary and legal interpretation can be taken to be 

analogous, then this view o f interpretation could also be applicable to the legal realm. In 

fact, it is not surprising that a  legal philosopher like Ronald Dworkin, who has defended 

the plausibility o f  such an analogy, has articulated a theory o f  legal interpretation that is 

strikingly similar, in some respects, to Davidson’s views.*^ Hence, Davidson’s theory o f 

interpretation may well provide w ith a framework for explaining and justifying a 

coherentist approach to legal interpretation. In chapter 9, I shall explore the issue of 

whether Davidson’s views may help ground a  coherentist approach to discourse 

interpretation, in particular, to the interpretation of legal discourse. But we are not ready 

yet to leave the domain o f justification and move to the realm o f interpretation. Till now, I 

have examined the role that coherence plays in justification in  the theoretical domain. An 

analysis o f the place of coherence within a theory o f  justification for the practical domain 

is still due. This will be our task in the following two chapters.

For example, Davidson’s distinction between “prior” and “passing” theories which is, in my 
view, unintelligible when applied to language understanding, seems to make much more sense in 
relation to the interpretation of particularly problematic texts. See “A Nice Derangement of 
Epitaphs,” p. 472. For an analysis o f the relation between the work of Donald Davidson and literary 
interpretation, see Dansenbrook, Literary Theory After Davidson.

See chapter 1 for a discussion of Dworkin*s views on interpretation.
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This chapter explores the role of coherence in practical reasoning. Practical 

reasoning is reasoning about what to do, as opposed to theoretical reasoning, whose point 

is to figure out what to believe.* The study of practical reasoning has been a rapidly 

changing area o f  study, in which largely new views -am ong them, coherentist views- have 

been recently proposed.^ The crucial issue that drives contemporary research on practical 

reasoning is that o f determining what is the right way to reason practically, that is, what are 

the right forms for practical inference. As Millgram put is, “The current debate in practical 

reasoning focuses on the question o f what inference patterns are legitimate methods of 

arriving at decisions or intentions to act, or other characteristically practical predecessors 

o f  actions such as evaluations, plans, policies, and judgments about what one ought to 

do.”^

The received answer to this question is instrumentalism, the view that practical 

inference is a kind o f means-end reasoning.^ Several problems arise from considering

* For the differences, similarities, and relations between practical and theoretical reasoning, see 
Hannan, “Rationality,** pp. 77-78. See also, Audi, Practical Reasoning, pp. 102-106. Audi provides 
a systematic treatment of the structure of rationality with a particular focus on similarities and 
relations between theoretical and practical rationality in The ArchitecWre o f Reason,

 ̂For an overview of the state of the field over the 1980s and 1990s, see Millgram (ed.). Varieties o f 
Practical Inference, For an overview of earlier work, see Raz (ed.). Practical Reasoning.

 ̂Millgram, “Practical Reasoning: The Current State of Play,** p. 2.

* Hume gives an earlier expression of the instrumentalist view. For an introduction to Hume*s 
views and the instrumentalist conception of practical reasoning, see Audi, Practical Reasoning, 
chapter 2. Expected utility theory, the standaid decision theory in some interpretations, is read as
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means-end reasoning the only legitimate pattern o f practical inference. A main problem is 

that the instrumentalist account makes ultimate ends come out arbitrary and places them 

beyond the reach o f  deliberation, despite the commonsense evidence that we do deliberate 

about ends. Several alternatives to instrumentalism have been proposed for answering the 

question o f what inference patterns other than means-ends reasoning we employ when 

deliberating about what to do. Some theorists have answered this question by appealing to 

coherence.^ That is, some think o f practical reasoning as coherence-driven reasoning. In 

this view, practical inferences that lead to increasing the coherence o f one’s practical 

commitments are legitimate, and the practical conclusions that they yield, justified.

There are several theories o f practical reasoning that take coherence to be the 

crucial standard for assessing the legitimacy o f our practical inferences. These coherence- 

based theories o f  practical reasoning share a  number o f  important features. Most 

importantly, they take a  holistic stance towards practical justification, denying the 

instrumentalist tenet that it must bottom up in desires that are beyond the scope o f 

deliberation. Nonetheless, there are important differences among them, and thus they 

cannot be said to constitute a unified alternative. Coherence-based theories o f  practical 

reasoning differ in three important respects: what one’s practical commitments, e.g., ends, 

norms, values, emotions, goals, etc., are such that coherence w ith them yields practically 

justified conclusions; what coherence is supposed to consist in; and in which ways the 

structure o f practical inference should be understood.

In this chapter, I shall examine three different coherence-based models o f  practical 

reasoning.^ First, specificationism, the view put forward by  Richardson, holds that

providing a formal expression of the instrumentalist approach, where the agent’s goal is to 
maximize his expected utility.

’ Other alternative views include, among others: Kantian views, that emphasize the 
universalizability o f reasons; practical empiricism, that puts practical induction in the forefront; 
planning views according to which practical reasoning consists largely in the adoption and 
reconsideration o f intentions and plans; and views that hold practical reasoning to be mainly a 
matter of adequately describing the practical problem at stake. For an overview, see Millgram, 
“Practical Reasoning: The Current State of Play,” which contains representative articles of the most 
important views on this issue.

* For an earlier and suggestive account of the relevance of coherence in practical reasoning, the 
details o f which I shall not deal with here, see Harman, Change in View, pp. 77, and pp. 82-84. In 
Harman’s view, there are three main principles of practical reasoning: a principle of conservatism, 
which requires that one minimize changes in one’s intentions; a principle of coherence, which
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practical reasoning consists, at least partly, in specifying ends and norms in a way that 

enhances coherence. Such coherence is a matter of gradations of practical conflict and 

mutual support among one’s ends and norms. Second, cased-based theories claim that 

deliberation importantly proceeds case by case in a way that preserves coherence across 

analogous cases. Here, I will analyze Hurley’s model as a representative of the casuistry 

approach. Last, Millgram and Thagard hold that practical inference is best understood as 

inference to the most coherent plan. Coherence, in their view, consists in the satisfaction of 

a number o f positive and negative constraints that result from relations among one’s goals 

and actions. Thus, these proposals put forward different views on what practical coherence 

amounts to, and on what kind of inference pattern best captures the way in which we 

deliberate about what to do.

An important question is pending in the background of this debate: why should 

coherence among one’s practical commitments be sought in the first place? Why should 

such enhancement o f coherence be a reason for accepting a practical conclusion? Some 

coherentist theorists have engaged to a limited extent in this second-order debate. In the 

course o f reviewing the most relevant coherentist positions, I shall contrast the different 

strategies that these theorists have employed for arguing for a coherence-based view of 

practical reasoning.

encourages changes that would make one’s intentions more coherent; and a principle of desire 
satisfaction, which encourages changes that promote the realization of one’s ends. On some 
readings, expected utility theory provides a formal notion of coherence. In this view, coherence 
consists in the agent’s preferences satisfying the conditions for having a well-defined utility 
function. I shall not deal with standard decision theory here. There are three reasons for this 
exclusion. First, expected utility theory does not provide any W'ay of assessing whether one’s 
preferences are either more or less coherent. Since comparative judgments of coherence are crucial 
in deliberation, the usefulness of the formal notion of coherence that standard decision-theory 
employs is quite limited. Second, expected utility theory makes demands on agents that are beyond 
human cognitive capacities, calling into question the descriptive power of the theory as w ell as its 
potential for guiding decision procedures in any way. Last, as Richardson has argued, this 
fomialism provides a way of representing one’s preferences, but it says nothing about how to arrive 
at such preferences in the first place and thus, cannot be regarded as a theory of practical reasoning 
(Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, pp. 91-103). 1 shall also set aside other 
theories of practical reasoning that give a prominent role to coherence, to wit, informed-desire 
theories, which hold that a desire is rational if it is properly informed and coherent. A coherentist 
position couched in terms of desires would count as a form of instrumentalism, for it still holds that 
practical inferences bottom up in one’s desires, even if rational ones. Given the problems of the 
instrumentalist view, I shall not deal with these approaches.
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2. SPECIFICATIONISM

2.1. Speciflcationism, Application, and Balancing

Specificationism is the view according to which practical reasoning must consist 

partly in speciiying an agent’s ends and norms. Specificationism is an alternative to the 

instrumentalist view that all practical reasoning is means-end reasoning. Against 

instrumentalism, specificationists argue that some ends, such as “happiness,” a “good 

constitution o f  a political body,” or “to live up to my ideal o f  success,” are just too vague 

and indefinite to serve as starting points for means-ends reasoning. Thus, practical 

reasoning must involve deliberation not only about means, but also about ends. In 

particular, we need to further specify the indefinite ends so that they can serve as starting 

points for means-ends reasoning. For instance, i f  I want to improve the university 

appointment system, I need to figure out ju st what an improvement in the system would be 

in the first place. The early pivotal papers on specificationism were by Kolnai and 

Wiggins. Richardson has further elaborated the specificationist proposal in three 

important respects. First, he offers a detailed definition o f the operation o f  specification. 

Second, he advances an additional reason for specifying ends.* Many o f  our norms (or 

ends) conflict, but often we may remove the conflict by specifying them. Last, he 

addresses a crucial issue in the specificationist’ agenda, that o f marking out what 

distinguishes rational specifications from irrational, or incorrect, specifications. Broadi has 

argued that a specification o f one’s ends cannot be properly understood as reasoning. 

Precisely because the conclusions o f such a train o f thought have more content than its 

premises, the relation between them cannot be inferential.^ One way to see the problem, as 

Millgram has suggested, is as an issue o f  normative control: the less definite starting points 

do not constrain the more specific conclusions, and thus the question arises as to what 

makes some o f the specifications rights and others wrong.'® Richardson has addressed this

’’ Wiggins, “Deliberation and Practical Reasoning”; and Kolnai, “Deliberation is of Ends.” Wiggins 
attributes the specificationist view to Aristotle, while Kolnai develops specificationism as an 
alternative to the Aristotelian view.

8 •Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends. Richardson focuses on the specification of 
norms in “Specifying Norms as a Way to Solve Concrete Ethical Problems,” pp. 279-310.

 ̂Broadi, “The Problem of Practical Intellect in Aristotle’s Ethics,” p. 238.

10 See Millgram, book review of “Practical Reasoning about Final Ends,” p. 504.
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issue by invoking the notion o f coherence." In Richardson’s view, a specification is 

rational to the extent that it enhances the coherence o f  the agent’s practical commitments.’̂  

Thus, this version o f specificationism is, in an important sense, a  coherentist one.

Richardson’s coherentist account o f conflict resolution is meant to be an alternative 

to both “deductive application” and “balancing.” Application and balancing are, in his 

view, the two dominant models about how to bring potentially conflicting norms to bear on 

a concrete practical problem. In the model of application, rules reach down cases by 

deductive inference that subsumes the case under rule. According to the balancing model, 

we respond to value conflict by intuitive weighing or balancing the importance o f  the 

values or norms involved.*"^ These two models seem to exhaust the possibilities for

"  Millgram’s suggestion that specification relies essentially on practical experience may be 
understood as an alternative solution to the problem of normative control. Broadie claims that one 
could construct an acceptable inference from the less determinate to the more determinate by 
adding premises that substantially specify the initial ends, but expresses doubts as to where such 
propositions could be obtained in the first place. According to Millgram, practical experience may 
provide the propositions required for successfully building inferential links between the initial 
ends, and their specifications. See Millgram, Practical Induction, pp. 136-138.

"  The coherentist aspect of Richardson’s view my have an antecedent in Kolnai, who briefly 
mentions “consonance” as a factor in arriving at more concrete specifications of one’s ends. See 
Kolnai, “Deliberation is of Ends ”

"  An exemplar of a deductivist approach is Sidgwick’s The Methods o f Ethics.

According to Richardson, in teleological versions, values are balanced, as in Nagel, “The 
Fragmentation of Value.” In non-consequentialist versions, principles are balanced, as in Bradley, 
“My Station and its Duties.” Most influential approaches are hybrids that combine the balancing 
view with an appeal to elements of the model of application. The driving idea of these models is 
that there is considerable room for deductive application, even if they recognize that, in some cases, 
deduction alone does not settle the issue at stake. In those cases, it is argued, one should balance in 
an intuitive way to adjudicate the conflict. A common metaphor for these approaches is that of a 
core and a penumbra. Richardson critically examines Ross’ account of prima facie duties as an 
exemplar of these models in “Specifying Norms as a Way to Resolve Concrete Ethical Problems,” 
pp. 288- 290 and in Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, pp. 36-37. A development of the 
metaphor of the core and the penumbra is found in Jonsen and Toulmin, The Abuse o f Casuistry. 
Central to this conception of casuistry is the idea of a paradigm case and progressive departures 
from it until one needs discernment to settle the issue. Hurley’s cased-based model is, in 
Richardson’s view, a version of a weighing, or balancing, model. I shall examine Hurley’s views in 
detail in the next section of this chapter.

By criticizing models that rely on some dimension of balancing, Richardson is criticizing 
the main way in which work in bioethics, in his view, is done nowadays. Casuistry is one of the 
main paradigms in bioethics. The other two main paradigms in bioethical theory, to wit, 
principlism and common morality, also rely in an important way, or so Richardson has argued, on a 
dimension of balancing, see Richardson, “Specifying, Balancing, and Interpreting Bioethical
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bringing norms and ends to bear on concrete practical issues. The reason for such an 

appearance is the claim, which is taken for granted in most o f the literature on decision 

theory and practical reasoning, that value commensurability is a prerequisite o f rational 

choice. The power o f this idea should be located, according to Richardson, in a particular 

ideal o f  the practical system as a deductive hierarchy. In this view, practical conflicts must 

be settled by appeal to a principle o f superior validity. If value commensurability does not 

obtain, and thus if  there are no higher order rules that could rationally settle the conflicts, 

then we must fall back in intuition. Richardson argues that either way the initial set of 

norms and ends is held fixed and beyond the scope o f deliberation, and either must contain 

priority rules that resolve the conflict or be supplemented by intuitive balancing to 

determine which norm overrides.

Richardson argues that none o f  these two models is satisfactory. On the one hand, 

the model o f  application is based on a pyramidal ideal o f  practical theory that is 

unattainable. In this view, all practical justification flows, via deduction, from some 

general principles on the basis o f which conflicts are to be adjudicated. However, he 

claims, the ideal o f solving conflicts by appealing to a higher authority is mistaken for it 

jumps together two features, generality and warrant, that in fact vary independently. For 

example, among normative judgments that stand most firm are quite concrete, e.g., about 

the evil o f  the holocaust. On the other hand, the balancing model is not satisfactory either 

for it unduly restricts the scope o f rationality in practical reasoning. Intuitive weighing 

places the decision beyond the pale o f  justification, leaving the reasons for the decision 

unarticulated.

Fortunately, in Richardson’s view, these two models are not the only alternatives 

available because, in contrast to what is generally assumed, commensurability is not a 

prerequisite o f  rational choice. Commensurating, Richardson argues- is not the only way to 

rationally systematize. In place o f  an ideal o f practical theory as a  hierarchical structure, 

Richardson proposes a  holistic structure for practical theory. A  coherence ideal is put 

forward by  Richardson as an alternative picture o f how we may systematize our practical

Principles.” For a classic statement of the principlism paradigm, see Beauchamp and Childress, 
Principles o f Biomedical Ethics, For the common morality approach, see Gert, Culver, and Clouser, 
Bioethics: A Return to Fundamentals. The latter authors have rejected Richardson’s claim that 
common morality crucially appeals to some dimension of global balancing, in “Common Morality 
vs. Specified Principlism, Reply to Richardson.”
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commitments in a way that allows us to rationally cope with practical conflicts in the face 

o f value incommensurability. On Richardson’s proposal, when our norms conflict, instead 

o f trying to figure out which o f  the norms will override or intuitively balance one against 

the other, we should specify them so that they cohere with each other. Let us see now what 

this operation o f  specification amounts to, and how Richardson defines the coherence 

standard by which we may distinguish correct specifications from incorrect specifications. 

I shall finish by presenting Richardson’s arguments for the rationality o f  pursuing 

coherence among our practical norms.

1.2. The Relation of Specification

As we have seen, Richardson’s proposal is structured around the idea that practical 

reasoning must consist partly in making a norm (or an end) more specific. Specification is 

a relation that holds between two ends or norms, the initial norm or end and its 

specification.’̂  The model o f specification supposes that the norms to which we are 

committed are typically not absolute. A schematic example of a logically absolute end- 

norm is the following:

(i) Everything necessary to achieve end E  is to be done.

The logically universal form o f  this absolute end norm is as follows:

(i’) For all actions jc, i f  doing x  is necessary to achieving end £ , then x is to be done.

A non-absolute norm would implicitly begin with a “generally speaking” instead of 

“always” or “for all actions.” For example:

(i*) For most actions x, if  doing x  is necessary to achieving end E, then x  is to be

done.

Richardson thinks of ends as embedding a normative element. Because of that, he shifts back and 
forth between speaking of ends and norms. When presenting Richardson’s view, I will also 
indistinctively refer to the specification of either norms or ends. Cf. Practical Reasoning about 
Final Ends, p. 50.
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For specification to be possible, it must be the case that the norms being specified 

are not “absolute.” As Richardson explains, there are two possible results o f an operation 

o f specification: either the more specific norm replaces the initial norm or else it stands 

alongside it. In the first case, if  the initial norm were absolute, then, the specification 

would be otiose, since it would be already implied by the initial norm. For example, i f  we 

begin with “it is always wrong to lie,”  then “it is wrong to lie to  someone who has the right 

to truth” would be redundant. In the latter case, if  the more specific norm that replaces the 

one it specifies were absolute, the result would be an implied exception that would be 

logically incompatible with the initial norm ’s universal command, making it difficult to see 

in which sense the latter norm is a specification o f  the original one. For example, i f  we 

begin with “it is always wrong to lie,” and we replace it for “it is right to lie to someone 

who is in danger if  the truth is not spoken,” which is logically incompatible with the initial 

norm, then the initial commitments are not honored, but set aside. Thus, the model o f 

specification demands that one suppose that the norms and ends being specified are not 

logically absolute. This supposition, Richardson argues, poses no difficulty, since the 

norms and ends to which we are commonly committed are typically qualified, at least 

implicitly, by variants o f “generally” or “for the most part.”

Before getting into the details o f  Richardson’s definition o f specification, I will 

introduce some o f  his definitions o f preliminary notions. The first one is that o f “absolute 

counterpart.” Although the model o f specification supposes that norms and ends are not 

absolute, Richardson finds it convenient to define the relation o f  specification by reference 

to absolute versions o f these norms that can have well-defined and bivalent conditions o f 

satisfaction. The “absolute counterpart” o f  an end-norm o f  the form o f (i*) is one that 

restores it to the form of (i’) by replacing the hedging “for m ost actions” with the absolute 

“for all actions.” For example, the absolute counterpart o f the end-norm “generally, do 

whatever is required for moral perfection” is “always do whatever is required for moral 

perfection.” The way in which the satisfaction of the absolute counterpart o f  an end-norm 

is to be understood depends, according to Richardson, on the “type” of norm involved. 

That is, it depends on whether the norm at stake is an end, a permission, a requirement, or a 

prohibition. An “instance” of an absolute norm is an alternative action that satisfies it. For 

example, an instance o f  an end is an example o f an action that achieves it, e.g., to cultivate 

one’s intellectual virtues is an instance o f  the end o f achieving moral perfection.
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On the basis o f  these notions, Richardson defines “specification” as follows:

End-norm p  is a specification o f  end-norm q (or specifies q) if and only if

(a) every possible instance o f the absolute counterpart o f p  would count as an 

instance o f the absolute counterpart o f q  (in other words, any act that 

satisfies p ’s absolute counterpart also satisfies ^ ’s absolute counteipart);

(b) p  qualifies q substantively (and not just by converting universal quantifiers 

to existential ones) by adding clauses describing what the action or end is or 

where, when, why, how, by what means, by whom, or to whom the action is 

to be done or the end is to be pursued; and

(c) none o f these added clauses in p  is substantively irrelevant to q}^

This definition sets out in a  relatively precise way the relation in which the 

specified norm stands to the initial norm. Clause (a) establishes a semantic condition of 

extensional narrowing. By means o f this clause, Richardson enables specification to be 

defined in terms o f the ordinary notion o f containment, but without requiring that it 

proceed from absolute norms. This clause allows us to rule out making an exception by 

disjunction. That is, a norm that says “generally speaking, when I have received great 

benefits fi:om someone that were not simply my due, I am to do whatever is necessary to 

express my gratitude to him or her” cannot be specified to read “generally speaking, when 

I have received great benefits from someone that were not simply my due, I am to do 

whatever is necessary either to express my gratitude to him or her or to surreptitiously 

aiding his or her child.” Clause (b) makes clear in what sense the operation o f specification 

goes beyond the subset requirement o f clause (a), ruling for instance that a move irom 

“torture is always wrong” to “torture is sometimes wrong” is not a specification. This 

clause adds a syntactic condition o f  glossing the determinables, ruling that for a 

specification to be such it must set out substantive qualifications that add information 

about the scope o f  applicability o f the norm or the nature o f  the act or end enjoined. For 

example, “euthanasia is generally right” might be specified by “it is generally right to shut 

off the respirator o f  a patient in an irreversible coma.” Last, clause (c) rules out some forms 

o f  specification by conjunction. For instance, it blocks taking “to promote the health of

Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 72.
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one’s patients and to write a  great opera” as a  specification o f the end of promoting the 

health o f one’s patients,” since writing an opera is irrelevant to the patient’s health.'^

The operation o f specification, as defined above, aims at resolving conflicts among 

our ends and norms by modifying the initial ends and norms in a way the meets certain 

conditions. Richardson illustrates the operation o f specification by means o f the following 

example. Consider a course o f deliberation about whether to withhold nutrition and 

hydration from a  severely malformed newborn so as to let him  die. In this case there are at 

least three principles in contention: (1) a prohibition on directly killing iimocent people 

(here, the newborn); (2) a duty to respect the reasonable choices o f parents regarding their 

children (let us suppose that in this hypothetical case the parents want the child to die); and 

(3) a duty to benefit the persons over whom one has responsibility (here, from the point o f 

view o f the medical personnel, the patients). The suggestion o f the specification model is 

that we should not assume that the principles mentioned are all fixed in their content so 

that we must either balance one principle against the other or rank the principles in some 

lexical fashion that prohibits these trade-offs within certain ranges. Instead, we should 

revise the principles in order to resolve the conflict.

Richardson illustrates the foregoing idea in two ways, with a revision of a norm that 

is not itself a case o f  specification, and second, by a  specification proper. Suppose, in a 

first step, that the deliberator examines her reasons for accepting (1), the prohibition on 

killing, and decides that it is a  specification o f a more general principle requiring respect 

for self-conscious life. Suppose also that the present case leads her to further specify (1) by 

reference to (3), the principle o f  benefit. As a result, she replaces (1) by (1’): “It is 

generally wrong directly to kill innocent human beings who have attained self- 

consciousness, and generally wrong to kill human beings with the (genetic?) potential to

It is important to notice that Richardson plugs into the definition of specification a notion of 
“substantive” relevance as opposed to “practical” relevance. In his view, every norm may be 
practically relevant to every other because of the possibility of contingent conflicts between them. 
For instance, one might imagine a situation in which the fact that I write an opera is not practically 
irrelevant to my taking care of my patients, because of, for example, time constraints or scheduling 
conflicts,

Richardson, “Specifying Norms as a Way to Resolve Concrete Ethical Problems,” p. 303. For 
other detailed examples of specification see Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, pp. 171-174, 
and pp. 212-217; and “Specifying, Balancing, and Interpreting Bioethical Principles,” pp. 300-302.
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develop self consciousness who would not be better off dead, but it is not pcncrally wrong 

directly to kill human beings who meet neither of these criteria.” Its explicit exception 

prevents (1’) from being a specification proper of the original prohibition -it vsould be 

ruled out by clause (a) o f the definition of specification, but it could still be defended as a 

specification of the underlying norm of respect for life, and as a norm that resoh es many 

conflicts among the norms governing the treatment of defective newborns. Let us suppose 

however that the particular case at stake is one in which it does not appear that the baby 

would be better o ff  dead. In these cases, there is still a clash betw een the revised principle 

( r )  of respect for life and the principle (2) of parental choice. One could replace (2) by a 

specified principle (2’) that restricts its scope of application, so as to obtain (2'): a dut>' to 

respect the reasonable choices of parents regarding their children so long as they respect 

the children’s rights. The move from (2) to (2’) would count as a proper specification. 

With (1’) and (2’) the conflict seems to be settled: there is no requirement, in this case, to 

respect parental choice since it would go against the child’s right to life.

Therefore, Richardson’s suggestion is that we resolve rormaiivc conflicts by 

revising norms. In his view, the revised norms are “interpretations” of the original norms. 

As Richardson uses the term, an “interpretation” modifies the content of a norm. 

Interpreting norms, he says, contrasts with deriving subordinate norms either by deductive 

subsumption or by less formal causal reasoning, which docs not result in any modification 

o f  the content o f the initial norm.^° The operation of specification is not, as is apparent 

from the foregoing example, the only mode of revising or interpreting norms. Richardson 

distinguishes between two kinds of modifications: modifications that go in the direction of

One may question the extent to which the operation of specification actuall)’ rev iscs the initial sci 
of norms, or whether it merely expands such a set. Richardson distinguishes tw o possible outcomes 
of the operation of specification: either the specified norm stands alongside w ith ihc original norm, 
or it replaces it. In the former case, it is clear that the operation of specification merely changes the 
set by addition. In the latter, the label of revision might be more appropriate. It is important to keep 
in mind, though, that specification does not result in thorough revisions of the initial set of norms, 
such as deleting a norm without replacing it by its specified version. Thus, the focus is more on 
tailoring the initial set of norms to solve concrete practical problems, than on truly modifv ing the 
norms that provide the framework within which those problems are to be resolved. DcGra/ia also 
seems to interpret the operation of specification as a non-revisionist one when he claims that an apt 
metaphor for describing the process by which norms get further specified is that of “growth" and 
not one of “revision.” The latter, he claims, would be appropriate for most common conceptions of 
reflective equilibrium. See “Moving Forward in Bioethical Theory: Theories. Cases, and Specified 
Principlism,” p. 528.

Richardson, “Specifying, Balancing, and Interpreting Bioethical Principles," pp. 28S-289.
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greater abstraction, e.g., crystallizing a few broad principles out a mass o f materials; and 

modifications that go in the direction o f greater concreteness. In the direction o f  greater 

concreteness, not all moves count as specifications. Richardson claims that specification is 

one of, at least, four modes o f  interpreting norms so as to m ake them more concrete.^* For 

an interpretation to be a specification two conditions must be met: a semantic condition o f 

extensional narrowing, and a syntactic condition o f glossing the determinables -that 

correspond to conditions (a) and (b) o f the definition o f specification. There are two other 

kinds o f interpretation that do not count as specification, but which are, in Richardson 

view, interesting and important nonetheless: moves that narrow without glossing, and 

moves that gloss without narrowing. An example o f  the former is the move from “do not 

harm” to “do not torture.” An example o f  the latter would be  any gloss that purports to 

replace an initial formulation by definition rather than by supplementing it, e.g., “do not 

have sex in the office” could be glossed as “do not have sex in the office, by which we 

mean: do not engage in any act involving contact (o f a certain kind) with the genitals o f 

another.” Last, Richardson refers to “sharpening” a vague norm  as a kind o f interpretation 

that is distinct from specification. Sharpening caimot count as specification because the 

specification relation depends on the narrowing condition being met and whether the 

narrowing condition is met will be in principle indeterminate if  the initial norm is 

sufficiently vague. For example, “do not drink more than twelve beers at a single sitting” 

cannot count as a  specification o f “do not drink inordinately” because it is indeterminate 

whether every action that satisfies the latter will also satisfy the former.

Despite the interest o f modes o f interpretation other than specification, specification 

seems to Richardson particularly relevant because it allows us to address a problem that 

any theory that appeals to revision as a mode of conflict resolution must confront, to wit.

See Richardson, “Specifying, Balancing, and Interpreting Bioethical Principles,” pp. 287-291. 
Presumably, Richardson’s classification of four modes of interpretation is not exhaustive. To start 
with, the revision of the defective newborns does not seem to correspond to any of the four 
categories that Richardson distinguishes. Atienza has claimed that principles reach down to cases 
once they are further specified and made more precise by a set of rules. In his view, then, what is 
required is that we move from the level of principles to the level of rules. The foregoing example of 
revision that is not a specification (the replacement of (1) by (T) in the defective new bom case) 
may be described as involving such a move. A further question is whether the move from principle 
to rule is the basic form of conflict resolution in the direction of greater concreteness, as Atienza 
seems to imply, or whether it is one among other possible ways o f revising norms. It is worth 
noticing that Atienza, like Richardson, takes coherence to be a pivotal standard for the rationality 
of such specifications. See Atienza, “Juridificar la Bioética.”
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the problem of what ensures that the outcome of a revision is, in any significant way, a 

revision or interpretation of the initial norm, and not a  new norm. Richardson refers to this 

problem as the “question o f stability.” Let us now see how  a  focus on specification may 

help solve this problem.

13. The Question of Stability

The model o f specification is meant to provide a way for reasoning in the practical 

realm in a non-deductive fashion. As we have seen, Richardson claims that deductive 

hierarchies are not appropriate structures for practical reasoning. In his view, we need to 

turn to non-foundational, or holistic, structures to give an account o f the way in which we 

may rationally solve practical conflicts. As opposed to deductive models, holistic theories 

o f practical reasoning allow us to deal with value conflict by recommending the revision of 

the conflicting norms in a way that enhances coherence. Holistic proposals circumvent the 

problems o f deductivism, but they have other problems in return. Most importantly, 

holistic models must face the problem o f giving an account o f  what licenses us to assert 

that a modification o f the original norm is still, in some significant sense, the same norm. 

That is, when norms conflict, revision seems to be called for, but the question arises as to 

whether in being revised these norms are really being overthrown, or set aside, instead of 

guiding action in any way. This “question o f  stability,” as Richardson calls it, is a crucial 

one, for it points to the core problem that coherentist models must address, to wit, the 

problem of how to guarantee a place for stable practical theory while allowing the through 

revisability o f  any norm that holism requires. In Richardson’s view, this question remains 

unanswered by current holistic approaches to conflict resolution. While some coherentist 

approaches, such as Hurley’s, place too much emphasis on theory to the detriment o f 

revisability, others, such as Dewey’s, allow an unrestricted scope for revisability at the cost 

o f  unduly neglecting the role of theoretical continuity in deliberation.^

^  Richardson refers to this problem as the “question of stability” in “Specifying Norms as a Way to 
Solve Concrete Ethical Problems,” p. 291.

^  Susan Hurley presents her theory of practical reasoning in Natural Reasons. I shall examine 
Hurley’s views in the next section of this chapter. On Dewey’s view on this subject, see Dewey, 
“Human Nature and Conduct,” “The Logic of Judgments in ^ c t ic e ,” and “Theory of Valuation.” 
Richardson compares these two approaches with his own in Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, 
pp. 159-169.
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The relation o f specification, Richardson claims, provides a v̂ ây to preserve 

theoretical continuity despite revisability by laying out conditions between the initial norm 

and the more specific norm that is brought to bear in practice (i.e., the conditions 

formulated in the definition o f  specification) which explain how the original commitments 

are honored. The notion o f an instance o f a  general norm’s absolute counterpart enables 

one to clearly set out what has remained untouched by the process of revision. In this way, 

the model o f  specification, unlike other coherentist proposals, allows to distinguish the 

“progressive refinement o f a  theory that remains the same in its essentials from the mere 

shifting from one holistic equilibrium to another.”^̂  Thus, it is claimed to provide an 

alternative to the model o f application which, nonetheless, satisfactorily addresses the 

question o f stability that remains unanswered in other holistic views by recognizing the 

relevance o f both theory and revisability in practical reasoning.

1.4. A  Coherentist Standard o f  Practical Rationality

So far we have seen in what respects, in Richardson’s view, the model o f 

specification has advantages over the model o f  application as well as over other coherentist 

models. Now, if  there were not rational constraints on specification, it would be hard to see 

why the specification model should be preferred to the balancing model that Richardson 

criticizes. Richardson proposes a  coherence standard for the rationality of specification. He 

writes, “A specification is rationally defensible so long as it enhances the mutual support 

among the set o f  norms found acceptable upon reflection.”^̂  Unlike the balancing or 

weighing operations, this ideal o f  “reflective coherence” provides, claims Richardson, an 

alternative model for rationally settling conflicts among our norms. Richardson explicates 

this coherence standard as follows: “Building coherence among one’s norms and ends is a 

matter o f  finding or constructing intelligible positive connections or links or mutual 

support among them and o f removing relations o f opposition or conflict.”^̂

Hence, two elements are relevant to the coherence standard: absence o f practical 

conflicts and mutual support. “Practical conflicts,” i.e., conflicts about what one ought to

Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 171.

Richardson, “Specifying Norms as a Way to Solve Concrete Ethical Problems,” p. 302. 

Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 144,
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do, occur when the agent is faced with norms whose joint satisfaction is impossible. These 

conflicts vary in strength, which depends on gradations o f  necessity. Thus, the degree of 

practical conflict depends on the sense in which satisfying two norms is “impossible” for 

an agent. Richardson proposes the following scale for the strength of practical conflicts, in 

order o f increasing distance from true logical impossibility:

(a) Conceptual impossibility (e.g., being a married bachelor)

(b) Physical impossibility (e.g., being in two places at the same time)

(c) Impossibility given human nature

(d) Impossibility given the constraints of current technology

(e) Improbability (of the form p , but probably not-p)

There are also other types o f  conflict that, although hard to place in this 

progression, are also relevant to the assessment of the degree o f coherence among norms 

and ends:

(f) Impossibility given time constraints

(g) conflict in principle

(h) conflict by tradition

(i) conflict given current laws and institutions

Scheduling conflicts, commitment to conflicting principles, traditions, laws, and 

institutions often give rise to practical conflicts.

The second notion that is crucial to the standard of coherence is “mutual support.” 

The degree o f coherence also depends on the strength of the positive connections among 

our normative commitments. The need for this positive dimension o f coherence in addition 

to the negative one, i.e., the absence o f  practical conflicts, is illustrated by DeGrazia as 

follows, “Suppose someone claimed that we should understand the scope of moral concern 

to extend beyond humanity, but only to turtles. There is no contradiction in saying that the 

interests of human and turtles alone count morally. Still, it is incoherent, for any attempt to 

provide reasons for this judgment will ultimately fail to fit well with many other judgments

^""Ibid., p. 145.
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that seem reflectively plausible. Attempts to cite characteristics that humans and turtles 

share will either (1) bring other species into the moral domain, on pain o f contradiction (as 

with sentience), or (2) seem incredibly ad hoc, defeating any claim o f argumentative 

support (as with some bizarre disjunction o f genotypes). Moreover, the judgment would 

fail to cohere with many reflective intuitions about the wrongness o f certain kinds o f  

treatment o f  other animals.” *̂

But, what does this “fit” consist of? What argumentative support does it amount to? 

Richardson holds that some kinds o f  mutual support are simple oppositions o f the kinds o f  

conflict already classified. For instance, to the physically impossible corresponds the 

physically necessary. However, in his view, other types are best examined independently 

from the idea o f  practical conflict. Richardson points out four o f  these:

(a) Orderings o f finality. Ordering one’s norm as means to an end or as being 

sought one for the sake o f another. This relation is, according to Richardson, the 

most important sort o f connection among one’s norms.

(b) Contingent synergy. Practical support can be contingent or even fortuitous, e.g., 

one can get a job offer in the same town where one’s partner lives, allowing a 

move that serves both career and family relations.

(c) Explanatory support. Explanatory support among one’s norms and ends is an 

essential tool for self-understanding. Explanatory relations are crucial for 

developing a coherent and unified conception o f  our practical commitments. 

Such cohesive role importantly resembles the role that such relations play in 

relation to scientific theories.

(d) Narrative unity. Someone’s ends can also cohere as elements o f a  life that 

makes sense as a story. In Richardson’s view, it is unclear what narrative unity 

amounts to. It certainly overlaps with the notion o f  explanatory support. But the

Degrazia, “Moving Forward in Bioethical Theory: Theories, Cases, and Specified Principlism,” 
p. 529.

29 Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 149.
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notion o f narrative unity is also a matter of aesthetic considerations, such as 

balance, proportion, or variety. Likewise explanatory support, narrative unity 

can also contribute to one’s self-conception even if  from a less theoretical 

perspective.

Thus, in Richardson’s view, practical coherence is a  matter o f gradations o f  conflict 

and mutual support. And it can be promoted in a variety o f  ways, by avoiding the different 

types of practical conflict, and exploiting the diverse ways in  which mutual support can be 

built. Such coherence provides the standard against which the rationality o f  the outcome of 

deliberation should be assessed. In Richardson’s view, a deliberation that specifies norms 

(or ends) in a way that enhances the degree of practical coherence among one’s normative 

commitments has a strong claim to rationality. Let us see now the reasons why, according 

to Richardson, coherence may be taken to provide such a standard of rationality.

1.5. The Value of Coherence

Why should coherence be built among our practical commitments? What is that 

makes coherence valuable? Richardson offers three arguments for the rationality of 

pursuing practical coherence, namely, the argument from coordination, the argument from 

happiness, and an argument to the effect that practical coherence is the central element of 

practical justification.^® The first two arguments are instrumental, and provide pragmatic 

reasons to build coherence among one’s practical commitments. The latter argument 

supports the claim that coherence not only has an instrumental value, but also a regulative 

one. Before getting into the details of Richardson’s arguments, I shall introduce two 

distinctions that are crucial for assessing the force of these arguments. To start with, 

Richardson distinguishes between “coherence” and “constancy.” He uses “coherence” to 

refer to the virtue o f  the system of norms at one time, and “constancy” to refer to the virtue 

that applies to the system as it shifts through time.^* In addition, Richardson distinguishes 

between “systemic coherence” and “connectedness.” When all practical commitments of

On the argument from happiness and the argument from coordination, see Richardson, Practical 
Reasoning about Final Ends, pp. 152-158. On the argument to the effect that coherence is the 
central element of practical justification, see ibid., pp. 174-183.

Ibid., p. 152. The distinction between “coherence” and “constancy” is parallel to the distinction 
that some coherentists have drawn between “synchronic coherence” and “diachronic coherence.”
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an agent are mutually supportive or at least not conflicting, we may say that they enjoy 

systemic coherence. When only some (subsets) o f them are, we rather speak o f  mere 

“connectedness.”^̂

(i) The Argum ent from  Coordination

Some degree o f coherence is crucial for coordinating one’s actions with others and 

with us. Bratman gives the following example: “If  I plan both to leave my car at home for 

Susan and also to  drive my car to Tanner library, all the while knowing that I have only 

one car, I am unlikely to succeed in my effort at coordination.”^̂  Nonetheless, he says that 

since these benefits must be balanced against the benefits o f  flexibility in one’s planning, 

this argument supports only a moderate degree o f practical coherence. If we turn from 

avoiding conflicts to building mutual support among one’s ends and norms, the argument 

from coordination becomes weaker -Richardson claims. Unifying one’s system o f ends (or 

norms) is not always beneficial, for we do value diversity in our lives. In Richardson’s 

view, the force o f  the argument must still be further qualified in relation to the distinction 

between coherence, constancy, and connectedness. Constancy is also an important virtue 

for securing successful coordination; and when assessing the pragmatic benefits of 

coherence, it is important that we separate out what is due to constancy. In addition, 

whereas some degree o f systemic coherence is surely necessary for coordination, both 

intrapersonal and interpersonal, it can also certainly survive a  conflict, o f any degree, 

between any two ends or norms.^"^

(ii) The Argum ent from  Happiness

Ibid., p. 155. By “connectedness” Richardson seems to be referring to “local coherence,” a term 
that is veiy often used in the coherentist literature.

33 Bnimasiy Intention, Plans, and Practical Reasoning, p. 137.

^  It is doubtful that coordination both intiapersonal and interpersonal can actually survive a 
conflict of any degree between any two ends and norms as Richardson claims. If the conflicting 
ends and norms are among the highest ranked, and the conflict is of a strong degree, then one has 
reason to suspect that coordination may at all succeed. One may think of the consequences for such 
coordination that a conflict between two constitutional norms, or a conflict between two leading 
principles of action, may bring about. If one wants to avoid appealing to any hierarchy, one may 
instead think of severe enough conflicts among deeply entrenched ends or norms.
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Richardson claims that coherent planning is constitutively linked to the ideas of 

happiness and unity of the self.^^ The pursuit of happiness (and of the vague goal o f  the 

unity o f the self) is greatly aided by some degree o f coherence among our ends and norms. 

Nonetheless, Richardson claims that this argument, like the argument from coordination, 

only supports some degree o f coherence. The reason is that a  demand for strong coherence, 

Richardson argues, is not built into the conception that most people have o f their own 

happiness.^** To require that it be so is to depart too radically from our conception of 

happiness.

(iii) The Argument from  Justification as M utual Support

In addition to the two foregoing arguments, Richardson provides a  non

instrumental argument for the rationality of pursuing coherence when reasoning about 

what to do. According to Richardson, practical justification typically depends upon mutual 

support, which is, as has just been explained, the core positive dimension o f  coherence. He 

writes, ‘‘Mutual support, holistically addressed, among the commitments that stand firm on 

reflection, is the main positive basis o f practical justification.” Hence, it is rational to 

pursue practical coherence, for, one might say, it is rational to aim at practically justified 

commitments. Richardson characterizes this coherentist view  o f  practical justification by 

means o f the following four characteristics;^*

Hurley has argued that coherence plays a constitutive role in the self-determination of unified 
persons, see Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 262. The relevance of coherence for the unity o f agency 
has also been defended by Millgram. He distinguishes two aspects of unity of agency that are 
interconnected: an internal and an external one. The former refers to the agent’s ability to bring 
one’s practical judgments to bear when they become relevant to one’s practical deliberations. From 
an external standpoint, “unity of agency appears as coherence in an agent’s plans and activities.” 
Millgram, Practical Induction, p. 51.

Bittner has proposed that such a strong connection between coherence and happiness does hold 
in What Reason Demands, chapter VI. According to Bittner, only plans that are coherent with one’s 
projected happiness are good reasons for action. For a critique to Bittner’s views on coherence and 
happiness, steRich^6so\\,PracticcdReasoningahoutFinalEnds, pp. 155-156.

Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 176.

On the main characteristics of this coherence ideal see, ibid., pp. 140-142, and pp. 176-178.
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(a) Bidirectionality, Practical reasoning is “bidirectional” because, in building 

justificatory connections, it works both from the more general to the more specific and also 

in the other direction.

(b) Revisability. Every norm is open to revision. Justification does not take for 

granted that any norm  or end stands firm a priori. Richardson does not defend a 

straightforward coherence theory o f practical justification since he allows for the 

possibility that some ends are self-evident. However, while there may be self-evident ends, 

the status o f  any given end as self-evident is subject to rebuttal by the conflicts that arise 

between it and other ends. When two norms or ends conflict, their claim to self-evidence is 

rebutted, and they can be retained only after deliberation, not simply as self-evident. Since 

practical conflicts are pervasive, practical justification does indeed typically depend on 

coherence, whether o r not there are self-evident ends. Thus, when norms conflict, we have 

reason to revise any o f  them and in any direction in order to enhance the mutual support 

that is required for justification.

(c) Holism. According to Richardson, justification is holistic in two related 

senses. To start with, by “holism” he refers to the absence o f segmentation and a mutual 

relevance o f  all members of a whole. Since any two principles can come into practical 

conflict, mutual support must be built between any two principles. This rules out any 

strong partitioning o f  the agent’s norms into mutually irrelevant sets, so that coherence is 

pursued only within each part. Any practical commitment is potentially relevant to the 

revision o f  any other. In addition, the assessment of coherence requires, in the ideal, a 

survey o f  the whole system o f norms.

Richardson writes “Although my proposal idealizes in certain ways I am not so much to establish 
a pure ideal for the perfectly rational deliberator as to indicate to actual persons how they -you and 
I- can deliberate rationally about ends” {Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 17). This claim 
is in tension with his view that mutual support requires, in the ideal, a survey of all of the agent’s 
nonns. One may wonder whether he really has too optimistic a view of human capacities and 
psychology, so that you and I can be reasonably expected to perform so as to, at least, approximate 
such an ideal, or whether his proposal is simply not up to the task that he aims at completing and, 
thus, that the idealization that his proposal involves places practical justification beyond the reach 
of human agents. As I have already noted, similar problems arise in relation to holistic models of 
epistemic justification. For a discussion of the problems of holism about epistemic justification see 
above chapter 3. On the problems of holism in legal reasoning about both norms and facts see 
chapters 1 and 2, respectively.
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(d) Reflective Sovereignty. By “reflective sovereignty ” Richardson refers to a 

central feature o f justification, to wit, that it “looks to no other authority than the 

deliberating agent.”^̂  The idea of reflective sovereignty* expresses Richardson’s 

commitment to a  view of deliberation that gives an essential role to critical reflection. As 

opposed to the pyramidal ideal o f practical theory, in which conflicts arc solved by 

appealing to a  higher authority, Richardson puts forward an ideal of deliberation as critical 

reflection. W hen deliberating, rather than appealing to some norm or end o f highest 

authority, the deliberator retains the authority to accept or reject a re\ision of any of her 

norms or ends. Such a revision is carried out by searching for coherence among the 

practical commitments that stand firm for her on reflection.

According to Richardson, this idea of justification as mutual support is exemplified 

by Rawls’s notion of reflective equilibrium.^' Nevertheless, this notion, Richardson argues, 

should be modified to fully capture the prominent place that emotions and perceptions 

have in deliberation. Emotions and perceptions play several roles in individual’s 

deliberation. To start with, emotionally informed perceptions of the particulars of an 

agent’s situation are crucial in deliberation. Sensitive perception is required to see what 

values are at stake, what problems for action one must face, and what possibilities are 

available. Emotion often heightens and directs our attention towards the most important 

aspects o f  the deliberator’s situation. For example, fear can concentrate our mind, making 

us alive to avenues of escape, and possibilities of rescue. In addition, emotions arc 

important clues to one’s normative commitments. The emotions elicited by some ethical or 

practical problem are essential sources of self-awareness, since they help to make us aware 

o f what our practical conunitments really are. Last, emotions arc sometimes not only 

important for fully expressing our commitments, but they arc also an input of deliberation 

in their own right.

Thus, Richardson argues that emotion and perception must be included in the set of 

items among which reflective coherence is sought. Rawls’s notion of “considered 

judgment” is meant to capture constraints on the inputs of reflective equilibrium. ^Tien 

Rawls characterizes this notion, he seems to be suggesting that emotion must be set aside

^°Ibid.,p. 177.
For an extensive discussion of the method of reflective equilibrium sec chapter 8.
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for judgments to be “considerate.” However, Richardson argues, since emotion is an 

important source o f  self-awareness, to  set it aside may obstruct the proper articulation o f 

our considered judgments. Moreover, some o f them can only find an emotional expression. 

Richardson proposes to broaden the notion o f  reflective equilibrium to embrace 

emotionzdly guided perception o f  the particulars o f the situation and emotionally guided 

awareness o f one’s normative commitments, creating what he calls “extended reflective 

equilibrium.’ When such equilibrium is achieved, reflective coherence emerges, and the 

outcome o f practical reasoning is properly justified.

1.6. Rationality, Coherence, and Commensurability

A s we have seen, a main problem that specificationist views must face is that o f 

normative control. To recall, the problem o f  noraiative control is that o f showing what 

makes some ways o f  specifying an end or a  norm right and others wrong, given that there 

are many ways one can make an abstract end or norm more concrete. Richardson’s 

coherentist version o f specificationism aims to meet this challenge by appealing to a 

coherence standard. An objection may be raised against this sort of response to the 

problem o f normative control, namely, that it only successfully addresses this problem if 

coherence is treated as a commensurating standard. But Richardson’s proposal, someone 

might argue, builds on the assumption that value commensurability must not be seen as a 

prerequisite o f rational choice.^ Therefore, he cannot take coherence to be a 

commensurans on pain of contradiction, with the result that the problem o f normative 

control remains unsolved. Richardson formulates this objection as follows:

On the idea of extended reflective equilibrium, see Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final 
Ends, p. 183.

The need to include emotions into the base of coherence (i.e., the set of elements that the 
coherence of which is relevant for justification) has also been emphasized by Thagard. See, below 
in this chapter at 3.3.

^  Moreover, Richardson argues that value commensurability is not possible in chapter V of 
Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, He presents an analysis of the phenomena of tragic choices 
to support this conclusion. From the existence of tragic choices, it follows, in his view, that there 
are incommensurable values. That value commensurability cannot be constructed makes, 
Richardson claims, the specificationist model stronger given that the mainstream pictures of 
deliberation do presuppose some kind of value commensurability. However, he argues, nothing in 
the model o f specification makes it incompatible with the existence of value commensurability. See 
Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 111.
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“The problem is that there are all too many possible paths o f specification that 

might be taken ... What kinds o f reason can be given for specifying an end one way rather 

than another? The objector will xirge that there are only two ways: either by looking to see 

which one maximizes coherence or else intuitively. Either way, he concludes, my attempt 

to make out a  method of deliberating rationally without appeal to commensurability fails. 

If  the choice between paths is made by maximizing coherence, then rationality is achieved 

by treating coherence as the commensuiating end. If  the choice between paths is made by a 

situation-specific intuition, then it is not made rationally. Is there a  rational basis for 

determining which specification should be adopted?”^̂

Richardson replies to this stage of the objection by clmming that the notion of 

coherence has the power to guide the deliberator down to one path o f specification rather 

than another. We can compare the systemic coherence o f  alternative paths, without a 

precise or quantitative measure. Richardson argues that nothing in his account commits 

one to the idea that coherence is to be maximized, and some elements pull against it. In 

particular, one o f the main features o f practical justification, to wit, reflective sovereignty, 

provides this account with the resources for meeting the objection. It is the deliberator, 

Richardson claims, who must settle the limits o f  systematization. The agent may block 

systematization in the name o f some consideration that demands that we stick to our initial 

commitments even if  they lead us to irresolvable conflict. Richardson refers to this 

counterweight to coherence as “integrity,” “constancy,” or “conservatism.”^̂

Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 175.

This stage of the objection is very similar to what Hurley calls the “problem of the authority of 
theory” (see below in this chapter at 2.5.) The problem is: l ^ a t  reason do we have for deciding on 
the basis of theory, i.e., to systematize or to enhance coherence, as opposed to acting on the basis of 
one of the conflicting reasons that the theory is about? In Hurley’s view, however, the solution is 
not to recognize that it might be reasonable to take the latter course of action. In her view, the 
solution to the problem of the authority of theory depends on recognizing that some conflicts are 
irresolvable. In this respect, she shares Richardson’s view on the issue. TOere she parts company 
with Richardson is as concerns the problem of what to do in the face or irresolvable conflict. In 
Richardson’s view, we may block theory-making and act upon one of the reasons, in the name of 
what he calls “integrity.” In Hurley’s view, we should keep on systematizing for this is the point of 
deliberation in the first place. Deliberation is an exercise of self-interpretation and self- 
determination. Coherence (and integrity, please note the difference between the way in which 
Hurley and Richardson use the term) is constitutive of us as deliberating agents, and the issue of 
whether to give up coherence will amount to giving up on interpreting ourselves as agents. And this 
is not an option, but a constitutive constraint of such an interpretation. Cf. Hurley, Natural 
Reasons, p. 262.
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At this point, an objector might interpret Richardson’s views as follows: there are 

two prim a fa c ie  principles of practical rationality, coherence maximization and integrity, 

so that when coherence guides us it does so as a commensurating standard, and when it 

clashes with integrity, we should decide by intuitively balancing these standards against 

each other. Richardson clarifies that his proposal does not amount to defend such a 

position. Deliberators, he argues, must approach higher-levels conflicts, such as the 

conflict between coherence and integrity, as they approach more concrete ones, namely, by 

specifying the norms or ends involved, e.g., the ideals o f  coherence and integrity 

themselves. In Richardson’s view, there is no paradox in supposing that the coherence 

standard might itself be subjected to revision so as to enhance the coherence o f the 

deliberator’s set o f  commitments. Since, justification can flow from bottom up, and not 

only from the top down, it may be possible for the deliberator to compare the mutual 

support offered by each interpretation o f  coherence over another without begging the 

question. In this way, Richardson argues, the ideal o f practical coherence rationally -and 

not simply intuitively- guides deliberation without serving as a  commensurating standard.

But, at this stage, one may wonder whether the problem o f normative control that 

we were originally concerned with has been successfully solved. Even if it is granted that a 

choice between alternative paths o f  specification in terms o f their contributions to practical 

coherence does not require that coherence be quantitatively measured, it is at least doubtful 

that Richardson’s notion o f practical coherence is specific enough to ensure that these 

judgments are not underdetermined -w hich  is to say that the problem of normative control 

is not, after all, solved. The same difficulty arises when we move to the higher-level 

conflicts, e.g., conflicts between coherence and integrity. For, one may still ask: how do we 

choose among different interpretations o f  the coherence standard? What makes some 

specifications right, and others wrong? In complex cases, these judgments seem also to be 

underdetermined. To be sure, it is within the power o f the deliberator to decide how the 

conflict is to be settled. But it cannot be up to the sovereign deliberator to further specify 

the coherence standard (as much as any other end or norm) so as to explain away the 

conflict in an unconstrained way. Not at least if  the outcome o f  such a deliberation has any 

claim to rationality. For coherence to exercise normative control over the results of 

deliberation, it must be defined in a more detailed way. Thus, a more concrete notion of
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\

coherence is required for Richardson’s proposal to solve the problem o f normative

control.47

2. COHERENTIST CASE-BASED DELIBERATION

2.1. The New Casuistry

The notion o f  coherence plays a pivotal role in casuistry, a method o f  practical 

reasoning which, like specificationism, also has its roots in Aristotle. Jonsen and Toulmin 

have recently called for a revival o f  this method as an alternative to the principle-based 

paradigm according to which moral theory (or, more generally, practical theory) operates 

on a set o f rules and principles.^* As opposed to the “tyraimy of principles,” Jonsen and 

Toulmin defend an approach to deliberation that emphasizes its case-based nature. In this 

approach, deliberation importantly proceeds case by case. Instead of taking a set o f rules 

and principles as a starting point, they suggest that we start by clear “paradigm” cases. In 

this view, the crucial task when deliberating consists in classifying cases on the basis of 

their similarities and differences with these paradigms, which serve to illuminate less clear 

cases by using argument by analogy.“*̂  The notion o f coherence is used in this tradition as 

a standard against which to check the rationality o f the decisions that result from this use of 

the analogy. An important criterion for the rationality o f these decisions, it is held, is that 

they cohere among themselves. A sophisticated account o f case-based deliberation that 

gives a crucial role to the notion o f coherence is that of Hurley, on whose proposal I shall 

focus in the next pages.^®

Millgram has also argued that Richardson’s notion of coherence is not precise enough for the 
purpose of separating out right from wrong specifications in Millgram, “Book Review. Practical 
Reasoning about Final Ends,” p. 504.

Gert, Culver, and Clouser take Richardson’s specificationism to be “a last ditch effort” to 
maintain such a view. See “Common Morality vs. Specified Principlism,” p. 318. They propose 
“common morality,” the view that morality is a public system, comparable to the grammar of a 
language. The moral philosopher’s task, like the task of the linguist, consists of making such 
system explicit, and then seeing whether it can be justified. Moral rules and principles are only one 
part of the common moral system, the other parts being moral ideals, the morally relevant features, 
and a procedure for determining when it is justified to violate a moral rule.

See Jonsen and Toulmin, The Abuse o f Casuistry.

Hurley exposes her account of deliberation in National Reasons. In the next chapter, I shall 
examine Goldman’s method of analogy and difference, a case-based method of moral reasoning 
that also relies heavily on the notion of coherence.
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2.2. M otivation for a  Coherence Account of Deliberation

The aim o f Hurley’s Natural Reasons is to defend the objectivity o f  values. Her 

coherentist approach to deliberation is meant to be an alternative to subjectivism about 

reasons for action. By “subjectivism” Hurley refers to the view that preferences are prior 

and independent of specific values, and indeed, determine values. Objectivism about 

reasons for action is, she claims, the denial o f subjectivism so understood. What she 

defends is a coherentist version o f objectivism according to which values and preferences 

are, as a constitutive matter, interdependent We may get a  better grasp o f  what her 

alternative to subjectivism amounts to by examining the elements of what she takes to be 

the subjectivist position.

“Subjectivism” results fix>m combining two views, namely, centralism and non

cognitivism. “Centralism” about reasons for action holds that general concepts such as 

“right” and “ought” are conceptually prior and independent of specific reason-giving 

concepts, such as “just” and “unkind.” For instance, centralism about law would hold the 

general concept o f law to be prior to and independent o f  specific legal concepts and 

principles, as determined by various specific legal practices. Hurley takes Hart’s rule o f  

recognition to be one such concept. “Non-cognitivism” holds that evaluative concepts do 

not express beliefs that may be true or false, but they serve to express attitudes, in 

particular, preferences. Putting these two claims together w e get the subjectivist view that 

preferences (that general evaluative concepts express) are independent from values (or 

specific reason-giving concepts), and that they determine values, which is the view that 

Hurley is interested in undermining.

Hurley’s attack to subjectivism is a  complex one, and I shall not attempt to do 

justice here to her interesting argumentative strategy. I shall only point out the general 

lines o f  her attack, insofar as they illuminate and motivate the coherentist version o f 

objectivism that she defends. She starts her attack on subjectivism by directing arguments 

against both its centralist and non-cognitivist components. Against centralism. Hurley 

applies W ittgenstein and Davidson’s arguments about how the contents o f  mental states are 

determined. Wittgenstein holds the view that our linguistic practices determine meanings 

insofar as they provide a context that constraints interpretation. Reasons for judgments 

about what ought to be done. Hurley argues, are likewise determined in a way that is not
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independent o f our reason-giving practices (e.g., practices o f applying concepts such as 

“kind” or “just”). It is a main tenet o f Davidson’s theory o f  interpretation that we need to 

make charitable assumptions about the content and consistency o f an agent’s beliefs and 

desires in order to be able to attribute meanings and attitudes. In a similar way, Hurley 

argues, a principle o f charity, that reaches down to values, constraints our ascription of 

judgments about what ought to be done.^^ The other element of subjectivism, to recall, 

non-cognitivism, is subjected to criticism by Hurley, on the basis that it fails to account for 

our linguistic intuitions about the way modus ponens work. The basic form of the argument 

is suggested by Frege’s arguments against the view that negation involves a different kind 

o f force than assertion. Frege shows that if this view were right, then deductive inferences 

from premises that embed a negation could not work as in ordinary cases, and this goes 

against our best intuitions. Similarly, Hurley argues, if  we accepted the non-cognitivist 

view, then we should also accept -counterintuitively- that modus ponens does not 

uniformly work across inferences that embed ethical terms -which purportedly involve a 

new kind of force- and ordinary cases.^^ Hurley completes her battery o f arguments against 

subjectivism, by directly arguing against the subjectivist position. She shows that formal as 

well as substantive constraints, which include evaluative constraints, are needed to make 

sense o f the very idea o f preference. If this is so, then preferences carmot be prior and 

independent o f values, as subjectivism has it.

Once we have seen the reasons why Hurley rejects the subjectivist position, it 

remains to be shown what Hurley’s objectivist position amounts to, besides the denial of 

the independence and determination claims that characterize the subjectivist position. One 

option could be to accept that the contrary claims obtain, that is, that values are prior to, 

and independent o f  preferences, and that they determine preferences. Hurley refers to this 

kind of objectivism as “platonism” and dismisses it as a dead option. She claims that both 

subjectivism and platonism share the wrong assumption that preference and value are 

independent from each other. This assumption stems from a  general picture o f the relations

Hurley applies in detail Wittgenstein and Davidson’s views on interpretation to argue against 
centralism in Natural Reasons, pp. 20-28.

Hurley applies Frege’s argument to undermine the non-cognitivist position in chapter 9 of 
Natural Reasons. In this chapter, she also aims at refuting Williams* argument from conflict of 
values to non-cognitivism.

Hurley criticizes at length the subjectivist view that preferences determine values in chapter 6 of 
Natural Reasons.
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between the mind and the world, that gives rise to a host o f well-known (and, in her view, 

sterile) skeptical challenges. I f  mind and world are independent, then, the problem arises of 

what prevents the content o f mental states from generally misrepresenting the world. 

Hurley rejects this conception o f  the relations between the mind and the world and on 

which subjectivism and platonism rely, and embraces a  view that sees them as 

interdependent. She argues that the mind is constitutively engaged with the world. 

Attribution o f the contents o f mental states is only possible, she claims, given the 

constraints provided by the agent’s natural and social environments. Thus, the contents of 

the mind are not independent from the world. As part o f this conception, preference and 

value are also hold to be interdependent. She views, in her words, ‘‘the value-ladeness of 

preference as a species o f the value-ladeness o f the mind in general.” "̂* Hurley associates 

this interdependence doctrine with objectivism. But, now the question is not how the mind 

and the world, preference and value, ever manage to connect up, which is a question that 

only arises i f  m ind and world are seen as independent. For objectivism, the crucial problem 

is rather how the interdependence between mind and world is to be accounted for. And 

here is where the notion of coherence gets into the picture. Hurley proposes that specific 

reasons giving practices (values) and judgments about what to do relate to each other as 

subject matter does to theory. Which theory? The theory, which is sought in deliberation, 

that best displays as coherent the relationships among those values. More precisely. 

Hurley’s coherentist version o f objectivism holds that there is a conceptual relationship 

between judgm ents about what to do and specific values. The former are a  function, what 

Hurley calls “the coherence function,” o f  the latter. Let us now see in some detail how 

Hurley characterizes this coherentist and objectivist approach to deliberation.

2.3. D eliberation as Theorizing

As we have seen, Hurley aims at providing a coherentist account o f  the 

interdependence between conflicting values and judgments about what should be done. 

The fundamental claim of such a coherentist account is that the relationships in question 

are those o f  subject matter to theory. That is, a coherence account holds that practical 

judgments about what should be done, all things considered, are responsible to theory. In 

particular, they are responsible to the theory that best displays coherence among the several

Hurley, Natwal Reasons, p. 24.
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reasons that apply to the alternatives. Hurley considers Putnam’s critique of 

conventionalism in order to shed some light on what such responsiveness amounts to.^^

Conventionalism is a view about how meaning, in the sense of reference, is fixed. 

Putnam characterizes the conventionalist view as follows:

1. A set o f conditions on the use of a notion is given. These conditions are claimed 

to exhaust the content o f the notion.

2. It is proved that these conditions do not determine the extension of the notion.

3. Since there are different sets of objects that satisfy the conditions, there is no 

fact o f the matter as to which of the sets is referred to when the notion is used. 

Reference is fixed, if  at all, arbitrarily by convention.

Thus, indeterminacy and arbitrary fixing o f meaning results as a necessary 

consequence o f the conventionalist view. Putnam argues that this view may be rejected, 

and thus that we can avoid its imdesirable consequences on the basis of an insight of 

Quine, to wit, “the insight that meaning, in the sense o f reference, is a function o f theory.” 

That a set of statements that exhaust the meaning o f  a given notion cannot be obtained does 

not mean that we must opt for the conventionalist solution, and be satisfied with the 

indeterminacy that it leads to. This is because, in Putnams’s view, “reference need not be 

fixed by a convention. It can be fixed by coherence.” ®̂ Putnam illustrates this suggestion 

by considering a pair of rival translation manuals, both o f which satisfy Quine’s conditions 

for a translation manual. One gives homophonic translations, while the other has the 

peculiarity of translating “The distance from the earth to the sun is 93 million miles” as 

“There are no rivers in Mars.” Now, he writes, suppose that we hear the speaker saying, 

“The distance firom the earth to the sun is 93 million miles; light travels 186 000 miles a 

second; that is the reason it takes 8 minutes for light fix»m the sxm to reach the earth.” If 

there is no fact o f the matter as to which translation manual is required by the set of 

conditions that exhaust the notion o f translation, then we are free to accept either 

translation. But if  we take into consideration judgments about translation in the context of 

data in psychology, sociology, anthropology, etc. then, we find that coherence provides a

See Hurley, Natural Reasons, pp. 189-193.

Putnam, “The Refutation of Conventionalism,” p. 165.
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basis for discriminating. The homophonic translation and not the other allows us to make 

sense o f  the speaker’s reasons for saying what he does. But, then, Putnam asks, i f  one 

translation rather than the other permits a great simplification o f such sciences such as 

psychology, sociology, etc. “why should we not say that what we mean by ‘tonsla tion” is 

“translation according to the manxials that have this property”?

Putnam argues that, a t bottom, the conventionalist position is a form o f 

essentialism. It is, in his view, negative essentialism. The essentialist is generally criticized 

because he intuits too much. H e claims to see that too many properties are part o f a  

concept. The negative essentialist intuits not that many properties are part o f  a concept but 

that only a few o f  them could be part o f a concept. He insists that there be no more than his 

conditions allows, so that beyond them, indeterminacy arises. Putnam claims that the 

conventionalist ploy, with its negative essentialist underpinnings, can be detected in 

several areas o f  philosophy, for iiistance, “emotivism,” in ethics is, in his view, a form of 

conventionalism. Hurley argues that certain conceptions o f law, for example. Hart’s 

version o f  legal positivism, also fit Putnam’s model o f conventionalism. In her view, the 

elements o f  such a model are present in the legal positivist account as follows:

1. The complex constraint that exhausts the content o f  the concept o f law is that 

o f satisfying the mle o f  recognition.

2. The constraint that the rule o f  recognition must be satisfied cannot determine 

the extension of the concept o f  law in hard cases.

3. Since incompatible answers to legal questions satisfy the constraint that 

exhaust the meaning o f the notion o f law, there is no fact of the matter as to 

which o f  the answers is required by law. The choice is a matter o f judicial 

discretion.

Again, H urley claims, coherence provides an alternative to convention. That we 

cannot list all conditions the satisfaction o f which determines the meaning o f the concept 

of law does not mean that we must simply leave the decision to judicial discretion. 

Incompatible answers to hard cases are responsible to considerations o f  theoretical 

coherence. Following Putnam, Hurley asks: I f  one decision better accords with the theory 

or set o f  principles that best displays coherence among the specific reasons that conflict in
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the case at stake, “why shouldn’t we say that part of what w'e mean by “law” is decision in 

accord with such principlesT^^“̂

Putnam’s critique of conventionalism provides the starting point of Hurley’s 

account for the relation between reasons in conilict on the one hand, and all-things- 

considered reasons, on the other. The suggestion is that we should replace the centralist 

commitment o f conventionalism, according to which general concepts such as “right” and 

‘Svrong” are conceptually prior and independent from specific concepts, by a coherentist 

account o f  the relation of interdependence between those reasons. In Putnam’s spirit, her 

coherentist position holds that “when we say that a particular alternative would be right, it 

is part o f what we mean that there is some theory which is the best theory about the 

specific values that apply to the alternatives at hand and that this theory favors a particular 

alternative.” *̂ That is, part o f what we mean by “right” is decision in accord to such best 

theory. Hurley states her coherentist account of the relationship between specific reasons 

and all-things-considered reasons as follows: “to say that a certain act ought to be done is 

to say that it is favored by the theory, whichever it may be, that gives the best account of 

the relationship among the specific reasons (such as ethical values, or legal doctrines and 

precedents) that apply to the alternatives in question.” ’̂ For example, consider the 

following practical problem, given by Sen:*  ̂Annapurna wants someone to clear up the 

garden, and three employers -Dinu, Bishanno, and Rogini- want very much the job. Dinu 

is the poorest o f  the three, Bishanno is the unhappiest, and getting the job would relieve 

him of his predicament, and Rogini is debilitated from a terrible disease that could be cured 

if  he had the money. Annapurna wonders what she really should do. Deliberation about 

what ought to be done in this case would involve, according to Hurley’s coherentist views, 

the development o f a theory about “income-poverty,” “happiness,” and “quality of life,” on 

the basis o f  which the deliberator, in this case, Annapurna, would determine which value 

has priority in the particular situation, according to the weighted and qualified principles 

that figure in that theory.

Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 193.
58Ibid.,p. 12.

Ibid., p. 225.
^  Sen, Development as Freedom, p, 55.
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Hence, the relation o f interdependence between specific reasons and judgments 

about what ought to be done, all things considered, is the relation between theory, to be 

built in deliberation, and subject matter, i.e., the reasons whose relation is to be established 

by the theory. Such theory is represented by what Hurley calls the “coherence fimction.” 

This function allows us to characterize the interdependence relation in a more precise way. 

All-things-considered reasons are claimed to be a fimction o f the specific reasons that 

conflict in  a particular situation. Such a function is the outcome o f the theorizing activity 

that deliberation amounts to, and that deliberators strive for. As Hurley puts it, “the 

deliberator’s task is to seek the ethical, or legal, theory that best display coherence. 

Another way o f  putting this is to say that deliberation involves a  process o f  constructing 

hypotheses about the content o f a coherence fimction, which represents the theory sought 

in deliberation, and which takes us from alternatives ranked by specific reasons to all- 

things-considered rankings.”^̂  Deliberation is thus a  kind o f  theoretical activity that aims 

at coherence, m ore precisely, at the construction of a  coherence function.

Hurley emphasizes that it is important to be clear about what her coherence theory 

commits one to accept. This coherence account claims that to  say that a certain act ought to 

be done is to say that the theory that best displays coherence among the values that apply 

to the alternatives favors that alternative. Thus, this coherence accoimt makes, as a 

conceptual matter, merely an existential claim about a theory, to wit, that there is some 

theory (represented by the coherence function) that best displays coherence, not which one 

it is. The latter is a  substantive issue that is to be determined a posteriori by theoretical 

deliberation. That is, Hurley argues, this coherence account is committed to:

D 3 f(0 ,( .. .)  = f [0 j ( . . . ) ,0 k ( . . . ) , - ] )

but not

3 fD (O ,(...)  = f[0 j (...), Ok

Where, “Ot” stands for judgments about what should be done all-things-considered, 

the subscript “t” relates to considerations o f  theoretical coherence, and “j ” and “k” express

61Hurley, Naturci Reasons, p, 225.
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the relevant reasons. Thus, this coherence account is committed to the claim that it is 

conceptually necessary that there is some theory, represented by a coherence function, such 

that what ought to be done is favored by such theory, but not to the stronger substantive 

claim that there is some theory such that it is conceptually necessary that what should be 

done is favored by this theory. This scope distinction is relevant, as we will sec later, for 

determining the truth conditions of judgments about what should be done.

Let us now examine the general structure of the deliberative process that leads to 

the construction o f the coherence function that represents the theory sought in deliberation 

and on which the resolution of practical problems depends.

2.4. The S tructure of the Deliberative Process

Hurley illustrates the general structure of the kind of theorizing, or deliberation, that 

aims at coherence by means o f a legal example, namely, the conflict between the doctrine 

of bargained for consideration and the doctrine of estoppel in cases of gratuitous promises 

that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance.^^ The problem is as follows. Suppose that a 

promise is made gratuitously, and the promisee relies on it to his detriment, where the 

promise is of a kind such that the promisor should reasonably have expected it to induce 

action on the part o f the promisee. Now, suppose the promisee sues the promisor for failing 

to fulfill the promise. Is the promisor under a legal obligation to the promisee or not? The 

common law doctrine of consideration requires an element of bargain or exchange to be 

present in order for a valid and enforceable contractual relationship to arise. Since the 

consideration requirement is not met, the promisor seems not to be under a contractual 

obligation. But he has acted irresponsibly in making and then breaking a promise that he 

should reasonably have expected to induce reliance. This makes him a wTongdocr, and 

there is a principle o f law, the doctrine o f estoppel, that prevents a party from taking unfair 

advantage of a predicament in which that party’s own bad beharior has placed his 

adversary. This doctrine seems to support holding that the promisor is stopped from 

asserting that his promise is not binding. What decision as to the promisor’s liability is then

See ibid,, pp. 203-217. For an ethical illustration see ibid., pp. 219-222. Hurley’s account of 
deliberation is intended to be applicable to any practical problem about conflicting ends, w hether it 
involves the conflicting interests of a single person, or the interests of many, as in the legal and 
ethical realm.
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favored by the theory that best displays a  coherent relationship between the consideration 

and estoppel doctrines? How should a  legal decision-maker arrive at such a theory?

W e may distinguish, according to Hurley, various stages in deliberation. These 

different stages are represented in what Hurley calls the “deliberative matrix.” Through the 

process o f deliberation we fill in the matrix until it is completed, as in the figure shown 

below (I invite the reader to check how the deliberative matrix gets filled in at each step of 

the deliberative process). The fir s t  stage o f  deliberation consists in specifying the problem. 

This involves giving a description o f  the alternatives available. For example:

1: gratuitous promises that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance do give rise to 

liability

-1 : gratuitous promises that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance do not give rise to 

liability

It also involves determining which reason-giving practices bear on the alternatives in 

question, and how  they rank them. In the example, the doctrine o f consideration (C) ranks - 

1 above 1, and the doctrine o f  estoppel (E) ranks them the other way around.®^ What 

reasons bear on the alternatives and how may not be clear. It requires us to develop 

perceptual capacities, through experience and education, in order to illuminate what is at 

stake in the first place.

WTien the reasons that bear on the alternatives conflict, as in our case, then we must 

go to the second stage o f deliberation, at which we try to articulate the principles and 

purposes that inform each o f  the relevant reason-giving practices. In our example, the 

policy o f  encouraging business (B) provides a rationale for the doctrine o f  consideration. 

Business, it is held, would be positively discouraged by the enforcement o f all promises.

It is worth noticing that Hurley uses favorableness to conflicting legal doctrines, in contrast to 
favorableness to the plaintiff or the defendant, as the basic means of organizing the data. In 
Hurley’s view, the doctrine-oriented method of organizing data has certain advantages over the 
party-oriented one. Within a narrowly limited area of law, e.g., trade secrets law, plaintiffs typically 
represent one legal doctrine and defendants another. But when one comes to generalize, plaintiffs 
and defendants no longer represent particular legal doctrines. By organizing cases according to 
legal doctrines one can bring insights about the relationships between legal doctrines from one area 
of law to another in which the same doctrines apply. See Natural Reasons, p. 416, n24. The party- 
oriented method o f organization is close to the one tiiat Hastie and Pennington’s story model 
employs. For an introduction to this model see chapter 2.
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and the requirement of consideration provides a  means o f  selectively enforcing promises. 

The estoppel doctrine is a  procedural manifestation o f  the tort principle (T) that one ought 

to pay for the injuries one does to another, including the losses that others suffer in 

reasonable reliance o f one’s promises. The tort principle, so stated, gives rise to a reliance 

measure of damages in contract.

At the third stage^ we collect data for theorizing about the relationships between the 

specific reason-giving practices by looking at other cases, either actual or hypothetical, on 

which the principles and purposes that figure in the problem at hand also have a bearing, 

and on which we hold settled judgments. In the problem at stake, Hurley considers three 

issues. The first is whether the normal measure o f  contractual damage should be 

expectancy or reliance, the former being supported by the settled law. This is actually the 

solution that is favored by both the tort principle and the policy o f encouraging business. 

Hurley cites Fuller and Perdue who hold that a general preference for the expectancy 

measure has the indirect effect o f protecting promises against reliance losses as well as 

facilitating business agreements.

Second, she considers the hypothetical question o f  whether i f  gratuitous promises 

that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance do give rise to liability, the measure o f  damages 

in these cases should be expectancy or reliance. Fuller and Perdue suggest that the weight 

of the policy o f encouraging business in favor o f  the expectancy measure is negligible in 

these cases, since they are generally made in personal contexts removed from the systems 

o f credit and finance on which business depends. Thus, reliance seems an appropriate 

measure in these cases.

Last, she considers the issue, on which there are some actual cases, o f  whether, in 

contract cases that involve deceit and in which reliance losses exceed expectancy, the 

measure of damages should be expectancy or reliance. In these cases, the tort principle 

takes priority over the policy o f encouraging business despite their relevance to business 

dealings. In Hurley’s view, there are two reasons to think that the tort principle has also a 

special force in the gratuitous promise cases. First, in these cases the wrong doing is more 

than merely contractual, and this makes them more like cases of deceit than like cases of 

simple breach o f contract. Second, i f  the tort principle has added force against the principle 

o f encouraging business in cases o f deceit, there is more reason to think that it enjoys also
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a special force in cases that are removed from business dealings. Thus, the analysis o f the 

third issue favors a  reliance measure for damages in gratuitous promises that induce 

reasonable to expect reliance.

Hurley labels and describes the alternatives presented by these three issues as

follows:

nei the normal measure o f  contractual damage is expectancy. 

n n  the normal measure o f  contractual damage is reliance.

le\ i f  gratuitous promises that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance do give rise to 

liability, then the measure o f damages in such cases is expectancy.

/r: i f  gratuitous promises that induce reasonable-to-expect reliance do give rise to 

liability, then the measure o f  damages in such cases is reliance. 

del in contract cases that involve deceit and in which reliance losses exceed 

expectancy the measure o f damages is expectancy.

dri in contract cases that involve deceit and in which reliance losses exceed 

expectancy the measure o f  damages is reliance.

The data collected at the third stage form the basis for the theorizing that we do at 

the fourth  stage, the aim of which is to construct a hypothesis about the relationships 

between the conflicting reasons under various types o f circumstances. This hypothesis is a 

partial specification o f  the coherence function, which tells us what are the relative weights 

of the reasons in different circumstances. Thus, this weighing function accounts for the 

information represented by the settled cases. The information represented in the first kind 

of issues, between ne and nr, tells us nothing about the relative weights o f B  and T, since 

both o f  them  favor ne. B  and T  do conflict in the second issue, over alternatives le and Ir. 

Since the issue is resolved in favor o f  /r, we may conclude that there are at least some 

circumstances under which T outweighs B. A careful examination o f the alternatives le  and 

Ir reveals that they can be characterized more fully by the following propositions:

p: the promises these cases involve are o f a kind seldom made or relied on in the 

course o f  business.

qi these cases involve more than merely contractual wrongdoing.
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Thus, a close scrutiny of le and Ir suggests the following hypothesis about the 

relationship between B  and T: T outweighs B  when p  and q  obtain. This hypothesis may be 

refined by considering the third issue, between de and dr. This issue is resolved in favor of 

dr, thus, when q obtains T s  weights relative to B  is increased, independently o fp . We may 

also wonder whether p  has the effect o f diminishing the weight o f B  independently o f the 

fact that q. This is interesting for, if  the two effects operate in the absence o f another, the 

total effect when both p  and q obtain may be much greater. In order to answer this question 

we go back to the third stage, and look for another issue in which B  and T  conflict, but 

where p , but not q obtains. Hurley suggests that we consider the issue o f whether in suits 

brought by foster children for breach of contract to adopt the measure o f  damages is 

expectancy (fe) or reliance (/r). In fact, this issue is settled in some jurisdictions in favor of 

reliance. Thus, the working hypothesis can still be further refined: p  does have the effect of 

diminishing the weight o f B  relative to T  independently o f q. Thus, going back and forth 

between stages three and four, looking for settled and hypothetical cases helps to qualify 

our hypothesis about how T  and B  relate to each other. This process of theorizing is open- 

ended in that someone may come up with a new case or a more subtle analysis, and our 

theory may have to be further refined or even abandoned.^

In the fifth  stage, we work out the implications o f the best theory that we have been 

able to construct for the issue that we have to decide. The work done so far (and reflected 

in the second, third, fourth, and fifth arrows of the deliberative matrix) allows us to arrive 

at the following partial specification o f the coherence function: when q obtains the weight 

of T relative to B  is augmented and when p  obtains the weight of B  relative to T  is 

diminished. Both circumstances characterize the cases o f  gratuitous promises that induce 

reasonable to expect reliance that we have to resolve. Those cases involve other than mere 

contractual wrongdoing and such promises are seldom made or relied on in the course of 

business. Thus, Hurley claims, we decide that in these cases the tort principle, which 

motivates the doctrine of estoppel, outweighs the policy o f  encouraging business, which 

motivates the doctrine o f consideration, and thus, that promisors in these cases should be 

held liable. This coherence function represents the theory that makes best sense of the

”  Thus, this reasoning is defeasible, as coherence-driven reasoning is mostly characterized. For an 
analysis of the relationship between coherence and defeasibility in legal reasoning see chapter 1.
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relationships about specific and conflicting reasons. Such theory. Hurley claimed, is not 

given a priori^ but it is constructed through the process o f deliberation.

This is the deliberative matrix in which Hurley represents the foregoing deliberative

process;

E  (... T...) Resolution

-1 1 l&p&q

1 -1 -l& p& q

ne ne Ne

nr nr Nr

le&p&q Ir&p&q lr&-p&q

Ir&p&q Ir&p&q le&p&q

de&-p&q dr&-p&q dr&-p&q

dr&-p&q de&-p&q de&-p&q

fe&p&-q fr&p&-q £r&p&-q

dr&p&-q fe&p&-q fe&p&-q

2.5. Reasons in Deliberation: The Problem o f  the Authority of Theory

According to Hurley, there are at least three kinds o f reasons that are operative in a 

deliberative process, such as the process which the foregoing legal example illustrates, to 

wit, “deductive” reasons, “practical” reasons, and “theoretical”  reasons. Firstly, deductive 

reasons can be used at any point. For example, the promisor employs deductive reasoning 

when he argues that only if  the element o f  bargained-for-consideration is present does 

contractual liability arise; the element o f  bargained for consideration is not present in the 

case at hand; therefore, contractual liability does not arise. Secondly, practical reasons - 

reasons for action or decision, as opposed to reasons for belief- are at the core o f  the 

deliberative process. For example, when I recognize that the element o f  bargained for 

consideration is not present, or that an act would violate a right, I have a practical reason. 

Lastly, reasons o f a  theoretical nature operate in the process o f  deliberation at each stage. 

These reasons are reasons for beliefs about the relationships among specific practical
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reasons; for example, the reasons to believe that the doctrine o f consideration enjoys a 

priority over the doctrine o f estoppel imder certain circumstances.

Hurley claims that there is an interplay between our specific reasons and our 

theorizing about the relationships among them. She writes, “In general, our specific 

reasons have to hold a place in a system o f reason-giving practices, and are to some extent 

subject to revision and qualification as our perceptual, imaginative, sympathetic, and 

theoretical capacities enlarge and develop (though o f  course limits are provided by 

substantive constraints on eligibility.)’̂ ^ This view, as Hurley explicitly says, is in 

accordance with Rawls’ two-way technique o f reflective equilibrium. In particular, this 

account of deliberation seeks, in Daniels terminology, “wide” reflective equilibrium, the 

kind o f equilibrium that brings theories into consideration.^ She also puts her view in 

relation with Dworkin’s views about the interplay between legal practices and the 

principles that figure in legal theories as well as with Wittgenstein’s remarks on 

justification to the effect that it is not a single action or decision that gets justified, but 

whole systems o f action and decision. Thus, Hurley’s coherentist account o f deliberation
fnis, in an important sense, a holistic one.

The relationship between theoretical reasons and reasons of other kinds gives rise to 

the following problem, that Hurley calls “the problem o f the authority o f theory.” *̂

Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 218 and p. 416, n25. Richardson criticizes Hurley’s view on the 
grounds that it emphasizes the role of theoiy in deliberation to the detriment of the scope of 
revisability. In his view. Hurley places the set of specific values beyond deliberative revision. He 
recognizes that Hurley allows that one may, in the course of deliberation, revise such a list, but, in 
his view, such a revision is insufficient given Hurley’s insistence, as the parenthesis in the main 
text indicates, that the interpretation of such values is limited by a number of substantive 
constraints. See KicYidudson̂  Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 168.

“  In chapter 8 I consider in detail the distinction between narrow and wide equilibrium. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting to note, already at this stage, the similarities between Hurley’s views 
on deliberation and the model of wide reflective equilibrium. Please recall here that Richardson 
also claims his model to be exemplified by Rawls’ notion of reflective equilibrium.

Hurley’s views on interpretation are broadly inspired by Davidson’s holistic views on 
interpretation, as it is patent through the book (see, esp. part I) and as Hurley recognizes in the 
introduction (p. 3). This association yields further support for the claim that Hurley’s coherentism 
is committed to holism about values. Commitment to holism about (practical or epistemic) 
justification gives rise to a number of problems. It is particularly problematic if wedded with an 
internalist view of justification, as was argued when discussing BonJour’s coherentist theory of 
knowledge. See chapters.

On the problem of the authority of theory see Hurley, Natural Reasons, pp. 196-200, and 260- 
263.
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Someone could be skeptical about the authority of the theory, and ask why any set o f  ideas, 

or any structure o f principles, should have any special authority over our sentiments and 

our inclinations just because it has the structure of a theory.^^ As an objection to Hurley’s 

coherence account, this version o f skepticism questions why one ought to do the action 

favored by the theory that best displays coherent relationships among the conflicting 

values, rather than acting on one o f the conflicting reasons the theory is about’®

According to Hurley, “the solution to the problem o f  the authority o f theory is to 

recognize that the supposed problem arises from demanding the impossible, namely, the 

elimination o f  conflict.”’* The skeptic about the authority o f  theory seems to think that a 

solution to the problem must be provided by yet another higher-order reason that will 

eliminate the conflict But, in Hurley’s view, this way o f  looking at the problem 

misconstrues the role o f theories in deliberation. These theories are theories about 

conflicting specific values. They do not eliminate conflict, which would be an impossible 

task. In Hurley’s view, it is a feature o f  our values that they may stand in ultimate conflict, 

and such conflict is not merely apparent, but real. Hurley claims that conflicting reasons 

for action are not prim a facie  reasons, but what she calls ^pro tanto reasons.” Prim a facie  

reasons are us reasons that may turn not to apply when we learn more about the situation, 

in which case they have no residual force. This interpretation o f conflicting reasons goes 

well with what she calls an “evidential view o f conflict,” where reasons are seen as pieces 

of evidence that ultimately allow us to explain the conflict away. In contrast to this view.

For instance, as Hurley points out, Williams is someone who has expressed this kind of 
skepticism. See B. Williams, Ethics and the Limits o f Philosopf^, chapter 6.

™ Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 261. It is interesting to note that what Hurley calls “the problem of 
the authority of theory” is similar to Richardson’s problem about how to solve higher-order 
conflicts between coherence, and what he calls “integrity.” Please note that when Hurley uses 
“integrity” she refers to “coherence.” Richardson uses “integrity” to refer to a commitment to any 
competing consideration, i.e., any of the practical reasons or specific values in Hurley’s 
terminology, that the theory is about It is also important to remark that both Hurley and 
Richardson appeal to the idea of deliberation as self-interpretation to solve the problem. However, 
the direction in which the problem is solved dramatically differs. Whereas Richardson claims that 
the deliberator may give up reasons from coherence, and act upon any other consideration precisely 
because he is a self-interpreting agent, i.e,, a sovereign deliberator. Hurley takes coherence to play 
a constitutive role in judgments about what to do. In her view, the sovereign deliberator -to  use 
Richardson’s terms- cannot renounce to arrive at a coherentist account of the values at stake if he is 
to succeed at self-interpreting. Coherence is a constitutive constraint o f self-interpretation, as much 
as of any other kind of interpretation, as Davidson’s arguments for the non-optionality of coherence 
(which Hurley endorses) make clear.

Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 262.
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Hurley argues that reasons for action may lead to ineliminable conflict. Consider, for 

instance, a conflict between justice and kindness. One could do the kind act because 

kindness requires it, even in the face of one’s all-things-considered judgment that one 

ought to do the just act. In doing so. Hurley argues, one would be acting irrationally, but 

still one would be acting for a reason, namely, because o f the kindness o f the act. Jackson 

explains, to my mind, in a very clear way the notion ofpro tanto reasons as follows:

“Pro tanto reasons are like forces... A force FI acting on a particle can be such that 

by itself would accelerate the particle towards North. A t the same time there may be 

another force F2 which by itself would accelerate the particle towards South. Perhaps FI is 

greater than F2 so that there is a resultant force towards North. Nevertheless, F2 still exists, 

it explains why the particle does not accelerate more briskly towards North. The 

overwhelmed force is still there. Similarly, when pro tanto reasons clash, the overwhelmed

reason survives. ,»72

Theoretical reasons. Hurley argues, are no more insulated from conflict with other 

reasons that the pro tanto reasons that the theory is about are among themselves. It can be 

the case that an act is just but unkind; and that such an act is favored by the best theory of 

justice and kindness; the act may still be unkind. Unkindness is no more cancelled out by 

considerations o f  coherence (i.e., theoretical reasons) than it is by considerations o f  justice. 

Nothing in the conceptual relationship between pro tanto reasons and all-things-considered 

reasons (that are a  function o f  the former reasons) requires them not to conflict

Thus, theories do not eliminate conflict, neither are they supposed to do so. Rather, 

theories provide a way to rationally proceed in the face o f conflict B ut then, one may ask, 

why should we seek a coherent way o f resolving conflict given that it cannot be 

eliminated? Hurley’s answer to this question brings to light her views about the value of 

coherence and the nature o f  deliberation as a theoretical activity that aims at coherence.

^  Jackson, “Critical Notice,” p. 478.

^  For a detailed account of Hurley’s views on the nature of conflict, and her distinction between 
pro tanto and prima facie reasons, see chapter 7 of Natur(d Reasons. Some legal theorists have 
introduced this distinction in their accounts of conflict between several moral and legal reasons in 
the legal context. Most importantly, the notion of a pro tanto reason plays a pivotal role in 
Peczenik’s theory of legal argumentation. For an extensive discussion of Peczenik’s weigh and 
balance model of legal reasoning, see chapter 1.
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Hurley gives coherence a constitutive role, not an epistemic oneJ'* In her view, the 

coherence function constitutes what should be done, rather than revealing to us what 

should be done. The latter view on coherence would only be appropriate if  reasons for 

action were prim a faciCy and conflict were merely apparent. But, as we have seen, she 

rejects such evidential account o f  conflict. Still, she argues, there is a point in searching 

coherence even though conflicting values retain their force in the face o f  contrary all- 

things-considered judgments, that is, even though, conflict is not explained away. The 

constitutive role o f  coherence is better understood in the context o f Hurley’s views on the 

nature o f deliberation.

Deliberation is, in her view, a kind o f  “self-interpretation” and “self- 

determination.” In  fact, she argues that it is distinctive o f  persons that they are self- 

determining and self-interpreting agents, and thus that they engage in deliberation. Hurley 

follows Davidson in claiming that coherence is not optional, but that it provides a 

constitutive constraint on interpretation, that is, it makes interpretation, the attribution of 

meaning, possible.^^ Given that, according to Hurley, deliberation is a kind of 

interpretation (i.e., an interpretation the object o f which is the self) coherence also plays an 

important role in the determination o f individual identity (in individual deliberation) and in 

the personification o f conununities (in interpersonal deliberation).’  ̂Regarding the role of 

coherence in  individual deliberation she writes:

It is interesting to note that Hurley puts the distinction between the epistemic and the constitutive 
role of coherence in connection with Dworkin’s distinction between natural and constructive 
models of coherence. See Hurley, Naturcd Reasons, p. 422, nl5.

For an account of the role of coherence in Davidson’s theoiy of interpretation see chapter 6.

When discussing the role of coherence in the determination of a community’s identity. Hurley 
refers to Dworkin. Dworkin’s views, as Hurley’s, are broadly inspired by Davidson’s theory of 
interpretation (for a discussion of Dworkin’s views, see chapter 1). It is important to notice that 
Hurley does not see the determination of individual identity as independent fiom the determination 
of the community’s identity. She rejects the sharp dichotomy between matters of individual interest 
and matters of moral and political concern. Self-determination importantly involves determining 
the circumstances under which the deliberating agent should act as a part of a group, to become, 
‘‘public-spirited.” She defends what she calls a “neo-classical” conception of ethics in which the 
ethical domain extends to intrapersonal as well as interpersonal conflicts. While deliberating, the 
agent determines the self, exercises his autonomy. Hurley claims her conception o f autonomy as 
self-determination to involve what she calls “horizontal” and “vertical distinctions.” The former 
refer to distinctions within agents, the latter refers to distinctions between agents. In her view some 
theories (vertical theories) focus on vertical distinctions (e.g,, libertarian theories), while other 
theories (horizontal theories) focus on horizontal distinctions (e.g., Plato and Marx). While the 
former dispense with the element of “determination,” the latter dispense with the element of the
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“It is distinctive o f persons to reflect on their ovm values and attitudes, and thus to 

arrive at judgments about they should do, all things considered, and corresponding higher- 

order attitudes. In thus seeking coherence, they are seeking their very identities as persons, 

seeking to determine themselves out o f the various subsystems responsive and responsible 

to various conflicting interests and values; in deliberating about what to do they are trying 

to determine who they really are. Thus, deliberation, the search for coherence, is a kind of 

self-interpretation and self-determination. Interpretation is guided by various constitutive 

constraints, among them those that constrain us to seek to understand ourselves and others 

as coherent, as unified persons; but the unity of persons, the coherence they seek, is not 

more fundamental than or prior to the familiar reason-giving practices that also inform 

interpretation. Both formal and substantive constraints are needed, and neither sort is 

derivative from the other. Personal coherence is not something that is given by experience, 

even at a single point in time, it’s something that must be achieved. Moreover, it is fragile 

and sometimes fails to maintain authority over breakaway subsystems. Nevertheless, it’s 

only against a background o f the concern with personal coherence and the norms o f  pattern 

that embody our conception o f coherence that attributions o f  disunity make sense. The 

concern vrith personal coherence is not something we are free to disown entirely, nor is it 

an appropriate object of empirical skepticism.”’’

As the passage above beautifully poses it, coherence has a constitutive role in the 

sense that it is a constitutive constraint on the kind of self-interpretation that deliberation 

amounts to. It is now clear why, even though we cannot eliminate conflict, there is a point 

in seeking a coherent way o f proceeding in the face of such a conflict, to wit, that it is the 

only way that we can proceed, if  we are to proceed as persons at all. Thus, a person has 

indeed a strong reason for acting upon the demands o f  the theory that best displays 

coherence among the conflicting reasons, as opposed to acting upon the demand o f one of 

those reasons, namely, that in so doing he is determining who he is. And this is not a 

question that we, as persons, are free to be concerned with. A t least, if we are to be persons 

at all as opposed to what Frankfurt calls “wantons,” who take their own preferences as

“self.” She claims her view on deliberation to be a fully structured theory, where personality and 
polity converge,

’’ Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 262.
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given and have no interest in self-determination.^* As Hurley puts it, “for persons^ 

questions about what kind o f agent to be ... must arise. It caimot be a problem that they do, 

for it is a  distinctive feature of personhood that they do.”^̂  In fact, Hurley argues, it is not 

as if it were up to the deliberator to decide whether he wants to be a  person (and act upon 

the demands o f  coherence) or whether he is satisfied with being merely a wanton. Any 

reason for a decision to become a wanton is self-defeating, for the desire to do so would be 

in itself a  mark o f  a  person. Thus, the problem o f the authority o f  theory. Hurley seems to 

claim, not only relies on a wrong view  o f conflict (as evidential) and o f the nature of 

conflicting reasons (as prima fa c ie \  but it also poses a  question that cannot intelligibly 

arise, once the interpretative nattire o f deliberation, and the constitutive role o f coherence 

are brought to light.*®

2.6. Coherence, Commensurability, and Value Pluralism

As we have seen. Hurley’s coherentist account recommends that we rationally 

resolve conflicts by  seeking a coherent relationship among the conflicting values. Hurley 

considers the problem of whether such an account commits in any way to accepting that 

values are commensurable.*' The problem is as follows. It is fundamental to any 

conception o f rationality that a transitivity requirement be met. That is, theories sought in 

deliberation and represented by coherence functions must not generate intransitivities 

among the claims about what should be done. Such transitivity is often made out to be 

tantamount to the commensurability o f values. As a result, commensurability seems to 

follow from a conception of rationality as coherence. Thus, we seem to be forced to choose

78

79

See Frankfurt, “Freedom of the Will and the Concept of Person.*

Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 263.

One may wonder, however, whether Hurley satisfactorily responds to a less extreme version of 
the problem of authority of theory, namely, what reason do we have to act upon the demands of 
coherence as opposed to upon the demands o f one of the conflicting reasons “in some occasions”? 
In fact, it is this rather modest version of the problem that generally arises when using coherentist 
standards o f rationality in deliberation. Judges do not generally ask themselves what reason they 
have for generally acting upon the demands o f the interpretation that makes the best sense of the 
legal practice, but what reason they have for acting that way in a particular case, where reliance on 
one of the conflicting reasons seems to provide a better solution. And these questions do not seem 
to be satisfactorily addressed by Hurley’s appeal to the constitutive role of coherence. The legal 
community’s identity does not seem to be significantly diminished by one single act, anymore that 
a person becomes a wanton simply because he does not act, in a particular case, on the reasons 
provided by the theory.
SI Hurley, Natural Reasons, chapter 6, esp. pp. 256-260.
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between irrationalism and commensurability. Hurley argues that there are two kinds of 

strategies for avoiding the inference from rationality to commensurability. Either one 

rejects that rationality requires commensurability, and thus expands the notion of 

rationality so as to accommodate intransitivity, or we reject the assumption that transitivity 

amounts to commensurability. Hurley finds the first way o f responding to this problem 

unattractive. In her view, no reasons have been given that are strong enough for overriding 

the deep sense in which intransitive judgments about what to do are irrational. Thus, she 

aims to resist the inference from rationality as coherence to commensurability by pursuing 

the latter strategy, that is, by denying that transitivity amounts to commensurability.*^

In place o f a conception o f  transitivity as commensurability, she proposes a 

conception o f transitivity as coherence. In her view, transitivity does not indicate a single 

dimension o f value that imderlies and commensurates conflicting values, but it is simply “a 

requirement o f  any decent theory about the relationships among discrete conflicting 

values.”*̂  That is, the transitivity o f  practical judgments reflects a feature of the theories 

about the relevant values, and not a common feature o f these values. Why should theories 

be such as to generate transitive judgments? The reason is that. Hurley argues, a good 

theory about the relationships among values that apply to any set of alternatives must take 

into account the way in which these values apply as well in other settled and hypothetical 

cases. When such analysis reveals that a certain hypothesis about how values relate to each 

other would produce an intransitivity, we do not consider that we have already arrived at a 

satisfactory theory. The very point o f  the theorizing activity is to qualify hypotheses about 

how values relate to each other so as to find a coherent way to proceed in conflicting cases, 

a way that avoids intransitivity results. But such a theory. Hurley claims, need not 

necessarily commensurate those values. Neither has it to be monistic. Hurley claims that, 

given the constitutive role o f coherence, the question o f whether commensurability does

^  It might be interesting to compare Hurley’s strategy for blocking the inference from rationality to 
commensurability with Richardson’s. In Richardson’s view, there are two premises that support the 
conclusion that commensurability is a prerequisite of rational choice; (1) rationality requires 
systematization; and (2) systematization requires commensurability. He accepts (1) but rejects (2), 
replacing the idea of commensurability by the idea of coherence. Given that transitivity is a basic 
property of systems, his strategy is thus similar to that of Hurley, in that both stick to an idea of 
rationality that requires that we give a core role to the notion of systematization. Both Hurley and 
Richardson opt for replacing commensurability as a criterion that allows a rational order to arise by 
the notion of coherence.
83Ibid., p. 259.
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obtain, or whether monism or pluralism about values is correct, is a substantive issue, the 

resolution of which depends on the results o f theorizing or deliberation. Only if  the 

outcome of such deliberation were a  monistic theory, would coherence amount to 

commensurability.*^ Thus, Hurley’s coherence theory is not committed to value 

commensurability, neither is it committed to either a monistic or a pluralistic theory of 

value.*̂

2.7. Skepticism, Coherence, and Objectivity

As we have seen. Hurley turns to coherence to provide an objectivist account of 

reasons. Hurley’s coherentist version o f objectivism is both non-centralist and cognitivist. 

First, it is non-centralist in that reasons for action and all-things-considered reasons are 

claimed to be interdependent. According to her coherentist account o f the interdependence 

relation, judgments about what to do are those that are favored by the theory that gives the 

best account o f  the relationships about specific values or reasons that apply. Second, it is 

cognitivist in that judgments about what to do are claimed to express beliefs that can be 

either true or false. In Hurley’s coherentist version, those beliefs are theoretical beliefs, 

which may be false if  (a) there is no such a  theory or (2) such a  theory does not favor the 

alternative in question. Thus, Hurley’s account of the truth conditions of judgments about 

what should be done is a coherentist account. It is by means o f  theorizing that the truth of

^  Nonetheless, as Jackson has pointed out, it is clear that she does not think that it is at all likely 
that deliberation would turn out to yield a monistic theory. F. Jackson, “Critical Notice. S. L. 
Hurley, Natural Reasons: Personality and Polity,” p. 477. In this respect. Hurley’s view is similar to 
that of Richardson. Like Hurley, Richardson claims his coherence-based theory of deliberation to 
be compatible with both commensurability and incommensurability of values. Unlike Hurley, 
however, he explicitly defends the claim that commensurability does not obtain.

It is important to note that, according to Hurley, commensurability in the sense of formal unity is 
perfectly compatible with value pluralism. Thus, it may still be possible to formally represent the
search for coherence as the maximization of some one magnitude while claiming that such formal 
unity does not correspond to substantive unity, i.e., a monistic theory of value. A monistic theory 
requires, in her view, that the magnitude being maximized has an independent descriptive or 
explanatory content. Merely formal unity does not per se confer such explanatory unity on the 
magnitude constructed. For an illustration o f how such a formal unity may be constructed, see 
Hurley, Natural Reasons, pp. 264-270. This result is relevant for determining whether Thagard’s 
and Millgram’s model of deliberative coherence as constraint satisfaction that I examine in the next 
section is committed to a monistic theory of value. As we will see, Thagard and Millgram 
formalize the search of coherence as the maximization of the satisfaction of a number of 
constraints. If Hurley is right, then such formal unity would be compatible with value pluralism.

“  Jackson takes, in my view wrongly. Hurley to be a moral realist. See F. Jackson, “Critical 
Notice,” passim. Nowhere does Hurley commit herself to such a view. Her view, as that of
Davidson, is better regarded as one that cannot be easily placed under either the realist or the non-

T
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such judgments is determined. For instance, the truth about what the law is in a  particular 

case is determined by means o f legal theorizing of the sort that we exemplified above. 

Now, the question arises as to the sense in which these judgments may be said to have a 

claim to objectivity, and whether such a conception o f objectivity provides a response to 

skepticism.

Hurley’s views on objectivity are broadly inspired by the philosophies of 

Wittgenstein and Davidson. As opposed to a  “metaphysical” conception o f objectivity. 

Hurley embraces a “practice” view of objectivity. She writes, “The issue of whether there 

are right answers to questions about what ought to be done when reasons for action conflict 

is not properly addressed in terms o f  uncashed metaphors such as those involved in denials 

that to-be-doneness is somehow ‘out there,’ part o f the ‘furniture of the universe.’ It should 

rather be addressed by attending to the power, scope, and characteristics of the theorizing 

about reasons for action in which we engage.”*’ Thus, in her view, a coherentist claim to 

objectivity turns on the power and scope of the theoretical practices that lead to judgments 

about what ought to be done, rather than giving reign to the metaphysics of ethical, or legal 

reality.** Objectivity emerges, following Wittgenstein and Davidson, in the context o f such 

practice of theorizing (or deliberation), that is, in the context o f interpretation. Constraints 

on interpretation are required for the attribution of mental states, such as meanings and 

attitudes, to be possible at all.*^ They have, as it were, a constitutive role in relation to the 

contents of mental states. Since understanding is possible, these constitutive constraints do 

hold. Thus, the mind must not be seen as independent from the world, but it is world-laden, 

that is, it is “naturalized.” In the same way, the concept o f  objective reasons for action 

emerges in the context o f deliberation, as an exercise on (self) interpretation and, in so

realist labels, but rather as a theory that is meant to be beyond both, and call into question the same 
terms in which the realist-antirealist debated is framed. For the defense of the claim that 
Davidson^s views on truth are better interpreted as challenging the realist-anti-realist dichotomy, 
see chapter 6.

^  Hurley, Natural Reasons, p. 201.

This more modest view of objectivity is the kind of objectivity which, according to Hurley, 
Dworkin defends. In her view, Dworkin’s account is a kind of coherence account, according to 
which the concept of law is responsible to legal, political, and ethical theory. See, ibid., as in index. 
On Dworkin’s concept of objectivity see chapter 1.

Hurley puts in relation Davidson*s claim that a principle o f charity is required for attributing 
meanings with Wittgenstein’s claim that agreement in form o f life is required for rule-following 
and understanding to be possible.
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being, they are also naturalized. In order to determine the content o f judgments about what 

to do, formal (e.g., consistency) and substantive constraints are required. In this sense, the 

content o f judgments about what to do is not independent from the specific reason-giving 

practices that they are about Thus, the value-ladeness o f these judgments is an aspect of 

the world-ladeness o f the mind. It is in this sense that Hurley’s coherentist accoxmt should 

be interpreted as naturalistic.

As we saw  earlier in this chapter, the rejection o f the independence of mind from 

world, preference from value, has the effect o f silencing radical external skepticism. The 

practice view questions the very intelligibility o f this kind o f  skepticism, by denying the 

independence assumption that gives rise to the skeptical problem in the first place. Still, 

other skeptical challenges may be raised against the coherentist account o f deliberation. 

Hurley takes deliberation to be, as shown, an exercise o f  self-interpretation and self- 

determination. The central role that interpretation plays in this account gives rise to two 

other sources o f skepticism, which Hurley refers to as “the question of overdetermination” 

and the “question o f  indeterminacy.” ®̂

^  In addition to these two challenges, i.e., overdetermination and indeterminacy. Hurley examines 
in detail another kind of skeptical challenge that might be posed against her coherentist view of 
deliberation, namely, skepticism about knowledge of all-things-considered judgments. Hurley 
claims that for a judgment about what ought to be done to be correct, there must be a best theory, 
and such theory must favor the alternative that it is claimed ought to be done. She claims that a 
priori doubts about whether such a theory is radically underdetermined or whether it is impossible 
that it exists can be cleared up. Still, a skeptic might argue that our beliefs about what ought to be 
done do not track their truth, either widi respect to the existence of a best theory or with respect to 
the alternatives it favors, because we are bad at discovering what ought to be done, or subjected to 
systematic error, or deception. If this is so, the skeptic claims, then our beliefs about what ought to 
be done would not constitute knowledge. Hurley replies to this kind of skepticism by indicating its 
proper scope (chapter 14), and by appealing to democratic institutions (chapter 15), as a means for 
arriving at knowledge about what should be done when there are epistemic obstacles to the search 
of coherence. In her view, the proper scope for skepticism is the explanations of beliefs that 
positively debunk, that is, that show that the causes of someone’s belief about what should be done 
vary independently o f its truth. According to Hurley, to respond to the kind of skepticism which 
debunking explanations support, we should seek generalizations about the circumstances in which 
beliefs about certain types of issues are debunked, devise a division o f epistemic labor accordingly, 
and foster the capacity for deliberation and the formation o f undebunked beliefs. Hurley defends 
democracy on the basis of its cognitive value. Democratic institutions and procedures are less 
likely to lead to debunked beliefs, and they preserve the conditions under which the search for right 
answers can continue, that is, the conditions o f autonomous deliberation. Ultimately, Hurley 
claims, a coherentist account of deliberation leads to a cognitive conception of autonomy and 
democracy according to which voters express their beliefs about what should be done, and 
democratic institutions provide the means for arriving at knowledge about what should be done. 
This conception is meant to be an alternative to subjective conceptions of autonomy and 
democracy.
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The question o f overdetermination asks: are the conditions imposed over a 

coherence function so stringent as to make impossible, a p rio ri that any function satisfies 

them? I shall not dwell on this question but very superficially but, nevertheless, it is 

interesting to mention it, at least, since it is a problem that most coherence theories have 

not even considered.^* Arrow has shown that it is impossible for social welfare functions to 

meet a set o f  fimdamental and minimal conditions o f rationality while guaranteeing the 

transitivity o f  social preferences. Hurley wonders whether similar impossibility results 

threaten the existence o f  the coherence function, and concludes that they do not. The 

reason is that some of the formally analogous conditions to those that social welfare 

functions must meet cannot be reasonably imposed on coherence functions. In particular, 

some o f these conditions include the requirement that the coherence function apply to 

counterevaluative alternatives, and this aspiration makes no sense from the point o f view of 

a non-centralist account o f reasons. Deliberators aim at arriving at judgments about what to 

do by theorizing about the relationship among the values that actually apply. Consideration 

of counterevaluative possibilities does not provide relevant data for such theorizing. 

Moreover, as non-centralism holds, there is a relation o f constitutive interdependence 

among the specific values and the judgments about what should be done. Substantive 

constraints, i.e., specific values, are required for those judgments to have any content at all. 

Thus, to claim that coherence functions must be applicable to counterevaluative 

possibilities would be to ignore the constitutive role that substantive constraints play in any 

interpretative activity. We could interpret these conditions as requiring that the coherence 

function apply to merely counterfactual, and not to counterevaluative possibilities. But

Hurley devotes chapter 12 o f Natural Reasons to the issue of overdetermination.

The conditions are as follows: P* (Dominance): For all alternatives x and y, if all criteria rank x 
above y, then x ranks above y, all-things-considered; D* (Non Dictator-ship): A coherence function 
must not give so much wei^it to one criterion that it outweighs any criterion that conflicts with it 
under any circumstance; U* (Unrestricted Domain): For any set of alternatives and any set of 
criteria, the domain of the coherence function includes all orderings of alternatives by criteria; I* 
(Independence o f Irrelevant Alternatives): For all alternatives x and y, if the rankings of x and y by 
all criteria remain the same, then the ranking of x and y all things considered remains the same. 
Hurley argues that coherence functions can be required to meet conditions P* and D*. Trouble 
arises with respect to conditions U* and I*. A counterevaluative interpretation of these conditions 
ignores the character of the theory sought in deliberation, as a theory about the specific values that 
we actually have. When these two conditions are interpreted merely counterfactually, 
supervenience is violated. Hurley argues at length that similar results obtain when we consider 
reformulations of conditions I* and U* that are analogous to the reformulations that some authors 
have proposed of the corresponding conditions for social welfare functions.
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Hurley argues that this possibility is blocked because it violates a  formal constraint on 

interpretation, namely, a requirement o f  supervenience according to which, in all 

conceptually possible worlds, i f  two alternatives differ in some non-evaluative 

characteristic, then they differ in some evaluative characteristic as well. Thus, according to 

Hurley, substantive and formal constraints on interpretation ensure that, aprioriy coherence 

fimctions are not overdetermined.

The question of indeterminacy asks: might there always be too many eligible 

interpretations so that nothing determines a  best theory, or right interpretation? This 

problem is not peculiar to Hurley’s account, but it is a central philosophical problem. 

Hurley’s solution to this problem also appeals to constitutive constraints o f  interpretation. 

Formal constraints (e.g,, consistency) and substantive constraints (e.g., values) avert the 

threat o f  radical indeterminacy while allowing enough room for disagreement It is crucial 

to notice that the threat of indeterminacy that Hurley focuses on is that o f radical 

indeterminacy, which is based on a kind o f  a  priori skepticism. She does not exclude the 

possibility o f occasional, “livable-with,” a  posteriori underdetermination. That is, she does 

not rule out the possibility that, as a  result o f deliberation, we arrive at two different 

coherence functions that are equally successful. Neither does she regard such possibility as 

a threat to the rationality of coherentist deliberation.®^ Still one may regard as legitimate 

the question o f how one is supposed to choose between two different coherence functions 

that seem to represent equally good theories. Furthermore, as Richardson has pointed out, 

there seem to be no way in which we may compare two coherence functions each o f  them 

working from a different set o f specific values.®"  ̂At this stage, a  version o f the problem of 

normative control, which we were concerned with while explaining Richardson’s views.

In this respect, her view radically contrasts with most coherentist accounts, which have strived to 
rule out this type of indeterminacy. One of the main objections against coherentism, and one that 
most coherence accounts have attempted to meet, is the so-called “alternate systems objections.” 
The objection is that a coherence theory of justification does not provide the basis for rationally 
choosing between two equally coherent systems. For a detailed statement of this objection and of 
the several responses that have advocates o f coherentist theories have given to it, see chapter 3. 
Without denying the importance of this problem. Hurley’s attitude towards this kind of 
indeterminacy may not be totally in the wrong track. It might be the case that this indeterminacy 
should be regarded as a minor worry among coherentists, and does not deserve to be a priority in 
the coherentist agenda, as it used to be. At least, it is worth considering whether such 
underdetermination is, as it were, “livable-with,” in Hurley’s words, and it is not a knockdown 
argument against coherentists, as is generally taken to be.

^  Richardson, Practical Reasoning about Final Ends, p. 168.
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seems to arise again, how do we mark off the theories that are right from those that are 

wrong? How do we tell coherence functions that lead to right judgments about what to do, 

from those that do not? Given that (1) we may start from different sets o f values, (2) we 

may arrive at different coherence functions, even if proceeding from the same set of 

values, and (3) we have not a clear idea o f what coherence, beyond responsiveness to 

theory, is supposed to be, the problem of normative control arises in relation to Hurley’s 

proposal in a  pressing way. We need a more precise accoimt of how the base o f coherence 

- in  this version of coherentism, the set o f specific values- is individuated and a more 

concrete notion of coherence for us to be able to meet the challenge of exercising 

normative control over the results of deliberation. In so doing, we’d better be aware o f the 

two threats that Hurley is concerned with: coherence cannot be so stringent a standard that 

no practical judgment can ever satisfy it, neither can it be so loose that too many of them 

satisfy them so that there is no sense in which practical judgments can be said to have 

content at all. A precise account o f the notion o f coherence that is relevant to practical 

reasoning may be found in Thagard and Millgram’s work, to which I turn now.

3. INFERENCE TO THE MOST COHERENT PLAN

3.1. Calculation, Intuition, and Coherence

Thagard, in collaboration with Millgram, has proposed a theory o f deliberative 

coherence, and its computational implementation in DECO (hereinafter TDC).^^ 

Deliberative coherence concerns how decisions are made on the basis o f coherence among 

actions and goals. This kind o f  coherence is relevant to practical inference, from individual 

decision-making to ethical, political, and legal issues.’  ̂In this view, practical inference is 

inference to the most coherent plan, that is, to the most coherent set of actions and goals. 

The theory o f  deliberative coherence is meant to be an alternative to classical decision 

theory, according to which decision makers must calculate the expected utility o f 

alternative courses of action and pick the alternative with the highest expected value. In 

Thagard and Millgram’s view, this theory is inadequate both as a descriptive and as a

Thagard and Millgram, “Inference to the Best Plan: A Coherence Theory of Decision,” pp. 441- 
442. Thagard and Millgram have further developed the theory of deliberative coherence in 
“Deliberative Coherence.” See also Thagard, Coherence in Thought and Action, pp. 127-132.

^  Deliberative coherence is a main component of ethical coherence. I address the issue of how 
deliberative coherence plays out in moral reasoning in the next chapter.
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normative theory. Empirical studies have shown that basic assumptions o f  decision theory, 

e.g., the assumption that preferences are transitive, are often violated. In addition, i f  seen as 

a kind of instrumentalism, where the agent’s goal is to maximize his expected utility, 

classical decision theory does not set up an adequate standard for the rationality o f our 

decisions. The complete unrevisability o f one’s goals that instrumentalism advocates is “a 

sign o f  neurosis and an unintelligent rigidity, not rationality.”’  ̂Similar problems arise with 

any view that sees decision-making as calculation-based, and that takes goals (and their 

weights) as fixed.

As an alternative to calculation-based models, one could put forward the view that 

decisions should be based on what emotional reactions tell us. However, Thagard argues, 

intuition-based alternatives also have serious disadvantages. In contrast to calculation- 

based models, they do not put the decision process to the open, enabling the decision

maker and others to carefully review it, so that they can make sure that no relevant 

alternatives have been neglected, and that it is not based on inaccurate information. 

Nonetheless, intuition-based models capture an important element o f decision-making, to 

wit, emotional judgments, which ensure that decisions take into account what one really 

cares about, and that have an important motivational force. In order to take into account the 

role that emotion plays in reasoning about what to do, Thagard extends the theory o f 

deliberative coherence by including “emotional coherence,” and its computational 

implementation HOTCO. Thagard claims that this model offers a synthesis o f the intuition 

and calculation models, and helps us appreciate how calculation and intuition are crucial 

components in practical reasoning.’* I shall start by explaining how, according to Thagard 

and Millgram, deliberative coherence should be understood. Then, I shall move to

Thagard’s proposal for complementing this theory o f deliberative coherence with a theory
00

o f emotional coherence.

^  Millgram and Thagard, “Deliberative Coherence,” p. 75.

In this sense, Thagard, like Richardson, aims at finding an alternative to the view that decision
making either relies on commensurability or it must fall back on intuition and irrationality.

For such an extension of the model of deliberative coherence see Thagard, “How to Make 
Decisions: Coherence, Emotion, and Practical Inference,” pp. 355-373.
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3.2. Principles o f Deliberative Coherence

As I explained in chapter 4, Thagard and Verbeurgt have constructed a model o f 

coherence as constraint satisfaction. In this model, coherence-based inference consists in 

dividing a set of elements into accepted and rejected in a way that maximizes the 

satisfaction o f multiple (negative and positive) constraints. A characterization o f how this 

type o f inference works in different domains requires a  further specification o f both the 

elements involved and the constraints. In chapter 4 , 1 examined how this theory gives an 

account o f  coherence-based inferences about what to believe. Here, we shall see how this 

theory may be applied to inferences about what to do as well. In Millgram and Thagard’s 

theory o f  deliberative coherence, elements are actions and goals. They consider that 

distinctions between goals (and subgoals) and actions are contextual rather than intrinsic. 

In their view, what in one context is best described as an action, in another may be best 

described as a goal. For example, if  my main goal is to travel from Barcelona to 

Melboimie, I will set myself the subgoal of getting to Barcelona’s airport, but this subgoal 

may be also described as an action to be performed. Because o f that, they refer to both 

actions and goals as deliberative “factors” in decision-making. Positive and negative 

constraints arise from coherence and incoherence relations among factors. Factors cohere 

with each other according to the following principles:

Principle LI: Symmetry, Coherence and incoherence are symmetrical 

relations: if factor (action or goal) Fi coheres with factor F2, then F2 coheres 

w ithFi.

Principle L2: Facilitation. Consider factors F i,...... . Fn, that together

facilitate the accomplishment of factor Fc- Then

(a) each Fi coheres with Fg,

(b) each Fj coheres with each other Fj, and

(c) the greater the number o f actions required, the less the coherence among 

the actions and goals.

Principle L3: Incompatibility.

(a) If  two factors cannot both be performed or achieved, then they are 

strongly incoherent.

(b) If  two factors are difficult to perform or achieve together, then they are 

weakly incoherent.
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Principle L4: Goal Priority. Some goals are desirable for intrinsic or other 

non-coherence reasons.

Principle L5: Judgm ent Facilitation and competition relations can depend 

on coherence with judgments about the acceptability o f  factual beliefs.

Principle L6: Decision, Decisions are made on the basis of an assessment of 

the overall coherence o f a  set o f actions and goals.

The main positive constraint is established by facilitation relations between actions 

and goals, as well as relations between actions that jointly contribute to achieving the same 

goal. For example, if  getting an article on the Muslim influence on medieval contract law 

in Spain in the fifteen century finished requires updating m y references, a last trip to the 

archives, and doing some editing work, all these subgoals or actions cohere among 

themselves, and with the basic goal o f  finishing my article. The third clause of the 

“principle o f  facilitation” expresses a preference for simpler plans, so that coherence 

decreases as more actions are required. As Thagard and Millgram point out, TDC is 

ruthlessly simplified in that, among other things, it is restricted to the instrumental relation 

o f facilitation, excluding other types o f  justification-bearing links between deliberative 

factors that, in their view, are still too controversial, for instance, specification relations, 

analogy, or relations between values and preferences.^^ The “principle o f incompatibility” 

establishes a relation o f incoherence between pairs of factors. Negative constraints arise 

from two kinds o f incoherence relations, strong and weak. “Strong incoherence” arises 

when two factors are completely incompatible, for example, I cannot be both in my way to 

the archives, and updating my references at the office. “Weak incoherence” arises when 

some factors are only moderately in conflict; for example, it is difficult, although perhaps 

not impossible, to finish my article while getting downtown in time to go to the movies.^®’

In diis respect, Thagard and Millgram’s model need not be seen as incompatible with 
Richardson’s or Hurley’s models, but as complementaiy. A further development of TDC could take 
into consideration justification-bearing links other than facilitation.

Richardson offers a classification of the different ways in which two propositions may be 
incompatible which includes finer distinctions than the broad categories (strong and weak) that 
Thagard and Millgram employ. For instance, physical impossibility (to be at once both in the way 
to the archives and at the office) would be a kind o f strong incoherence. Other kinds of strong 
incoherence would probably include what Richardson refers to as conceptual impossibility, or 
impossibility given human nature. Richardson’s classification is based on the causes of conflict, 
and in that sense, it may help detect possible sources o f incoherence that we may encounter. This 
awareness may help us improve both our assessments o f coherence, and incoherence, as well as our 
strategies for overcoming it. Once we are aware of what the sources of practical conflict are, we are
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The “principle o f goal priority” acknowledges the fact that some things are simply desired 

for their own sakes.*®  ̂Nonetheless, such goals may be abandoned when they incohere with 

one’s other goals and actions. Intrinsic desirability is held to be independent o f coherence 

considerations. However, Thagard and Millgram suggest that priority goals may have that 

status in virtue o f their coherence with practical commitments that are not being considered 

in the particular problem at hand. Coherence relations, as opposed to facilitation relations, 

are symmetrical, as the “principle o f  symmetry” states. This principle allows us to model 

the revision o f goals that are not the means to further goals. Nonetheless, the principle o f 

goal priority generates a de fa c to  asymmetry, when it is computationally implemented. 

This is, they claim, as it should be. Priority goals do play a central role in deliberation, 

which is not to say that they are beyond criticism, and the sole basis for choosing action, as 

instrumentalism holds. The “principle of judgment” expresses the idea that coherence 

between actions and goals depends on the acceptability of one’s beliefs about what 

facilitates what, which in turn is a matter o f coherence. Thus, explanatory coherence and 

other kinds o f  coherence on which epistemic justification depends are relevant to assessing 

the deliberative coherence on which practical justification depends.'®^ Finally, the

likely to explain conflict away more effectively, and reestablish the required coherence among our 
practical commitments. Nonetheless, in many instances, to detect simply weak and strong 
incoherence is probably enough for making a cursory appraisal of the coherence o f our decisions. 
In this sense, a coherence theory of decision makes more realistic demands on agents that the 
standard decision theory, that require that agents make fine discriminations between the 
probabilities of several outcomes.

In “Inference to the Best Plan,” Thagard and Millgram explain the status of priority goals as 
follows: “Inherent desirability can come from biological needs, indoctrination, social comparison, 
and possibly other directions. The point is that intrinsic desirability is independent of the coherence 
considerations that govern acceptability of actions and subgoals, although coherence can have 
some effect on the ultimate impact of intrinsic goals too” (p. 443). Nonetheless, in “Deliberative 
Coherence,” Thagard and Millgram give coherence a much more relevant in designating some 
goals as priority goals: “Goals designated as priority goals in the context of one problem may have 
that status as a way of representing their coherence with further goals and actions that are not now 
being considered” (p. 75). And then, in footnote 13: “It is highly likely that most or all extremely 
high priority goals will turn out to have their priority partly in virtue of coherence with plans, 
commitments, and so on, not now under consideration, at any rate in the case of rational and 
reasonable agents.” Hence, given that the designation of some goals as priority goals depends upon 
coherence considerations, Thagard and Millgram’s theory may still be properly considered to be a 
coherentist theory. That assigning a special status to some beliefs is compatible with coherentism 
has been argued, in the context of law, by Hage, see “Law and Coherence” (for a discussion of 
Hage’s view, see chapter 1).

The question arises as to whether epistemic justification may be affected by our goals, even if 
granted that their adoption is justified, i.e., on the basis of their coherence with other relevant goals 
and actions. Millgram and Thagard distinguish between three different ways in which goals can 
affect non-practical inferences: goal-relevant inferences, goal-influenced inferences, and goal-
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“principle o f  decision” states that decisions are made by assessing holistically various 

competing goals and actions.

These principles o f deliberative coherence embody a view o f practical inference 

and decision-making that clearly departs from the classical theory o f decision-making. In 

the latter approach, practical inference proceeds from ends that are given, to means to those 

ends. Thus, decision-making consists o f choosing the best action to achieve a  given goal. 

As opposed to this instrumentalist view o f  practical reasoning, in Millgram and Thagard’s 

account, practical reasoning involves deliberation not only about means, but also about 

ends. Hence, decision-making is a coherence-driven process for evaluating and revising 

both actions and goals.

As is apparent, the principles o f deliberative coherence have essentially the same 

structure than the principles o f explanatory coherence, which were introduced in chapter

4.’^  Just as the acceptability of beliefs depends on their explanatory coherence with a 

complex set o f  data and hypotheses, the desirability o f actions and goals is determined on 

the basis o f judgments of deliberative coherence. If theory evaluation -theoretical 

inference- is seen as inference to the best explanation, decision-making is best seen, in 

Thagard and M illgram’s words, as “inference to the best plan.” Coherence, thus, is the 

main factor in determining both what to believe and what to do. Likewise, the

determined inferences. First, all inference must be constrained by goal-relevance. Otherwise the 
system of beliefs would be overwhelmed with useless inferences (This might be a telling argument 
against some theories of belief change that require systems of belief to be deductively closed. No 
real system of beliefs can possibly include all its deductive consequences while still retaining its 
problem-solving capacities (see chapter 5). Second, Thagard and Millgram argue that to make non- 
practical inferences goal-determined would be to risk falling into wishful thinking. Last, the 
intermediate category, i.e., goal-influenced inferences, is a type o f biased reasoning that is subtler 
than wishful thinking. They refer to Kunda's theory of motivated inference to explain how 
inferences may be goal-influenced but not completely goal-determined. As Kunda shows, if 
someone has a goal that make him want to believe that p, then he may do selective search of 
memory that turns up evidence for p. As opposed to wishful thinking, in this type of inference 
goals do not directly influence the inference from evidence to the conclusion, but they affect what 
evidence is considered in the inference. As we shall see in the next section, Thagard *s model may 
be expanded so as to give an account of wishful thinking and other kinds of biased reasoning. On 
the theory motivated inference see chapter 4.

See, above, chapter 4. Please notice that the theory of deliberative coherence lacks a principle 
analogous to the principle of analogy in the theory of explanatory coherence. As I said, Millgram 
and Thagard explicitly reduce positive constraints to facilitation relations. In their view, practical 
analogical reasoning would be, like other types of non-instrumentalist justification bearing links, 
too controversial to be included.
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computational implementation o f  the theory of deliberative coherence (DECO) is 

constructed taking ECHO, the computational implementation of the theory o f  explanatory 

coherence, as a  model.^®  ̂In DECO, factors are represented by individual units, coherence 

relations by excitatory links between units, and incoherence relations by inhibitory links. A 

special unit with a fixed initial activation level is linked to units representing intrinsically 

desirable goals. Activation percolates through the network starting from the special unit 

until the activation levels o f the units stabilize. The plans whose nodes have positive 

activations are selected, whereas those whose nodes have near zero or negative activation 

are rejected. It may be the case that some units do not have either a significantly positive or 

negative activation or that strongly incompatible factors wind up with similar values. In 

these cases, coherence considerations do not settle the issue and either one has to decide on 

some other basis or one could look for other considerations with which the factors so far 

considered might cohere or incohere. Since DECO closely resembles ECHO I refer the 

reader to the details and examples that were provided in relation to the latter network.

3 3 , Emotional Coherence in Practical Inference

Thagard claims that the theory of deliberative coherence may be extended to 

encompass the crucial role that emotions play in decision-making. He proposes to 

integrate emotional inputs with inferences based on deliberative coherence so as to yield 

decisions that are both emotionally marked, and reasonable. The basic idea is to combine 

the theory o f  deliberative coherence with the theory of emotional coherence. As we saw in 

chapter 4, emotional coherence is not a different kind o f  coherence, but an expanded way 

o f  considering the elements and constraints that enter into a coherence calculation, e.g., the 

deliberative factors and constraints as stated by TDC.^®^ Goals and actions are either

For the details of the ECHO program, see chapter 4. To recall, the ECHO program is a 
connectionist program that has been developed by Thagard. It computationally implements 
Thagard’s theory of explanatory coherence.

Thagard and Millgram examine in detail how DECO performs in an agenda problem and a 
menu-planning problem in “Deliberative Coherence,” pp. 78-83. They consider a more ambitious 
problem about how a professor could decide whether to accept a job offer from Harvard in the face 
of the considerable dislocation and loss of relations for his family that such moving would involve 
in “Inference to the Best Plan: A Coherence Theory of Decision,” pp. 444-449.

For a fuller explanation of Thagard’s theoiy of emotional coherence and of how it interacts with 
different kinds of coherence so as to yield epistemically justified beliefs, see chapter 4. For an 
explanation o f the place of emotional coherence in Thagard’s coherentist approach to moral 
justification, see chapter 8.
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accepted or rejected, depending on the degree o f  activation o f  the unit that represents them. 

Such a degree is interpreted as the degree o f acceptability o f the element. Thagard 

proposes that, in addition to acceptability, deliberative factors have an emotional valence, 

which can be positive (likability, desirability) or negative. For instance, the valence o f  

“happiness” for most people is highly positive, while the valence o f  “pain” is highly 

negative. Just as elements are related to each other by positive and negative deliberative 

constraints, so they can also be related by positive and negative valence constraints. Som e 

elements have intrinsic positive and negative valences, for example, happiness and pain. 

Other elements acquire their valences by virtue o f the connections with elements w ith  

intrinsic valences. These connections can be valence constraints, or any o f the constraints 

posited by the theory o f deliberative coherence. For example, if  there is a facilitation 

constraint between “studying philosophy” and “being happier” where the latter has a n  

intrinsic positive valence, then “studying philosophy” can acquire a positive valence. T h e  

valence o f an element depends on the valences and acceptability o f  all the elements to  

which it is connected. Thagard proposes that we expand the connectionist model fo r  

representing coherence-based decision-making into one that incorporates emotional 

coherence. The suggestion is that we attach valences in addition to activations to the units 

that represent deliberative factors. In the expanded model, HOTCO, emotional decisions 

emerge from the spread o f both activation and valences through the system.^®*

Thagard gives some reasons why this model o f  decision-making may be seen as 

being both descriptively and prescriptively adequate. First, this theory provides a  

psychologically realistic way o f understanding the role o f intuitions in decisions; and i t  

also makes more realistic demands on individuals than calculation models. The standard 

models o f rationality in decision-making have little application in real life situations where 

the agent rarely knows the relevant probabilities and utilities.’*̂  Second, removing 

emotions from decisions is psychologically impossible. Normative principles cannot 

require that we eliminate emotions from decisions. Last, there are some recent results in  

neuroscience that support the view that emotion-free decision-making would be, if possible 

at all, highly defective. With regard to this, Thagard refers to Damasio’s discussion o f the

For the details of HOTCO, see chapter 4.

See chapter 4, for a discussion of the problems of probabilistic approaches to factual inferences 
in science, and chapter 2 for a discussion of the problems of probabilism as a framework for 
decision-making about facts in law.
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problem of patients with damage to the ventromedial region o f the brain’s frontal lobe. 

Such patients have most o f  their physical and mental capacities intact, but they tend to 

make very poor interpersonal decisions. Damasio argues that the importance o f 

ventromedial prefrontal cortices derives from their role in linking cognitive information 

with signals (“somatic markers”) which are body states mediated by the emotional centers 

of the brain: the hypothalamus and the amygdala. The problem with these patients, as 

Thagard puts it, is that “their decisions are cut o ff from their emotions, with the result that 

they have lost touch with what really matters to them.”” ® Thus, Thagard claims, if  

Damasio is right, we better make our decisions sensitive to our emotional judgments.

In so doing, we should make sure that our decisions are based on informed 

intuitions, and not on quick intuitions that are the result o f emotional distortions, such as 

intense craving.*”  In fact, Thagard argues, noticing the role of emotional coherence in 

decision-making enables us to expand the list o f  fallacies to include emotional factors of 

bad decision-making. I suggest that we call such common errors in reasoning “emotional 

fallacies.” Intense craving, failing to perceive the emotional attitudes o f others, or wishful 

thinking would be among them. As we saw in chapter 4, wishful thinking has been 

modeled by Thagard in H 0TC 02. In this network, to recall, not only can the acceptability 

o f elements influence valences, but the influence can also go in the other direction, from 

valences to activations. As was shown, this computational model has proved useful for 

understanding biased fact-reasoning in law and science.'”  Likewise, HOTCO and 

H0TCO2 might shed some light on the role of emotional Judgments in both good and bad 

decision-making in the normative realm. In the next chapter, we shall touch upon the ways 

in which emotional coherence interacts with other kinds o f coherence to arrive at justified

noThagard, Coherence in Thought and Action, p. 212.

"* Thagard recommends that we follow a procedure that he calls “infonned intuition” to arrive at 
such emotionally marked decisions. This procedure is designed to ensure that the emotions that 
enter into the coherence computation are of the right kind, i.e., informed intuitions. The procedure 
involves the following steps: (1) Set up the decision problem carefully. This requires the 
identification of goals and the range of possible actions; (2) Reflect on the importance of the 
different goals, being aware of emotional distortions that may lead to exaggerate the importance of 
some goals; (3) examine beliefs about the extent to which various actions facilitate the different 
goals; and, (4) make an intuitive judgment about the best action to perform, monitoring your 
emotional reactions to it. Run your decision to other people to see if it seems reasonable to tiiem 
(see Thagard, “Howto Make Decisions: Coherence, Emotion, and Practical Inference,” p. 366.

See chapter 4. There, I examine how, according to Thagard, HOTC02 models juror’s reasoning 
in the controversial O.J. Simpson case, and so illuminates the role of emotions in fkctual inferences 
in law.
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ethical judgments. To be sure, as Thagard himself recognizes, HOTCO is not a  foil model 

of emotional cognition. Neither does H 0T C 02  a complete account of the many different 

ways in which emotions can result in bad practical inferences. Nonetheless, Thagard’s 

model may be regarded as a first step towards bringing together emotive and cognitive 

aspects when reasoning about what to do. His coherence model provides a way in which 

reason and emotion no longer need to be seen as being inevitably in conflict.

3.4. W hy Coherence?

As w e have seen, Thagard and Millgram claim that when revision o f  our 

motivational system is called off because there is a conflict or contradiction among goals, 

this revision should be such as to increase the coherence of the motivational system. But, it 

might be objected, there are many different ways o f removing conflict, why should we 

follow the coherence-maximization strategy?

Thagard and Millgram provide three reasons why a coherence approach to conflict 

resolution is attractive. First, goals that hang together are likely to be more efficient in their 

use o f  resources, and coherent plans o f  action are more likely to work than decisions that 

involve overlapping plans o f action, or competing courses o f action. Second, plans of 

action are constitutive of persons and their lives. A certain degree o f coherence is 

necessary both to being an (unified) agent and to having a (single) life. Since the point o f 

practical reasoning is to guide us in the decisions that shape our lives, it is desirable that it 

tends to increase the coherence o f our system of goals. Millgram and Thagard make an 

important qualification to this reason for pursuing coherence. Increasing coherence, they 

claim, increases fragility as well. When everything fits together, finding that you are wrong 

in one thing has ramifications for everything you believe or desire. Thus, it is probably 

better i f  everything does not fit too tightly, so that if  something goes wrong one still has 

other relatively independent basis (job, family, and so on) to get going on. Thus, Thagard 

and Millgram, like Richardson, claim that there are probably limits to the desirability of 

deliberative coherence.

Last, and in their view, most importantly, the answer to the question o f  why one 

should revise one’s system o f goals so as to increase coherence lies in the connections 

between descriptive and normative theories o f rationality, on the one hand, and our actual
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practices, on the other. They claim that an argument in support of DECO would consist 

primarily in its ability to extensively reconstruct available bodies o f practical inference. 

This task, they admit, has barely begun, because the notion of coherence that TDC 

embodies is still too preliminary to warrant embarking in such a project. As we have seen, 

there are important aspects of practical reasoning that Thagard and Miligramos theory have 

not incorporated yet. But the ability to reconstruct inferential practices has been proved to 

be an effective argument for the legitimacy of TEC and ECHO, as a theory for revising our 

systems o f beliefs rationally. ECHO has been used descriptively, to represent actual 

cognitive processes that had so far resisted formalization. And it has also been used 

normatively, to rationally reconstruct them. Rational reconstructions o f this kind are 

arguments for the legitimacy of the pattern of inference that ECHO represents. Similarly, a 

defense of the legitimacy o f coherence-based inference represented in DECO could be 

based on an argument to the effect that (1) DECO’s picture o f deliberation conforms to the 

way in which people, who we believe are doing things right, deliberate; and (2) it 

rationally reconstructs those practical inferences.

Now, one may wonder, why should such rational reconstructions be seen as an 

argument for the legitimacy o f the patterns o f  inferences that DECO (and ECHO) 

represent? The reason is twofold. Firstly, perspicuous representation of an inference 

pattern, they claim, is an important step towards seeing it as Justified. Such a representation 

allows for the critical assessment o f the inference pattern imder study. And, secondly, they 

say that rational reconstructions o f bodies of inference have been traditionally taken to be a 

very strong argument for the legitimacy of a given pattern o f inference. For instance, the 

ability o f  the Frege-Russell logic to reconstruct large bodies of mathematical argument is 

an important argument for its legitimacy.

It is important to note that rational reconstructions normally require that we be able 

to clearly represent the patterns o f inference that they deploy. In their view, logic, prior to 

becoming a little branch mathematics in the twentieth century, was the name for the study 

of forms and inference. Logic has so far provided us with the techniques for representing 

many patterns o f inference, but there are some patterns o f  reasoning, e.g., inference to the 

best explanation, that have so far resisted formalization. DECO is a tool for doing logic in 

this old-fashioned way. It is a computational technique that aims at representing a 

coherence-based pattern o f inference, and by so doing it helps answer the question of
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whether such a  pattern is legitimate. I f  Millgram and Thagard are right, then we should 

expect that further experimental evidence about, for instance, how well DECO represents 

court’s reasonings, political scientist’s reasonings, and experimental subject’s reasonings 

would provide a  way o f assessing and improving TEC, and a  way o f showing the extent to 

which coherence-based patterns o f  practical inference may be held to be legitimate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter I have examined three different proposals about the relevance of 

coherence for justified judgments about w hat to do. Piichardson sees coherence as the main 

criterion for the rationality o f practical inferences, which consists o f further specifying our 

practical commitments. For Hurley, practical reasoning is case-based reasoning. When 

reasoning about what to do, we examine settled and hypothetical cases, and we build up a 

theory -represented by a coherence function- that best displays relationships among the 

conflicting values that apply to the alternative courses o f action, and that best makes sense 

of the body of practice as a whole. Last, Thagard and Millgram claim practical inference to 

be inference to the most coherent plan, which is the plan that best satisfies a number of 

positive and negative constraints.

Despite differences, there are a  num ber o f features that these proposals share. First, 

they are meant to be an alternative to instrumentalism. They aim at showing that, in 

addition to means-end reasoning, there are other kinds of legitimate practical inferences, 

e.g., operations o f specification, practical analogy, or inferences that lead one to accept the 

decision that maximally satisfies a number o f coherence constraints. Second, and related to 

the previous point, they all give a marginal role to deductive inference in practical 

reasoning. I f  practical syllogisms were the model o f practical reasoning, then it would be 

hard to see how deliberation could be o f  ends. The ends (in the means-end type o f practical 

syllogism) and the norms (in the rule-case type) which provide the major premise would be 

fixed, and beyond deliberative revision. It is a main motivation o f the coherence theories 

that we have examined to provide with a rational way o f  addressing practical conflicts in a 

way that goes beyond the limited resources provided by deductive reasoning. Last, all 

these proposals defend holistic views o f  practical justification. Judgments about what to do 

are not justified in isolation, but their justification depends on the relations that they have 

with other practical commitments. In th is view, no deliberative element is immune to
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revision. It is, in fact, these proposals’ commitment to holism that makes room for the 

revision of goals that instrumentalism blocks.

Holism, as has been argued before, has some undesirable consequences. One of 

them is that it makes unrealistic demands on the part o f  the agent. We do not seem to be 

capable o f assessing the coherence o f  the whole system o f  attitudes, goals, etc. on which 

the justification o f  a judgment about what to do ultimately depends. This problem affects 

the coherentist theories that we have examined to different degrees. The holistic standard 

for the rationality o f specification that Richardson demands is, most likely, impossible to 

achieve. Hurley restricts the kind o f  theorizing that deliberation involves to the values (as 

they play out in settled and hypothetical cases) that are relevant to the case under 

consideration, and this makes the problems of holism less severe, at least when compared 

with the kind o f deliberation that an unrestricted holism would recommend. Thagard and 

Millgram’s claim that we take some goals as priority goals may provide with a procedure 

that we may reasonably impose on agents, without giving up the holistic ambitions. I shall 

set aside Thagard and Millgram’s claim that some of these goals are intrinsically desirable, 

and pursue their suggestion that their desirability may depend on coherence considerations 

that are not questioned in the problem at hand. We could take priority goals to be goals that 

are “contextually self-justified.”"^ In this sense, even though the justification of these 

goals depends on the whole network of connections, we do not require that the whole 

network be surveyed for them to be accepted as justified in a given context of deliberation.

The coherentist alternative is attractive for a number of reasons. Firstly, it provides 

an alternative to instrumentalism that does not simply amount to employing our intuition. 

Unlike intuition-based models, coherentist theories provide us with a decision-making 

procedure that is open to public scrutiny and criticism.""* Secondly, it is important to note

A similar strategy was employed to account for Peczenik’s claim that authority reasons have a 
privileged position in legal reasoning (see chapter 1). On the contextualist notion o f ‘contextually 
basic belief see chapter 3.

The main aim of Richardson’s book, as its title makes patent, is to make room for rational 
deliberation about ends. Thagard makes clear that he aims at providing with an alternative to 
intuition-based models, which he sees as insufficient insofar as it prevents decisions from being 
reviewed, and that is problematic in interpersonal deliberation. The last chapter of Hurley’s book, 
“Autonomy and Democracy,” makes it clear that, ultimately, she wants coherentist accounts to 
provide a method for exercising autonomy in a critical spirit, and arriving at value judgments that 
are subjected to rational criticism, and that are not merely a private but a public matter.
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that, xmlike other models that also aim at providing with a rational decision-making 

procedure, coherence theories may bypass the commensurability issue. Other methods of 

conflict resolution, e.g., standard decision theory, can only work on the (controversial) 

assumption that values are commensurable. In contrast, if  some of the arguments given in 

this chapter are sound, coherentist approaches may be workable whether commensurability 

obtains or not. These arguments show that coherentism is compatible with value pluralism. 

If this is so, then, the validity of claims that associate coherence accounts with monistic 

theories would be undermined.^ Third, the coherentist alternative is attractive because it 

is psychologically more realistic than competitors. Judgments o f  coherence can be sensibly 

made without knowing what the utilities o f various outcomes are, or without having our 

practical commitments perfectly arranged into a deductive system, ready to be applied. 

And last. Hurley, Richardson, Millgram and Thagard have given compelling arguments for 

the rationality o f  pursuing coherence among our practical commitments. The main lines o f 

argument include: (1) Coherence is constitutive of the identity o f persons as rational and 

unified agents; (2), closely related to (1), coherence has an instrumental value in relation to 

happiness; (3) coherence promotes successful coordination; and (4) coherent actions tend 

to be more effective. I shall not take a position at this stage as to whether the connection 

between rationality and coherence is better forged indirectly (e.g., via a general pragmatic 

argument, as Richardson does) or whether it is o f a conceptual kind, that is, whether it 

should be built into the conception o f  rationality (as in Hurley’s theory)."^ Here, it may 

suffice to point out that these arguments, taken together, give good reasons for pursuing (a 

certain degree oO practical coherence.

The main challenge to coherence accounts is to give a  solution to the problem o f 

normative control: does coherence allow us to distinguish correct from incorrect practical 

inferences? How could we rationally choose among coherent courses of action? An answer 

to this problem requires a notion o f  coherence that is precise enough for making 

comparative assessments of coherence. Thagard’s theory o f  coherence as constraint 

satisfaction seems to me to be in the right track for giving a  satisfactory answer to the

The objection against coherence theories on the grounds that they are incompatible with 
pluralism about value has been most forcefully stated by Raz. For a discussion of Raz’s criticism, 
and, more generally, of the relationship between pluralism and coherence methods in law, see 
chapter 1.

I take up this issue in chapter 10.
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problem of normative control. If, in addition, emotions can be incorporated into the model, 

as Thagard claims, then we have a further reason for embracing this conception of 

coherence. Thagard’s model could provide a way to formally treat Richardson’s claims 

about the need o f extending reflective equilibrium so as to encompass the role o f  emotions 

in deliberation, or Hurley’s views on the relevance o f perceptual capacities and moral 

experience in deliberation.^*’ In addition, Thagard’s model may provide the framework for 

incorporating Hurley’s and Richardson’s achievements in the study o f practical reasoning. 

One could enrich the model so as to include analogy as well as specification relations in 

addition to facilitation relations. Expanding the list o f positive (and negative) constraints to 

give an account o f these relations must go hand-to-hand with expanding the base of 

coherence, i.e., the set o f elements that are the input to the coherence calculation. In 

addition to goals, actions, and emotions, one should also include norms (principles and 

rules) as well as values and other relevant practical reasons (e.g., legal doctrines or 

precedents).***

Despite the intrinsic virtues o f this model, and its capacity to absorb other theorist’s 

theoretical achievements, there are several problems with this model. Most importantly, it 

does not address the question of how the input is generated, e.g., how to determine one’s 

goals, the range o f relevant actions, or how facilitation relations arise.* *̂  The problem is 

one that deserves serious attention. If  one accepts the view that the generation o f  the base 

of coherence and the selection of its elements caimot be sharply kept as distinct, then, that 

the model does not address the issue of how elements are generated severely diminishes 

the plausibility o f  the evaluation process that it formalizes. However, that the model lacks 

generation mechanisms might also be seen as pointing towards the need to include this 

model, and the conception o f coherence it embodies, within a broader theory o f practical 

reasoning. In this sense, coherence considerations may be regarded as crucial in a theory of 

practical reasoning, but they need to be properly cormected with other aspects o f such a

As will be shown in the next chapter, recent ethical theory has draw attention to the role that 
emotions play in ethical judgment. In this sense, Thagard theory of emotional coherence could be 
useful in giving a formal expression to the importance of emotional attitudes, empathy, etc. in 
moral reasoning.

Bench-Capon and Sartor made a similar point as regards legal reasoning. In their view, two 
kinds of inputs ought to be incorporated into Thagard's theory, to wit, precedents and values. See 
“A Model of Legal Reasoning with Cases Incorporating Theories and Values.”

For a more detailed discussion of this problem in relation to ECHO, as well as of other problems 
that Thagard’s model gives rise to, see chapter 4.
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theory for them to effectively contribute to the justification o f  our practical judgments. For 

instance, Millgram’s view about how practical induction may lead us to adopt new goals 

nicely complements the theory o f practical coherence. Or a  well-developed theory of 

analogy in the practical domain may be seen as essential for establishing the positive 

constraints that derive from analogical relations. Thus, the problem o f the input brings to 

light the need to insert the theory o f  practical coherence within a full theory o f  practical 

reasoning.

The analysis of these coherence-based theories o f  practical reasoning has given us a 

sense o f  how (practical) coherence m ay be relevant to practical reasoning, like (epistemic) 

coherence was shown to be relevant to theoretical reasoning. In earlier chapters, epistemic 

coherence was seen as crucial to the justification o f factual inferences in science. Let us see 

now what credit can be given to practical coherence in the enterprise o f justifying ethical 

beliefs.
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BEYOND REFLECTIVE EQUILIBRIUM

In this chapter, my goal is to give an account o f the place of coherence in moral 

reasoning. In moral theory, coherence has been given a prominent role at three distinct 

levels. First, some have advocated a coherence method o f moral inquiry. That is, some 

have claimed coherence to be a crucial tool for theory construction in ethics. Others have 

defended coherentist accounts o f  the justification o f  our moral views. From this 

perspective, coherence does not only help us construct a moral theory, but it also provides 

the standard against which such a theory must be evaluated. Still other philosophers have 

advocated not only a coherentist account of the criteria o f  justification o f our moral beliefs, 

but also a coherentist account o f their truth conditions. Hence, in the ethical domain three 

main questions have been answered by appeal to coherence: a methodological question 

(what method should we follow to attain moral knowledge?), an epistemic question (when 

are our moral beliefs, judgments, principles, etc. justified?), and a metaphysical one (what 

is the nature o f moral truth?).

The methodological, epistemic, and metaphysical questions have not always been 

clearly distinguished in the coherentist literature. Moreover, it is unclear whether some 

coherence theories (e.g., Rawls’ method of reflective equilibrium) are meant to provide an 

answer to one or other of these issues. To make things a  bit more complicated, some have 

even denied that coherence methods, in particular, Rawls’ method o f  reflective 

equilibrium, involve any epistemic or metaethical claim. Rawls’ coherence method, some 

argue, is better located within a view of ethics that recommends that epistemological and 

metaphysical questions be set aside. Ethics, it is held, is a practical discipline all the way 

down. From this point o f view, the purpose of moral theorizing is not to provide us with a 

set o f epistemically justified moral beliefs, and thus to bring us closer to moral truth. 

Instead, moral theorizing must provide us with practical solutions to practical problems. 

From this perspective, coherence may be seen as a pivotal tool for developing moral
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outlooks that help us solve these problems. Furthermore, insofar as coherence among our 

moral convictions is all we need for our practical purposes, we can hold these moral 

convictions as justified. Hence, coherence is claimed to provide a standard o f  practical, 

instead o f  epistemic, justification. The adequacy o f epistemic standards o f  justification is to 

be assessed in relation to whether they lead us to accept as justified beliefs that are likely to 

be true. In contrast, the idea o f justification as a practical task is independent of 

metaphysical considerations about whether beliefs so justified are more or less likely to be 

true.

Here, we seem to have two different conceptions o f  the task o f  moral philosophy. 

The first views moral reasoning as significantly similar to scientific reasoning. Moral 

judgments, in this view, enjoy a kind o f  objectivity that is analogous to that of empirical or 

theoretical judgments in the empirical sciences. In contrast, the second rejects the view that 

moral objectivity should be imderstood on the model o f  scientific objectivity. It starts from 

the idea that there is a substantial contrast between facts, and norms or values, and claims 

that a form o f objectivity can be elaborated for the ethical side o f  the contrast.* Hence, one 

may address the so-called “problem o f  placing ethics” by endorsing either a “continuity” 

thesis or a “discontinuity” thesis. Those who accept the former tend to conceive ethics as a 

theoretically-oriented discipline. Those who reject it tend to think o f ethics as a practically- 

oriented discipline. In the theoretically-oriented approach, moral reasoning aims at 

providing us with true and epistemically justified beliefs. In this view, moral philosophy is 

better conceived as a branch o f epistemology, i.e., moral epistemology. In the practically- 

oriented one, the problem of moral truth is set aside, and the epistemic view of justification 

is replaced by a practical one. In this view, moral philosophy is first and foremost a 

practical discipline. Whether one falls into one or another o f these two trends has important 

implications for one’s views on coherence and its role in moral reasoning. In the 

theoretically-oriented approach, coherence is claimed to provide the criterion o f epistemic 

justification. A moral belief is (epistemically) justified if belongs to a maximally coherent 

set o f both moral and non-moral beliefs. WTiereas some take such coherence to be evidence 

of moral truth in the sense o f correspondence with an independent moral order (i.e., moral

' I am disregarding here those views that claim that there is a substantial contrast between ethics 
and science, and that take this contrast as an argument for denying that anything like moral 
objectivity exists.

 ̂See Darwall, Gibbard, and Railton, “Toward Fin de Siècle Ethics: Some Trends,” pp. 8-9.
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realism), others take such coherence to be constitutive o f  moral truth (i.e., anti-realists). In 

the practically-oriented approach, coherence is a pivotal tool for solving practical 

problems, as well as a key standard forjudging the correctedness of our solutions to moral 

problems.

In this chapter, I shall provide an account o f the main coherentist theories in ethics. 

I shall attempt to distinguish the methodological, epistemic, and metaphysical claims that 

are involved in the coherence theories under discussion, and explore the connections (if 

any) between them, I shall also explore the implications o f  inserting coherence methods 

into a conception o f moral philosophy as either a more theoretically or practically-oriented 

discipline. More specifically, it is my aim to examine whether adherence to coherence 

methods commit us to any particular view about truth and objectivity in ethics.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, I shall provide a brief account of 

the foundationalist-coherentist debate as applied to ethics.^ Then, I will examine the most 

influential coherentist account o f moral reasoning, to wit, Rawls* method o f reflective 

equilibrium, as well as the main objections that have been raised against this method. Next, 

I will analyze three main coherentist theories o f  moral reasoning: DePaul’s method of 

balance and refinement, Goldman’s method o f analogy and difference, and Thagard’s 

theory o f ethical coherence.'* After having reviewed the most prominent coherentist 

accounts in ethics, I will explore the relations between coherence, realism, and anti-realism 

in ethics.

1. THE METHOD OF REFLECTIVE EQUILIBRIUM

1.1. Coherentism and Foundationalism in Ethics

Foundationalism and coherentism are the most influential alternative theories of the 

structure of ethical justification. These two theories represent the application of 

foundationalist and coherentist theories o f the structure o f  empirical justification to the 

justification o f moral beliefs. Moral foimdationalism holds that one’s moral belief p  is

 ̂See chapter 3 for an account of the main versions o f foundationalism and coherentism that have 
been defended in relation to the justification of empirical beliefs.

* For other coherence theories in ethics, see De Marco, A Coherence Theory in Ethics; and Ellis,
Coherence and Verification in Ethics.
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justified just in case p  is either (a) foundational, i.e., non-inferentially justified, self- 

justifying, or immediately justified; or (b) based on the appropriate kind o f  inference from 

foundational beliefs. In contrast, a coherence theory o f  justification holds that one’s moral 

belief p  is justified insofar as /? is part o f a coherent system of beliefs. An important 

attraction o f the coherence theory o f  ethical justification is that its main competitor -i.e., 

foundationalism- like its empirical counterpart, faces serious objections. In this section, I 

shall briefly introduce the main versions o f ethical foundationalism, as well as the main 

objections that have been addressed against these views. M y purpose is not to engage in a 

discussion o f  the foundationalist-coherentist debate on ethics, but to motivate the search 

for coherence theories in the ethical domain. Once we see the predicament o f 

foundationalism, we may better understand the felt need to develop a coherentist 

alternative, despite the serious problems that, as we will see, such an alternative must deal 

with.

Ethical foundationalism comes in different versions. Timmons provides a  helpful 

classification o f  forms o f ethical foundationalism.^ We may define foundationalism in a 

way analogous to foundationalism about the structure o f empirical justification:^

Fb: For any person S at time t, i f  S is justified in believing any moral proposition at

t, then the set A o f S’s moral beliefs that make up that justified set has the following

justificatory structure:

(i) there is a  nonempty subset A* o f A such that S’s believing each member of A* 

is immediately justified;

(ii) all other members o f  A (all non-A*s) are such that in believing each member o f 

that set, S is mediately justified where such justification involves at least one 

member o f A*.

The m ost influential examples o f  this sort o f foundationalism are versions o f ethical 

intuitionism.^ Though an intuitionist moral theory needn’t be associated with a

 ̂Timmons, “Foundationalism and the Structure of Ethical Justification.”

® Ibid., p. 596.

’ Most intuitionist theories involve a commitment to the following three claims: (i) the existence of 
moral facts and moral truths whose existence is independent of our moral thinking; (ii) a
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foundationalist picture o f the structure of justification, it seems that most defenders of this 

sort o f view have accepted a foundationalist epistemology. Moreover, one may be an 

ethical foundationalist without embracing any form o f intuitionism. Intuitionists have 

moral beliefs at the foundation. Foundationalists need not commit themselves to the view 

that foundational beliefs must have a moral nature. Instead, foundationalists might claim 

that the chain o f  justification terminates in foundational non-moral beliefs.* Different 

versions o f this sort of foimdationalism (and intuitionism) may be distinguished depending 

on the level o f  generality of the foundational beliefs. While particularist foundational 

theories restrict foundational status to particular moral beliefs, generalist foundational 

theories allow general ethical beliefs at the foundation.^

According to Timmons, Fb fails to capture the views of many philosophers that 

seem to be interested in developing a foundationalist theory of ethical justification.

foundationalist epistemology according to which moral knowledge is ultimately based on ethical 
propositions that are self-evident; and (iii) a non-naturalistic account of moral properties of facts 
according to which facts and properties are metaphysically independent of natural facts and 
properties and so are sui generis. Sidgwick, Moore, Broad, and Ross are among the most prominent 
proponents of this view. On intuitionism, with a particular focus on the relation between this theoiy 
and foundational ism, see Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 107-113.

* However, because of the existence of an is/ought gap, it has been argued that any foundationalist 
view that has non-moral beliefs at the foundation cannot be correct. In fact, historically, 
intuitionism was motivated by acceptance of foundationalism, and of the is/ought gap thesis. Given 
the little plausibility that intutionist views enjoy nowadays, the inferential gap between non-moral 
and moral beliefs has been taken to provide an argument for non-foundationalism. The argument 
runs as follows. Foundations can be either moral or non-moral. The first route leads to intuitionism, 
and the latter to illegitimately inferring an “ought” from an “is.” Thus, foundationalism cannot be 
correct, and coherentism is the only viable account of the structure of justification o f our moral 
beliefs. See Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, p. 102, n3 and appendix 3. 
Because the is/ought thesis is a controversial one, Timmons does not take the former argument to 
conclusively establish the need for embracing a coherentist epistemology (see Timmons, 
“Foundationalism and the Structure o f Ethical Justification,” p. 609, n27). Sayre-MacCord takes 
the existence of the is/ought gap to force foundationalism to take moral beliefs as foundational (see 
Sayre-MacCord, “Coherentist Epistemology and Moral Theory,” pp. 149-150).

 ̂ Sidwick distinguishes three kinds of intuitionism: perceptual, dogmatic, and philosophical. 
Perceptual intuitionism allows foundational beliefs about action tokens, action types, and first 
principles. The dogmatic versions allow only the latter two kinds of belief. Philosophical 
intuitionism allows only ethical first principles to be at the foundation. Intuitionist of any kind must 
give an account o f the immediate justification of the foundational beliefs. They may appeal to a 
special faculty that allow us to see the presence of moral properties attaching to concrete particular 
acts, or they might appeal to the idea that certain ethical propositions (moral rules or principles) are 
self-evident. The former account is generally given when developing a particularist version of 
foundationalism, while the latter lends itself to a generalist version. On the generalist vs. 
particularist distinction, see Timmons, “Foundationalism and the Structure of Ethical Justification,” 
p. 597.
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Epistemologists who are working on the structure o f empirical justification focus on the 

concept o f “being justified.” For a believer to be justified in  believing some proposition is 

for that belief to enjoy a certain degree o f a warrant-increasing property. In contrast, in 

moral epistemology, the focus is not on the nature o f being justified, but rather on what is 

involved in showing that a proposition is justified. Since Fb is defined after the concept of 

empirical foimdationalism, it does not capture the idea that seems to drive most moral 

philosophers who might be labeled foundationalists. This idea is that the structure of 

showing justification is such that the ethical proposition that provides the basis for all 

others ethical propositions can be shown in a way that does not involve appeal to any other 

ethical proposition. Timmons proposes the following as a definition of this sort o f  ethical 

foundationalism: ̂  ®

Fs: I f  the proposition o f  a set A  o f ethical propositions can be justified (shown) 

then:

i) there is a subset A* o f A such that each member of A* can be justified 

independently of (i.e., without appealing to) any other member o f A;

ii) all other members of A (all non-A*) must include in their justification 

(showing) some member o f  A*.

In contrast to Fb, Fs does not rule out the possibility o f justifying foundational 

beliefs; what is ruled out is that such justification involves appealing to any other ethical 

proposition. Still, Timmons holds, this view can properly be called foundationalist since 

there are some members of the structure that enjoy a privileged epistemic status, and that 

can be used to justify the other (non-foundational) beliefs. Timmons distinguishes several 

varieties within Fs. On the one hand, there are those moral philosophers who do not think 

that there is any need to justify fimdamental ethical propositions, e.g., Ross. On the other 

hand, there are those moral philosophers who do think that there is a need to show the 

basic moral beliefs. On this side, there are a number o f  positions, depending on the 

arguments used to support the basic propositions. First, some appeal to features o f the 

person, including human action and reason. Within this group, while some take these 

features to be necessary, e.g., Kant, Nagel, Donagan, and Gewirth; others take them to be 

contingent, e.g., Brandt. Second, some appeal to the logic o f  moral discourse, e.g., Hare,

10 Timmons, “Foundationalism and the Structure of Ethical Justification,” p. 600.
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Singer, or Narveson. Last, some appeal to authority, for instance, the will o f a deity or the 

dictates o f  society.**

Unlike non-foundational or coherentist theories, all varieties o f  Fs hold that some 

ethical propositions enjoy a privileged epistemic status. Where they differ is on the kind of 

non-moral considerations that they advance to support the fundamental ethical 

propositions. In Timmons’ view, the most plausible o f these views has attempted to use 

considerations about human nature in support of those basic elements. The most elaborate 

coherentist view in ethics, i.e., Rawls’ method o f  reflective equilibrium, is based on the 

idea that background theories that constrain choice among moral systems, especially those 

concerning persons, cannot be developed apart from moral considerations. According to 

Timmons, this feature is what makes it a non-foundationalist view. Thus, following 

Timmons, we may distinguish between foundationalist and coherentist theories o f ethical 

justification according to whether they consider that background theories, especially those 

about persons, can be developed independently o f moral considerations. Tinunons calls 

this thesis “the independence thesis,” and states it as follows:

IT; Relevant background theories, sufficient for constraining a choice among

competing moral systems, can be developed independently of moral considerations.

Whereas foundationalists accept this thesis, coherentists reject it. This criterion 

seems to me very fimitful for understanding what is at stake in the current foundationalist- 

coherentist debate in ethics.

Now, let us see whether foundationalism, as characterized above, is a plausible 

theory o f  the structure of ethical justification. Two main arguments have been given in 

support o f ethical foundationalism: (a) the regress argument; and (b) the anti-skeptical

** Hare distinguishes between two kinds of ethical foundationalism; Cartesian and Kantian 
foundationalism. These two senses of foundationalism roughly correspond to Fb and Fs of 
Timmons’ classification. Hare claims that Kantian foundationalism can also be claimed in a sense 
coherentist, and thus that the supposed opposition between foundationalism and coherentism is just 
too simple. He claims his own theory of moral reasoning to be both coherentist and foundationalist 
in a Kantian sense. See Hare, “Foundationalism and Coherentism in Ethics,” pp. 190-199.
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argument. The first argument is based on the plausible requirement that justifying beliefs 

be themselves justified. This implies that if  belief is to justify belief p , then q must itself 

be justified. O f course, any belief that one might adduce to justify q must itself be justified. 

How can we avoid an infinite regress? As we saw in chapter 3, there seem to be only two 

possibilities: (a) we may avoid a regress by allowing justificatory chains to loop back upon 

themselves, and (b) there are some justified beliefs that are justified independently of the 

support that they receive from other beliefs, in which case the regress is satisfactorily 

stopped. Option (a) is embraced by coherentism, and option (b) is endorsed by 

foundationalism. The former option, so the regress argument goes, trades vicious regress 

for vicious circularity. Thus, foundationalism is the only plausible alternative. As has been 

argued, this argument fails to provide strong support for foundationalism. To start with, 

one m ight question whether coherentism actually fails to give a satisfactory solution to the 

regress problem. In addition, some arguments have been given to undermine the thesis that 

foundational beliefs actually stop the regress in the way foundationalism proposes. To be 

justified in holding a basic belief p , one must have some second-order beliefs about what 

kind o f  belief p  is, and why these kinds o f  beliefs are likely to be true. Thus, there are no 

basic beliefs that are capable o f stopping the regress.*^ The same conclusion would hold in 

the case o f  ethical foundationalism.’^

] 2 m-'wThese two arguments are the same as those that are given in support of foundationalism about the 
structure of empirical justification. Since I examined the latter in some detail in chapter 3, here I 
shall only recall the general form of both arguments. For a discussion of these arguments, in the 
context o f the structure of ethical justification, see Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f 
Ethics, pp. 104-122.

The general form of the argument is given by BonJour (see chapter 3). Brink gives a similar 
argument as applied to the ethical case in Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 116- 
122. Sayre-MacCord proposes a variation o f this argument. A belief is not justifiably held unless 
one has some evidence for it (although the reason must not involve any claim about one’s beliefs). 
A belief unsupported by other beliefs -the content of which constitutes the available evidence- will 
be believed for no reason and so will be unjustified. Thus, there are no foundational beliefs that can 
serve to stop the regress. Unlike BonJour and Brink, Sayre-McCord argues that the foundationalist 
may resist the argument by claiming that all we need to stop the regress are some permissively 
justified beliefs -beliefs that a person does not have reason to reject. However, Sayre-McCord 
argues that this move is also available to coherentists, that is, that they can also rely on 
permissively justified beliefs to stop the regress without abandoning coherentism. See Sayre- 
MacCord, “Coherentist Epistemology and Moral Theory,” pp. 153-166.

For Timmons, only some forms o f ethical foundationalism are, if these arguments are 
comp>elIing, incapable of stopping the regress. Varieties of ethical foundationalism that do not rely 
on non-inferential justification, i.e., those that justify foundational ethical beliefs on the basis of 
non-moral beliefs, would be able to stop the regress. See Timmons, “Foundationalism and the 
Structure o f Ethical Justification,” p. 606.
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The second argument for foundationalism is that this view promises to ground 

justification on a direct access to the world. In contrast, a coherence theory o f justification 

provides no guarantee o f “contact with reality.” To put the point less metaphorically, 

coherentism cannot ensure that justified beliefs are likely to correspond to objective or 

evidence-independent facts, unless a coherence theory o f moral truth is accepted. However, 

this argument also fails to conclusively make the case for foundationalism. First, there is an 

array o f coherentist strategies for meeting this objection which must be assessed before 

concluding that a coherence theory of justification is on an equal footing to 

foundationalism only if  wed with a coherence theory of truth. We shall later examine some 

o f these strategies as well as the prospects of developing an objective account o f  ethical 

justification while remaining within a coherentist paradigm. And second, this argument for 

foundationalism succeeds only if  a  strong and objective form of foundationalism were 

accepted. Strong foundationalism claims basic beliefs to be infallible.’  ̂Recent versions of 

foundationalism do not require foundational beliefs to have such a strong epistemic status. 

But even if some such version were accepted, it would only guarantee truth if  warranted 

inferences from foundational to non-foundational beliefs were restricted to deductive 

inferences, for only deductive inference guarantees the truth of our conclusions. This 

version of foundationalism would indeed ensure contact with reality, but at the cost of 

introducing a kind of skepticism. For if our justified beliefs were restricted to infallible 

beliefs and their deductive consequences then we would be unjustified in holding most of 

our beliefs.

Thus, none of the arguments for foundationalism seems compelling. In addition, 

ethical foundationalism faces severe objections: (i) there seem to be no uncontroversial 

candidates for the role of foundational beliefs; and (ii) even if there were, the foundation 

they would provide is too paltry to serve as the basis for non-basic justified moral beliefs.’  ̂

One account o f  foundational moral beliefs is suggested by an analogy with basic empirical 

beliefs: reliable ethical observers “perceive,” “intuit,” or detect moral properties which are

For the distinction between strong and weak forms of foundationalism, as well as objective and 
subjective versions of this view, see chapter 3.

These objections are the same as those that are addressed against foundationalism about the 
structure of empirical beliefs (see chapter 3). However, there are some peculiarities that stem from 
the nature of the putative foundational beliefs in the moral domain. As we will see, these objections 
have been claimed to be both more and less compelling against ethical foundationalism than 
against its empirical version.
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attached to particular acts in a way analogous to how we perceive the physical properties 

of objects. This account of basic moral beliefs, which characterizes some versions of 

intuitionism, is hard to accept.’  ̂Unlike ordinary perceptual judgments, we do not have a 

causal theory that explains the reliability o f particular moral judgments.** Alternatively, 

one could explain foundational moral beliefs in terms o f  self-evidence or self-warrant. 

However, it is difficult to give an account o f self-evident beliefs that is able to provide us 

with a stock o f  beliefs adequate for supporting the edifice o f  knowledge and that does not 

involve a  story about reliability similar to that o f the former account.*^

As has been pointed out before, other versions of intuitionism, e.g., Ross or Sidgwick, claim 
general principles to be at the foundation. The analogy with perception has been stressed in 
contemporary moral philosophy by, for example, MacDowell, “Value and Secondary Qualities”; 
Platts, Ways o f Meaning; Dancy, Moral Reasons; and McNaughton, Moral Vision. In the next 
section, I shall examine in detail the work of another aufiior that has importantly relied on the 
analogy of perception, to wit, DePaul, These authors do not draw a simple analogy between 
perception of simple qualities, and moral judgment, but they build upon a complex account of what 
is involved in perception and of the kind of perception they take to be relevant for understanding 
our faculty of moral judgment.

Brink has pointed out that understanding the intuitionist^s account on the basis of an analogy 
with perceptual judgments misrepresents the intuitionist’s position. It is this analogy that give rise 
to the belief that intuitionism is committed to the existence o f a dubious faculty of moral 
perception. He writes; “They [intuitionism’s critics] must be assuming that a special faculty of 
moral perception requires something like the existence of a special sensory organ (perhaps a pink, 
fleshy lobe), and not just a distinctive way of seeing the world or a distinct set of conceptual 
categories.” In his view, only the former sort of commitment can be dismissed. In addition, the 
analogy misconceives the role of perceptual judgments in the justification of non-moral beliefs. 
What is essential to foundational beliefs is its incorrigibility or relative reliability. And it so 
happens that the most plausible candidates for foundational status in the non-moral domain are 
perceptual beliefs. But this does not show that foundational moral beliefs must be perceptual (see 
Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, p. 110). However, even if Brink is right, still 
the same objection can be addressed against non-foundational beliefs, to wit, that we have no 
causal story to tell about the reliability o f these beliefs, whether or not they are modeled after 
ordinary perceptual beliefs.

Timmons argues that these objections against foundationalism in ethics are forceful in relation to 
traditional intuitionism, but that they do not justify rejecting all forms of Fb that do not rely upon 
intuitionism, and associated non-naturalist views of moral properties. For instance, an ethical 
naturalist who accepts the idea that moral properties are identical to natural properties could claim 
that moral beliefs are immediately justified if they result fix>m reliable belief-forming mechanisms 
that operate in forming ordinary empirical beliefs. A similar account could be endorsed by 
someone who embraces a functionalist account of moral properties and argues that these properties 
supervene (rather than reduce to) physical properties. Moreover, Timmons argues that even if one 
could show that there are non-moral foundational beliefs, still it would not follow that one must 
reject foundationalism. Some versions of Fs allow foundational propositions to be supported by 
non-moral propositions. This suggests, Timmons claims, that one could hold a version of 
foundationalism according to which some ethical beliefs are basic even though they receive their 
justification from non-moral beliefs. See Timmons, “Foundationalism and the Structure of Ethical 
Justification,” pp. 604-606. There are two problems with this solution. First, this position involves 
going from an “is” to an “ought.” Thus, for it to succeed, some account of how non-moral
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In face o f  the trouble for ethical ibundationalism to be adequately supported by 

both the regress argument and the non-skeptical argument, and o f the serious objections 

that it faces, some have turn to coherence in search for an alternative account of the 

structure of ethical justification. The most popular coherentist view o f ethical justification 

is Rawls’ theory o f reflective equilibrium. The next section is devoted to examining this 

theory as well as the main objections that have been addressed against it.

1.2. Rawls’ Method o f Reflective Equilibrium

The most influential version o f moral coherentism is the method o f reflective 

equilibrium. As was originally proposed by Rawls and later developed by Daniels, 

reflective equilibrium is a method for moral theory construction. According to this method, 

the process of developing an acceptable moral theory is a matter of shifting back and forth 

among our initial moral judgments and a set of moral principles, adjusting each other in the 

light o f relevant background theories. This view o f  the method of theory construction was 

first advocated by Goodman. Goodman described a process of bringing judgments about 

particular inferences and about general principles o f  inference into accord with each other. 

In the agreement thus achieved, Goodman maintained, lies all Justification possible for our 

theories of deductive and inductive inference.

Goodman describes the process o f justifying deductive and inductive inferences as 

follows; “How do we justify a deduction? Plainly by showing that it conforms to the 

general rules o f deductive inference. An argument that so conforms is justified or valid, 

even if  its conclusion happens to be false. An argument that violates a rule is fallacious 

even if  its conclusion happens to be true ... Analogously, the basic task in justifying an 

inductive inference is to show that it conforms to the general rules of mduction ....

Yet, o f course, the rules themselves must eventually be justified. The validity of a 

deduction depends not upon conformity to any purely arbitrary rules we may contrive, but

foundational beliefs may legitimately support moral non-basic beliefs is due. And second, we still 
have to face the traditional problem of giving a plausible account of empirical basic beliefs.

Rawls, “Outline for a Decision Procedure in Ethics”; A Theory o f Justice', “The Independence of 
Moral Theory”; and Justice as Fairness, pp. 29-32.

Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics”; and “Reflective 
Equilibrium and Archimedean Points.”
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upon conformity with valid rules. W hen we speak o f the rules o f inference we mean the 

valid rules -o r  better, some valid rules, since there may be alternative sets o f equally valid 

rules. But how is the validity o f rules to be determined? Here ... we encounter philosophers 

who insist that these rules follow from some self-evident axiom, and others who try to 

show that the rules are grounded in the very nature o f  human mind. I think the answer lies 

much nearer to the surface. Principles o f  deductive inference are justified by their 

conformity with accepted deductive practice. Their validity depends upon accordance with 

the particular deductive inferences we actually make and sanction. If  a rule yields 

unacceptable inferences, we drop it as invalid. Justification o f general rules thus derives 

from judgments rejecting or accepting particular deductive inferences.

This looks flagrantly circular. I have said that deductive inferences are justified by 

their conformity to valid general rules, and that general rules are justified by their 

conformity to valid inferences. But this circle is a  virtuous one. A rule is amended i f  it 

yields an inference we are unwilling to accept; and inference is rejected i f  it violates a rule 

we are unwilling to amend. The process o f justification is the delicate one o f  making 

mutual adjustments between rules and accepted inferences; and in the agreement thus 

achieved lies the only justification needed for either.

All this applies equally well to induction. An inductive inference, too, is justified, 

by conformity to general mles, and a general rule by conformity to accepted inductive 

inference.”^

We owe to Rawls the application o f  a modified version of Goodman’s process to 

the ethical domain as well as the term  “reflective equilibrium,” which has been used to 

describe the set o f  principles and judgm ents that have been brought into coherence with 

one another in the way that Goodman suggested. By introducing this method into moral 

theory, Rawls challenged the foundationalist picture o f moral justification and moral 

theory construction that had dominated moral philosophy at least for the first half o f the 

twentieth century. He writes, “A conception o f justice cannot be deduced from self-evident 

premises or conditions on principles: instead, its justification is a matter of the mutual 

support o f  many considerations, o f everything fitting together into one coherent view.”^

^  Goodman, Fact, Fiction, and Forecast, pp. 63-64. 

^  Rawls, A Theory o f Justice, p. 19.
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Ralws distinguishes between “narrow*’ and “wide” reflective equilibrium.^^ The method of 

narrow reflective equilibrium has us^^ begin with a set of initial moral judgments, filter this 

set, trying to eliminate those members which, upon reflection, seem suspect, and then in 

light o f this new set of “considered moral judgments,” we are to propose a set o f moral 

principles aimed at systematizing and explicating our considered moral judgments. 

Revising both our considered moral judgments and moral principles we eventually reach a 

point o f “narrow reflective equilibrium” in which both sets cohere with each other. Then, 

we may widen our circle o f judgments by considering how well the moral principles 

reached in narrow reflective equilibrium fit with various background theories, and we may 

advance philosophical arguments intended to bring out the relative strengths and 

weaknesses o f alternative sets o f moral principles. Revising this more enlarged set of 

judgments to reach maximal coherence among its members leads us to reach a point of 

“wide reflective equilibrium.”

It is wide reflective equilibrium, as Daniels has argued, that is o f interest to moral 

philosophy,^^ Narrow reflective equilibrium sticks to the traditional view of moral theories 

according to which moral theory consists of a set of moral judgments plus a set of 

principles that account for, or generate them. This two-tiered view reduces the range of 

possible theories o f justification in ethics to a few unattractive alternatives. On the one

The distinction between narrow and wide reflective equilibrium is implicit in A Theory o f 
Justice, p. 43, and explicit in “The Independence of Moral Theory,” p. 8. Daniels has further 
elaborated the distinction. See n21 above.

' '  By “us,” I mean each of the individuals who follow the method of reflective equilibrium. The 
method is to be followed by an individual inquirer. For a proposal about how reflective equilibrium 
could operate for a community of inquirers, see Baccarini, “Rational Consensus and Coherence 
Methods in Ethics.” In this paper, Baccarini presents an attempt to combine the method of 
reflective equilibrium with Lehrer and Wagner’s method of rational consensus. By combining these 
two methods we may achieve what Lehrer calls (commenting on Baccarini’s paper) “reflective 
consensual equilibrium.” See Lehrer, “Reply to Baccarini.” For a different proposal about how we 
may arrive at consensus in moral issues by following a coherence method, see Thagard, Coherence 
in Thought and Action, chapter 7.

Goodman’s description of the method of justification and construction of theories of inferences 
fits the description of a process aimed at achieving narrow, rather than wide, reflective equilibrium. 
Rawls has drawn an analogy between searching for moral principles in reflective equilibrium and 
searching a grammar in descriptive syntactics. Daniels claimed that the analogy best holds for 
narrow, and not for wide reflective equilibrium in “Some Method of Ethics and Linguistics.” It is 
precisely the features of wide reflective equilibrium which distinguish it from syntactic methods 
that make the wide, unlike the narrow, an appropriate method for ethical justification. In contrast, 
Holmgren has argued that we have reasons to prefer narrow to wide reflective equilibrium. In her 
view, narrow reflective equilibrium allows us to better avoid accidental generalization of our 
considered moral judgments. See Holmgren, “The Wide and Narrow Reflective Equilibrium,”
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hand, one may grant a privileged epistemological status either to the moral judgments (i.e., 

“intuitions”) or to the moral principles (e.g., calling them self-evident or a priori). But 

these foundationalist alternatives must face, as we have seen, severe problems. On the 

other hand, one could advocate a coherence view o f justification, and deny that any such 

set enjoys a special epistemic status. However, we cannot get very far with a  theory o f 

justification that simply requires coherence among moral judgments and moral principles, 

especially in the face of plausible reasons for rejecting moral judgments, e.g,, charges 

about bias, prejudice, and historical accident. Wide reflective equilibrium reveals a greater 

complexity in the structure o f  moral theories than the traditional view. Consequently, it 

may permit us to formulate stronger coherence constraints that may provide adequate 

pressure to revise our moral judgments, and so make the coherentist alternative more 

plausible. Daniels defines the method o f wide reflective equilibrium as follows: “The 

method o f wide reflective equilibrium is an attempt to produce coherence in an ordered 

triple o f sets o f beliefs held by a particular person, namely (a) a set o f considered moral 

judgments; (b) a  set o f moral principles; (c) a set o f relevant background theories.” ’̂

Following DePaul, we may fill in Daniels’ definition by specifying the particular 

sets o f  beliefs a  person holds at each time as she follows the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium. First, we begin by collecting the person’s “initial moral judgments” -the  

judgments a person is inclined to make- and filter them so as to include only those o f 

which she is relatively confident and which have been made under conditions conducive to 

avoiding errors o f  judgment. For example, the person is calm, and has adequate 

information about the case being judged. It is not uncontroversial what the optimum 

circumstances under which “our moral capacities are most likely to be displayed without 

distortion” are. For instance, it has been argued that sometimes anger or (moral) 

indignation may lead to better actions than “calm” judgment.^® The “considered moral

^  Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics,” p. 22,

DePaul, Balance caid Refinement, pp. 16-23.
^  Rawls, A Theory o f Justice, p. 42.

There is a growing literature on the role that emotions play in our processes of justification. 
Some o f the coherentist proposals surveyed in the previous chapter as well as in this chapter 
advocate the epistemic value of emotions. Richardson proposes that we extend the notion of 
reflective equilibrium so as to include emotions; Thagard sees emotional coherence as a crucial 
component in ethical judgment; and DePaul highlights the relevance of the emotional side of 
experiences that lead us to improve our faculty of moral judgment. On Richardson’s view, see 
chapter 7 .1 shall discuss Thagard’s and DePaul’s views below in this chapter.
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judgments,” i.e., the initial judgments that have survived the filtering, may be o f  any level 

o f generality.^* DePaul labels the set o f these judgments {CMJi},^^

The next step is to formulate a set of moral principles that systematize and explicate 

the considered moral judgments. In order to do so, we adjust both the set o f  proposed 

moral principles {MTi} and our considered moral judgments in light o f each other. As a 

result o f this process of mutual adjustment, we settle for the best fit of principles and 

judgments, which give us “narrow reflective equilibrium.” DePaul represents the person’s 

moral beliefs in narrow reflective equilibrium as the ordered pair of a set of the considered 

moral judgments <{CMJn}, {MTn}>.^^

The final phase o f the method aims at bringing our moral beliefs into wide, rather 

than simply narrow, reflective equilibrium.^'* We aim at making < {CMJn}, {MTn}> cohere 

with a set of relevant background theories {BTi}. In particular, this set includes a theory of 

the person, a theory o f procedural justice, general social theory, and a theory o f  the role of 

morality in society. From this relevant set o f background theories we construe arguments 

designed to unsettle our narrow reflective equilibrium. This requires that we consider

Although Rawls’ earlier formulations of the notion restricted considered judgments to moral 
judgments about particular cases, his later formulations drop the restriction and allow considered 
moral judgments to be of any level of generality. See “Outline for a Decision Procedure in Ethics,” 
pp. 182-183; and “The Independence of Moral Theory,” p. 8.

According to DePaul, there is a fundamental problem with Rawls’ conception of the filtering 
process. He claims that, as Rawls has described it, the epistemic standards that considered moral 
judgments must meet seem to be laid down independently o f any consideration of the epistemic 
principles a person accepts. This description of the filtering process, he holds, sins against the spirit 
of coherentism by granting a privileged epistemic status to epistemic principles that may not been 
even believed by a person. He suggests that we think of the filtering process as a process in which a 
person eliminates the judgments that, according to her own epistemic standards, are epistemically 
deficient. See DePaul, Balance and Refinement, pp. 16-19. This criticism raises, in a different way, 
the problem of defining the circumstances under which initial judgments should be eliminated. 
Specifically, DePaul questions whether those circumstances should be defined from the person’s 
point of view, or whether they should be defined in relation to epistemic standards external to the 
individual. To take the latter option, however, does not seem to “sin” against the spirit of 
coherentism, but rather against the spirit of “intemalism.” On the relation between coherentism and 
intemalism about justification, see chapter 3.

The subscript “n” does not mean to indicate that the same number of revisions has been made to 
our set of considered judgments and our set of moral principles, rather “n” stands for “narrow.”

The linear appearance of this process may be misleading. From this description, it would seem 
that narrow reflective equilibrium is a pioint in the way towards wide reflective equilibrium. 
However, the process crucially has a circular structure in which one goes back and forth between 
moral judgments, principles, and background theories, adjusting some elements in light of the 
others. Thus, background beliefs may enter into the process earlier than this description suggests.
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alternatives to  {MTn} along with philosophical arguments designed to choose among these 

alternatives. Once again, coherence among our considered moral judgments, our moral 

principles, and background theories is supposed to be attained by a process o f mutual 

adjustment. As a result, we come to accept a  system o f  beliefs in wide reflective 

equilibrium, which DePaul represents as <{CMJw}, {MTw}, {BTw}>.

The system in wide reflective equilibrium must satisfy what Daniels calls the 

“independence constraint.” According to Daniels, the background theories in wide 

reflective equilibrium should show that our set o f moral principles is more acceptable than 

alternative principles on grounds to some degree independent o f  the match between the 

moral principles and the set o f  considered moral judgments accepted in narrow reflective 

equilibrium. I f  our moral principles are not in this way independently supported, then there 

seems to be no gain over the support that principles would have in a corresponding narrow 

reflective equilibrium. Another way to raise this point, Daniels holds, is to ask how we can 

be sure that the moral principles that systematize our considered moral judgments are not 

just “accidental generalizations” o f  the “moral facts” analogous to the accidental 

generalizations that we want to  distinguish from real scientific laws. In order to achieve 

independent support for the moral principles and mie out their being mere accidental 

generalizations, Daniels suggests that we should require that background theories be more 

than reformulations of the same set o f  considered moral judgments. The set o f considered 

moral judgments that constraints the background theories and the set o f moral judgments 

that constraints the set o f moral principles must be to some degree disjoint. Daniels refers 

to this requirement as the “independence constraint.”^̂  DePaul defines this constraint as 

follows: “i f  <  {CMJw}, {MTvv}, {BTw}> is to constitute a  system o f beliefs in wide 

reflective equilibrium there must be two proper subsets o f {CMJw}, let them be {CMJwm} 

and {CMJwb}, such that (i) {CMJwm} constraints {MTw}, (ii) {CMJwb} constraints {BTw}, 

and (iii) {CMJwm} and {CMJwb} are to  ‘some significant degree disjoint’”^̂

For an illustration of a wide reflective equilibrium and of how it may satisfy the independence 
constraint, see Daniels, “Reflective Equilibrium and Archimedean Points.” In this paper, Daniels 
argues in detail that Rawls’ hypothetical contract situation is a feature of a particular wide 
reflective equilibrium that satisfies the independence constraint.

DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 21. DePaul objects to the need to introduce the 
independence constraint. He holds that if  the problem is that a moral inquirer may end up accepting 
an accidental generalization of her considered moral judgments, this problem could be solved by 
requiring that that the person make judgments about a sufficient range of hypothetical cases. If one 
sees the problem in terms of ensuring that wide reflective equilibrium provide support for a moral
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The satisfaction of this independence constraint has t^\'o benefits. First, it may force 

the revision o f considered judgments that otherwise would have gone unchallenged. This 

additional revisionary pressure is crucial for the method o f  equilibrium to yield justified 

beliefs, given that considered moral judgments have no epistemological status and are 

open, as we have said, to many charges about bias, prejudice, or historical accident. In 

addition, this constraint makes sure that support for the moral principles is brought from as 

wide a justificatory circle as possible. This widening of the justificatory network may have, 

however, a drawback. A good deal o f  idealization is involved in characterizing the process 

of justification in terms of coherence among all our moral and non-moral beliefs, which, 

moreover, satisfies an independence constraint. This raises doubts about the adequacy of 

this method for justifying in the ordinary, non-ideal, cases.

Once we have (ideally) completed this three-stage process, we accept a system of 

beliefs that is in wide reflective equilibrium. Now, why should we engage in such a 

process? What is desirable about our system o f moral beliefs being in wide reflective 

equilibrium? Daniels holds that two roles may be ascribed to the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium, a  modest role and a  daring one.^* In its “modest” role, Daniels holds, the 

method of reflective equilibrium is primarily analytic and explicative. By revealing the

theory that goes beyond what is available in narrow reflective equilibrium, then it seems that 
forcing a person to bring in his background beliefs should be enough. For, he claims, it is possible, 
although incredibly unlikely, that a person’s background beliefs do not conflict with what she 
would have accepted in narrow reflective equilibrium. Thus, the possibility that the moral theory 
accepted in wide reflective equilibrium could be a reformulation of the person’s considered moral 
judgments, which the moral principles accepted in narrow reflective equilibrium systematizes, is a 
remote one.

See Stich, “Reflective Equilibrium, Analytic Epistemology, and the Problem of Cognitive 
Diversity,” pp. 95-112; and The Fragmentation o f Reason. On the general limits to rationality, and 
for a proposal of what the minimal rationality that actual agents must possess consists in, see 
Cherniak, Minimal Rationality. One may attempt to acknowledge the limits of actual agents, and 
still renounce to give up the demanding view of justification that reflective equilibrium embodies 
by taking reflective equilibrium to be a regulative ideal of our practices of justification. This 
strategy is not, however, without problems. Sayre-MacCord has argued that, if we accept coherence 
as a regulative ideal, while acknowledging that any moral theory that we may be able to develop 
will fall short of this ideal, then any theory that we develop in practice will be incompatible with 
the correct theory. This conclusion follows, he claims, from putting together two premises: a) the 
premise of imperfection, that simply acknowledges that any moral theory we develop will fall short 
of the ideal; and b) the incompatibility premise, that any two coherent moral theories covering the 
same domain are incompatible. See Sayre-MacCord, “Coherence and Models for Moral 
Theorizing.”

Daniels, “Reflective Equilibrium and Archimedean Points,” pp. 101-102.
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complex structure o f our moral theories, it helps us explain central features of moral 

reasoning. For instance, our judgments about what is problematic, plausible, and relevant 

in moral argument, or what constitutes evidence for and against moral judgments and 

principles, may be determined by the relevant background theories. In addition, it may help 

us locate more effectively sources o f moral disagreement. We may even reduce 

disagreements that seem intractable at the level o f  moral judgments and principles to more 

tractable disagreements about background theories. In its “daring” role, the method o f 

reflective equilibrium also serves as the basis for a coherence account o f moral 

justification. This is the role that this method has in Rawls’ work. In this view, beliefs in 

wide reflective equilibrium are members o f  a maximally coherent set and are, in virtue o f  

that membership, justified.

A comparison between the method o f reflective equilibrium and basic forms o f  

foundationalism which Timmons distinguishes - to  recall, Fb and Fs- may help us see the 

sense in which the method o f  reflective equilibrium may be interpreted as a  coherentist 

theory o f justification. Unlike Fb, in the method o f  reflective equilibrium no considered 

moral judgm ent at any level is taken to be unrevisable, and no particular set o f  judgments 

moral or non-moral beliefs enjoys a  special epistemic status independently o f  their being 

members o f the coherent system. And, as opposed to Fs, relevant background theories that 

suffice to constraint moral theory selection are, in  their turn, constrained by révisable 

considered moral judgments.

Whether one ascribes a modest or a daring role to the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium determines the value that one attributes to this method. Moral philosophers 

consider the issue o f the value o f the method o f reflective equilibrium in two different 

ways. When one attributes a modest role to the method, one sees it primarily as a method 

o f m oral inquiry that has an important practical value. When one ascribes a daring role to 

the method, one views it as a  theory o f  justification, and thus as a method that has an 

epistemic value. If  one accepts the former (modest) interpretation, one may consistently

In fact, things are a bit more complex. In Justice as Fairness (pp. 32-33) Rawls gives a daring 
role to the method of reflective equilibrium, and thus sees it as a theoiy of justification. However, 
he does not give the method an epistemic value, but a practical one. Thus, the method embodies a 
coherence theory of justification, but o f a practical, rather than of an epistemic sort In this view, 
two features characterize reflective equilibrium: its practical aim of reaching reasonable agreement
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follow the method of reflective equilibrium while embracing a foundationalist theory of 

justification/*^ Under the latter (daring) interpretation, one is committed to accepting both a 

coherence method o f moral inquiry and a coherence view of justification. This stronger 

interpretation is compatible with holding either a realist or an anti-realist view o f  moral 

truth. That is, one may hold that beliefs in wide reflective equilibrium are justified because 

they are evidence o f an inquiry-independent moral truth, i.e., moral realism. Alternatively, 

one may hold that beliefs in wide reflective equilibrium are justified since they are 

conducive to a  truth that we construct as a result o f moral inquiry, i.e., moral anti-realism. 

Accepting the method of reflective equilibrium as both a method of moral inquiry and a 

method o f justification leaves open the question of whether a realist or an anti-realist 

conception o f moral truth must be endorsed.

The latter point is worth noticing since some have associated the view that the 

method has an epistemic value to a  commitment to moral realism; and the view that the 

method o f reflective equilibrium has primarily a practical value to a commitment to a kind 

o f moral anti-realism, i.e., constructivism. This view is not accurate. On the one hand, one 

can reject a coherentist view o f justification, and thus deny that it has epistemic value, 

while endorsing a realist view o f moral truth, as DePaul, for example, does. On the other 

hand, one can accept a coherentist view of justification, and thus accept that the method 

has epistemic value, while rejecting a realist view o f moral truth, as Goldman, for instance, 

does. Thus, we may gain a better understanding o f the commitments involved in accepting 

the method o f reflective equilibrium if we keep the methodological, the epistemological, 

and the metaphysical levels as distinct. This said, there is something to the view that 

holding that the method has epistemic value commits one to moral realism, while ascribing 

a practical value to it commits one to an anti-realist view o f  moral tmth. It seems to be the 

case that those who ascribe an epistemic value to the method of reflective equilibrium are 

generally committed to a certain view o f ethics (that is generally, but not only, endorsed by 

moral realists) according to which moral philosophy is a  branch o f epistemology. And 

those who ascribe a practical value to the method are generally committed to a certain view

on matters of political justice, and its non-foundationalist aspect, that is, the view that no specified 
kind of moral judgment carries the whole weight of public justification.

DePaul has shown that the method is compatible with foundational ism in “Foundationalism and 
the Method of Reflective Equilibrium.” In fact, as we will see in the next section, he defends a 
method of moral inquiry that is an elaboration of the method of reflective equilibrium, and a 
foundationalist view of ethical justification.
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o f moral philosophy as a practical subject all the way down (that is generally, and we may 

say, distinctively, endorsed by constructivists). Later, we will address in detail the issue o f 

whether we have reasons for accepting either a constructivist or a realist interpretation of 

the method o f  reflective equilibrium, and whether accepting any of these interpretations 

involves a  commitment to viewing ethical justification as either a practical or an epistemic 

task, respectively. Now, I will introduce some o f  the main objections that have been 

addressed against this method. It may be useful though to keep in mind the different 

interpretations (realist or constructivist) o f  this method that might be given, for the force o f 

these objections heavily depends on which interpretation one favors.

1 3 . Objections against Reflective Equilibrium

Several objections have been raised against the method o f reflective equilibrium. 

While some o f  them are general objections against coherence methods, others object to 

particular features o f  the method o f reflective equilibrium. I shall consider the particular 

objections first. These objections concern the role that considered moral judgments play in 

this method. Daniels has provided the most articulated defense o f the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium in the face of these objections. It follows both a statement o f these objections 

as well as Daniels’ reply to them.

(1) The method o f reflective equilibrium, w ith its reliance on considered moral 

judgm ents, is really a form  o f  moral intuitionism.^^ Daniels has forcefully argued that this 

charge is unfounded.^^ Intuitionist theories have generally been foimdationalists. There are 

no foundationalist commitments in reflective equilibrium. N o set o f  moral beliefs is picked 

out as foimdational, and no especial epistemological priority is granted to considered moral 

judgments.

(2) The method o f  reflective equilibrium merely systematizes some set o f  moral 

judgm ents. If  considered judgments do not carry an epistemological privilege, as the reply 

to (1) establishes, why should we accept the moral theory that results from systematizing 

them? Daniels denies that wide reflective equilibrium merely systematizes some

The charge is made by Hare, “Rawls* Theory of Justice”; by Singer, “Sidgwick and Reflective 
Equilibrium”; and Brandt, A Theory o f the Good and the Right, chapter 1.

Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics,” pp. 26-27.
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determinate set o f judgments. Rather, it permits extensive revisions of these moral 

judgments. These judgments may be revised in light of other parts o f the moral system. 

First, they may be revised so as to make them cohere with proposed moral principles. If  the 

method allowed no other revision, then the charge that reflective equilibrium is covert 

foundationalism could be raised again. For this kind o f  revision is also allowed by 

sophisticated forms of intuitionism. However, wide reflective equilibrium goes beyond this 

kind o f revision. Unlike the narrow variety, and unlike any kind of intuitionism, wide 

reflective equilibrium allows for more drastic theory-based revisions. Accepted 

background theories may lead us to revise the considered moral judgments. In addition, we 

are forced to assess their acceptability as well in relation to alternative background theories 

which incorporate different considered moral judgments.

(3) Even if  one grants that moral principles accepted in reflective equilibrium do 

not merely systematize our moral judgments, still the problem o f why we should accept a 

body o f principles that takes our considered moral judgments as a starting point remains. 

The problem is the opposite of the accusation o f covert intuitionism. Considered moral 

judgments, it is claimed, are not foundational enough fo r  being a proper basis fo r  the 

development o f  moral theory. Brandt has raised this objection in a forceful way. Brandt 

characterizes the method o f reflective equilibrium as follows. We begin with a set o f  initial 

moral judgments. We assign them an “initial credence” level, and mle out those with a low 

initial credence level. Then, we propose principles and attempt to bring principles and 

judgments together to produce a system with the highest overall credence level. The 

problem, Brandt argues, is that unless there is a reason for thinking that initial credence 

levels correspond to credibilities, that is, that they are initially credible rather than merely 

initially believed, we have no reason to believe that increasing the credence level o f the 

whole system would move us closer to moral tmth.

Daniels provides a three-fold response to Brandt’s no credibility objection. First, he 

claims that much o f the plausibility o f this objection derives from a contrast between non- 

moral observation reports and considered moral judgments. We can tell a story about why 

observation reports are reliable. In contrast, moral judgments seem suspect. However, 

Daniels claims, the assumed analogy between considered moral judgments and observation

Brandt, A Theory o f the Right and the Good, chapter 1.
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reports is inappropriate. Considered moral judgments are far more theoretical than 

observation statements. Moral properties are unlikely to be simple properties o f  moral 

situations. Consequently, they are unlikely to play a role analogous to that played by 

observational properties in the causal-reliability stories about observation reports. But we 

should not hold against moral judgments that they function differently than observation 

reports, for this is as it should be, given that they are different kinds of judgments.

Secondly, Daniels makes the controversial claim that the “no credibility” criticism 

is at best premature. He contends that only after we develop an acceptable moral theory in 

wide reflective equilibrium, we will be able to determine w hat kind o f  “fact,” i f  any, is 

involved in considered moral judgments. Here, he points towards a strong similarity in the 

way in which coherence constraints in  justification operate both in science and ethics, 

despite the disanalogy between observation reports and considered moral judgments. The 

reliability o f  observation reports depends on our acceptance o f  other relevant theories and 

beliefs. An account o f the reliability o f  moral judgments must be given, but it too will 

derive from theories and beliefs in wide reflective equilibrium.

Thirdly, even if, as is well-known, there is variation and disagreement about 

considered moral judgments, there is also extensive agreement. It may be that the 

agreement results because o f the influence o f culture or ideology. But, he argues, “it may 

also be that agreement is found because some o f  the background theories are, roughly 

speaking, true -at least with regard to certain important features.”^  Thus, Daniels 

concludes, w e should not deny the credibility o f considered moral judgments just because 

there is widespread disagreement, since there is also agreement on many, and such 

agreement can be explained in terms o f  truth-conduciveness.

Brand’s “no credibility” objection is a specific application to the method o f 

reflective equilibrium o f the general objection that has been raised against coherence 

methods, to wit, that we have no reason to believe that these methods are tnith-conducive. 

This complaint lies behind most o f  the familiar objections against coherence theories o f

^  Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics,” p. 32,
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justification, i,e., the alternative coherent systems objection and the isolation objection. 

We may briefly formulate these general objections as follows:

45

(4) The truth objection: There is no reason to suppose that maximizing coherence 

will lead to moral beliefs that correspond to an inquiry independent reality, unless one 

adopts a non-realist theory o f moral truth.

(5) Isolation objection (or input objection): Maximizing the internal coherence of 

one’s moral judgments with other moral and non-moral judgments does not require any 

input from a realm of inquiry-independent reality. Thus, there is no reason to suppose that 

such a system o f  moral beliefs is likely to be true.

(6) Alternative coherent systems objection: Maximizing coherence does not 

discriminate among competing normative moral theories that are equally coherent.

These general objections have also been raised against the method o f reflective 

equilibrium insofar as it is a coherence theory o f moral justification. An answer to the 

question of whether the method o f reflective equilibrium may be shown to be truth- 

conducive, as well as to the battery o f objections that this problem gives rise to, depends on 

fundamental issues about the nature o f moral truth and moral theorizing. I shall defer the 

discussion of these issues, as well as their bearing on these objections, for later (see the last 

section o f this chapter), and continue here with our list o f objections against the method of 

reflective equilibrium.

Three other general objections against coherence methods have been addressed 

against the method o f reflective equilibrium. These objections move the discussion away 

from the controversial metaethical arena, and shed some doubts on particular 

methodological aspects o f the coherentist proposals.”̂  ̂They may be formulated as follows:

These objections have been raised against theories of both epistemic and moral justification. For 
an account of these objections with respect to empirical justification as well as of the main lines of 
response, see chapter 3 .1 shall take up these objections in relation to moral justification in the last 
section of this chapter.

On these objections, as addressed against coherence theories of legal justification, see chapters 1 
and 2. For these objections as they have been directed against coherence theories of epistemic 
justification see chapter 3.
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(7) Conservatism. Coherence methods o f justification are conservative in the sense 

that they do not allow for a critical attitude towards one’s own moral views. These 

methods, it is argued, limit moral inquiry to what people now  hold."*  ̂ Coherentists have 

attempted to meet this objection by invoking two features o f  the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium. First, one could attempt to meet this objection by appealing to the through 

revisability allowed by this method. N o considered judgment at any level o f  generality is, 

in principle, immune to revision. Still someone may press the point and claim that such 

revisability does not help us meet the objection. We revise our considered moral beliefs in 

light o f  other parts of om  own system o f beliefs -the  objection may go- and thus there is 

still no objective point from which the coherence of such system may be assessed. 

Ultimately, the method sanctifies our moral views, even if  it allows the revision o f  our 

initial considered judgments, and other parts o f our initial moral system. Coherentists may 

reply to this stage o f the objection by doubting that it is even possible to start from an 

external and objective point distinct from our own. Hence, the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium will be conservative, but this would not tell against the method. It will be 

conservative in the way in which moral inquiry needs to be. One cannot, o f  course, start 

moral inquiry from scratch. However, this does not mean that moral inquiry, as 

coherentism characterizes it, is unduly conservative. Here, a  second main feature o f  the 

method is invoked: not only does this method allow the inquirer ample opportunities to 

revise his considered moral judgments, moral principles, and background theories, but it 

also directs her to consider arguments in support and against his moral view, and to assess 

her plausibility in relation to alternative moral views.

(8) Circularity. Coherence theories o f ethical justification, like any other coherence 

theory o f  justification, are viciously circular. Coherentists about ethical justification have 

replied by rejecting the linear view o f  inference that gives rise to the objection in the first 

place. We need to distinguish two kinds o f justification: systemic justification and 

contextual justification. Systemic justification results when we consistently require that 

justifying beliefs be themselves justified. Contextualist justification is incomplete, in that it

See Brandt, A Theory o f the Good and the Right, pp. 21-22; Hare, Moral Thinking, p. 76; and 
Copp, “Considered Moral Judgments and Moral Justification: Conservatism in Moral Theoiy,”

See Rawls, “The Independence of Moral Theory,” pp. 7-8. For a similar line of response, see 
Brink, Moral Realism arid the Foimdations o f Ethics, p. ¡41.
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does not require that all justifying beliefs be justified, but certain background beliefs are 

treated as justified, even though they would have to be justified at the systemic level. 

Inference, it is held, only appears to be linear because in normal contexts o f justification 

we treat some beliefs as justified. But when we move from the contextual, local level of 

justification, to the systemic level, background beliefs are also brought into question, and 

their justification can only be explained in relation to their place within our system of 

beliefs. A t the systemic level of justification, the appearance o f linearity dissapears, and 

justification is seen as a matter o f mutual support. Thus, coherentism can explain the 

importance of linearity and the inadmissibility of circular reasoning at the local level, while 

offering a non-linear, holistic, account o f systemic justification.^^

(9) Vagueness. A main criticism against the method o f  reflective equilibrium is that 

it has remained vague about the nature of coherence and about how moral judgments, 

principles, and background theories should be evaluated with respect to coherence. 

Thagard states this objection as follows, “The term ‘wide reflective equilibrium’ is used to 

describe a state in which a thinker has achieved a mutually coherent set o f  ethical 

principles, particular moral judgments, and background beliefs. But how people do and 

should reach reflective equilibrium has remained poorly specified.” ®̂ We may elaborate a 

bit further this point if we consider that the term “reflective equilibrium” suffers from the 

well-known “process-product” ambiguity. On the one hand, by “reflective equilibrium” we 

may refer to the process that leads us to achieve the desired equilibrium point. On the other 

hand, “reflective equilibrium” may be understood as the product of such a process, namely, 

a  system o f beliefs that is in the state o f equilibrium. The method of reflective equilibrium 

does not provide a detailed coherentist account o f  ethical justification, whether it is 

interpreted as a process or as a product. If taken as a process, several questions remain 

unanswered: how the descriptive -how  people do reach equilibrium- and the prescriptive -  

how they should reach it- relate to each other? By which coherence-based mechanisms do 

moral beliefs and principles modify each other? To what extent can they be altered in the 

light of the background theories? If taken as a product, the method of reflexive equilibrium 

has little content for, what does it mean to say that we have achieved a state o f “reflexive

The response is the same given to the objection from circularity raised against coherentist 
theories of empirical justification. See chapter 3. For this objection in the context of ethical 
justification, see Brink. Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 123-124.

Thagard, Coherence in Thought tmdAction, p. 126.
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equilibrium”? W hen does a moral theory come closer than another one does to such a 

state? We need a concrete specification o f the notion o f  coherence that allows us to 

determine which o f two theories is the most coherent and how  it should be bu ilt Only on 

the basis o f such concrete a proposal, can we reasonably determine whether coherentism is 

a plausible alternative to its main competitor, i.e., ethical foundationalism.

In the following sections o f  this chapter I shall introduce three alternative coherence 

methods o f moral inquiry: DePaul’s method o f  balance and refinement, Goldman’s method 

o f analogy and difference, and Thagard’s theory o f  ethical coherence. The primary 

motivation for these proposals is to develop a coherentist view o f moral reasoning that 

successfully meets (some of) the foregoing objections, and hence that provides a plausible 

alternative to ethical foundationalism.^*

2. DEPAUL’S METHOD OF BALANCE AND REFINEMENT

DePaul’s coherentist proposal is basically concerned with the methodological 

question o f  how we should resolve confiicts involving our moral beliefs, and go about 

developing one’s moral views. The coherence-based theory that he proposes is not one 

about either justification or tmth. In fact, he endorses a  foundationalist epistemology and a 

theory o f moral truth as correspondence. He is exclusively interested in advancing a 

coherence method o f  moral inquiry, to wit, the method o f  balance and refinement.^^ In his

As we shall see, coherentist theorists have been worried about these various objections to 
different extents, DePauI takes very seriously the no credibility objection as well as the isolation 
objection and proposes a basic modification of the method of reflective equilibrium and our view 
of the goals of moral inquiry in order to successfully reply to them. Goldman is mainly worried 
about the epistemic status of moral principles in reflective equilibrium, as well as about the truth- 
connection objection. He proposes to combine a coherence theory of truth with a case-based 
coherentist view of ethical justification in order to put these worries to rest. Finally, Thagard is 
mainly concerned with developing a notion of coherence that is clearly specified, and that makes 
coherentism a workable alternative to foundationalism. Despite the different focus of these 
theories, as well as the different strategies that they deploy for meeting these objections, there are 
some common trends that characterize their strategies for improving upon the method of reflective 
equilibrium. Most importantly, there is a common concern with enlarging the idea of moral system 
to encompass the role that emotions and perception play in moral justification. This extension of 
the base o f coherence is crucial for meeting the objections against coherence method in ethics in 
general, and against the method of reflective equilibrium, in particular.

DePaul has advanced his coherentist project in a number of works. See DePaul, “Reflective 
Equilibrium and Foundationalism.” It is here where DePaul argues that methodological and 
epistemic questions must be kept as distinct, and thus, that one may consistently endorse a 
coherence method o f moral inquiry, while accepting a foundationalist epistemology. DePaul
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view, current coherence methods o f moral inquiry are deficient in several respects. These 

problems are not peculiar to coherence methods, but they stem from the general view of 

moral inquiry within which these methods are located. I shall first present what, according 

to DePauI, is wrong with the dominant view of moral inquiry. After that, I shall examine 

DePaul’s criticism o f current coherence methods. Finally, I shall present DePauPs own 

proposed method, and his argumentative strategy for defending it against its competitors.

2.1. Against the Intellectualist View of Moral Inquiry

DePaul claims that the current view o f moral inquiry that dominates moral 

philosophy is inadequate. In the first place, it focuses on beliefs, and neglects the role of 

experience in moral inquiry. In the second place, it is based on a mechanistic and 

scientistic view o f  the method of moral inquiry, and disregards the role of inquirers in 

coming to have an epistemically respectable moral outlook. In the third place, and related 

to the previous reason, it has been basically concerned with systematizing our moral 

judgments into moral theory, and it has neglected the importance of improving our ability 

to generate and improve our moral judgments. Lastly, it is exclusively based on reasoning 

and argument, and it has neglected the relevance o f reflection on real-life experiences, and 

experiences with film, literature, and arts in general for moral inquiry.

As an alternative to this ‘‘intellectualist” view o f moral inquiry, as DePaul calls it, 

he proposes a “method of balance and refinement.” This method incorporates much o f the 

coherentist method o f moral inquiry, e.g., Rawls’ method o f  reflective equilibrium, and so 

leads inquirers to a systematic, coherent, and balanced moral outlook, but goes beyond 

coherentism in making room for moral experience, and so helps to ensure that inquirers 

work with a refined  faculty o f moral judgment.

advances his radical interpretation of reflective equilibrium, which is a first step towards 
developing his own method of moral inquiry, i.e., the method of balance and refinement, in “Two 
Conceptions of Coherence Methods.” On reflective equilibrium, see also “The Problem of the 
Criterion and Coherence Methods in Ethics,” and “Why Bother with Reflective Equilibrium?” In a 
couple of papers, DePaul presents his challenge to coherence methods, to wit, that they cannot 
prevent some forms of irrationality from arising: “NaTvite and Corruption in Moral Inquiry”; and 
“Argument and Perception: The Role of Literature in Moral Inquiry.” Most of his views are 
presented in a final form in Balance and Refinement.
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Why should we follow DePauI’s method as opposed to the more traditional 

coherence methods? I shall devote a  substantial part o f  this section to examining DePaufs 

strategy for defending his method o f  moral inquiry. A  crucial part of this defense involves 

reconceiving the criteria o f adequacy for evaluating methods o f  moral inquiry. In DePauPs 

view, it is typically assumed that our main epistemic goal is truth, and thus that truth- 

conduciveness is the appropriate standard for judging the adequacy of a  method o f  moral 

inquiry. But, according to DePaul, we have a plurality of epistemic goals, e.g., warrant and 

rationality. Given this diversity, we should judge our methods o f  inquiry in light o f  all our 

cognitive goals, and not exclusively in light o f how well they fare with regard to the 

cognitive goal o f  truth. DePaul defends his method of balance and refmement on the 

grounds that it does quite well in helping us achieve two cherished epistemic goods, to wit, 

rationality and warrant. DePaul claims that (1) the method o f  balance and refinement is the 

only method that can guarantee rational moral beliefs; and (2) even though the method 

cannot guarantee warranted beliefs, it is possible for some moral inquirers to have 

warranted moral beliefs as a result o f following the method.

Already at this stage, even before knowing DePaul’s arguments for (1) and (2), one 

might ask, is rational belief, and the mere possibility o f warranted belief all we want from a 

method of moral inquiry? Is that enough? According to DePaul, we have good reasons for 

being satisfied i f  a method can guarantee us rational moral belief, and the possibility of 

having warranted beliefs. First, moral inquiry is forced upon us. All of us acquire all sorts 

of moral beliefs. In most cases, these moral beliefs are not in epistemic order. Yet once we 

have these beliefs, we cannot simply disregard them. We must do something about them. 

Second, given the importance of moral beliefs in guiding our actions, we do well in 

lowering our demands. And last, we will demand that a method ensures knowledge only if 

we believe that the results o f  moral inquiry exclusively depend on the method. However, 

DePaul argues, we should give up this idea. Not all turns on the method, but the inquirer 

also has an important role to play in the process. Once we realize this, we should be more 

ready to accept that the method neither does all, nor it is supposed to.^^

My discussion o f DePaul’s strategy for defending the method of balance and 

refinement will be as follows. First, I shall present DePaul’s notions of rationality, warrant.

DePaul, Balance <md Refinement, pp. 95-96.
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and truth, as the main goals towards which moral inquiry is directed. Next, I shall 

introduce DePaul’s arguments for the claim that a ‘‘radical” inleiprclalion of reflective 

equilibrium is preferable to the standard “conservative” conception. The radical 

interpretation o f reflective equilibrium stands midway between Rawls’ method of 

reflective equilibrium and the method of balance and refinement. Then, I shall examine 

DePaul’s arguments for the two claims on which the defense o f the method of balance and 

refinement is sustained, to recall, that this method can guarantee rational beliefs and that it 

allows some inquirers the possibility of arriving at warranted beliefs.

2.2. Rationality, Warrant, and Truth

DePauPs strategy for defending the method of balance and refinement is grounded 

in the claim that the epistemic goal at which moral inquiry aims is a complex one. 

According to DePaul, a method of moral inquiry must aim at moral knowledge. He 

contends that this goal involves, at least, four components: true belief, beliefs with a 

coherent and systematic stmeture, rational belief, and warranted belief. These four 

epistemic goods, claims DePaul, provide the standard against which the adequacy o f a 

method o f  moral inquiry must be assessed. Thus, it is in the light of this complex goal that 

a  defense o f  balance and refinement has to be built, I shall now briefly explain DePauPs 

interpretation o f these concepts. Let us start with the first epistemic good, i.c., truth. 

DePaul assumes that moral statements are objectively tme or falsc.’  ̂Now, the question is 

whether the method of balance and refinement can ensure that we accept a true moral 

theoiy. According to DePaul, no reason can be given for thinking that a coherence method, 

e.g., reflective equilibrium or balance and refinement, is truth-conducive. In fact, no 

method, not even the scientific method, has conclusively shown to be truth-conducive. But, 

DePaul claims, this does not imply that we have no reason for following these methods. 

Truth-conduciveness is only one among the diverse evaluative dimensions against which 

we should assess our methods of inquiry. The received view in epistemology has 

privileged this dimension by holding that our epistemic goal is to believe truth and avoid 

falsehood. In so doing, it has neglected other epistemic goods that we have reason to value, 

and it has set up a standard of adequacy for methods of inquiry that is impossible for us to 

meet. Coherence methods, balance and refinement included, cannot guarantee that we

^  DePaul does not argue for this position, but only takes moral realism together with coherence 
methods in ethics to be an attractive conjunction. Sec Balance and Refinement, n5 at p. 216.
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reach our entire goal, e.g., moral knowledge. But they are valuable insofar as they may 

help us attain parts o f these goals. Following this strategy, let us now see whether balance 

and refinement is acceptable in light o f  epistemic goals other than truth.

The second epistemic good is arriving at a coherent and systematic set o f beliefs. 

To be sure, balance and refinement, as a  coherence method, is likely to lead inquirers to 

accept a systematic and coherent body o f moral beliefs, and thus, it fares indeed well (one 

might even say, trivially well) in relation to this evaluative dimension. Thus, a defense of 

the method of balance and refinement bears upon how this method fares in relation to the 

remaining epistemic goods, e.g., rationality and warrant. According to DePauI, to say that a 

belief is rational is to say that “a believer has done all she can, as determined from her own 

point o f view, to insure that the belief is true.”^̂  Warrant is the “positive epistemic status 

that plays the central part in distinguishing knowledge from mere true belief.^^ 

According to DePauI, there are two important differences between rationality and warrant, 

as defined above. First, whereas rationality is an internalist standard, warrant is an 

externalist one. What DePauI means is that while the core o f  the notion of warrant is

DePauI, Balance and Refinement, p. 5.

Ibid., p. 5. DePauI takes warrant to play the most significant role in elevating true belief to 
knowledge. He does not claim though that it does convert true belief into knowledge because some 
other feature is required to handle Gettier-style problems, that is, cases in which a true and 
warranted belief fails to constitute knowledge. (See chapter 3 for references on the Gettier 
problem). Even though he is aware of this possibility, DePauI ignores the Gettier problem because, 
in his view, this type of problem is not significant in the moral domain. See Balance (md 
Refinement, p ,224,n il .

The nature of warrant, that is, die nature o f the condition that elevates true belief to knowledge, 
has been generally taken to be “truth-conduciveness.” Thus, epistemic justification, e.g., “warrant,” 
is claimed to be a means to truth. This account of warrant is closely linked to the view that our 
epistemic goal is achieving truth and avoiding falsehood. In place of this account of warrant as 
tmth-conduciveness, DePauI proposes an account of warrant according to which, to have warranted 
beliefs is to believe what is appropriate in the face of experience. DePauI does not want his defense 
of the method of balance and refinement to be convincing only to those who accept his account of 
warrant. Thus, he argues for his method of balance and refinement while remaining as neutral as 
possible with respect to the different views on warrant that might be held. In particular, he aims at 
showing that, even assuming the received view of warrant as truth-conduciveness, it should be 
possible for some of the individuals following the method of balance and refinement to come to 
hold warranted moral beliefs. In order to avoid committing his overall strategy for defending his 
method to his controversial account of warrant, he refers to warrant, in the sense of believing in a 
way that is appropriate to experience as “experiential warrant.” In his view, even if it is not 
accepted that warrant should be understood as experiential warrant, the latter notion could be taken 
to represent yet another epistemic value that we would like our moral beliefs to enjoy. For 
DePauPs critique of the received understanding of warrant as truth-conduciveness, as well as for 
the details of his own understanding of warrant, see Balance and Refinement, pp. 75-91.
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objective likelihood o f  truth, which is in general beyond our access, we do have access to 

what we take to be likely to be true, which is the core o f the notion of rationality. Second, 

rationality is a subjective notion, whereas warrant is an objective one. In DePaufs view, to 

have rational beliefs is a matter o f “living up to one’s standards,” including one’s epistemic 

standards, regardless o f the objective validity of those standards. In contrast, in order to 

have warranted beliefs one must satisfy an objective standard, regardless of whether one is 

aware of it, or would accept it upon reflection. The question now  is whether the method o f 

balance and refinement help us attain both rational and warranted beliefs. If it does, then 

we will have good reason for accepting the method, even if, as it were, it cannot be shown 

to be truth-conducive. Before discussing DePaul’s strategy for defending the method o f 

balance and refinement, I shall introduce what he calls the “radical conception o f reflective 

equilibrium.” The method o f radical reflective equilibrium is a first step towards 

reconceiving moral inquiiy (and, more specifically, coherence methods) moving it away 

from the sort of intellectualist inquiry that, according to DePaul, dominates current moral 

epistemology.

23 . Conservative vs. Radical Reflective Equilibrium

DePaul begins his task o f reshaping coherence methods of moral inquiry by 

defending the claim that a radical conception of Rawls’ wide reflective equilibrium is 

preferable to the more standard conservative conception o f this method. The reason is that, 

imlike the conservative version, the radical one allows for moral conversions -a kind o f 

discontinuous change o f belief that may lead inquirers to improve their moral outlooks. In 

addition, radical reflective equilibrium, when put together with the view that methods o f 

moral inquiry must be assessed in relation to a plurality o f cognitive goals, allows us to 

meet a standard objection against coherence methods, to wit, the “no contact with reality” 

objection. I shall start by introducing DePaul’s description o f  the conservative and the 

radical conceptions o f reflective equilibrium. Next, I shall move to DePaul’s reasons for 

preferring the radical to the conservative version.^* Last, I will explain the sense in which a 

radical conception o f  reflective equilibrium pushes moral inquiry away from the 

intellectualist view that, DePaul claims, we have reasons to reject.

DePaul introduces and defends a radical version of the method of reflective equilibrium in “Two 
Conceptions of Coherence Methods in Ethics.” See, also, chapter 1 of Balance and Refinement.
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According to the conservative conception of reflective equilibrium, the inquirer’s 

task is to construct a coherent system o f  beliefs by investigating the connections between 

his considered judgments, a set o f moral principles, and a set o f background theories. 

When a person uncovers a conflict she will revise the belief to which she is less strongly 

committed. More generally, the person aims at achieving the most coherent set o f  beliefs 

that maximizes her degree o f  initial commitment Two features distinguish the 

conservative interpretation o f reflective equilibrium: (a) the only changes that the method 

envisions are those that are required to make the initial system o f  beliefs coherent; and (b) 

the outcome o f this process of revision, i.e., the inquirer’s point o f  reflective equilibrium, is 

virtually a  function o f the person’s initial beliefs.^^ In contrast, radical reflective 

equilibrium (a) allows changes that go beyond what is necessary to resolve conflicts 

among a person’s initial beliefs; and (b) the result o f these changes are neither determined 

nor even constrained by the person’s initial moral beliefs. In short, the method o f  radical 

reflective equilibrium makes room for “discontinuous revisions of beliefs,” that is for 

revisions that are not required to eliminate conflict among one’s initial commitments, and 

the outcome o f which is not determined by the believer’s reliance on initial credence 

levels. This is the kind of belief revision that is involved in what DePaul calls “moral 

conversion.” Since moral conversions, DePaul claims, may lead inquirers to improve their 

moral outlooks, a  method o f moral inquiry must make room for this kind o f discontinuous 

change o f  belief. The radical method, as opposed to the conservative one, does make room 

for this kind o f  belief change. Hence, we have reason to prefer the radical to the 

conservative interpretation o f the method o f  reflective equilibrium. Lets us examine in 

detail DePaul’s claims.

DePaul qualifies this claim in the following way. He contends that we cannot properly say that a 
person’s state of equilibrium is completely determined by the person’s initial beliefs because there 
are three types of changes that are not determined by the inquirer’s initial commitments: (i) when 
more than one moral theory fits the set of considered Judgments and background beliefs equally 
well, the inquirer would have to determine which theory is correct on the basis of his degree of 
commitment to relevant moral theories (independently of the fit between these theories and the 
considered moral judgments and background philosophical beliefs) or on the basis of intuitive 
judgments about these theories upon considering them, if the necessary theoretical judgments are 
not included among the inquirer’s initial beliefs; (ii) it may be that the inquirer has not sufficiently 
developed his epistemic beliefs to determine conflicts and inferential connections among his initial 
beliefs, and thus he would need to add new judgments, e.g., judgments about hypothetical cases or 
relevant metaphysical issues, as well as about epistemic principles, for arriving at the point of 
equilibrium; and, (iii) when a person is equally committed to two beliefs even after considering all 
the connections among the conflicting propositions and the person’s other beliefs, she will have to 
decide which belief to revise in a way that is not dictated by her initial degree of commitment. See 
DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 39.
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To start with, what does DePaul means by “moral conversion”? DePaul holds that a 

moral conversion is a discontinuous change of belief, e.g., a change that is neither required 

nor determined by the inquirer’s previous beliefs, and that is usually (but not necessarily) 

large and relatively quick. DePaul gives the following example of moral conversion. A 

person who reads Marx for the first time, and comes away from this experience as a 

committed Marxist has experienced such a conversion. Adopting the conservative 

inteipretation, we might say that the person simply discovers in Marx’s writings a moral 

theory that fits better her initial belief system than any other theory does. Or we might even 

say that the person accepted the Marxist explanation o f how our moral judgments are 

determined by various social and economic conditions because it coheres with various 

elements o f her system of beliefs, e.g., some epistemic principles, and then revised her 

considered judgments and moral theories on the basis o f the Marxist explanation o f  her 

former views. Under this explanation, the purported conversion would be superficial, and 

the alteration would be continuous rather than discontinuous, in the sense that the revision 

would be driven to resolve a conflict within her system in a way that leads her to accept the 

Marxist theory and revise the initial beliefs that are in conflict with it. But, DePaul claims, 

this is not an accurate description o f the kind of change that our Marxist reader has gone 

through. In his view, “when a person understands the whole Marxist perspective, she may 

simply find this view of the world compelling in its own rig h t... we find the person making 

many different moral judgments -feeling as through scales have fallen from her eyes, so 

that she can at last see the truth about m o r a l i t y . T h u s ,  the converted just changes her 

mind about several o f her beliefs, and such change is not driven by any conflict inherent in 

her initial belief system. In fact, DePaul argues, she could even suppose that system to be 

coherent, and thoroughly opposed to Marxism. The converted has changed her mind not 

because the Marxist theory better coheres with some previously held view. The person 

simply abandons some of her previous views, and comes to believe new things. Unlike the 

conservative interpretation o f  the method of reflective equilibrium, the radical 

interpretation can accommodate moral conversions without distorting the kind o f change 

that these experiences involve.

60 DePaul, Balance and Refinement, pp, 40-41.
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One may be skeptical that anything like moral conversion actually occurs, and thus 

that the supposed problem for the conservative version is, after all, a chimera. DePaul 

holds that the claim that moral conversions take place can be defended on empirical 

grounds, and refers to his own experience, to other people’s testimony, as well as to 

descriptions o f  these radical changes in novels and autobiographies.^* But even if  it is 

granted that moral conversions do occur, still it might be questioned whether a  method of 

moral inquiry must find a place for them, for - i t  might be held- they are not the sorts of 

rational change o f belief that a method o f inquiry aims at modeling. DePaul replies by 

clarifying what, in his view, would be required in order to exclude moral conversions from 

the kinds o f change that methods o f moral inquiry must have room for. He holds that to 

deny the possibility o f  discontinuous revisions o f belief would imply to suppose that, when 

we begin moral inquiry, we already possess as much o f the truth about morality as we ever 

will, so that we should just separate what to accept and what to  reject. As he puts it, “the 

harvest is over and moral inquiry amounts to no more than separating the chaff from the 

wheat.’ In DePaul’s view, there is no reason why a  person should stick to such a view of 

moral inquiry and think that she should coimect up any change with some other belief that 

she originally held.^^

DePaul cites a passage from Bertrand Russell’s autobiography that, I believe, is worth quoting at 
length: “When we came home we found Mrs Whitehead undergoing an unusually sever bout of 
pain. She seemed cut off from everyone and everything by walls of agony, and the sense of the 
solitude of each human soul suddenly overwhelmed me. Ever since my marriage, my emotional life 
had been calm and superficial. I had forgotten all the deeper issues, and I had been content with 
flippant cleverness. Suddenly the ground seemed to give way beneath me, and 1 found myself in 
quite another region. Within five minutes I went through some such reflections as the following: 
the loneliness o f the human soul is unendurable; nothing can penetrate it except the highest 
intensity of the sort of love that religious teachers have preached; whatever does not spring from 
this motive is harmful, or at best useless; it follows that war is wrong, that a public school 
education is abominable, that the use of force is to be deprecated, and that in human relations one 
should penetrate to the core of loneliness in each person and speak to that... At the end of those 
five minutes, I had become a completely different person. For a time, a sort of mystic illumination 
possessed me. I felt that I knew the inmost thoughts of everybody that I met in the street, and 
though this was, no doubt, a delusion, I did in actual fact find myself in far closer touch than 
previously with all my fiiends, and many of my acquaintances. Having been an Imperialist, I 
become during those five minutes a pro-Boer and a Pacifist. Having for years cared only for 
exactness and analysis, I found myself filled with semi-mystical feelings about beauty, with an 
intense interest in children, and with a desire almost as profound as that of the Buddha to find some 
philosophy that should make human life endurable,” Autobiogrcq>hy, p. 149,

DePaul, Balance and Refinement p. 46.

The radical interpretation of reflective equilibrium raises the “question of stability” in a clear and 
pressing way. If there is no need to connect up one’s revisions of beliefs to the set of beliefs 
initially held, what guarantees that the input system and the output system of beliefs are in any 
significant sense, the same set? On the question of stability, see chapter 7.
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If DePaul is right, then there is reason for preferring the radical conception o f the 

method o f reflective equilibrium to the more standard conservative conception, to wit, that 

it makes room for an important kind o f belief change, i.e., moral conversions. Further 

support for the radical method of reflective equilibrium comes from considering the 

prospects o f  meeting the objections that are traditionally raised against the method of 

reflective equilibrium. DePaul argues that, a radical interpretation o f the method of 

reflective equilibrium, together with the claim that methods o f moral inquiry should be 

assessed in light o f diverse cognitive goals, allow us to see most of the criticisms to this 

method as inappropriate. According to DePaul, the majority o f those who have criticized 

the method o f reflective equilibrium have employed some form of what he calls the “no 

contact with reality” objection (i.e., the truth objection). A method of moral inquiry, it is 

held, must bring our moral beliefs into an appropriate sort o f  contact with moral reality. 

But, the objection asks, what reason can be given for thinking that coherence methods, e.g., 

the method o f reflective equilibrium, can ensure this kind o f  contact? That is, what reason 

can be provided for thinking that coherence methods are truth-conducive?

According to DePaul, we should distinguish between two versions o f  the no contact 

with reality objection, to wit, the “no contact” objection and the “no credibility” objection. 

Whereas the former expresses a worry about coherence methods in general, the latter 

expresses a more specific worry that results from combining the general objection with the 

standard conception o f reflective equilibrium. DePaul formulates the more general version 

o f the “no contact with reality” objection, i.e., the “no contact” objection, as follows, “A 

method o f inquiry cannot be acceptable unless it is likely to lead inquirers to accept true 

theories. But there is no reason for thinking that the coherent system o f beliefs which a 

coherence method leads an inquirer to adopt will be true.”^  The more specific version of 

the “no contact with reality” objection, i.e., the “no credibility objection,” is formulated as 

follows: “A method o f inquiry cannot be acceptable unless it is likely to lead inquirers to 

accept true theories. The method of reflective equilibrium will not lead inquirers to accept 

true theories unless the beliefs that guide and constrain theory construction, i.e., the 

inquirer’s considered moral judgments or initial credence levels, are credible.”®̂ Let us

^  DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 25. 

Ibid.
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now see how DePaul deals with each o f  these versions o f the “no contact with reality” 

objection.

According to DePaul, one might try to respond to the “no contact” objection in 

either o f two ways. One could try to respond directly, by providing a reason for thinking 

that the moral theory we accept in reflective equilibrium is true. A  direct response, DePaul 

argues, is doomed to failure. The direct response attempts to show that the method of 

reflective equilibrium is reliable, in the sense that it produces for the most part true beliefs. 

If the output o f the method is mostly true, then people following the method will have to 

converge to a substantial degree on a single moral system. Thus, for the direct response to 

succeed, we would need to have a reason for thinking that people following the method 

would eventually converge, at least in a  set o f core judgments. However, DePaul 

maintains, such convergence is unlikely, in face o f the vast disagreement that there is 

currently in the moral sphere, even among philosophers who have followed the method 

already for some time. Instead o f trying to respond directly to the no contact objection, 

DePaul suggests that we respond indirectly, by undermining the demand that a reason for 

thinking that the method of reflective equilibrium is truth-conducive be offered. This 

demand is rooted in the assumption that a  method o f  moral inquiry can be adequate only if 

it can be shown that inquirers who employ the method will attain the truth. This 

assumption is based on too restrictive a view o f the goals o f moral inquiry. Moral inquiry 

is directed towards a  complex goal, which includes truth, to  be sure, but also rationality 

and warrant. And methods o f moral inquiry must be assessed in relation to how well they 

fare as regards the diverse goals that inquirers are interested in achieving. Hence, methods 

of moral inquiry may be adequate even i f  they cannot be shown to be truth-conducive, 

insofar as they contribute to achieving cognitive goals other than truth. Thus, DePauPs 

suggestion is that we challenge the assumption that gives rise to the no contact objection in 

the first place, and replace it by a more liberal view about the criteria o f adequacy of 

methods o f  moral inquiry.

Now, how does DePaul deal with the specific version o f  the no contact with reality 

objection, i.e., the no credibility objection? The no credibility objection involves the 

following claims: (i) reflective equilibrium cannot be an adequate method o f moral inquiry 

unless it is likely to lead to true theories; (ii) reflective equilibrium is unlikely to lead 

inquirers to true theories unless our considered moral judgments are credible; and (iii) the
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credibility o f our moral beliefs has not yet been established. As is apparent, if the indirect 

response to the no contact objection is successful, it will also succeed against the 

credibility objection, insofar as it will allow us to reject (i). Alternatively, a line of 

response to the no credibility objection that does not rely upon rejecting (i) opens up if  we 

accept the radical interpretation o f reflective equilibrium/^ The method of reflective 

equilibrium allows for discontinuous changes of belief, and even permits that initial beliefs 

be abandoned wholesale, when large moral conversions occur. Thus, if  the method o f 

reflective equilibrium is interpreted radically, neither the no credibility objection, nor the 

attempts to meet this objection by showing that our considered moral judgments are 

reliable, are cogent. Under the radical interpretation, no set o f beliefs serves to guide and 

constrain the inquirer through the process. Therefore, it cannot be an objection to the 

method that the beliefs that guide and constrain the process of revision, i.e., the initial 

beliefs, are not reliable. Neither does it make sense to defend the method by arguing that 

these initial beliefs are reliable.

The discussion about the reliability o f the initial moral judgments is only relevant to 

assessing the adequacy of the method o f reflective equilibrium if one assumes that the 

method is what DePaul calls a “smelter” method, i.e., a method where the raw materials -  

the input- determines the final product -th e  output o f the method. This is the view o f moral 

inquiry that the conservative interpretation of reflective equilibrium exemplifies. Instead, 

one should see methods of moral inquiry as “alchemical methods,” i.e., methods where the 

final product is not determined by the raw materials. This is the possibility that accepting 

the radical version o f  reflective equilibrium opens up. A person who begins with beliefs of 

“epistemic lead,” i.e., false or unreliable belief, may experience a conversion that leads her 

to “epistemic gold,” i.e., true or reliable beliefs. Thus, because the radical method of 

reflective equilibrium allows for discontinuous revisions o f  belief, questions about the 

value of the method do not reduce to questions about its input, as the credibility objection 

assumes. O f course, there is no guarantee that alchemical methods, like the method of

“  DePaul suggests still an additional way for meeting the no credibility objection. Instead of 
challenging eitiier (i), or (ii), once could attempt to undermine (iii). According to DePaul, one 
could employ an argument analogous to BonJour’s argument for the reliability of our perceptual 
beliefs in order to show the credibility of our considered moral judgments. For BonJour’s 
argument, see chapter 3. For DePaul’s attempt to use BonJour’s argument to yield a response to the 
no credibility objection, see Balance and Refinement, pp. 27-30. Brink uses a similar strate^ for 
meeting this objection. On this strategy, see the last section of this chapter.
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radical reflective equilibrimn, will turn epistemic lead into epistemic gold. That is, nothing 

in the specification o f the method ensures that it will function, so to say, like a 

philosopher’s stone, always turning lead into gold. There is nothing in the method of 

radical reflective equilibrium that prevents moral conversions fix>m taking place when the 

input is gold; and nothing that ensures that such conversions will always yield gold. Thus, 

someone might press the point and claim that the radical method is inadequate since it 

cannot insure, at the end of the day, that one accepts tme or reliable beliefs. But then we 

are back to the general version o f the no contact with reality objection. And DePauI’s 

response is by now a familiar one: radical reflective equilibrium may be an adequate 

method o f  inquiry, even i f  we cannot ensure that it will lead inqxiirers to accept tme beliefs, 

as long as it fares well in relation to goals other than tmth. A s will be shown later, DePaul 

claims that the radical method does not, as a  matter o f  fact, do enough by way o f  leading 

inquirers to accept rational and warranted beliefs. This is the reason why, as we will see, he 

proposes the method o f balance and refinement. Nevertheless, the radical method o f 

reflective equilibrium, DePaul contends, is an important step towards moving moral 

inquiry away from the picture o f  moral inquiry that lies behind the more standard 

conservative inteipretation of the method o f  reflective equilibrium.

The contrast between conservative and radical reflective equilibrium allows DePaul 

to start reshaping the conception o f moral inquiry in the following sense. To begin with, 

the introduction o f  the notion o f  moral conversions points towards the relevance o f 

experience in the development o f our moral outlooks. In addition, the radical interpretation 

o f reflective equilibrium allows us to see that methods o f  moral inquiry are not aptly 

characterized as functions fi-om input to output beliefs. Since the input does not determine 

the output, the method can take different persons from the same inputs to different outputs. 

Thus, the radical interpretation marks a significant departure from the mechanical 

conception o f moral methodology that the conservative interpretation represents. Last, as 

the previous point brings to light, the conservative conception focuses on beliefs, whereas 

the radical conception focuses on inquirers. In the former conception, once the inquirer’s 

initial system o f  beliefs is given, the moral theory that is accepted in reflective equilibrium 

is nearly determined. In contrast, the radical method grants a more active role to the 

inquirer in the process o f theory construction. For he can alter at any point the structure of 

his system o f  beliefs in a way that is not determined by what he happens to believe when 

he first engaged in  moral inquiry. As we shall see, the method o f  balance and refinement
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builds on these features of moral inquiry, to present us a picture of moral inquiry which, 

DePaul claims, is far removed from the sort of inquiry that the standard view on the 

method o f reflective equilibrium represents. In order to determine the extent to which 

balance and refinement does depart from common conceptions of moral inquiry, and 

improves upon these conceptions, we need to have a better grasp of the details o f  the 

method o f  balance and refinement, as well as of DePauI’s arguments in favor o f  this 

method, to which I turn now.

2.4. Rationality and the Method of Balance and Refinement

DePaul contends that the method of balance and refinement is the only rational 

method o f moral inquiry. He argues for this claim in two steps. In a first step, he rules out 

as irrational all methods except for the radical method o f reflective equilibrium and the 

method o f balance and refinement (i). In a second step, he eliminates as irrational the 

radical method o f  reflective equilibrium so that the method o f  balance and refinement 

remains as the only rational method (ii). This is a (hopefully, helpful) overview of 

DePauPs two-step argument to the effect that balance and refinement is the only rational 

method of moral inquiry:

(i) The method o f reflective equilibrium (under a radical interpretation) is the only 

method that takes into consideration all the features that are generally taken to be relevant 

to the rationality o f  moral inquiry. The rest of the methods either exclude something that 

ought to influence a person’s inquiry, and thus lead to irrationality, or they are not really 

alternatives to the method o f radical reflective equilibrium. The method o f balance and 

refinement inherits all the features of radical reflective equilibrium that are involved in the 

argument in support o f the rationality o f radical reflective equilibrium. Hence, balance and 

refinement is also a rational method o f inquiry.

(ii) The standard view o f what is relevant to the rationality of moral inquiry is 

deficient, for it leaves out the role o f experience. Only if experience is properly taken into 

account, is it possible to avoid two types of irrationality, to wit, naïveté and corruption. 

Radical reflective equilibrium lacks the resources necessary to incorporate the role of 

experience, and thereby caimot prevent these two types of irrationality from arising. Thus, 

the method of rational reflective equilibrium does not guarantee rational belief. The
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method o f  balance and refinement, which results fix>m amending the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium, is capable of relieving naïveté and avoiding corruption. Thus, the method of 

balance and refinement is the only rational method o f moral inquiry.

Let us now see in some detail each step o f DePaul’s argument to the effect that 

balance and refinement is the only method o f moral inquiry that can guarantee that one 

ends up with a rational system o f  moral beliefs.®^

(i) The case fo r  the irrationality o f  methods o f  m oral inquiry other than radical 

reflective equilibrium and the m ethod o f balance and  refinement

According to DePaul, the rationality o f  methods o f moral inquiiy must be assessed 

in relation to two parameters: a static parameter and a  dynamic one. First, we must assess 

whether the method leads us to accept a  rational system o f beliefs. Second, we must assess 

whether it recommends us to follow rational revisions o f  belief, that is, whether it brings us 

to a rational system o f beliefs by following a number o f steps that it is rational for us to 

take. The requirement that a method o f  moral inquiry lead to a  rational system o f  beliefs 

held at a  given time plays a comparatively unimportant role in DePauPs argument, since, 

he claims, many methods o f moral inquiry satisfy this requirement. The requirement that a 

method o f  moral inquiiy lead to rational revisions o f  belief plays the most significant role 

in DePaul’s argument, for -he claims- this requirement is m et only by the radical method 

of reflective equilibrium and the method o f  balance and refinem ent Let us examine each 

of these two evaluative criteria -th e  rationality o f the system o f  beliefs and the rationality 

of revisions of beliefs- in turn.

DePaul claims that a system o f  beliefs, as held at a given time, is rational if  the 

person who holds these beliefs would consider them likely to be tme after reflection. This 

view o f the rationality o f a system o f  belief follows from DePauPs conception o f

DePaul argues that methods other than radical reflective equilibrium and the method of balance 
and refinement are irrational in chapter 3 o f Balance and Refinement. For DePauPs argument to the 
effect that even reflective equilibrium falls short of rationality, and thus that the only rational 
method of moral inquiiy is the method of balance and refinement, see chapter 4, also in Balance 
and Refinement.
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rationality as a subjective and internalist standard. To recall, this conception holds that 

believing rationally is a matter o f believing what, from the believer’s perspective, would 

seem likely to be true upon reflection. To determine whether a method o f  moral inquiry 

leads inquirers to accept a rational system o f beliefs, so understood, we should determine 

first of all, what reflection amounts to. In DePaxil’s view, such reflection involves three 

elements: (i) determining whether there is any conflict among the beliefs in the system; (ii) 

uncovering relations o f support among the beliefs in the system; and (iii) considering 

alternatives to one’s own beliefs. Given the subjective conception o f rationality that 

DePaul endorses, it is up to the believer to determine how she should resolve a conflict, 

how much support a belief might need from other beliefs, and even what sorts of relations 

among beliefs constitute support, as well as to decide what alternatives to consider, and 

how much consideration to give to each o f them.^^ This subjectivist view of rationality, 

DePaul claims, leads to coherentism, in that whether or not a system of beliefs is rational is 

determined by the relations among those beliefs and the believer’s degree o f  commitment 

to them, including the believer’s epistemic standards. In this view, a system of beliefs is 

rational if it enjoys a certain degree o f  coherence. O f course, since reflective equilibrium 

is a method for producing a coherent system of beliefs, it is ob\ious that it will lead

This distinction between the rationality of a system of beliefs and the rationality of a revision of 
belief parallels the distinction between static and dynamic justification that motivates the taxonomy 
of coherence theories of justification, as reviewed through chapters 3-5 of this work.

However, DePaul qualifies his commitment to subjectivism by saying that, while much is 
determined from the believer’s point of view, not everything is. In particular, what is involved in 
reflection is not entirely up to the inquirer, neither are logical relations determined from the 
believer’s point of view {Balance and Refinement, p. 106).

Let us grant that DePaul is right when claiming that a subjectivist view of rationality leads to 
coherentism. The question is whether coherentism, so understood, is an attractive alternative. For it 
follows that whether a system of beliefs is coherent or not is determined from the believer’s 
perspective, except insofar as coherence is a matter of relations of support and conflict that are 
determined by logical principles. But, then, unless one has a very broad view of which principles 
are logical principles, it seems that many relations that detract or contribute to the coherence of a 
system of beliefs will be up to the inquirer. For instance, one may have indeed reasonable doubts 
about whether explanatory relations should be included among such logical principles. Presumably, 
what counts as an explanation goes far beyond what logic, even loosely understood, can tell us. But 
then, someone whose epistemic principles lack an stringent enough notion of explanatory relation 
may claim that his system of beliefs is coherent even if it blatantly falls short of the degree of 
explanatory coherence that most inquirers would require for a system to be coherent. In the 
opposite side, we will have the excessively demanding inquirer who would take his system of 
beliefs to be incoherent, even if, as a matter of fact, its degree of coherence exceeds by far that of 
the average believer. Thus, it seems that it is necessary that some objective criteria of coherence be 
developed in order to avoid these problems. However, it is doubtful whether imposing external and 
objective standards of coherence would be compatible with the internalist view of justification that 
most coherence theories of justification embrace.
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inquirers to accept a rational system o f  beliefs. The same is true of the method o f balance 

and refinement, which, as we will see, results from amending the method o f reflective 

equilibrium. However, that these two methods lead to a rational system o f  belief does not 

support the claim that they are the only rational methods o f  inquiry, for, DePaul claims, 

many other methods also lead inquirers to accept rational, i.e., coherent, systems o f beliefs. 

For instance, consider a method o f  moral inquiry that is exactly like the method of 

reflective equilibrium except that it urges the believer to accept the belief that is less likely 

to be true upon reflection (which DePaul calls the “inverse method o f reflective 

equilibrium”). This method, even i f  clearly unacceptable, surely guarantees that the 

inquirer ends up with a rational system o f  beliefs. Thus, DePaul claims, we need to look 

for other criteria for assessing the rationality o f our methods o f  moral inquiry if the case for 

the irrationality o f  methods other than reflective equilibrimn and the method o f balance 

and refinement is to be established.

The method’s directives for revising beliefs rationally provide the criterion that 

DePaul is looking for. For only the method o f radical reflective equilibrium and the 

method o f  balance and refinement satisfy this criterion of rationality. Only these methods 

ensure that the inquirer follow a  rational procedure o f belief revision. Let us first see what 

the rationality o f  such a procedure consists in. DePaul claims that what is rational to revise 

is determined by what would seem likely to be true to the person, after giving the matter 

some thought, where this reflection includes consideration o f  relevant alternatives and the 

acquisition o f appropriate additional evidence.^^ How much reflection a rational revision 

requires, how many alternatives are relevant, and what the appropriate amount of evidence 

that must be gathered is, are difficult issues, but, DePaul claims, we have a pretty good

DePaul considers and rejects two other alternative ways of conceiving the rationality of belief 
revision. One could apply straightforwardly the subjective conception of rationality according to 
which rationality is a matter of believing in a way that is appropriate to one’s epistemic standards. 
In this view, a revision of belief would be rational if it conforms to the believer’s epistemic 
standards. However, it might be that reflection would lead the person to reject some of his own 
epistemic standards. Thus, DePaul argues, we could instead take a revision of belief to be rational 
only if the revised belief is the one that seems to the believer to be less likely to be true, upon 
reflection. This proposal brings the account o f rational revision of belief into accord with the 
account of rational belief offered before. However, this account of rational revision of belief is 
flawed because, DePaul claims, we should not regard a revision of belief as irrational simply 
because it does not accord with some standards of belief revision, e.g,, Bayesian principles, that 
would be revealed if an extended reflection on the philosophical literature on belief revision would 
be carried on. Thus, we should settle for an intermediate account, one that requires the inquirer to 
put some thought into examining his principles for revising beliefs.
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intuitive sense o f what is required in actual cases. In light o f  what is involved in the 

rational revision o f beliefs, it is apparent that the method o f reflective equilibrium is a 

rational method, for it directs the inquirer: 1. to consider the connections among his own 

beliefs, alternatives to those beliefs, and arguments that might be given to decide among 

those alternatives; and 2. to revise according to what seems to be correct as a result o f such 

reflection. It is also patent that methods that seemed to be rational when attention was 

given only to the rationality o f  the system of beliefs that results from following such a 

method, do not satisfy even minimal assumptions once we consider the rational revision of 

beliefs, i.e., that one should not alter what seems more likely to be true. This is the case, for 

instance, o f  the “inverse method o f reflective equilibrium.” But, what about other less 

fanciful alternative methods?

DePaul argues that there are no rational alternatives to the radical method of 

reflective equilibrium (and to the method of balance and refinement). A genuine alternative 

to the method o f radical reflective equilibrium would have to issue some sort o f directive 

requiring inquirers either to leave something out o f their reflection or not to revise 

according to what seems to be correct upon reflection, that is, to favor some set o f 

propositions, regardless o f which beliefs the inquirer would consider more likely to be true 

after reflection. Clearly either directive would lead inquirers to make irrational revisions of 

beliefs. DePaul claims that there is another way of interpreting purported alternatives to 

reflective equilibrium so that they do not direct irrational revisions of beliefs. According to 

this interpretation, critics of reflective equilibrium are not proposing genuine alternatives to 

this method. But these proposals are, in fact, particular workings through this method, 

albeit by inquirers who are more strongly committed to certain epistemic principles or 

meta-ethical theories than to their considered moral judgments. Hence, these inquirers 

actually favor these principles and metaethical views as a result o f following the method o f 

reflective equilibrium, even if  apparently they claim to be following an alternative method. 

Thus, according to DePaul, only the method of reflective equilibrium (and the method o f 

balance and refinement) is rational when assessed according to the criteria o f  rationality 

that we use for evaluating revisions o f  beliefs. Other methods either are irrational, or they 

are not genuine alternatives.

I ’!

(ii) The case fo r  the irrationality o f  the method o f radical reflective equilibrium
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So far, we have seen that, according to DePaul, methods other than reflective 

equilibrium and its successor, the method o f balance and refinement, do not guarantee 

rational moral beliefs. Now, DePaul claims that even the method o f reflective equilibrium 

fails to lead inquirers to accept rational beliefs, and hence, that balance and refinement is, 

ultimately, the only rational method o f  moral inquiry. The problem with reflective 

equilibrium is that is starts from a wrong assumption that both proponents and critics of 

this method, as well as defenders o f alternative methods, share with regard to what is 

relevant to the rationality of moral inquiry. This assumption leaves experience out o f what 

is relevant to the rationality of moral inquiry. As a result o f this exclusion, DePaul claims, 

reflective equilibrium fails to guarantee rational moral inquiry. Let us now see the kind of 

experience that DePaul takes to be relevant to moral inquiry and the forms o f irrationality 

that, according to DePaul, reflective equilibrium fails to avoid.

That experience plays a crucial role in moral inquiry was already pointed out by 

Aristotle, from whom DePaul quotes the following familiar passage, “A young man is not 

a proper hearer o f  lectures on political science; for he is inexperience in the actions that 

occur in life, but its discussion start from these and are about this.”’^

W hat is the kind o f experience that is required to be fit for moral inquiry and that, 

according to Aristotle, the young lack? DePaul refers to the experience that is relevant to 

moral inquiry as “formative experience.” He begins to characterize this notion by 

contrasting it with another kind o f experience, to wit, “reasoning experience.” Reasoning 

experience “involves such things as constructing an argument from propositions one 

already believes, appreciating a counter-example to a  moral principle one accepts, or 

seeing a proposition as obvious upon considering it.” DePaul distinguishes between two 

paradigms o f  reasoning experience. The first paradigm involves an inquirer acquiring or 

changing a moral belief as a result o f  considering the logical and evidential relations 

among the various propositions he believes. This paradigm also includes the acquisition o f 

factual information. The second paradigm involves the acquisition or change o f belief that 

is not mediated by reflection on the connections among the propositions a person believes. 

Necessary truths that inquirers take as obvious upon first consideration as well as intuitive

72

73

See Aristotle, Nichomachean Ethics, 1095a. DePaul, Balance and Refinement,, p. 139, 

DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 140.
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judgments about hypothetical cases or counterexamples are familiar cases that fall within 

this second paradigm of reasoning experience. This kind o f experience is the one that 

reflective equilibrium, and nearly every other method o f  moral inquiry, takes into 

consideration. According to DePaul, not all changes in moral views are the result of 

reasoning experiences. He calls experiences that alter one’s moral beliefs and that do not 

fit the mold o f either paradigm of reasoning experience, “formative experiences.” Among 

these experiences, DePaul include “real-life” experiences such as actually performing an 

action that the person considers right or wrong, living with a  person who has a certain 

virtue or vice, and closely interacting with people who value different things. Experiences 

with art also figure among those that provoke changes in our moral outlooks. For instance, 

watching a play or a movie which has a character who is committed to a certain moral 

principle, reading a novel, memorizing a moving poem, or even listening to a piece of 

music or viewing a painting. All these life experiences and experiences with art have the 

potential for changing a person’s moral views in ways that are markedly different from the 

kind of alterations that fall within the label of reasoning experience.^^

In DePaul’s view, a positive characterization of the notion of formative experience 

encounters a number of obstacles. Firstly, all the examples aforementioned are not really 

examples of formative experiences, but examples of activities and experiences that 

commonly give rise to formative experiences. Secondly, engaging in an activity that is 

generally associated with formative experiences may cause an alteration o f belief by means 

o f reasoning, and not a formative experience. For instance, reading a novel may lead to a 

change o f moral views insofar as it provides relevant information that the reader was 

previously unaware of. Thirdly, while emotions are certainly connected with formative 

experiences, such a coimection is contingent and complex, and thus emotional reactions do 

not help identify when a formative experience has taken place. Lastly, activities that lead 

to formative experiences may produce their effect upon a person’s moral beliefs only after 

repeated involvement. Despite these difficulties, DePaul does give some useful hints about 

what the core o f the concept that he is after is. He writes, “formative experiences feel more

DePaul notes that there is a close connection between formative experiences and moral 
conversions. At bottom, he says, they are the same thing, except that the latter are provoked by 
reflection on a philosophical argument, while the former are provoked by something else, e.g., 
reading a novel. See DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 232, nl2.

”  According to DePaul, formative experiences have both a cognitive and an emotional side. 
However, he restricts his analysis to their cognitive side. See, ibid., p. 233, nl 6,
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as if  they influence one’s faculty o f  moral judgment, intuition, or perception, so that one 

sees situations in  a different way, and feels drawn to make different moral judgments or 

accept different moral principles ... Suppose we can think o f  a person’s moral faculty as a 

sort o f  mechanism that operates by taking the person from input beliefs to output beliefs. 

Then we might conceive of two sorts o f  things happening to this mechanism. On the one 

hand, the mechanism can function in the ordinary way, performing operations upon input 

and churning out an output. This is, in effect, what a  reasoning experience involves. On the 

other hand, something might happen that affects the way the mechanism operates, causing 

it to operate in a  different fashion, and forcing us to describe it with a different function. 

This is what occurs when one has a formative experience.”’^

Thus, we are told that formative experiences, in contrast to reasoning experiences, 

lead us to revise our moral beliefs by altering the way in which our moral faculty works. It 

is the relevance o f  this kind o f  experience for the rationality o f our moral beliefs that 

reflective equilibrium, as much as any other method o f  moral inquiry to date, has failed to 

appreciate. As a result, argues DePaul, reflective equilibrium cannot prevent two forms of 

irrationality from arising, namely, “naïveté” and “cormption.” The general form o f the 

problem is as follows: there is no device in the method o f  reflective equilibrium that 

prevents a person who has a limited range o f formative experience, i.e., a naïve person, 

from constmcting a moral theory, and achieving wide reflective equilibrium, without 

adding to their base o f formative experience. Such a person would have proceeded 

irrationally, insofar as he did not do all he could, as seen from his own perspective, to 

ensure the truth o f  his views. Once could try to amend the method o f reflective equilibrium 

and require that the inquirer, in addition to considering relevant alternatives and arguments, 

must also have some exposure to available experiences. But this strategy may give rise to 

another form o f irrationality, e.g., corruption. A way out of this problem, DePaul argues, is 

to revise the method o f reflective equilibrium and endorse the method of balance and 

refinement, which rightly accounts for the role o f experience in moral inquiry. DePaul 

develops his argument by means o f some examples that are intended to show in an 

intuitive and clear way what is epistemically wrong vrith the inquirer who operates with a 

naïve moral sensibility or with one that has been corrupted, and why the method of 

reflective equilibrium is incapable o f satisfactorily addressing these cases o f  irrationality.

76 DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 146.
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DePauI provides the following example to illustrate that a naïve person can indeed 

bring his views into reflective equilibrium without loosing his naïveté, and thus that this 

method cannot ensure that inquirers will reject epistemically deficient beliefs, such as 

those o f the naïve. Jay is a young man who does not see war as a great evil, but rather as a 

good thing, an opportunity to develop one’s courage, and attain honor and glory. He has 

never had first hand experience with war. He loves listening to the testimony o f the old 

timers about the Second War World, and the Korean and Vietnam Wars as well as 

immersing himself in novels and films that romanticize warfare. If Jay were to acquire 

first-hand experience with war, or i f  he were to have some experience with the sort o f 

literature, films, and documentaries that present more of an anti-war message, his view o f 

war would be affected. But, unfortunately. Jay is rather naïve. The experience that grounds 

his view o f  war is very narrow.

The problem of the method o f reflective equilibrium that this example brings to 

light is that, despite the fact that there is something epistemologically amiss with Jay’s 

beliefs about war, he could use the method of reflective equilibrium to constmet a moral 

theory around these beliefs, without substantially enriching his experience. In DePaul’s 

view, there are apparently three points at which the method o f reflective equilibrium might 

force Jay to either alter his views about war or acquire additional experience: a. when he 

filters his initial moral judgments to obtain his considered moral judgments; b. when he 

brings his considered moral judgments into narrow reflective equilibrium, and c. when he 

moves from narrow to wide reflective equilibrium. At none o f these points, does the 

method drive Jay to improve the epistemic status of his beliefs. First, filtering is unlikely to 

help because the problem with the naive person is not that his beliefs are formed in 

circumstances where errors are likely to be made. Nor are these beliefs formed in 

ignorance o f  the relevant facts. In fact, it is to be expected that Jay would know much more 

about war affairs than the average person does. Jay’s problem, DePaul says, is not that he

DePaul emphasizes at several places of his discussion of this and other examples that he does not 
want to establish that Jay had got things wrong morally. In DePaul’s view, there might be 
circumstances in which Jay retains his position on war in reflective equilibrium where this is not 
epistemologically objectionable. The objection against the method is not that it sanctions views that 
we find morally wrong, but that it sanctions views that we find epistemically wrong, because they 
are based on too poor an experience, regardless of their moral acceptability. See DePaul, Balance 
and Refinement, p. 150, and p. 233, n20; and “Naïveté and Cormption in Moral Inquiiy,” p. 624, p. 
626, n9, and p. 634, n21.
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is ignorant o f the facts, but that they do not strike him in the right way. The problem 

involved in naïveté has to do with the person, not with his beliefs failing to meet any o f the 

conditions that considered judgments must satisfy. Second, only reasoning experiences are 

involved in moving to a point o f  reflective equilibrium. Thus, whether or not Jay retains 

his view o f  war in reflective equilibrium, he will not be forced to enrich his formative 

experience, he will remain naïve.

Last, the transition from narrow to wide reflective equilibrium does not seem either 

to require Jay to broaden his formative experience, whether this transition is described in 

terms o f considering alternatives, or in terms o f bringing the inquirer’s background beliefs 

into play. The consideration o f  alternatives has generally been taken to apply to 

philosophical theories and arguments, and engaging in this sort o f intellectual exercise 

does not seem in the least to relieve Jay’s naïveté. Bringing background beliefs into play 

could seem to make some room for the requirement that Jay enrich his experience. These 

backgrounds beliefs will certainly include epistemic standards. And if  these standards 

require some exposure to the relevant experience, the effort to achieve coherence will 

actually lead Jay to broaden his experience. However, in DePaul’s view, this mechanism 

for forcing Jay to improve his beliefs is too limited. For this mechanism to be effective in 

relieving naïveté several conditions must be met: (i) the person must have the right sort of 

epistemic standards; (ii) he must believe that his moral beliefs do not meet these standards; 

and (iii) he must be less committed to his moral beliefs than to his epistemic standards. Let 

us grant, for the sake o f the argument, that Jay satisfies the first two conditions. Still, if  he 

is very committed, as we may suppose, to his views on war, reflective equilibrium will 

direct him to alter his epistemic standards, rather than to acquire the experience that these 

standards require. Under this scenario, DePaul says, Jay truly sounds dogmatic, and yet it 

seems that reflective equilibrium, far from relieving such a person from his naïveté, allows 

him to incorporate such dogmatism into a point o f reflective equilibrium.

Thus, DePaul concludes, the foregoing example shows that the method of reflective 

equilibrium cannot remedy the epistemic deficiency o f  a naïve person’s moral beliefs. 

DePaul considers next whether this method has the resources for dealing with this problem 

if  it is corrected as follows. One could incorporate formative experience into the method of 

reflective equilibrium in a way similar to the way in which this method incorporates 

alternative moral conceptions. Just as one requires that a  person in reflective equilibrium
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take into account the available moral theories and philosophical arguments, one could 

require that the person have some exposure to the formative experiences that are available 

to him.

However, DePaul argues, this straightforward modification of the method will not 

do. The problem is that some formative experiences are likely to have a negative influence 

on the epistemic status o f a  person’s beliefs. DePaul suggests that we may distinguish 

between “enriching” and “corrupting” experiences. Whereas the former are those that it 

would be best for a person to enjoy before making moral judgments, the latter corrupt, 

rather than inform, one’s moral judgments. We shall later see how these two types of 

formative experience can be distinguished from each other. For the time being, the point is 

that, amending the method o f reflective equilibrium so that it requires the inquirer to 

expose himself to have a sampling o f each kind o f available formative experiences does 

not discriminate between those than enhance and those that corrupt our faculty o f moral 

judgment.

DePaul makes his point again by means of an example. He invites us to consider 

the views o f an Amishman. The Amish feel morally obliged to live a simple agrarian life, 

apart from the modem world, working in harmony with nature. Suppose that our 

Amishman has not blindly accepted the training he received as a child, neither has he felt 

compelled to carry on his life-style as a result o f the family and community pressures. 

Quite the contrary, the Amishman has carefully developed a well worked out conception o f 

the good life, and as a result he rejects most modem conveniences and takes the Amish 

life-style to be morally required o f him. Having put so much thought about what 

conception of the good life one must accept, we may suppose that he is certainly aware that 

there are many experiences, constitutive of alternative life-styles, which he has not had. 

The Amishman is also aware that, if  he were to enjoy some of these experiences, his 

commitment to his moral view may break down, for he does not take himself to have such 

fortitude as to believe that no experience can corrupt him. Hence, the Amishman avoids the 

experiences that he takes to be potentially corrupting.’*

DePaul notes that many of the issues that this example involves did arise in an actual case, when 
states tried to force the Amish to send their children to public schools. The Supreme Court finally 
ruled out in favor of the Amish in Wisconsin v. Yoder̂  406 U. S. 205 (1972). See DePaul, “Two 
Conceptions of Coherence Methods in Ethics,” p. 477, nl4.
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In DePaul’s view, it is clear that the moral views o f  the Amishman are in good 

epistemic order. In fact, he says, the Amishman’s attitude towards potentially corrupting 

experiences is not significantly different from that o f  most o f  us. For we all recognize that 

there are formative experiences that would probably lead us to radically change our system 

of values, and we do not feel that it would be a good idea to  have these experiences. We 

hold that they may corrupt our judgment, and so we avoid them. This is, claims DePaul, 

the proper attitude to have.

DePaul’s examples o f Jay and the Amishman are claimed to establish this much. 

Reflective equilibrium cannot correct the problem o f naïveté, and amending the method by 

requiring that inquirers have any available experience would force them to have formative 

experiences that they have reason to regard as corrupting. DePaul’s next step in the 

argument is to show that both naïyeté and corruption are form s o f irrationality, and thus, 

that reflective equilibrium cannot guarantee rational belief. In order to do so, DePaul 

suggests that we reflect on the issue o f  which kind o f  evidence gathering leads to rational 

beliefs. More specifically, he suggests that the rationality o f  beliefs based on less than all 

evidence, and beliefs based on misleading evidence may provide a model for 

understanding naïveté and corruption, respectively. When we see these two phenomena in 

the light o f  considerations about the rationality of evidence gathering, it becomes clear that 

the epistemic deficiencies that naïveté and corruption involve are forms o f irrationality.

First, DePaul begins by considering whether evidence a person does not possess 

can affect the rationality of his belief. Since it is never possible for a person to gather all 

relevant evidence, the question arises as to how much evidence a person must possess in 

order to believe rationally. DePaul’s answer to this question is that it is rational for a 

person to believe a  given proposition on certain evidence only i f  it is also rational for her to 

believe that the total evidence would continue to support the proposition. The same kind o f 

requirement may be imposed in relation to how much formative experience a  person must 

have in order to make rational moral judgments. That is, it is not rational to make a  moral 

judgment unless the person rationally believes that her moral judgment would remain firm 

in the face o f  all enriching formative experience.
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What does this tell us about the rationality o f  the naive’s beliefs? DePaul seems to 

distinguish three situations. First, the naïve person has not considered whether his 

experience is adequate, in the sense that a moral judgment that is based on it would remain 

firai if he were to acquire additional experience. Second, the naïve person has considered 

this issue and has concluded that his experience is not adequate, yet he does not seek 

additional enriching experiences. Last, the naïve person believes, and upon reflection 

would continue believing that her formative experience is adequate, that is, that judgments 

that are based on this experience would not be unsettled by acquiring additional 

experience. In light of DePaul’s view o f rationality according to which rationality is a 

matter o f doing what one can to ensure the truth o f one’s beliefs, it is patent that the first 

two cases are cases o f irrationality. The naïve person should have considered whether her 

experience is sufficient, whether additional experiences would improve the epistemic 

status of his beliefs, and seek additional experiences if  this is required as a result o f these 

reflections. In the last case, even though the person is naïve, and his moral judgments are 

epistemically deficient, we would have to grant that they are rational. But this, according to 

DePaul, in no way prevents us from criticizing the belief on other epistemological grounds. 

Thus, except in the last kind of cases, important aspects o f  naïveté are a matter of 

irrationality.

The concept o f misleading evidence provides the model for understanding why the 

epistemic deficiency o f the beliefs involved in cases o f corruption are also a matter o f 

irrationality. It would be irrational for a person to set about acquiring a body o f evidence 

that, upon reflection, he concludes to be misleading. In the same way, it would be irrational 

for a person engaged in moral inquiry to set about acquiring experience that he believes, 

upon reflection, to be corrupting. Presumably, we could also distinguish, at least, three 

situations here. First, the inquirer does not reflect upon the question o f  whether an 

available experience would corrupt his judgment, and acquires this experience. Second, the 

person does reflect upon the effects o f an available experience and finds it potentially 

corrupting, yet he acquires the experience. And, last, the person has reflected upon the 

potential effects o f the experience, and has not found it corrupting, so he seeks it, yet the 

experience did have corrupting effects. Whereas the first two cases are clearly cases of 

irrationality, the epistemic deficiency o f  the person that fits the third category o f cases 

would have to be explained and criticized on some other grounds.
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Hence, the method of reflective equilibrium will lead to irrational beliefs in cases 

where a person would come to believe that she has had insufficient experience if he were 

to reflect on the adequacy of their formative experience, but has failed to reflect on the 

issue, or has failed to act upon the results o f  such reflection. I f  we amend the method of 

reflective equilibrium so that it requires the believer to acquire available experience, then it 

would lead to irrational revisions o f belief in cases where it would direct the person to 

enjoy formative experiences that he would believe to be corrupting upon reflection. Now, 

the question arises, is there any way to amend the method o f  reflective equilibrium to 

obtain a method that would lead naïve inquirers to broaden their formative experience 

without forcing inquirers to have experiences that would corrupt their moral judgment? 

Such a method would have to rely in an important sense upon a distinction between 

enriching and corrupting experiences, so as to  lead inquirers to seek the former, and avoid 

the latter.

According to DePaul, there are two possible ways in which we could draw the 

distinction between corrupting and enriching experiences. We could either distinguish 

them absolutely, or we may take this distinction to be relative to the inquirer’s beliefs. Let 

us explore each o f  these possibilities. According to DePaul, we may take Aristotle as a 

representative o f the former approach. In this approach, we should supplement the method 

o f reflective equilibrium by identifying objectively the experiences that enhance and those 

that corrupt our moral faculty. According to DePaul, there are several problems with this 

option. First, the Aristotelian approach is externalist, in the sense that the necessary 

experiences are identified independently o f  the inquirer’s beliefs. As a result, a method 

operating with this criterion would lead inquirers to behave irrationality, for it is possible 

that the method would direct them to acquire experiences that they take to be cormpting. In 

addition, this approach is conservative, in that it recommends a method that is not neutral 

among substantive moral conceptions, while, in the main, recent moral philosophy has 

been decidedly liberal in this respect.

The second possibility -the identification o f enriching and cormpting formative 

experiences by reference to the inquirers’ own system o f beliefs- is the option that DePaul 

endorses. He holds this option to be more congenial to coherentist methods o f  moral 

inquiry, which are both internalist and liberal. DePaul proposes that in order to incorporate 

within a coherentist account the distinction between enriching and cormpting experiences.
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the following conditions should be added. First, as the inquirer seeks to fashion his moral 

and background beliefs into a coherent whole, he must consider whether the formative 

experience he has enjoyed is minimally broad, or skewed in some way, whether there are 

activities that he could engage in that are apt to broaden his range of experience, and w hat 

might be said for an against each of these activities with regard to whether they are likely 

to enhance or corrupt his capacity for making sensitive moral judgments. Second, the 

inquirer must seek out experiences and engage in these activities accordingly. That is, he 

must avoid those experiences that he considers upon reflection to be corrupting, and he 

must engage in those activities that he takes to produce formative experiences. In 

particular, he should seek additional experiences with literature, film, and other forms of 

art, which he considers likely to further refine his moral judgment.^^ Amending the method 

o f reflective equilibrium by incorporating these two additions yields what DePaul calls the 

“method o f balance and refinement.” He writes, “I call this method balance and 

refinement: balance, in order to indicate the strong coherentist component that is carried 

over from radical reflective equilibrium, and refinement, because the method deviates from 

earlier versions o f coherentism in seeking to improve or develop the inquirer's faculty for 

making moral judgments, rather than simply systematizing the output of this faculty.”*'̂

The method o f balance and refinement, holds DePaul, requires naive inquirers to 

thiiik about the limited range of experience that they have enjoyed, and seek out additional 

experience accordingly, while it does not force inquirers to have formative experiences that 

they would regard as corrupting. Thus, this method, in contrast to the method of reflective 

equilibrium, does protect inquirers against the irrationality involved in both naïveté and 

corruption. O f course, it does not deal with all epistemic deficiencies that are involved in 

these two phenomena. In particular, it would allow a naïve person who accepts rather W'eak 

epistemic standards, even after reflection, to hold the belief that additional formative 

experience is unnecessary. Nor would it prevent inquirers from falling into corruption 

unwittingly. But it does ensure that inquirers will proceed rationally. Hence, the method of

It is indeed quite doubtful that this method for distinguishing corrupting and enriching 
experiences is as neutral among moral conceptions as DePaul wants it to be, To sec this, we may 
just vary the example and think of examples that do not involve views that we consider morally 
objectionable. For a similar criticism, see Blackburn, ‘*On the Ver>' Idea of Formative Experience: 
DePauI’s challenge to Coherence Theories in Ethics”; and Timmons, Review of “Balance and 
Refinement: Beyond Coherence Methods of Moral Inquiry,”

DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 174.
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balance and refinement does guarantee that we achieve a cognitive end o f the utmost 

importance, to wit, rational belief. To recall, DePaul’s strategy for defending the method of 

balance and refinement consists in showing that (i) the method insures inquirers rational 

belief; and (ii) the method allows some inquirers to get warranted beliefs. In DePaul’s 

view, this suffices to establish the adequacy o f a  method o f  moral inquiry. If  a  method 

fares well in relation to both rationality and warrant, then we do have good reasons for 

following the method, even if it cannot be shown to be truth-conducive. The first part of 

DePaul’s strategy for defending the method o f balance and refinement is thus completed. 

Now, I move to the discussion o f the second prong o f DePaul’s defense o f the method of 

balance and refinement, which amounts to showing that this method puts at least some 

inquirers in a favorable position to have warranted beliefs.

2.5. W arran t and the M ethod o f Balance and Refinem ent

Does the method of balance and refinement yield warranted beliefs? Before 

answering this question, one would like to know what is for a  belief to be warranted. Only 

then, one might say, can we be in the position to assess whether the method does lead 

inquirers to accept warranted beliefs. However, as I said earlier, DePaul does not want his 

defense o f  the method of balance and refinement to depend upon the acceptance o f  any 

particular view o f  warrant. Thus, while examining whether this method leads to warranted 

beliefs, he sticks to a very general view o f  warrant. In this view, warrant is whatever 

elevates true belief to knowledge. Warranted beliefs, generally speaking, are those that 

meet objective and external standards which identify what would be epistemically best. 

The particular substantive view about what “best” means is left open. The received view, 

to recall, holds that the basic epistemic good is to believe the truth and avoid falsehoods, 

and thus, that warranted beliefs are those that are objectively likely to be true. In contrast, 

DePaul takes the relevant standards to be those that identify beliefs that are experientially 

warranted, i.e., that are in harmony with our experience. Regardless o f which view o f 

warrant one finds more compelling, the relevant issue as far as the defense o f  the method 

o f balance and refinement is concerned is whether it leads inquirers to warranted beliefs.

DePaul argues that it cannot be established that the method o f balance and 

refinement will guarantee inquirers warranted belief. There is always the possibility that 

naïve inquirers would remain naïve, even after careful reflection. And it is always possible
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for inquirers to be unaware of the comipting character o f the experiences in which they 

engage. In these two cases, inquirers following the method o f  balance and refinement 

would not reach warranted beliefs. However, claims DePaul, these possibilities of naïveté 

and corruption are not a decisive objection against the adequacy of the method. The 

demand for a method to guarantee knowledge to anyone who follows it stems fi-om the 

view that the epistemic status o f output beliefs must be explained exclusively in terms o f 

features o f the method. Methods, in this view, are mechanisms whose adequacy depends 

on whether they yield output beliefs with the right epistemic status. However, as has been 

argued, DePaul rejects this mechanistic view of the methods o f  moral inquiry. Instead o f 

focusing on methods, DePaul suggests that we shift the emphasis to the individual inquirer, 

and holds that the epistemic status of accepted beliefs must be accounted for not only in 

terms of features o f the method, but also in terms of features o f  the inquirer. Thus, instead 

o f  demanding that a method guarantee knowledge, regardless o f  who employs the method, 

we should demand that a method aid the inquirer to attain knowledge, and guarantee that it 

be possible for some persons (those who make the right contribution to the process) to 

come to have warranted beliefs. Thus, we should reformulate the question upon which the 

second part o f the defense of the method o f balance and refinement depends, and ask: is it 

possible for inquirers who come with the “right frame o f  mind,” as DePaul puts it, to reach 

warranted beliefs as a result of employing the method o f balance and refinement?

DePaul shows that it is indeed possible for some inquirers to arrive at warranted 

beliefs by following the method o f balance and refinement. His strategy for completing the 

second part o f his defense is as follows. He examines the current view of moral inquiry, 

i.e., the intellectualist view, and explores how it may account for beliefs being warranted as 

a  result of following the method of balance and refinement. Then, DePaul argues that such 

an account is deficient, and provides an alternative way o f thinking about moral inquiry 

that better explains how some inquirers may come to accept warranted beliefs. Within the 

intellectualist picture o f  moral inquiry, we could account for the warrant of the beliefs that 

one accepts as a result o f following the method of balance and refinement in two different 

ways. To start with, one could assume that a coherence accoimt o f warrant is acceptable, 

that is, that the degree o f warrant o f the set of beliefs that one accepts is a matter o f  its 

degree of coherence. If this theory were sound, then the method would lead inquirers to 

increase the warrant o f their beliefs, given that it directs them to systematize them in a way 

that enhances its degree of coherence. However, DePaul holds, i f  one embraced such an
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account one would have to accept, counter-intuitively, that the beliefs o f both naïve and 

corrupt inquirers are warranted, given that they are coherent. Thus, we should rather look 

at what are the prospects of explicating the warrant o f our beliefs within the alternative 

paradigm, i.e., foimdationaHsm. In this view, bringing one’s beliefs together into a 

coherent whole as a  result o f following a coherence method cannot by itself make these 

beliefs warranted, regardless of the epistemic status o f the initial beliefs. But the arguments 

constructed in the process o f seeking a coherent system o f  beliefs and the systematization 

that this process involves are epistemically significant in that they transfer and augment, 

respectively, the epistemic status o f these beliefs. Thus, in this view, our moral beliefs are 

warranted in virtue o f  (i) transfer o f epistemic status by argument; and (ii) augmentation o f 

epistemic status by systematization.*^

How could w e account for naïveté, corruption, and the role of literature in moral 

inquiry within this framework? In the intellectualist account o f  moral inquiry - in  its 

foundationalist version- moral experience is epistemically relevant because it is a source o f 

information. A naïve’s beliefs are not warranted because they are not based on information 

that is objectively sufficient, even i f  it may well be the case that the naïve person considers 

it to be sufficient. A  corrupt’s beliefs are not warranted because they are based on 

misleading information. As for the role o f  literature in moral inquiry, it is mainly seen as a 

means o f providing the inquirer with relevant information, and in so doing help relieve 

naïveté, and avoid corruption. However, DePaul holds that this explanation of how moral 

inquiry might yield warranted beliefs is inaccurate. First, i f  the naïve’s problem were 

primarily lack o f information, then we could not account for the relevance o f experiences 

with other types o f  art, e.g., viewing a picture or listening to a  piece o f music, in relieving 

naïveté. Second, the analogy between corruption and misleading evidence overlooks an 

important feature that distinguishes them. Whereas more information can be a cure for 

misleading information, corruption can be permanent. Last, the role of literature in moral

This is perfectly compatible with foundationalism. As we saw in relation to the justification of 
empirical beliefs, foundationalism does not deny that coherence plays a role in epistemic 
justification. What it denies is that all beliefs are justified on the basis of coherence. It is the latter, 
stronger, claim that characterizes coherence theories of justification as opposed to foundationalist 
theories of justification. See chapter 3.

^  In this view, literature can convey new information, or it can lead inquirers to take account of the 
information in a different way, e.g., it can provide a new and deeper understanding of facts that are 
already known, or it might provide a source of examples as those that ordinary philosophy 
generally employs.
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inquiry is not merely a heuristic, as the intellectualist view holds. In fact, the most 

interesting cases are those in which literature plays a significant role in helping naïve 

inquirers to have moral experiences that will lead them to revise their system of beliefs, 

where no philosophical argument or additional information could have brought that person 

to alter his moral outlooks. Hence, DePaul suggests that we search for a different way of 

looking at the task o f moral theory construction in order to give a more adequate account 

o f how it might yield warranted beliefs.

DePaul claims that an analogy with the epistemology o f  perception may provide the 

paradigm for giving an account o f how the method o f  balance and refinement may lead to 

warranted beliefs. Two main features o f  this method give us reason to believe, DePaul 

argues, that this analogy might be fhiitful. First, balance and refinement, as an heir o f  the 

radical method of reflective equilibrium, allows for changes o f  belief that are not motivated 

by the recognition o f  conflicts within the system, or the consideration o f philosophical 

arguments. Second, it leads the inquirer to reflect upon whether his experience suffices to 

make sensitive moral judgments and to seek out appropriate experience that is likely to 

refine this capacity. As a result o f both features, the method o f  balance and refinement is 

not accurately represented as a function from a person’s old beliefs onto the new beliefs. 

Hence, it should not be expected the explanation o f warrant (in terms o f transfer and 

augmentation) for methods which are adequately represented by such functions, i.e., 

deduction or induction, to be also appropriate for the method o f balance and refinement. 

Instead, we should expect the explanation o f the warrant o f output beliefs of this method to 

resemble that of beliefs that result firom other belief-producing mechanisms that do not 

take beliefs as input, and the warrant o f which is also enhanced by experience, i.e., 

perception. When reflecting on how our perceptual beliefs get warranted, we may come to 

see how balance and refinement may lead to warranted beliefs. More specifically, DePaul’s 

proposal involves the following claims: (i) our moral faculty is analogous to our faculty of 

perceptual judgments; (ii) our moral beliefs are warranted in a way analogous to the way in 

which perceptual beliefs are warranted; and (iii) this analogy yields an account o f moral 

naïveté, corruption, and the role o f  literature in dealing with both phenomena. I shall now 

briefly explain each o f  these claims.

First, a word must be said about DePauI’s explanation o f the terms o f the analogy 

that provides the starting point o f  his account o f warrant. The analogy is not between moral
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judgments and perception o f simple qualities, e.g., seeing that a book is red. DePaul 

characterizes the relevant kind o f perception as follows: “I am thinking o f  our capacity to 

make fine perceptual discriminations on the basis o f a sort o f  complicated gestalt, where 

typically a person can acquire the ability to make the relevant discriminations only after a 

considerable amount of experience, and sometimes even training. Think, then, o f the 

ability o f connoisseurs to make fine discriminations between wines, the ability o f an 

experienced biologist to “see” through a microscope or, to use an example with which I am 

more familiar, the ability o f a riding master to “see” various things about a moving 

horse.” Thus, DePauTs claim is that our faculty o f moral judgment is analogous to our 

faculty for making such complex perceptual discriminations.

Second, ju st as our perceptual faculty (as explained above) requires perceptual 

experience to work properly, i.e., to produce warranted beliefs, does our faculty o f  moral 

judgment require moral experience to yield warranted beliefs. Such experience does not 

merely serve as an input to the faculty that processes this input and yields a  belief as 

output, i.e., a perceptual or moral belief, but it also alters the faculty itself, so that it 

functions better. Since the method o f balance and refinement asks the inquirer to seek out 

enriching experiences that improve our faculty o f moral judgment, it leads to warranted 

beliefs, and beliefs with more warrant. According to DePaul, not all warranted moral 

beliefs are products o f a faculty analogous to perception. Some moral beliefs are warranted 

in a derivative way, as a result o f being related to warranted beliefs and being members o f 

a coherent system. Since the method o f balance and refinement incorporates the role that 

argument and systematization plays in moral theory construction, it can also account for 

the derivative warrant of these beliefs. Thus, the element o f “refinement” leads to beliefs 

that are directly warranted, and the element of “balance” leads to beliefs that are 

derivatively warranted.*^

DePaul, Balance and Refinement, p. 202.

In this sense, the picture of the structure of a system of warranted beliefs is clearly 
foundationalist This should not be a problem if, as he claims, one may combine a coherence 
method o f moral inquiry with a foundationalist theory of moral justification. In any case, DePaul 
claims that his method is close to a coherence method, not that it is a coherence method. The reason 
is that, in his view, coherence methods of moral inquiry must accept a doxastic assumption 
according to which the only things relevant to the outcome of a method of inquiry are the inquirer’s 
beliefs. Since the method of balance and refinement does not accept this assumption, it cannot be 
regarded as a coherence method stricto sensu. However, it is by no means clear that any such 
assumption must be required for a method to be coherentist. In fact, the most recent coherence 
theories claim that emotions, perceptions, etc. must be included among the set of items in relation
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Last, DePaul contends that an account of the warrant o f  moral beliefs based on an 

analogy with our perceptual faculty provides an adequate explanation o f naïveté, 

corruption, and the role of literature in moral inquiry. The problem of the naïve is that his 

beliefs are the products of a faculty o f moral judgment that has not been used enough, or 

on a sufficient number of situations. The result is that the person’s moral judgments are not 

warranted. As regards cormption, the problem is that the faculty o f moral judgment has 

lost its degree o f attunement as a result o f the person being exposed to corrupting 

experiences. According to DePaul, the analogy with perception is also useful here. For 

instance, an expert wine taster can loose his faculty for making fine discrimination through 

exposure to inferior wines. Literature as well as other forms of art helps relieve naïveté and 

keeps us away from corruption by supplying the kind o f experience that is needed to 

develop a person’s faculty of moral judgment. More specifically, it supplies additional 

cases on which a person can exercise his faculty o f moral judgment, cases that are, 

moreover, sufficiently distant to minimize the effects o f personal bias, and that, insofar as 

they are less complex than real life situations, are well-suited for training our faculty o f 

moral judgment.

To sum up, according to DePaul, the method of balance and refinement leads some 

inquirers to accept warranted beliefs. In addition, as we saw, it guarantees that inquirers 

will accept rational beliefs as a result o f following the method. Given that rationality and 

warrant are two main goals of moral inquiry, and in light o f the practical import of such an 

inquiry, we have good reason to be satisfied with a method that allows us to achieve this 

much, and thus, we have good reason for following this method. In DePaul’s view, to 

conduct moral inquiry according to the method o f balance and refinement makes the task 

o f  moral inquiry look very different fiom the intellectualist conception that has dominated 

the discussion of methods of moral inquiry, in general, and o f  coherence methods, in 

particular. These discussions, DePaul holds, have focused on how we may, through 

argument, come to fit our judgments together into a coherent whole. However, in addition

to which the coherence of a given element must be assessed. For instance, Richardson’s notion of 
extended reflective equilibrium incorporates items other than beliefs, and Thagard also rejects that 
only beliefs are relevant for assessing the coherence of a moral view. In fact, BonJour introduced 
the doxastic assumption in order to guarantee that coherentist justification can proceed within the 
internalist paradigm, and not for restricting the justification conferring system to systems of beliefs. 
See chapters 3,4, and 7.
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to this important task, we should also seek to improve our judgments. An important part of 

moral inquiry must be concerned with the development o f  the faculty that produces our 

moral judgments. A  moral inquiry that is as concerned with systematizing the output of our 

moral faculty as it is with improving the working o f  this faculty will look very different 

from the way in which current inquiry, which focuses in the first o f these tasks, looks. 

While balance and refinement allows a place for the moral inquirer as a theorist who seeks 

to revise and construct a systematic account o f  his moral judgments, it also allows a place 

for the moral inquirer as an artist that seeks to refine and improve the moral sensibility that 

produces these judgments. Not only does the method balance and refinement make room 

for standard philosophical arguments, but it also allows for a  detailed reflection on novels, 

films, and real-life experiences “where the intention is not to provide some argument, but 

quite literally to bring oneself and others to perceive what we have as yet been unable to

see.

DePaul has formulated an interesting challenge to coherence methods o f moral 

inquiry. If a coherence account is not to certify naïve or corrupt inquirers, it must require 

some measure o f  relevant formative experience. Whether his coherence method, i.e., the 

method of balance and refinement, does succeed in overcoming this problem is, however, 

at least controversial. To start with, we should keep in mind that DePaul’s proposal results 

from combining a coherence method o f  moral inquiry with a  foundationalist theory o f 

moral justification. Thus, all the problems o f foundationalism that we have already 

discussed carry over his proposal. In addition, DePaul seeks to devise a view that 

incorporates the role o f experience into a  methodology that is morally neutral. This latter 

feature is supposed to be central to the coherentists’ commitment to intemalism. However, 

DePaul’s proposal seems to heavily rely on some previous view  about which experiences 

are formative, which corrupting, and what is required for one’s moral faculty to be 

appropriately attuned. Hence, there are some reasons to doubt that DePaul’s strategy 

succeeds in incorporating the role o f experience in moral inquiry while remaining within a 

coherentist paradigm. Still, DePaul’s proposal is valuable insofar as it brings to light the 

need to include elements other than beliefs, i.e., experiences, into the set that is relevant for 

assessing the coherence o f one’s moral outlook. In addition, DePaul’s remarks on the 

importance o f  literature and the arts in moral inquiry suggest yet another way in which we

DePaul, Balance and Reflnement, p. 214. Emphasis added.
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may extend such a set. This view o f moral philosophy as a discipline that requires as much 

argument as perception and that brings together philosophical work with art, literature, and 

music has important implications for moral education.**^ Because of that, it may nicely 

complement those coherence theories which importantly rely on the inquirer’s skills and 

abilities to render one’s moral judgments coherent.*^ One such theory is Goldman’s 

method of analogy and difference, which is the target o f  the next section.

3. GOLDMAN’S M ETHOD OF ANALOGY AND DIFFERENCE

Goldman’s coherentist proposal is structured around the idea that moral reasoning 

is at bottom cased-based reasoning.** This conception o f moral reasoning determines 

Goldman’s views on both the concept o f  ethical coherence and the role that it plays in 

moral inquiry. Let us first contrast Goldman’s cased-based approach to moral reasoning 

with alternative views.

3.1. M oral Reasoning w ithout Rules

Goldman defends a view o f moral reasoning that is meant to be an alternative to 

both rule-based moral reasoning and particularism. Rule theorists -a s  Goldman 

characterizes them- assume that moral reasoning always consists in the application of rules 

to particular cases. In their view, only general principles can create coherence within sets 

o f judgments.^® As opposed to rule-based theorists, particularists deny that mles are needed 

in moral deliberation. According to particularism, when directly confronted with a  

controversial case, we perceive the morally relevant factors and how they weigh against

See Brandt, “Moral Theory and Moral Education.” Brandt argues that DePauI’s views are better 
interpreted as views about moral education rather than as views about how moral philosophers 
should conduct their inquiries.

As opposed to these theories, one may advance a more mechanistic view of what is involved in 
computing coherence such as, for instance, Thagard’s computational model of ethical coherence. I 
shall introduce this model in section 4 of this chapter.

Similarly, Hurley also favors a coherentist cased-based approach to practical reasoning. See 
chapter 7.

Goldman takes Hare, Schauer, and Raz to be defending the most sophisticated versions of rule- 
based theories. See Hare, Moral Thinkings, Raz, Practical Reason and Norms\ Schauer, Playing by 
the Rules^ and Profiles, Probabilities, and Stereotypes.

^  That principles create coherence among judgments is the view that, Goldman argues, both Rawls 
and Dworkin endorse. See Rawls, A Theory o f Justice\ and Dworkin, Law's Empire.
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each other in the concrete context.^* Goldman argues that none o f these positions provides 

a  satisfactory account o f moral reasoning.

On the one hand, argues Goldman, moral reasoning does not consist in deducing 

particular prescriptions from rules. Rules cannot capture our intuitive judgm ents.^ The 

reason is that numerous morally relevant factors interact in various contexts in  complex 

ways, changing the priorities among them. There are no sufficient conditions that tell us, 

for example, when lying is more important than not causing harm; it depends on other 

values at stake in the context at hand. Sometimes, morally relevant factors even reverse 

their positive and negative values. For example, giving pleasure may make one act right 

and only worsen another.^^ Some defenders o f rules accept that rules fail to capture our 

ordinary moral judgments but still argue for the need to use rules as second-best solutions 

intended to prevent error and avoid bias, as well as to ensure consistency and predictability 

in some sets o f  decisions. Goldman also finds this defense for the widespread use o f  rules 

in moral reasoning defective.’"* The fr-equency o f contexts where worse outcomes may 

result fi-om autonomous moral judgment is easily exaggerated. Besides, advocates o f  rules 

underestimate the resources available to moral reasoning without rules for arriving at 

justified judgments in those problematic contexts. Even though rules are not the norm  in 

moral reasoning, Goldman argues that they remain essential as second-best strategies in 

some contexts, namely, contexts that involve collective action problems in which morally 

required or permissible actions firom the individual’s point o f  view cumulatively produce 

morally unacceptable results. Adopting rules in such contexts is justified because it 

prevents the negative cumulative effects. An example of a  rule that is so justified is, 

according to Goldman, the fundamental rule that judges defer to legal requirements even 

when they disagree morally with their implications for particular cases. While individual 

decisions grounded on the judge’s moral perception have minimal effects on the legal

Goldman takes Dancy to represent the particularist position he argues against, see Dancy, Moral 
Reasons.

^  Goldman argues at length that ordinary moral consciousness cannot be cast in the form of rules
in Practical Rules, pp. 22-32.

This example is provided by Dancy, Moral Reasons, p. 56. It is cited by Goldman in Practical 
Rules, p. 25.

^  For Goldman’s critique of the justification of the use of rules in terms of consistency, 
predictability, efficiency, fallibility, and avoiding bias, see A. H. Goldman, Practical Rules, pp. 32- 
42.
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system, the cumulative effects of allowing such decisions when opposed by law would 

destroy the authority of legal institutions.^^ These contexts that call for the use o f rules, 

though important, are nevertheless, the exception and not the rule. In most contexts, as 

opposed to what rule-base theories advocate, we do better by reasoning without rules.

On the other hand, Goldman argues that particularism docs not provide cither with 

a satisfactory account of moral reasoning. In his view, there are two main flaws in the 

particularist position. To start with, by claiming that we must always dispense with rules in 

favor of direct moral perception, particularists ignore that there are some important 

contexts, as we have just seen, that do require that rules be followed. In addition, they do 

not provide an account of how to reason in controversial cases, how to check our intuitions 

when facing a moral problem, or how to rationally solve disagreement when these 

intuitions conflict. According to particularists, when trying to justify a moral judgment w'c 

point out to certain features of the situation, calling attention to relevant properties and 

relations, and hope that opponents will perceive the situation in the same way. But, if 

uncertainty and disagreement persist, we seem to be left with no way to rationally cope 

with them.

As opposed to both rule-based theorists and particularists, Goldman provides a 

coherentist account o f  moral reasoning that is claimed to allow for the rational settlement 

o f conflicts in controversial cases without using rules (except in the contexts 

aforementioned) and that goes beyond merely appealing to intuitions. In Goldman*s view', 

the correct answer to a controversial issue is that which is most coherent with the base of 

settled judgments. Coherence requires the satisfaction of what Goldman calls “the Kantian 

constraint.” This constraint requires that we do not judge cases differently without being 

able to cite a relevant (and generalizable) difference between them.’* Hence, in Goldman’s

”  For a detailed presentation of Goldman’s argument to the effect that the rule that judges defer to 
legal requirements is justified because it prevents the damage that would cumulatively result if they 
acted otherwise, see Practical Rides, pp. 42-47.

^  In this sense, Goldman’s assumes an internalist stance towards justification. He writes that the 
coherentist’s requirement -the Kantian constraint- requires “not only that there be morally relevant 
differences for all differences in moral judgments but that cvaluatois have such Justifying reasons 
and be able to produce them when their judgments are challenged,” “Legal Reasoning as a Model 
for Moral Reasoning,” p. 141. In this way, Goldman accepts a very strong inicrprctalion of the 
internalist assumption. This internalist commitment gives rise to problems of psjchological 
plausibility. For, to which extent can we demand that a rational decision-maker master so well the 
whole set of settled judgments (moral or legal) so as to be able to draw the relevant analogies and
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view, moral reasoning is neither a m atter o f applying rules nor an intuitive balancing of 

intuitions, but rather it consists in reasoning from analogy and difference under the Kantian 

constraint When such constraint is satisfied, our moral judgments are coherent, and 

therefore, justified.

Let us now see in detail how Goldman^s method o f  analogy and difference works. 

First, 1 shall explain the Kantian constraint as well as the m ain steps in which reasoning 

under this constraint consists of. Then, I will examine Goldman’s replies to some of the 

objections that might be raised against his view. Before entering into the details of 

Goldman’s proposal, I must say a  word about its intended scope o f  application. Goldman’s 

theory is meant to be a theory about how  to reason not only in the moral domain, but also 

in the legal one. In Goldman’s view, moral and legal reasoning are similar in structure, 

although the two databases fixjm which each kind o f  reasoning proceeds are different^* In 

both moral and legal cases, we reason from  analogy and difference to the most coherent 

decision with the base o f settled judgments, i.e., moral and legal judgments, respectively.

differences? Commitment to intemalism also poses problems to other theories of coherence, e.g., 
BonJour’s (see chapter 3). Nonetheless, Goldman’s theory faces a problem of psychological 
plausibility that is indeed less serious than the corresponding problem that holist and internalist 
theories of justification, such as BonJour’s, must face. The reason is that, instead of claiming 
coherence to be a property of the whole system of beliefs, here only part of the system of beliefs -  
the relevant set o f cases* enter in the coherence calculation. In addition, Goldman’s problem is also 
less serious than BonJour’s in that his notion of coherence is simpler. Whereas BonJour’s rational 
evaluator would have to survey his whole networlc of beliefs in search of explanatory connections, 
lack of inconsistencies, probabilistic relations, etc. Goldman’s decision-maker aims only at 
achieving analogical coherence among the set of relevant judgments. Nonetheless, Goldman’s 
theory faces a less severe problem of psychological plausibility at the cost of endowing an 
impoverished view of ethical coherence.

Goldman doubts that something similar to the reasoning structures which characterize moral and 
legal deliberation exists for prudential reasoning. He writes, “When faced with conflicting self- 
interested motivations and pondering what to do, we typically simply summon the various 
considerations before our minds and await recognition o f their relative weights” (see Practical 
Rules, p. 149). At least this is what we do, in Goldman’s view, after critically arriving at a set of 
coherent and informed desires, that is, at a set o f rational desires. Prudential reasoning differs from 
both moral and legal reasoning in another respect, namely, that prudential rules are never needed, 
as opposed to moral and legal rules that are, in some contexts, required. Thus, imlike the theories 
surveyed in the previous chapter, i.e., Thagard’s, Richardson’s, and Hurley’s theories, Goldman’s 
only gives an important role to coherence in practical reasoning about legal and moral problems. 
As opposed to this view, Thagard, Richardson, and Hurley take coherence to be crucial when 
reasoning about what to do also in contexts other than the moral or legal one. For a full account of 
Goldman’s views on prudential reasoning, see Practical Rules, chapter 2. For an account that gives 
prudential rules an important role in reasoning, see Nozick, The Nature o f Rationality, chapter 1.

Goldman argues for this view in “Legal Reasoning as a Model for Moral Reasoning.” See also, 
Moral Knowledge, pp. 185-192.
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In none of these realms does practical reasoning require widespread use o f  rules.^ Legal 

rules are needed as second-best strategies only in those contexts in which, as in the moral 

case, the cumulative effects o f attempting to take all relevant factors into account result in 

worse outcomes than those that would result from applying legal rules to individual cases. 

Except in these contexts, legal reasoning does not amount to rule application, but it 

involves, as much as moral reasoning, a through search for analogies and differences under 

the constraint that cases must be judged similarly unless a relevant difference can be cited. 

Despite the structural analogies, there is a  prominent disanalogy -Goldman says- between 

the two domains, namely, the principle o f  precedent, which requires that judges conform 

their decisions to earlier decisions by certain other courts.*®® No such requirement exists in 

the moral realm. Except for this major difference, the stmcture o f  reasoning in the moral 

and legal domain is similar. While filling in the details o f his proposal, Goldman focuses 

on moral reasoning, and so will I when explaining his views. Nonetheless, it is important to

”  Goldman challenges the view that legal reasoning mainly consists in applying legal rules in 
Practical Rules, chapter 3. He distinguishes two questions in relation to the use o f rules in legal 
argument, to wit, the descriptive question and the normative one. The former refers to whether law 
in fact consists primarily of a set of rules. He argues that there is no definite answer to this 
question. All sources of law may be read either as rules or as weaker constraints specifying only 
paradigm cases from which others are to be assimilated or differentiated. The factual question 
lacking a determinate answer dissolves into the normative one, that is, the question of whether or 
not we should interpret the law in terms of rules. Of course, Goldman answers the question in the 
negative. Nonetheless, like in the moral realm, rules are needed in some contexts as second best 
strategies, e.g., when the cumulative effects of direct reasoning that takes all normatively relevant 
factors into account are worse than the imperfect justice of the rules. This can be so for a number of 
reasons, namely, lack of epistemic resources, possible bias, or efficiency. All diese reasons may 
combine to justify die use of rules in legal reasoning. A mie so justified is, for example, the mie 
that imposes age limits for high federal offices. The more interesting legal contexts that call for 
imposing rules are, like in the moral domain, those in which individually correct decisions can have 
cumulatively bad results. For example, a mie imposing vicarious or strict liability is justified even 
i f  particular enforcements appear to be unfair. But the cumulative effects of such enforcement in 
increasing precautions and lowering risks warrant the imposition of the mie. A most fundamental 
rule, as we have seen, is required in legal systems, and for the same reasons so far mentioned, to 
wit, the rule that judges defer to legal standards even when the outcomes seem to them to be 
morally wrong.

*®® Of course, we shall find this disanalogy between moral and legal reasoning only in relation to 
some legal systems, e.g., common law systems. Surely, Goldman knows that there is no such 
disanalogy between moral reasoning and legal reasoning in continental systems, but he presents the 
principle of precedent as if it were a feature of legal reasoning that generally distinguishes it from 
moral reasoning. The justification for this principle does not lie, Goldman argues, on a principle of 
formal justice, but it derives from the institutional aim of social stability, and from considerations 
o f  fallibility and division of authority. The lack of these institutional constraints in the moral 
domain and the positive value of individual autonomy justify this contrast between the moral realm 
and the legal one. See “Legal Reasoning as a Model for Moral Reasoning,” pp. 130-133.
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keep in mind that Goldman’s theses about moral reasoning are intended to be fully 

applicable to legal reasoning as well.

3.2. The Kantian Constraint

The Kantian constraint is a central piece o f  Goldman’s coherentist project. 

Goldman’s rejection o f a rule-based m odel o f  practical reasoning leads him to discard, 

accordingly, the associated view that coherence o f  particular judgments requires that they 

be supported by general principles or universal rules. This is the standpoint o f the most 

influential models o f coherence both in the moral domain, e.g., Rawls,^®* and in the legal 

one, e.g., Dworkin. Such principled model o f coherence should be replaced, in

Goldman criticizes Rawls’ model of reflective equilibrium in Practical Rules, pp. 158-161. As 
we have seen, Rawls’ method of reflective equilibrium results from mutual adjustments between 
principles and particular moral judgments, each having potential weigh against tiie other. The main 
problem with this account, on Goldman’s view, is that it is unclear from where the principles derive 
their independent weight To start with, rules fail to capture our considered judgments. 
Furthermore, he argues, any other possible source for the belief that rules or principles must be 
weighed against particular judgments fails to provide us with a reason for believing that those rules 
enjoy any independent force. Goldman considers four possible sources: that coherence requires that 
particular judgments be subsumed under general principles; the meanings of moral norms imply 
that principles must be weighed against particular judgments; that they must be so weighted 
because our having learned moral language consisted in our having been taught to obey a moral 
rules, and that there are some universal rules that enjoy such weigh because of being plausible in 
themselves. None of these reasons seems to adequately support the belief that principles must enjoy 
some independent force, as Rawls’ model assumes.

Goldman criticizes Dworkin’s views on legal coherence in Practical Rules, pp. 114-117. In 
Goldman’s view, Dworkin understands coherence in the body of law in terms of an older model in 
the philosophy of science, namely, the deductive-nomological model. In this model, lower level 
laws are explained by being deduced from higher-level laws until one arrives at a few general laws 
at the top of the unified system. A similar ideal, Goldman argues, underlies Dworkin’s theory. For 
Dworkin, a normative theory of law would begin with statutes and decisions that are explained by 
being deductively implied by more general universal principles until we arrive at the supreme 
principle that requires equal concern and respect for all citizens. Goldman argues for an alternative 
picture which, in his view, is more true to life, and in which legal rules and standards are better 
seen as indicating a set of core cases to which new cases must be either assimilated or 
differentiated depending on the values at stake. Nonetheless, it is at least controversial whether 
Goldman’s views on legal coherence are in so sharp an opposition to Dworkin’s as Goldman seems 
to assume. It is worth noticing here that, according to Baccarini, Goldman’s Kantian constrain 
corresponds with Dworkin’s principle of integrity. In his view, for instance, Dworkin’s coherentist 
arguments in relation to abortion are a perfect example of Goldman’s coherentist method of moral 
reasoning, see Baccarini, “Morality by Coherence,” pp. 180-190. Most probably, Baccarini 
overstates the analogy between Dworkin’s and Goldman’s views. However, that Baccarini has 
made this interpretation of Goldman’s theory is relevant here insofar as it brings to light a point 
that was already noted in the previous chapter. The point is that, despite differences, principle- 
based theories and case-based theories are not as different from each otíier as their defenders take 
them to be. Rawls’ suggestion that we “work from both ends” may provide the way of reconciling
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Goldman’s view, by a different conception o f coherence that measures coherence only 

among the set o f particular judgments. The demand of coherence does not require that a  set 

o f particular judgments be supported by universal principles or rules, but rather that it 

satisfy what Goldman refers to as “the Kantian constraint,” so called because -he  says- it is 

a  “charitable partial interpretation” of Kant’s universalization requirement. Goldman states 

this constraint as follows, “One must not judge a case differently from a previously settled 

case unless one can cite a morally relevant difference between them, a difference that can 

be shown to make a  difference in other cases as well.”*®̂

This requirement has two parts: (i) one must find a relevant difference between 

cases judged differently; and (ii) these differences must be relevant more broadly, that is, 

they must distinguish other cases as well. Now, what constitutes a relevant difference? 

Goldman claims that a difference between two cases is relevant if  “it affects the values at 

stake in the two cases.” *̂̂  Relevance is, in this sense, relative to the domain o f discourse, 

e.g., moral or legal. When there are no violations of this constraint, a set of judgments is 

coherent in that it will not both pursue and defeat the same values in the same 

circumstances. In Goldman’s view, the latter is the sense o f coherence that is relevant to 

the moral (and legal) realm. In this domain, coherence among moral (or legal) judgments is 

required because such judgments guide action, and actions aim to fulfill purposes or realize 

values. Goldman explains this point as follows: “Since moral judgments guide moral 

actions, I must, if  I am to be moral, judge two situations in the same way if  I cannot 

distinguish them morally. Otherwise my judgments will be self-defeating in just the way 

that actions at cross-purposes are self-defeating. I will defeat an aim that I am committed to 

pursuing in just those circumstances at hand.”*®̂ Thus, satisfaction o f the requirement 

ensures that one’s judgments are coherent so that they can guide action in a non-defeating 

way. This need to avoid self-defeating judgments is the main reason why coherence is 

sought in moral reasoning.

these seemingly opposed approaches to practical reasoning in general, and moral (or legal) 
reasoning in particular.

A. H. Goldman, Practical Rules, p. 161.

Ibid., p. 137.

Ibid„ p. 162.
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In Goldman’s view, reasoning from analogy and difference under the Kantian 

constraint differs both from applying rules and from the kind o f case-based reasoning that 

particularists advocate. On the one hand, this requirement is a weaker constraint on 

analogical reasoning than the requirement to act in accordance with strictly universal rules 

whenever their conditions o f application obtain. On the other hand, even though the 

particularist position is compatible with the first clause o f  the constraint, particularists 

cannot accept its second clause, which Goldman calls the “requirement o f  generality.” If, 

as a particularist such as Dancy argues, context can eliminate the moral relevance o f a 

factor or even change its valence, then it should be possible that a factor be relevant only in 

a single context The ever-present possibility o f nullification or reversal will prevent 

relevant differences from being generalized, as the Kantian constraint requires.

The aforementioned difference between the method o f  analogy and difference and 

the particularist account o f moral reasoning is not a minor one. It is crucial that the Kantian 

constraint include the second clause for it not to be reduced to triviality. Without the 

requirement o f generality, all sets of judgm ents will be coherent as long as cases differ in 

whatever respect someone might claim to see as relevant, e.g., one could distinguish 

abortion from infanticide by arguing that infants and fetuses breathe in different ways, and 

that the manner o f  respiration is morally relevant here although nowhere else. Against 

particularists, Goldman argues that the requirement o f generality must be accepted for a 

number o f reasons. To start with, the requirement that relevant factors not be unique to a 

particxilar context is part o f the normative conventions we adopt to settle disputes 

peacefully. Only generalized factors are allowed to function as reasons in moral argument. 

In addition, the idea that there could be a  property that makes a unique thing valuable 

presupposes an untenable realist view about values. Things that we value are things that 

satisfy our instincts or that we have learned to value. In both cases, these sources o f  value 

recur, or we would not have learned, adopted, or continued to value them. Last, in order to 

avoid comparative injustice we need to obey the generality requirement. Thus, a  demand 

for fairness, which is central in the moral domain, prevents us from taking factors to be 

relevant only in a  unique context

Thus, as opposed to rule theorists and particularists, Goldman argues that the 

correct answer to a  controversial issue is that which is most coherent with the base of 

settled judgments, where the coherence requirement amounts to the satisfaction o f the two-
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fold Kantian constraint. It is a main advantage of this method -Goldman claims- that it 

allows for the resolution of any controversial issue. Goldman contends that the possibility 

o f  resolution depends on “a prior implicit agreement to limit the database from which 

argument proceeds to the set o f shared paradigms.”^^ Argument on contested issues 

proceeds by extending some shared paradigm to a new case, proposing modifications o f 

the previously settled one, and examining differences and similarities between the 

paradigms involved and the case at issue. In this reasoning process, one must defend not 

only the “internal coherence” o f  one’s judgment with one’s paradigm, but also the 

paradigms themselves. The goal o f such reasoning is the gradual adjustment o f  paradigms 

—which will yield greater coherence across frameworks- so as to achieve piecemeal 

resolutions o f  particular conflicts. In this way, no disagreement is, in principle, 

irresolvable. This is not to say -Goldman notes- that this coherentist method will always 

succeed in resolving disagreement, for even though no issue is in principle irresolvable, 

some are in fact so. For example, parties may be unwilling to narrow their databases to 

shared judgments, or unable to resolve different perceptions o f  relevant similarities and 

differences. Nonetheless, it is claimed to be a main virtue o f this method that it makes the 

problems o f moral disagreement, at least in principle, tractable.

3.3. Reasoning from Analogy and Difference

As we have seen, in moral (and legal) reasoning, the goal is to find the solution o f  a 

controversial case that is most coherent with the database of settled judgments. But, how 

does one proceed to arrive at such decision? According to Goldman, moral (and legal) 

reasoning is a process that consists of the following four steps. First, we must specify 

those factors or values that are morally relevant in a case. This identification requires both

106 Ibid.

Goldman seems to be using “paradigm” in the sense of paradigm case or exemplary practice. 
For example, he gives as an example of thinking of a practice under different paradigms, to think of 
abortion as murder, or contraception; and to think of affirmative action as discrimination or as 
compensation.

Baccarini notes that Goldman’s model of reasoning is in accordance with the model of casuistry 
in bioethics. Such model is, despite its ambitions, very close to the main competing alternative, 
e.g., principlism. According to Baccarini, both casuistry and principi ism are “a reminder of the 
coherentist method proposed by Goldman.” See Baccarini, “Morality by Coherence,” p. 179.

Goldman reviews the steps that moral reasoning without rules involves in A. H. Goldman, 
Practiced Rides, pp. 169-175.
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information about the context and empathetic identification with the interests o f  the 

individuals affected. We must know which alternative actions are available, how they are 

likely to realize or fiustrate the competing values at stake, and how the individuals 

involved are likely to feel and react to our possible actions. Consider, to take one of 

Goldman’s examples, the issue o f passive euthanasia. In this case, we must identify the 

competing values at stake from the patient’s side, e.g., life versus avoidance o f suffering 

and freedom of choice, and from the doctor’s side, e.g., the possible effects on medical 

practices o f allowing death verstis blocking informed patient choice. In so doing, some 

factual information is relevant, such as information about how rational patients in terminal 

conditions are, o r how legalized euthanasia in other societies has affected the medical 

profession.

Second, once agreement on what the relevant values at stake are is reached, one 

should also seek agreement on what their ordering is in the present context. This requires 

that we look to previously settled cases in which priorities among those values are 

determined in a way that is acceptable to those who are engaged in the moral deliberation. 

Here, we must identify either real or hypothetical situations in which similar interests 

compete but where our judgments are m ore confident than in the case at hand. For 

example, in the case o f passive euthanasia, we could take the right o f patients to refuse 

medical treatment in other contexts as a paradigm case.

The third step is to seek disanalogies between the context at issue and these less 

problematic cases to determine whether these disanalogies are morally relevant, that is, 

whether they affect the values at stake. Continuing with the example o f passive euthanasia, 

if  one were to take the opponents o f the patient choice’s point o f  view, once could see the 

imminent threat o f death as a relevant difference between passive euthanasia and other 

medical situations. For Goldman, the accurate identification o f  differences is as crucial to 

coherence as the recognition o f analogies. To judge cases differently without being able to 

cite a relevant difference produces as much incoherence as judging in the same way when 

there is a difference that is morally relevant. And just as we should tiy to avoid over- 

assimilation when morally deliberating, we should also try to avoid over-complication or 

false distinctions.
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Last, in a critical spirit, we must attempt to find fiinher similar cases in which our 

judgments may come down on the other side. This step nanirally follows the third, since 

finding disanalogies to proposed cases leads one to seek closer analogies. For example, in 

light o f the difference between the right of patients to refuse medical treatment in contexts 

in  which there is no imminent death threat and passive euthanasia, one could think o f the 

right o f doctors to intervene in order to prevent attempts to suicide from succeeding.

In Goldman’s view, this through search for similarities and differences requires 

some skills that exceed those involved in applying rules for solving a particular moral 

problem. Moral knowledge, Goldman argues, requires much more than knowledge of a set 

o f  rules, it consists in “knowing how to act consistently with coherent orderings of norms 

or competing values as expressed in settled judgments in a large variety of cases or 

contexts.”"® Such knowledge is brought to bear on present problematic cases through an 

appreciation o f both similarities and differences. This requires that the moral rcasoncr 

employ some skills that, Goldman explains, are not unlike those of a good lawyer or 

doctor, to wit, the ability to empathize with various interests, the ability to think of and 

imagine morally charged situations that arc analogous to the case at hand, and the ability to 

identify morally relevant properties. These skills develop only on the basis of a sufficiently 

broad first-hand and second-hand experience of the right kind. The right kind of experience 

is the one that “sensitizes us to the feelings and interests of all involved, and that reveals 

similarities and differences that reflect that sensitivity better than our prior frameworks.” ' *' 

Thus, Goldman takes the sensitizing kind experience to play a crucial role in moral

reasomng. 112

Ibid., p. 172.

^"ibid., p. 183.

As we have seen, other authors, most importantly DePauI, have also vindicated the role of both 
first-hand and second-hand experience in moral reasoning. To recall, DcPaul refers to the kind of 
experience that improves one’s faculty of moral judgment as “formative experience". Even though 
he does provide a detailed account of the role that such experiences play in moral reasoning, his 
definition of formative experience is somewhat vague. He defines this kind of experience in 
contrast to reasoning experiences, but he refuses to give a positive characterization of them. 
Goldman’s positive definition of the right kind of experience can be seen as >ci another step 
towards a better understanding of which experiences arc relevant to moral judgment.
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3.4. Some Objections against Goldman's Method

Goldman considers some o f  the objections that may be raised against his account o f 

moral reasonmg. Here, I shall briefly consider these objections as well as Goldman's 

reply to them. Whereas some o f  these objections question particular aspects o f Goldman’s 

theory, others are typically raised against coherentist methods in ethics."^ Thus, an 

examination o f them will not only allow us to identify the main weak spots of Goldman’s 

argument but also to assess whether his theory has the resources for meeting the traditional 

objections against coherentism.

The first objection arises from Goldman’s description o f moral knowledge and 

reasoning skills. It might be objected that this description ties too closely moral capacities 

to cognitive skills. Correct moral judgm ent - i t  might be argued- crucially depends on good 

character, and is not so much a  matter o f  searching complex analogies; otherwise, how 

could relatively imsophisticated people so often be able to do the right thing? Goldman 

replies to this objection by clarifying the role that emotions play in his theory o f  moral 

reasoning. Affective capacities, e.g., empathetic identification, are cmcial for generating 

the proper inputs. Nonetheless, he does reject the view according to which, when facing a 

moral problem, we should trust to gut feelings rather than to the outcome o f complex 

reasoning,* In his view, gut feelings and immediate perceptions are often based on 

misleading similarities, and are not a  suitable move in dispute-resolution, which is a  central 

function o f  moral systems.

The second objection derives from Dancy’s particularism, and it concerns the move 

from settled cases to controversial ones. Dancy’s claim is that we cannot assimilate the 

judgment o f the case at hand to that o f settled cases without knowing which properties are 

relevant in the controversial case. The problem is that, in order to know this, we must 

already know how  to judge the case at hand.**® Thus, settled cases are of no use forjudging 

controversial cases. In Goldman’s view, this objection begs the question. One cannot know

A. H. Goldman, Practical Rules, pp. 175-183, esìò Moral Knowledge, pp. 192-212.

For a list of these objections, see section 1.3. above in this chapter.

Goldman refers to Stuart Hampshire as proponent of this view. See Hampshire, Morality and 
Conflict, pp. 105-10.

Dancy, “The Role of Imaginary Cases in Ethics,” pp. 146-147.
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which properties are relevant prior to judging a case, only if  one accepts -as particularists 

do- that a property may be relevant in a particular context and nowhere else. But this is 

precisely what Goldman denies. In his view, we can know that if  a property is not 

generally relevant, then it is not relevant in the case at hand either. Hence, we can decide 

whether a property is relevant in the present case prior to deciding that case. And in the 

absence of relevant differences, we may assimilate the problematic case to the settled one. 

Thus, Dancy’s objection would only apply if his particularist ôamework were already 

accepted.

The third objection asks whether the method o f analogy and difference is useful 

when facing genuine novelty. The question arises as to whether there will always be settled 

judgments from which to reason by analogy in a genuinely novel case. In Goldman’s view, 

th is does not pose a  problem for his method of reasoning because, at some level o f  

generality, there will always be similar values and interests that have competed in the past. 

For example, even though Internet invasions of privacy were, at some point, a new kind o f  

threat, their wrongness can be seen as deriving from more traditional forms o f invading 

privacy. Thus, we should always be able to find paradigms from which to reason.

The next objections are among those which are traditionally raised against 

coherentist methods in ethics. The fourth objection questions the status o f settled cases. 

The charge is that such judgments represent only old intuitions, e.g., social and personal 

prejudices. Coherence with such judgments will be only as worthy as they are, which is — 

the  objector claims- not much.” * In Goldman’s view, we can provide our set o f settled 

judgments with better credentials than those that the objector claims them to have. To start 

w ith, the set o f judgments from which we must reason are subjected to fully informed 

reflection. Then, while proceeding from this infonned input in accordance with the method 

o f  analogy and difference, we may find that some apparent settled judgments are 

incoherent with others. Thus, a test o f “narrow coherence,” e.g., coherence between 

controversial judgments and analogous settled judgments, may rule out some o f these 

initially apt judgments as incoherent In addition, Goldman claims, informed judgments

The problem here is to successfully reply to this objection while avoid falling in the risk of 
overassimilation that Goldman warns us against.

This is the so-called “credibility objection.” See sections 1.3, 2.3., and 5.1. of this chapter for 
different responses to this objection.
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must not only cohere with one another, but our set o f  judgments must also satisfy some 

coherence requirements as a whole. That is, they should also satisfactorily pass a test of 

“broad coherence,” i.e., coherence between moral frameworks and extra-moral 

constraints."^ This test requires that three conditions o f  coherence be met: our entire moral 

framework must cohere with facts and experience, with the social aims o f  moral systems, 

and with psychological facts. In relation to  the first requirement, settled judgments must 

not be based on factual error, and they m ust be grounded in experience o f  the right kind, 

both first-hand and second-hand experience (either fictional o r non-fictional). As regards 

the second requirement, our moral framework must promote peaceful and cooperative 

relations and reduce conflict With regard to the third, it should make demands that do not 

go beyond what hiunan beings can achieve, so that it can successfully guide action. These 

tests of narrow and broad coherence may lead to call into question previously settled cases, 

and ensure that we get a fully coherent and informed set o f them, as opposed to a set o f 

moral beliefs that only have dubious credentials.*^®

Goldman sometimes refers to the distinction nairow/broad coherence as intemal/extemal 
coherence. The latter terms are employed by De George. De George distinguishes between the 
coherence of elements of an ethical theory with each other, i.e., “internal coherence,” and the 
coherence of an ethical theory with “our moral and general experience, knowledge and beliefs,” 
i.e., “external coherence.” See De George, “Ethics and Coherence,” p. 39. According to DeGeorge, 
for an ethical theory to be internally coherent, it must satisfy three norms: *^ere has to be internal 
consistency within a framework, tiiere has to be a system; and the parts of the system have to 
interrelate,” by “external coherence,” he means coherence “externa! to moral theory,” that is, the 
coherence of a moral theory with our moral experience, and with non-moral experience and non- 
moral knowledge, such as ‘̂the best science of the day, as well as the best legal theory and so on.” 
See Magnell, “Dialogue: The Place of Coherence and Moral Rules in Ethics: Richard De George 
and Bernard Gert,” p. 469, and pp. 465-466, respectively.

Thus, Goldman’s reply to this objection is similar to one that would claim that, after all, moral 
judgments accepted in reflective equilibrium are credible because (i) they have passed a filtering 
process; (ii) they survive the adjustments that are carried out to achieve narrow reflective 
equilibrium; and, (iii) they are accepted in wide reflective equilibrium. This response, however, has 
not generally been taken as sufficient to establish the reliability of our moral beliefs. Goldman’s 
answer to the objection differs from this response in two respects. First, step (ii) does not appeal to 
coherence with moral principles, but only to coherence among particular moral judgments. Thus, 
Goldman’s test of narrow coherence is less restrictive than narrow reflective equilibrium. And 
second, step (iii) includes not only appeal to background theories but also appeal to experience. 
Goldman’s appeal to experience may help meet the objection better than appealing exclusively to 
coherence with background theories (i.e., wide reflective equilibrium), but only if there is some 
argument to the effect that moral beliefs based on these experiences are reliable. Instead of 
appealing to the idea that our moral beliefs gain their reliability as a result of surviving the filtering 
process and the tests o f narrow and broad coherence (or narrow and broad reflective equilibrium), 
the most sophisticated strategies for establishing the reliability o f our moral beliefs appeal to 
arguments similar to BonJour’s coherentist account of the reliability of perceptual beliefs. See 
section 5.1. of this chapter.
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Appeal to broad coherence is also meant to provide an answer to a related 

objection, to wit, the “alternative coherent systems objection.” To recall, the problem is 

that, faced with several moral firameworks that are equally coherent, one cannot justify, by 

the coherentist standards, a commitment to any of them. The alternative coherent systems 

objection raises the question o f justification at a global level in a clear and pressing way. 

Now, the problem is not how particular moral beliefs can be justified, which would be a 

question of “local justification.” Rather, the question o f  “global justification” is “whether 

anything can justify my overall commitment to my being the moral kind o f  person that I 

am.” In Goldman’s view, this question would admit of a  straightforward answer i f  one 

accepted moral realism, that is, the view that there are moral properties such that 

correspondence with them renders moral judgments tme.*^ The global justification of 

one’s commitment to a set o f values and judgments would then differ fix>m the local 

justification o f particular moral beliefs only in scope. In both cases, the goal would be to 

arrive at beliefs that correspond to real moral properties. However, Goldman, for reasons 

that will be explained below, rejects the realist view, and so needs to look for a different 

answer to the question of global justification.

It might be argued that questions o f  global justification are artificial; individuals 

rarely or never face such choices o f overall moral fiameworks. A person’s moral 

commitments do not emerge ex nihilo, but are the result of piecemeal modifications o f  a  set 

o f values which has been absorbed in the normal process o f socialization. Against the latter 

point, Goldman argues that, nevertheless, reflective people can question their moral 

commitments. Moreover, Goldman continues, in our age o f social fragmentation, mobility 

and change, the experience o f contacting alien value systems is very common and such 

experience can raise one’s critical self-consciousness. It could also be argued that the 

question o f global justification should be rejected as meaningless. Any questioning of 

values requires a point of view that leaves some others unquestioned, A moral framework 

provides the context within which questions of justification can be meaningfully raised.^^

See A. H. Goldman, “Global Moral Commitment,’’ p- 69.
On moral realism, see section 5.1. of this chapter.

In fact, it is a main tenet of most coherentist views that no such global questioning of values can 
be carried out. Whereas any value, belief, or norm may be questioned, all of them cannot be 
questioned at once. That is, coherentists generally combine a commitment to holism, the thesis that 
no judgment is immune to revision, with the view that one needs to have some provisionally fixed
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Despite the force o f these points, Goldman argues, the prospects of global justification are 

not so bleak. We do not need to deny the possibility o f  raising the issue of global 

justification in order to defend a coherentist firamework. According to Goldman, we may 

choose among alternative systems that are equally coherent, and thus answer the question 

of global justification, by appealing to the notion o f  broad coherence. We can assess moral 

systems according to criteria o f coherence with a  set o f  extra-moral standards. Still, as 

Goldman recognizes, these criteria will not single out a unique moral fi-amework as best 

Nonetheless, argues Goldman, even i f  choices among systems that pass all tests of broad 

coherence cannot be justified on the basis o f  these criteria, this does not pose a  problem for 

a couple o f  reasons. To start with, once moral realism is not accepted, there need not be a 

uniquely true moral system. In addition, even if  some choices are groundless, from the 

point o f view o f  individuals who are situated in a  particular historical and social context, 

such choices, even when reflective and conscious, need not be seen that way.

Last, Goldman’s theory must give some answer to the charge of conservatism 

which is traditionally raised against coherence views o f justification. In particular, it might 

be objected that the method o f analogy and difference is too conservative in that it always 

requires that new issues be settled by assimilation to previously decided cases. With regard 

to law, Goldman claims that institutional reasons, as we have already seen, justify the 

conservatism inherent to the principle o f  precedent. Concerning ethics, Goldman replies to 

this objection by claiming that no moral judgment is immune to revision, and thus, that 

paradigms may also be changed in the course o f reasoning. Experience, in his view, plays a 

crucial role in bringing about these revisions.*^"* Experience does not provide, Goldman 

claims, immediate answers, as particularists seem to assume. Nonetheless, experience can 

teach us that differences that were thought to be relevant do not generalize, or that cases 

regarded as analogous are relevantly different. We may change our paradigms in light of 

judgments that arise fiiom experience, provided that it is o f the right kind. When such novel 

experience gives rise to judgments that are seen to be in conflict with those that were 

previously settled, we may restore coherence by revising the latter.

points to start the process of mutual adjustment that justification, in the coherentist view, amounts 
to.

Hence, like Rawls, Goldman appeals to the revisability that is involved in coherence methods to 
meet the conservatism objection. Unlike Rawls, however, he gives experience a pivotal role in 
meeting this objection.
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Goldman’s responses bring to light again the need for cohcrcntism to make room 

for emotions and experience in moral reasoning. Taking into account the role o f both 

emotions and experience may help to meet some of the traditional objections against 

coherentism. In this respect, it is important to emphasize the important role of empathy in 

moral reasoning, which Goldman rightly incorporates into his lheor>’. Thus, wc find in 

Goldman’s theory interesting suggestions in relation to how uc  could expand coherence 

methods so as to embrace factors such as emotions, empathctic understanding, and moral 

experience. However, there is, I believe, a fundamental problem with Goldman’s case- 

based coherence approach as a whole. There is no reason why wc should restrict the 

elements the coherence of which is relevant to moral justification to particular moral 

judgments. Neither is there any reason why we should restrict coherence relations to 

analogical relations. Moreover, such a restrictive view significantly diminishes the 

coherentists’ chances o f successfully meeting the standard objections. For example, the 

prospects o f meeting, say, the alternative coherent systems objection arc bleak if one 

endorses such a narrow view of what ethical coherence amounts to. For, surely, there could 

be any number of sets o f moral beliefs that enjoy the same degree of the sort of analogical 

coherence that Goldman envisions. A richer and more complex account of both the 

elements o f coherence and the coherence relations is put forw ard by Thagard.

4. THAGARD’S THEORY OF ETHICAL COHERENCE

Thagard’s theory of coherence is an ambitious project with a wide range of 

applications. In chapter 4, we examined how Thagard’s theory accounts for epistcmic 

justification. To recall, according to this theory, epistcmic justification results from the 

interaction o f  several kinds of coherence -deductive, percepUial, conceptual, analogical, 

and explanatory. And, in the previous chapter, we examined the theory of deliberative 

coherence developed by Thagard in collaboration with Millgram. Thagard claims that his 

theory o f coherence may provide an account of ethical justification as well. He contends 

that ethical justification results from the interaction of deductive, analogical, explanatory’, 

and deliberative coherence. Hence, like epistcmic justification, ethical justification 

involves the interaction of several kinds of coherence, with the major addition o f 

deliberative coherence. I shall introduce Thagard’s views on ethical coherence as follows. 

First, I shall give an accoirat of these kinds of coherence as they apply to ethics. As wc saw
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in chapter 4, all these different kinds o f coherence can be construed in terms o f  constraint 

satisfaction, computed using connectionist algorithms, and computationally implemented 

by connectionist networks. By applying a  psychological/computational theory o f  coherence 

to ethics, Thagard aims to show the relevance of cognitive naturalism to ethics. To recall, 

cognitive naturalism holds that many philosophical issues are intimately connected to the 

cognitive sciences. As already noted, Thagard’s view on empirical knowledge can be 

placed within the broader paradigm o f  naturalized epistemology. Likewise, Thagard’s 

theory o f ethical coherence may be located within the framework o f naturalized moral 

epistemology. In particular, he may be placed within the brand o f “metaethical 

naturalism.” This kind of naturalism “tries to answer questions about the methods we 

should use to reach beliefs about what to do, value, or be, and tries to answer these 

questions tising empirical knowledge o f  the ways in which people actually reason 

morally.” From this perspective, the contributions o f  cognitive science are, thus, 

extremely relevant to ethics. After examining Thagard’s naturalistic theory o f ethical 

coherence, I shall present his model o f the moral reasoning processes, and comment on 

some o f the problems that arise from studying this process from the perspective of 

naturalized moral epistemology. A main tenet o f naturalized moral epistemology is that an 

understanding o f the way people make moral judgments is crucial for understanding what 

right moral judgments are. Surely, emotions play a cmcial role in the processes whereby 

we reach moral beliefs. By bringing together emotional and ethical coherence, Thagard’s 

theory seeks to give an account o f both the cognitive and emotional aspects o f  ethical 

judgment. I shall conclude the discussion o f Thagard’s theory o f ethical coherence by 

describing how emotional coherence, in Thagard’s view, can help explain our moral 

judgments.

4.1. A Multicoherence Theory o f  Ethical Judgments

As argued above, when discussing the coherentist-foundationalist debate in ethics, 

one o f  the main problems o f  coherence theories o f  moral reasoning is that they have 

remained vague about the nature o f  coherence. In particular, the key notion of most current 

coherentist approaches to ethics, to wit, “reflective equilibrium,” is hopelessly imprecise.

Metaethical naturalism contrasts with “normative ethical naturalism.” The latter, but not the 
former, “attempts to answer questions about what to do, value, or be, using knowledge of how we 
actually behave, what we actually value, what sorts of persons we actually become,” May, 
Friedman, and Clark, “Introduction,” p. 3.
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How the state o f equilibrium is to be characterized, and how such a state is reached 

remains poorly specified. Thagard’s theory o f ethical coherence is meant to clearly define 

this notion. Thagard holds that the justification o f ethical judgments and ethical principles 

can be accomplished by taking into account four kinds o f coherence: deductive, 

explanatory, analogical, and deliberative coherence. He writes, “Reflective equilibrium 

requires integrated assessment o f deductive coherence (fit between principles and 

judgments), explanatory coherence (fit o f principles and judgments with empirical 

hypotheses), deliberative coherence (fit o f judgments with goals) and analogical coherence 

(fit o f judgments with other judgments in similar cases).” ^̂ ^

I shall now describe the contribution of each kind o f coherence to ethical 

justification. This requires that one indicate the kinds o f elements and constraints that are 

relevant to ethical conclusions. To illustrate such contribution, I will use Thagard’s case 

study: capital p u n i s h m e n t I n  Toronto, in 1995, Paul Bernardo was convicted for sexual 

torture and murder o f two women. Canadian Law does not admit capital pimishment, and 

he was sentenced to life prison. Some people who had long argued for the immorality o f 

capital punishment felt strongly inclined to judge that execution in this case would 

nevertheless be appropriate. In Thagard’s view, the constraint satisfaction theory o f  ethical 

justification can show how the incoherence o f such views can be overcome.

(i) Deductive coherence. For this kind of coherence as applied to ethics, the 

elements are propositions, including both general ethical principles and particular 

judgments. The main positive constraint derives from  a  relation of entailment, e.g., the 

principle that capital punishment is wrong entails that Paul Bernardo should not be 

executed. Negative constraints arise because of contradictions between propositions, e.g., 

capital punishment is wrong, and capital pxinishment is right.

For the development of this theory see Thagard, “Ethical Coherence”; and Coherence in 
Thought and Action, chapters.

Thagard, “Ethical Coherence,” p. 406.

Thagard has also illustrated his theory of coherence, although in much less detail, with debates 
on abortion. See Thagard, “Ethical Coherence,” pp. 415-417, and Coherence in Thought and 
Action, pp. 144-148.
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(ii) Explanatory coherence. Ethics requires attention to this kind of coherence 

whenever ethical decisions depend in part on the evaluation o f  empirical hypotheses, as is 

frequently the case. For example, one common argument for capital punishment is that it is 

a deterrent to future crimes, which depends on the empirical hypothesis that having capital 

punishment reduces crimes. Evaluation o f  this hypothesis requires evaluation o f evidence, 

such as the comparison of countries or states with and without death penalty. Explanatory 

and deductive coherence are interconnected whenever the entailment relation depends on 

empirical hypotheses. For example, someone might argue that killing innocent people is 

wrong, and since capital punishment sometimes kills innocent people, it is also wrong. 

This entailment depends on the empirical hypothesis that innocent people are sometimes 

executed.

(iii) Deliberative Coherence, This type o f coherence is relevant to ethical decisions 

that take into account the consequences o f  actions. For example, someone might argue that 

executing Bernardo will be much cheaper than imprisoning him for life, and thus that 

execution facilitates the goal o f  saving Canadian taxpayers money. As opposed to 

individual decision-making, goals in ethical decision must be objective interests to all 

concerned. Deliberative coherence depends in part on explanatory coherence, since the 

judgment that an action facilitates a goal depends on the plausibility of a causal hypothesis, 

which is a matter o f  explanatory coherence. In addition, questions about what constitutes 

an objective interest are also tied with empirical hypotheses about the nature o f  humans 

and their societies. For example, the families o f Paul Bernardo’s victims may want to see 

him killed, but whether execution would bring them some relief is an empirical question to 

be addressed on the basis o f its explanatory coherence with psychological evidence.

(iv) Analogical Coherence. As has been explained before, the establishment of 

correspondences is a constraint satisfaction problem, in which positive constraints are 

based on similarity, structure, and purpose. In the case o f ethical deliberations, the purpose 

is to transfer the moral judgment about a  source analog (an accepted case) to a target 

analog (a contested case). For example, i f  capital punishment is relevantly similar to killing 

a defenseless victim, an act that is obviously wrong, then capital punishment is also wrong. 

Analogical coherence can help establish the deductive and deliberative coherence of an 

ethical decision. For example, the analogy between killing a  defenseless victim and the
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state executing a prisoner can help establish the deductive conclusion that Bernardo should 

not be executed.

In Thagard’s view, this multicoherence theory o f ethics shows how the traditional 

conflict between Kantian ethics and consequentialist ethical views can be overcome. Each 

approach to ethical justification identifies one kind o f coherence, deductive and 

deliberative coherence, respectively. Both can be smoothly integrated -he claims- into the 

theory of ethical coherence as constraint satisfaction. Thagard has run a computer 

simulation using ECHO, ACME, and DECO together to produce a common network. 

These programs implement the theory o f explanatory coherence, the theory o f analogical 

coherence, and the theory of deliberative coherence, respectively. This is the constraint 

network for the case imder discussion. Again, thin lines are positive constraints, and thick

lines are negative constraints:129

Capital punishment 
is not a deterrent

Evidence.

Killing a __
defenseless 
victim is wrong

Capital punishment 
is a deterrent

Capital punishment 
is wrong

Paul Bernardo should 
not be executed

Preventing 
serious crime is good

Capital punishment is 
sometimes justified

Paul Bernardo should 
be executed

Low prison expenses

129 Thagard, “Ethical Coherence,” p. 416.
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4.2. The Process of Moral Reasoning: The Descriptive and Normative

Thagard claims that, from the perspective o f  this theory, reaching an ethical 

decision is a complex process that involves the following steps:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7.

Identify deductive elements (principles, judgments) and positive and 

negative constraints among them.

Identify deliberative elements (actions, goals) and positive and negative 

constraints among them.

Identify explanatory elements (hypotheses, evidence) and positive and 

negative constraints among them.

Identify constraints linking the explanatory elements with deductive and 

deliberative elements.

Identify analogical elements (mapping hypotheses) and positive and 

negative constraints am ong them.

Identify constraints linking the analogical elements with the deductive, 

deliberative, and explanatory elements.

Finally, use algorithms to maximize coherence by accepting some 

elements and rejecting others in the way that approximately maximizes 

satisfaction o f the positive and negative constraints.

This theory o f ethical coherence is intended to be “biscriptive,” that is to say, it is 

meant to be both descriptive and prescriptive. Nonetheless, Thagard argues, several 

problems must be faced in relation to both the descriptive and the prescriptive claims. To 

start with, according to Thagard, this procedure, although nonnatively appealing, is 

probably too demanding given our psychological resources. Our working memory is too 

limited to simultaneously entertain all the elements and constraints at once. More likely, 

we alternate between focusing on a  kind o f  coherence each time, and reaching a tentative 

conclusion.*^’ Thus, instead of reaching a global maximum, we usually get stuck at a  local 

maximum. In addition, there are also some normative worries.

‘̂ °Ibid., p.413.

This is argued by Hoadley, Ranney, and Shank, “Wander Echo: a Connectionist Simulation of 
Limited Coherence.”
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First, Thagard says, linking the descriptive to the noimaiive in ethics is more 

problematic than in other domains, i.e., philosophy of science, since we do not have 

recognized inferential experts such as, say, Darwin or Einstein. Howc\ er, I bclic\ c that the 

problem goes far beyond the purported lack of recognized experts in the moral domain. 

Here, we are also likely to encounter all standard objections to naturalized moral 

epistemology. The most familiar objection is that the subject of moral epistemology cannot 

be naturalized since so doing would mean that it is no longer normative, and thus, remove 

a defining, indeed critical, feature of moral epistemology. Ethics, it is claimed, attempts to 

tell people what they ought to do, and not merely what they do. The same objection is 

raised against naturalized epistemology. This approach, it is argued, undermines the 

normative status o f epistemology. However, the objection appears to intensify in the moral 

case, as Campbell and Hunter contend.Second, the question arises as to whether the 

coherentist method yields judgments that are objectively right. Thagard’s response is that 

we should be obliged to take into consideration all kinds of issues that are deemed as 

relevant. In his view, because ethical reasoning is often social, attention to the current 

debate allows us to identify the relevant elements and constraints. He compares the 

requirement o f taking into account a broad range of considerations that arc brought to bear 

on ethical issues in public debate to the requirement in epistemology that anyone 

evaluating a hypothesis should take into account the full range of empirical evidence and 

alternative hypotheses. Hence, Thagard’s suggestion seems to be that we should be 

satisfied with this sense of objectivity in the ethical domain, just as we arc in the scientific 

one.^^^ Third, it is a difficult issue to figure out the weights that arc to be assigned to the 

constraints. Thagard points out that we can only hope that, once discussion establishes a 

common set of constraints, coherence algorithms can yield consensus.A nd last, there is

Campbell and Hunter, “Introduction,” pp. 5-6.

In fact, this requirement is similar to Rawls’ requirement for achieving wide, as opposed to 
narrow, reflective equilibrium. Rawls urges us to consider alternative philosophical theories and 
arguments for and against them in order to bring our moral beliefs into wide reflective equilibrium.

Most coherence models focus exclusively on the coherence of an individual’s set of moral 
beliefs. In contrast, Thagard does develop an account of howr the achievement of a coherent system 
of beliefs is a social process, as well as an individual one. He defends a view of consensus 
according to which consensus arises in a group when communication ensures that individuals in the 
group share approximately the same set of elements that contribute to the coherence evaluation. In 
his view, coherence plus communication can lead to agreement. This theory is intended to apply 
both to science and ethics. However, Thagard recognizes, in ethics achieving consensus is more 
problematical. He hopes that the possibility of constraint adjustment achieved through explanatory 
and analogical coherence may improve the prospects for consensus in ethics. For Thagard’s model 
of consensus, see Thagard, Coherence in Thought and Action, chapter 7.
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the danger that deliberative coherence will have an undesirable effect on explanatory 

coherence. Normatively, we want explanatory coherence to affect deliberative coherence 

and not vice versa.

Despite these problems, Thagard claims that his theory o f ethical reasoning is 

normatively adequate since it can handle the complexity o f  moral reasoning, it avoids the 

problems of foundationalist approaches to ethics, and it is based on a precise and 

computable notion of coherence, as opposed to  alternative coherentist moral 

epistemologies. A iurther advantage -h e  claims- is that this computational theory o f ethical 

coherence can be easily complemented with a theory o f  emotional coherence. Thus, it can 

smoothly and rigorously integrate the emotional component in  a  coherence model o f moral 

reasoning.

4 3 . Emotional Coherence and Ethical Coherence

In chapter 4 , 1 introduced Thagard’s theory o f  emotional coherence. I have already 

showed how this theory interacts with other kinds o f coherence to arrive at epistemically 

justified conclusions (in chapter 4) as well as practically justified decisions (in chapter 7). 

Here, I would like examine the relevance o f  Thagard’s theory o f  emotional coherence for 

ethical judgments. Ethical judgments usually involve a  strong emotional component. 

Thagard claims that the theory o f  emotional coherence, by integrating emotional inputs 

with coherence-based ethical inference, may help bring together the cognitive and 

emotional aspects o f  moral reasoning.

In addition, the theory o f emotional coherence m ay help to explain some 

psychological phenomena that have a pivotal importance in  moral reasoning. One such 

phenomenon is “empathy.” According to Barnes and Thagard, “empathy is a  kind of 

emotional analogy, in which a person A  constructs an emotional image o f person B  by 

mapping B 's  situation onto a similar situation previously experienced emotionally by 

Thus, in this analogy, what is mapped is not propositional information, but a feeling or an 

image o f  a feeling.

On Thagard and Millgram’s views on the relation between explanatory and deliberative 
coherence, see above chapter 7.

Barnes and Thagard, “Empathy and Analogy,” quoted in Thagard, Coherence in Thought and 
Action, p. 183.
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Thagard gives the following example of empathy: “When new graduate students 

arrive from overseas, they are often overwhelmed by arriving in a very different country 

and university and by having to work in English, if that is not their native language. My 

best shot at understanding their mental state comes from remembering my own 

disorientation when I went to study in Cambridge, England, in 1971. Everything seemed 

different and odd: the colleges, the town, the people, the food, the money, etc. Despite 

having minor language difficulties, it was months before 1 felt I knew what I was doing. 

Because foreign students’ situations are relevantly similar to mine many years ago, I can 

project my remembered emotional state o f  bewilderment and anxiety onto them, using my 

imagination to amplify its intensity because of greater cultural and linguistic differences 

that they may face.” ^̂  ̂ As this example clearly illustrates, achieving empathetic 

understanding may require more than simply retrieving an emotionally charged source 

analog to map onto a given target. One may need to generate a source analog (England- 

only-worse analog). Then, one establishes a correspondence between my imagined 

situation and yours (the target analog), and ascribes an emotional valence to your situation 

that is similar to the emotional valence that I ascribe to mine. The theory o f emotional 

coherence suggests the following procedure for how to achieve empathetic 

understanding:^^*

1. Take what you know o f P’s personality and situation, and use explanatory and 

other kinds of coherence to make inferences about it that supplement the given 

information.

2. Use analogical coherence to retrieve a similar situation from your own 

experience.

3. Enhance the retrieved situation so as to bring it closer to P’s.

4. Use coherence-based inferences and emotional coherence to generate a valence 

for your constmcted situation.

5. Project this valence onto P as representing P’s likely emotional state in that 

situation.

Ibid
I3S Ibid, p. 186.
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Thus, a full range o f coherence inferences are involved in reaching empathetic 

understanding; most importantly, analogical inferences which transfer emotional valences. 

Such transfers are implemented by HOTCO, in the form o f positive and negative 

valences. Hence, Thagard’s multicoherence theory o f  ethics, together with the theory of 

emotional coherence, as implemented by HOTCO, gives an account of both the cognitive 

and emotional aspects o f moral reasoning. O f course, interaction o f these two aspects does 

not necessarily result in better moral judgments. There are important cases in which 

emotional coherence may be in conflict w ith the other kinds o f  coherence that are involved 

in ethical judgm ent For instance, social prejudice based on negative stereotypes may lead 

to wrong judgments. Thus, emotional coherence may bring about normatively 

inappropriate judgments. Y et emotion-free ethical judgm ent is also likely to be highly 

defective. What is needed, thus, is an account o f the important role that emotions play in 

our process of moral belief formation that is sensitive to the fact that it may bias and distort 

judgment. Computationally, Thagard’s theory tries to deal with some o f the negative 

impact o f  emotions on ethical judgment by allowing activations to influence values, but not 

the other way around. Even if  this theory is limited in that it does not deal with the full 

range o f  emotions, as well as with the different ways in which emotions may undermine 

our moral judgments, it is an important step towards integrating and formalizing the 

cognitive and emotional components o f moral reasoning.

We have now completed the survey o f the main coherence theories in ethics. In the 

next section, I shall consider the implications of coherence methods of moral inquiry for a 

conception o f moral truth and moral objectivity.

5. COHERENCE, TRUTH, AND OBJECTIVITY IN ETHICS

5.1. Moral Realism, and Moral Anti-Realism, and Coherence

There are two main views on what moral truth and objectivity amounts to: the 

realist, and the anti-realist view. These views are analogous to the realist and anti-realist 

conceptions o f the truth o f empirical statements discussed in chapter 6. Realism in ethics is 

the view that there is a moral reality whose existence and nature is largely independent of 

our moral theories and moral beliefs. In this view, moral truth is a  matter o f moral beliefs

139 See chapter 4.
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corresponding to inquiry-independent moral facts. There arc diíTerem versions of moral 

realism depending on one’s views about the nature of moral properties and facts, and their 

relation to non-moral properties and facts. We have non-naturalist realists and naturalist 

realists. As opposed to the non-naturalist version, naturalist moral realism contends that 

moral properties and facts are identical with, supervene on, or are constituted by natural 

properties and f a c t s . I n  contrast to moral realism, anti-realist views (also called 

“irrealist” or “idealists”) deny the existence of moral facts and properties that arc 

independent o f  our moral theories and beliefs. We can distinguish relativist and non

relativist forms o f anti-realism. As opposed to non-relativist versions, relativist forms of 

anti-realism hold that there are a plurality of moral facts, each constituted by different 

bodies of beliefs. The most important non-relativist version of anti-realism is 

constmetivism.^"** In this view, there is a single set of moral facts that is constituted by our 

moral beliefs in some favorable or idealized epistcmic conditions.'^^ Particularly, 

constructivists hold that the existence and nature of moral properties depends to a large 

extent on our best methods of inquiry. Moral truth is, on this view, a result of these 

methods; we construct, rather than discover moral properties and facts through these 

methods.'"'^ What are the implications of embracing a coherence method of moral inquiry-

As opposed to British moral realism, American moral realism in the last decade has been 
naturalistic. For the main defenses of naturalistic moral realism, sec Brinic, Moral Realism and the 
Foundations o f Ethics; Boyd, “How to be a Moral Realist?” Railton, “Moral Realism”; and 
Sturgeon, “Moral Explanations.” For a systematic presentation of British moral realism, see Platts, 
Ways o f Meaning, chapter 10. For a contrast between the naturalistic and the non-naturalislic 
versions of moral realism, see Arrington, Rationalism, Realism, and Relativism, chapter 4.

The terminology and classification of anti-realist views in the literature is quite confusing. l or 
instance, Brink identifies constructivism with idealism, and distinguishes bcnsccn relativist and 
non-relativist forms of constructivism. See Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, p. 
20. However, most of those who identify themselves with constructivism arc strongly committed to 
defending the objectivity of value, and reject relativist positions. Thus, I prefer to distinguish 
between relativist and non-relativist versions of anti-realism, and single out constructi\ ism as a 
species of the non-relativist version.

See Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory”; Putnam, Reason. Truth, and ¡{istory, 
and The Many Faces o f Realism; and Nino, El Constructivismo Bico. On Rawls' version of 
constructivism, see Hill, “Kantian Constructivism in Ethics.” On Pumam’s construciis ism, see 
Timmons, “Putnam’s Moral Objectivism.”
1 d*) Perhaps, the contrast between constructivism and moral realism is deeper than what the 
distinction between “discovering” moral truths and “constructing” moral truths suggests. The 
difference is about what the nature and point of moral theorizing is. l̂ Ticrcas moral realists see 
truth as the target of ethics, constructivist see ethics as a practical subject all the w ay dowu. From 
this point of view, what constructivists will deny is not simply that moral truth is a matter of 
correspondence with an inquiry-independent reality, but that the verv' notion of truth (cither realist 
or non-realist) is what moral theorizing is about. Whereas for moral realists moral theorizing is an 
epistemic task, for moral constructivists is primarily a practical task. Rawls seems to support this
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for issues about objectivity and truth in ethics? Does coherentism commit us to accepting 

either realism or anti-realism about moral truth? If the latter, does it involve a commitment 

to relativism?

The foregoing questions have been traditionally put as an objection against 

coherence theories o f justification in ethics. As we saw in earlier chapters, one o f  the main 

objections that have been directed against coherence theories o f  epistemic justification is 

the so-called ‘truth-objection.’^^ To recall, the truth-objection says that coherentist 

conditions o f  justification cannot be shown to be truth-conducive unless truth is 

constructed along non-realist lines. The idea behind this objection is this. Our main 

cognitive goal is to accept true beliefs, and to avoid falsehoods. Thus, a  condition of 

adequacy that any theory o f justification must satisfy is that there must be some 

appropriate connection between beliefs held as justified in accordance to the theory, and 

the cognitive goal o f truth. This condition o f adequacy is referred to as the “truth 

condition.” On the most common reading, it requires that theories o f justification must 

specify the conditions under which our beliefs are highly likely to be true. The objection is 

thus that coherence theories o f  epistemic justification fail to satisfy the “truth- 

condition.” *̂  ̂ A n analogous objection is addressed against coherence theories o f  moral 

justification. According to the “moral truth-objection,” to satisfy the truth-condition the 

moral coherentist must accept constructivism (or some other anti-realist view on moral 

truth).

Critics pressing this objection often appeal to the so-called “input or isolation 

objection” and “alternative coherent systems objection.” According to the “moral version 

o f the input (or isolation) objection,” maximizing the internal coherence o f one’s moral 

judgments with other moral and non-moral judgments does not require any input fi’om a 

realm o f  inquiry-independent moral properties and facts. Thus, nothing guarantees that a 

coherent system o f  moral beliefs, though justified, is not completely isolated fi-om the

view of constructivism in “Kantian Constructivism and Moral Theory.” For this way o f drawing 
the contrast between moral realism and constructivism, see Korsgaard, “Realism and 
Constructivism in the Twentieth Century Moral Philosophy.” On this contrast, see also, section 5.2.

See chapter 3 for a discussion of this objection as well as for realist coherentist responses to it; 
and chapter 6 for a discussion of anti-realist coherentist responses as well as of Davidson’s reply.

On this condition, as applied to coherence theories of epistemic justification, see chapter 3 and 
chapter 6.
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moral world that the realist envisions. According to the “many alternative coherent moral 

systems objection,” maximizing coherence among our moral judgments docs not 

discriminate among competing normative moral systems that are equally coherent But two 

incompatible systems of moral beliefs cannot both correspond to the evidence-independent 

moral properties and facts. Together these two objections support the truth-objection, i.c., 

that a  coherence theory for the justification of our moral beliefs cannot satisfy the truth- 

criterion unless truth is constructed along non-realist lines,’̂

I f  the tmth-objection is successful, then accepting coherence theories o f 

justification in ethics involves a commitment to anti-realism. Just whether this should 

necessarily be seen as an objection, depends on whether one finds constructivism (or some 

other anti-realist view) a compelling view on moral truth. In this respect, the situation in 

ethics differs from epistemology, in that anti-realists views of moral truth arc regarded by 

many as more attractive than anti-realists accounts of the truth conditions of empirical 

judgments. Here, I shall not try to assess the merits of cither moral realism or 

constructivism. Rather, my aim is to examine the prospects of combining realism and 

coherence theories o f moral justification, on the one hand, and anti-realist and coherence 

views on moral justification, on the other hand. I shall start with the arguments in favor and 

against realist and non-realist interpretations, i.e., constructivist, of the method of reflective 

equilibrium. Then, I shall move to presenting Goldman’s views on coherence and moral 

truth, as a representative of a relativist anti-realist coherenlism. Last, I shall conclude by 

briefly evaluating the different coherentists* attempts to meet the truth-objection (and 

related objections) in ethics. In so doing, I shall emphasize the analogies and differences 

with the strategies for defending coherence theories of cpistcmic justification, which have 

been examined in earlier chapters.*^’ As we shall see, the contrast between the ethical and 

the empirical case will bring to light a deeper contrast between the picture of moral 

theorizing (and of the place of coherence in such theorizing) that results from combining 

coherence methods with moral realism and that which results from combining them with 

anti-realism.

See chapter 3 for a discussion of the input or isolation objection as well as of the many 
alternative coherent systems objection as they apply to coherentist theories of cpistcmic 
justification.

See chapters 3,4, and 6.
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5.2. Realist and Constructivist Interpretations of the Method of Reflective
Equilibrium

Two different interpretations o f  the results o f  reflective equilibrium have been 

advanced in the coherentist literature: a  realist interpretation and a constructivist 

interpretation.

(i) The Realist Interpretation

According to the realist interpretation o f reflective equilibrium, the results of 

reflective equilibrium provide evidence of inquiry-independent moral truths. The 

plausibility o f this view is generally taken to depend on the further claim that considered 

moral judgments provide generally reliable information about inquiry-independent moral 

properties and facts. An account o f  the reliability o f  considered moral judgments would

provide an answer to the three main objections that have been raised against realist 

coherentism: the input objection, the alternative coherent systems objection, and the truth 

objection. First, an account o f  the reliability o f  considered moral judgments would provide 

an answer to the input objection. These judgments would be the input that secures that 

moral beliefs that we hold in reflective equilibrium are not isolated from the realm of 

objective moral properties and facts. Secondly, one could deal with the alternative coherent 

systems objections by requiring that the justified moral theory (the theory that we accept in 

reflective equilibrium) cohere with these “input” judgments. Requiring coherence with 

such an input would severely constrain the choice among alternative moral theories, and 

thus reduce the worries about many alternative but equally coherent systems. Last, if 

considered moral judgments are generally reliable, then one can hope to design a  positive

It is generally claimed that reflective equilibrium cannot lead to truth unless considered moral 
judgnents are credible. As we have seen, against this view, DePaul has argued that one could 
defend the truth-conduciveness of the method of reflective equilibrium even if the credibility of 
considered moral judgments is not established. In his view, the plausibility of the realist 
interpretation of reflective equilibrium depends on the reliability o f considered moral judgments 
only if one misconstrues the role that these judgments play in the method of reflective equilibrium. 
He suggests diat we defend a radical interpretation of reflective equilibrium, as opposed to the 
standard conservative view of reflective equilibrium. In the radical interpretation the initial 
considered judgments do not determine (nor even constrain) the results of reflective equilibrium. 
Thus, the reliability of these judgments is irrelevant to the reliability of the method. Of course, he 
claims, it is an open question whether the reliability of the method can be established. In his view, 
it cannot. However, this does not tell against the method, for truth-conduciveness is only one of the 
criteria of adequacy o f methods o f moral inquiry. Thus, the method could still be shown to be 
adequate in light of goals of moral inquiry other than truth (see section 3 of this chapter).
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argument to the effect that coherence with these judgments is c\idencc of truths about an 

objective moral reality. Thus, a through defense of realist-coherenlism requires (i) the 

rebuttal of the alternative coherent systems and input objections, which requires an account 

o f  the reliability o f considered moral judgments; and (ii) a positive argument to the effect 

that coherence with a  set of reliable moral judgments is truth-conducive. Daniels’*’ and 

Brink*^° have provided the most articulated and discussed defenses of realist coherentism. 

Both o f them represent two different strategies for meeting the foregoing objections.'^’ I 

shall start with Daniel’s reply to these objections.

Daniels denies that reflective equilibrium need be viewed as constitutive of moral 

truth. Convergence in wide reflective equilibrium, he claims, may constitute evidence of 

moral truth. His strategy is as follows. He first rejects that we need to assume at the current 

stage o f moral inquiry the burden of providing an account of the reliability of our moral 

judgments. Such an account, he argues, is surely needed. But he suggests that we wait until 

convergence is obtained to determine which kind of fact (if any) is involved in our 

considered moral judgments. On the basis of a theory in wide reflective equilibrium and 

with an answer about what kind of fact (if any) a moral fact is, we might be able to provide 

an account o f the reliability of considered moral judgments. Daniel argues that a 

comparison with scientific methodology supports his ‘Svaii and sec” strategy. He claims 

that “the credibility story of non-moral observation reports is itself the product of a non- 

moral scientific wide reflective equilibrium of relatively recent vintage.” A relatively 

recently developed body o f theory explains why non-moral observation reports arc 

credible. Since we lack the level of theory development in the moral case, it would not be 

reasonable to demand that a story about the reliability of moral judgments be provided. 

Once we reach convergence in wide reflective equilibrium, we uill be in a position to

Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics," pp. 33-40.

Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 122-144.

For an excellent discussion of recent defenses of realist coherentism in ethics, sec Timmons, 
“On the Epistemic Status of Considered Moral Judgments.”

A stronger thesis is defended by Holmgren, who claims that a constructivist interpretation of 
wide reflective equilibrium is incoherent She claims that reflective equilibrium need be viewed as 
presupposing objective moral truths that are independent of our moral beliefs. Daniel's claim is 
weaker. He does not claim that one needs to give a realist interpretation of reflective equilibrium, 
but only that there is room for such an interpretation. See Holmgren, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium 
and Objective Moral Truth.”

Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics,” p. 32.
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provide the required account o f the reliability o f our moral judgments. The method of 

reflective equilibrium, Daniels holds, may greatly aid to bring about this convergence. 

Specifically, it may lead to a better understanding o f  the sources o f moral agreement and 

disagreement. In addition, it may make disagreement more tractable by reducing moral 

disagreements to  more resoluble disagreements in relevant backgrotmd theory. Daniels’s 

‘Svait and see” strategy can be read as proposing that we first address the alternative 

coherent systems objection, and strive for convergence, and then that we address the input 

objection.

Daniel’s response to the alternative and input objections has been harshly criticized 

in the literature. First, critics have questioned that we have any reason to be optimistic 

about the prospects o f convergence. The method has been used already by many for some 

time without producing any significant convergence.'^^ In addition, there are no 

compelling reasons for thinking that wide reflective equilibrium is much better off in 

bringing about convergence than narrow reflective equilibrium. Background theories 

cannot increase the likelihood of convergence given that they depend, for their 

justification, on considered moral judgments.'^^ Thus, appealing to background theories 

does not contribute significantly to the disposal o f  the alternative coherent systems 

objection.

Second, critics have argued that, even if such convergence took place, it would not 

help make the case for a realist construal of the method o f  reflective equilibrium. The 

reason is that an account o f the reliability o f considered moral judgments, given after 

convergence is achieved, does not help to answer the input objection. Timmons states the 

problem as follows: “The problem is that the burden that the realist-coherentist must 

shoulder i f  she is going to answer the input objection does not simply amount to being able 

to tell a  story about moral reliability and error regarding CMJs [considered moral 

judgments] once wide RE [reflective equilibrium] is reached: for most any moral theory 

selected in reflective equilibrium it will be pretty easy -too easy- to fashion a story about 

reliability and error in terms o f  the selected theory. Unless we have some reason to suppose 

in advance, and independently o f  the results o f wide RE that this sort o f methodology has

DePaul, Balance and Refinement, pp. 51-55.

Timmons, “The Epistemic Status of Considered Moral Judgments,” p. 106.
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a ll along been guided by inquiry-independent moral properties and facts that serve to 

constrain inquiry, I see no reason to construe CMJs realistically -a s  by and large 

representing reliable input form an objective moral reality.” *̂® I f  coherentists want to 

preserve the crucial role of considered moral judgments in the selection and testing o f 

moral theories while holding a realist interpretation o f reflective equilibrium, then the 

reliability o f these judgments ought to be independent o f the particular theory which is 

selected by this method. If we wait until a moral theory is selected, and then use that 

very theory to explain the reliability o f the considered judgments that were used in the 

selection process, we can suspect that the methodology is as objective as the realist wants it 

to  be. In this respect, Timmons argues, there is an important difference between moral and 

scientific methodology. In science we can tell a story about the reliability o f observations 

in  advance to scientific theorizing, a story that is independent o f  the results reached by 

such theorizing. Thus, comparisons with scientific methodology imdermine rather than 

support the “wait and see” strategy. To be sure, Timmons claims, accounts o f the reliability 

o f  our observation judgments that appeal to scientific theories are o f  a relatively recent 

vintage, as Daniels claims. However, in science we have “folk accounts” o f the reliability 

o f  observation judgments that preceded theoretical accounts. A  “folk account,” Timmons 

writes, involves a  “collection o f common sense second-order judgments about the 

reliability of first-order observation judgments.”'®* An account o f this sort is lacking in the 

moral case.

Thus, it is argued, Daniel’s strategy fails to respond to both the alternative coherent 

systems objection and the input objection. In order to meet the input objection, one needs 

to  have an account of the reliability o f  moral judgments, previous to the desired 

convergence, on the basis of which one can select among conflicting sets o f moral 

judgments, a restricted set of judgments that satisfy the reliability conditions. Then, this set 

w ill constrain the theory selection process, and offer hope for convergence. In the absence 

o f  such an account o f reliability, it is hold, the prospects o f convergence, and thus of

Timmons, “The Epistemic Status of Considered Moral Judgments,” p. 107.

A possibility for avoiding the charge of giving an account of the reliability of moral judgments 
that is independent from the results of the method is that of giving up the demand that considered 
moral judgments play a crucial role in theory choice. This is the solution that DePaul suggests. See 
above section 2.
1S8 Timmons, “The Epistemic Status of Considered Moral Judgments,” p. 97.
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meeting the alternative coherent systems objection, are bleak. Moreover, only such an 

account o f the reliability of moral judgm ents can help us deal with the input objection. For 

a story of reliability after convergence does not ensure that our moral theory is evidence of 

an independent moral reality.

Brink proposes a  strategy for meeting the objections against realist-coherentism 

which focuses, precisely, on providing an account o f  the reliability o f moral judgments.^^^ 

As opposed to Daniel’s strategy. Brink’s strategy can be read as a  proposal to deal first 

with the input objection, and then with the alternative coherent systems objection. Brink 

provides an account of the reliability o f  moral judgments that is similar to BonJour’s 

account o f the reliability of perceptual judgments.^^ Brink’s account -like BonJour’s- 

relies on the important role that second-order beliefs play in coherentism. Brink claims that 

the coherence o f a  moral belief p  with, among other things, second-order beliefs about 

morality is evidence o f  p 's  objective truth. Second-order beliefs are non-moral beliefs 

about the relation between our moral beliefs and the world. These beliefs include belief in 

moral realism and beliefs about the reliability o f certain kinds o f moral beliefs. These 

beliefs establish a  set o f reliability conditions, which are themselves guided by 

considerations o f coherence. According to Brink, there are two types o f reliability 

conditions: conditions o f  general cognitive reliability, and morally motivated conditions. 

Among the former, Brink includes conditions such as that the moral belief must be based 

on available (non-moral) evidence, that it results from good inference patterns, that it is not 

distorted by prejudice or self-interest, that it is held with some confidence, and that is 

relatively stable over time. The morally motivated conditions refer to the condition that 

beliefs be formed “on the basis o f  impartial and imaginative consideration o f the interests 

of the relevant parties.”*** Brink calls moral beliefs that are formed under conditions of 

general reliability and o f morally motivated conditions “considered moral beliefs,” He 

contends that coherence with this set o f  considered moral beliefs, which receive their 

justification from second-order beliefs, can be evidence of objective moral truth. This set 

o f reliable moral judgments secures that beliefs justified through reflective equilibrium are 

not severed from an objective realm o f  moral properties and facts. Once the input (or

Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 130-132.

For BonJour’s coherentist account of the reliability of perceptual judgments, see chapter 3. 

*** Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f  Ethics, p. 133.
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isolation) objection is met, one could also reduce worries about the alternative coherent 

systems objection. For coherence with this set of judgments is a  reasonable constrain that 

m ay help to select among competing moral systems.

Brink’s strategy has also been criticized on several groimds. Timmons claims that, 

apart from the difficulties that this strategy might encounter regarding empirical beliefs, 

there are special difficulties for employing this strategy in ethics. To start with, it is by no 

means clear that any o f our moral judgments is the result o f any causal interplay with 

objective moral properties. In this respect, moral beliefs markedly differ from empirical 

beliefs. For our epistemic access to an inquiry-independent-reality via observational beliefs 

is far less problematical than the idea that some judgments provide us with epistemic 

access to objective moral properties. Thus, we need a reason for thinking that considered 

moral judgments do represent an input from putative moral properties. And second, there is 

a  variation o f conceptions o f impartiality. Such variation will lead to interpersonal 

variation in people’s considered moral beliefs. This variation sheds further doubts about 

the supposition that these judgments provide us with access to moral properties and facts.

So much for the realist-coherentists’ attempts to rebut the input and alternative 

coherent systems objection. Now, what about the positive argument to the effect that 

coherence is truth-conducive? Again, I shall focus on Daniels’ and Brink’s arguments. 

Daniels has offered an indirect argument to the effect that holding agreement in wide 

reflective equilibrium is evidence o f realist moral tmth. Consider, first, an argument o f  the 

following form: “(1) a given area o f inquiry, the methods used are successful in the 

sense that they produce convergence and a growth of knowledge; (2) the only plausible 

account of the success of these methods is that they lead us to better and better 

approximations of truths o f the kind relevant to the inquiry; (3) therefore, we should adopt

Boyd has attempted to show that our ordinary use of moral terms provide us with epistemic 
access to moral properties on the basis of a causal account of the reference of moral terms. 
Timmons argues that Brink’s account of the reliability of considered moral judgments could work 
effectively against the input and alternative coherent systems objections if a causal theory o f the 
reference of moral terms, such as Boyd’s, were sound. However, Timmons argues, by appealing to 
a moral version of Putnam’s Twin earth thought experiment, that a causal account of the reference 
of moral terms is implausible. For Boyd’s proposal, see “How to be a Moral Realist” For 
Timmons’ critique of Boyd’s proposal, see Timmons, “On the Epistemic Status of Considered 
MoralJudgments,” pp. 115-122.
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a realist account o f the relevant objects o f inquiry.”^ A rg u m e n ts  of this form have been 

advanced to defend realism with regard to theoretical terms in the empirical sciences. To 

establish (2) one must show not only that the alternatives to  the realist account do not 

explain the success o f  the methods, but also that the realist account has some independent 

plausibility on its own. A version o f a causal theoiy o f knowledge and reference has been 

used to show that the realist account o f the scientific methodology has some plausibility on 

its own. Now, Daniels holds that coherence constraints in ethics function very much like 

those o f science. His suggestion is that, perhaps, an argument similar to the argument for 

scientific realism m ay be used for defending that there is an evidential relation between 

agreement in wide equilibrium and objective moral truth. He writes, “Suppose that 

coherence constraints in wide equilibrium turn out to be consensus producing. Then, since 

these constraints are similar to their analogous in science in other respects, they may also 

be evidential. That is, we have some reason to think that wide reflective equilibrium 

involves methods that will lead us to objective moral truths i f  there are any.” *^ Daniels’ 

argument seems to be grounded on the following premises:

(i) coherence constraints in wide equilibrium are consensus-producing;

(ii) an argument for scientific realism is sound;

(iii) the fact that a feature o f  the method (coherence constraints) operate 

analogously in two areas o f inquiry (science and ethics) allows us to infer that they 

hold for the same reason and hence to infer that since these constraints are 

evidential in one area (science), they are also evidential in  the other area (ethics);

(iv) we have an account o f the reliability o f moral judgments. This assumption is 

needed for running an argument analogous to the argument for scientific realism for 

the moral case, since the latter argument depends on some reliability account of 

observation statements (a causal account).

Now, granted (i)-(iv), he seems to claim that the only plausible account o f the 

success o f  the method o f reflective equilibrimn, i.e., the fact that it produces convergence, 

is that it leads us to  objective moral truths, if  there are any. How plausible is this 

argument? Let us grant assumption (ii), and even (iii). Still (i) is highly controversial. As I

Daniels, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Theory Acceptance in Ethics,” p. 37. 

Ibid., p. 38.
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have already said, there are several reasons for questioning the prospects of convergence. 

And failure to conclusively establish (iv) -that we have an account of the reliability o f 

moral judgments- is precisely what has prevented responses to the input and alternative 

coherent systems objection from being successful. Hence, Daniel’s argument for the truth- 

conduciveness o f coherence in the moral realm crucially depends on the availability o f a 

plausible story about the reliability of our moral judgments.

Brink does not spell out explicitly a positive argument for the truth-conduciveness 

o f coherence among our moral judgments. However, his views on coherence and realism 

as regards empirical beliefs, as well his reference to BonJour in order to further develop his 

own views about realism in ethics, give us a hint about how his argument would proceed. 

He would probably tell a story very similar to that o f BonJour (and close in important 

respects to that o f  Daniels). Presumably, his view would be that the best explanation of 

coherence cum stability of a set o f moral judgments that includes a number o f second-order 

beliefs about the reliability o f moral beliefs is that it brings us closer to moral truth. Of 

course, the problems that I have already noted in relation to Brink’s account o f  the 

reliability o f moral judgments will cany over his response to the truth-connection.

Thus, none the arguments for meeting the isolation, input, and truth objection 

within a moral realist framework is conclusive. This should not surprise us since attempts 

to meet these objections in the less muddy waters o f empirical knowledge were also shown 

to be inconclusive.^®^ Let us now see whether a non-realist approach to moral truth does 

any better in establishing the adequacy o f  coherence methods o f  moral inquiry.

(ii) The Constructivist Interpretation o f Reflective Equilibrium

According to the constructivist interpretation o f  reflective equilibrium, the result o f 

this method does not provide evidence o f  inquiry-independent moral tmths. Then, what 

relation holds between the results of the method o f reflective equilibrium (or any other 

coherence method), under a constractivist interpretation, and moral truth? The answer to 

this question depends on what constructivism is. However, just how constructivism may be 

characterized is far from clear. To start with, there are different views on what the

165 See chapters 3 and 6.
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distingmshing features o f constructivism are. Some regard constructivism as a view that 

gives a prominent role to a conception o f persons in moral theory. Others take 

constructivism to be a metaethical view  according to which the truth o f normative 

principles is a matter o f acceptance under idealized conditions. Still, some refer to 

constructivism as the view that moral philosophy does not have truth as its target; rather, it 

is a practical subject that aims at providing reasonable principles for solving practical 

problems. Others have taken constructivism to represent a coherence theory o f justification 

in ethics. Emphasis on one or some o f  these features yields different versions of 

constmctivism. Rawls, Habermas, Nino, and Putnam have put forward amongst the most 

prominent constructivists views. Moreover, the interpretation o f some versions of 

constructivism is not uncontroversial. For instance, some take Rawls to provide with an 

account o f  moral truth as acceptability under some ideal conditions, i.e., the original 

position, whereas others see him as dispensing with the notion o f  moral truth altogether in 

favor of the more modest notion o f  reasonableness. Still, others have taken Rawls’ reliance 

on a Kantian conception of persons as the most significant feature o f his version of 

constructivism.

For our purposes, it is important to distinguish two main construals of 

constructivism. Under one interpretation, constructivism holds an anti-realist view o f  moral 

truth, i.e., moral truth is not independent o f our practices o f  inquiry. Under another 

interpretation, it can be seen as embodying a different view o f what doing moral 

philosophy means. In this view, moral theory constmction is not an epistemic, but rather, a 

practical task. Moral philosophy does not have truth as it target, but it is directed towards 

achieving a practical aim, i.e., the design o f  a public conception o f justice. In this view, 

talk about moral truth is irrelevant to the purposes o f moral theorizing. We may refer to 

these two interpretations o f constructivism as “metaethical” and “political” constructivism, 

respectively.^®^

The reference to Rawls’ title “Justice as Fairness; Political not Metaphysical” is obvious. Brink 
distinguishes three interpretations of Rawls’ constructivism: the “political,” the “metaphysical,” 
and the “epistemological.” His characterization o f the metaphysical constnial is the same as what it 
is called in the main text “metaethical constructivism”. Brink’s political constnial and what is 
called here “political constructivism” are very close, but there is nonetheless a difference on the 
aspect of constructivism emphasized. Brink focuses on the fact that the political constnial is neutral 
with respect to metaphysical questions, whereas “political constructivism” emphasizes the practical 
nature of the constructivist project. An alternative label for this kind of constructivism is “Kantian 
constructivism.” Rawls refers to his own view as “Kantian constructivism” in “Kantian 
Constructivism in Moral Theory.” However, because this work has been interpreted as embodying
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These two interpretations lead to a different understanding o f the disagreement 

between moral realism and constructivism. In the first (metaethical) interpretation, moral 

realists and constructivists differ in their views on the nature o f  moral truth. Whereas moral 

realists hold a realist view of moral truth, constractivists hold an anti-realist view o f  moral 

truth. But both share an understanding o f moral philosophy as moral epistemology as well 

as a view o f  the method of reflective equilibrium as a theory o f  the epistemic justification 

o f  our moral beliefs, and both take truth-conduciveness to provide the criterion o f 

adequacy for standards of justification.

Under the second (political) interpretation, the locus o f disagreement between 

moral realists and constructivists is not the nature o f  truth, but the general conception of 

moral philosophy. On this interpretation, where moral realists and constructivists really 

differ is not on the issue of whether truth is realist or anti-realist, but on whether moral 

philosophy should be concerned with such an issue in the first place. What is wrong with 

the moral realist point of view, the constmctivist says, is not so much its acceptance o f a 

realist view o f truth, as it is the fact that they view moral philosophy as a branch o f 

epistemology. As opposed to this view, moral philosophy, the constructivist holds, is a 

practical subject. In contrast to both coherentist moral realism and metaethical 

constructivism, the political constructivist does not claim that the method of reflective 

equilibrium is a theory of epistemic justification, but he assigns to it a heuristic value. For 

the political constructivist, the adequacy o f this method should not be assessed in terms of 

truth-conduciveness, but it depends on how well it helps bring about the practical aims that 

moral philosophers strive to achieve.

The distinction between metaethical and political constructivism may help us draw 

the following map of the different constructivist views. On the one hand, Putnam, 

Habermas, and Nino’s versions of constructivism involve a  commitment to an anti-realist 

metaethical view. Thus, they are better seen as endorsing constmctivist views o f a

a metaphysical commitment to anti-realism, I prefer the adjective ‘̂ litical,” to the adjective 
“Kantian” (for such an interpretation, see Brink, “Rawlsian Constructivism,” in Moral Realism and 
the Foundations o f Ethics, pp. 303-310). In addition, “Kantian constructivism” has been interpreted 
as the thesis that gives a prominent place to the Kantian theory o f the person in moral theory (see 
Hill, “Kantian Constmctivism in Ethics.”) In “Political: not Metaphysical,” the departure of 
constructivism -in  Rawls* version- from any anti-realist commitment is explicit. Hence, the title.
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metaphysical variety. Putnam claims m oral truth to  be a  m atter o f  being justified under 

epistemically ideal conditions. Habermas claims that moral truth is constituted by 

consensus achieved through a  discourse procedure under certain conditions, e.g., 

impartiality, rationality, and knowledge o f  relevant facts. N ino ’s constructivism is similar 

to Habermas’ except in that he emphasizes that it is not the results o f moral discourse, but 

its formal presuppositions that constitute moral truth. O n  the other hand, Dworkin and 

Rawls are the most important representatives o f political constructivism. As we saw in 

chapter 1, Dworkin claims that there are two m odels that define coherence and explain 

why it is required: the “constmctive” m odel and the “rtatural” model. And he contends that 

the constructive model better supports the technique o f  reflective equilibrium. The contrast 

between these two models is particularly illustrative o f  D w orkin’s constructivist thesis, as 

well as o f Dworkin’s views on coherence methods and truth. Thus, it is worth describing 

again how Dworkin characterizes the “natural” and the “constm ctive” model. He writes:

“I call the first a ‘natural model.’ It presupposes a philosophical position that can be 

summarized in this way. Theories o f  justice, like Raw ls’ two principles, describe an 

objective moral reality; they are not, that is, created by m en or societies but are rather 

discovered by them, as they discover laws o f physics. The main instrument of this 

discovery is a moral faculty possessed at least by some m en, which produces concrete 

intuitions of political morality in particular situations, like the intuition that slavery is 

wrong. These intuitions are clues to the nature and existence of more abstract and 

fimdamental moral principles, as physical observations are clues to the existence and 

nature o f fundamental physical laws. M oral reasoning o r philosophy is a process of 

reconstructing fimdamental principles by assembling concrete judgments in the right order,

Putnam, Reason, Truth, and History.

Nino claims that his views differ in another important respect from Habermas.’ According to 
Nino, Habermas claims that moral truth can only be known through collective discussion. In 
contrast, Nino claims that even if intersubjective decisions are the most trustworthy procedures for 
accessing moral truth, it is also possible for an individual to access such truth. This epistemologica! 
view together with the metaethical view that moral truth is constituted by the formal 
presuppositions of moral discourse results in what he calls “epistemic constructivism” 
[constructivismo epistemológico]. The label is unfortunate, for it is not only an epistemological 
view, but also a metaethical one. Even though Nino carefully distinguishes both aspects of his 
view, the label may invite to think, wrongly, that his thesis does not involve any metaethical 
commitment. For the differences between Nino’s and Habermas’ views, as interpreted by Nino, see 
Nino, “Constructivismo Epistemologico: Entre Rawls y Habermas.”
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as a natural historian reconstructs the shape of the whole animal form the fragments o f its 

bones that he has found.

The second model is quite different. It treats intuitions of justice not as clues to the 

existence o f independent principles, but rather as stipulated features of a general theory to 

be constructed, as i f  a  sculptor set himself to carve the animal that best fits a pile o f bones 

he happened to find together. The “constructive” model docs not assume, as the natural 

model does, that principles o f justice have some fixed, objecti\c existence, so that 

descriptions o f these principles must be tme or false in some standard way. It docs not 

assume that the animal it matches to the bones actually exists. It makes the diflcrcnt, and in 

some ways more complex, assumption that men and woman have a responsibility to fit the 

particular judgments on which they act into a coherent program of action, or at least that 

officials who exercise power over other men have this sort of responsibility.” '^’

The natural model clearly fits moral realism, while the constructive model fits the 

political constmctivist point of view. Dworldn’s description of these two models provides 

a  clear statement o f  the main tenets of political constructivism. First, the contrast between 

these two models brings to light that the difference between moral realism and political 

constructivism, as endorsed by Dworkin, is not merely one about the nature of moral truth. 

These two models embody a different conception of moral philosophy, and of the task of 

the moral philosopher. As Dworkin puts it, “they represent different standpoints from 

which theories o f  justice might be developed.”*̂® Second, the constructive model, and thus, 

the philosophical position that it represents, does not assume that objective moral 

properties exist. Neither does it deny it. Dworkin writes, “The [constructive] model does 

not deny, anymore than affirms, the objective standing of any of these convictions; it is 

therefore consistent with, though as a model of reasoning it does not require, the moral 

ontology that the natural model presupposes. It does not require that ontology because its 

requirements are independent of it. The natural model insists on consistency with 

conviction, on the assumption that moral intuitions are accurate observations; the 

requirement o f consistency follows fiom that assumption. The constructive model insists 

on consistency with conviction as an independent requirement, flowing not from the

Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, p. 161. 

Ibid., p. 163.
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assumption that these convictions are accurate reports, but from  a different assumption that 

it is unfair for officials to act except on the basis o f  a general public theory that will 

constrain them to consistency ... The constructive model requires coherence, then, for
• 171

independent reasons of political morality.” As the contrast between the natural and the

constructive models makes patent, political constructivism conceives the task o f moral 

theory construction as independent from metaethical (either realist or anti-realist) 

assumptions.

Dworkin’s arguments to the effect that the constructive model supports the method 

of reflective equilibrium make very vivid the cardinal points o f  the constructivist program. 

Dworkin gives three reasons why the natural model is incompatible with reflective 

equilibrium. First, the natural model cannot explain one distinctive feature of the 

method, to wit, it does not explain why we are justified in  amending our intuitions about 

justice to make them fit. On the natural model, such amendment would be nothing short of 

cooking the evidence to fit the model. Second, it leaves unexplained the fact that “the 

results of the method are necessarily and profoundly practical.”* P a r t ie s  in the original 

position seek to find principles that citizens can easily understand, publicize, and observe; 

principles otherwise appealing ought to be rejected because they are impractical in this 

sense. This seems inconsistent with the natural model according to which principles of 

justice are timeless features o f some independent reality. Last, the method o f reflective 

equilibrium produces principles that are relative in two ways. First, they are relative to a 

list o f alternative theories that is short enough to make comparisons possible. And second, 

this yields results that are relative to the area o f initial agreement. Under the natural model, 

both forms of relativism would seriously compromise the authority of the conclusions of 

the method. In light o f Dworkin’s reasons for rejecting the natural model, it is clear that 

moral theorizing, in the constmctivist view, is a practical and political project all the way 

down.*̂ "*

Ibid., p. 162.

Ibid., pp. 163-168.

Ibid., p. 166.

For a critique of Dworkin’s arguments to the effect that a constructive model supports the 
method of reflective equilibrium, see Holmgren, “Wide Reflective Equilibrium and Objective
Moral Truth.” Against Dworkin, Holmgren argues that only if we assume that there are objective 
moral truths, can we make sense of the method of reflective equilibrium. According to Holmgren, 
we can construct a plausible interpretation of wide reflective equilibrium that allows for some
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To include Rawls within the files of political constructivism as opposed to 

metaethical constructivism deserves some comment. First o f  all, Rawls’ views have 

evolved and changed in the course o f his writings. In “Justice as Fairness: Political not 

Metaphysical,” he explicitly commits himself, as is obvious from the title, to the view  that 

the public conception o f justice must be independent o f philosophical and religious 

doctrines, e.g., the realist-antirealist debate, and that such a  conception has a political, 

rather than a metaphysical, nature. The same view is defended in “The Idea o f  an 

Overlapping Consensus.” *̂  ̂ Some o f the changes from the conception of justice as 

presented in A Theory o f Justice to this conception are already evident in the lectures 

entitled “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” which can be regarded as a transition 

work. As Rawls admits, in these lectures there is a more explicit emphasis on two 

important features o f the political conception of justice: “the emphasis on the role o f  a 

conception o f  the person, as well as on the idea that justification is a practical social task 

rather than an epistemological or metaphysical problem.” Thus, when addressing the 

issue of whether Rawls’ views involve a commitment to anti-realism or whether they 

represent a  conception of moral philosophy that remains agnostic with regard to 

metaethical issues, we should keep in mind that the answer may depend on which o f 

Rawls’ writings one takes into account. It is, I believe, reasonably clear, that Rawls’ views 

in “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” as well as in “The Idea o f  an 

Overlapping Consensus,” support only a political constructivist reading. I shall say 

something about this later on. However, it is a controversial issue whether his earlier

adjustments in our moral judgments which is compatible with the natural model. In fact, scientific 
methodology allows for some such adjustments of observational data. Thus, the natural model 
appropriately describes the method of wide reflective equilibrium. In contrast, the constructive 
model does not allow for a coherent interpretation of this method because of a number of reasons. 
First, in this model, the aim is to formulate a conception of justice that is well suited on practical 
grounds. But in the context of a constructivist position, we cannot say that it is an objective moral 
truth that we have a responsibility to construct a coherent public conception of justice. The method 
would be seriously incomplete for it would require a prior reason establishing the initial obligation 
on which the public conception of justice rests. Second, since there is no commitment to the truth 
o f considered moral judgments, we have no reason for taking them seriously as action guides. 
Finally, she doubts whether the method of reflective equilibrium would be effective as a means for 
pursuing the goal that Dworkin has set out. To achieve reflective equilibrium is a difficult process. 
An easier way to formulate a public conception of justice would be simply to choose or invent a 
basic moral principle and work out its implications. None of these problems, she claims, arises if 
we take considered moral judgments to be evidence of objective moral truth.

Rawls, “The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus.”

Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” p. 224, n2.
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writings support readings other than the political constructivist one. It is not my aim here to 

engage in an exegesis of Rawls’ writings, which is, moreover, beyond both my capacity 

and the purposes o f this work. But, in order to clarify Rawls’ views on coherence and trath, 

it is important to examine some anti-realist interpretations o f  his writings. Nino and Brink 

have proposed such interpretations. Both are very careftil in restricting their conclusions to 

some o f Rawls’s works, in particular, to  A Theory o f  Justice and “Kantian Constructivism 

in Moral Theory,” respectively.

Nino has defended an anti-realist interpretation o f  Rawls’ metaethical views as 

presented m A Theory o f Justice. Nino contends that Rawls’ theory involves the 

following characterization o f moral truth, “a moral judgm ent is true when it derives from a 

principle that would be accepted in the original position, that is, when it derives from a 

general, universal, public, or final principle that would be accepted under conditions of 

impartiality, rationality, knowledge o f  relevant facts In his view, the method of 

reflective equilibrium would be a method that provides us with epistemic access to moral 

truth conceived in this way. Thus, Nino claims that the results o f  the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium are not constitutive o f  moral truth, but that moral truth (in his interpretation o f 

Rawls) amounts to acceptability under some ideal conditions, as specified in the original

position. 179

See Nino, “Constructivismo Epistemológico: Entre Habermas y Rawls”; and El Constructivismo 
Ético, chapter 5.

*’*Nino, “Constructivismo Epistemológico: Entre Habermas y Rawls,” p. 91. My translation.

It is unclear whether the claim that moral truth is constituted by the method of reflective 
equilibrium and the claim that it is constituted by what would be accepted in the original position 
are distinct claims. In fact, the original position is itself a product of the method of reflective 
equilibrium. Perhaps it may clarify things to distinguish, as Rawls suggests, between three points of 
view: the point o f view of the parties in the original position, that of citizens in a well-ordered 
society, and finally that of ourselves -you and me who are examining justice as fairness as a basis 
of a conception o f justice. The third point o f view is “that from which justice as fairness, and 
indeed any other doctrine, is to be assessed. Here the test is that of general and wide reflective 
equilibrium, that is, how well the view as a whole meshes with and articulates our more firm 
considered convictions” (“Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” pp. 533-534). From the point 
of view of the parties, what is right is what is agreed under the specified conditions; from our point 
of view, this is also so if we accept the theory of justice as fairness as the theory that is in reflective 
equilibrium. Thus, the claim to truth of the principles agreed by the parties seems to be dependent 
on the further claim that this theory with its appeal to the original position is in reflective 
equilibrium, and that the theories accepted in reflective equilibrium are true.
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Brink has defended the view according to which “Kantian Constructivism in Moral 

Theory” could be read as containing a commitment to anti-realism. On this 

interpretation, Rawls would be committed to the metaethical view according to which 

“moral truth is constituted by our moral beliefs, in particular, by our ideals o f the 

person.”**̂  Brink argues that Rawls’s could be interpreted as providing the following 

argument for anti-realism: “Ideals o f the person are underdetermined. Hence appeal to 

ideals of the person underdetennines moral theory. Because o f the importance o f ideals o f 

the person in moral theory, the underdetermination o f  moral theory by appeal to the ideal 

o f  the person implies the imderdetermination of moral theory. The best explanation o f  the 

underdetermination o f moral theory is that there are no evidence-independent facts; moral 

facts and truth must be defined relative to different bodies o f evidence, in particular, 

relative to different moral beliefs about persons (ideals o f the person). Hence, moral 

realism is false, and constmctivism in ethics is true.”**̂  Whether this argument is Rawls’, 

and whether it is sound and thus succeeds in establishing the truth o f moral anti-realism 

should not concern us here. For, to repeat, the point is not to interpret Rawls’ views, or to 

assess the merits o f  anti-realism. As it turns out. Brink believes that Rawls cannot accept 

anti-realism on the basis of this argument on pain of contradiction. For Rawls cannot make 

moral theories depend exclusively or decisively on ideals o f  the person in a way that is 

compatible with the coherence theory o f  justification that he, in Brink’s view, has long 

advocated. However, the argument is interesting because it brings to light that Rawls’

In Brink’s view, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical” admits only a political 
construal of constructivism. However, “Kantian Constructivism” allows for two interpretations: a 
metaphysical and a political. The former, he claims, is more appropriate. First, it is the only one 
that makes sense o f Rawls*s contrast between intuitionism and Kantian constructivism. And 
second, a metaphysical interpretation can explain several passages in which Rawls implies that 
Kantian constructivism involves an anti-realist, constructivist view about the nature of moral facts. 
Indeed, the metaethical position of Rawls in this work is unclear, and there are reasonable grounds 
for both interpretations. Nonetheless, if we put this work in connection with later papers, such as 
“Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” and more importantly, with earlier works, such as 
“The Independence o f Moral Theoiy,” then I think that it becomes clear that a political 
interpretation is probably more appropriate.

*** Brink, Moral Realism and the Foundations o f Ethics, p. 305.

*®Ibid.,p. 320.
A suggestion that I will not pursue here is that we might be able to use Brink’s argument against 

Rawls’ argument for anti-realism in order to undermine Rawls’ anti-realism as characterized by 
Nino. If -as Nino argues- Rawls defends the view that truth is what would be chosen under some 
ideal conditions, but these conditions stem finm a view of the persons, then, we would be giving a 
role to the theoiy of the person that is incompatible with Rawls’ purported commitment to a 
coherentist account of justification.
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purported anti-realism, in Brink’s interpretation, is closely linked to the ideals o f the 

person, rather than to the original position, as Nino claims. According to Brink, it is 

coherence with a set of moral beliefs about persons (the ideals o f the person) that 

constitutes moral truth, and not acceptance imder ideals conditions (the original position). 

This is not surprising for, even though both ideals o f  the person and the original position 

play a prominent place in Rawls constructivism, there is an increasing emphasis in 

Rawls’ writings on the role o f ideals o f  the person in the justification of the conception of 

justice, from A Theory o f  Justice (the basis o f  Nino’s interpretation) to “Kantian 

Constructivism in Moral Theory” (the basis o f Brink’s interpretation). This shift of 

emphasis from features o f the procedure to  features o f the persons is important for a  couple 

o f  reasons. First, it allows us to appreciate more clearly the relation between coherence 

(achieved as a  result o f following the method o f reflective equilibrium) and moral truth. In 

this view, it is plainly the outcome o f  reflective equilibrium that constitutes moral truth. To 

recall, wide reflective equilibrium requires that we bring into our coherence calculations 

background theories, in addition to m oral principles and considered moral judgments. 

Among those, theories of the person play a prominent place. Thus, it is coherence with, 

among other things, these theories, as constmcted through the method o f  reflective 

equilibrium, which constitutes moral truth. Second, the emphasis on the ideal o f  the person 

rather than on the procedure is, as w e will see, cmcial for developing the political 

conception o f justice that characterizes Rawls’ most recent writings. However, even if  the 

difference is an important one, we should not overdraw the contrast. For the original 

position is a device by which Rawls represents the basic features of the Kantian conception 

o f the person. This conception regards persons as “free, and equal, as capable o f  acting 

both reasonably and rationally, and therefore as capable of taking part in social cooperation 

among persons so conceived,” **̂  Hence, the characteristics o f the procedure depend 

ultimately on the characteristics o f  the ideal o f the person that is accepted. And again, this

Hill has claimed that the basic strategy that characterizes Kantian constractivism is the attempt 
to justify noraiative principles by showing that they would be chosen in a specified hypothetical 
choice situation by persons conceived in a specified way. All additional features, such as the focus 
on the justice of basic institutions, the use o f a method of reflective equilibrium, and claims of 
reasonableness as opposed to truth, are separable from this basic strategy, and not essential to it. 
Thus, in his view, die device of the original position and the Kantian ideal of the person are the 
building blocks o f Rawls’ constructivism. See Hill, “Kantian Constructivism in Ethics,” pp. 755- 
756.
185 Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” p. 518.
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would depend on whether such an ideal is part of the moral theory that is accepted in 

reflective equilibrium.

Now, whether or not Nino and Brink are right in interpreting Rawls’ views (as 

presented in A Theory o f Justice and ‘‘Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory”) as 

involving a commitment to anti-realism, I believe that there is no room for this 

interpretation as far as Rawls* later writings is concerned. An interpretation of “Kantian 

Constructivism in Moral Theory” as involving a commitment to political constructivism in 

indeed very plausible, and such a commitment is even explicit in “Justice as Fairness: 

Political not Metaphysical.” Rawls’ commitment to a political version of constructivism is 

a  central piece o f the thesis defended in “The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus.” When 

discussing Dworkin’s constructivist view as well as in the general introduction to 

constructivism (in its political version), 1 referred to a couple of features which distinguish 

political constructivism from metaethical versions of constructivism. First, political 

constructivism is claimed to be neutral about metaethical views. And second, it implies a 

conception o f moral philosophy as a practical and political discipline, as opposed to one 

that has an epistemic nature. Both of these features find their most explicit statement and 

defense in Rawls’ writings.

Rawls argued for the first tenet of political constructivism -the claim of 

independence- as early as in “The Independence of Moral Theory."’*̂  There, he claimed 

that moral theory is independent from other parts of philosophy, in particular from the 

theory of meaning, the philosophy of mind, and most importantly for our topic, from both 

metaphysics and epistemology. The independence of moral theory from epistemology 

arises from the fact that the procedure for moral theory construction, namely, the method 

o f  reflective equilibrium, does not presuppose the existence of objective moral truths. And 

he suggests that we “suspend consideration” of the notion of moral truth, and aim, instead, 

a t further developing moral theory. Provisionally, he urites, “we may bracket the problem 

o f  moral truth and turn to moral theory.”**̂  Many years later, he still reiterates the 

independence claim, “a public conception of justice should be, so far as possible.

Rawls, “The Independence of Moral Theoiy.’ 

**’ lbid.,p. 7.
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independent of controversial philosophical and religious doctrines.” *** And writes, “Thus, 

in what I have called ‘Kantian constructivism’ we try to avoid the problem of truth and the 

controversy between realism and subjectivism about the status of moral and political 

values. This form o f constmctivism neither asserts nor denies these doctrines ... The hope 

is that, by this method o f avoidance, as we might call it, existing differences between 

contending political views can at least be moderated, even i f  not entirely removed, and that 

social cooperation on the basis o f mutual respect can be maintained.”**’

A  moral theory that proceeds by following a  “method o f  avoidance” looks indeed 

very different from the kind o f  moral philosophy that commits one to a  particular view 

about truth, and that takes the search for truth as its main aim. So, political constructivism 

is based on a conception of moral philosophy that differs in important respects from the 

conception that lies behind any moral philosophy that takes a  stance in relation to the 

realism vs. anti-realism debate. More specifically, it puts forward a view o f  moral 

philosophy as a practical and political subject. As Rawls puts it, “... the aim o f  justice as 

fairness as a political conception is practical, not metaphysical or epistemological. That is, 

it presents itself not as a conception o f  justice that is true, but one that can serve as a basis 

o f informed and willing political agreement between citizens viewed as free and equal 

persons.”*’® I shall just briefly point out some of the distinctive features of this practical 

and political conception o f moral philosophy, as developed by Rawls. First, methods of 

moral inquiry are not defined as methods that seek truth, but as methods that are meant to 

help find a practicable conception o f justice for a constitutional democracy. In particular, 

the method o f  reflective equilibrium is a  tool for finding a shared basis for settling the 

question o f what the most appropriate institutional forms for liberty and equality are.*’*

'** Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” p. 223. The same point is expressed in 
“The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus,” “ ... success in achieving consensus requires that political 
philosophy try to be, so far as possible, independent and autonomous from other parts of 
philosophy, especially from philosophy’s long-standing problems and controversies” (p. 8),

**’ Ibid., pp. 230-231. And also in “The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus,” “In following the 
method of avoidance, as we may call it, we try, so far as we can, neither to assert nor to deny any 
religious, philosophical or moral views, or their associated philosophical accounts of truth and the 
status of values” (p -13).

Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” p. 230.

On the role o f reflective equilibrium injustice as fairness, see ibid., p. 228.
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There are two main consequences of starting with methods that seek truth: 

justification is interpreted as an epistemological problem, and attention is likely to be 

restricted to the first principles of justice and how they can be k n o w n . B o t h  

consequences are avoided by justice as fairness. Thus, and this is the second feature o f 

Rawls’s constructivism, Rawls interprets justification as a practical and not as an epistemic 

problem. And third, it claims that first principles are only one element o f  a  moral 

conception, and vindicates the pivotal importance of a conception o f  the person and a  view 

o f  the social role o f  morality within a moral conception. In relation to the conception o f  the 

person, it substitutes the sparse view o f the “self’ as a  knower o f  a  set o f principles o f 

justice the content o f  which is fixed, by a  relatively complex conception of the person o f  a 

kind adequate to determine the content o f these principles.

Last, it contends that first principles are reasonable (or unreasonable) rather than 

true (or false). Principles of justice that are accepted in reflective equilibrium are not moral 

truths, but political principles that reasonable adherents o f  different moral perspectives can 

agree upon. Rawls writes, “the idea o f approximating to moral truth has no place in a 

constructivist doctrine: the parties in the original position do not recognize any principles 

o f  justice as true or correct and so as antecedently given; their aim is simply to select the 

conception most rational for them, given their circumstances. This conception is not 

regarded as a  workable approximation to the moral facts: there are not such moral facts to 

which principles adopted could approximate.”*®̂ One may still claim that it all comes 

down, at the end o f the day, to a linguistic point. For, why not interpret such agreement on 

a core of moral principles as still another conception o f  moral truth? Under this 

interpretation, the purported contrast between metaethical and political constructivism is 

explained away. Like Nino or Habermas, Rawls would be providing us with an alternative 

view of moral truth. However, Rawls very explicitly rejects this interpretation. He writes, 

“Some might say that reaching this reflective agreement is itself sufficient grounds for 

regarding that conception as true, or at any rate as highly probable. But we refiain fi-om 

this further step: it is unnecessary and may interfere with the practical aim o f  finding an 

agreed public basis o f justification.”*®̂ Thus, the denial o f  any explanatory role to the

Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” p. 555. 

Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theoiy,” p. 564. 

Rawls, “The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus,” p. 15.
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notion o f moral truth is inextricably linked to the view of justification as a practical and 

political business.

Despite differences between metaethical and political varieties of constructivism, 

there is an important sense in which both o f them may still be grouped under the common 

heading o f  “constructivism.” Although it is important to keep in mind the differences 

between metaethical and political construals o f constructivism, the contrast should not 

been overdrawn. There are a number o f  conunon features that bring the constructivist 

positions together, and, most importantly, that differentiate them from other alternative 

moral theories. First, all varieties o f constructivism share a  pragmatic standpoint, even if 

their contours are different running from Putnam’s pragmatism, to Habermas’ discourse 

ethics, or Rawls’ political conception o f  justice. Second, all o f  them have the common aim 

of finding a conception of objectivity that is missing in relativism, subjectivism, or 

skepticism, while avoiding the metaphysical commitments o f moral realism.*^^ Third, all 

defend the unity o f  practical reason, and resist an assimilation o f practical to theoretical 

reason. In this respect, there is an important contrast between constmctivist’s view of 

objectivity and other views o f objectivity, e.g., (naturalist) moral realism, which claim that 

a close analogy holds between both realms. Here, it is important to note that most 

skeptical, expressivist, subjectivist, etc. trends are motivated by the idea that no such 

analogy holds between the scientific (the theoretical) and the ethical (the practical) domain. 

Since nothing like scientific objectivity can exist in the domain o f practical reason, they 

argue, objectivity is not a possibility for this domain. Constructivists do not make the 

possibility o f moral objectivity depend on the purported analogy (or disanalogy) between 

theoretical and practical reasoning. Instead, they strive to elaborate a view o f objectivity

In fact, in “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theory,” in some of the passages in which Rawls 
claims to reject a notion of truth and embraces a notion of reasonableness, it is clear that the notion 
of truth that he has in mind is the moral realist’s view of truth. For instance, “The search for 
reasonable grounds for reaching agreement rooted in our conception of ourselves and in our 
relation to society replaces the search for moral truth interpreted as fixed by a prior and 
independent order o f objects and relations,” p. 519. (Emphasis added). This is a reason why this 
work admits also (or so it has been claimed) an anti-realist interpretation. In later writings, Rawls 
seems to clearly dispense with the notion o f truth, as opposed to propose an alternative conception 
of truth. In “The Idea of an Overlapping Consensus,” Rawls goes as far as to leave open the 
possibility that moral realism be true, “It is important to see that the view that philosophy in the 
classical sense as a search for truth about a prior and independent moral order cannot provide the 
shared basis for a political conception of justice (asserted in “Justice as Fairness: Political not 
Metaphysical,” p. 230) does not presuppose the controversial claim that there is no such order” (p. 
13).
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th a t is responsive to the distinctive features which characterize the domain and objectives 

o f  practical reason, as different from those of theoretical reason. Last, e\cn  if political 

constructivism views moral theory construction as a project that has first and foremost a 

political nature, it would be inaccurate to portray other forms of constructivism as lacking 

a  political component. A political project is at the bottom of all forms of constructivism. 

Probably, little can be understood of, say, Nino’s or Habermas’ moral views, if we 

detached them fr-om the ultimate objective of constructing a suitable justification of 

democracy.

With this admittedly sketchy characterization of constructivism, or better, of the 

interpretations o f constructivism, let us now return to our problem. How docs 

constructivism help us solve the problem that we are concerned with, namely, the problem 

o f  showing coherence methods to be truth-conducive? As I did when discussing the realist 

solutions to this problem, I shall focus on the method of reflective equilibrium. Thus, the 

question is, do we have any reason to believe that beliefs accepted in reflective 

equilibrium, e.g., Rawls’s two principles of justice, arc likely to be true? Let us start first 

w ith  metaethical constructivism. Metaethical constmetivism claims that the results o f the 

m ethod of reflective equilibrium are constitutive of moral truth. Thus, the problem o f the 

truth-conduciveness o f coherence is solved by forging a conceptual relation bctvv'ccn 

justified  beliefs (under some ideal conditions), and true beliefs. This solution to the 

problem  inherits all the problems of anti-realists views, in ethics and everywhere clse.’’  ̂

M ost importantly, by conflating truth with ideal justification, it is unclear the sense in 

w hich truth can be seen as providing the objective element that knowledge, in this case, 

ethical knowledge, requires. As a result, one may doubt whether they may, at the end, risk 

leading us to a kind o f relativism. The details of the different theories arc, nonetheless, 

crucial for assessing their success in securing a kind of moral objectivity, and conjuring the 

ghost o f moral relativism away.

Now, what does political constructivism by w-ay of solving the problem o f the 

“truth-connection”? The strategy of political constmetivism strategy consists in refusing to 

address this problem. It neither asserts nor denies that there are objective moral truths. It 

takes no stance either on whether the method of reflective equilibrium is truth-conducive.

196 See chapter 6, for an analysis of the main objections against anti-realism.
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Instead, it brackets these metaphysical issues and seeks to  justify the method from a 

practical point o f view. The realist aims to show that moral judgments are reliable, and 

thus that coherence with them is truth-conducive. For the political constractivists, the 

problem o f the reliability of our considered moral judgments does not even arise. For they 

are not regarded as indicative o f correspondence with an objective realm o f  moral 

properties and facts, but as stipulated points to work from in constructing a  suitable public 

conception of justice. Thus, the problem o f the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is, like 

the problem of the nature of moral truth and moral facts, one that we should avoid. Such an 

avoidance does not amount to turning one’s back on the problem. On the contrary, political 

constructivists claim to have good reasons for avoiding metaphysical inquiries. Once we 

reconceive the task o f moral philosophy as a  practical discipline and not as a theoretical 

one, the pressure to provide an answer to the problem o f coherence and truth evaporates. 

The search for truth is better replaced by the search o f  a  moral theory that provides a 

solution to the problem of justice. If  the method of reflective equilibrium helps us solve 

this problem, then we are justified in following this method. W e need no justification other 

than this for accepting the method o f reflective equilibrium.

This solution to the problem o f  the truth-conduciveness o f  coherence makes the 

charge o f relativism even more pressing than the solution embraced by metaethical 

constructivism. For principles o f justice are now seen, as Hill puts it, as a “pragmatic 

compromise designed for current political puiposes,” *̂  ̂ and not even as a working 

approximation to moral tmth. A conception o f justice is justified only insofar as it provides 

a public basis o f political agreement. And, in Rawls’ view, this can only be achieved if “it 

provides a reasonable way of shaping into one coherent view the deeper basis of agreement 

embedded in the public political culture o f a constitutional regime and acceptable to its 

most firmly held convictions ... justification must always proceed from some consensus, 

from premises that others publicly recognize as true, or better, publicly recognize as 

acceptable to us for the purposes o f establishing a working agreement on the fundamental 

questions o f political justice.” Moral objectivity, Rawls claims, “is to be understood in

Hill, “Kantian Constructivism in Ethics,” p. 752.

Rawls, “Justice as Fairness: Political not Metaphysical,” p. 229. Rawls develops and defends the 
idea that justification proceeds from some consensus to be found in the fundamental political ideas 
that we seem to share through a public political culture in “The Idea of an Overlapping 
Consensus.”
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terms of a suitably constructed point o f  view Therefore, truth is replaced by a practical 

view  of justification as coherence with a set of shared convictions. Objectivity is thus 

relative to the “overlapping consensus” that can be found in a particular society, to be more 

exact, on the American constitutional democracy. The shift o f focus from the procedure to 

the theory of the persons, and from a view of justification as an epistemic ideal to 

justification as a practical task, which moves the late Rawls away from other forms o f 

constructivism, unwontedly brings him also closer to some forms of relativism, more 

specifically, the communitarian views.

Habermas provides a penetrating analysis of Rawls’ evolution that may help us 

identify the source o f the aforementioned trend towards a position that may lend itself to 

relativism. In Habermas’ interpretation, Rawls’ change of view is motivated by fear o f an 

epistemological assimilation o f practical to theoretical reason, which is grounded on a 

mistaken concept o f  truth. He writes, “Rawls does not merely differentiate the procedure o f 

rational will formation from theoretical cognition but goes so far as to dissociate it from 

processes o f belief formation oriented to truth ... The proposed procedure no longer owes 

its rationality directly to the idealized conditions of a  communicative practice ... Rather, 

this procedure is now supposed to derive its rationality from the rational capacities o f  the 

participants. As a  consequence, the concept o f a person now bears the full explanatory 

weight in demonstrating the normative content o f practical reason ... In short, the 

theoretical problem o f  justification is shifted from characteristics o f procedures to qualities 

o f  persons. But since a substantive normative concept o f the person cannot be justified 

straightforwardly in anthropological terms, Rawls in his more recent publications is o f  two 

minds as to whether he should give up the claim to moral-theoretical justification in favor 

o f  a political ethics. He is now widely interpreted as attempting to found his 

postmethaphysical, political concept o f  justice on the self-imderstanding o f a particular 

moral tradition: the two-hundred-year-old American tradition o f the constitutional state.” °̂° 

Habermas contends that once we reject the view that Rawls implicitly accepts that truth is 

exclusively a property o f  assertorie propositions, there is no need to dissociate rational 

processes o f will formation from rational process o f belief formation.^®* This dissociation

Rawls, “Kantian Constructivism in Moral Theoiy,” p. 519.

Habermas, and Application, Remarks on Discourse Ethics, pp. 28-29.

Habermas proposes, instead, that we understand propositional truth as “a claim raised in 
constative speech acts that can be redeemed discursively only under the exacting communicative
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is what ultimately leads Rawls to propose a political view  o f justice, and, we may 

conclude, to relativize the principles o f justice to the area o f  overlapping consensus in the

American constitutional state.202

To sum up, the realist and political constructivist interpretations o f the method of 

reflective equilibrium lead to a very different understanding o f  moral reasoning and of the 

place o f coherence methods within it. Whereas for the moral realist, moral reasoning is an 

epistemological task, for political constructivists it is primarily a  practical task. Whereas 

the former values the method of reflective equilibrium as a  coherence theory o f  epistemic 

justification, the latter values it as a  heuristic tool. Still, one can value the method o f 

reflective equilibrium (or any other coherence method) insofar as it provides a  theory of 

epistemic justification, while rejecting moral realism. This would be the case o f those who 

reject the moral realist’s view on the nature of moral truth, but share a fundamental 

understanding o f  moral theory construction as an epistemic rather than a practical task. 

Habermas, Nino, and Putnam (and Rawls’ earlier writings according to some 

interpretations) may be taken to hold such a  view, which I have referred to as “metaethical 

constructivism.” In this view, the results o f  the coherence method are constitutive o f  moral 

truth. Metaethical constructivism shares with both political constructivism and moral

presuppositions of argumentation” (ibid., p. 29). If truth is understood in this way, then claims to 
rightness, raised in regulative speech acts, which are analogous to the claim to truth, can be freed 
from assumptions concerning correspondence. The suggestion is thus that we can accept a view of 
moral truth that allow us to secure the objectivity o f claims to rightness without invoking 
metaphysical entities, while avoiding embracing straightforwardly a political ethics. Whether this 
strategy succeeds in building a solid notion o f moral objectivity is, as I have noted earlier, a 
controversial question.

If this interpretation is sound, in order to avoid the risk of relativism, Rawls would simply need 
to accept that truth is exclusively a property of assertorie propositions. Timmons, for instance, tries 
a similar strategy for avoiding relativism. He claims that moral statements have what he calls 
“evaluative assertorie content.” Because they are assertorie they can be either true or false, but the 
evaluative component makes clear that they do not purport to describe anything (Timmons, 
Morality Without Fomdatiom), Hence, it seems, Rawls could avoid relativism by adopting a 
similar view about the nature of moral statements. However, I do not think that Rawls would be 
likely to endorse any such solution. Rawls’ acceptance of a political ethics does not result from 
accepting implicitly the view that truth is a property of assertorie propositions. He rejects talking 
about moral truth not because he has the wrong view about which statements may be said to have 
truth conditions, but because he is committed to the view that moral philosophy has the practical 
aim of finding an agreed public basis of justification. Endorsing any view on moral truth or on the 
nature of moral statements may defeat this aim -Rawls believes. Hence, there is no easy way out of 
the route towards some form of relativism (in particular, the view that moral principles for the basic 
structure of society are relative to an area of overlapping consensus) if one accepts Rawls’ views 
about the ultimate aims of moral philosophy.
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realism a denial o f relativism. Even though metaethical and political constructivism 

endorse different accounts o f moral objectivity, constructivists o f all kinds aim at 

providing an objective basis for morality without appealing to a  world o f moral properties 

and facts that is independent of us. Nonetheless, both metaphysical and political 

constructivism might unwontedly slide into some form of relativism. One could also 

embrace a coherence theory o f justification (and take coherence methods to provide such 

an account) and a non-realist view o f truth, while defending straightforwardly a relativist 

stance. To the best o f my knowledge, the most elaborated and explicit statement o f such a 

position is provided by Goldman, which I shall take up in the next section.

53, Coherentist Relativism

Before getting into the details o f Goldman’s proposal, I shall very briefly position 

relativism in relation to both realist and constructivist views. Relativism differs from both 

moral realism and constructivism in that it denies that moral judgments are universal. That 

is, relativists deny that there are universal moral standards that are binding for all human 

beings. Instead, moral standards, they claim, refer to the customs and principles that 

govern a particular society. They also differ from the foregoing views in that they deny that 

moral judgments are objective in the sense that they correspond to an evidence- 

independent reality (moral realism) or that they would be agreed upon under suitably 

defined conditions or by agents who enjoy a number o f  idealized features (constructivism). 

However, unlike traditional relativism, most current forms o f relativism are not subjectivist 

either. That is, they do not interpret moral judgments as expressing or being based upon the 

subjective states o f  mind of individuals. Arrington proposes that we characterize the 

relativist view as “nonobjective” to account for the fact that relativists “often picture moral 

judgments as describing, as depending on their justifrcation, or as being the response to 

moral customs or rules that are independent o f how the individuals making these 

judgments actually believe or feel about the subject matter o f  these judgments.” *̂̂  ̂ Thus, 

relativists hold that it is a perfectly objective matter whether or not an act accords with the 

rules of an individual or a group. Current versions o f  relativism, like moral realism and 

constructivism, are cognitivist. They do not deny that moral judgments have truth-values, 

what they deny is that moral judgments must be tme or false for all persons. Relativism

203 Arrington, Rationalism, Realism, and Relativism, p. 197.
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claims that the truth o f a moral judgm ent is relative to the set of beliefs, customs, 

conventions, and rules o f  a social group or individual. W hen coherence provides the 

criterion for identifying the set o f beliefs, customs, etc. relevant to determine the tmth- 

value o f moral judgments, we get a coherentist version of relativism. That is, “coherentist 

relativism” claims that a  moral judgment is true if  it belongs to a  maximally coherent set of 

moral judgments shared in the relevant social group.

We may illustrate the main characteristics o f coherentist relativism that I have 

mentioned so far -non-universalism, non-objectivism, cognitivism, and a coherence 

account o f  truth conditions- by means o f  Ryan’s proposal. He writes, “a trae [moral] 

judgment is one which is consistent w ith the non-moral facts, as well as with the largest 

and most coherent set o f  judgments we already hold.” ®̂̂ And then he notes, “‘we’ always 

refers to the members o f  a society. It does not refer to ‘all rational people.’” This quote 

makes clear coherentist relativism’s denial o f universalism, as well as its adherence to 

cognitivism and to a  coherence account o f  the truth conditions o f moral judgments. As for 

subjectivism, he explicitly rejects it, coherentism is not subjectivism ... coherentism 

takes the goal o f  moral judgment to be the statement o f what sorts of acts and states of 

affairs we approve as a group and on a  shared set o f values. We can get this right or wrong 

„ 20 6  o f “objectivity” o f  coherentist-relativism.

Several criticisms have been directed at relativism, which would equally apply to 

coherentist relativism insofar as it is a  species o f relativism. The following objections are 

among those that are most frequently raised: (1) A particular action may strike us as 

horrible and yet be trae; (2) The relativist invalidly derives the ethical thesis that all moral 

values are relative from the factual thesis that societies and individuals have different 

moral beliefs; (3) The relativist position becomes incoherent by virtue o f  entailing that 

some acts are both right and wrong and that some moral judgments are both true and false;

^  Two main non-subjectivist and cognitivist versions of relativism are put forward by Harman and 
Wong. See Harman, The Nature o f Morality; and Wong, Moral Relcuivity. For a discussion of 
Harman’s and Wong’s views, see Arrington, Rationalism, Realism, ami Relativism, chapter 5. For a 
discussion of relativism in connection to the notion of “moral explanations,” see Harman and 
Thomson, Moral Relativism and Moral Objectivity, On Harman’s view on this issue, see Railton, 
“Moral Explanation and Moral Objectivity.”

Ryan, “Coherentist Naturalism in Ethics,” pp. 472-473.

Ryan, “Coherentist Naturalism in Ethics,” p. 474,
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(4) to escape the incoherence described in (3), relativists include in the meaning o f moral 

judgments a  reference to a particular person, group, set o f standards, etc. with the result 

tha t it leaves no room for genuine moral disagreements, and for rational criticism o f other 

people’s moral judgments; and, (5) the relativist has difficulties in identifying the group 

whose beliefs, moral judgments, mores, etc. determine what is right or wrong. If a person 

is a  member o f a group by virtue o f sharing its moral principles and standards, then any 

person disagreeing would ipso facto  not be a member o f that group. This would make 

impossible to criticize those who have beliefs out of accord with those o f their society

Let us now proceed to unfold the details o f the coherentist relativist position 

defended by Goldman.^*** Cmcial to Goldman’s coherentist relativism is his position on the 

place o f ethics in relation to empirical science. Goldman objects to the view according to 

which moral reasoning and moral tmth are best understood by using empirical knowledge 

as a model. Goldman argues that, in the empirical domain, coherence with a set o f 

foundational beliefs about appearances is a criterion o f justíñcation, and an indication of 

correspondence to independent facts. But such coherence does not suffice for complete 

justification, for empirical foundations are not justified in terms o f  coherence with other 

beliefs. Neither does coherence alone determine truth. Only i f  the set of beliefs is properly 

grounded on foundational beliefs can coherence be indicative o f trath. Goldman thus 

defends a foundational epistemology and a view o f  truth as correspondence for the 

empirical domain. In his view, this empirical model could provide a suitable model for 

ethics if moral realism were a  plausible metaethical view. However, Goldman argues, 

moral realism is untenable because o f two main reasons. First, there is no successful 

account o f moral rightness capable o f  explaining the nature o f moral facts. In addition, 

moral realism fails to overcome the problem of moral disagreement, even within the same 

culture. For instance, we find seemingly irresolvable differences between collectivists vs. 

individualists, or egalitarian vs. libertarian for none of which the moral realist has a

For some of these objections, and for a defense of the claim that some current forms of 
relativism do succeed in meeting them, see Arrington, Rationalism, Realism, and Relativism, pp. 
200ff.

For Goldman’s views on truth and coherence, see A. H. Goldman, Moral Knowledge, chapter 
V; “Skepticism about Goodness and Rightness”; “Global Moral Commitment”; and Practical 
Rules, pp. 156-158.
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plausible explanation.^®^ The moral realist’s failure in these two fronts, establishes the need 

for an alternative theory of moral truth, one that is not modeled after the conception of 

truth o f  empirical statements.

As opposed to assimilating moral truth to empirical truth, Goldman suggests that 

we use legal knowledge as a model. Such analogy between the ethical and the legal domain 

leads Goldman to defend a coherence theory o f truth in ethics. According to Goldman “the 

truth o f  moral judgments lies in their coherence within a moral framework.”^̂ ® This view 

of moral truth parallels the concept o f  truth that operates in the legal domain. Goldman 

writes, “Legal arguments are purely coherentist, and the truth o f  statements such as ‘x is 

liable’ lies in their coherence with other judgments o f  the same sort, not in correspondence 

to a reality independent o f anyone’s recognition o f  it. The truth of a proposition of law 

consists in that proposition’s being more analogous to those in  the previously settled body 

o f law than is its denial.” *̂*

Thus, the coherence o f a judgment with a set o f settled judgments determines its 

truth in both ethics and law. As explained above, according to  Goldman, a  moral (or legal) 

judgment will be coherent with a set o f  settled cases, i f  it cannot be differentiated from the 

closest analogous case in that base but can be relevantly distinguished from every case 

judged differently. Goldman’s version o f the coherence theory o f  truth is relativist, in that a 

moral (or legal) judgment that coheres with the evaluator’s set o f accepted settled 

judgments will be true relative to such set, but it differs from  other forms o f relativism 

where truth-conditions are a matter o f  coherence with the set o f  accepted rules (mores or 

conventions). Goldman gives two main arguments in support o f  his relativist version of the 

coherence theory o f moral truth, to wit, the argument from skepticism, and the argument 

from disagreement. The first argument purports to show that coherentist relativism allows 

us to defeat the moral skeptic. Against skepticism, Goldman argues that we have good 

reasons for calling judgments that result from reasoning from analogy and difference under

I shall not attempt here to give a complete account of Goldman’s views on the moral realism vs. 
coherentism debate. For a fuller discussion, see A. H. Goldman, Moral Knowledge, especially, 
chapter IV. See, also, “Skepticism about Goodness and Rightness,” pp. 176-179, and Practical 
Rules, pp. 156-158.

A. H. Goldman, Moral Knowledge, p. 134.

A. H. Goldman, “Legal Reasoning as a Model for Moral Reasoning,” p, 139.
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the coherence constraint, true. As he puts it, “We call such judgments true, first, to contrast 

them with mere prejudices, guesses, or judgments that result from errors in reasoning; 

second, to identify them as results of sound inferences; and third, to distinguish them from 

justified beliefs that are not really coherent.”^

Thus, according to Goldman, judgments that cohere with a set of settled judgments 

deserve the title o f truth since they enjoy some of the characteristics that arc typical o f  true 

beliefs. Most importantly, they are different from merely justified beliefs. An evaluator is 

justified in believing those judgments that seem to her on reflection to better cohere with 

her settled database. But those judgments will be true, and not merely justified, only if  they 

do cohere with such a base.^*  ̂ It is also important to keep in mind that the coherence 

relevant for the purposes of evaluating the tmth or falsity of moral judgments is not only 

the narrow coherence among the set of settled judgments, but also coherence o f a broader 

type, the coherence of the set as a whole with a number of extra-moral standards. Hence, 

judgments that meet the constraints imposed by the method of analogy and difference arc 

properly described, in Goldman’s view, as true. Given that, according to Goldman, one has 

moral knowledge when the truth of one’s moral belief helps to explain their being held, 

then truth o f  this coherence variety, Goldman argues, generates knowledge and sufTices to 

defeat the skeptic.^*"^

Steup has argued that Goldman’s theory does not succeed in meeting the challenge 

o f  moral skepticism. To start with, Steup claims, the outcome of the reasoning process that 

Goldman advocates cannot reasonably be identified with tmth. Take arch criminals who 

believe that it is permissible to harm people but not to harm members of their own gang. 

Surely, argues Steup, such a gang is in principle capable of reasoning so as to meet the 

required constraints. And if they do, we must consider their moral beliefs true, which is a 

consequence hard to digest. In addition, Goldman’s theory implies that for any moral

A. H. Goldman, Moral Knowledge, p. 197.

The question arises as to how such judgments of coherence, detached from the evaluator’s 
points of view, are to be carried out From which perspective is the coherence of such judgments to 
be assessed so that they can be properly said to be true?

Goldman defends an explanationist account of knowledge according to which knowledge is 
belief that is best explained by reference to its truth. A person has moral know ledge if the truth of 
her belief that some action is right or that some person or object is good helps to explain her 
holding that belief. For a fuller discussion of Goldman’s explanation ist view of know ledge, see 
Moral Knowledge, esp. pp. 2-12.
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judgment p  there is a subject A who knows p  to be true and a subject B who knows p  to be 

false. For example, we know the judgm ent “The archcriminals are doing something 

wrong” to be true, and they know it to be false. Every moral judgment is true in relation to 

some system, e.g., the archcriminal’s system, and false in relation to another system, e.g., 

our system. In term s o f  knowledge, the statement under discussion is known to be both true 

and false.^^^ As Steup claims, it is difficult to see how this obscure conception of 

knowledge may be able to meet the skeptical challenge.

Goldman’s second argument for this version o f  the coherence theory of truth is that 

it allows us to find peaceful and cooperative ways o f  overcoming disagreement To recall, 

in Goldman’s coherence account all moral disagreement is resolvable as long as those who 

participate in the debate are willing to reason fi*om their shared database to the most 

coherent conclusion. This argument has also been seen as problematic. Again, the source 

o f trouble is the relativist component o f  Goldman’s coherence theory o f truth. Baccarini 

has hold that the prospects of finding peaceful solutions to moral problems, if relativism is 

connected with coherentism in the way in which Goldman connects them, are meager. 

Every group in a  moral debate is likely to remain closed inside its moral beliefs. 

Moreover, one might say that they will be justified in so doing, because such beliefs would 

be, by the standards set by the theory, true. Thus, within such a relativist framework, one 

may at least doubt that participants will be willing to reason from a shared set of judgments 

as the method o f analogy and difference requires them to do.

Thus, none o f  Goldman’s arguments conclusively supports his version of 

coherentist relativism. This failure, together with the long-standing criticisms that have 

been traditionally raised against relativism, makes this solution to the problem of

An alternative reading may assume that such judgment is both true and false. One judgment will 
be true relative to a coherent system, and false, relative to an incoherent system. But, surely, for 
every moral judgment p  that is a member of a coherent system there is some incoherent system 
S* of which p  is a member. Hence, for any moral judgment p, if p  is true, then p  is false as well. 
Goldman might object to this reading that it operates with a notion of truth simpUciter that he 
rejects. This is the reason why Steup reformulates the objection in terms of knowledge, and 
operates with a system-relative account of truth. See Steup, “Moral Truth and Coherence: 
Comments on Golthnan,” pp. 186-187.

Baccarini, “Morality by Coherence,” p. 191. He illustrates the point by means of Dworkin’s 
discussion of abortion, which he takes to be a perfect example of Goldman’s method.
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connecting up coherence and moral truth, at least until more plausible arguments for 

coherentist relativism are put forward, quite unattractive.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We may summarize the main points o f this chapter as follows;

(1) In order to explore the role o f coherence in ethics we rather keep 

methodological, epistemological, and metaphysical questions as distinct. Coherence has 

been claimed to play a prominent role at all three levels. One may use a coherence method 

o f  moral inquiry vrithout endorsing either a coherence theory o f justification or a coherence 

theory of truth (e.g., DePaul). And one can endorse a coherence method and a coherence 

theory of justification, while rejecting a coherence theory of truth (e.g,, Brink).

(2) A coherence theory o f moral justification is a  promising alternative to 

foundationalism, Foundationalism in ethics is fiaught with severe problems. Most 

importantly, there are no plausible candidates so far for basic beliefs that can both stop the 

regress and provide the justification for all non-basic beliefs. I f  one takes basic beliefs to 

be moral beliefs, then we need to tell a story about why these moral beliefs are reliable. No 

convincing account has been provided so far for the purported reliability o f basic moral 

beliefs. If, alternatively, one takes basic beliefs to be non-moral beliefs, then, in addition to 

the problems that an account o f empirical basic beliefs gives rise to, we must face the 

problems deriving from the is/ought gap. Hence, foundationalism about ethical justification 

seems to be even more problematical than foundationalism about empirical justification.

(3) A coherence theory o f  justification in ethics must face the traditional objections 

against coherence theories o f justification in general, to wit, (i) vagueness, (ii) 

conservatism, (iii) circularity, (iv) the alternative coherent systems objection, (v) the 

isolation or input objection, and (vi) the truth-objection. Two strategies may be helpful in 

meeting these objections: (i) to elaborate a complex and precise notion of ethical 

coherence; and (ii) to develop a proper understanding of the relation between coherence 

and truth, and o f the relevance o f the latter for the justification o f coherence methods and 

coherence standards o f justification in ethics. Conclusions with regard to these two issues 

are summarized in (4) and (5).
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(4) A concept o f coherence in ethics must give a precise account o f the elements 

(the base) that enter into coherence relations as well as o f  the kind o f relations that increase 

the degree o f coherence of the relevant set o f  elements. As regards the base o f coherence, 

there is a common trend in current moral philosophy towards expanding it so as to include 

elements other than moral judgments, principles, and background theories. Most 

importantly, emotions and experience have been claimed to play a prominent role when 

assessing the coherence o f moral views. With regard to the kind o f relations that contribute 

to coherence, w e may also favor a liberal policy. There is no reason why one should 

restrict coherence relations to analogical relations (as Goldman does). We rather include a 

full range o f inferential relations such as deduction, analogy, o r explanatory relations (as 

Thagard suggests).

(5) A highly controversial issue is that o f establishing the right coimection between 

coherence and truth in ethics. Here, it should be emphasized that a coherence theory o f 

justification does not commit us to any metaphysical view. There are different strategies 

for approaching the problem o f coherence and moral truth. One the one hand, one may 

embrace a  constructivist view, such as that defended by Putnam or Nino, and claim that a 

conceptual relation holds between coherence (under some ideal conditions) and moral 

tmth. Alternatively, and less plausibly, one can contend (as Goldman does) that a 

conceptual relation holds between the coherence o f  a set o f  beliefs within a current 

framework and moral truth. On the other hand, one can be a  realist and attempt to bridge 

the gap between coherence and moral truth, understood as a property of moral facts that are 

independent from our beliefs, methods o f inquiry, etc. The m ost plausible realist argument 

appeals to an inference to the best explanation (e.g., Daniels and Brink). The best 

explanation, it is claimed, o f the convergence and stability o f  moral views that includes a 

sufficient number o f  reliable moral beliefs is that they are likely to (approximately) 

correspond to an independent moral reality. However, these strategies need to be 

complemented w ith an account of the reliability o f  moral judgments, which is thus far 

unavailable.^*^

One could also question die same terms of the realist-antirealist debate, and try to provide an 
answer to the problem of the truth-conduciveness of coherence, like Davidson does in relation to 
coherence and truth in the empirical domain. I suggested earlier that Hurley’s writings might be 
interpreted as defending such a strategy. See chapter 7.
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All the foregoing views are direct responses to the question of how coherence in 

ethics may be shown to be truth-conducive. But one may also doubt whether a satisfactory 

answer to this question is, after all, required for a through defense of coherence methods 

and coherence theories of justification in ethics. One may claim that epistemic values other 

than truth are crucial for assessing the adequacy of our moral standards (as DePaul 

contends). Moreover, one could even question that epistemic values (truth included) arc the 

target of ethics. Instead, one could argue that practical values are crucial in moral 

theorizing (e.g., Rawls). One may bring here a number of different arguments, depending 

on one’s views about what are the practical aims that ethics must help one achieve. For 

instance, Rawls defends the view according to which a conception of political justice must 

establish the terms o f agreement among free, equal, and cooperating persons, and thus 

coherence standards are justified as long as they help us bring this aim about. In addition, 

some of the arguments for the rationality o f pursuing practical coherence that I discussed in 

the previous chapter may have a bearing on this issue. For instance, one could justify 

coherence standards insofar as they help us bring about coordination, happiness, or social 

unity. For securing coordination, increasing happiness, and playing a social cohesive role 

are surely important goals of ethical theories. Hence, just as was concluded, in chapter 6, 

that one may successfully address the problem of truth and coherence in the factual domain 

without getting into the complex issue of the nature of empirical truth, wc may also 

conclude here that one may succeed in dealing with the problem of truth and coherence in 

the ethical domain without getting into the even less firm arena of moral truth. In 

addressing the problem of how coherence methods and coherence theories of justification 

may be themselves justified, we do well, I believe, in following Rawls’ “avoidance 

method.” More even so if, as it seems, we can reasonably defend coherence view s on non- 

metaphysical grounds.
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Legal reasoning involves the justification of both factual and normative 

conclusions. Thus, in order to give a full account o f the role that coherence plays in legal 

reasoning, it is necessary to gain a good understanding o f the place of coherence within a 

theory o f  epistemic as well as practical justification. With this purpose in mind, in the 

previous chapters I have analyzed the notions o f  epistemic coherence and practical 

coherence, and the role that they play in the justification o f factual and normative 

statements, respectively. Ultimately, the goal -which I shall address in the next (and last) 

chapter- is to examine how the insights on practical and epistemic coherence that we have 

gained through this interdisciplinary analysis may be brought together to give an account 

o f the nature of legal coherence and its role in reasoning about both facts and norms. But 

before we are ready to undertake this task, there is yet another domain which we should 

examine, to wit, the domain o f interpretation. Legal reasoning, as has been pointed out by 

many, has an inteipretative nature. Hence, given the relevance o f  interpretative arguments 

for the justification o f legal conclusions, it seems necessary to examine in some detail the 

role that coherence plays in interpretation. This is what I purport to do in this chapter. This 

will be our last step in this long trip back to the legal realm.

The term “interpretation” exhibits the well-known process-product ambiguity. By 

“interpretation” one may refer either to the process o f  interpretation or to the product of 

such a process.* Coherence has been taken to be a crucial notion in a theory of 

interpretation, whether interpretation is understood as a process or as a product. On the 

one hand, according to many procedural theories o f  discourse interpretation, coherence is 

the most important criterion that governs the process o f interpretation. On the other hand, it

* On the process-product ambiguity of “interpretation,” see Tarello, “Orientamenti analitico- 
linguistici e teoria dell’ interpretazione giuridica,” pp. 1-4. On this ambiguity, see Tifante, La 
interpretación jurídica en la teoría del derecho contemporánea, pp. 30-36.
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has also been argued that a main goal o f  the process o f  interpretation is to arrive at a 

coherent interpretation. Coherentist theories o f interpretation provide different accounts of 

how arguments from coherence guide the interpretative process as well as o f  the criteria for 

determining whether the interpretation o f  a  particular object is coherent.

There are several kinds of interpretation, depending on the object o f  the 

interpretative activity.^ In a very broad sense, interpretation refers to any attribution of 

meaning, whether linguistic or non-linguistic. Thus, one can speak o f the inteipretation of a 

work o f art, the interpretation o f social behavior, or the interpretation of cultural forms. In 

a second, more restricted, sense, one could speak o f  interpretation as the assigrunent of 

meaning to utterances, e.g., the interpretation o f natural language. In a third, narrower, 

sense, one could restrict the object o f  interpretation to written discourse, e.g., textual 

interpretation. Last, in a very strict sense, by  interpretation one may refer to the assignment 

of meaning to texts that pose particularly difficult problems o f interpretation, such as 

literary, legal, or theological texts.

Coherence has been claimed to be a relevant concept for understanding all four 

kinds o f interpretation. First, regarding the interpretation o f  non-linguistic objects, 

arguments from coherence have been found to be crucial for artistic interpretation, as well 

as for the interpretation o f social behavior. Second, as we have seen in detail in chapter 6, 

coherence has also been given a prominent place in holistic theories o f language 

interpretation, such as those proposed by Davidson, Lewis, and Detmett."* Third, as regards 

the theory o f discourse, several approaches to discourse interpretation are coherence-based, 

e.g., the analysis o f  discourse in terms o f mental models or coherence relations, heuristic 

and intentional approaches to discourse coherence, and topic-oriented theories of

 ̂ On the classification of kinds of interpretation according to the object of interpretation, see 
Wroblewski, pp. 2 Iff, and The Judicial Application o f Law, pp. 87ff. On Wroblewski’s 
classification see Lifante, pp. 28-30.

 ̂ For the relevance o f coherence in relation to the interpretation o f works of art see Goodman, 
Languages o f Art; and Aschenbrenner, The Concept o f Coherence in A rt

* See Davidson, Inquiries into Truth and Interpretation^ D. Lewis, “Radical Interpretation,” pp. 
108-121; Deimett, The Intentional Stance.
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discourse.^ Last, arguments from coherence have been claimed to be pivotal in the 

inteipretation o f literary and legal texts.^

A complete account o f coherence theories o f interpretation would require us to 

engage in the daunting task of examining the role of coherence in all these different kinds 

o f  interpretation. In this chapter, I will focus exclusively on the analysis o f  coherence in 

relation to one o f  the several kinds o f  interpretation that have been just distinguished, 

namely, the interpretation o f discourse. First, I will attempt to clarify the notion o f 

discourse coherence by contrasting it with other related notions that also play a prominent 

role in discourse theory, such as cohesion, interpretability, or plausibility. Next, I will 

briefly introduce the main coherentist approaches to discourse interpretation. All these 

theories endorse the view according to which the coherence o f discourse is not exclusively 

a linguistic phenomenon, but also a matter of inferring from non-linguistic knowledge. The 

relevance o f inference and background knowledge to discourse coherence will be 

examined in the following section. Then, I will assess the plausibility o f coherence-based 

theories vis- à-vis the main alternative account of discourse interpretation, to wit, the 

relevance theory. Last, I shall conclude with some remarks on the nature o f discourse 

coherence, the relation between coherence and context in interpretation, and the main 

implications of coherence accounts o f interpretation for our views on interpretation and 

rationality.

 ̂For an overview of the several coherentist approaches to discourse, see Heilman, **The Notion of 
Coherence in Discourse,” pp. 190-202.

* For the role of coherence in the interpretation of legal texts, see, among others, Dworkin, Im w 's 
Empire', MacCormick, “Argumentation and Interpretation in Law”; Marmor, Interpretation and 
Legal Theory, Nerhot, (ed.). Law, Interpretation and Reality. For a discussion of the place of 
coherence in legal interpretation see chapter 1.

In relation to the role of coherence in the interpretation of literary texts, see Wales, 
“Cohesion and Coherence in Literature”; Perry, “Literary Dynamics: How the Order of a Text 
creates its Meanings,” pp. 35-61; and Dasenbrock, Literary Theory after Davidson. Some 
prominent theories of literary criticism have claimed that the coherence and complexity of a literary 
work under a given interpretation is a main factor that combines with the author’s intentions to 
yield the meaning of the literary work (see Kris and Kaplan, “Aesthetic Ambiguity.”) And, for 
Beardsley, Wimsatt and Brooks complexity and coherence together constitute the key 
considerations in the analysis of literary texts (see Robey, “Anglo-American New Criticism,” pp. 
82-85, and Juhl, Interpretation: An Essay in the Philosophy o f Literary Criticism, pp. 6-9).
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1. THE NOTION OF COHERENCE IN DISCOURSE THEORY

Several approaches to discourse consider coherence as the key notion for 

understanding discourse inteipretation. But, what is coherence? Coherence is a matter of 

“making sense”; a  discourse is coherent i f  it “makes sense as a  whole.” Speakers do have 

intuitions about whether a discourse or a  segment o f a  discourse is coherent or incoherent, 

or whether it is more or less coherent than another. Regarding the coherence of a discourse, 

speakers have two different kinds o f intuitions: they make judgments o f “local coherence” 

as well as “global coherence.” That is, speakers have local intuitions about when two 

adjacent discourse segments are related; and global intuitions about when a discourse 

hangs together as a  whole.^ To explain those intuitions, however, it does not suffice to 

define coherence as “hanging together.” Thus, the first problem for coherence theories is to 

give a technical definition o f coherence. A first step towards explaining the notion of 

coherence consists in distinguishing it from other concepts o f  discourse theory with which 

it is closely related, such as cohesion, appropriateness, consistency, plausibility, and 

comprensibility.*

1.1. Coherence and Cohesion

Cohesion refers to the surface grammatical and lexical continuity o f  a text. Halliday 

and Hasan describe it as follows: “Cohesion is part o f  the system of the language. The

 ̂ The difference between local and global coherence is a common place in the literature on 
discourse interpretation. See Reinhart, “Conditions for Text Coherence,” p. 163; Hobbs and Agar, 
“The Coherence of Incoherent Discourse,” p. 8; Van Dijk, Text and Context, p, 95. Van Dijk refers 
to “local” coherence as “sequential” or “linear” coherence. See, also, Conte’s distinction between 
“macrocoherence” and “microcoherence,” Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 88, n6, and 
Glanzberg, “Context and Discourse,” pp. 356-358. As we have seen, the distinction between global 
and local coherence is also an important one in coherentist approaches to justification, see chapters 
1 and 2 for the relevance of this distinction to coherence theories o f legal justification, and chapter 
3 for its role in a coherence theory of epistemic justification.

* The distinctions between central terms in discourse theory such as coherence, cohesion, 
connexity, text, grammaticality, acceptability, interpretability, understandability, and plausibility 
has very much changed over the history of discourse theory. In addition, different views are held in 
relation to how these terms may be distinguished from each other, or even whether some of them 
should be distinguished at all For a very short and clarifying essay on the use of these terms, see 
Enkvist, “From Text to Interpretability: A Contribution to Discussion of Basic Terms in Text 
Linguistics,”
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potential for cohesion lies in the systematic resources o f reference, ellipsis and so on that 

are built into the language itself.”®

The following examples illustrate several types o f  cohesive factors. In (1) there is a 

lexical repetition as a cohesive device; (2) is an example o f  coreference; in (3) we have an 

anaphoric relationship between “his” and “her”; and (4) illustrates a case of cohesion by 

ellipsis:*®

(1) There was a big mushroom  growing near her ... She stretched herself up on a 

tiptoe and peeped over the edge of the mushroom.

(2) Several people approached. They seemed angry.

(3) There was $4 in his wallet. So he hadn’t spent all the money.

(4) John isn’t talU nor is a  Susan.

It is generally agreed that whereas cohesion is formal connectivity, coherence is 

connectivity at a deeper semantic-pragmatic level.** The problem is to determine the

® Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion in English p. 5.

Example (1) is ftom Alice in Wonderland, quoted in Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion in English p- 
268; example (2) is found in Crystal, The Cambridge Encyclopedia o f Language, p. 118; example 
(3) is taken from Blakemore, “The Organization of Discourse,” p. 231; and example (4) is from 
Blass, Relevance Relations in Discourse, p. 15.

” Hatakeyama, Petofi, and S5zer have added “connexity” to the dichotomy coherence/cohesion 
(“Text, Connexity, Cohesion, Coherence”). The terminology is quite confusing, there is consistent 
usage in the literature. According to Enkvist, connexity would be the sum total of cohesion (formal 
connections in the text) and coherence (linking mechanisms that manifest themselves through 
semantic relations and inference) (Enkvist, “From Text to Interpretability”). Others take it that 
coimexity means “connectedness” by means of linguistic structures, while coherence is 
“connectedness” by means of background knowledge (Linfellner-Rupertsberger, “Coimexity, 
Coherence, and the Semantic Net”). In this view, the difference between connexity and cohesion 
would be as follows: connexity refers to formal relations between elements in a text, while 
cohesion refers to tematic and semantic relations in the text (Conte, Linguistica Testuale, p. 274). 
Thus, coimectedness would be an all-embracing concept which has manifold aspects: coherence, 
cohesion, and connexity (Cf Vitacolona, “Review of “W. Heydrich, F. Neubauer, J. S. Petofi, and 
E. Sdzer, (eds.). Connexity and Coherence, DeGruyter, Berlin, 1989,” pp. 260-262). In general, the 
distinction that is taken to be the most relevant one in most of the literature is that between 
cohesion and coherence. Here, I shall examine the relation between coherence and cohesion, 
without putting yet more terms in play, such as connexity or coimectedness.
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contribution o f  cohesive devices to coherence. Surely, cohesion is not a  sufficient 

condition for coherence, for there are discourses that are perfectly well connected, from a 

formal point o f view, and therefore, cohesive, and nonetheless incoherent, such as;

(5) Elysees was black. Black English has been widely discussed. The discussions 

between the presidents ended last week. A  week has seven days. Everyday I 

feed m y cat. Cat has four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat has three letters.*^

Such discourses, are only apparently coherent, as Enkvist says, they are “pseudo- 

coherent.” ^̂  It is also a controversial issue whether cohesion is a necessary condition for 

coherence. Thus, three positions may be distinguished as regards the relation between 

cohesion and coherence:

(i) Cohesion is a necessary and sufficient condition for coherence

(ii) Cohesion is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for coherence

(iii) Cohesion is neither a  necessary nor a sufficient condition for coherence

The first position is untenable, as texts such as (5) shows. The third position is the 

one that is mostly held in the recent literature. In support o f  this position, it is argued that 

there are discourses that, although not cohesive, are perfectly coherent. For example:

(6) (A) Where can I get a good meal around here?

(B) I am afraid I’m  a in a  bit o f a hurry.*'*

A g ^ s t  this analysis, those who defend the second position claim that texts such as

(6) although imderstandable, are not coherent. There is a need, they argue, to distinguish 

coherence from broader notions such as “meaningfulness,” or “interpretability.” Let us 

now examine the relation between coherence and these other notions in discourse theory.

Enkvist, “Coherence, Pseudo-Coherence and Non-Coherence,” p. I l l ,  

Ibid.,p. 107,

Blass, Relevance Relations in Discoia'se, p, 16.
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1.2. Coherence and Other Related Notions

Granted that cohesion does not amount to coherence, what else is required for text 

coherence? What is the relation between our intuitions o f coherence, and our intuitions o f 

when a text is pragmatically acceptable, plausible, consistent, or comprehensible? Do we 

require that a text be, for instance, consistent, in order to consider it coherent? A  difficult 

issue for coherence theories is that o f  determining the relation between coherence as a 

technical notion and other related concepts like pragmatic acceptability, or appropriateness, 

consistency, plausibility, and imderstandability. Let us examine the relationship between 

coherence and each of these notions. First, it is a  controversial issue how intuitions of 

pragmatic acceptability and coherence relate to each other. For example, consider (7):

(7) I have spent the last two years in the Ivory Cost, which is very pleasant. It has 

plenty o f  exotic fruits and the people have been very kind.*^

Example (7) would be indeed inappropriate as an answer to an immigration form 

where I am asked to state where I have spent the last two years. But is it incoherent? On 

the one hand, it would be hard to say that it is not coherent Hence, it seems that our 

intuitions about coherence and our intuitions about what is appropriate to say in a 

particular context are distinct. Surely, it is admitted, they are related: it is more difficult to 

make a coherent interpretation o f a discourse which violates the principles and societal 

conventions. That is, it should be more difficult to attribute a  set of intentions and goals to 

the speaker in the light of which a coherent interpretation o f  the discourse can be achieved, 

if  these conventions are not observed. But this difficulty does not undermine, one may 

argue, the relevance o f the distinction between coherence and appropriateness or pragmatic 

acceptability. On the other hand, it does not seem satisfactory either to label texts such as

(7) as coherent. Hence, one may argue that the relation between a text and the context of 

the utterance is a decisive factor o f  coherence. This relation is seriously disturbed in this 

case, and thus, it could be argued, this prevents the text from being coherent. Reinhart has 

argued for such a view. According to Reinhart, a  text is coherent i f  it satisñes three 

conditions: connectedness (or cohesion), consistency, and relevance. We have already 

examined the relation between coherence and the first condition, i.e., cohesion. The

Example discussed by Blass in Relevance Relations in Discourse, p. 19.
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relation between consistency and coherence w ll be examined shortly. What interests us 

here is the relation between coherence and the last notion; that is, the condition of 

relevance. In Reinhart’s view, the condition of relevance consists o f both semantic and 

pragmatic conditions, where the latter concern the relations between the sentences and the 

context o f utterance. In this view, pragmatic appropriateness is a  condition o f coherence. 

Accordingly, in this view, texts such as (7) should be considered as incoherent Enkvist has 

argued for a similar view, “full coherence presupposes that syntax, semantics, and 

pragmatics are in order.” *̂ Texts need to be, he argues, “pragmatically coherent” in order 

to be fully coherent.

Another concept that is bounded up with coherence is consistency. Consistency, in 

Reinhart’s words, is a semantic condition that requires that all sentences in a text be true in 

the same state o f  affairs (given our common assumptions about the world). For instance, 

the following text is inconsistent:

(8) Paul is a vegetarian. He eats m eet everyday.IS

But, is this text coherent? As said before, according to Reinhart, consistency is a 

condition o f  coherence. In this view, (8) would be incoherent, given that it is inconsistent. 

A similar conclusion would be drawn by Enkvist. In his view, contradictions such as that 

o f (8) make sentences refer to incompatible worlds, with the result that the text becomes 

“pragmatically imacceptable.” Thus, Enkvist seems to put together Reinhart’s conditions of 

relevance and consistency in the broader category of pragmatic coherence. However, 

despite differences, both agree in ruling out discourses as (8) as incoherent. Albeit from a 

different perspective, Johnson-Laird’s approach to discourse coherence also takes 

consistency to be condition o f coherence.*^ In contrast, others defend the view according to

Enkvist, “Coherence, Pseudo-Coherence, and Non-Coherence,” p.113.

Reinhart, “Conditions of Text Coherence,” p. 164. For a notion of consistency in the framework 
of dynamic semantics, see Groendendijk, Stokhof, and Veltman, “Coreference and Modality,” p.
192.

This example is taken from Charolles (“Coherence in Discourse Interpretation,” p. 94).

See Johnson-Laird, Mental Models, p. 371. He writes that “a necessary and sufficient condition 
for a discourse to be coherent, as opposed to a random sequence of sentences, is that it is possible 
to construct a single mental model from it ... The possibility of reconstracting a single mental 
model depends on the principal factors of co-reference and consistency” Emphasis added.
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which inconsistency does not result necessarily in incoherence. For instance, Charolles 

claims that whether (8) is coherent depends on whether the reader succeeds in making 

sense o f  it as a whole, as in (9):

(9) that he claims to be a vegetarian (because he is a snob, or he wants to stand out), 

but that in actual fact, he eats meat seven days a week.

Conte even argues that consistency, far from being a  condition o f  coherence, has 

coherence as its condition o f possibility. She claims that while consistency is a contingent 

qualitas o f  the text, coherence is a constitutive property o f a  text, that is, it is the quidditas 

o f  the text. In this sense, inconsistency does not exclude but includes (presupposes) 

coherence.^*

Similar problems arise when we consider the relation between coherence and 

plausibility. Consider the following examples:

(10) Clare Russell came into the Clarion office on the following morning, feeling 

tired and depressed. She went straight to her room, took off her hat, toughed her 

face with a  powder puff and sat down at her desk. Her mail was spread out neatly, 

her blotter was snowy and her inkwell was filled. But she didn’t feel like work ... 

she drank her inkwell.

(11) The old woman was buried in her native village. She is dying o f pneumonia.22

According to some linguists, texts that describe a totally bizarre sequence o f events 

such as (10) and (11) are incoherent^ In contrast, according to others, one needs to clearly 

distinguish discourse coherence from plausibility. For example, Morgan and Green argued 

that discourses like (10) and (11), although implausible, are perfectly coherent reports of 

strange goings-on. As they put it, “the fact that they are strange is a matter o f our beliefs

Ibid., p.94.

Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 30,

^  Examples taken from Van Dijk, Text and Context, p. 82 and p. 99, respectively.

^  Van Dijk, Text and Context, p. 99; Enkvist, “Coherence, Pseudo-Coherence, and Non- 
Coherence,” pp. 111-112.
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about the world, not o f textual c o h e r e n c e - I n  spite o f  the differences between coherence 

and plausibility, the latter, it is argued, is extremely relevant to our judgments of 

coherence. For instance, as Johnson*Laird and Paul Freedman have shown, it is more 

difficult to arrive at a coherent inteq)retation o f  an implausible discourse.^^ The reason why 

this is so is that (as will be explained below) in order to build up a coherent interpretation 

of discourse we make inferences from our world-knowledge. Stereotypical knowledge is 

easily accessible. Thus, when the knowledge required for making a coherent interpretation 

of a discourse deviates from our common assumptions about the world, we should 

encounter more difficulties in retrieving the relevant information. As a result, it will be 

more difficult to understand the text, that is, to make sense o f  it. Hence, the plausibility of 

the events described in a text affect its comprensibility. But, does comprensibility, or 

interpretability, amount to coherence? This leads us to the relation between the last pair of 

concepts that I shall examine here, that is, the relation between comprensibility and 

coherence.

The way in which we understand the relation between coherence and 

understandability/interpretability/comprensibility is crucial for a theory o f  coherence, for it 

determines the scope o f this theory. Hobbs has argued that the notion o f understandability 

is broader than the notion o f coherence, since there are discourses, such as (12), that are 

understandable, even though they are not coherent, given that the individual sentences are 

understandable only in themselves, and they contribute nothing to each other.^^

(12) Jimmy Carter proposed a  massive energy program. He used to cultivate

peanuts.

Similarly, Reinhart argues that w e should carefully distinguish between the set of 

coherent texts and the set o f comprehensible texts. She writes, “An analysis o f text- 

coherence which does not make this distinction between coherence (a type o f  well- 

formedness) and comprehensibility will not be a theory ... since there are hardly any 

known limits on what the human mind can understand, given the appropriate amount of

Green and Morgan, “Pragmatics, Grammar and Discourse,” p. 173.

Some empirical studies have shown that the plausibility of a story affects its comprehensibility 
and its memorability. See Johnson-Laird, Mental Models, p. 375ff.

Hobbs, “Why is Discourse Coherent?” p. 34,
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effort, imagmation and patience, such an analysis would have to wind up stating that any 

string of sentences forms a  coherent text, a statement for which, of course, we need no 

theory at all.’’̂ ^

From this perspective, it follows that discourses such as the one cited above, 

although perfectly comprehensible, are incoherent. However, as Reinhart recognizes, it 

may be hard to accept the label “incoherent” for such perfectly understandable texts. To 

avoid this result, Reinhart has introduced a distinction between “explicit coherence” and 

“implicit coherence.” As opposed to explicit coherence, implicit coherence refers to those 

cases, such as the one cited above in which, since there are no formal links, the interpreter 

is obliged to use special procedures for imposing coherence.^* In this approach, a theory of 

coherence would have two components: a specification o f  the conditions of (explicit) 

coherence and a  specification o f the procedures for imposing coherence on those texts that 

are not explicitly coherent.

This view on the relation between coherence and comprensibility could presumably 

be expanded in order to give an account of the relations between coherence and the other 

notions that we have examined so far. In this approach, texts such as those discussed 

above, i.e., texts that are understandable but that lack cohesive markers, and texts that are 

pragmatically inappropriate, inconsistent, loosely coimected, or highly implausible, would 

be “implicitly coherent,” in that their coherence results only from the application o f special 

procedures which impose coherence. For instance, the interpretation of

(8) Peter is vegetarian. He eats meat everyday.

As

(9) that he claims to be a vegetarian (because he is a  snob, or he want to stand out), 

but that in actual fact he eats meat seven days a week.

Reinhart, “Conditions of Text Coherence,” p. 162, 

^®Ibid.,p. 163.
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requires that the reader supply the missing steps so as to restore the consistency o f the text 

This text will not be “explicitly” coherent, but only “implicitly” coherent. In this view, 

non-coherent texts only comprise “those rare cases in which no procedure can impose any 

kind o f derived coherence.”^̂

Enkvist pursues a strategy similar to  Reinhart’s.̂ ® His strategy is interesting in that 

he approaches the problem o f the place o f  coherence in discourse theory by analyzing the 

notion o f  incoherence rather than the notion o f coherence. In his view, incoherence may 

result either from syntactic evidence o f  non-coherence or from pragmatic evidence o f  non- 

coherence. The former is related to Reinhart’s condition o f  cohesion, except that here it 

does not suffice for incoherence that there is no formal connectivity, but it is also required 

that there is evidence o f non-connectivity. The latter refers to Reinhart’s relevance and 

consistency conditions, but again a  positive breach o f these conditions is required for 

incoherence. In cases in which there is neither direct evidence of non-connectivity nor 

direct evidence o f connectivity, whether the text is coherent or not will depend on whether 

the interpreter succeeds in finding it so. Like Reinhart, Enkvist claims that texts will be 

incoherent only if  they defy all attempts to find the parts o f  texts interlinked in some way. 

Other distinctions related to the implicit/explicit distinction are also proposed in the 

literature. As we will see in detail below, Conte distinguishes between coherence a parte 

obiecti, that is the coherence o f a text, and coherence a parte subiecti, or coherence for a 

reader.^* From this point o f view, one may either study the conditions on which the 

coherence o f a  text depends (coherence a  parte obiecti), as well as the procedures by which 

the interpreter constmes coherence (coherence a parte subiecti). Similarly, Givon 

distinguishes between “coherence in text” and “coherence in mind.”^̂  Nonetheless, the 

consequences o f  Givon’s distinction for the scope o f the theory of coherence are quite 

different. Whereas Conte takes both kinds o f coherence as legitimate objects o f study, 

Givon claims that the latter perspective (coherence in mind) ought to replace the older text- 

oriented perspective (coherence in text).

’̂ Ibid.

30 See Enkvist, “Coherence, Pseudo-Coherence, and Non-Coherence.’ 

Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 29.

Givon, “Coherence in Text vs. Coherence in Mind.”
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Hence, two main views on the relation between coherence and other concepts in 

discourse theory with which it is closely connected may be distinguished. On the one hand, 

some discourse theorists keep these concepts as distinct (even if  they recognize that there 

are some important connections between them). On the other hand, others take (at least) 

some o f these concepts to express conditions of coherence. In this view, one m ay further 

distinguish between different kinds o f coherence, depending on whether the text structure 

fulfills some o f  these conditions, or whether, instead, the interpreter is required to build or 

impose coherence. Which stance one takes on the relation between coherence and the other 

notions that we have examined here is of the utmost relevance for determining the 

appropriate goals and scope of a theory of discourse coherence. From the former 

perspective, a  theory of discourse coherence has to specify what, beyond cohesion, 

contributes to the coherence of a text, in a way that does not blur the claimed distinctions 

between coherence, pragmatic acceptability, consistency, plausibility, and comprensibility. 

From the latter perspective, a  theory o f discourse coherence must specify the conditions of 

coherence broadly understood, as well as the procedures by which interpreters succeed in 

making sense o f  a text when it fails to exhibit some of the required conditions.^^ With all 

these distinctions in mind, let us now examine the different theories on discourse 

coherence that have been proposed in the literature.

2. THEORIES OF DISCOURSE COHERENCE

In the previous section, we have analyzed the notion o f  coherence by distinguishing 

it fi-om other concepts o f discourse theory. Now, how may be a notion o f discourse 

coherence positively defined? The following proposals may be distinguished: coherence 

relations approach, topic-based theories of coherence, accounts of coherence in terms of 

mental models, the intentional approach, and the heuristic approach. These theories of 

discourse coherence give different accounts of the conditions o f text coherence, as well as

3 3  * •  •Within this framework, one may give equal weight to both parts of the theory of coherence, or 
one may privilege one of them, or even deny that the other part may be object of serious study. 
Reinhart is someone who pays more attention to the study of the conditions of text coherence than 
to the study of the procedures by which one may render a text coherent. Conte devotes attention to 
the study of both parts. On the other extreme. Given claims that the study of text properties is 
wrongheaded. Instead, in his view, we should study coherence as a mental phenomenon rather than 
as a textual one. See Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, esp. chapters 2 and 7; and Given, “Coherence 
in Text vs. Coherence in Mind.”
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of its role in the interpretation o f discourse. Let us briefly review these theories o f 

discourse coherence.

2.1. Topic-based Theories o f Coherence

According to this approach, coherence is a matter o f “aboutness.” A  text is coherent 

if  it can be interpreted as predicating something about a discourse topic.^ “Discourse 

topic” is understood, in largely intuitive terms, as the proposition, preferably made explicit, 

which a whole set o f propositions is about. It functions, thus, as the point in reference to 

which all-incoming propositions are assessed. Giora defines discourse coherence as 

follows:

An infomiative discourse is well-formed if  and only i f  it

a) conforms to the Relevance Requirement in that all its propositions are 

conceived of as related to a discourse topic proposition;

b) conforms to the Graded Informativeness Condition, which requires that each 

proposition be more (or at least not less) informative that the one that precedes 

it in relation to the discourse topic; and

c) marks any deviation from Relevance and Graded Informativeness by an explicit 

marker, e.g., “by the way,” “after all.”^̂

For example, (13) is incoherent because it is irrelevant, i.e., at least one o f  its 

propositions cannot be interpreted as being about the given discourse topic (e.g., Ronit), 

and there is no connector that marks the digression.

^  See Van Dijk, Text and Context̂  chapter IV; and Giora, “Notes Towards a Theory of Text 
Coherence”; Giora, “A Text-Based Analysis o f Non-Narrative Discourse”; “On the 
Informativeness Requirement”; and, “Discourse Coherence and the Theory of Relevance.” See, 
also, Glanzberg, “Context and Discourse.” Even if Glanzberg’s aim is not to provide a notion of 
coherence in terms of discourse topic or in any other terms, but to show that context has a discourse 
global component, he does argue for the view that coherent discourse must have a topic structure. 
Hence, in his view, topic structure would be, at least, one constraint on discourse coherence. In his 
view, this has implications for topic-incorporation. Topic can only be incorporated, he argues, if the 
result is a coherent discourse.
35 Giora, “Discourse Coherence and the Theory o f Relevance,” p. 22.
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(13) Ronit is never home nowadays because she lives near school. School, 

you know, is the center of the kid’s social life. Uri has missed school a lot 

this year. He never shows up at tennis, either.^®

Hence, according to this approach to coherence, the crucial notion is that o f “topic.” 

Both global and local coherence are explained in terms o f  this notion. From a  global 

perspective, what makes a discourse hang together is a hierarchical stmcture of discourse 

topics. Two adjacent sentences will be locally coherent i f  they are related via a governing 

discourse topic. This approach to discourse coherence is intuitively appealing. However, 

there is a main problem with this approach: its reliance on an imanalyzed notion of 

discourse topic. Despite the intensive attention that this notion has received, there is no 

accepted definition o f discourse topic on which this approach to discourse coherence can 

rely. Let us now examine an approach to discourse coherence that does not depend on the 

controversial notion of discourse topic.

2.2. Coherence Relations Approach to Discourse

According to coherence relations theories, discourse coherence should be analyzed 

in terms o f a set of relations, such as “justification,” “cause,”  “evidence ” which bind 

discourse segments together, and the identification o f which is crucial for understanding a 

text.^* For example, Hobbs argues that (14) is intuitively coherent because the two 

discourse segments are linked by an “explanation relation”:

Giora, “Notes Towards a Theory of Discourse Coherence,” p. 703.

On the notion of topic, see Reinhart, “Pragmatics and Linguistics: An Analysis of Sentence 
Topics,” pp. 53- 93. For an overview on the several approaches to the notion of topic, see Brown 
and Yule, Discourse Analysis, chapter 3. For surveys on the literature on topic, see Schlobinkski 
and Schultze-Cobum, “On the Topic of Topic and Topic Continuity”; and McNally, “On Recent 
Formal Analysis of Topic.”

See Hobbs, “Why is Discourse Coherent?”; Mann and Thompson, “Relational Propositions in 
Discourse”; Noorman, Sanders, and Spooren, “Toward a Taxonomy of Coherence Relations” and 
“Coherence Relations in a Cognitive Theoiy of Discourse Representation”; Sanders and Spooren, 
“Communicative Intentions and Coherence Relations”; Sanders, “Semantic and Pragmatic Sources 
of Coherence: On the Categorization o f Coherence Relations in Context”; and Bateman and 
Rondhuis, “Coherence Relations: Towards a General Specification.”
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(14) He was in a foul humor because he had not slept well that night.39

In the following text, the coherence relation between the two discourse units is that 

o f “evidence,” since the second part provides evidence for the claim put forward in the first 

part:

(15) Smith seems to have a new girlfiiend. He’s been paying a lot o f visits to New

York lately/®

There is no agreement in the literature on the number or the taxonomy of the 

relations that are necessary for coherence. Hobbs classifies coherence relations into four 

basic types (that are divided in their turn in several subtypes) according to their 

communicative function. Mann and Thompson discuss fifteen kinds of coherence relations. 

Sanders, Spooren, and Norman propose a  taxonomy that classifies coherence relations in 

terms o f four cognitive primitives: basic operation (additive and causal relations), source of 

coherence (semantic and pragmatic), order o f  segments (basic and non basic), and polarity 

(positive and negative).

All these approaches claim that the recognition o f the different coherence relations 

is pivotal for the interpretation o f  discourse. Such recognition is sometimes facilitated by 

the use o f discourse markers, such as “but,” “therefore,” or “so,” that make explicit the 

coherence relation that holds between segments, e.g., “because” in (14).'** However, they 

are often left implicit in the text, e.g., (15). In these cases, the hearer/reader must infer 

those relations in order to arrive at a coherent interpretation o f  the discourse. In contrast to 

topic-based theories of coherence, both global and local coherence are explained by appeal

This example is a modified version of one given by Hobbs in “Why is Discourse Coherent?” p. 
48.
40 Mann and Thompson, “Relational Propositions in Discourse,” p. 61.

According to the coherence relations approach, discourse connectives are primarily linguistic 
devices that may be used to make explicit the coherence relations that hold between discourse 
segments. Discourse markers are seen as expressions used by the speaker in order to facilitate and 
guide the process of interpretation. See Risselada and Spooren, (eds.). Discourse Markers and 
Coherence Relations, For a critique o f the coherence relations approach to discourse markers from 
the point of view of relevance theory, see Rouchota, “Connectives, Coherence and Relevance”; 
Unger, “The Scope of Discourse Connectives: Implications for Discourse Organization”; and 
Moeschler, “Pragmatic Connectives, Argumentative Coherence and Relevance,” for the particular 
case of pragmatic connectives and their uses in argumentation.
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to the notion o f  “coherence relation,” instead of by appeal to the notion of “discourse 

topic.” First, the global coherence o f a discourse results from the hierarchical structure of 

coherence relations. Second, two segments are locally coherent if they are linked by a 

coherence relation. This approach to discourse coherence brings to light the relevance of 

the several kinds of inferential connections involved in interpretation. However, it is a 

main shortcoming o f this theory that it does not provide an accepted framework for the 

definition and classification of these relations. Now, I shall present an approach to 

discourse coherence that relies on a  very different understanding of how these inferential 

connections are made for interpreting discourse, to wit, the theory of mental models.

2 3 ,  Mental Models o f Discourse

The modem formulation o f a concept of mental model is due to Keimeth Craik. In 

The Nature o f  Explanation, he argued that human beings translate external events into 

internal models and reason by manipulating these symbolic representations.^^ From Craik 

onwards, the notion of mental models has stimulated research in linguistics and cognitive 

science. Explanations o f visual perception, comprehension o f  discourse, reasoning, and the 

representation o f knowledge have invoked hypotheses of mental models.^^ According to 

the mental models theory o f discourse, there are two levels o f representation of discourse: 

the propositional representation, close to the linguistic form, and the mental model, which 

is analogous to that of the corresponding state o f affairs o f  the world.^"  ̂ Whereas the 

linguistic representation captures the meaning of discourse, the mental model represents its 

reference, that is, the situation that the discourse describes. For example, a mental model of 

the assertion “I [Philip] sold my car to Stuart for a hundred pounds” would be:'̂ ^

Craik, The Nature o f Explanation.
For a brief and extremely clear introduction to the theory of mental models, see Johnson-Laird, 

“Mental Models,” pp. 470-499. For a full treatment of the theory of mental models, see Johnson- 
Laird, Mental Models.

^  For a mental models approach to discourse see Johnson-Laird, Mental Models, chapters 7, 14, 
and 15; Gamham, Oakhill, and Johnson-Laird, “Referential Continuity and the Coherence of 
Discourse”; Gamham, Mental Models as Representations o f Discourse and Text, Rickheit and 
Habel (eds.). Mental Models in Discourse Processing and Reasoning, and Gamham and Oakhill, 
“The Mental Models Theory of Language Comprehension.”
4S Johnson-Laird, Mental Models, p. 418.
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(16) P h il-----^>car

P h il-----> £ 100

S tu art-----> £  100

S tu art-----car

The coherence of a discourse, it is argued, depends on the ability to construct of 

mental model o f the discourse. Johnson-Laird writes: a necessary and sufficient

condition for discourse to be coherent, as opposed to a random sequence of sentences, is 

that it is possible to construct a single mental model from it.”^̂

The possibility of constructing a  single mental model depends on the principal 

factors o f  “co-reference” and “consistency.” That is, each sentence in a discourse must 

refer, either implicitly or explicitly, to an entity referred to, or introduced, in another 

sentence. In addition, the properties and relations ascribed to  referents must be consistent, 

that is, compatible with each another and free from contradiction. For example, consider

(17):

(17) Ann is a teacher.

A discourse model for (17) would be as follows:

Discourse model 

Ann

Background knowledge 

teacher 

teacher

teacher

The reason for the incoherence o f  discourse (18) is that there is no unique token for 

a teacher in the current discourse model, and thus, it is not possible to establish the 

referential link required for building up the mental model o f  the discourse.^^

(18) Ann is a teacher. The teacher caught a bus.

Ibid., p. 370. 

Ibid-, p. 382.
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The role o f background knowledge is claimed to be critical in the interpretation of 

discourse. For example, consider (19):

(19) The cup was in front o f the fork. It was full o f m ilk/*

The reader knows that “it” refers to “the cup” (and not to “the fork”) from a 

combination of the information that is explicit in the text and background knowledge. 

Mental models are constructed not only on the basis of the meaning of the sentences, but 

also on the basis o f inferences from general knowledge -w hich is also represented in 

mental models- and from specific knowledge o f the linguistic context.'*’ How arc these 

inferences made? It is a basic tenet o f the theory o f mental models that reasoning docs not 

involve the use o f any mle o f inference, but it depends instead on the manipulation of 

mental models. Reasoning on the basis of mental models depends on three procedures: the 

construction o f the discourse model o f the stale o f affairs described in the premises; the 

formulation of a novel conclusion based on the premises; and the search for alternative 

models that refute the putative conclusion. To illustrate how inference is supposed to work 

within a mental model framework, let us consider the premises: “All sculptors are artists” 

and “Some of the painters are not artists.” The first stage consists of the construction o f a 

mental model o f these premises. A mental model for the first premise would be:

(20) sculptor = artist 

sculptor = artist

(artist),

where the parentheses designate that the latter may or may not exist. In a similar 

way one would construct the mental model for the second premise, “Some of the painters 

are not artists”:

Example discussed by Gamham and Oakhill, “The Mental Models Theory of Discourse 
Comprehension,” p. 321.

In the mental models theory, all our knowledge of the world also depends on the ability to 
construct models. It is claimed that, whenever we understand some phenomenon, we have a mental 
representation of it that is like a working model. For example, a model of a description of a game 
of football calls for a temporal sequence of events, for causal relations between them, and for the 
representation of individuals, interacting physically and socially, and motivated by various 
intentions.
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(21) painter 

painter

(painter) = artist 

artist,

where the barrier separates the two sets o f  tokens. These two premises can be 

integrated by forming the model (22):

(22) painter 

painter

(painter) = artist =  sculptor 

artist = sculptor 

(artist)

The second stage involves the derivation o f  a putative conclusion. In this model, the 

conclusion “Some o f the painters are not sculptors” is true, and the converse conclusion 

“Some o f  the sculptors are not painters” is also true. Then, the last stage will be the search 

for an alternative model to falsify these conclusions, such as (23):

(23) painter 

painter

(painter) = artist = sculptor 

(painter) = artist = sculptor 

(artist)

This m odel rules out the second conclusion, because all the sculptors are painters, 

but there is not way to destroy the first conclusion, which is therefore valid. According to 

the mental m odels theory, the search for counterexamples is closely related to the process 

of interpretation. Whenever discoxirse is interpreted, it may be necessary to make some 

assumptions to  construct a single model. I f  a subsequent assertion is false in relation to that
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model, then an attempt can be made to revise the model so that it is consistent with the new 

assertion while still remaining an accurate model o f the previous discourse. It is this 

process o f  construction, interpretation, and manipulation o f  mental models by making 

inferences from the meaning o f the sentences and from world-knowledge that yields the 

judgments of the coherence o f discourse. Thus, in this approach both linguistic and non- 

linguistic factors have a bearing on the judgments o f  global and local coherence. Only if  

these factors can be integrated in a single mental model, is a  discourse globally coherent 

Similarly, it is claimed that the local coherence between two text segments arises indirectly 

from the fact that they describe events that are so related in the world that the mental 

model o f the discourse describes, instead o f depending on the establishment o f a coherence 

relation between the two text-segments.

2.4. The Intentional A pproach

According to some proposals, acts, intentions, and goals are the backbone o f a 

theory o f discourse. From this point o f  view, coherence is mainly the outcome o f the 

interpreter’s ability to infer the speaker’s intentions, goals, and purposes on the basis o f the 

observed acts, most importantly, speech acts.^® This is the stance that Grosz and Sidner 

take. In their view, the answer to the question of what makes a discourse coherent lies in 

the concept of discourse intention. From this perspective, the recognition o f the producer’s 

intention with the discourse, at both the local and the global levels, amounts to recognizing 

the pmpose of the discourse. It is the recognition o f  this purpose, they claim, that plays a 

primary role in defining discourse coherence. As Grosz and Sidner put it, “a discourse is 

coherent only when its discourse purpose is shared by all participants and when each 

utterance o f the discourse contributes to achieving this purpose,” where such purpose is to 

be identified with the speaker’s intentions.^*

Morgan and Green have also advocated the view according to which one should 

approach the problem of defining discourse coherence within a  theory o f  discourse that

Even if speech acts are extremely important in discourse interpretation, acts that do not involve 
speech at all are also taken to be relevant to discourse interpretation (e.g., gesturing, glancing, 
staring, etc.). On the relevance of speech theory to discourse coherence, see Brown and Yule, 
Discourse Analysis, pp. 231-233.

Grosz and Sidner, “Attention, Intentions and the Structure of Discourse,” p. 202,
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puts acts, goals, and intentions in the forefront. Together with these notions, the notion of 

“plan” plays, in their view, a crucial role in discourse theory and discourse coherence. 

They claim that discourse production is the pursuit o f goals by performing acts o f  various 

sorts. These acts and goals are hierarchically related. They propose that we call the 

resulting structure “plan.” Assigning a text structure to a  discourse amounts, at least in 

part, to inferring such a plan. The proper approach to coherence, in their view, is to be 

foimd in matters o f  author’s goals, plans, and intentions. Discourse coherence is a function 

o f the degree to which it is possible to form consistent hypotheses about the author’s goals, 

plans, and intentions from reading/hearing the text. This approach to discourse coherence, 

they claim, is based on a “simple but pervasive human ability: the ability to interpret the 

actions o f  other people by forming complex hypotheses about goals, plans and intentions 

that underlie acts.” That there is a  tight link between coherence and general interpretative 

skills is also a  basic tenet of the last approach to discourse coherence that I shall consider 

here: the heuristic approach.

2.5. The Heuristic A pproach

The main claim o f the “heuristic” approach is that coherence is primarily a 

principle that guides and regulates inteipretation.^^ As I mentioned before, Conte 

distinguishes two different conceptions o f coherence: coherence a parte obiecti and 

coherence a parte su b iec tl^  According to the former conception, coherence is a 

constitutive property o f texts. According to the latter, coherence is the result o f the 

constructive process of interpretation. Conte identifies the conception of coherence as 

parte subiecti w ith the positions taken, among others, by Charolles and Petofi.^^ It is this

Green and Morgan, “Pragmatics, Grammar, and Discourse,” p. 175.

There are various alternative labels in the literature that refer to a bunch of similar views on 
coherence, to wit, “interpretative coherence,” “hermeneutic understanding of coherence,” and 
“procedural approach.”

Conte, Condizioni de Coerenza, p. 79; “Coherence in Interpretation,” p. 276, and 280; and 
“Coesione Testuale: Recenti Ricerche Italiane,” pp. 272-274.

Charolles, “Coherence as a Principle in the Interpretation of Discourse”; “Text Cormexily, Text 
Coherence, and Text Interpretation,” and “Text Coherence and Text Interpretation Processing”; F. 
Neubauer (ed.). Coherence in Natural Language Texts', Hatakeyama, Petofi, and Sozer, “Text, 
Cormexity, Cohesion, Coherence”; and Petofi, “Procedural Aspects of Text Interpretation. 
Interaction between Text and Interpreter in the Meaning-Constitutive Interpretation.”
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view of coherence as a principle that regulates interpretation, as opposed to a constitutive 

property o f a text, which is at the core o f  the heuristic approach.

We may characterize the heuristic approach to discourse coherence by means o f  the 

following claims: (1) Coherence is not typically a linguistic problem but a  general 

principle in the interpretation o f all human actions; (2) The starting point o f  any 

interpretation is an “assumption of coherence,” i.e., the assumption that the actions form a 

coherent whole, which applies as well to the interpretation o f discourse: the interpreter 

starts from the assumption that the discourse is coherent;^® (3) The interpreter starts the 

process o f interpretation with a disposition to construct coherence, to look for coherence, 

and to find a coherent interpretation o f  any discourse as much as of any other object of 

interpretation;^^ (4) In order to construe coherence, the interpreter will use not only 

linguistic knowledge, but inferences &om other types of knowledge are also claimed to be 

crucial in the process. According to Conte, the last three aspects of interpretation -the 

assumption o f coherence, the disposition to look for coherence, and the reader’s inferential 

work- are closely intertwined. She formulates the link between them in terms o f reasons 

that the interpreter has for reaching a result: “it is because the interpreter is looking for 

coherence, and because he expects to find meaningfulness, that he activates his systems of 

knowledge. It is for this reason that he draws inferences, fills in gaps, in order to construct 

coherence.” *̂ Thus, the assumption o f coherence and the disposition to find coherence 

explains why the interpreter engages in the inferential work that is taken to be crucial to 

interpretation; (5) Interpretation is seen primarily as a dynamic and dialectic process in 

which the interpreter (the subject) interacts with the object o f interpretation in order to 

achieve the desired result, i.e., a coherent interpretation; and last, (6) the main problem is 

not that o f giving a account o f conditions of coherence, but that of giving an account of 

how interpreters succeed in their constructive effort, that is, in arriving at a coherent 

interpretatioiL There are different accounts that aim at explaining the process whereby the

Several authors have emphasized the presumption of coherence (or assumption of coherence) in 
the coherence-based literature on discourse interpretation. See Brown and Yule, Discourse 
Analysis, p. 224; Enkvist, “Coherence and Inference,” p. 234; Charolles, “Coherence in the 
Interpretation of Discourse,” p. 77; and Bublitz and Lenk, “Disturbed Coherence: ‘Fill me in.’” 
Roberts and Kreuz have even argued, on the basis of an analysis of non-standard discourse, that an 
assumption of coherence is the only necessary and sufficient mechanism required for judgments of 
coherence. See Roberts and Kreuz, “Non-Standard Discourse and its Coherence.”

See Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 80.
58 Conte, “Coherence in Interpretation,” p. 280.
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receiver interprets a discourse so as to make it coherent Here, I shall briefly introduce 

Charolles’ proposal for modeling the process o f interpretation. Then, I will present Conte’s 

account o f  the interpreter’s strategies for building coherence in a particular form of 

interpretation, which she refers to as “reinterpretation.”

According to Charolles, through the process o f  interpretation the receiver o f  a 

message, who assumes it to be coherent, manipulates the message in order to extract from 

it an interpretation that agrees with his own conception o f  a coherent text. Charolles 

represents the process o f interpretation as follows:

D

< D, Ds^n

processing ^  R

<I(i)>n

In this schema, “D” represents the data. It includes the input material o f  discourse 

(D) and information about the situation in which D is communicated (Dj). During the 

process, both D and Dsmay be modified as necessary, “I” is an instruction that defines the 

target to be reached, to wit, that the processing o f “D” has a  result “R” which is coherent 

“B” includes a  theoretical projection o f  those qualities that determine whether a  discourse 

is coherent or not. The instruction “I,” Charolles explains, is a principle. It requires that 

“R” must be in principle in accordance w ith B. But i f  the interpreter considers that the data 

to be processed is o f  a type which does not require it to be in total accordance with “B” 

(for instance, a joke or a literary text) the instruction m ay be completely or partially 

suspended. The evaluation o f the interpretation is as follows. The result “R” is evaluated in 

relation to “B(i)” in the state “n,” i.e., in relation to a target determined by an instruction (i) 

received at a certain moment (n). A negative evaluation may either (i) activate a new
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processing formula in order to reach a new and more realistic “R,” or (ii) revise <B(i)>n 

(that is, revise one’s view of what makes a discourse coherent) in the direction o f <B(i)>n+i 

. The latter course o f action will lead to a different evaluation o f “R,” and a revision o f  the 

data (n+1) and to a  new processing formula that is more in accordance with the revised 

“B.” Charolles says that the process is cyclical, and results in a development o f ‘*D.” Every 

stage of the process adds something to the data, and because of that, the process is better 

seen as a heuristic one, more specifically, as a kind of “problem-solving” process.

As Charolles recognizes, this view of interpretation as a process whereby data are 

manipulated until the target (i.e., to arrive at a coherent interpretation) is reached is not 

immune to the long-standing problem of any theory of interpretation, to wit, that of 

avoiding that the theory allow just any manipulation to any given discourse, so that any 

results can be accepted. As regards this problem, the relation between cohesion and 

coherence is particularly relevant. For the distinction between cohesion and coherence is, 

at bottom, a matter o f determining what part of coherence belongs to the field o f data, and 

what part is construed. According to Charolles, cohesive markers only provide some 

indications that a certain type o f relationship exists between difierent parts o f a text. They 

are given by the producer of a discourse for the benefit of the receiver. But these marks 

have no value as signals, unless the receivers actually perceive them. As Charolles puts it, 

‘^ e y  have no effect on the level of coherence, until such time as it has been solved 

semantically by the receiver/interpreter.”^̂  Hence, for Charolles, the distinction between 

coherence and cohesion must be seen in the context of the division o f labor between 

receiver and producer. The producer’s task is to help the receiver make the correct 

coherence calculations, and to provide him with the maximum o f data so that he has to do 

as little work as possible. In this sense, the producer of a text is “responsible” for its 

coherence. Coherence is, thus, seen as an important principle not only in discourse 

interpretation but also in discourse production. But despite the relevance o f the producer’s 

job (and hence, o f  the cohesive markers which he provides the receiver with), the degree of 

coherence o f a discourse will depend on the extent to which the receiver is able to grasp or 

construct its coherence. She writes, “No text is inherently coherent or incoherent. In the 

end, all depends on the receiver, and on his ability to interpret the indications present in the 

discourse so that, finally, he manages to understand it in a way which seems coherent to

59 Charolles, “Coherence as a Principle in the Interpretation of Discourse,” p. 87.
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him - in  a  way which corresponds with this idea o f what it is that makes a series o f actions 

into an integrated whole.” ®̂ Thus, for Charolles, the coherence o f a discourse is a function 

o f the interpreter’s views on what the appropriate standards to evaluate the coherence of a 

discourse are.

In a closely related heiuistic approach, Conte has analyzed the process whereby 

interpreters render discourse coherent through a particular kind o f  interpretation, which she 

refers to as “reinterpretation.” In her view, cases o f reinterpretation bring to light the extent 

to which interpretation is a constructive process that is regulated by a principle of 

coherence. Reinterpretation occurs when the interpreter, in order to attribute meaning to a 

text, is required to interpret again a  preceding part of a text already interpreted. The 

interpretation o f  a  part of a  text may be incompatible with the interpretation o f the 

following parts. In this case, the interpretative hypothesis o f the interpreter may be 

changed in various ways. She may change the partition o f  the text in different parts 

(phrase, statement, etc.); the categories that are assigned to parts of the text (i.e., noun, 

verb, etc.); the kind o f statements that are involved (i.e., imperative, declarative, etc.); the 

kind o f  illocutory force of a statement (descriptive, prescriptive); or the properties o f the 

discourse reference.^* The following example, discussed by Ziff, illustrates one o f these 

cases o f  reinterpretation -the second one, that is, change o f categories:

(24) I watched her duck when they were throwing rotten eggs.62

with.

A t first, the interpreter will take “duck” as a verb; but when the discourse continues

(25) It swam out to the middle o f  the lake.

‘duck” m ust be reinterpreted as a  noun. That is, in the text:

“ ibid., p. 95.

Conte distinguishes “reinterpretation” from what she calls “retroductive selection of text.” While 
in reinterpretation the interpreter abandons an interpretation of a preceding part of a text, in the 
retroductive selection of sense, she actualizes one of the potential interpretations of a preceding text 
-interpretations none of which is an interpretation in actu, on the basis of the following parts of the 
text. See Conte, Condizinidi Coerenza, pp. 85-86.

“ Ziff, “Coherence,” p. 38.
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(26) I watched her duck when they were throwing rotten eggs. It out to the 

middle o f  the lake.

“duck,” originally interpreted as a verb, is reinterpreted as a noun (and “her,” which 

is first interpreted as a pronoun, is reinterpreted as a possessive), for otherwise one would 

not be able to identify the expression “it” for which is an anaphoric substitute. It is in the 

interest o f  coherence that reinterpretations, such as the foregoing one, are made.

Like Charolles, Conte views the process of interpretation as a kind of problem

solving. According to this conception of the process of interpretation, the text is best seen, 

in Conte’s words, as “a set o f instructions” that guide the interpreter to solve the problem 

o f interpreting the text in a coherent way. For instance, referential terms (which are the 

most important cohesive markers) give the interpreter instructions for identifying a 

referent. But these instructions may not suffice. It may be necessary to use other 

instmctions that are closely intertwined with the interpreter’s knowledge about the world. 

In order to achieve coherence, the interpreter needs to draw inferences. Sometimes the 

accepted interpretation will have to be revised in light of the successive parts of the text, as 

it is the case in instances of reinterpretation. It is the interpreter, in his quest for coherence, 

who searches and, ultimately, constructs an interpretation that, like solving a puzzle, makes 

all elements fit together. She writes,

“Interpreting a text is similar to constmcting a puzzle. It is an activity in which we 

resolve problems to construct a coherent image.

It may be the case that one construes a fragment of the puzzle with which some 

other pieces do not fit. Then, one needs to dissemble and reorganize this fragment of the 

puzzle.

The reinterpretation that I have studied is like reorganizing the pieces o f  a puzzle.

Nonetheless, there is a  difference betw'een interpreting a text and constructing a 

puzzle. The interpreter does not have all the pieces available: she ought to construe (or 

reconstrue) some o f  them.”®̂

Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 91. My translation.
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Hence, the dynamic, dialectical, nature o f the constructive process o f interpretation 

in which object and subject interact in order to find a  coherent inteipretation.

As we have seen, in the heuristic approach, discourse coherence is first and 

foremost coherence for an interpreter, coherence a parte subiecti, as opposed to coherence 

o f a text. The process of interpretation is a  dynamic and dialectical process in which the 

interpreter, who expects and aims at coherence, works out a  coherent interpretation o f the 

text. In order to  construct such an interpretation, the interpreter relies not only on linguistic 

knowledge, but also, crucially, on background knowledge. The view that discourse 

coherence is not a purely linguistic phenomenon, but that it is primarily a  function o f 

whether the interpreter draws the required inferences fix)m non-linguistic knowledge, is 

also endorsed, in varying degrees, by the diverse views on discourse coherence examined 

in this section. Despite the many differences that distinguish the theories o f discourse 

coherence that w e have examined so far, they all take discourse coherence to be, at least in 

part, a  matter o f  inference and background knowledge. The interpretation of a text in terms 

o f  a unitary discourse topic, its representation by means o f  a single mental model, the 

recognition o f  implicit coherence relations, and the identification of the goals, purposes, 

and plans of the producer all crucially involve inferences from different bodies o f non- 

linguistic knowledge. Hence, the relation between discourse coherence, inference, and 

knowledge is a  pivotal issue in all the literature on discourse coherence. To this topic I turn 

now my attention.

3. COHERENCE, KNOWLEDGE, AND INFERENCE

From the preceding section, it follows that discourse coherence is not a pure 

linguistic phenomenon. Interpreters need to rely on other kinds o f knowledge, in addition 

to linguistic knowledge, to render a discourse coherent. In this section, I shall examine: (1) 

the varieties o f  knowledge that are relevant to discourse coherence; (2) some proposals for 

classifying the kinds of inferences that interpreters draw in order to render a  discourse 

coherent; and (3) the role that knowledge-structures play in directing the inferential process 

that is crucial for the coherence of discourse.
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3.1. Kinds of Knowledge

A variety of kinds of knowledge and abilities interact to enable discourse 

interpretation. In the literature, there are different proposals with regard to which kinds of 

knowledge are relevant to discourse interpretation, how they may be classified, as well as 

their relative importance for the interpretation of discourse.^ Here, I shall group som e o f 

the systems o f knowledge have been taken to be cmcial for the interpretation o f discourse 

into three main types: linguistic knowledge, knowledge o f  the world, and discourse- 

knowledge.®^

(i) Linguistic knowledge. This includes, at least, the following subsystems o f 

knowledge:

1. Knowledge of language. This is the kind of knowledge that distinguishes English 

speakers from native speakers of, for instance, Spanish or Italian by virtue o f their being 

speakers of that langtiage; that is, roughly, knowledge o f the phonology, syntax, 

morphology, and semantics of a language.

2. Knowledge about the use of language. That is, knowledge of the principles and 

societal conventions which regulate the use of the fornis provided by the grammar o f  the 

language to achieve goals. Thus, it is a matter o f pragmatic competence, rather than 

linguistic competence. As opposed to knowledge of language, knowledge about the 

language is not language-relative, even though it may include knowledge o f some culture- 

specific features, for example, what cotmts as polite varies across communities.

3. Knowledge about communication. First and foremost, this includes knowledge o f 

conversational principles such as Grice’s cooperative principle and its corollary maxims.®®

^  See Green and Morgan, “Pragmatics, Grammar, and Discourse,” pp. 177-180; and Wieger, 
“Coherence-Interaction of Modules.”

These systems of “knowledge” do not refer, unlike in philosophy, to “true justified belief.” 
Particularly, it is not assumed that the bodies of belief that enter in discourse interpretation are true. 
In this respect, the discourse theorist’s usage of “knowledge” is very different from the 
philosophical usage.

“  For Grice’s principle and maxims, see Grice, “Logic and Conversation.”
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(ii) Knowledge o f  the W orld We may distinguish the following kinds o f non- 

linguistic knowledge:

1. Encyclopedic knowledge, that is, background knowledge and general knowledge 

o f the way the world is.

2. Expert knowledge. Domain-specific kinds o f  knowledge cracially enter into the 

inteipretation o f  different types o f texts, e.g., scientific knowledge is required for the 

interpretation o f  scientific texts.^^

3. Knowledge o f  values. In addition to both expert and non-expert knowledge, the 

interpreter also brings to bear his own system of values and knowledge about the social 

system o f values on the inteipretation o f  discourse.^*

(iii) Discourse-knowledge. As Mignolo has argued, coherence attribution not only 

relies on linguistic knowledge and world-knowledge, but also on knowledge about 

discourse, more specifically, about discourse classification.*^^ Speakers have an intuitive 

knowledge about the kinds o f  discourse, such as “conversation,” “dialogue,” “narrative 

text,” “poem,” “philosophical essay,” “legal text,” etc. Coherence conditions are not the 

same for a literary discourse, a  philosophical one, or as a  conversation. And thus, the 

interpreter’s attribution o f coherence/incoherence crucially depends on whether, in addition 

to other systems o f  knowledge, they also activate the body o f  knowledge concerning the 

type o f  discourse to which the text in question belongs. Mignolo suggests that we call the 

latter bodies o f  knowledge “discourse frames.” A s we shall see in the next section,

On the relevance of expert knowledge to the coherence o f scientific texts, see Lundquist, 
“Coherence in Scientific Texts.”

^  The relevance o f knowledge of values for discourse coherence has been pointed out by Conte. 
See Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 80.

Mignolo, “Semiosis, Coherence, and Universes of Meaning.”

The specific conditions of coherence o f some types of discourse have been intensively studied. 
Conversational coherence and narrative coherence are surely amongst those that have received 
more attention in the literature. See Craig and Tracy (eds.). Conversational Coherence. On 
narrative coherence, see Samet and Shank, “Coherence and Connectivity.” On coherence in 
argumentative texts, see Moeschler, “Pragmatic Connectives, Argumentative Coherence and 
Relevance.” For a comparison between coherence structures in written and spoken texts, see 
Tannen (ed.). Coherence in Spoken and Written Discourse.
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“fiâmes” are one o f the several knowledge-structures which, it has been claimed, help 

interpreters store and retrieve knowledge about the world. The suggestion is then that, in 

addition to fiâmes that organize non-discursive information, interpreters also use fiâmes 

that are meant to  store discursive information.^' We may distinguish three different bodies 

o f discourse-knowledge that are relevant to our attributions o f coherence, which 

corresponds to Mignolo’s classification o f three discourse levels:

1. Knowledge o f discourse configuration. Knowledge o f  what makes a text, for 

example, a  literary text, or a historical one.

2. Knowledge o f discursive types. For instance, a literary text may be classified as a 

novel, a poem, a biography, etc.

3. Knowledge o f discourse structures. We may identify a  text as a description, an 

argumentative piece, a prescription, etc.

These systems of knowledge (linguistic knowledge, world-knowledge, and 

discourse-knowledge) provide a stock o f premises that interpreters may use in order to 

draw the inferences necessary to establish the coherence o f a text. Let us now examine the 

relevance o f the inferential process for achieving coherence.

3.2. Coherence and Inference

Discourse coherence is, at least in part, a matter o f inference. In order to make a 

coherent interpretation of a discourse, the receiver has to make the relevant inferential 

connections. If these inferences are not drawn, the relevant connections cannot be made, 

and thus, the text will be incoherent for the reader.’  ̂For example, consider (27):

According to Mignolo, in scholarly interpretation not only does coherence attribution result from 
an inferential process that actualizes existing frames, but such an interpretation crucially involves 
the revision and expansion of existing frames as well as building up new frames. See Mignolo, 
“Semiosis, Coherence, and Universes of Meaning,” pp. 495- 497.

^  As Enkvist puts it, ‘‘Coherence is something that the receptor brings to the text: to one receptor a 
text may be coherent, to another (who is incapable of drawing the prerequisite inference) the same 
text may remain incoherent” (“Coherence and Inference,” p. 239). Samet and Shank express the 
same view, in relation to narrative texts, see “Coherence and Connectivity,” p. 62.
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(27) Are you going to play tennis? It’s snowing in Tibet.73

According to Ziff, the apparent incoherence o f this discourse would disappear “if 

one is warranted, perhaps by backgroxmd information, in construing it as essentially 

enthymematic in  form; perhaps the respondent is a Tibetan Buddhist and it is known that if 

it is snowing in Tibet, he dos not play tennis; in which case the discourse can be seen as 

exemplifying modus ponens, albeit in suppressed form, and so as coherent.”’"* Thus, the 

interpreter wotold search for a context o f  assumptions that allows her to interpret a text as 

coherent, and thus to preserve the assumption o f coherence. The linguistic data provide an 

initial context. Then, this context is “expanded” so as to include the information (most 

importantly world-knowledge and discourse-knowledge) that is necessary to make a 

coherent interpretation. The process whereby we “expand” the context to include the 

missing information that is needed to  make a  coherent interpretation is an inferential one.’  ̂

Hence, an important step towards better understanding discourse coherence is to analyze 

the inferential processes that underlie coherence constmction in discourse interpretation. 

The first problem that this analysis poses is that o f  giving an account o f  the nature o f  the 

inferential processes involved in interpretation.

As Sperber and Wilson have pointed out, the inferential processes involved in 

discourse interpretation are non-demonstrative and global. These inferential processes are 

“non-demonstrative” in that communication may fail. From the perspective o f a coherence 

theory o f discourse (which, as we will see later, Sperber and Wilson reject) this means that 

these inferences are non-demostrative because even the best o f the interpretative efforts 

does not guarantee that a coherent interpretation will be achieved. These inferences are 

“global” in that any information available to the addressee can be used as a  premise, as 

opposed to local processes o f inference that are either context free, e.g., deductive 

reasoning, or sensitive only to some contextual information, e.g., visual perception. Global 

and non-demonstrative inference processes, e.g., scientific theorizing, are called in the 

current literature on cognitive psychology “central processes,” as opposed to “input” or

See Ziff, “Coherence,” p. 39.

’^Ibid.

See Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, pp. 50-58. 

See Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, p. 65.
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“peripherical processes” which, instead of involving relatively unspeciaJized inferential 

processes, are specialized decoding processes.

In contrast to demonstrative inference, logic does not provide us with a theory o f 

inference in which a model o f  the central processes could be based. Fodor has even put 

into question the possibility o f developing such a theory.’’ Among those who share a more 

optimistic view about the prospects o f this theory, there is serious disagreement about how 

it should be developed. A particularly controversial issue is that o f determining the role of 

deduction within a theory o f non-demonstrative inference for discourse comprehension. 

Sperber and Wilson claim that deductive rules play a crucial role in these non- 

demonstrative inference; Brown and Yule argue that deduction plays a little role in these
70processes, as opposed to looser forms o f  inference; some prefer to appeal to inference to 

best explanation, and there are still others, like Johnson Laird, who claim, as was 

explained before, that no mles o f inference are involved in these inferential processes.**

Some linguists prefer to address the problem o f  the nature o f the inferences that are 

involved in the process of interpretation by working out a taxonomy of these inferences. 

There are several proposals for classifying the inferences that lead to coherence in 

discourse inteipretation. Enkvist has distinguished the following types: existential, 

categorical, referential, inferences concerned with states, and processual. For instance,

(28) illustrates an “existential inference,” in which we infer the existence o f something 

(sparking-plugs) not expressly stated or introduced from the existence o f something else 

(the engine). In this text, a “has-relation,” e.g., the engine has plugs, has to be inferred by 

the addressee in order to interpret it:

(28) The engine stopped. The plugs were wet.

See Fodor, The Modularity o f Mind  ̂p. 129ff, and The Mind doesn '/ Work that Way, chapter 3. 

Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, chapter 2.

Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 33ff, and 256ff.

See Back and Hamish, Linguistic Communication and Speech Acts, pp. 92-93; Dascal, 
“Conversational Relevance,” p. 322. From the perspective of AI, see Hobbs, Stickel, Appelt, and 
Martin, “Interpretation as Abduction.” From the perspective of semiotics, see Eco, I  limiti 
delTinterpretazione, pp. 155-156, and pp. 229-256.

** See Johnson-Laird, Mental Models, chapter 6.

See Enkvist, “Coherence and Inference,” pp. 234-248.
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Catégorial inferences consist in the establishment o f  “is-relations,*” that is, the 

assignment o f  members to categories. Referential inferences occur when we assign 

referents through inference. B y drawing inferences concerned with states, vve infer certain 

infonnation about the mental and physical conditions o f the actors referred in a discourse. 

Last, processual inferences allow us to bridge the gap between two or more states 

explicitly described in the text. Enkvist suggests that we m ay further group these different 

types o f inferences on the basis o f two distinctions. First, one may dis nguish between 

selective and additive inferences, depending on whether the interpreter selects one element 

or process from a  limited set o f  alternatives, or whether instead the inference process leads 

the interpreter to add new information. And, second, inferences can be placed in a scale 

ranging from more subjective to more objective. For instance, inferences we draw on the 

basis o f deductive rules are at the objective pole o f the scale, while inferences that one may 

draw from reading a poem would be likely to be placed at the subjective pole.

As regards narrative texts, Warren, Nicholas, and Trabasso have proposed to 

classify inferences into three types: informational, logical, and evaluative. In their view, 

understanding a  text requires knowledge o f the answers to a  set o f who, what, where, and 

when questions. Arriving at answers to these questions is accomplished by making 

“informational” inferences. “Logical” inferences are drawn to make causal connections 

between events or actions in a  text. Last, “evaluative” (or “elaborative”) inferences provide 

the answers to why and how questions with regard to some action or event described in the

text.83

Yet another classification o f  inferences types has been proposed by Van de Velde. 

He distinguishes four types o f  inferences: syntactic, ILRRR (which stands for “internal 

lexicon and the cognitively reflected representation o f  reality”) inferences, semantic-

“  Warren, Nicholas, and Trabasso, “Event Chains and Inferences in Understanding Narratives.” 
For an analysis o f causal inferences during comprehension, see Trabasso and Suhn, “Understanding 
Text: Achieving Explanatory Coherence Through On-Line Inferences and Mental Operations in 
Working Memory.” For a criticism o f this taxonomic approach, see Brown and Yule, Discourse 
Analysis, p. 269; and Van Dijk, “Review of R. O. Freedle (ed.). Discourse Production and 
Comprehemion” pp. 140-148.
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logical inferences and action-oriented inferences.*^ “Syntactic” inferences handle the 

grammatical information o f a text by relying on the receiver’s linguistic knowledge. 

“ILRRR” inferences are grounded on knowledge about the meanings o f wo: ' 3. “Semantic- 

logical” inferences allow the reader to connect parts o f  text on the basis o f the rules o f 

logic. Last, “action-oriented” inferences contribute to the identification o f  causality 

relations, the intentions o f the agents, temporal order o f  actions or events described in the 

text, and to the hypothetical reconstruction o f actions that are not explicitly described in 

the text.

Not only there is no agreement about how a classification o f these inferences 

should look like, but it is even controversial whether we should consider the reconstruction 

of all the “missing links” required for interpretation as instances of inferences. For 

example, Brown and Yule speak o f  “automatic” and “non-automatic” connections, where 

the former category refers to those connections that are made between elements in a text 

via pre-existing knowledge. According to Brown and Yule, these connections, such as the 

one illustrated in (28), should not count as inferences. The same goes for the 

“informational inferences” and “logical inferences” proposed by Warren, Nicholas, and 

Trabasso, as long as they are automatically made. Presumably, Brown and Yule would also 

refuse to describe Van de Velde’s syntactic inferences and semantic-logical inferences as 

inferences. Inferences, in their view, would be only those connections that require 

interpretative work on the reader’s side. For example, as opposed to (28), the interpretation 

of (29) would involve an inference, the conclusion o f  which is c:

(29) a. Mary got some picnic supplies.

b. The beer was warm.

c. The picnic supplies mentioned included some beer.

To make the picture a bit more complicated. Brown and Yule notice that the 

identification o f  a  connection as automatic or non-automatic cannot be made independently 

of the person considering the text. That is, for some people “beer” is an automatic

S4 See Van de Velde, “Inferences and Coherence in Text Interpretation”; “The Role of Inferences in 
Text Organization”; and “Man, Verbal Text, Inferencing, and Coherence.”
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component o f  a  “picnic supply,” and so they do not have to draw any inferences for 

establishing c. For other people, such a connection is not automatic, and they will have to 

draw such an inference in order to interpret the text. Regardless o f the many difficulties 

that the articulation of a  theory o f non-demonstrative inference faces, discourse 

interpretation cannot be explained without appealing to those inferences. Only by drawing 

inferences &om different bodies o f  knowledge can the receiver arrive at a  coherent 

interpretation o f  a text. Thus, a theory o f  discourse interpretation crucially depends on the 

development o f  a  theory o f the inferences that are necessary for interpreting a text.

Among the many issues that a theory o f the inferences involved in  discourse 

interpretation needs to address, I will briefly consider here only o f them: the identification 

o f the premises that are employed in discourse interpretation, as a particular case o f  non- 

demonstrative inference. As has been explained before, a basic feature o f  non- 

demonstrative inferences is that they are enthymematic. In the case o f  discourse 

interpretation, where do these enthymematic premises come from? The context in which 

the coherence o f  a text can be assessed is built up by making inferences from the text, from 

discourse-knowledge, and from world-knowledge. The interpretation is thus a  product o f 

this interplay between linguistic, discursive, and non-linguistic knowledge. But now, the 

question arises: What world-knowledge? For any discourse can trigger numerous 

inferences. B y combining linguistic knowledge, discourse-knowledge, and world- 

knowledge we can get far too many alternative interpretations. Even from a small number 

o f inferences, the set o f possible continuations grows very quickly, and so we easily run 

into a “problem o f combinatorial explosion.”^̂  Thus, we need some way to direct the 

inference process so that only relevant paths are pursued. Several knowledge-structures 

have been claimed to be crucial for cutting this problem down to size: scripts, plans and 

goals, frames, scenarios, and schemata. Let us see how these knowledge-stractuies direct 

the inferential process that leads to the interpretation o f discourse.

Samet and Schank, “Coherence and Connectivity,” p. 71.

For an overview on the role of these different knowledge-structures in the interpretation of 
discourse, see Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, pp. 236-256.
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33» Knowledge-Structures

Cognitive scientists and AI researchers have postulated different sorts o f  structures 

for representing the world-knowledge that is used as the basis for the interpretation of 

discourse. One way o f representing background knowledge is found in Minsky’s notion 

of “frame.”** Minsky proposes that our knowledge is stored in memory in the form of data 

structures -fram es- which represent stereotyped situations. Frames are used in the 

following way: “When one encounters a new situation ... one selects from memory a 

structure called Frame. This is a  remembered framework to be adapted to fit reality by 

changing details as necessary.”

The basic stmcture of a frame contains labeled slots that can be filled with 

expressions, which can be other flames. For example, in a  frame representing “house,” 

there will be slots labeled “kitchen,” “bathroom,” and so on. A particular house mentioned 

in a text will be treated as an instance of the house flame, and can be represented by filling 

the slots with the particular features o f the individual house together with some default 

values that are assigned by the flame. In this approach, a  text will activate several frames 

that will, in their turn, provide the necessary background for interpreting it.

Another notion that has been used for representing background knowledge is the 

notion of “schema.” Schemata are data structures which represent generic concepts stored 

in memory. They are very similar to flames. They also have variables that can be 

associated with different aspects o f the environment in different instantiations o f the 

schema; and they provide default values for variables whose values have not been yet 

observed. They are also like flames in that they can be embedded, one within another. For

Like discourse theorists, when A.I. researchers speak of “knowledge-structures” or “world 
knowledge,” they do not assume that the representations in question are veridical or justified. This 
usage contrasts sharply with the use of the term in philosophy, where questions of knowledge are 
tightly connected with justification and truth. When AI resesirchers (and discourse theorists) refer to 
knowledge, in philosophical usage, they would be more properly speaking about belief. 
Nonetheless, the use of knowledge in AI (and discourse analysis) is so widespread that 1 have 
respected it here. But it is important to note that the use is very different trom the use of the term in 
other chapters of this work. Beyond mere respect for a well-established use, Thagard suggests that 
to refer to “belief structures” as opposed to “knowledge-structures” would also be misleading, 
given that beliefs are usually taken to be atomistic and propositional and it is a matter of debate 
whether representational schemes should be so. See Thagard, “Frames, Knowledge and Inference.”

** Minslg^, “A Framework for Representing Knowledge.”
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example, the schema for the concept “buy” will have the variables “purchaser,” “seller,” 

“money,” “merchandise,” and “bargaining” (which are in their turn sub-schemata), 

together with associated knowledge about these variables, e.g., that the purchaser and the 

seller are people.

The main difference between fiames and schemata is that the latter has an active 

dimension: it is developed and refined during the process o f  interpretation. In order to 

explain this active feature o f schemata, Rumelhart draws an analogy between schemata and 

theories: “The process of comprehension is very much like the process o f constructing a 

theoiy, testing it against the data currently available, and as more data become available, 

specifying the theory fiirther, that is, refining the default values ... If  the account becomes 

sufficiently strained, it is given up and a  new one constructed, or alternatively, if  a new 

theory presents itself that obviously gives a more cogent account, the old one can be 

dropped and the new one accepted.

Hence, in this account, the process o f interpretation is best understood as one in 

which the schemata that are activated while reading a text are evaluated, refined, and/or 

discarded.

As regards the interpretation o f  narrative texts, “scripts,” “plans,” and “goals” have 

proved to be particularly useful in representing background knowledge.^® In particular, 

Samet and Shank have claimed these knowledge-structures to  be central for judgments o f  

narrative coherence.^^ A script is a packet of information that contains representations o f a 

set o f  events types that typically occur together in a  more or less fixed order. For instance, 

the “restaurant script” is arranged in the form of a  series o f  scenes: the entering scene, the 

ordering scene, the paying scene, and so on. When we hear or read a story about a  

restaurant, we do not have to make low-level inferences about what restaurants are for, 

what the consequences of entering in such a  place are, etc. O ur restaurant script is activated 

and serves as a  skeleton conceptualization whose slots only need to be filled in. For 

example, consider (30):

Rumelhart, “Schemata: The Building Blocks of Cognition ” p. 44. 

^  See Shank and Abelson, Scripts, Plans, Goals, and Understanding. 

See Samet and Shank, “Coherence and Connectivity.”
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(30) Larry went into a restaurant The baked salmon sounded good and he ordered 

it^^

According to Samet and Schank, there are several readings o f (30) that are not even 

entertained: that the bake salmons sang well and Larry therefore decided to eat one, or that 

there is one specific salmon that appealed to Larry (as opposed to a certain type o f dish). 

The reason why this is so is that the restaurant script, once it is activated, provides a key as 

to what inferences paths are worth pursuing. In addition to  scripts, Samet and Shank claim 

that plans and goals are particularly relevant for explaining how we make a coherent 

interpretation o f a narrative text.

Plans and goals are data structures that cormect some o f the specific events 

described as actions taken in pursuit o f an end state. That is, when presented with texts 

such as (31), the reader constructs a representation o f the character’s goal, what plans are 

used to achieve those goals, and how the various goals interact. What controls this 

inferential process is the set of expectations that are triggered by precomputed plans for 

fiequently occurring goals.

(31) Thelma was hungry. She looked for the Michelin Guide, and eventually ended

up at Lutece’s.

The process of interpretation o f (31) is then explained as follows: hearing that 

Thelma is hungry leads to a particular goal-ascription, e.g., to be in a  state o f non-hunger, 

and once a goal has been hypothesized, subsequent event descriptions are interpreted as 

referring to implementations of a plan to reach this goal.^^

These several knowledge-structures (frames, schemata, scripts, plans and goals) 

provide an explanation o f how world-knowledge interacts with linguistic knowledge so as 

to enable a coherent interpretation o f  a text As it was argued, the main problem that an 

accoxmt of the contribution o f world-knowledge to discourse interpretation must face is

” lbid., p . 68.

”  Ibid., p . 75.
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that o f deterniining the relevant representation o f knowledge that is required for discourse 

interpretation. Knowledge-structures help cut down the size o f  the problem by directing the 

inferential process through the relevant paths. They do not provide a solution to the 

problem, since far too many schemata, frames, or scripts can be activated by a  single tex t 

To be sure, other constraints on the use o f  world-knowledge are needed if the inferential 

process is not to get out of hand. In addition, these knowledge-structures play a limited role 

in interpretation, since they do not help readers deal with non-stereotypical situations.^^ 

Notwithstanding their limitations, they help to explain how  readers are able to make the 

inferences needed to arrive at a coherent interpretation o f a  text.

4. A RELEVANCE CRITIQUE TO COHERENCE-BASED APPROACHES TO
DISCOURSE

The diverse coherence-based approaches to discourse interpretation that we have 

examined so far have been sharply criticized by relevance theorists. According to 

relevance approaches to discourse, it is relevance, and not coherence, the basic notion in a 

theory o f discourse interpretation. In their view, coherence is only a derivative notion that 

must be understood within the framework o f a relevance theory o f discourse. In order to 

assess the force o f the critique o f  relevance theorists to coherentist approaches to discourse 

interpretation, I will proceed as follows. First, I shall very briefly review the core theses o f 

relevance theory. Next, I will examine the main objections that relevance theorists have 

addressed against coherence theories o f  discourse. Then, I w ill explain relevance theorists’ 

conception o f coherence. I shall conclude this section by claiming that, although relevance 

approaches to discourse have rightly pointed out some o f  the shortcomings o f current 

coherence-based theories o f discourse, they have failed to show that a theory o f  discourse 

inteipretation can dispense with the notion o f discourse coherence.

4.1. The Relevance Theory o f Discourse Interpretation

In their splendid book Relevance: Communication and  Cognition, Dan Sperber and 

Deindre Wilson set out the main theses o f the relevance theory o f discourse

94 See Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 250.
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interpretation.^^ This theory develops from a basic assumption about human cognition, to 

wit, the claim that human cognition tends to be geared to the maximization o f  relevance. 

The notion o f  relevance is defined in terms of “cognitive effects” and “processing effort.” 

That is, when processing information, people generally aim to bring about the greatest 

improvement o f their overall representation of the world — the greater “contextual effects”- 

for the least cost in processing.

Contextual effects are achieved when newly presented informatie", interacts with a 

context o f existing assumptions in one of three ways; by strengthening an existing 

assumption, by contradicting and eliminating an existing assmnption, or by combining 

with an existing assumption to yield a contextual implication. The greater the contextual 

effects, the greater the relevance. However, the computation o f contextual effects costs 

some mental effort. This effort depends on three factors: the linguistic complexity of the 

utterance, the accessibility o f the context, and the inferential effort needed to compute the 

contextual effects of the utterance in the chosen context. Each increment in processing 

effort detracts from overall relevance, so that the smaller the processing effort, the greater 

its relevance. Let us see now with an example the notion o f relevance that is proposed in 

this framework.^^ Consider a context consisting o f  assumptions (32a-c):

(32) (a) People who are getting married should consult a doctor about possible 

hereditary risks to their children.

(b) Two people both o f whom have thalassemia should be warned against 

having children.

(c) Susan has thalassemia.

Consider now (33) and (34):

(33) Susan, who has thalassemia, is getting married to Bill.

(34) Bill, who has thalassemia, is getting married to Susan.

See Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, Multiple reviews of Relevance appeared in Behavioral caul 
Brain Sciences, n. 10 (4), 1987, and ^^n d  and Language, n. 4, 1989.

^  See Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, pp. 125-127.
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Both have some contextual effect in context (32). In particular, both carry the 

contextual implication (35).

(35) Susan and Bill should consult a doctor about possible hereditary lisks.

However, (34) has also the contextual implication (36), which (33) !a:ks:

(36) Susan and Bill should be warned against having children.

Hence, (34) is more relevant than (33). To illustrate how relevance is affected by 

the processing effort, compare (34) with (37):

(37) Bill, who has thalassemia, is getting married to Susan, and 1967 was a great

year for French Wines.

When (34) and (37) are processed in the context (32), they have the same 

contextual effects: the extra-information conveyed by (37) is unrelated to the context and 

has no contextual effect whatsoever. However, this information requires some processing 

effort. Thus, (37) is less relevant than (32), which achieves the same contextual effects 

with a  smaller processing effort.

According to the relevance theory, there is a single criterion that governs the 

interpretation o f  discourse: the “principle o f relevance.” According to this principle, every 

act o f communication communicates a presumption of its own optimal relevance. Sperber 

and Wilson define “optimal relevance” as follows:

An utterance on a given interpretation is optimally relevant if  and only if:

(a) it achieves enough effects to be worth the addressee’s attention;

(b) it puts the hearer to no gratuitous effort in achieving those effects.

This criterion of interpretation is claimed to be powerful enough to exclude all but 

at most a single possible interpretation, among the several interpretations that are 

compatible w ith the linguistic data. These interpretations, it is claimed, are not equally 

accessible to the hearer. Hence, as follows fix>m clause (b) of the definition, the first
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interpretation tested and found consistent with the principle of relevance is the only 

interpretation consistent with such a principle. How is such an interpretation arrived at?

According to the relevance theory, the hearer starts with a small irutial context, e.g., 

the context o f  the previous utterances. Then, she computes the contextual effects o f the 

utterance in this context: i f  these are not enough to make the utterance worth his attention, 

he expands the context, getting more effects, and repeats this process xmtil she has enough 

effects to make the utterance optimally relevant in a way the speaker cculd have foreseen. 

Thus, it is an essential feature of this account o f interpretation that the context is not given, 

but has to be constructed as part o f the interpretation process under the guidance o f the 

principle o f  relevance. It is failure to see that this is so that makes coherence theories 

untenable -s o  the argument goes- as theories o f discourse interpretation. Let us now 

examine the main objections that relevance theorists have addressed against coherence 

theories o f discourse.

42* Some Problems with the Coherence Approach to Discourse

In a  number o f works, the relevance theorists Blakemore, Blass, Sperber, and 

Wilson, have formulated several arguments against the various coherence-based 

approaches to  discourse that have been presented before. More specifically, they have 

focused on topic-based theories o f discourse and coherence relations approach, with some 

remarks on the mental models th eo ry N o n e th e less , they intend their critique to have 

force against all versions o f the coherence theory.

(i) The Relevance Critique to Topic-based Theories o f  Discourse Coherence

Three main criticisms have been raised against topic-oriented theories o f  discourse 

interpretation. First, it has been argued that the notion o f  topic is neither necessary nor 

sufficient for textuality. There are well-formed conversations that are not approachable in

^  See Blakemore, “The Organization of Discourse”; Blass, Relevance Relations in Discotirse and 
“Are There Logical Relations in a Text?” Wilson, “Discourse, Coherence and Relevance: A Reply 
to Rachel Giora”; and Wilson and Matsui, “Recent Approaches to Bridging: Truth, Coherence, 
Relevance.”
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tenns of topic. For example, Blass argues that although (38) does not exhibit topic- 

continuity, it is clearly appropriate.

(38) A: What are you doing after eight o ’clock?

B: Marceline: Let’s talk about business.

Second, relevance theorists have claimed that the identification o f topic depends not 

only on the content, as coherence theories seem to imply, but also on the context. Thus, the 

notions o f “topic” and “aboutness,” which topic-oriented theories o f  coherence appeal to, 

have to be explained in contextual terms. Some proponents o f topic-oriented theories o f  

discourse have been aware o f this fact. For example, V an Dijk points out that a topic can 

only be identified given certain items o f  world-knowledge.^* The problem is to give an 

accoimt o f  how hearers/readers select from their total knowledge chunks the particular 

information that they bring to bear on the interpretation process. Since the context is not 

given, but chosen, we need some kind o f constraint on context selection; and, it is claimed, 

no theory o f  coherence has given an account o f  how such a selection should be made. 

Relevance theorists claim that it is a  criterion o f  relevance that determines how the right 

context is chosen, and, thus, whether a discourse exhibits topic unity, that is, coherence. 

Hence, ultimately, topic-relevance, as a condition o f  coherence, is derivable from a 

relevance theory o f discourse interpretation.^

Last, and closely related to the previous point, Deirdre Wilson has claimed that 

consistency with the principle o f  relevance sheds more light on our intuitions o f 

acceptability/unacceptability than appeal to local or global coherence, as these notions are 

understood in a  topic-oriented framework, such as the theory that is defended by Rachel 

Giora.*®® Moreover, Wilson claims that intuitions of local and global coherence may be 

straightforwardly captured by using the machinery of relevance theory. Hence, coherence

See Van Dijk, Text and Context, pp. 93 ff.

”  That topic relevance is a derivative notion of relevance, as understood by Sperber and Wilson, is 
argued in Relevance, pp. 216-217.
** Rachel Giora claimed that relevance theory cannot account for the speaker’s intuitions of 
coherence in “Discourse Coherence and the Theory o f Relevance: Stumbling Blocks in Search of a 
Unified Theory.” Deirdre Wilson replied in “Discourse, coherence and relevance: A reply to 
Rachel Giora.” For Giora’s reply see: “Discourse Coherence is an Independent Notion: A Reply to 
Deirdre Wilson.”
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is a notion that a  theory o f  discourse can dispense with. S he illustrates her claims by means 

of the following examples.

(39) Bill, who has thalassemia, is getting married to  Susan, and 1967 was a great 

year for French wines.

(40) Bill, who has thalassemia, is getting married to Susan. Both he and Susan told 

me that 1967 was a great year for French wines.

Wilson points out that, in many circumstances, these discourses are both irrelevant 

and unacceptable. Their iinacceptability -so  her argument goes- has to do with wasted 

effort in processing them, and not with the fact that their segments are unrelated. One can 

think o f  contexts in which those segments would be intuitively related, and still, they will 

be judged as unacceptable and irrelevant, e.g., (41).

(41) a. When people get married, it’s usual to give a  present.

b. A crate o f wine is a suitable wedding present

c. The best present is one that pleases the recipient.

In this context, the discourse segments o f (41) would be intuitively related. 

However, this discourse will be imacceptable. She argues that relevance can explain both 

intuitions. On the one hand, the discourse will be intuitively related because the 

inteipretation o f the first segment makes a difference to the relevance o f the second: that is, 

different effects are achieved when the second segment is processed in the initial context 

than when it is processed in the initial context supplemented by the interpretation of the 

first segment. On the other hand, this discourse is unacceptable because it is inconsistent 

with the principle o f relevance: the information that Bill has thalassemia is irrelevant in 

this context.

Wilson claims, along the same lines, that intuitions o f global coherence are also 

better explained within a relevance fiiamework than within a topic-based theory, like the 

one proposed by Giora, What is crucial to judgments o f acceptability - i t  is argued- is the 

contextual information, and not the discourse topic. The comprehensibility or 

incomprehensibility o f a text depends on whether the required contexttial information is 

accessible, rather than on the existence of a discourse topic. Topics are important to
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comprehension only to the extent that they make such information accessible. But a text 

would be equally comprehensible if  the required contextual information were made 

accessible in some other way. Hence, Wilson concludes, topic-relevance, as a condition o f  

coherence, is a derivative notion, that has to be explained in the context o f a relevance 

theory of discourse interpretation,

(ii) The Relevance Critique to the Coherence Relations Approach to Discourse 

Coherence

Relevance theorists have argued that discourse interpretation cannot be explained 

either in terms o f coherence relations. They give three reasons for their claim. First, if  

utterance interpretation merely consisted in the discovery o f  coherence relations among the 

sentences in the text, then, single-clause utterances and discourse-initial utterances would 

not be interpretable at all. For example, the discourse o f  (42), discussed by Blakemore, 

does not exhibit any coherence relation, but it would be perfectly inteipretable, and 

appropriate, in some contexts.

(42) Trespassers will be prosecuted.

Second, coherence relations are neither necessary nor sufficient for textuality. That 

coherence relations are not even necessary for textuality is claimed on the basis o f 

examples like (43), in which each o f  the sentences stands in a coherence relation with the 

preceding one and yet the result is non-sense.

(43) Amos, a blue-eyed Friesian, who has a sister in Kenya, went there on 

safari. One of the elephants was just about to give birth and stepped on a 

blade o f  grass when Amos decided to eat a mango. There are onions, 

mangoes and bowls from China in the markets o f Kenya. Enamel bowls have 

pretty patterns but are more expensive than clay pots. Amos enjoys watching 

Kenyan women cany pots in  their heads.
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Coherence relations are not sufficient for textuality either. If they were sufficient, 

we would not be able to distinguish (44), which is well formed, from (45), which is not, 

even though both exhibit what Hobbs calls an “elaboration relation.”*®’

(44) Help, Help.

(45) A box o f cornflakes. A  box of cornflakes, please. A box o f  cornflakes, please...

As Blass points out, it is possible to think of a context in which both examples 

would be appropriate. However, the reason for the repetition would be apparent only in the 

circumstances in which the text is produced. Hence, it cannot be explained on the basis of 

coherence alone. What these examples show is that in order to give an adequate account of 

appropriateness and inappropriateness we must turn to context.

The relevance o f context for judgments of acceptability, as opposed to their 

explanation in terms of coherence relations, is corroborated by examples like (46). In this 

example, we have a text that exhibits a coherence relation -the second sentence is “an 

elaboration” o f the first one, according to Hobbs’ taxonomy. Such a text - i t  is argued- can 

be appropriate in a context and inappropriate in another. While it is appropriate as part of 

an autobiography, it is inappropriate as part of a curriculum vitae.

(46) I was bom in Lower Hutt, New Zeeland. It used to be a dormitory suburb of

Wellington, but is now a busy town with high-rise office blocks.*®^

Last, it is argued that referential ambiguity cannot be accounted for on a  coherence- 

based approach, for there are contexts in which the intended inteipretation is not the one 

that maintains the coherence with the preceding text, such as (47).

(47) A: What did Susan say?

B: You’ve dropped your purse.

Examples (44) and (45) are discussed by Blass in Relevance Relations in Discourse, pp. 18-19. 

Blakemore, “The Organization of Discourse,” p. 234.
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Example (47) has two possible interpretations: i : could be either a report of Susan’s 

assertion or an assertion by B that A  has dropped his pursue. Only the first interpretation 

maintains coherence relations, but this utterance would be  often intended and successfully 

understood as conveying the alternative interpretation. Hence, coherence relations do not 

provide a satisfactory criterion o f evaluation o f  discourse interpretations.

(in) The Relevance Critique and the M ental Models Theory o f  Discourse 

Coherence

The relevance critique to the mental models theory o f  discourse interpretation bears 

again on the notion of context. Johnson-Laird argues that mental models are only partially 

derived from what is semantically encoded, and have to be enriched with contextual 

assumptions, that is, the hearer uses context to construct a  coherent mental model. For 

relevance theorists, this view o f the role o f context in interpretation is fundamentally 

misguided. The role of context is not that o f merely helping the reader/hearer to establish 

coherence relations in the mental model o f discourse any more than it is to establish 

coherence relations between segments o f  a  text. In contrast, it is argued, the choice o f 

context, and hence the interpretation o f discourse, is determined by the aim o f  achieving 

relevance.’®̂

Thus, as has been shown, relevance theorists claim that whether a discourse makes 

sense cannot be explained in terms o f  topic-continuity. Neither can it be understood -they 

argue- by appeal to coherence relations or mental models. Then, how should we explain 

the speaker’s intuitions o f  coherence? Let us now examine the notion o f  discourse 

coherence that is proposed by relevance theorists.

4 J . The Notion of Coherence in Relevance Theory

According to the relevance theory what “making sense” involves is the recognition 

of relevance relations between texts and contexts. A text is coherent if  the set o f contextual 

assumptions used in the interpretation o f an utterance are made available by the preceding

See Blass, “Are There Logical Relations in a Text?” p. 92; and Blakemore, “The Organization 
of Discourse,” p. 232.
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discourse. If  the preceding discourse does not make contextual assumptions accessible for 

a new utterance, then, the hearer will not be able to see any connection, and the discourse 

will seem incoherent*®^ For example, in this approach, what makes (38) intuitively 

connected is that, despite the fact that there are no coherence relations linking the 

sentences, and despite the apparent disparity of topic, the hearer needs to make crucial use 

of the information derived from the interpretation o f  the first sentence. In contrast, 

examples such as (48), it is argued, are intuitively uncoimected because the information 

made accessible by (48A) makes no contribution to the context in which (48B) is 

processed.

(48) A: Tomatoes have been cheap this year, haven’t they?

B: Look who’s coming.

Hence, it is argued, the coherence of a discourse is a by-product of its relevance: 

the result o f the hearer’s search for relevance. When discourse is perceived as coimected, 

those intuitions can be illuminated by a relevance framework. In cases in which discourse, 

although appropriate, is perceived as lacking coimectedness, those intuitions of 

unacceptability and uncoimectedness are also explained by appeal to the principle of 

relevance. What guides discourse interpretation is the presumption o f relevance, and not an 

assumption of coherence. Discourse is interpreted as being connected only when the hearer 

finds that this is the most relevant way o f interpreting it. It is thus, relevance, and not 

coherence, they claim, the principle that explains discourse interpretation.

4.4. The Relevance C ritique to Coherence Theories of Discourse Examined

Is relevance all that matters to discourse interpretation? The foregoing criticisms to 

the diverse coherence-based theories o f  discourse may be summarized in the following 

three argtiments:

(i) Coherence is neither necessary nor sufficient fo r  the well-formedness o f 

discourse. The relevance theory better explains intuitions of acceptability than the 

coherence theory does. There are perfectly acceptable texts, which are nonetheless

104 See Blakemore, “The Organization of Discourse,” pp. 241-242.
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incoherent By the same token, there are some discourses that, even though they satisfy the 

conditions o f  coherence, are unacceptable.

(ii) Coherence-hosed theories do not give a right account o f  the role o f  context in  

interpretation. Relevant theorists argue that coherence-based theories underestimate the 

role that contextual factors and inferential processes play in discourse interpretation. The 

view according to which there are only a few gaps in the text that the hearer can fill by 

applying some coherence-based strategy is fundamentally distorted. The role o f  context in 

comprehension is more fundamental than the gap-filling talk may suggest. The problem 

with coherence-based approaches is that they look for coimections primarily at the level o f  

content, thus, missing the real factors that account for discourse coimectivity. As Blass puts 

it, “What is lacking in these approaches is an adequate notion of context, and the relation 

between text and context.”*®̂

(iii) Coherence is not the m ain criterion o f  discourse interpretation, but it is ju s t a  

derivative notion. What guides the process o f interpretation is not the search for coherence, 

but the search for relevance. Principles o f coherence are used in this process only as a  

result o f the hearer/reader search for the interpretation that yields more contextual effects 

with less processing effort. In addition, the criterion o f evaluation o f interpretations is not 

coherence, but consistency with the principle o f relevance. For only this criterion singles 

out one interpretation among the several interpretations that are compatible with the 

linguistic data. Thus, the process and the product o f  interpretation must be explained not in 

a coherentist framework, but rather in a relevance-based one.

The foregoing arguments raise exceedingly important issues about the nature o f  

interpretation and the notion o f  coherence to which it is bound. These are, respectively: 1. 

The relation between coherence and judgments o f intelligibility and acceptability; 2. The 

relation between context and coherence, that is, the extent to which coherence depends on 

linguistic or extra-linguistic factors; 3. The relation between coherence and rationality in 

interpretation. Let us consider the bearing o f the foregoing arguments on these three 

controversial issues.

105 Blass, Relevance Relations in Discourse, pp. 19-20.
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First, as we have seen, a main strategy for arguing against coherence theories has 

been to present examples in which our intuitions o f acceptability/appropriateness and 

intelligibility differ from our intuitions about the degree o f  connectivity o f the discourse. 

However, one may wonder why these cases are supposed to be coimter-examples to a 

coherentist account of discourse. To start with, coherence theories have not claimed that 

only coherence can explain discourse interpretation. Thus, nothing prevents a particular 

discourse from being interpreted on the basis on non-coherentist criteria, e.g., to keep one’s 

wallet under control, in example (48). The problem is, however, to give a satisfactory 

account of the limits of coherence in the interpretation o f discourse, and o f how criteria of 

coherence are related to other criteria o f  interpretatiorL

In addition, there is no reason why the most coherent discourse should also be the 

most appropriate one, or the most acceptable. One thing is for a discourse to make sense, 

and a different one, is for it to be appropriate in a particular context. Moreover, as we have 

seen, it is a controversial issue whether coherence should be straightforwardly equated 

with comprehensibility. On the contrary, as has been suggested, the understandability o f a 

discourse is a much broader notion than that of coherence.*®^ Surely, there are interesting 

connections between both notions. It is a main objective o f  a theory o f  coherence to give 

an account o f how these notions relate to each other.

Second, relevance theories have highlighted the extent to which discourse 

coherence depends on contextual factors. Coherence theorists have been aware o f  this fact 

in varying degrees, and some o f them have emphasized the role that context plays in our 

judgments o f coherence. As we have seen, virtually all discourse theorists claim that the 

reader needs to make inferences from non-linguistic knowledge to arrive at any 

interpretation at all, let alone, at a coherent one. However, there are some problems with 

the coherentist story about how world-knowledge interacts with linguistic knowledge in 

discourse interpretation. First, there is no unitary and complete account o f the nature and 

kinds o f  inferences that lead interpreters to build a context in which the coherence o f a  text 

can be assessed. And second, coherence theories still owe us a good explanation o f how 

readers select the relevant extra-linguistic knowledge that is necessary to reach a  coherent

See Hobbs, “Why is Discourse Coherent?” pp. 33-34; and Reinhart, “Conditions of Text- 
Coherence,” pp. 161-162.
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inteipretation of a text This is a  reason, I believe, not to abandon coherence theories bu t to  

make the notion of context a central part o f a theory o f discourse coherence. That is , a  

theory o f discourse coherence must be complemented with a theory o f context-construction 

and context-selection. Relevance theory can provide us with extremely valuable insights as 

to how such a theory may be developed.

Last, one may wonder why, given that coherentist approaches to d iscourse 

interpretation do not provide a  satisfactory account o f  context, as opposed to re levance 

theories, and once it has been recognized that such an account is crucial in a  theory o f  

discourse interpretation, one should still insist in making coherence a central notion in  

discourse interpretation. The reason why this is so is related to some assumptions about th e  

ultimate goals o f the interpretative activity, as well as about the nature o f interpretation. A t 

bottom, the choice between a relevance-based framework and a coherence-based one is  a  

choice about what concept o f rationality we take to lie behind the activity o f  interpretation. 

From the point of view o f the relevance theory, the ultimate goal o f cognition is th e  

efficient processing of information. Thus, the model o f  rationality-efficiency is the o n e  

upon which the concept o f interpretation is modeled

As opposed to this view o f cognition and communication, one can see cognition a s  

an activity that is directed towards the goal o f achieving understanding. As Moravcsik h a s  

argued, humans should be seen as “/iomo explanans and not primarily as mere information 

processors.” It is because we seek understanding that we engage in the activity o f  

interpretation in the first place. From this point o f view, the rationality-efficiency model is 

not appropriate for explaining the nature o f interpretation.^®* Relevance, defined in term s

107

lOS

Moravcsik, Thought and Language, p, 213.

Another argument to the effect that the conception of rationality that is presupposed in Sperber 
and Wilson’s framework is not adequate has been provided by Cummings. She argues that a 
scientist view -intrinsic to logical positivism- pervades the relevance theory. This leads Sperber 
and Wilson to put forward a reductionist analysis of the main notions of their theory, most 
importantly, o f the notion of relevance. And, she writes, “in proposing a reductionist account o f 
relevance, a notion which is operative within rationality in general, Sperber and Wilson are in 
effect advocating a reductionist approach to rationality” (p. 7). See Cummings, “The Scientific 
Reductionism of Relevance Theory: The Lesson frum Logical Positivism.” Putting together this 
view with what has been said so far, one may add that Sperber and Wilson’s view of rationality is 
reductionist in two ways. First, because it considers rationality only as a standard that regulates 
means-ends relations, tiiat is, as instrumental rationality. And second, because it restricts the ends 
that one may rationally consider worth pursuing to one single end, namely, the efficient processing 
of information.
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of cognitive effects and processing effort, cannot be the only principle that guides 

interpretation. Surely, in some contexts of interpretation, it suffices to arrive at an 

interpretation that allows us to improve our representation o f the world for the least 

processing effort. But in most cases, we do not stop the process of interpretation at this 

point. That is, we do not regard relevance (in the Sperber and Wilson’s sense) as the 

ultimate criterion o f evaluation o f  interpretations. At least, this is surely /:e case for 

conscious processes o f textual interpretation to which the relevance principle is also 

intended to be applied."®

Hence, it is because a main goal of interpretation is to seek understanding and 

explanation, and not simply to process information as efficiently as possible, that a theory 

o f discourse should give a  prominent place to the notion of coherence, given that this 

notion, as many have argued, is closely bound to those o f  explanation and 

understanding."* Still, it is necessary to clarify which notion of coherence should function

Several authors have criticized Sperber and Wilson*s notion of relevance on the grounds that it 
is unduly restrictive. Gorayska and Lindsay argue that the ordinary sense of relevance is primarily 
one that denotes a relation between means and ends. While Sperber and Wilson have managed to 
locate one goal, the goal of cognition, and have explained in detail how this goal affects 
comprehension, there are many more goals and many more ways to achieve those goals than those 
specified by the “narrow” analysis proposed by Sperber and Wilson. See Goroayska and Lindsay, 
“The Roots of Relevance.” Similarly, Bergs argues that the “relevant” relevance is “usefulness with 
regard to the conversational goals or objectives of the conversation” (“The Relevant Relevance,” p. 
412), Sperber and Wilson’s theory of relevance is inappropriate in that the extent of contextual 
effects on the basis of which the relevance of a proposition is supposed to be determined is in no 
way tempered by the specific objectives of the conversation. That is, there is no way to limit the 
contextual effects that determine relevance to those that are useful for achieving one’s 
conversational goals. “It is -he writes- as if our one and only goal in life were to amass mounds of 
infonnation, as economically as possible” (ibid., p. 419). Walker makes a similar point. He argues 
that Sperber and Wilson depart from ordinary usage in just the wrong direction, by making 
relevance a wholly cognitive notion. Our ordinary notion is closely tied to what people’s interests 
are. He writes: “It is true that we are, as Sperber and Wilson say, information-processing devices, 
but it is clearly false that is all we are, and that we are simply interested in amassing more and more 
information for its own sake. The information we want must generally be subservient to our 
purposes.” (Walker, “Multiple Review. Relevance: Communication and Cognition,” p. 155).

See Sperber and Wilson, Relevance, p. 75: “The model of inferential communication and the 
notion of relevance we are developing are not tied to any particular form of inference. We assume, 
for instance, that the lengthy and highly self-conscious processes of textual interpretation that 
religious or literary scholars engage in are governed just as much by considerations of relevance as 
is spontaneous utterance comprehension.”

*** That coherence is a notion closely related to that of explanation has been a central tenet of the 
theories of explanatory coherence in epistemology and philosophy of science, see, among others, 
Bartelborth, “Coherence and Explanations,” pp. 209-224; Harman, Change in View; and Thagard, 
“Explanatory Coherence,” pp. 435-467. For a review and discussion of the main tenets of the 
theory of explanatory coherence, see chapter 4. For the relation between explanation.
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as a criterion o f interpretation, as well as how contextual factors should be incorporated 

into a  coherentist theory o f interpretation. It also remains to be explained how the notion o f  

discourse rationality fiom which discourse coherence stems should be characterized. Thus, 

a theory of coherence should give an account o f  the several issues that the analysis o f  the 

debate between coherence and relevance approaches has brought to light. The relevance 

critique to the coherence theory does not show the untenability o f the coherentist 

framework, but it does indicate some o f the problems that a theory o f discourse coherence 

needs to confront for it to be a plausible theory o f  discourse interpretation. I shall conclude 

this chapter by examining the extent to which the coherence theories o f discourse that w e 

have examined here have the resources for successfully addressing these problems.

5. COHERENCE-BASED TH EO RIES O F DISCOURSE REV ISITED : 
COHERENCE, CONTEXT, AND RA TIO N A LITY

The relevance critique to coherence theories o f  discourse brings to light some 

questions that a theory o f discourse coherence has to give an account of. In light o f  this 

critique, we may conclude that a coherence-based account o f discourse interpretation needs 

to give an answer to the following questions:

1. What is discourse coherence? What are the criteria that an interpretation (as a  

product) should meet in order to be coherent? To ascertain these criteria, it will have to be 

determined how cohesion, consistency, and the several kinds of semantic and pragmatic 

connectivity that contribute to coherence relate to each other. In so doing, the relation

understanding, and coherence, and their connection with the goal of cognition, see Moravcsik, 
Thought and Language, pp. 205-212,

That understanding is closely related to coherence is often recognized in the philosophical 
literature on understanding, although the connection is left more often than not implicit. The 
relevance of coherence to understanding has been explicitly argued for by Copper. In Cooper’s 
view, it is the very ingredients of connectivity and coherence which make understanding worthy of 
pursuit as an intellectual goal (See Cooper, “Understanding”)- According to Cooper, we have 
understanding “when we relate or connect bits of knowledge with other bits in a more or less 
coherent whole” (ibid, p. 3). Understanding, he writes, “involves grasping together (com
prehending) and seeing together (‘syn-optic’) the state of affairs or the truth or whatever in all its 
significant connections” (ibid„ p. 5). Osterman argues for a “coherence theory of understanding” in 
Osterman, “Is There a General Theory of Understanding?” According to Osterman, coherence is 
the core element of understanding. In this view, “understanding X” is a question of “being able to 
see X as a coherent whole, or of being able to relate X to some coherent whole” (ibid., p. 35). On 
the relation between coherence and understanding in the context of discourse theory, see Bokay, 
“Understanding, Text, and Coherence.”
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between coherence and other notions of discourse theory, such as plausibility, 

appropriateness, or intelligibility, needs to be examined and clarified.

2. How does the process o f  interpretation work in a  coherentist framework, namely, 

how does the interpreter manage to understand a  text in a  coherent way? The ability to 

construct and select an appropriate context is pivotal for the success c f  the interpretative 

activity. In the examination o f such a process o f contextualization two notions seem to be 

crucial: inference and relevance. Thus, a  coherentist account of interpretation will have to 

explain how these three notions relate to each other.

3. Why should coherence play such a relevant role in a theory o f  interpretation? A 

defense o f a coherence-based theory o f  discourse must include an account o f the relation 

between coherence and rationality in discourse interpretation.

Now, do current coherence theories o f  discourse interpretation provide a 

satisfactory answer to these questions? Let us take up each o f  these questions in turn.

5.1. Coherence and Incoherence in Discourse Theory

In this chapter, we have examined different approaches to the problem of defining 

the notion of discourse coherence. This problem has been addressed by (i) distinguishing 

coherence from other notions, such as cohesion, appropriateness, plausibility, or 

understandability; (ii) examining different views on the sources of coherence in discourse; 

and (iii) distinguishing several types o f coherence that are relevant to discourse 

inteipretation. By addressing these issues, current coherence theories go a long way 

towards meeting the challenge o f  developing an adequate notion of coherence. 

Nonetheless, I shall argue, further insights on the nature o f  discourse coherence would be 

achieved if  we approached the problem of providing a technical notion o f coherence by 

analyzing the notion of “incoherence.” This strategy is suggested, but not fully developed, 

in the coherentist literature. In addition, I shall argue that the different views on discourse 

coherence, and some of the kinds o f discourse coherence that are distinguished in the 

literature, properly construed, should not be seen as alternative theories o f discourse 

coherence, but as complementary views that focus on partial aspects o f discourse
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coherence. Hence, a full account o f  discourse coherence would require the integration o f  

these different dimensions into a unified theory.

(i) On Coherence, Cohesion, and Other Notions. Most discourse theorists agree tha t 

cohesion does not amount to coherence, even if they disagree on the extent to w hich 

cohesion is necessary for coherence. Whereas some claim that a text may be coherent even 

if  it is not cohesive, others contend that cohesion is a necessary feature o f  coherence (a t 

least o f “explicit coherence”). A n interesting approach to this problem may be that o f  

focusing on the relevance o f  cohesive marks o f  “incoherence.” From this point o f  view , 

marks o f no-cohesion result in incoherence or at least impair the coherence o f  the text. F or 

instance, Enkvist gives the following example o f  syntactic evidence o f  non-coherence:

(49) Susie went to London. Peter had known him for a long time.112

“Susie” and “him” disagree in gender. I f  we replace “him” by “her,” the coherence 

o f the text is restored. As we saw, in his view, the relationship between coherence and 

other notions such as consistency or plausibility is also clarified if we consider how they 

bear on judgments o f incoherence. Consider:

(50) I have a blue-eyed wife. She has brown eyes.” ^

(51) Q: Are there any interesting paintings here?

A: The use o f oblique angles, it keeps the walls from falling over us."^

Lack o f  consistency (50) or plausibility (51) seriously impairs the coherence o f a  

text. When explicit evidence o f  connectivity or non-connectivity is lacking, it is the 

interpreter, Enkvist says, who needs to interpret the message so as to make it 

“pragmatically coherent” In a similar way, Reinhart suggests, as we have seen, that texts 

which lack explicit coherence may be shown to be “implicitly coherent,” through the 

application o f  special procedures by the interpreter.

Enkvist, “Coherence, Pseudo-Coherence, and Non-Coherence,” p. 115. 

Ibid.,p. 121.
114 Glanzberg, “Context and Discourse,” p. 364.
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The debate over the relationship between coherence and other related notions in 

discourse theory, and the distinctions that Enkvist and Reinhart draw regarding this 

connection, brings to light two important features of coherence: (a) coherence is a gradual 

notion;^ and (b) there is a  variety o f sources o f coherence. On one extreme o f the scale, 

we have those rare texts on which almost no procedure can impose any kind o f coherence. 

The foregoing examples may be taken to illustrate this extreme of the scale. On the other 

extreme, we have those texts in which the syntax, the semantics, and the pragmatics are in 

order. In between the extremes, we have those texts which exhibit different degrees of 

coherence depending on whether there is lack o f cohesion (or even evidence o f non

cohesion), or whether some semantic or pragmatic condition is violated. In these cases, the 

coherence o f the text will depend on whether the interpreter manages to interpret it in a 

way that makes sense. From this point of view, and elaborating on Reinhart’s suggestion, 

there are two main objectives for a theory of coherence. First, it should identify the sources 

o f coherence, that is, the syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic means on which the degree of 

coherence o f a text depends. And second, it should give an account o f the interpretative 

procedures that restore or establish the coherence o f a text.

(ii) Sources o f Coherence. As regards the first objective for a theory o f  discourse 

coherence -the  identification o f sources of coherence- in this chapter we have reviewed a 

number o f different views on what, beyond cohesion, constitutes discourse coherence. 

Different theorists present their views as if  they were in opposition with one another. 

However, if we pursue, as suggested above, a liberal strategy with regard to the sources of 

coherence, there seems to be no need to choose among the different theories o f  discourse 

coherence that are proposed in the literature. These theories may be rather seen as 

complementary. Each of these theories may be viewed as focusing on one of the different 

factors that contribute to discourse coherence. The different views on coherence that we 

have examined may be seen as identifying means that contribute to the coherence o f  a text, 

beyond the syntactic resources. Mental models and topic-based theories focus on the 

semantic sources of coherence. Relational approaches o f  coherence identify semantic and 

pragmatic means of coherence construction. The intentional approach focuses on the 

pragmatic sources. The same may be said of the heuristic approach, even if there is an

For a number of papers that address the scalar or gradual nature of coherence, see Bublitz, Lenk, 
and Ventola (eds.). Coherence in Spoken and written discourse^ section II: “How to Negotiate 
Coherence: Degrees of Coherence.”
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important distinction between this approach and the intentional one. The distinction is 

more clearly seen if  we consider yet another distinction, to  wit, the distinction between 

rhetoric and dialectic, between the producer’s and the interpreter’s perspective.”  ̂ W hile 

the intentional approach focuses on the producer’s point o f view, the heuristic approach 

focuses on the interpreter’s point o f view, more precisely, on how the interpreter interacts 

with the object -the message- o f  interpretation. Again, a  consideration o f cases o f  

incoherence may shed light on what the primary means for coherence are. What are the  

main causes o f  incoherence?

Dascal’s analysis o f  relevance may provide some guidance here. Dascal has 

proposed to distinguish two kinds o f  relevance: semantic and pragmatic. The former has to  

do with the relevance of the discourse to the achievement of certain goals. The latter 

concerns the relevance o f the propositions to each other in the discourse, and its  

characterization involves reference to  “aboutness,” meaning relations, entailment, etc.”  ̂

From this point o f view, a discourse may be incoherent either because it fails to comply 

with some semantic condition or because it fails to make sense in the light o f  a postulated 

set o f goals and intentions. Hence, we may speak o f  “semantic” or “pragmatic” 

incoherence. Margolis has proposed to consider yet another type o f  incoherence: “ ... 

incoherence in the lives of human beings appears as a  breach in rational forms o f  behavior 

or production relative to normal or characteristic human interests; but irrationality o r 

incoherence sometimes appears, in a  deeper sense, in departures from normal human 

interests, regardless o f the conditional coherence o f behavior relative to deeply deviant 

actual interests.”” *

Thus, following Margolis, we may say that a discourse is incoherent if  it only 

makes sense in the light o f  a set o f  purposes or goals that depart too radically from 

characteristic human objectives. Among those objectives, the characteristic objectives o f a  

specific kind o f  interpretation are particularly important. From this point o f  view, a 

discourse may be incoherent in that it seriously deviates from the typical goals that 

characterize it as an object o f  interpretation o f a  particular kind. For this deviation to be

Atienza, El Derecho como argumenttwiony chapter 2. 

See Dascal, “Conversational Relevance,” p. 313. 

Margolis, “The Locus of Coherence,” p. 22.
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considered a type of incoherence, one should be willing to broaden the concept of 

coherence maybe beyond what intuitively we describe in terms of coherence/incoherence. 

A possible way o f  dealing with this type o f incoherence could be to distinguish between 

“internal” and “external” coherence, so that these deviant discourses would be internally 

coherent but incoherent fiom an external perspective.

The distinction between internal and external coherence is quite close to a 

classification o f types of connectivity that have been proposed by Samet and Shank."^ 

Samet and Shank argue that we can distinguish between the internal connectivity o f the 

hearer’s representation o f the text, and the integratibility o f  this unified representation into 

the hearer’s pre-existing conceptual framework. In the latter case, the connection is 

external to the representation: it holds between the hearer’s representation and his world- 

knowledge. They claim that “this distinction is reflected in the difference between (1) the 

condition in which a person’s pronouncements are so obscure or confused that we have no 

real idea of what he is trying to say; and (2) instances where we can determine what the 

message is, but where the message makes no sense from our point o f view ... Real 

understanding involves both interdependent processes.” Cooper’s distinction between 

“descriptive understanding” and “explanatory imderstanding” may help to clarify things.*^® 

While “descriptive understanding” refers to understanding-what, and involves finding the 

most adequate description o f the phenomenon in question, “explanatory understanding” 

refers to understanding-why, and involves finding the best explanation o f the phenomenon 

at issue. Lack o f external coherence -w e  may say- deprives the interpreter o f the latter, but 

not of the former kind of understanding. That there is no real understanding when the 

second condition that Samet and Shank mention is not met may also be illuminated if  we 

consider an essential feature o f understanding, to wit, that understanding is not an absolute 

concept, but that it depends on a point o f view. As Copper has suggested, “intelligibility” 

and ‘hmintelligibility” are relative, never absolute. “A  phenomenon -  he writes- is 

intelligible or unintelligible relative to a given point o f  view, or body o f beliefs or

Samet and Shank in “Coherence and Connectivity,” p. 59. Perhaps, a distinction between 
internal and external coherence could be useful for capturing the differences between coherence 
and intelligibility, on the one hand, and coherence and plausibility, on the other, while still 
recognizing the close links that exist between these notions.

Cooper, “Understanding,” pp. 11-12. While descriptive understanding would be achieved when 
we can answer the question, “>\Tiat did the speaker say?” explanatoiy understandmg would require 
us to be in a position to answer, “Why did the speaker say what he said?”
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knowledge.” Similarly, the coherence of a discourse also requires a point o f view. AVhen 

the reader fails to identify a point o f  view from which the message makes sense, the 

coherence o f  the message is impaired, even i f  he does understand what the message is 

about (that is, even if  he does have descriptive understanding).

(iii) Kinds o f Coherence. A nximber o f  different kinds o f coherence have been 

distinguished in this chapter. First, we may make a distinction between local and global 

coherence, depending on whether judgments o f  coherence refer to parts o f a text, or to the 

text as a whole. Second, we may tell apart syntactic (formal), semantic, and pragmatic 

coherence, depending o f what the sources that contribute to coherence are. Third, we may 

differentiate between internal and external coherence, depending o f  whether one focuses 

on the text, or one goes beyond the text so as to make it fit with a broader system o f  

thought and action. Another important distinction is that between coherence a parte obiecti 

and coherence a parte subiecti. I take it that this distinction rightly points towards two 

different perspectives from which discourse coherence may be studied, rather than to two 

different kinds o f coherence. One may study discourse coherence by analyzing the 

coherence o f  a  text. This implies, in accordance with the abovementioned distinction 

between rhetoric and dialectic, to study the text from the point of view of the producer who 

has a number o f resources available to make a text coherent. Alternatively, one may study 

discourse coherence from the point o f view o f  the interpreter, who in an “effort after 

meaning,” in Bartlett’s w o r d s , w i l l  make use o f the explicit marks of coherence in the 

text, and sometimes, will put a number o f interpretative procedures at work to arrive at a 

coherent interpretation o f a text. Again, a complete imderstanding o f discourse coherence 

requires both perspectives. Or better, it requires, as many have pointed out in the literature, 

that we view coherence as the result o f a collaborative effort between the producer and the 

receptor o f the text. Again, it is apparent that only a  theory of coherence that gives an 

accoimt o f the textual mechanisms o f coherence used by the producer, as well as of the 

interpretative mechanisms o f  coherence used by the inteipreter, can provide us with

Cooper, “Understanding,” p. 13.

Bartlett, Remembering, p. 227. Quoted in Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 61.

For an number of papers that address the extent to which discourse coherence is the result of a 
collaborative effort between the writer/speaker and the reader/hearer, see Bublitz, Lenk, and 
Ventola (eds.). Coherence in Written and Spoken Discourse, section I: “How to (Re)-Create 
Coherence: Means of Coherence”; and Gemsbacher and Givon (eds.). Coherence in Spontaneous 
Texts.
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valuable insights as to what determines our judgments o f  discourse coherence. We have 

already seen the various mechanisms that determine the coherence of a text, let us now see 

the state o f the research with regard to the second kind of mechanisms, i.e., the 

interpretative mechanisms. These mechanisms crucially involve the notion of context (or 

contextualization). Thus, in addressing the nature o f these mechanisms we are also 

examining the extent to wliich coherence theories successfully give an account o f the 

relation between coherence and context -which is the second challenge that relevance 

theories posed to coherence views.

5.2. Discourse Coherence an d  Context

What, according to coherence theories, is the nature o f the procedures by which 

readers make a coherent inteipretation o f a text? As some have implicitly suggested, and 

others have explicitly argued for, the key to coherence is context From this perspective, 

the procedure whereby discourse coherence is construed or restored is one of 

contextualization. Margolis writes, “Context is the clue, however. Faced with an 

apparently non-coherent (not obviously coherent or incoherent) array o f human thought 

and behavior or work, we search for a  plausible or likely context of human purposes within 

which a given set o f dreams, thoughts, plans, endeavors, theories, stories, paintings, 

statements, utterances, fears, commitments, hopes, or the like may be shown to be 

relevantly coherent or incoherent” In this process, inferences, as we have seen, are 

crucial. The reader’s inferential process allows her to make judgments o f coherence, by 

providing her with a context in which the coherence of the discourse may be assessed. We 

have seen some o f the inferential strategies that readers employ in their search for 

coherence. The taxonomic approach to the problem of the relation between coherence and 

inference has been the dominant one in the literature. However, there are reasons to doubt 

the adequacy o f  this approach. To start with, there is no single taxonomy that is generally 

accepted. And most o f the classifications available in the literature, as we have seen, are 

neither exclusive, nor exhaustive. In this sense, this approach is beset with some o f the 

very same problems which taxonomies o f  coherence relations face. In addition, this state of 

affairs may not simply be a contingent fact about the present state of research. As some 

have argued, it is not even clear whether a taxonomic approach is feasible at all. Brown

124 Margolis, “The Locus of Coherence,” p. 23.
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and Yule also call into question the adequacy o f the taxonomic approach: “The illusion that 

we can detennine the nature o f inference by inventing a  taxonomy and illustrating each 

type with a constructed set o f sentences... is exposed whenever a naturally occurring piece 

o f  text is encountered.... The fact is that, until we can develop experimental techniques to  

draw conclusions about how people process naturally occurring discourse in ‘real-life’ 

contexts, we shall continue to underdetermine human understanding and overindulge our 

simplistic metaphors.”*̂  ̂ In a similar way, Margolis writes, “It must be emphasized that 

there is no antecedent table o f  human contexts supplied with appropriate criteria o f  

application that can be assigned to particular (provisionally) non-coherent phenomena such 

that, by applying them, we may straightforwardly settle the question o f  their coherence o r 

incoherence ... Perhaps the most powerful generalization that can be offered about 

querying coherence in particular contexts are these: (a) human utterances and acts are not 

even intelligible if  taken atomistically, without reference to internal relations o f  rationality; 

and (b) there is no single, real, total system o f such relations open to discovery, applicable 

to the canons o f scientific grammar, scientific psychology, or the like, capable o f  

confirming or disconfirming neutral judgments o f  coherence.” *̂  ̂Hence, there are reasons 

to doubt the adequacy o f a taxonomic approach to the study o f inference and coherence. 

Nonetheless, such an analysis may prove to be useful insofar as it “illustrates” the kinds o f  

inferences that interpreters perform in the search for coherence.

These inferences, as we have seen, rely on different kinds o f non-linguistic 

knowledge. More specifically, the premises o f these inferences are drawn from various 

types o f knowledge of discourse and world-knowledge. As has been argued, different 

knowledge-structures are claimed to play an important role in directing the inferential 

process that leads to the interpretation o f discourse. Despite their relevance, these 

knowledge-structures fail to constrain the inferential process in a satisfactory way. First, as 

Brown and Yule have argued, these structures are meant to store exclusively stereotypical 

knowledge, and non-stereotypical knowledge is many times necessary to properly arrive at 

a coherent interpretation o f a  tex t For example, consider the following text:*^^

Brown and Yule, Discotirse Ancdysis, p. 269. 

Margolis, “The Locus of Coherence,” pp. 22-23. 

Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 250.
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(52) John is pretty crazy, and sometimes he doei: strange things. Yesterday he went 

to Sardi’s for dinner. He sat down, examined the menu, ordered a steak, and got up and 

left.

If the reader decides, after applying, say, a  restaurant script or scenario, that John 

ate the steak, he would have seriously misunderstood the text. In addition, any text may 

activate several knowledge-structures, and thus, it may trigger different inferences. How do 

we decide which inferential path we should follow? The main problem is that of 

determining the relevant partial representation that is needed to make a coherent 

interpretation. That is, the problem is that of selecting one context among the possible 

contexts within which a given discourse may be shown to be coherent. It is in relation with 

this problem that relevance theories claim to have an advantage over coherence theories. In 

their view, as we have seen, the reader selects the context in which the utterance may be 

shown to be maximally relevant That is, the hearer selects the minimal context that would 

be enough to make the utterance worth his attention. In this view, the process of 

interpretation has an “inbuilt stopping place”: the first interpretation which is found to be 

consistent with the principle of relevance is the best one, for any other one would violate 

one condition o f relevance, i.e., that one should minimize the processing effort. In contrast, 

it seems that coherence theories are committed to claiming that interpreters should search 

for the context that maximizes coherence. But if  so, the problem arises as to when 

interpreters should stop the interpretation process. W hen is the coherence o f  an 

interpretation enough? As opposed to the relevance theory, there is no ready answer to this 

question within a coherence theory. Even if there is no clear-cut solution to this problem, 

we may find in the coherentist literature some useful suggestions in this regard.

First, a criterion o f economy, like in relevance theory, is proposed by coherence 

theorists as well. In this sense, Enkvist claims that we should assume the principle, stated 

by Joos, that the “least meaning is the best meaning.” In terms of inferencing, this means 

that ‘Sve adopt the most likely minimum of available inferences or chains o f inferences.”^̂ * 

A related principle is proposed by Brown and Yule: the “principle of local interpretation.” 

This principle instructs the reader not to construct a context any larger than he needs to

128 Enkvist, “Coherence and Inference,” p. 245.
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arrive at an in t e rp re ta t io n S e c o n d ,  a  “principle o f an:ilogy,” which is also advocated b y  

Brown and Yule, also restricts the task o f context-cons Tuction. Brown and Yule explain: 

“an individual’s experience o f past events o f a similar kind will equip him w ith  

expectations, hypotheses, about what are likely to be relevant aspects of context,” In th is  

way, the receiver is constrained in his interpretation by past experience o f sim ilar 

discourse, by analogy with previous similar texts. Last, the stopping place o f  the process o f  

interpretation, as Enkvist has suggested, also depends on the receptor and on the situation. 

He writes, “A doctor responsible for a patient will contemplate a symptom m ore 

thoroughly than a  doctor o ff  duty, and an ignorant layman’s inferences would be likely to  

be fewer in number and scope.” *̂ * W hat Enkvist seems to have in mind here is that th e  

interests and purposes o f the interpreter determines when he accepts that the degree o f  

coherence achieved by processing a  text in the constmcted context is sufficient.

Other factors also seem to be relevant here. For instance, the kind o f interpretative 

activity may also impose time limits that reduce the range o f  possible interpretations which 

may be considered, e.g., utterance comprehension in everyday conversation operates w ith  

smaller time frames than, say, a theological interpretation o f  a religious te x t In addition, 

there is still another way in  which the kind o f interpretative activity constraints the search 

for coherence. Every type o f  interpretation imposes a characteristic set o f objectives the 

identification o f  which dramatically reduces the directions in which the coherence o f the 

discourse is to be sought. The interpreter will look for the most coherent interpretation 

among the set o f contexts that allow him to interpret the discourse as oriented towards the 

realization o f  these purposes. For example, Schimdt writes, “The coherence o f literary 

texts cannot be reliably guaranteed by recourse to the immediate context of the interaction. 

Instead, other options are open, such as: (1) comparing the text with other literary (or non- 

literary) texts by the same producer; (2) comparing the text vrith other literary (or non- 

literary) texts by other producers; (3) placing the text in a  particular literary tradition; and
I(4) treating the text in analogy to the developments in other domains o f art; and so on.”

Brown and Yule, Discottrse Analysis, p. 59.

Ibid., p.6L
Enkvist, “Coherence and Inference,” p. 244.

Schmidt, Fotatdations fa r  the Empirical Sttufy o f Literature, p. 104, quoted in Mìgnolo, 
“Semiosis, Coherence, and Universes o f Meaning,” p. 502, n l.
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The reason why one needs to consider such an expanded context is presumably related to 

the goals that we try to achieve when interpreting a literary text.

In short, we seem to stop our quest for coherence when we have reached, as 

Beaugrande and Dressier put it, a  “threshold of termination,” “where the comprehension 

and integration o f the text is deemed as satisfactory.” ^̂  ̂ And the determination o f this 

“threshold o f termination” is a  matter o f a number o f different factors. Economic needs, the 

goals and interests of the reader, and a number of constraints imposed by the kind of 

interpretative activity that one is engaged in determine when an interpretation is deemed as 

sufficiently coherent in a particular case.

An important concept that is at play here is that o f  “depth of processing.” *̂  ̂ The 

various factors that we have considered so far determine how much inteipretative work the 

reader is likely to undertake -how  deep the processing task will get- in order to arrive at a 

coherent interpretation o f a  text. Different degrees of coherence -which result from the 

different extent to which the problem of interpretation is fathomed- are deemed as 

satisfactory in a  particular situation o f interpretation. How could we measure the degree of 

coherence that a  particular inteipretation achieves? Charolles proposes that we address this 

issue by distinguishing between “supplemental” and “explanatory” coherence. Consider 

the follovdng example:

(53) I went to the cinema. The beer was good.

A reader may interpret (53) as:

(54) that he went to the cinema and that the beer that he drank there was good.

Contrast this interpretation with the following one:

(55) the person who says (53) says

De Beaugrande and Ehessler, Text, Discourse, and Process, p. 43.

Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 266.

Charolles, “Coherence as a Principle in the Interpretation of Discourse,” p. 92.
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1. that he went to the cinema

2. that the fihn was bad -so  bad that the only good thing he can find to  say 

about it is that the beer he drank there was good.

Whereas the former interpretation provides the statement with “ supplemental 

coherence,” the latter, Charolles argues, provides the statement w ith “explanatory 

coherence.” That is, the latter leads to an explanation o f why a certain thing is said 

supplementally about an element The distinction between supplemental and explanatory 

coherence is related again to Cooper’s distinction between “descriptive” and “explanatory” 

understanding. Whereas sometimes we are satisfied with a supplemental interpretation tha t 

only provide us with descriptive understanding, at times we strive for an -explanatory- 

interpretation that goes beyond that in that it provides us with explanatory understanding.

Now, we arrive at the last problem that the relevance critique to coherence theories 

prompted us to consider. The problem is that o f giving an account o f why coherence (as 

opposed to, say, relevance) should be the principle that guides and regulates the process o f  

interpretation. Given the multifarious dimensions that enter into the definition o f  discourse 

coherence, and the indeterminate contours o f  the procedure by which interpreters 

contextualize a  text so as to make it coherent, why should coherence have such a 

prominent place in discourse theory? Should not we give up the study o f the conditions o f  

text coherence and the procedures for imposing coherence, and try to explicate discourse 

interpretation in terms o f more precisely defined notions? As has been argued, it is a  

commitment to a  certain view about the rationality o f discourse that provides the answer to 

these questions. To my knowledge, the issue has not been considered explicitly in the 

coherentist literature on discourse interpretation. Nonetheless, there are several suggestions 

that help us reconstruct the picture o f  rationality that lies behind the coherentist view o f  

discourse interpretation.

5 3 . Coherence and  Rationality in Discourse In terpretation

Behind the view o f  discourse interpretation in which the notion o f coherence plays 

a prominent role, lays a  view o f  interpretation as a rational practice. The reason why 

coherence is claimed to be a crucial notion in discourse interpretation is because coherence 

is a  function o f  rationality, and discourse interpretation is governed by standards o f
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rationality. Thus, it is the link between coherence and rationality that may ultimately 

justify a coherentist approach to discourse interpretation. More specifically, the relevance 

o f coherence to discourse interpretation may be justified on the basis o f (a) the claim that 

discourse interpretation is a rational practice; and (b) the claim that coherence is boimd up 

with the notion o f discourse rationality. In general, none o f  these claims are explicitly 

argued for by most advocates o f  coherentist approaches to discourse interpretation. 

Nonetheless, both claims may be shown to be implicit in the literature on this topic. An 

explicit account o f coherence in tenns o f rationality is put forward by Margolis. Again, it is 

by defining “incoherence” that we may better grasp how coherence relates to rationality. 

“Incoherence -h e  writes- is breach or violation o f whatever is constitutive o f the rational 

organization o f human though and action.” '̂ ® From this point of view, discourse coherence 

would be a constitutive constraint o f  the rationality o f discourse.

It is in light of the link between coherence and rationality that we may better 

understand some of the core tenets o f  the coherentist approach to discourse interpretation. 

In this approach, as has been explained, the interpreter starts with the presumption that 

discourse is coherent. This presumption of coherence may be now seen as stemming firom 

a general presumption of rationality: addresses presume discourses to be coherent because 

they are produced by rational sp e a k e r s .A n o th e r  pivotal element o f  the coherentist 

approach to discourse interpretation, to wit, the understanding of the role of hearer/reader 

in the process o f  interpretation as one o f looking for the most coherent interpretation of a 

discourse, may also be seen as rooted in a presumption o f  rationality, in this case, in the 

presumption that hearer/readers are, as much as speakers, rational agents. The rational way 

o f  dealing with incoherence is, as Paul Ziff puts it, “to attempt to eliminate it, and failing at 

that to live with it, contain it, insofar as possible.” *̂ * Thus, a rational speaker will 

communicate in a way that helps the reader preserve the assumption o f  coherence. And a 

rational interpreter strives to iron discrepancies out and find a  coherent interpretation o f the

Margolis, “The Locus of Coherence,” p. 16.

See, for instance, Charolles, who writes, “...if coherence is a general principle in the 
interpretation (or reception) of human actions, it is a result o f a hypothesis made concerning the 
qualities of their production (or emission). Human actions must be understood as being coherent, 
l^ au se  the people canying them out have a way of thinking which prevents them from doing 
incoherent things. In the end, this is the reason which explains why coherence is a principle in the 
comprehension o f human actions” (“Coherence as a Principle in the Interpretation of Discourse,” p. 
75. Emphasis added).

See Ziif, “Coherence,” p. 41.
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discourse. And this is precisely what coherence theories expect producers and receptors to 

do.

But, is all discourse coherent? Obviously not. The presumption o f coherence can be 

shown not to hold. The reader may be unable to preserve this presumption, i.e., no coherent 

interpretation can be made of the discourse. This may be due to failme o f  communication 

or lack of rationality, either in the speaker’s or in the interpreter’s side. One the one hand, 

it may be that the presumption cannot be preserved because either the speaker has failed in 

his task o f formulating his message in  a way that it can be given a coherent interpretation, 

or the reader has not succeeded in the interpretative task. On the other hand, the 

presumption may have to be given up because either the speaker or the hearer is not 

behaving rationally.

From this account o f  the presumption o f coherence and of the disposition to create 

coherence emerges a view o f interpretation that has a strong normative component. Both 

speakers and addresses, as rational agents, are “responsible” for the success of the 

interpretative process. A language o f  “duties” has been in fact used in the literature in  

connexion with discourse coherence. Given this understanding o f interpretation as 

normative, it does not suffice that a  theory o f  discourse inteipretation be descriptively 

adequate, that is, that it accurately account for our practices o f  discourse inteipretation, but 

it has to be normatively adequate as well, i.e., it has to set up appropriate standards for 

assessing whether a particular interpretation is justified. Ultimately, this will be a matter o f  

whether the interpreter has complied with his “duty” as an interpreter, that is, whether he 

has achieved a coherent interpretation o f  the discourse.

Coherence theories o f  discourse interpretation seem to score reasonably well in 

both the descriptive and the normative dimensions. From a descriptive point of view, 

coherence seems to be a general principle o f interpretation: from visual data to human

A speaker may not intend to communicate a coherent message, or the reader may give up his 
search for a coherent interpretation. This is actually what happens in cases of non-standard 
discourse, such as schizophrenic discourse. The hearer/reader of schizophrenic discourse usually 
abandons the assumption of coherence. See Roberts and Kreuz, ‘̂ Nonstandard Discourse and Its 
Coherence,” esp. pp. 456-458.

See Wales, “Cohesion and Coherence in Literature” who speaks of coherence as a “duty of the 
author” and a “duty of the reader” (p. 134).
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actions.*^* We seem to be “biased” towards coherence, as Paul Ziff says, “We humans are 

fanciers, connoisseurs, of coherence: I do not know why, but we are; there is no doubt 

about it; coherence catches our eye, fixes our attention, focuses our mind.” *"*̂

The interpretation o f discourse, as much as the interpretation o f any other object, 

seems also to be governed by coherence-considerations. Thus, a theory o f discourse 

interpretation must give a prominent role to coherence if it is to be descriptively adequate. 

And this is precisely what coherence-based theories to discourse do. Despite their initial 

plausibility as descriptions o f the process of interpretation, there are also problems with 

coherence theories of discourse at the descriptive level. As was shown before, a main 

problem for relevance theories is that they endorse a reductive view o f rationality as well 

as of the purposes of communication that lead them to erect the presumption o f relevance 

as the only principle that governs discourse interpretation. It is crucial that a coherence- 

based theory o f  discourse interpretation does not fall into the same problem. Just as we are 

not merely information processors, and just as our only goal in communication is not to 

process the maximum amount o f  information as economically as possible, we do not 

simply have “understanding” as the only goal of our interpretative practices. Hence, for a 

coherence theory o f discourse interpretation to be descriptively adequate, it should make 

room for factors other than coherence which also enter in the process of interpretation.

From a normative perspective, a coherence theory o f  discourse interpretation will 

be adequate only if  there is a  reason to think that coherence provides appropriate standards 

for the justification of interpretation. That is, only if  it can be shown that it is rational to 

justify a particular interpretation, as opposed to alternative interpretations, on the basis of 

its coherence. Insofar as coherence theories ask producers and receivers to behave in a 

rational way, these theories seem to be in the right track at a normative level. Nonetheless, 

as I said before, the coherentist literature has not devoted much attention to the issue of 

how discourse coherence is related to the rationality o f discourse. Hence, there are many 

problems that await further research, and the solution o f  which will be decisive for 

assessing whether coherence theories o f discourse interpretation are normatively adequate.

In relation to coherence as a general principle in the interpretation of human actions, see 
Charolles, “Coherence as a Principle of Interpretation,” pp. 71-74; and Thagard, Coherence in 
Thought and Action,

See Ziff, “Coherence,” p. 34.
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Here, it will have to suffice to simply outline what the  main problems are. First, m uch 

more needs to be said about the view o f rationality the I is bound up with the notion o f  

discourse coherence. Second, since there are several conct:ptions o f rationality, it will have 

to be shown why this view o f  rationality should be p:*eferred to alternative views o f  

rationality which are also claimed to govern discourse inteipretation.^^^

Third, it has to be shown that the coherentist standards of discourse interpretation 

are objective. The problem o f  the objectivity o f  interpretation, as could not be otherwise 

when interpretative matters are a t stake, needs to be addressed. The need for a coherence 

theory of discourse interpretation to address this issue is all the more pressing in light o f  

the last developments on the coherentist literature on discourse theory, particularly, in  

continental Europe. The development o f  the coherence theory of discourse parallels th e  

development o f  text-linguistics:*^ first, an emphasis on the formal features o f discourse 

(cohesion), then a focus on the semantics o f discourse (semantic coherence), and, finally, a  

move towards the pragmatics o f  discourse (pragmatic coherence). In the review of theories 

o f coherence, I included a  recently proposed conception o f coherence, to wit, heuristic 

coherence. As shown before, heuristic coherence is also a  kind of pragmatic coherence, but 

it is distinct from other pragmatic proposals (intentional approach) in that it does not focus 

on the producer, but on the receptor o f the message. That is, in this view, coherence is 

more a matter o f dialectics than o f  rhetoric. The heuristic view of interpretation is 

interesting in that it brings to light the extent to which coherence results from a dynamic, 

constructive, and dialectic process o f  interpretation in which the reader plays a prominent 

role. Properly understood, this does not imply that we should neglect the study of the 

conditions o f  text coherence, that is, the mechanisms by which producers help readers to 

recognize their intentions. But it provides the crucial insight that, in order to give a full 

account of coherence, we should also study in detail the mechanisms by which interpreters

For instance, Grice’s conversational maxims and the cooperative principle are taken to provide a 
set of criteria of rationality for discourse interpretation. The Gricean maxims are reformulated by 
Kasher as maxims that follow from one Rationality Principle. This principle is based on a Principle 
of Effective Means which reads as follows: “Given a desired end, one is to choose that action 
which most effectively and at the least cost attains that end, ceteris paribus^* See Kasher, 
“Conversational Maxims and Rationality,” and “Gricean Inference Revisited.” Sperber and 
Wilson’s principle o f relevance, as we have seen, is of a piece with a particular view of the kind of 
rationality that is operative in discourse interpretation. For an analysis of the relation between 
Grice’s, Kasher’s, and Speber and Wilson’s criteria of rationality, see Ziv, “On the Rationality of 
‘Relevance* and the Relevance o f ‘Rationality.*”
144 See Viehweger, “Coherence-Interaction o f Modules,” p. 257.
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make sense o f a text as whole, particularly in those cases in which only “derived” or 

“implicit” coherence is possible. In this sense, the study o f coherence may be said to be 

far richer than it was before, in that it studies coherence from a variet)' o f  angles and 

perspectives. Bublitz writes, “We are witnessing a trend in the field o f  discourse and text 

analysis which is moving away from reducing coherence to a product o f  (formally 

represented) cohesion and/or (semantically established) connectivity. Instead, there is an 

attempt to reach a more user and context-oriented interpretative understanding which is 

more interactively negotiated and is less dependent on the language o f :e text itself.”*'*̂ 

And he characterizes what he refers to as a “hermeneutic understanding of coherence” as a 

“context-dependent, hearer- (or reader-) oriented and comprehension-based, interpretative 

notion.” To be sure, insofar as this move towards a more reader-oriented and context- 

dependent notion o f coherence is a  move away from “reducing” coherence to a formal 

product it is a  move in the right direction. The problem arises when this perspective is 

taken to be the only legitimate perspective. Indeed, a “dialectic turn” has implications for 

the way in which formal research is done; for formal features are then not seen in abstract, 

but as important devices for achieving the purposes o f  communication. But there is a long 

way from the claim that a  dialectic perspective colors the way in which we understand 

syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic coherence to the claim that the reader-oriented and 

context-centered perspective should replace any other perspective of analysis. And this is 

the implication of some recent studies that present the different views on coherence as 

irreconcilable perspectives. The title o f Givdn’s article “Coherence in Mind vs. Coherence 

in Text” is very telling in this regard.

This reading of the hermeneutic view on coherence not only gives rise to an unduly 

restriction o f  potentially illuminating lines of research, but it also makes a problem that is 

latent in most coherence approach to discourse more severe. The problem is that of 

avoiding that the coherence-based theory o f  discourse end up legitimizing any 

interpretation that one puts forward, as long as it is coherent. To start with, there are many

Conte’s theory is an excellent example of this non-restrictive approach to coherence. In 
Condizioni di Coerenza, Conte realizes both a scrupulous analysis of conditions of text coherence 
as well as a penetrating analysis of what she calls coherence a parte subiecti, that is, coherence for 
the interpreter. See esp. chapters 2 and 7.

Bublitz, “Introduction: Views of Coherence,” p. 2,

Emphasis added. Given, “Coherence in Mind vs. Coherence in Text.”
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alternative and equally coherent interpretations that one may reasonably make, and a l l  o f  

them would be equally validated by a coherence-based theory o f interpretation, w h ic h  

leave us then with no criteria for selecting one o f them in a non-arbitraiy way. In a d d itio n , 

a coherence theory may also end up validating a purported interpretation o f  a text, a s  lo n g  

as it is coherent, even if  there is no significant way in which we may consider su c h  a n  

interpretation a  possible inteipietation of the text.'^^ Consider the drive towards co h eren ce  

that, as has been shown, is an important feature o f our interpretative practice. N o th in g  

seems to prevent us firom coming up with yet another coherent interpretation o f a p ie c e  o f  

discourse for the sake o f satisfying our tendency to create and find coherence. N o w , i f  

discourse coherence is exclusively seen as a mental phenomenon, then, the co h eren ce  

theory o f  discourse interpretation risks becoming but a legitimatization o f  our bias to w a rd s  

coherence, and deprives us o f  any objective standard against which the validity o f  a n  

interpretation may be assessed. The danger is an actual one. Trabasso, Suhn, and P a y to n  

write, “The experience o f event relatedness suggests that coherence is a highly su b jec tiv e  

and intuitive concept, that it exists in the mind o f the beholder, and that it is la rge ly  a  

matter o f  personal judgm ent” *̂®

Nonetheless, nothing impedes the development o f a coherentist and o b jec tiv is t 

theory o f  discourse interpretation. For instance. Van de Velde claims that a theory o f  th e  

inferences that readers make for construing the coherence o f a text may help the ta sk  o f  

providing criteria for “rationalizing” and “desubjectivizing” the interpretative activity. T h e  

different rules that govern the different types o f inferences that he distinguishes lim it a n d  

control the way in which receivers, in their quest for coherence, may add information to  

the verbal text which is in no way suggested or sanctioned by it.*̂ * In this regard, w e a lso  

saw that there are some constraints on the process o f  construction o f the context in w h ich  

the coherence o f  discourse is assessed. In addition, textual mechanisms o f  coherence n e e d

This is the interpretative version o f a long-standing objection against coherence theories o f  
justification, to wit, die alternative coherent systems objection. On this objection, see chapter 3.

This is the interpretative version of the so-called ‘isolation objection.’ On this objection see 
chapter 3. An interpretative version of this objection, as it applies against Dworkin’s theory o f  legal 
interpretation, was examined in chapter 1.

Trabasso, Suhn, and Payton, “Explanatory Coherence in Understanding and Talking about 
Events,” p. 189. Jucker’s review seems to be quite sympathetic to this view, see “Book Review. 
Coherence in Spontaneous Text.'"

Van de Velde, “The Role of Inferences in Text Organization,” p. 556.
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not be simply seen as tools that help the reader to construe coherence, but also as devices 

that constrain the activity o f the reader. In fact, paradoxically, coherence theories of 

interpretation have been put forward as alternatives to subjective views on the nature of 

interpretation in domains other than discourse theory. For instance, in Zim a’s reading, 

Eco’s theory o f  literary interpretation (as presented in The Limits o f Interpretation) can be 

described as a dialectic between the freedom of interpretation and the fidelity o f the 

structured context of the message. It is in this view o f interpretation as a dialectic 

between determinacy and indeterminacy, the limits o f  interpretation, and the limits of 

interpretative freedom, that the notion o f “interpretative coherence” (or “topic” as he calls 

it) plays a  crucial role.*^  ̂ And, interestingly enough, it has been a holistic theory of 

interpretation, more specifically, Davidson’s theory, that has been used for elaborating a 

critique of reader-oriented literary theory, such as Fish’s theory, as well as an alternative to 

deconstructionist theories.*^ In a  similar way, Hurley has endorsed a Davidsonian view of 

interpretation in defense o f an objectivist view o f practical r e a s o n i n g . A n d  Dworkin’s 

coherentist theory o f interpretation, which has remarkable similarities with Davidson’s, has 

also been taken to provide a defense o f objectivism about, in this case, legal 

interpretation.*^^ Hence, in light o f these developments, it seems that the prospects of 

developing theories of discourse coherence that do not result in naked subjectivism are 

good.

Last, and closely related to the previous questions, in order to show the normative 

adequacy o f coherence approaches to discourse interpretation one needs to examine the 

examination o f the relation between coherence, on the one hand, and meaning and truth in 

interpretation, on the other. Here, the problem is that o f determining whether a theory

See Eco, I  limiti delVinterpretazione.
Zima, The Philosophy o f Modem Literary Theory, pp. 127-128.

See Dasenbrock (ed.), Literary Theory After Davidson, esp. introduction and essays 1 and 2.

On Hurley’s views on interpretation, see chapter 7.

On Dworkin’s theory of interpretation, see chapter 1 of this work. Actually, Dworkin goes 
further by way of objectivizing interpretation in that he claims not only that there are objective 
standards of interpretation, but also that these standards uniquely determine one best interpretation. 
The further claim, however, is not entailed by the former. Hence, one could propose a coherentist, 
objectivist, albeit pluralist, theory of interpretation. This is, for instance, what Hurley advocates. 
See the preceding footnote.

For an argument against a coherence theory of truth for interpretative claims in the context of 
literature, see Currie, “Interpreting Fictions.” That a holistic view on interpretation leads one to
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according to which coherence is the principle that guides interpretation is committed to a 

“coherentist account o f  the truth o f  interpretative claims,” that is, an account according to  

which an interpretative claim is true in case it belongs to an overall coherent interpretation 

o f  text, i.e., a  system o f  interpretative propositions which cohere with one another and w ith  

the evidence. A further issue is that o f  deciding whether, i f  it is the case that endorsing a  

coherence theory of interpretation compels one to accept a coherence theory o f the truth o f  

interpretative claims, this is a reason for rejecting the former. That is, the issue is that o f  

determining whether an antirealist conception o f  truth in interpretation, such as the 

coherence theory for the truth o f  interpretative claims, ought to be rejected.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has discussed the current state o f  the coherence theory o f discourse 

interpretation. The literature on discourse coherence comes from a number o f different 

linguistic traditions and different disciplines: text-linguistics, in different stages o f its 

development as a discipline (studies on cohesion, topic-based theories, and hermeneutic 

approaches to coherence), discourse processing (coherence relations approach), cognitive 

science (mental models o f  discourse), discourse analysis (relevance theory), artificial 

intelligence (work on knowledge-structures), and pragmatics (intentional approach).

The findings of the survey and discussion of this literature conducted in this chapter 

may be succinctly summarized in the following points: 1. Discourse coherence is a gradual 

notion. We gain understanding on the notion o f coherence by viewing it as a  scalar notion 

that goes from incoherence to coherence; 2. Several kinds o f coherence are relevant to 

discourse interpretation: local/global, intemal/extemal, a parte obiecti and a parte subiecti, 

descriptive (or supplemental)/explanatory, and implicit/explicit, are some important 

distinctions; 3. There are various sources o f coherence: syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic. 

The different theories o f  coherence defended in the literature are best seen as 

complementary in that they provide valuable insights as to how some o f these various 

factors contribute to coherence; 4. At the pragmatic level, both the producer and the

accept a coherence theory o f truth, but not necessarily to embrace anti-realism, has been argued by 
Davidson, who argues for a coherence theory that does not fit into the realist^anti-realist dualism, 
but that questions the veiy terms o f the debate. On the role of coherence in holistic theories of 
interpretation, such as Davidson’s, and on the relevance o f these theories for the debate over the 
nature of truth, see chapter 6.
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receptor play a  significant role in coherence construction; 5. A theory o f  discourse 

coherence has two components: a theory of the conditions o f text coherence and a theory 

of the procedures for arriving at a coherent interpretation of a text; 6. The procedure 

whereby coherence is constructed is first and foremost one o f contextual'zation, in which 

inferences from non-linguistic knowledge play a prominent role; 7. Several factors direct 

and constraint this inferential process. Knowledge-structures and discursive flames, 

economic principles, principles o f  analogy, and constraints that derive from the situation of 

inteipretation (goals of communication, interests o f the receptor, etc) are amongst the most 

relevant factors; 8 Coherence is a constitutive property o f the rationality o f discourse, 

where such rationality should not be equated with efficiency in information processing; 9. 

An assumption of coherence and a drive towards coherence is crucial in discourse 

interpretation; 10. A coherence theory of discourse interpretation is not committed to 

subjectivism about discourse interpretatioa A more controversial issue is whether such a 

theory is committed to a coherence theory of truth for interpretative claims.

Despite the substantial amount of research on coherence and discourse 

interpretation that has been undertaken in the last decades, there are still many problems 

that remain open in the current state of the theory o f  discourse coherence. First, it is 

required a better understanding o f  the notion o f  coherence, and o f the ways in which 

various kinds o f  coherence contribute to the coherence o f  discourse. Second, several 

questions need to be addressed in order to give an account of the role and place of 

arguments from coherence in discourse interpretation. Most importantly, the process of 

contextualization and inference that leads to discourse coherence needs to be further 

understood. Last, it is by no means clear how the justification of a coherentist approach to 

discourse interpretation should be spelled out. As we saw, several normative questions in 

this regard await further research.

Despite these problems, it does not seem that a theory of discourse interpretation 

can dispense with a notion of discourse coherence, particularly in light of the close link 

that exists between this notion and the notion o f discourse rationality. To be sure, discourse 

coherence is not as clear cut a concept as Sperber and W ilson’s relevance is, neither is it of 

a piece with a view of discourse rationality that is neatly defined in terms o f  maximum 

information for the minimum processing effort. But, paraphrasing Moravski, to refuse to 

include the notion of discourse coherence in a theory o f  discourse interpretation on the
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grounds that, as o f  now, it is not as susceptible o f analytic cescription as other more clear- 

cut notions would be to put the cart before the horse. The issue is rather: can we really 

have an adequate account o f  interpretation as related to the use and understanding o f  

discourse without this notion?^^* In this chapter, I hope to have shown that we cannot. In 

the next (and last) chapter, I shall try to show something that, perhaps, some readers might 

be less inclined to concede: that we cannot give either an adequate account o f legal 

reasoning and legal interpretation without the notion o f coherence, despite the many 

problems that, as we have seen, this notion faces in all the domains studied so far.

ISS Moravcsik, Thought and Language, pp. 213-214.
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A COHERENCE-BASED MODEL OF LEGAL REASONING

The previous chapters have analyzed the coherence theory from a number of 

different perspectives. I have first examined the current state o f the coherence theory in 

law. Then, I have explored how the notion o f  coherence contributes to justification in 

various domains outside the law. The scope o f this investigation has been quite broad 

covering epistemic justification, the justification of scientific beliefs, the justification of 

belief changes, practical justification, moral justification, and the justification of 

interpretative beliefs. The hope has been that an analysis o f coherence in a number of 

different justificatory contexts will shed some light on the elusive notion o f legal 

coherence, and on the role that it plays in the justification o f legal decisions.

As we have seen, the notion o f coherence figures prominently in current theories of 

justification o f conclusions about disputed questions o f fact in law, as well as conclusions 

about disputed questions o f law. However, a number o f important issues remain open in 

the current state of the coherence theory of law. Most importantly, current coherence 

theories of legal justification are vulnerable to a number o f  serious objections. In this long 

interdisciplinary trip, it has been my aim to explore which tools are available in reflections 

about coherence and justification in different domains for improving upon the coherence 

theory in law.

In the course o f this detour, we have had the chance to look at the concept of 

coherentist justification through many different lenses. Again and again the very same 

problems of coherentism have arisen in almost every context I have scrutinized. And in 

every case o f  coherentist justification one may wonder why, in light o f the many 

difficulties which derive fi’om defining justification in terms of coherence, the attempt to 

construct a coherence theory o f justification has not been given up altogether. In each 

context examined, however, the coherentist project, despite its problems, appeals to many. 

While it is often recognized that it is extremely difficult to articulate a full account of
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justification in terms o f coherence, there is also a shared understanding that it does not 

seem possible to elaborate a theory o f justification that dispenses with the notion o f 

coherence. In all domains, it is felt that coherence is an essential element o f  a sound theory 

of justification. Now, why should this be so? What is it about coherence that makes it so 

important for explaining justification?

I will venture two answers. One is normative, and the other psychological. On the 

normative side, it is worth noticing a  very simple fact about justification which, I dare to 

say, is at tim es obliterated by proponents o f theories o f  justification. Justification is 

something that we need. Had we not the need to justify our beliefs and actions to each 

other as well as to ourselves, there would be no meaningful work to do for a theory o f  

justification. Because the materials w e have to justify our beliefs and actions are nothing 

other than our beliefs, values, and preferences, coherence in thought and action seems to be 

a critical ingredient of a theory o f  justification that works for us. In other words, because 

‘we cannot get outside our beliefs’ it is but natural that coherence among our beliefs should 

be an essential standard of justification. On the psychological side, there is also a reason 

that explains why coherence plays such a prominent role in our theories o f  justification. 

Coherence seems to be ‘wired’ in our way o f apprehending the world. Furthermore, a drive 

towards coherence does not only guide our interpretation o f  the world, but also the way in 

which we interpret and understand ourselves and others as unified individuals. A drive 

towards coherence seems to be a psychological fact about the way we take ourselves to be, 

and the way in which we relate to each other. This being so, it is unsurprising that we 

should take it that the coherence o f  our beliefs and actions is relevant to their justification. 

Consequently, any theory o f  justification should account for the fact that we take 

coherence to be a  standard against which the positive evaluation of our beliefs and actions 

depends upon.

Now, the question that immediately comes to mind is: to be sure, we were never 

able to get outside our beliefs so as to determine whether they are justified, and, surely, if  a 

tendency towards coherence is a  psychological feature o f our cognitive equipment, this is a 

feature that characterizes mankind ever since; however, coherence theories o f justification 

are relatively new  in law as much as everywhere else; what, then, explains their appeal in 

the contemporary reflection on justification? (And, more importantly, what explains the 

absence o f  the notion o f coherence in previous theories o f  justification?). To understand
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the coherentist turn in contemporary work on justification -a s  well as the relative lack of 

appeal o f coherentism before- we need to place the notion o f coherentist justification in its 

historical context. It is only after trying and failing to develop systems of knowledge that 

are solidly built on secure foundations, that we have resorted to coherence. It is only once 

we have lost faith in science as a secure and ever progressing enterprise, and in the 

possibilities for science to provide models for reasoning and rationality that work outside 

the scientific context, that coherence has gained its appeal. In earlier chapters, we saw how 

coherence theories have emerged in various disciplines in the context of a critique of 

attempts to model rationality after scientific rationality. Examples o f such include the 

formal legal positivists’ endeavor to constmct a pure theory of law; the attempts of 

evidence scholars to capture the muddy waters o f fact-reasoning in the elegant Bayesian 

formulas; the Cartesian project o f developing a body o f empirical knowledge from its 

foxmdations; the logical positivists’ ambition to explain scientific confirmation in logical 

terms; the aspiration towards furnishing our practical systems with a deductive form; the 

hope of securing our moral beliefs in first unshakable principles; and the project of 

describing interpretation by cost-benefit analyses. It is only after all the foregoing hopes 

have remained unfulfilled, that the coherentist turn has taken place. This is not to say that 

coherence-based accounts o f justification are second-best. Quite the contrary.

The scientifically-minded approach to law and philosophy, needless to say, has 

advanced our understanding o f questions of justification enormously. However, there is 

something misguided in the effort to address the problem o f how we should justify our 

beliefs and actions in a variety o f contexts by appealing to formal conceptions of 

rationality, and by postulating secure foundations. The problems o f justification we 

encoimter do not fit into formal patterns, as we wished, unless they are seriously distorted, 

nor are the much sought-after foundations secure, after close inspection. Faced with this 

situation, a  ready response is the skeptical one. Alternatively, one can endorse the 

coherentist turn, and attempt to develop a theory of justification that is well-suited to the 

less-than-formal nature o f the problems of justification we face, and that is in tune with our 

limited condition.

I have invited you to join me in this project, and explore how we may conjure the 

ghost o f skepticism away by articulating a workable theory of justification, and more 

specifically, a theory o f legal justification. It has been my contention that coherence has an
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important role to play in such a theory. Indeed, just what coherence is and what role it 

plays in justification are problematic issues. The hope has been that by traveling around, 

from continental scholarship to Anglo-Saxon scholarship, and from linguistic departments 

to philosophy departments, we may come to have a better grasp o f the nature o f the 

problems involved in legal justification, and the potential o f  coherence for addressing these 

problems. We land now, after this long trip. I suggest that we walk along the same path 

again by revisiting the problems o f the coherence theory in law; rethinking whai coherence 

theories of justification in domains other than law have to offer; and investigating the main 

lines along which the coherence theory of legal jxistification may be modified so as to 

better serve our purposes and needs for justification in the forensic context. These are the 

aims that I intend to accomplish in this (last) chapter.

The structure of this chapter is as follows. First, I shall recapitulate the main 

problems o f the coherence theory in law. Then, I shall identify the most important elements 

of the coherence theories that I have surveyed in previous chapters, and bring to light some 

of the insights which might help us sketch a model o f coherence for law which overcomes 

these problems. Next, I will elaborate the principal elements o f a coherence-based model 

for legal reasoning. This model, I shall argue, is in  a better position to deal with some o f  

the main objections that may be addressed against coherence theories in law. I will then 

examine the view o f justification on which this model relies, and contrast it with the 

picture o f justification that is widely assumed by the standard theory o f legal reasoning. I 

shall conclude by pointing out some o f the problems o f the coherence-based model 

defended here, the exploration of which opens up - I  shall suggest- interesting avenues for 

future research.

1. REDRAWING A MAP OF PROBLEMS

In chapters 1 and 2 , 1 have examined in detail a number of coherence theories o f 

legal justification o f normative propositions as well as some prominent coherence-based 

approaches to legal reasoning about evidence. The coherence theories o f legal reasoning 

about both disputed questions o f law and disputed questions o f fact have been articulated 

and discussed in different bodies o f literature. While legal theorists have mainly focused on 

the study of coherence in the justification of normative propositions in law, evidence 

scholars and legal psychologists have elaborated theories o f  fact-reasoning in law which
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give coherence a prominent role. Scholars working in the coherence theory in law in both 

the normative and factual domain have independently advanced the understanding of the 

concept of coherence and its relevance to legal argument to a high degree, but they have 

largely unacknowledged each other’s contributions. This is unfortunate, for legal theorists 

occupied in developing a coherence theory of legal justification o f normative propositions, 

and legal scholars interested in working out a coherence-based account of fact-reasoning in 

law could indeed very much benefit from a cross-fertilization among these fields. In 

addition, the separation between these bodies o f literature only contributes to enshrine the 

artificial severance between questions o f fact and questions o f law in legal reasoning.

In this work, I have attempted to contribute to a dialogue between the different 

bodies of literature on coherence in law by bringing together the analysis o f  coherence 

theories o f legal reasoning about normative propositions and that of coherence theories of 

fact-reasoning in law. The joint study of coherence theories of legal reasoning about both 

disputed questions of fact and disputed questions of law has revealed that the problems that 

confront the coherence theory o f  legal justification o f  factual propositions and the 

coherence theory of legal justification of normative propositions are similar in structure. I 

identify five problem-areas in the current state o f the coherence theory o f law. The 

problems are the following:

1.1. W hat is Legal Coherence?

Many theories of legal justification of both conclusions about disputed questions of 

fact and conclusions about disputed questions o f law give coherence a momentous role in 

legal justification. However, these theories leave the notion o f  coherence mostly undefined. 

The notion o f  normative coherence that figures in coherentist accounts o f legal justification 

is very vague. It is reasonably clear that this notion needs to be distinguished from the 

notion o f consistency, and that it is crucially linked to the idea o f legal principle. But 

beyond this, little more is said about what makes a set o f  norms coherent or more coherent 

than alternatives. The most significant effort to precisely determining what coherence (as 

distinct from mere consistency) requires is Alexy and Peczenik’s. However, as argued, 

their account o f the criteria of coherence still remains too vague for the purposes of legal 

justification insofar as it fails to determine how the different criteria o f  coherence should 

be balanced against each other in order to arrive at a coherent judgment.
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Coherence-based theories o f  fact-reasoning in law also rely on an unspecified 

notion of coherence. Evidence scholars appeal to the notion o f coherence as a  key standard 

for determining the ‘goodness’ o f  a  particular explanation o f the facts under dispute or for 

comparing the relative plausibility o f  alternative explanations. However, they fail to 

provide an articulated account o f the notion of coherence that is relevant to the justification 

of conclusions about disputed questions o f fact. In addition, most evidence scholars, like 

legal semioticians, legal theorists, and legal psychologists, take ‘narrative coherence* to be 

the kind o f  coherence that is at work in legal reasoning about facts. This notion o f  

coherence is not only left poorly specified, but it also has a  limited scope o f application in  

that it can only be used in those cases in which the representation of evidence bears a  

narrative structure, A notable exception to this state of affairs is Simon and collaborators’ 

work on coherence-based reasoning. Simon has worked out a notion o f coherence as 

constraint satisfaction for fact-reasoning in law which is very precise and applicable to 

cases that do not involve the construction and comparison of alternative narratives. 

However, Sim on’s model is meant to be a descriptive model of legal decision-making 

about facts, rather than a model for the justification o f conclusions about disputed 

questions o f  fact. Hence, a  precise account o f the concept o f  legal coherence is missing in 

current theories o f legal justification o f  both normative and factual propositions.

1.2. Holistic Tendencies

A  m ain problem for coherence theories in law is that they have an unrestricted 

commitment to holism about justification. Coherentist theories for the justification o f 

normative propositions in law endorse the view according to which it is the whole system 

of beliefs about the law and political morality that confers justification. This unrestrained 

holistic tendency is clearly exemplified by Dworkin’s influential coherence model, by 

Peczenik’s weigh and balance theory as well as by Hage’s integrative version of legal 

coherence. Similarly, coherence-based approaches to the justification o f factual 

conclusions in  law take the legal decision-maker’s whole system o f beliefs to be the 

justification-conferring system. In this view, legal decisions about facts result fi*om the 

interaction between the evidence at trial and the decision-maker’s knowledge about the 

world.
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Holism about justification is highly problematic for a number o f reasons. First, it is 

psychologically implausible: computations of ‘global’ coherence are beyond the memory 

resources and cognitive capacities o f  legal decision-makers. Second, it is descriptively 

inadequate, for legal decision-makers do not typically bring to bear all their beliefs when 

solving a particular legal case. And last, it is normatively troubling, because it makes the 

justification o f any particular decision defeasible on the grounds o f the incoherence of any 

area o f a belief system, even if  it is very distant from the belief whose justification is at 

stake. Further, one may legitimately question the assumption that any area o f an agent’s 

belief system (even if it is ‘in the neighborhood’) should be relevant to the assessment of 

the justificatory status o f any belief about what the law is, or what the facts under dispute 

are. In the normative domain, doubts may be raised about whether the coherence (or 

incoherence) of some subset of moral beliefs should have any bearing on the justification 

of a legal (rather than a moral) decision. In the factual domain, this worry gives rise to 

what I have called the “dangers o f  the case-as-a-whole.” The problem is that the holistic 

approach allows decisions to be made on beliefs other than those which the decision-maker 

is warranted in asserting on the basis o f the proofs at trial. Beliefs about character-traits, 

group identity, prejudices, stereotypes, and other irrelevant considerations can be used by 

decision-makers following a holistic approach. These dangers are quite real, as Simon and 

collaborators have empirically shown, and a holistic approach to fact-reasoning propitiates, 

rather than contains, the tendency to base one’s decisions about facts in beliefs extraneous 

to the relevant evidence at trial.

13 . Some Problems of the Structure of Coherentist Justification

Coherentist accounts of legal justification about both facts and norms need to face 

two main methodological problems, to wit, the problem o f  circularity and the problem of 

conservatism. Coherentism involves vicious circularity in that it licenses an inference from 

p  to q, and then finm q to p. When reasoning about norms, the coherence theory leads one 

to justify the acceptance o f a particular legal principle on the grounds that it best coheres 

with a set o f legal rules, while making the justification o f this set depend on its coherence 

with the very same legal principle. When reasoning about facts, the coherence theory 

licenses an inference from a belief in a particular piece of evidence to a belief in a 

particular hypothesis, while holding the belief on this hypothesis justified by virtue of its 

coherence with the very same piece o f evidence that prompted us to entertain this
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hypothesis in the first place.

Coherentist inference in law  may not only be objected on the grounds o f vicious 

circularity, but it also seems to be unduly conservative. Coherence theories of legal 

justification have a built-in conservative tendency insofar as they make the justification o f  

new elements depend on their coherence with a pre-existing stracture. This conservative 

bent is an obstacle to normative change and legal innovation, and in morally deficient legal 

systems, it leads to perpetuating new  injustices in the name o f coherence with a settled 

body o f law. In the factual domain, the conservatism inherent in coherence theories of legal 

justification leads to interpreting incoming evidence so as to make it fit with previously 

formulated hypotheses, and in the worst scenario, it may even conduce legal decision

makers to blatantly disregard new evidence on the grounds o f its incoherence with the 

hypotheses they favor.

Thus, current coherence theories of justification o f conclusions about both facts and 

norms should face the challenge o f  showing how a coherence account o f legal inference 

may be articulated in a way that avoids vicious circularity and undesirable conservative 

implications.

1.4. How to Reason when Seeking Coherence in Law?

Current coherence theories o f  reasoning about both facts and law are incomplete in 

that they fail to  provide an account o f  the coherence-based patterns o f  reasoning that lead 

legal decision-makers to construct and select the best interpretation o f the facts under 

dispute or o f  the relevant body o f  legal norms. Bayesian approaches to legal reasoning 

about disputed questions o f  fact and rule-based models o f  legal reasoning about disputed 

questions o f law  fall short o f  capturing the complexity o f  legal decision-makers’ task. The 

inferential processes which lie behind legal decision-making resist formalization in terms 

o f either probability calculus or rule-based reasoning. A common response to the fact that 

legal reasoning patterns outrun what can be meaningfiilly captured by formal tools is to 

adopt a skeptical stance. Legal decision-makers - i t  is argued- merely follow their intuitions 

about the guilt^innocence o f  the accused. Similarly, it is claimed that interpretative 

decisions about what the law requires in a particular case are a matter o f ‘gut’ rather than 

reason.
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Coherence-based approaches (as much in law as everywhere else) purport to 

provide a middle way between formal approaches to legal reasoning and skeptical ones. 

The problem is that insofar as coherence models do not provide a precise account o f the 

inference patterns that lie behind coherence-based decision-making, they cannot be 

significantly distinguished fiom the intuition-based models that they claim to be an 

alternative to. Coherence theories urge legal agents to decide on the guilt/innocence o f the 

accused on the grounds o f the story that makes best sense o f  the evidence as a  whole, and 

to determine the best legal ruling based on the most coherent interpretation o f  the whole 

body o f beliefs about the law and political morality. However, this advice, without any 

further clarification of how we have to proceed in order to constmct and select the most 

coherent interpretation o f both the law and the facts relevant to the case at stake, amounts 

to little more than a recommendation to simply decide on the grounds o f  what ‘intuitively* 

seems more coherent. In short, a coherence-based model o f  legal reasoning that lacks a 

detailed account o f the inference patterns that lie behind coherence-based legal decision

making cannot be properly distinguished from intuition-based models. Thus, it is required 

to clearly specify the mechanisms whereby legal decision-makers reach the most coherent 

decision for coherentism to offer a plausible alternative to both formalistic approaches to 

legal reasoning and skeptical ones.

1.5. W hy does Coherence Justify in Law?

An intriguing question lurking behind the debate about the role o f coherence in 

legal justification about both disputed questions o f fact and disputed questions o f law is 

why coherence should have any justificatory force at all in the legal setting. That giving a 

justificatory role to coherence in law might be problematic and in need of justification 

becomes clear as soon as one notices three main problems that shadow any attempt to 

provide an account of legal justification in terms o f coherence, and which current 

coherence theories in law have so far failed to successfully address.

First, current coherence theories o f legal justification are vulnerable to a  version of 

the problem o f  ‘isolation,’ or the ‘input’ problem. As regards fact-reasoning in law, the 

problem is that coherence theories fail to ensure that the evidence at trial plays the role that 

it ought to play in the construction and selection o f the best theory o f the case. With regard
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to nonnative reasoning in  law, the objection is that coherence theories do not guarantee 

that reasons from authority play the role that they should in the construction and selection 

o f the best theory of the law. The worry in both cases is that one may achieve coherence 

between one’s beliefs (about the facts under dispute and about what the law is in  a  

particular case) by disregarding the input (the evidence at trial and reasons from authority) 

which ensures contact with reality (the relevant facts and the relevant authoritative legal 

materials). As a result, legal decision-makers may be justified (by the coherentist 

standards) in deciding on the basis o f theories o f the case and theories o f the law that a re  

utterly severed from what the facts really are and what the law is.

Second, the coherence theory o f  justification fails to guide legal decision-makers 

whenever there are several alternative interpretations o f  the facts under dispute and the  

relevant norms that are equally coherent. Coherence alone does not allow legal decision

makers to pick as justified one particular factual hypothesis or one particular interpretative 

hypothesis about what the law requires among a set o f equally coherent hypotheses. Thus, 

in the event o f ‘coherence ties,’ or when faced with ‘legal dilemmas,’ the coherence theory 

o f justification gives rise to indeterminacy about what the facts of the case are or what the 

law is.

Last, coherence theories o f legal justification do not provide us with any reason to  

believe that accepting beliefs by virtue o f their coherence leads legal decision-makers to  

accept beliefs that are likely to be true (or correct). For the coherence theory to be a  

plausible candidate for a correct theory o f legal justification it is required to show that 

coherence and truth (or correctness) are connected in the right way. That is, some argument 

is required to the effect that accepting the most coherent explanation of the facts under 

dispute and the most coherent interpretation o f the relevant legal materials is likely to yield 

true (or correct) beliefs about what the facts o f the case are and what the law requires in the 

particular case.

In an important sense, the last problem is the primary one, for, arguably, a solution 

to this problem would place the coherence theory in a much better position to provide a 

solution to the other two problems. Therefore, the key issue that needs to be addressed is 

that o f  showing that justification as coherence is truth-conducive (or, if  you wish, that it 

leads to correctedness). While in the current state o f the coherence theory this issue has
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been dealt with to some extent, there is still no satisfactory answer to the question o f why 

accepting as justified beliefs by virtue of their coherence is likely to lead us to accept 

beliefs about the facts under dispute and beliefs about what the law is that are true (or 

correct). Thus, the coherence theory needs to be complemented with an account o f how 

coherentist standards of legal justification connect up with tmth (and conectness). More 

generally, what is missing in the current state o f the coherence theory is a thorough account 

of why coherentist standards o f legal justification are justified -their tnith-conduciveness 

(or correctness-conduciveness) being one standard against which the justification of 

coherentist standards of justification may be measured but by no means, as I will argue 

later, the only way in which the justificatory value of coherence may be defended.

The foregoing problems -I claim- need indeed to be taken seriously. However, they 

do not call into question the viability of the coherentist project, but rather, they set up an 

agenda of research. There are two main reasons - a  positive and a negative one- that make 

it worthwhile to pursue the coherentist project rather than to abandon it in light of the 

seemingly insurmountable problems it faces. The force o f the positive reason is best 

appreciated by considering the following question: can we give a sound account o f legal 

justification that dispenses with the notion of coherence? To be sure, as a mere cursory 

look at the foregoing problems shows, explaining all there is to legal justification in terms 

of coherence is highly problematic. However, to explain legal justification without 

resorting to coherence is not merely problematic, but rather, it seems impossible. Question 

test: Do you think that we have more reason to believe that a witness testimony is tme if it 

coheres with the testimony of unrelated witnesses? Do you think that we have more reason 

to believe that an interpretation o f a tax law is more likely to be correct if it coheres with 

the general principles that articulate the area of tax law? Do you think that we have reason 

to reject as the basis of one’s judgment an explanation o f  the facts under dispute that is 

blatantly incoherent with deeply held beliefs about the motivational principles that we take 

to inform human action? Do you think that incoherence with basic moral principles is a 

reason for disfavoring a particular interpretation of a controversial statute? If  you have 

answered yes to any of these questions, then, I take it that you would be happy to concede 

that, despite its many problems, the project o f  exploring the role of coherence in 

justification is indeed worth pursuing. For coherence, we agree, is relevant to legal 

justification. Therefore, the question is not whether we should give up the problematic 

notion of legal coherence, but rather to determine the place o f coherence in our picture of
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legal justification.

A negative reason also supports the claim that the coherentist project is w orth  

undertaking. In chapters 1 and 2, we have explored at length the severe problems o f  th e  

main non-skeptical approaches to legal reasoning, to wit, the Bayesian theory of legal 

reasoning about facts, and the legal positivist account o f legal reasoning about norms. A s 

argued, both Bayesians and strong legal positivists illuminate crucial aspects o f what is 

involved in legal reasoning about both facts and norms, respectively. However, they fail to  

provide a satisfactory account o f  legal reasoning insofar as they rely on an unduly 

reductive account o f the nature and scope o f reason in law. As a result, they do not succeed 

in guiding legal decision-makers whenever their task require them to reason about issues 

that fall beyond the domain o f applicability o f probability calculus (when reasoning about 

facts) and beyond the scope o f  application o f  the relevant rules (when reasoning about 

law). It is necessary to articulate a broader view on legal rationality in order to restrict legal 

decision-makers’ discretion in cases which are hard because of problems related to either 

the normative or the factual premises from which legal reasoning proceeds. Coherence 

constraints, I have argued, may bound and guide legal decision-makers in their task in hard  

cases. Coherence models o f  legal reasoning are thus attractive candidates for a theory o f  

legal reasoning that rests on a broad enough view o f legal rationality. Furthermore, as I 

have claimed, these models are appealing in that they enjoy a high degree o f  psychological 

plausibility, and may therefore help us improve upon the natural reasoning processes o f  

legal decision-makers rather than impose a form o f reasoning which is alien to them (as 

Bayesian calculus does) or force the complexity o f  their reasoning processes so as to make 

them fit into strict formal patterns (as rule-based reasoning does).

Hence, there are, I believe, good negative and positive reasons which, initially, 

support the case for a coherence theory o f legal reasoning. Indeed, this theory, as currently 

defended, faces serious difficulties. But these problems should not be interpreted as 

showing that the coherentist path is a  dead end, but rather, as pointing towards some of the 

key issues which theories o f  coherence in law ought to deal with. I have argued that these 

problems are not distinctive of the legal versions o f the coherence theory (although, 

undoubtedly, the details o f the problems are) but that analogous problems affect coherence 

theories o f justification in domains other than law. The suggestion - to  repeat- is that an 

analysis o f the role that coherence plays in a variety o f justificatory contexts may prove to
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be useful in devising some strategies for improving upon the current state o f  the coherence 

theory in law. In earlier chapters (chapters 3 through 9), I have undertaken the task of 

examining the most relevant coherentist proposals in a number of different fields. Let us 

now point out the main lessons that we have learned about coherence along this 

interdisciplinary journey.

2. TRAVEL NOTES; LEARNING WHILE WANDERING

2*1. Beyond Disciplinary Boundaries

One o f the most interesting findings, I believe, o f this interdisciplinary approach to 

coherence studies is that it allows one to see that there are common themes in coherence 

theories across various fields. Needless to say, the coherence theory has its own specific 

features in each discipline. However, there are important characteristics which all 

coherence theories share. I think that it is worth pointing out the lines of discourse which 

bring together all the diverse coherence theories that I have examined in this work. This 

exercise will bring the additional benefit, I hope, of locating coherence theories in law in 

the broader context of coherentism, conceived as a general approach to reasoning and 

rationality, that is, regardless of any disciplinary boundaries.

2 .L L  The Challenges to Coherentism

The study of coherence in  a  number o f disciplines has allowed us to see the 

similarities o f  the problems facing the coherence theory across domains. Again and again 

we faced the very same problems o f coherentism in every discipline that has been 

examined. To be sure, the particular contours o f  the problems vary with the area o f study. 

But, the kinds o f objections which coherence theories face wherever they are proposed are 

remarkably similar. The problem o f  the vagueness of the notion o f coherence; the problems 

associated with coherentists’ commitment to holism; the problems of conservatism; 

concerns about circularity; and the entire battery o f objections which derive from the 

problematical link that bonds coherence and truth are present in every field in which 

coherence has been claimed to provide a main standard o f justification. The analysis of 

these problems in areas other than law has been extremely useful for clearly stating the 

main challenges facing coherence theories in law. As was argued earlier in this work, the
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main objections which may be addressed against coherence theories o f  legal reasoning 

about both norms and facts are but particular versions o f the long-standing objections 

which have been raised against coherence theories that have a longer ancestry, such a s  

coherence theories of epistemic justification (and, more recently, coherence theories o f  

moral justification). In this sense, the examination o f coherence theories in domains o ther 

than law has proved helpful for identifying the main problem-areas confi-onting current 

coherence theories in law.

The study o f coherence theories that have been proposed beyond the legal domain 

may not only prove useful for addressing the problems o f  coherentism in law by helping to  

clarify what these problems are, but also, I claim, by positively furnishing some strategies 

for dealing with these problems. This is not to  say that coherence theories proposed in  

areas other than law provide us with the magic key for solving the difficult problems o f  

coherentism in law. To begin with, as was argued at length in earlier chapters, in m ost 

domains, the problems o f coherentism are far from being solved once and for all. In 

addition, because the particularities o f  these problems vary with discipline, even if there 

were a ready solution available in the coherentist literature, it is unlikely (to say the least) 

that one may successfully transfer the solution to the problems of coherentism from one 

area to another. However, because coherentism as a theory o f  justification has been already 

around for a  while in a number o f  disciplines, several strategies have been devised for 

dealing in yet more sophisticated and successful ways w ith these problems and, properly 

modified, they suggest - I  shall argue- effective ways in which the problems o f  coherentism 

in law may also be addressed.

2.1.2. Why Coherence?

In light o f the problems that coherentism encounters in all disciplines I have 

examined, one may be curious about why coherentism should ever be viewed, as in fact is 

seen by many across disciplines, as an attractive theory o f justification. The 

interdisciplinary study o f coherence has revealed that the motivation which drives 

proponents o f  coherence theories in a variety o f disciplines is one and the same: the felt 

need o f  developing a non-skeptical view of rationality that is broader than the formal views 

on rationality which are still nowadays so much in vogue. Coherentism is viewed as 

providing an alternative to rigid models o f rationality, on the one hand, and skeptical views
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about rationality, on the other. Here, I cannot go into showing in detail the similarities 

among the inner workings and motivations of the coherentist turn as it has taken place in a 

variety of fields. However, a cursory look at the different theories analyzed in previous 

chapters should suffice to make the point.

In epistemology, coherentism is claimed to provide an alternative non-skeptical 

solution to the regress problem (or, better, to Agrippa’s problem). To recall, the problem is 

that o f stopping an infinite regress o f chains o f justification which seriously threatens the 

justification o f any empirical belief. Against the skeptic who argues that justification is a 

delusion because chains o f  justification end in unjustified beliefs, go on infinitely, or are 

viciously circular, the foundationalist claims that there are secure foundations (the so- 

called basic beliefs) upon which chains o f justification may be anchored. The predicament 

o f the foundationalist view is that, as I have argued, there are neither respectable 

candidates for the role o f basic beliefs, nor does the project of groimding the edifice of 

knowledge and justification on these foundations seem feasible. The pyramidal view of 

knowledge that foundationalism advocates, according to which we have basic beliefs at the 

foundation and justification is transmitted to non-basic beliefs through deductive chains of 

justification, fails to represent any workable system o f  knowledge. This, however, the 

coherentist claims, does not mean that the skeptic has won the day and that we do not have, 

after all, any justification to believe one thing rather than another. The skeptic and the 

foundationalist have underestimated -^ays the coherentist- the potential of circular chains 

as a solution to the regress problem. Loops of justification need not be viciously circular, 

as the statement o f the regress problem has it. But a coherentist picture of justification as a 

network of beliefs which mutually support each other is an appropriate way o f representing 

our systems o f knowledge and justification. The decline o f  a strong model o f justification, 

such as the one embodied in foundationalism, does not mean that we should give in to 

skepticism. For in between these models there is yet another alternative, namely, the 

coherentist one.

In philosophy of science we encounter a similarly false dilemma. A main problem 

in the agenda o f philosophy o f  science is the so-called ‘problem o f  confirmation.’ To 

recall, this problem asks: what is it for an observation to provide evidence for, or confirm, 

a scientific theoiy? After the logical empiricists failed to answer this question by 

developing an ‘inductive logic,’ the most popular approach to the problem o f confirmation
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has been the Bayesian one. The Bayesian approach to theory choice in science faces, as I 

have argued at length in chapter 4, serious problems. In light of these problems one could 

take, just as Kuhn did in face o f  the insurmountable problems of the logical empiricists’ 

approach, a  skeptical stance towards scientific theory choice. Instead, against the skeptics, 

the coherentists claim that there are standards o f rationality that govern theory-choice in  

science, but they cannot be -a s  Bayesians maintain- easily captured into the formal m olds 

of probability theory. Rather, a broader view o f rationality -contend the coherentists- is 

appropriate for understanding the reasoning patterns that lead to justified choices among 

alternative scientific hypotheses.

The same motivation lies behind the proposal o f coherence theories in the practical 

domain. As we saw, like in epistemology, coherentist projects in ethics aim at providing a  

non-skeptical alternative to foundationalism about moral justification. And coherence- 

based approaches to practical reasoning intend to provide an alternative to both deductive 

systems o f  practical reason and skeptical models. In the context o f theories o f decision

making, the coherence theory purports to provide a middle ground between formal models 

of rationality, such as those endorsed by expected utility models, and intuition-based 

models. And last, coherence theories o f  discourse interpretation oppose the cost-benefit 

analysis o f  interpretation defended by relevance theorists. The relevance theory, as I 

argued before, is based on a reductive view o f  the kind o f rationality that is involved in  

discourse interpretation. The formal notion o f  discourse rationality employed by relevance 

theorists fails to provide a standard for choosing among rival interpretative hypotheses. But 

this does not mean that no such standard may be articulated, and thus that the skeptical 

lemma that ‘all goes’ in interpretation is correct. Instead, coherence-based approaches to 

discourse interpretation may be seen as advancing an alternative view about how one may 

justifiably accept a particular interpretation among a set o f alternative interpretations.

Hence, to repeat, it is an interest in articulating a broader view o f rationality 

alternative to both formal approaches to rationality and skeptical ones that drives the 

coherentist proposals in a number o f  different fields. In law, unsurprisingly, it is this very 

same motivation that lies behind coherence theories o f legal reasoning about both facts and 

law. In fact-reasoning in law, as we saw, coherence-based theories are proposed as an 

alternative to both fact-skepticism and Bayesian theories. And as regards legal reasoning 

about norms, coherence theories o f legal justification are meant to be an alternative to both
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the fonnal positivist framework and skeptical movements, such as legal realism and critical 

approaches to law. Thus, an interdisciplinary approach to coherence allows us to better 

understand the reasons for coherentism in law, and to put it in relation with -w e know 

now- similarly motivated coherentist approaches in other areas.

It is, I believe, extremely important to understand the motivations driving 

coherentist theories and, more specifically, coherence theories in law. First, it is crucial to 

appreciate the motivations for coherentism because only in light of these can we properly 

understand the nature o f the coherentist project and the extent of its ambitions. And 

second, because it is only by taking into account what is that coherentist theories aim at 

achieving that we may assess the success o f these theories vis-à-vis the alternative 

accounts o f justification that they claim to supersede.

2.1,3, Some Common Trends in the Coherence Theory

I have argued that a common set o f problems confront the coherence theory across 

domains, and that similar motivations drive the proposal o f  coherence theories in different 

contexts. Thus, the interdisciplinary study of coherence has led us to a better understanding 

of the challenges and motivations o f coherentism. Another interesting finding o f this 

interdisciplinary work - I  believe- is the identification o f  a number of common trends in the 

coherence theory as has been recently developed in a variety o f fields.

First, while in earlier formulations o f the coherence theory across disciplines 

consistency was taken to be a necessary condition o f  coherence, in the more recent 

statements o f  the coherence theory the consistency requirement is relaxed or given up 

altogether. For example, in epistemology, the precursors o f the coherence theory took 

consistency to  be a condition o f  coherence. And so did, to  take a contemporary example, 

BonJour in the first statement o f  his theory of coherence. However, in his latest writings, 

BonJour reformulated his conception o f coherence by deleting the requirement of 

consistency.

The change in the conceptualization o f the relationship between coherence and 

consistency is but a  manifestation o f  a more profound change in view about the nature of 

coherence in most domains: from a  view which takes coherence to be a ‘logical’ notion, to
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one which holds that coherence is, first and foremost, a ‘pragmatic’ notion. In order to  

illustrate this trend, we may return to epistemology again. While the first advocates o f the 

coherence theory of epistemic justification defined coherence in terms o f the logical notion 

o f mutual entailment, contemporary advocates o f the coherence theory give pragmatic 

factors a pivotal role in defining coherence. In the literature on belief revision we also 

witness a similar development: the foundational theory o f  belief revision, i.e., the A G M  

theory, defines coherence in terms o f  the logical notions o f  consistency and logical closure; 

then, in subsequent developments o f  the belief revision formalisms, such as Hansson’s, the 

requirement o f logical closure is dropped; and, in one o f  the most recent (and detailed) 

works on coherence and belief revision, Olsson’s, coherence is defined in terais o f  a  

stability set. In the philosophy o f science, the theory o f explanatory coherence, in its m ore 

recent developments, links the notion of coherence to  a  view o f explanatory relations 

which is highly sensitive to the inquirer’s goals and purposes. Approaches to ethical and 

practical coherence also experience a similar move away from views o f  coherence as 

deductive coherence. And, as was explained in the discussion of coherentist approaches to  

discourse interpretation, discourse theory has progressively abandoned a ‘formal,’ 

‘syntactic,’ notion o f coherence in order to endorse a  ‘pragmatic* one.

Second, another common trend in the coherence theory is the change from an 

‘object-oriented’ view of coherence to a  ‘subject-oriented’ conception o f coherence, or, to  

put it in Conte’s illuminating terms, from a view o f  coherence as coherence a  parte obiecti 

to a  view o f  coherence a parte subiecti} While coherence was considered originally as a  

property o f the text, o f the system o f empirical beliefs, o f  practical systems, or o f systems 

of moral beliefs, the most recent statements of the coherence theory focus on coherence as 

something that the interpreter, the epistemic agent, or the deliberator ‘constructs’ through 

the processes o f  interpretation and justification.

The trend from subject to object is congenial to  a  (third) trend towards a more 

‘dynamic’ approach to issues o f coherence and justification, and away from the ‘static’ 

point o f  view which dominated previous work on these topics. That is, the movement from 

object to subject brings with it a  shift o f focus from the conditions o f justification o f 

beliefs, actions, or interpretative hypotheses to the processes whereby such beliefs, actions.

 ̂Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, p. 29.
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or interpretative hypotheses are justified. ‘Interpretative* coherence (as Eco puts it) or 

‘argumentative’ coherence (to use Moral’s terms) emerges as the key notion in a theory of 

interpretation and justification.^ This is quite unsurprising given that -as I have argued 

before- most domains manifest a movement from logical conceptions o f coherence to 

pragmatic conceptions o f coherence. Once it is understood that coherence has a practical 

rather than merely a logical nature, it becomes clear that it is in the subject rather than in 

the object that we may find the sources of coherence; that it is the agent’s behavior, rather 

than the resulting beliefs and actions, that are relevant to coherence judgments; and that it 

is a dynamic rather than a static perspective that is more likely to illuminate the concept of 

coherence and its role in justification.

Fourth, there is a common trend in the coherence theory towards a more ‘local’ 

approach, or, as we may call it, towards a ‘contextualized’ version o f coherentism. This 

development is evident in most o f  the coherence theories that I have analyzed in this work. 

In his later writings on coherence, BonJour regrets having committed him self to an 

unrestricted version of holism, and advocates a more local approach to coherence. 

Thagard’s recent work on explanatory coherence aims to replace more traditional holistic 

approaches to this notion, such as Harman’s, with a local kind o f holism. And, as we saw, 

an effort to restrict the kinds of knowledge relevant to the inferential processes that lead to 

the construction of coherence in interpretation drives most current work on discourse 

coherence. This contextualization trend goes hand-to-hand with a (fifth) trend towards 

‘naturalizing’ the coherence theory. For it is mainly the recognition that computations of 

global coherence are well beyond what we may achieve, given our limited cognitive 

capacities, that has motivated the development of local, or contextual, approaches to 

coherence.

Last, the latest statements o f  the coherence theory have begun to recognize the 

relevance o f emotions to coherence methods. With regard to epistemic coherence, I should 

mention Thagard’s pioneering work on ‘emotional coherence’ and its computational 

implementations in HOTCO and H0TC02. Thagard’s theory o f coherence, as was 

explained before, is also meant to be applicable to the practical domain. In this sense,

 ̂ Eco, The Limits o f Interpretation’̂ and Moral, “A Modest Notion of Coherence in Legal 
Reasoning. A Model for the European Court of Justice.”
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Thagard’s work has also significantly contributed to the study o f  the role that emotions 

play in coherence-based practical and moral thinking. Thagard is certainly not alone in  

claiming that coherence methods should give emotions their due. The emotional 

component o f  a model o f  coherence has also been importantly advanced by Richardson’s 

notion o f ‘extended reflective equilibrium’; DePaul’s work on the value o f formative 

experience —which has an emotional side- in moral reasoning; Goldman’ work on empathy; 

as well as Hurley’s views on the relevance o f perceptual capacities and moral experience in  

deliberation. A ‘cold’ coherence theory is, thus, being replaced by a ‘hot’ model o f  

coherence.

These trends from logic to  pragmatics, from object to subject, from a static 

perspective to  a  dynamic one, from global to local, from ideal theory to naturalized theory, 

and from cold to hot reason, are not distinctive, to be sure, o f  the coherence theory. Rather, 

we may say that the coherence theory, as a  component o f a theory o f reasoning and 

rationality, instantiates some o f the features which characterize current work in this area 

across different domains. O f course, these trends are present in work on reasoning and 

rationality in diverse disciplines to different degrees. And similarly, these tendencies are 

also present in varying degrees in the coherence theories that have been proposed in  

different disciplines. These trends, I suggest, push the coherence theory in interesting 

directions, and they make it, in some respects, a more attractive alternative to competing 

analysis o f justification. To illustrate the claim; a contextualized and naturalized version o f  

the coherence theory o f  epistemic justification is a  much more solid alternative to  

foundationalism insofar as it is, unlike foundationalism, more in tune with our 

psychological capacities, and better placed (as I have argued in chapter 3) to overcome 

some of the main objections that have been raised against coherentism. Or, to cite another 

example, it is an advantage o f  coherence-based accoimts o f  practical reasoning that, unlike 

competing accounts, they may be easily modified so as to make room for emotions in 

deliberation. Thus, a  move o f  the coherence theory in the foregoing directions should be 

welcomed across disciplines.

In law, as much as in the rest o f the disciplines we have examined, these trends 

have been assimilated to different degrees. To be sure, a move away from logical 

conceptions o f  coherence to pragmatic views o f coherence characterizes current coherentist 

approaches to legal reasoning. It may suffice to contrast, say, Alchourron and Bulygin’s
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views on legal coherence with Dworkin’s views on this topic; or Peczenik’s initial 

statement o f  the coherence theory with the most recent developments of his theory.^ A 

trend from an object-oriented conception o f coherence to a subject-oriented one and a 

move from a static towards a dynamic approach can be also traced in the history of the 

coherentist ideas in law. For instance, we may compare Kelsen’s view on coherence as a 

property o f  the legal systems, with Alexy’s views on argumentative coherence. As regards 

the trend towards a more contextualized theory o f coherence, I should note that, while the 

distinction between local and global coherence has been of pivotal importance in 

coherence studies in law and contextualist themes are recurrent in work on coherence in 

law in the literature on legal reasoning (e.g., Peczenik) as well as in the literature on fact

reasoning (e.g,, Twinning), a contextualized model of coherence for law still awaits to be 

developed. And -as I argued before- the naturalistic trend that often accompanies the 

contextualist one has only been incorporated in the legal literature to a very limited degree. 

Last, work on emotions in law is in vogue in recent years, as much as it is in work on 

reasoning and rationality in other disciplines. But, again, with the exception o f Thagard’s 

work on legal coherence, most coherence-based approaches to legal reasoning have so far 

failed to recognize the relevance o f  emotions. O f course to develop a pragmatic, subject- 

based, dynamic, contextualized, naturalized, and hot coherence model o f coherence for law 

is beyond what I can accomplish here (and everywhere else, for that matter). But it is my 

aim to contribute to the project o f  developing such a model by pushing the coherence 

theory farther in these directions. Thus, the coherence-based theory o f legal justification 

that I shall introduce in the next sections may be seen as an attempt to incorporate more 

thoroughly these developments in the coherence theory in law.

2.2. Things to Take Away; the Building Blocks o f the Coherence Theory

The main motivation for imdertaking an analysis o f coherence theories in a variety 

of disciplines has been that o f improving upon current coherence theories of legal 

reasoning. As I just noted, this interdisciplinary analysis allows us to identify some 

common features of coherence theories across domains, and thus to better understand the 

nature of coherence and its role in justification. However, the task o f showing how the 

insights that we have gained along this interdisciplinary trip may help us advance a 

coherence-based theory o f  legal justification which is in a better position to overcome the

Alchourron and Bulygin, Normative Systems.
h: V
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problems affecting current coherence theories in law is still due. The study o f coherence 

theories in different realms furnishes us, I shall claim, with the building blocks of such a 

coherence theory. It follows an account o f the main things to take away from th is  

interdisciplinary study.

2.2. L  Views on Coherence

In previous chapters, I have examined different views on epistemic coherence, 

practical coherence, ethical coherence, and discourse coherence. This interdisciplinary 

approach to the notion o f coherence has given us -I hope- a better understanding o f  th is  

slippery concept. Among the many different conceptions o f coherence that have b een  

proposed in diverse domains, I find Thagard’s conception of coherence as constraint 

satisfaction particularly attractive for a number o f reasons. First, Thagard’s conception o f  

coherence -unlike most notions o f coherence- is a very precise one. Second, Thagard’s 

abstract characterization o f coherence has the virtue o f being applicable to many different 

domains, and more importantly for our purposes, to both reasoning about facts an d  

reasoning about norms. Third, Thagard’s view o f coherence is in a  better position than  

alternative theories to meet some o f the traditional objections that have been raised against 

coherentism. Fourth, not only is it appealing from a normative point o f view, but it also has 

a better claim to psychological plausibility than competing conceptions. And last, unlike 

other conceptions o f coherence, Thagard’s theory of coherence can be easily extended so 

as to account for the role that emotions play in reasoning. Thus, one o f the main ideas that I 

shall take away from this work is the view of coherence as constraint satisfaction.

2.2.2. Context and Coherence

A recurrent theme in coherence theories across domains is the recognition that 

context is the key to coherence. As argued, contextualism about epistemic justification 

provides us w ith a third theory of epistemic justification that avoids the problems deriving 

from foundationalism’s commitment to atomism about justification as well as the problems 

deriving from coherentism’s commitment to holism about justification. Foundationalists 

claim that justification is transferred from one belief to another, until we reach basic beliefs 

which are self-justified. The problem, though, as we saw, is that the very notion of ‘basic 

belief is highly problematical. In place o f this linear view of justification, coherentists
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claim that justification is holistic in that it is the whole system o f  beliefs that confers 

justification. However, as argued, this commitment to holism is the source o f  a number o f 

serious problems. The contextualist solution talces it that the unit of justification is neither a 

single belief nor the whole system of beliefs, but a relevant subset o f  beliefs the 

identification o f which is a matter of context It is coherence with this relevant set o f 

beliefs that confers justification. Just as contextualism seems to be a promising alternative 

to both foundationalism and coherentism about epistemic justification, an analogous 

version o f  contextualism about moral rather than epistemic justification -o.g., Timmons- 

also seems to  be a very attractive alternative to both coherentism and foundationalism in 

ethics.

The need for wedding coherentism and contextualism is not only apparent when 

justifying beliefs and actions, but also with regard to issues of interpretation. As argued, 

we should give relevance theorists credit for having pointed out a main shortcoming in 

coherence theories of discourse interpretation o f all varieties, namely, that they neglect the 

crucial role that context plays in discourse interpretation. As argued, the interpreter’s task 

is best seen as that of seeking out a context within which the coherence/incoherence of a 

discourse may be assessed. Thus, I concluded, coherence theories o f  discourse 

interpretation need to pay careful attention to context if they are to provide us with a 

plausible alternative to the relevance theory.

Hence, the analysis o f a variety o f coherence theories leaves us the main 

contextualist insight that coherentist standards o f justification and interpretation are 

context-dependent. When it comes to coherence, context is the clue. Any theory o f 

coherence needs to account for the fact that our judgments of coherence, and thus our 

judgments about which beliefs, actions, plans, interpretations, etc. are justified, are 

sensitive to context.

2.2.3. Explanatory Reasoning as Coherence-Based Reasoning

A main problem for all the coherence theories that I have examined in earlier 

chapters is that o f specifying the inference-patterns that lie behind coherence-based 

reasoning. As we saw, with regard to normative reasoning in law, coherence-based theories 

are defended as a main alternative to rule-based approaches. And concerning legal
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reasoning about facts, coherence theories are proposed as alternatives to probability 

calculus. The problem is that these coherence theories lack an account o f  the legitim ate 

reasoning patterns that lead to action and belief that is on an equal footing to  those o f r iv a l 

accounts. W hile competing accounts o f  normative and factual inference in law are so lid ly  

grounded in deductive and inductive logic, respectively, we still lack a good account o f  

coherence-based legal inference. An analogous problem was encountered again and a g a in  

in almost all coherence theories examined. A major challenge to coherence theories o f  

epistemic justification is that o f  specifying how a holistic view o f inference could b e  

conceptualized. Similarly, a central problem for coherentist methods in ethics and practical 

reasoning is to explain the mysterious inferential processes which lead to the desired  

equilibrium. And it is also a main shortcoming o f coherence-based theories of discourse 

that they fail to provide an account o f how interpreters infer from linguistic knowledge, 

discourse knowledge, and world knowledge to arrive a t the most coherent interpretation. 

The inner workings o f the kind o f  global computations which coherence theories requ ire  

seem to be so far inscrutable.

It is mainly among advocates o f coherence theories of theory choice in science th a t  

we may find a solution to the problem o f conceptualizing coherence-based inference. In  

contrast to probabilistic approaches to theory choice in science, coherence-based theories 

seem to be based on unduly vague accounts o f scientific inference. However, this is o n ly  

apparently so. To recall, most explanationists are committed to the view that ‘inference to  

the best explanation’ is the kind o f  inference that best captures much scientific reasoning. 

And, as we saw, Thagard argues that this kind o f  inference is at bottom a kind o f  

coherence-based inference. Furthermore, he has shown that explanationist accounts o f  

scientific inference may be articulated in as much detail as the probabilistic ones, b y  

developing computational implementations o f these accoimts which are comparable to th e  

probabilistic networks that simulate probabilistic approaches to scientific inference. 

Moreover, as I stated before, the comparison was favorable in terms o f efficacy, 

computational cost, etc. to the explanationist views. Thus, the suggestion to take away is  

that coherence-based inference in science, as much as everywhere else, may be described 

as an explanatory kind o f  inference. We have the tools o f  abductive reasoning to elaborate 

a solid account o f the kinds o f  inferences which —according to coherentism- lead to  

justified beliefs and actions.
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2.2.4. Making it Coherent

How do we make our beliefs coherent? Which are mechanisms whereby we may 

make our moral principles, background theories, and particular moral judgments hang 

together? By what means may we modify our interpretative beliefs so that they may make 

sense as a whole? What arc the processes which lead us to make our plans and actions 

coherent with each other? These questions remain unanswered in most coherence theories. 

Yet these are important questions for anyone interested in developing a coherence theory 

that gives concrete guidance to its users, ‘Make it cohere’ does not seem to be enough as a 

recommendation to an agent who seeks justified empirical beliefs, moral beliefs, or 

interpretative beliefs, or who aims at undertaking justified actions. The formal work that 

has been done in the area o f belief revision comes to the rescue here. Belief revision 

formalisms provide a reasonably detailed account o f coherence-making mechanisms. The 

classification o f three main operations whereby coherence is established (to recall, 

deletion, expansion, and revision) is, I believe, o f the utmost importance for articulating a 

coherence theory of justification that has the capacity to actually guide agents in forming 

justified beliefs and regulating their actions. Also important in this regard is the distinction 

in the literature on belief revision between internal and external changes, that is, between 

changes which are mediated by external input, and those that are not. The distinction 

between these two kinds of changes and their corresponding operations (to recall, semi

revision or, better, merge, and consolidation, respectively) is cmcial for distinguishing 

between two main ways in which coherence among one’s beliefs can be disrupted and 

restored. Our understanding o f the process whereby we render our beliefs, actions, plans, 

etc. coherent is thus much improved by a consideration of the different coherentist 

approaches to belief revision.

2.2.5. Reasoning about Ends

A recurrent objection against coherence theories o f  justification in all domains is 

that we have no reason to believe that coherence and truth are connected up in the right 

way. Indeed, throughout the course o f our study o f coherence theories of justification in a 

variety o f disciplines, we have found no conclusive argument to the effect that coherence is 

truth-conducive. There are, to be sure, interesting strategies which purport to show that 

coherence standards of justification are connected with truth. But, as we saw, each of these
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strategies comes with its own set of problems. Despite the fact that the relationship 

between coherence and truth is highly problematical, the study o f  coherence theories also 

suggests that the relevance o f  the so-often discussed problem of the truth-connection m ight 

have been overstated. Both critics and advocates o f  the coherence theory take it that a  

solution to the problem o f  the truth-conduciveness o f  coherence is a  condition sine qua non. 

coherence theories of justification are a  non-starter. The assumption is that standards o f  

justification should be shown to be truth-conducive in order for them to be plausible 

accounts o f  justification at all. Coherence theories o f justirication are then found wanting 

insofar as they fail to conclusively satisfy the truth-condition. However, in  the bulk o f  the 

literature on coherentism, we also find some suggestions that lead to question the 

assumption that lies at the center o f  the discussion on coherentism, to repeat, that the  

validity o f standards of justification depends on their truth-conduciveness. The general idea 

is that, contrary to what is generally assumed, standards o f  justification may be shown to  

be legitimate on grounds other than their truth-conduciveness, and, more specifically, tha t 

we may have reason to value coherence-based standards o f justification even if there is no  

conclusive argument to the effect that they are linked w ith truth. There are three main w ays 

in which the foregoing idea is articulated by some advocates o f  coherentism.

First, it is argued that although, to be sure, truth is a momentous value in both the 

theoretical and the practical domain, there is a plurality o f cognitive and practical ends.^ 

Thus, coherence is to be valued as long as it helps us to achieve a variety o f  cognitive and 

practical goals. For example, DePaul argues that a coherence method for moral inquiry 

may be justified insofar as it leads us to accept rational and warranted beliefs, even if  it 

cannot be shown to be truth-conducive. And most proponents of coherence-based theories 

of practical reasoning defend the value of coherence on the grounds that it contributes to 

realize a number of practical goals, such as coordination or efficacy.

Second, as some proponents o f coherence theories o f practical justification have 

argued in detail, coherence methods are valuable in that they provide us with a way for 

reasoning about ends. Hence, not only do coherence-based theories guide us on how to 

reason from means to ends (truth being an important one, but by no means the only end we

 ̂By ‘truth* in the practical domain I refer to traditional views of moral truth as correspondence 
with an independent moral reality, as well as to properties such as ‘correctness,’ for those who feel 
less inclined to use the word ‘truth’ regarding moral statements.
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are interested in achieving), but also in reasoning about how we may best achieve a 

number o f competing (and sometimes conflicting) ends.

And last, in both the discussion of epistemic and practical coherence, we found 

defenses o f coherence which appeal to its constitutive value. To recall, Harman claimed 

coherence to be constitutive o f the notion o f belief. And, according to Davidson, 

membership to a coherent body o f beliefs is also constitutive o f the very same concept of 

belief. In the practical domain, it may suffice to recall here Hurley’s discussion of the 

constitutive value of coherence in individual and community identity, or Millgram and 

Thagard’s views on the relevance o f  coherence for unified agency.

Thus, one may defend standards of justification and, more specifically, coherence- 

based standards of justification, on grounds other than their truth-conduciveness. This is 

not to deny that truth is a  value o f  the utmost importance for finding our way in both the 

empirical and the practical world. However, there is no need either to reduce the rich 

variety o f our cognitive and practical goals to one single value. The discussion of 

coherence theories leaves us the important insight that there are reasons why coherence 

may be valued in both the theoretical and the practical domain other than its controversial 

truth-conduciveness.

2.2.6. Coherence, Rationality, and Responsibility

A main idea to take away from the discussion of coherence theories is that 

standards o f epistemic responsibility are crucial to justification and, more specifically, to 

coherentist justification. In a nutshell, a central component of a coherence theory of 

justification - I  have learned- is an account of epistemic responsibility. Let me explain.

■-':iI j .

ii:̂ :
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In order to accept as justified a belief, an action, an interpretation, or what have 

you, by virtue o f its coherence, we need to generate a  pool of plausible alternatives and 

then choose the most coherent one among them. We have seen at several places that this is 

the basic mechanism whereby judgments o f coherence are made. Under this view, how 

well we perform when generating and evaluating alternatives is relevant to determining 

how much reason we have for accepting as justified an alternative on the grounds that it is 

the most coherent one available. Thus, an important part o f determining whether an agent
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is justified in accepting a belief, an action, an interpretation, etc. is a matter o f w hether he 

has indeed considered all the relevant alternatives and assessed their relative coherence in 

the proper way. Responsible epistemic behavior turns out to be crucial for coherentist 

justification.

Even if, to my knowledge, nobody has worked out in detail a responsibilist cum  

coherentist theory o f justification, responsibilist accormts o f justification have been  

endorsed by some prominent proponents o f coherence theories o f  justification. To recall, 

BonJour defended the view according to which epistemic justification is a m atter o f  

epistemic responsibility. And DePaul, to take one example from the domain o f  practical, 

rather than epistemic, justification defended a view o f rationality as epistemically 

responsible belief. In addition, coherentists o f all sorts have emphasized the relevance o f  

features o f  the agent that make for responsible epistemic behavior to  attributions o f  

justified belief. Again, DePaul argues for the need to develop a refined faculty o f  m oral 

judgment in order to make a proper use of coherence methods o f moral inquiry. Goldm an 

claims that, for the coherence-based method o f analogy and difference to yield justified  

beliefs, it is crucial that the moral reasoner employ some skills, such as the ability to  

emphasize with various interests, the ability to think and imagine situations which a re  

analogous to the case at hand, or the ability to discriminate morally relevant properties. 

And Hurley argued that case-based deliberation crucially requires that the agent engages 

distinctive imaginative capacities, sensibilities, and insight. As regards discourse 

interpretation, standards o f  responsibility were also shown to be pivotal for successfully 

arriving at a  coherent interpretation, and -as  we saw- some discourse theorists have even 

talked o f coherence in terms of ‘duties’ of the interpreter and the producer.

Thus, a notion o f epistemic responsibility is pivotal for articulating a coherence- 

based theory in a number o f different domains. As I noted before, advocates o f coherence 

theories have not thoroughly developed an account o f the kind of epistemic responsibility 

that is relevant to coherentist justification. Nonetheless, there are some interesting 

suggestions in the coherentist literature regarding some o f the elements that such an 

account should include. First, epistemic responsibility - i t  is argued- requires watching out 

for incoherencies and doing one’s best to remove them. Incoherence of some kind is thus
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an obstacle to epistemically responsible belief.^ Second, many coherentists have appealed 

to what we may refer to as ‘emotional capacities’ when articulating an account o f  the kind 

o f skills that are required for successful coherence-based reasoning. For example, decision

makers, according to Thagard, should be required to watch out for emotional distortions. 

And last, the exercise o f one’s imaginative skills is also regarded as crucial for coherence- 

based reasoning.

In short, judgments of epistemic responsibility have a bearing on judgments of 

coherence, and thus, on attributions o f justified belief. The relationship between epistemic 

responsibility and coherentist justification is one that any theory of coherence must give an 

account of.

The foregoing coherentist ideas provide us with the main guidelines for 

constructing a  coherence-based model of legal reasoning. Now, I propose that we put these 

tools to use in order to construct such a model. The coherence model o f  legal justification 

that I shall articulate in the next sections has the following elements: (1) an account of 

coherence in terms of constraint satisfaction; (2) a view o f coherence-based inference as 

inference to the best explanation; (3) a view of legal justification as optimal coherence; and 

(4) a contextualized account of the coherentist standards o f legal justification. Let us now 

examine each o f these elements in detail.

3. LEG A L COHERENCE AS CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION

The first element o f the coherence-based account o f legal reasoning that I intend to 

develop in this section is a conception of legal coherence as constraint satisfaction. As I 

said before, among the several notions of coherence that we have examined in the course 

of this work, it is Thagard’s conception of coherence as constraint satisfaction that I find 

most interesting. There are some attempts, albeit quite limited, to apply this notion of 

coherence to the legal domain. As we saw in chapter 2, Simon has showed that a notion of 

coherence as constraint satisfaction best characterizes appellate judicial legal decision

making as well as legal decision-making at trial. And Thagard himself has applied the 

theory o f coherence as constraint satisfaction to model jurors’ reasoning in some cases.*

 ̂Bender (ed.), Current State o f the Coherence Theory, pp. 153-154.

® See chapter 4,
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These attempts are extremely interesting for they show that a theory o f  coherence as 

constraint satisfaction has the potential for giving an illuminating account of legal 

reasoning. Nonetheless, they fall short o f providing a complete theory o f legal coherence in 

terms o f constraint satisfaction. To start with, Simon’s theory is exclusively an empirical 

theory, and not a normative approach. As a  matter o f  fact, Simon seems reluctant to draw 

any normative implications from his empirical research. This research, he claims, brings to 

light the risks inherent in coherence-based reasoning, and thus sheds doubts upon the 

normative adequacy of a coherence-based theory o f reasoning. In contrast, Thagard has 

proposed his theory of coherence as constraint satisfaction as a normative theory. 

However, although he believes that this theory is potentially applicable to model reasoning 

about normative issues in law, he has developed legal applications o f  this theory 

exclusively in the context o f fact-finding. In addition, these applications are quite limited, 

in that they do not incorporate important factors that enter in jurors’ reasoning, such as the 

relevance o f consequences or the standards of proof. *

Thus, we still lack a full account o f legal coherence in terms o f  constraint 

satisfaction. Such an account needs to fulfill three requirements. First, it should be shown 

to provide not only an accumte description o f legal decision-makers’ reasoning processes, 

but it should also be shown to be normatively appealing. Second, it should be applicable to 

both legal reasoning about facts and legal reasoning about norms. And last, it should take 

into account factors specific to reasoning in the legal domain. Thagard’s theory o f 

coherence as constraint satisfaction, suitably modified and extended, provides the 

framework for developing such a theory.

To recall, Thagard claims that coherence is a matter o f  maximizing the satisfaction 

o f a number o f  positive and negative constraints among a  set o f given elements. To achieve 

coherence, he says, we divide up a  set o f elements into two disjoint subsets A -which 

contains accepted elements- and R  —which contains rejected elements-by taking into 

account the coherence and incoherence relations that hold between pairs of elements of the 

given set. For example, if  a hypothesis hi explains a piece o f  evidence ei, then we want to 

ensure that i f  hi is accepted, so is ei. And if  hi contradicts h2, then we want to make sure 

that i f  hi is accepted, then h2 is rejected. The coherence problem is thus that o f  dividing a 

set o f elements into A and R  in a w ay that best satisfies the positive (coherence relations) 

and negative (incoherence relations) constraints. This abstract characterization o f
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coherence, he claims, is applicable to a wide variety o f problems. The solution of a 

coherence problem, contends Thagard, involves the interaction o f different kinds of 

coherence, with different kinds o f  elements and constraints. Thus, a particular application 

of the abstract characterization o f coherence as constraint satisfaction requires the 

specification o f the kinds o f coherence involved, as well as the elements and the 

constraints that are relevant in a particular domain.

Thagard has developed applications o f his theory to the problem o f  epistemic 

justifícation and the problem o f  ethical justification. These applications - I  shall argue- 

provide the base upon which a theory o f coherence as constraint satisfaction for legal 

reasoning may be modeled. More specifically, the suggestion is that we may develop a 

concept of coherence for the justification of conclusions about disputed questions of fact 

on the basis o f  Thagard’s model o f  epistemic coherence, and a theory o f  coherence for the 

justification o f  conclusions about disputed questions o f  law on the basis o f  Thagard’s 

theory of ethical coherence. Given the significant parallelisms that exist between the 

justification o f  factual conclusions in law and epistemic justification, on the one hand, and 

the justification o f normative conclusions in law and the justification o f ethical 

conclusions, on the other, I hope that the project o f developing an account of legal 

coherence after Thagard’s theory o f ethical and epistemic coherence seems, at least, 

initially plausible.

Of course, despite the fact that there are important similarities between justification 

in law, ethics, and epistemology, there are also important differences. Legal reasoning has 

some distinctive features that a theory of legal coherence ought to take into account. 

Among other characteristics that mark off legal reasoning as a special kind o f reasoning, 

the following features are particularly prominent. First, legal reasoning is, unlike moral 

reasoning, an interpretative form o f reasomng. The interpretative dimension of legal 

reasoning makes it the case that reasons from authority enjoy a privileged status in legal 

justification that is unknown in other contexts o f justification. Second, legal reasoning is, 

in contrast to other kinds o f reasoning, a highly institutionalized form of reasoning. The 

fact that legal reasoning operates within an institutional framework puts some limits to the

 ̂For a lucid discussion of different views on the role of interpretation in legal reasoning, see 
Dickson, “Interpretation and Coherence in Legal Reasoning.”
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kind o f reasons that one may advance to support a particular conclusion about both facts 

and law. And last, legal reasoning about both facts and norms is a  variety o f practical 

reasoning. Conclusions about both disputed questions o f  fact and disputed questions of law 

concern what one should do. This is an important characteristic that sets apart legal 

reasoning about evidence from other kinds of evidential reasoning.

Hence, while Thagard’s theory of ethical and epistemic coherence as constraint 

satisfaction provides a solid ground upon which a theory o f coherence for law may be 

built, it has to be importantly modified to take into account domain-specific features o f  

legal reasoning. In what follows, I shall suggest some lines along which such a theory o f  

coherence could be constructed. I start by sketching a notion of coherence as constraint 

satisfaction that is operative in legal reasoning about facts, and that I shall refer to as 

‘factual coherence.’ Then, I move to working out a  notion of coherence as constraint 

satisfaction that is appropriate for legal reasoning about norms, and that I shall refer to as 

‘normative coherence.’ I conclude this section by examining the ‘deep structure’ that, 

under the approach of coherence as constraint satisfaction, legal inference about both facts 

and norms shares, and by pointing out some o f  the problems that this unified approach to 

legal inference raises.

3.1. F actual Coherence

An account o f the justification o f factual claims in law in terms o f  coherence as 

constraint satisfaction can be modeled - I  have said- after Thagard’s account o f epistemic 

justification. According to Thagard, epistemic justification requires the interaction of five 

kinds o f coherence: explanatory, analogical, deductive, perceptual, and conceptual. 

However, it is explanatory coherence, in his view, that is the main contributor to epistemic 

justification. According to Thagard, the problem o f epistemic justification is that o f  

determining how  we may come to accept (as justified) some elements and reject (as 

unjustified) others in a way that maximizes the satisfaction of a number o f positive and 

negative constraints as established by the principles of the foregoing kinds o f  coherence.

The application o f  Thagard’s theory o f  epistemic justification to model the 

justification o f  conclusions about disputed questions o f fact is quite straightforward. Like 

epistemic justification, the justification o f conclusions about disputed questions o f fact also
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involves the interaction o f different kinds of coherence. Thagard has focused on the legal 

applications o f  the theory of explanatory coherence. However, just as epistemic 

justification requires the interaction of other kinds o f coherence besides explanatory 

coherence, the legal justification o f conclusions about disputed questions o f  fact also 

involves the interaction o f non-explanatory kinds o f coherence. Thus, by analogy with 

Thagard’s theory o f epistemic justification, we may say that the justification o f  conclusions 

about disputed questions of fact involves the interaction o f analogical, conceptual, 

deductive, perceptual, and explanatory coherence. Analogical coherence plays indeed a 

prominent role in fact-reasoning in law. As we saw in chapter 2, Hastie and Pennington 

have shown the relevance o f some kinds of analogy to jurors’ reasoning processes, such as 

the analogy to the self. Conceptual coherence is also pivotal in fact-reasoning in law. This 

kind of coherence is critical, as Kunda and Thagard have shown, in applying stereotypes, 

which is, arguably, an important part of reasoning about evidence in law. While reasoning 

about evidence is certainly non-deductive, it would be foolish to deny that deduction has 

indeed a role to play when drawing conclusions about disputed questions o f  fact. And 

perceptual coherence is required to give an account of the fact-finders’ reasoning processes 

that involve non-verbal representations. Some of the factual inferences in law are best 

understood as ‘visual’ abductions, that is, abductions which use pictorial or other iconic 

representations. For instance, a picture of the scene o f  a crime may suggest a likely 

narrative about how the events took place. Last, explanatory coherence is, like in epistemic 

justification, the most important kind of coherence in a theory of fact-reasoning in law. Let 

us see now in some detail the contribution of explanatory coherence to the justification of 

factual conclusions in law.

To recall, in Thagard’s theory of explanatory coherence, elements are propositions 

that describe hypotheses and evidence. Positive constraints and negative constraints are 

established by means o f a  number o f principles o f explanatory coherence. From the point 

of view o f this theory, factual reasoning in law involves first and foremost the comparison 

and evaluation o f  the relative coherence of competing explanations o f the evidence at trial. 

A particular factual hypothesis is, thus, accepted as justified if  doing so maximizes the 

satisfaction o f  a  number o f positive and negative constraints among pieces o f evidence and 

hypotheses as established by the principles of explanatory coherence. It may be handy to

See chapter 2.
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reproduce again these principles here:
i

Principle E l:  Symmetry.

(a) I f  P  and Q  cohere, then Q  and P  cohere.

(b) I f  P  and Q  incohere, then Q and P  incohere.

PrincipleE2: Explanation.

If  P i ... Pm explain Ö, then:

(a) For each Pi in P i ... Pi and Q  cohere.

(b) For each P/ and Pj in P j ... Pm, Pi and Pj cohere.

(c) In (a) and (b) the degree o f  coherence is inversely proportional to the number o f  

propositions P j ... P ^

Principle ES: Analogy.

If P j explains Qj, P2 explains Q2, P i is analogous to P2, and Qj is analogous to 0^, then P / 

and P 2 cohere, and Qj and Q2 cohere.

Principle E4: Data priority. 1 -

Propositions that describe the result o f  observation have a  degree o f acceptability on their

own.

Principle E5: Contradiction.

If P  contradicts 0 , then P  and 0  incohere.

Principle E6: Competition.

If P  and 0  both explain a proposition P/, and if  P  and 0  are not explanatorily connected, 

then P  and 0  incohere. Here P and 0  are explanatorily connected if  any o f  the following 

conditions holds:

(a) P  is part o f  the explanation o f 0 ,

(b) 0  is part o f  the explanation o f P ,

(c) P  and 0  are together part of the explanation o f  some proposition Pj.

Principle E7: Acceptability.
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(a) The acceptability of a proposition P  in a system S  depends on its coherence with the 

propositions in S.

(b) I f  many results o f relevant experimental observations are unexplained, then the 

acceptability o f  a proposition P  that explains only a few o f  them is reduced.

As principle 1, symmetry, establishes, explanatory coherence is a  symmetric 

relation. For example, i f  the guilt-hypothesis coheres with the DNA evidence, then the 

DNA evidence and the guilt-hypothesis also cohere. As principle 2 (a) says, a hypothesis 

coheres with what it explains. For instance, the hypothesis that the perpetrator o f the crime 

was not an outsider (to take a well-known example by Conan Doyle) coheres with the 

evidence that the dog did not bark. Principle 2 (b) says that hypotheses that together 

explain some other proposition cohere with each other. For example, to use one of 

Thagard’s case studies, thé Von'Bülow case, the hypothesis that Claus Von Bülow wanted 

to end his marriage together with the hypothesis that the maid’s testimony (saying that she 

had found a black bag, which belonged to Claus, containing insulin) is reliable may be 

taken together to explain that Claus tried to kill his wife by injecting her with insulin, and 

thus cohere with each other. The last part of principle 2 says that the more hypotheses it 

takes to explain something, the lower the degree of coherence. Simplicity is in law, as 

much as everywhere else, a cognitive virtue. Principle 3 states that similar hypotheses that 

explain similar pieces o f evidence cohere. We may illustrate this principle with another of 

Thagard’s case studies; the O.J. Simpson case. The hypothesis that O.J. Simpson was 

framed explains why some of the blood taken from Simpson was unaccounted for, and 

why detective Furhman lied at trial. This hypothesis -o n e  may say- coheres with frame 

hypotheses that had similarly explained irregularities in the conduct o f  the investigation in 

past cases in L.A. Thus, the hypothesis that O.J. Simpson was framed coheres well with 

background knowledge about well-known histories o f police abuse in past cases involving 

African-Americans. Principle 4 says that propositions that describe the results of 

observations have a degree of acceptability on their own. In law, all evidence at trial would 

enjoy this kind of priority. Contradictory propositions, states principle 5, are incoherent 

with each other. Thus, for example, the hypothesis that a  witness said what he did because 

he was in a position to know that it was true is incoherent with the hypothesis that he was 

lying, insofar as both hypotheses contradict each other. Incoherence relations might also be 

established among two hypotheses if  they are in competition —as principle 6 says. Two 

h>T)otheses compete with each other if  they both explain a proposition but are not
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explanatorily connected. For instance, again in the Von Bülow case, the hypothesis that 

Claus Von Bülow injected his wife with insulin, and the hypothesis that she injected 

herself with insulin, both explained why Von Bülow’s wife went into a  coma, btit since 

neither one explains the other nor do they together explain any evidence, they compete 

with each other, and they are thus incoherent with each other. Last, principle 7 says that the 

acceptability o f  any proposition depends on. its coherence with the rest o f  elements to  

which it belongs. So, according to  this principle, the guilt hypothesis and the innocence 

hypothesis are to be accepted i f  they best cohere with the hypotheses put forward at trial 

and the evidence available.

The picture of legal justification o f conclusions about disputed questions of fact 

that emerges is this. We accept as justified the hypothesis about the facts under dispute that 

is most coherent, that is, the hypothesis that ends up in the subset A that results from 

dividing up the set of hypotheses and evidence into two subsets A and R in a way tha t 

maximizes coherence. Maximizing coherence when reasoning about facts in law amoimts 

to maximizing a number o f positive constraints established by the principles o f conceptual, 

deductive, analogical, perceptual, and, most importantly, explanatory coherence. In th is 

sense, we may say that we accept as justified the hypothesis about the facts trader dispute 

at trial that is explanatorily best.

As the foregoing discussion -I hope- shows, Thagard’s theory o f epistemic 

justification can be profitably used to analyze the issue o f the justification o f conclusions 

about disputed questions o f  fact. However, notwithstanding the important parallelisms that 

exist between epistemic justification and the legal justification of factual conclusions, there 

are important characteristics that set them apart. Thus, Thagard’s theory cannot be 

straightforwardly imported to model legal reasoning about evidence, but the specificities o f  

reasoning about evidence in the legal context must be accounted for. Among others, the 

following salient differences must be taken into account:

(i) Reasoning about evidence in law takes place within an institutional fhraiework 

that is designed to advance a  number o f different goals. Fact-finding accuracy is, to be 

sure, a  momentous value o f  our legal systems. However, law is interested in advancing 

values other than truth. Rules o f  evidence and procedure are in place to ensure that the 

complex set o f  values that law is meant to protect is realized. Two such normative
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standards are particularly important, to wit, the standards o f proof and the presumption o f 

innocence. The evaluation o f the explanatoiy coherence o f alternative explanations o f the 

facts under dispute is carried out within a normative framework that requires a  skeptical 

stance towards the guilt-hypothesis: this hypothesis may be accepted only if  belief in this 

hypothesis is ‘beyond reasonable doubt,’ and only if  a  presumption that the innocence 

hypothesis obtains is rebutted. These normative standards have, thus, a  crucial bearing on 

the evaluation o f alternative explanatory hypotheses and ought to be incorporated within a 

coherence-based theory o f  reasoning about facts. I suggest that such standards may be 

treated as constituting ‘institutional’ constraints that must be satisfied when maximizing 

coherence.

A constraint encoding the reasonable doubt standard would require that belief in the 

hypothesis concerning guilt iriust be justified to a high degree in order to be accepted.^ 

What does this mean? O f course, I shall not attempt to address here the controversial issue 

of what the standard o f guilt ‘beyond a reasonable doubt’ requires.^® Nonetheless, I would 

like to advance the following suggestion. As I shall argue later, the process o f  coherence 

maximization is best understood as an inference to the best explanation. I f  this is right, 

then discussions of the issue of how to measure the degree o f warrant that it is conferred 

upon conclusions of inferences to the best explanation should be relevant for determining 

the factors upon which satisfaction o f the reasonable doubt standard depends, that is, the 

conditions under which belief in the guilt hypothesis is justified (by virtue of its coherence) 

to a degree that is high enough to find for the plaintiff. Among the different analyses o f the 

warrant o f conclusions o f inferences to the best explanation, I find Josephson’s most 

illuminating. The suggestion is that we may develop an account of the conditions under 

which a belief about guilt may be said to be beyond a reasonable doubt by using 

Josephson’s analysis of the strength o f the justification of abductive conclusions. Let me 

briefly outline how such an account o f the reasonable doubt standard would proceed.

 ̂Thagard has also suggested that reasonable doubt may be viewed as an additional constraint on 
the maximization of coherence in “Why wasn’t O.J. convicted?” p. 366. In his view, this constraint
would require that hypotheses concerning guilt must be substantially more plausible than ones 
concerning innocence. As I argue below, while this is one of the requirements that the constraint of 
the reasonable doubt standard imposes, this constraint also imposes additional requirements.

See Laudan, “Is Reasonable Doubt Reasonable?” for an illuminating analysis of the different 
ways in which this standard may be understood.
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As I explained in chapter 4, according to Josephson, the degree o f justification o f a 

conclusion o f an inference to the best explanation depends on the following considerations: 

(1) how decisively the leading hypothesis surpasses the alternatives; (2) how well the 

hypothesis stands by itself, independently o f the alternatives; (3) confidence in the 

accuracy of data; and (4) how thorough the search for alternative explanations was. In 

addition, says Josepshon, the acceptance o f a conclusion o f an inference to the best 

explanation also depends on pragmatic considerations such as the cost of error and how 

strong the need is to come to a conclusion in the first place, especially when considering 

the possibility o f  gathering farther evidence.

This analysis has three interesting features. First, according to Josephson, these 

factors not only determine the degree o f  justification o f conclusions o f inferences to the 

best explanation, but how confident we are in the decision seems also to depend upon these 

factors. Thus, these factors are relevant for assessing both epistemic support and 

psychological confidence. Second, as we will see in the next section, there is a very 

interesting approach to the issue of warrant o f inferences to the best explanation in terms o f 

Pollock’s analysis o f defeasible reasoning. Josephson* analysis nicely complements this 

approach by indicating ways in which the justification o f  our conclusions o f  inferences to 

the best explanation can be defeated. For instance, a conclusion that the guilt hypothesis is 

the best explanation of the facts under dispute might be defeated if  it is shown that 

plausible alternative explanations have not been considered, or that it is supported by 

unreliable evidence. And third, it brings pragmatic considerations into the picture o f 

explanatory reasoning, and in so doing, it highlights the relevance o f contextual factors -  

such as the importance of being right in a particular instance o f justification- for assessing 

whether one is justified in accepting a conclusion that is explanatorily best.

These three features are very useful for imderstanding what is involved in believing 

a guilt hypothesis beyond a reasonable doubt First, as Thagard has suggested, reasonable 

doubt is a cognitive/emotional mental state.”  Josephson’s theory singles out a number of 

factors which are meant to determine both the psychological confidence in the decision as 

well as its empirical support. In this sense, an application o f  this theory to explain the 

reasonable doubt standard succeeds in capturing the cognitive and emotional components

"  Thagard, “When is Doubt and When is it Reasonable?
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of believing that a particular explanation satisfies this standard. Second, Josephson’s 

theory is useful for explicating the conditions under which the standard o f reasonable 

doubt is met. Reasonable doubt requires that the guilt hypothesis should be substantially 

better than alternatives, that it should enjoy a high degree o f explanatory power, that it 

should be based on reliable evidence, and that the search for alternative explanations has 

been through. In short, it requires that one be in a position in which the defeaters to one’s 

claim that the guilt hypothesis ought to be accepted -i.e., claims to the effect that one has 

failed to consider relevant alternatives, or that the guilt-hypothesis is inconsistent or overly 

complicated- have been examined and shown not to obtain in the particular case. And 

third, intuitively, what counts as reasonable doubt in a case o f murder, for example, does 

not count as reasonable doubt in a case of, say, robbery. As I shall argue below, the 

standards for the justification of conclusions about facts in law are context-dependent, and 

so is the reasonable doubt standard. Insofar as Josephson’s analysis brings to light the 

relevance o f  the costs o f being wrong and other contextual factors for determining the 

strength of the justification o f conclusions of an inference to the best explanation, an 

account of the reasonable doubt standard with the aid o f this analysis would succeed in 

capturing the context-sensitivity o f this standard.

So much for reasonable doubt. Now, as for the presumption of innocence, this too -  

I have said- can be interpreted as an additional constraint on the maximization of 

coherence. This institutional constraint could be incorporated into a model o f legal 

coherence by adding an additional principle of explanatory coherence (for law) that states 

that the hypothesis of innocence has some degree o f acceptability on its own. Like 

evidence, such a hypothesis is favored by the theory, even though its acceptance still 

depends on its coherence with the rest of elements. At the level of computational 

implementation, Thagard has proposed that the presumption o f innocence could be 

modeled in ECHO by treating hypotheses concerning guilt as the opposite of data, so that 

their activation is suppressed in order to accept the hypotheses they represent only when 

coherence overwhelmingly requires it. Alternatively, one could perhaps model the 

presumption o f  innocence by using some of the degrees o f  freedom that ECHO enjoys. For 

instance, ECHO has an important parameter, the decay rate, such that the higher it is, the 

more excitation from the data will be needed to activate hypotheses. One could manipulate 

e c h o ’s decay rate so that it shows a high degree o f  skepticism towards the guilt 

hypothesis.
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Á Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

(ii) Not only does the institutional dimension o f  legal argumentation give rise to a 

number of additional constraints, but it also puts some limits to the kind and weight o f 

reasons which can support a conclusion about a  disputed question o f fact. Precisely 

because the legal system is meant to  serve values other than truth it makes inadmissible 

evidence that would be deemed as relevant were we able to pursue inquiiy free from 

institutional boundaries. For instance, in U.S. evidence law, evidence whose probative 

value is outweighed by its prejudicial effect is inadmissible and, in most legal systems, 

relevant evidence illegally obtained is ruled out as inadmissible. In the context o f a 

coherence-based theory o f factual reasoning for law, this means that there is a  limit to the 

kind o f elements that can enter into the base o f coherence. Thus, only some subset of the 

evidence available enjoys the kind o f  data priority that the theory of explanatory coherence 

grants.

(iii) Last, another important difference between reasoning about evidence in law 

and reasoning about evidence in other contexts is that fact-reasoning in law is, ultimately, a 

piece o f an instance of practical reasoning. We form beliefs about the guilt or innocence 

of the accused upon which a decision about whether to convict or acquit is then based. The 

reasoning that leads to the acceptance o f a belief about guilt or innocence provides the 

factual premise o f  a practical syllogism which is, ultimately, the basis for the decision. 

From this point o f  view, fact-finding should be located, in the legal context, within a theory 

o f practical reasoning. How should the practical dimension o f fact-reasoning in law be 

incorporated within a theory o f  legal coherence as constraint satisfaction?

The natural way to place practical considerations that are relevant to reasoning 

about evidence in law is in a theory o f  deliberative coherence. As we saw in chapter 7, 

Thagard has developed, in collaboration with Millgram, an account o f practical inference 

as inference to the most coherent plan, that is, to the plan that best satisfies a number o f 

positive and negative constraints among a set o f actions and goals, as established by the 

principles o f deliberative coherence. The suggestion is that, in addition to the kinds of 

coherence which are involved in assessing the justification o f epistemic claims, there is one 

more kind o f coherence that is relevant to the justification o f factual claims in law, to wit.

•See Atienza, E l Derecho como argumentación^ chapter 4. See also chapter 2 above.
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deliberative coherence.

Now, there are two different ways in which deliberative coherence could be 

included within a theory o f  factual coherence. First, one could argue that whether a belief 

about guilt o r innocence is justified is a  matter o f  epistemic coherence. That is, one may 

contend that a  belief in a  guilt or innocence hypothesis is justified if  it best satisfies a 

number of positive and negative constraints as established by the principles o f  deductive, 

analogical, perceptual, conceptual, and, most importantly, explanatory coherence. From 

this point o f view, only epistemic reasons (reasons to believe something that make it more 

likely that the belief is true) are relevant for assessing the rationality o f a legal decision

maker’s belief about guilt/innocence. Practical reasons (i.e., non-epistemic reasons) would 

enter -v ia  deliberative coherence- at a later stage in the decision-making process.*^ 

Through a calculation of deliberative coherence we determine which decision is best in 

light o f  the complex set o f goals -tru th  and other values- that legal proceedings are meant 

to serve. From this perspective, there might be (on occasion) a justified divergence 

between what we are justified in believing and what we are justified in doing in the legal 

context. For it might be that, even i f  a  belief about guilt is best justified, a decision to 

acquit is the one that best satisfies the coherence constraints among the relevant set of 

actions and goals. This would be cases in which fact-finding accuracy is sacrificed at the 

expense of realizing values other than truth.*^

Alternatively, one may claim that the reasoning processes that lead to belief 

formation in the forensic context are pragmatic all the way down. Pragmatic 

considerations, such as the consequences of one’s decision, are already relevant for 

determining whether we are justified in believing a guilt hypothesis or an iimocence 

hypothesis. One’s belief (or disbelief) cannot be justified in the abstract, but our standards 

of justification are highly dependent upon contextual features. For example, while one 

might well be justified in believing on the basis o f  evidence X that John was the person

See Hannan, “Pragmatism and Reasons for Belief,” for the distinction between epistemic vs. 
non-epistemic reasons.

Just to dissipate a worry that might have arisen at this point: it should be clear that there would 
be no cases in which, given a justified belief about innocence, a decision to convict would be, 
nonetheless, justified. This is because the goals that are relevant for assessing the coherence of a 
number of decision alternatives are those of the legal system. Exemplary punishments and the like 
are raled out, for they do not serve any recognizable goal of our current legal systems.
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

seen late at night leaving the office in the context of ascertaining who might have left a 

bucket o f flowers on the desk o f one’s peer, one might be unjustified in so believing on the 

basis o f the very same evidence in the context o f ascertaining who might have beaten one’s 

peer to death. The stakes and other contextual factors are indeed relevant for setting the 

appropriate threshold of justification. From this point o f view, factual coherence involves 

the interaction o f deliberative coherence, in addition to the kinds o f coherence that are 

relevant to epistemic justification. There is, thus, one single coherence calculation that 

determines what we are justified in believing and what we are justified in doing in the legal 

context.

An answer to the question o f  which way o f  incorporating deliberative coherence 

within a coherence theory for the justification o f the conclusions about disputed questions 

of fact in law one should favor depends upon one’s views about how the relationship 

between fact-finding and decision-making should be understood. Moreover, it depends on 

the position one takes on the broader question o f how belief and action, epistemic and 

practical reasons, are related to each other. O f course, addressing any o f these issues is 

beyond the scope o f this work and m y capacities. Even in the limited context o f  coherence- 

based reasoning about evidence in law, I do not have a clear view about which of the 

foregoing ways o f incorporating deliberative coherence within a framework o f coherence 

as constraint satisfaction for factual disputes in law is preferable. Nonetheless, I am 

inclined to consider the second option as most promising, for the following reasons. First, 

it seems to better portray actual decision-makers’ reasoning processes. It is unlikely that 

legal decision-makers set apart pragmatic considerations when forming beliefs about the 

innocence or guilt o f the accused. Second, as a matter o f fact, non-epistemic considerations 

are already present in the coherence calculation that leads legal decision-makers to infer 

the best explanatory hypothesis. Exclusionary rules of evidence, the standards of proof, 

and the presumption o f innocence are clearly related to the promotion o f values other than 

truth, and - I  have said- they should be incorporated within a theory of epistemic coherence 

for law. Thus, it is not -as the first way in which deliberative coherence enters into fact- 

reasoning in law  has it- as i f  allowing deliberative coherence to enter only after a belief 

about guilt/iimocence has been justifiably reached, ensures that such beliefs are based 

exclusively on epistemic reasons. A nd last, as I shall argue later, the standards of legal 

justification are context-dependent, and pragmatic considerations are among the contextual 

factors that are relevant for assessing the justificatory status o f beliefs in the legal context
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Adding deliberative coherence to the kinds of coherence whose interaction is involved in 

the legal justification o f conclusions about disputed questions of fact gives to contextual 

factors their due in justification.

To conclude, adapting Thagard’s coherence-based theory o f epistemic justification 

to give an account of the justification of conclusions about disputed questions o f  fact 

requires adding new constraints i.e., institutional constraints, imposing some limitations 

upon the set o f  elements whose coherence is relevant to justification, as well as including 

another kind of coherence, i.e., deliberative coherence. These modifications bring the 

model o f coherence as constraint satisfaction closer to capturing the complexities o f legal 

reasoning about facts. Having seen how a theory o f factual coherence may be modeled on 

the basis o f  Thagard’s theory o f  epistemic coherence, let us now examine how the 

framework o f  coherence as constraint satisfaction can be applied to elaborate a  notion o f 

coherence for the justification o f normative conclusions in law.

3.2. Normative Coherence

A theory o f normative coherence as constraint satisfaction may be modeled after 

Thagard’s theory of ethical coherence. To recall, according to Thagard, moral justification 

requires the interaction o f four kinds o f coherence: deductive, explanatory, analogical, and 

deliberative coherence. Under this view, the justification o f  a moral judgment depends 

upon the satisfaction of a  number o f positive and negative constraints within a given set of 

elements as established by the principles of the foregoing kinds of coherence.

Developing a theory of normative coherence on the basis of Thagard’s account of 

ethical coherence is a much more difficult task than that o f  modeling a theory o f  factual 

coherence after his theory of epistemic coherence. First, while there are already some 

applications o f Thagard’s theory o f  constraint satisfaction to fact-reasoning in law, there 

are no applications to date of this theory to normative reasoning in law. Second, like 

epistemic justification, moral justification requires the interaction o f several kinds of 

coherence but with one major addition, namely, deliberative coherence. The problem is 

that the theory o f the latter kind o f  coherence is, as Thagard has recognized, ruthlessly 

simplified. As it stands, deliberative coherence carmot capture the complexity o f our 

practical inferences, let alone the intricacies o f our practical inferences in law. And last.
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

while Thagard’s theory o f ethical coherence succeeds in singling out the main components 

upon which moral justification depends, still more work needs to be done to account for 

the different factors that are relevant to moral (and legal) justification. Despite its 

limitations, I believe that Thagard’s theory o f  ethical coherence provides a good starting 

point for developing a theory of normative coherence. The abstract theory o f coherence as 

constraint satisfaction is in place, and Thagard’s treatment o f  normative issues with the aid 

o f the basic mechanism of constraint satisfaction, although limited, is extremely 

illuminating. Let us now see what can be done with the tools available thus far.

A straightforward application o f the theory o f ethical coherence to model normative 

reasoning in law would define normative coherence in terms o f  the satisfaction o f  a 

number o f positive and negative constraints as established by the principles o f the theories 

o f deductive, analogical, explanatory, and deliberative coherence. However, this 

conception o f coherence provides only a first basis upon which a theory o f  normative 

coherence may be built. Major changes need to be introduced in order to give an account 

o f the kind o f coherence that is relevant to the justification o f conclusions about disputed 

questions o f law:

(i) First, analogical coherence and deductive coherence refer to the fit o f particular 

moral judgments with other judgments in similar cases, and the fit between general moral 

principles and particular moral judgments, respectively. O f course, legal versions of these 

kinds o f coherence need to be developed and incorporated within a theory o f normative 

coherence.

(ii) Second, the theory o f  deliberative coherence has to be enriched to give an 

account o f the various considerations which enter into legal deliberation,

(iii) And last, one must crucially add yet another kind o f coherence, to wit, 

‘interpretative coherence,’ which is, I claim, the most important contributor to the legal 

justification o f normative conclusions.

The conception o f  normative coherence as constraint satisfaction that results from 

introducing these modifications is the following: the justification o f normative conclusions 

in law requires the integrated assessment o f  deductive coherence (fit between legal
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principles and legal judgments), explanatory coherence (fit o f legal principles and legal 

judgments with empirical hypotheses), deliberative coherence (fit o f legal judgments with 

the legal system’s goals and values), analogical coherence (fit of legal judgments with 

other judgments in similar cases), and interpretative coherence (fit o f  interpretative 

hypotheses with what I shall refer to as ‘normative elements’). Let us briefly see the 

contribution o f each of these kinds o f  coherence to legal justification.

Deductive coherence is, o f course, relevant to the justification o f conclusions about 

disputed questions of law. For this kind of coherence as applied to law, the elements are 

general principles o f law, legal rules, and particular legal judgments. The main positive 

constraint is a relation o f entailment, and the most important negative constraint is 

contradiction. For instance, there is a positive constraint between the legal principle that 

prohibits discrimination against woman and the rule that prohibits that different salaries be 

paid to men and woman in retribution for the same work; and there is a negative constraint 

between two legal rules which contradict each other, such as the rule that establishes 

mandatory retirement at age 65 and the rule that establishes mandatory retirement at age 

70. It is this kind o f coherence the one upon which earlier coherence theories o f  law have 

focused.

The relevance of analogical coherence for legal justification cannot be overstated. 

As we saw, some authors, such as Goldman, have even gone as far as defining legal 

coherence exclusively in analogical terms. And, more moderately, analogical relations play 

a most prominent role in some coherence-based theories o f legal reasoning, such as 

Hurley’s. In analogical coherence as applied to law, the elements are hypotheses about 

what features o f the target analog (the case to be decided) map to what features o f  the 

source analog (the settled body o f  precedent). In analogical coherence, to recall, positive 

constraints arise from visual and semantic similarity, purpose, and structure, while negative 

constraints occur between hypotheses that represent incompatible mappings. In law a 

further source o f positive (and negative) constraints would be axiological similarities (and 

differences). For example, mapping hypotheses that connect precedents which in turn 

protect a similar value tend to be accepted.

Explanatory coherence plays a role in legal reasoning about rules because, like in 

ethics, legal decisions often depend in part on the evaluation o f empirical hypotheses. For
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example, the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision, Roper v. Simmons^ declaring it 

unconstitutional to sentence anyone to death for a crime that he or she committed when 

younger than eighteen was based, partly, on the empirical hypothesis that the development 

of the human brain is such that juveniles’ capacity to foresee the consequences o f their acts 

is seriously underdeveloped. The evaluation o f  such an empirical hypothesis is to be made, 

like the evaluation of any other empirical hypothesis, by maximizing the coherence o f  

positive and negative constraints (as established by the theory of explanatory coherence) 

among the set o f competing hypotheses and relevant evidence.

Deliberative coherence is relevant to legal inference as much as it is to any other 

kind of practical inference. To recall, in the theory o f deliberative coherence, as developed 

by Thagard and Millgram, elements are actions and goals, the main positive constraint is 

established by facilitation relatioris and the main negative constraint is established by 

relations o f incompatibility. It is necessary to further develop Thagard and Millgram’s 

account o f deliberative coherence for it to be able to capture the different factors which 

enter into legal deliberation. I already suggested (in chapter 7) some ways in which the 

theory o f deliberative coherence could be expanded. To start with, within the set o f  

deliberative factors one should include, in addition to actions and goals, norms (principles 

and rules) as well as values and preferences and other relevant practical reasons (e.g., legal 

doctrines and precedents). In addition, the set o f  positive constraints should be expanded so 

as to include relations o f coherence other than facilitation, such as relations o f analogy and 

specification. As for negative constraints, it is also necessary to include a  richer set o f  

incoherence relations, besides relations o f  incompatibility. As I suggested in chapter 7, 

Richardson’s accoimt o f  practical conflict may be useful for identifying the different 

sources o f  practical incoherence, and thus for formulating a  set of principles that establish 

the various ways in which negative constraints may arise among deliberative factors.*^

When examining the role that deliberative coherence plays in fact reasoning in law, I mentioned 
that there are two different ways in which considerations of deliberative coherence might be taken 
into account: one could either include them into the coherence calculation that leads to spreading 
apart justified from unjustified beliefs about the facts under dispute or, alternatively, one could 
state that whether one is justified in believing a particular factual hypothesis is a matter of 
deductive, analogical, perceptual, conceptual, and explanatory coherence. Under this view, 
deliberative coherence has no saying on the issue of what we are justified in believing, but rather, it 
determines what we are justified in doing. A similar problem arises in relation to normative, rather 
than factual, coherence. One could place deliberative coherence at the same level as the other kinds 
of coherence the interaction of which is involved in the justification of conclusions about disputed 
questions of law. Alternatively, one could argue that whether one’s belief about what the law
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Last, what I have referred to as ‘interpretative coherence* is, I claim, the most 

important contributor to the justification of conclusions about disputed questions o f  law. 

Legal interpretation may be construed as a coherence problem. To show that a particular 

problem is a coherence problem it is necessary to specify -says Thagard- the elements and 

constraints, to provide an interpretation of acceptance and rejection, and to show that the 

solution o f the problem does in fact involve the satisfaction o f the specified constraints. 

How should we go about showing that legal interpretation may be described in terms of 

coherence as constraint satisfaction? To start with, I suggest that we use Thagard’s theory 

o f explanatory coherence as a model for construing the main skeleton o f a theory of 

interpretative coherence.

In interpretative coherence, elements are interpretative hypotheses and ‘normative 

elements,’ which include precedents, rules, statutes, etc. Interpretative hypotheses and 

normative elements play a role in interpretative coherence analogous to the role that 

empirical hypotheses and evidence, respectively, play in explanatory coherence. Under this 

view, precedents, rules, and statutes provide evidence or support a particular interpretative 

hypothesis -sim ilar to the way in which observations provide evidence for a particular 

explanatory hypothesis. Positive and negative constraints -coherence and incoherence 

relations- are established among interpretative hypotheses and normative elements 

according to a set of principles which mimic the principles of explanatory coherence: 

symmetry, explanation, analogy, data priority, contradiction, competition, and acceptance.

According to the ‘principle o f  symmetry,* interpretative coherence is a symmetric 

relation. That is, for example, an interpretative hypothesis and a body o f precedent cohere 

with each other equally. The ‘principle o f explanation,’ as applied to the problem o f  legal 

interpretation, says that an interpretative hypothesis coheres with what it explains; that

requires is justified is a matter of deductive, analogical, deductive, explanatory, and interpretative 
coherence, with deliberative coherence having a bearing only on the issue of whether one is 
justified in deciding in a particular way. However, as I said in relation to factual coherence, it is 
unlikely that belief and action are severed in legal reasoning in the way in which the latter position 
assumes. Except for veiy extreme cases (such as, for instance, cases of evil law) there is no 
distinction to be drawn between what we are justified in believing that the law is, and what is the 
legal decision that we are justified in taking. Because of that, I am inclined to conclude that 
considerations of deliberative coherence already enter in the determination of what is that the law 
requires in a particular case, and, thus, that we regard take the decision that is based on such a 
belief as justified.
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interpretative hypotheses that together explain some other proposition cohere with each 

other; and that the more hypotheses it takes to explain something, the lower the degree o f 

coherence. Thus, an interpretative hypothesis coheres with other interpretative hypotheses 

it helps explain as well as with the set o f normative elements (precedents, rules, etc.) it 

explains.*^ If  two interpretative hypotheses together give an explanation of, for example, a 

body o f  precedent, they cohere with each other. And simplicity is in theory construction in 

law, as much as it is in theory construction in science, a cognitive virtue that enhances 

coherence. The ‘principle o f analogy’ establishes that similar interpretative hypotheses that 

explain similar normative elements cohere with each other. For instance, an interpretative 

hypothesis that is advanced to explain an actual case coheres with interpretative hypotheses 

that explain relevantly similar settled cases. A version o f the ‘principle o f data priority’ for 

legal interpretation recognizes the priority that reasons from authority enjoy in legal 

reasoning by establishing that propositions that describe authoritative reasons have a 

degree o f acceptability on their own. The ‘principle o f contradiction’ says that 

contradictory propositions are incoherent with each other. Contradiction in interpretative 

coherence cannot be restricted to logical inconsistency, but also to axiological 

contradiction. Incoherence also arises when two interpretative hypotheses, which are not

Of course, it is required to articulate a notion of explanation that is appropriate to the context of 
reasoning about norms in law. Bench-Capon and Sartor have introduced a notion of explaining a 
case according to which “a case is explained if we have a rule which allows us to conclude its 
outcome on the basis of the factors present in the case which are included in the theoiy [which 
purports to explain the case], and this rule is not defeated by any other rule in the theoiy whose 
antecedent is satisfied” (see “Theoiy Based Explanation of Case Law Domains”). However, this 
notion o f explaining, they say, is not elaborated enough to give a satisfactory account of argument 
moves in case-based systems that have been designed to model legal reasoning. It might be argued 
that the prospects of developing any such notion of explaining are dim, and that this sheds doubts 
upon the viability of a theoiy of interpretative coherence. I do not think that the difficulties in 
articulating a notion of explanation that is able to capture the complexities involved in explaining 
in the legal context pose an insurmountable obstacle to the development of a theory of 
interpretative coherence on the basis of a theoiy of explanatoiy coherence. While I think that it is, 
indeed, important to have a good account of the relation of explanation that is relevant for 
evaluating coherence in reasoning about disputed questions of law, it does not seem to me that 
inquiry into interpretative coherence needs to wait until such an account is available. To start with, 
there are different views about the nature of explanation which might prove to be helpful in 
elaborating a notion of an interpretative hypothesis explaining a body of law. Among them, the 
unification conception of explanation is, I believe, particularly promising (see chapter 4, for a brief 
statement of this conception). Thus, it is not as if a theory of legal explanation needs to be 
developed from scratch, but there is an important body of work that can serve as a starting point for 
such a theory. In addition, there is no need, I believe, to burden the conception of interpretative 
coherence as constraint satisfaction with any particular model of explanation, but we may well 
leave open the issue of which model o f explanation better captures the role that explanations play 
in legal reasoning and, more specifically, in our assessments of coherence.
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explanatorily connected, explain a proposition, as the ‘principle o f competition’ states. 

Thus, for instance, if  two interpretative hypotheses both explain the same body of 

precedent but they are not explanatorily connected, they are incoherent with each other. 

Last, according to the ‘principle o f acceptance,’ the acceptability of a proposition in a 

system of propositions depends on its coherence with them. Thus, just as the acceptance o f 

an explanatory hypothesis depends on its coherence with a  set o f hypotheses and evidence, 

so does the acceptance of an interpretative hypothesis depend on its coherence with other 

interpretative hypotheses and the relevant set of normative elements.

As we saw, the theories o f other kinds of coherence have been successfully 

implemented by means of a number o f cormectionist programs. It would also be desirable 

to develop computational implementations of the foregoing theory o f interpretative 

coherence to analyze legal cases that involve difficult problems of interpretation. The 

networks that would result fix>m such implementation could also be represented by 

constraint networks built by analogy with the networks which Thagard employs to 

represent other coherence problems. For instance, suppose that we have a set of elements B 

(which stands for the ‘base’ o f coherence) such that B={n, T2, pi, p2, hi, h2}, where ri and 

ri are legal rules, pi and p2 are legal principles, and hi and h2 are interpretative hypotheses 

that purport to explain the body o f law (rules and principles) under consideration. Suppose 

that p i explains ri, and hi explains pi, whereas p2 explains r2, and h2 explains r2. Which 

interpretative hypothesis should we accept? The following figure represents this (very 

simple, indeed) problem of interpretation (dotted lines represent negative constraints, i.e. 

incoherence relations, and solid lines represent positive constraints, i.e., coherence 

relations):

See chapter 4 for a description of ECHO, the program that implements the theoiy of explanatory 
coherence, and chapter 7 for a description of DECO, the program that implements practical 
coherence. For a description of ACME, the program that implements the theoiy of analogical 
coherence, see Holyoak and Thagard, “Analogical Mapping by Constraint Satisfaction.”
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P i P2

T2

hi h2

So stated, no belief in either hi or h2 would be justified, for there is a coherence tie 

between both hypotheses. We may, then, expand the initial base o f coherence so as to 

include another principle p3 and some relevant precedent (prec) such that p3 explains p2, p3 

explains prec, and prec coheres (by the principle o f analogy) with h2 and r2. We may 

represent the problem of interpretation now by means o f the following expanded network:

P3

A partition o f  the expanded base o f coherence, B% in a way that best satisfies the 

positive and negative constraints will make it the case that h2 ends up in subset A 

(accepted) and hi ends up in subset R  (rejected). Thus, as the principle o f acceptance states,
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the interpretative hypothesis hj would be accepted as justified for it best coheres with a 

number o f hypotheses and normative elements.

The foregoing theory of interpretative coherence, to be sure, needs to be further

developed in order to give an account of the complex reasoning processes that lead to

accepting a particular interpretative hypothesis in law. Additional work on the relevant

kind o f normative elements that enter into legal deliberation, as well as on the kind of

constraints that bound these elements together is called for. The foregoing theory of

interpretative coherence could be further refined - I  suggest- by incorporating some o f the

findings o f the theories o f discourse coherence that I reviewed in chapter 9. For instance,

the coherence relations approach to discourse interpretation has successfully identified a

number o f coherence (and incoherence relations) among discourse elements which might, I

believe, indicate further sources o f  positive and negative constraints among normative

elements, In addition, available classifications o f the legal sentences which comprise our

legal systems, such as the one proposed by Atienza and Ruiz, may also prove useful for
1

specifying more precisely the elements o f interpretative coherence.

I have argued that normative coherence is best understood as involving the 

satisfaction o f  a number o f positive and negative constraints as established by the 

principles o f  analogical, deductive, explanatory, deliberative coherence, and, most 

importantly, interpretative coherence. To be sure, more work needs to be done to formulate 

a conception o f  the justification o f  normative conclusions in law in terms of coherence as 

constraint satisfaction. The foregoing analysis is merely a first attempt to show how such a 

conception could be articulated. Despite its limitations, 1 hope that it does show the 

potential o f  the framework of coherence as constraint satisfaction for providing a 

psychologically plausible, normatively attractive, and computable theory of normative 

coherence.

3 3 . A  Unified View of Legal Inference

The foregoing analysis o f  legal coherence as constraint satisfaction suggests a 

unified view o f  legal inference. Both factual coherence and normative coherence share a 

common structure, even if  the relevant constraints and elements, as well as the kinds of

18Atienza and Ruiz, A Theory o f Legcd Sentences.
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

coherence involved, vary depending on whether it is the justification o f a normative or 

factual conclusion that is at stake. When reasoning about both facts and norms in law we 

accept as justified the beliefs about the facts under dispute and about what the law requires 

that belong to the subset A that results from dividing up a  set of elements into accepted (A) 

and rejected (R) in a way that maximizes coherence. Thus, Thagard’s view o f  coherence as 

constraint satisfaction, as applied to law, allows us to see the common pattern that lies 

behind coherence-based legal inferences, and to give a  unified account o f  the conditions 

under which beliefs about both the law and the facts are justified.

Now, how do we get to subset A? How do we determine which conclusions about 

either the facts o r the law should be accepted as jxistified? How does the process o f  

coherence maximization work in the legal setting? As I argued in chapter 4, Thagard’s 

view o f  how coherence-based inference works has some problems. First, it takes the set o f  

elements over which the coherence maximization proceeds as a given. But, how is this set 

o f elements generated in the first place? How do we come up with the input to the process 

o f coherence maximization? Second, it is psychologically unrealistic -a s  Thagard 

recognizes- to assume that we are able to consider the coherence and incoherence relations 

among the whole set of elements. And last, Thagard’s model assumes that the set o f  

elements over which the coherence calculation proceeds remains fixed during the process 

o f coherence maximization; however, in most domains, and certainly in law, these 

elements become available sequentially. So, it seems necessary to amend Thagard’s theory 

of coherence as constraint satisfaction in order to mitigate the foregoing problems.

The suggestion is that the process o f coherence maximization may be understood as 

involving the following stages:

1. we build a ‘base’ o f coherence (B), that is, the set o f elements over which the 

coherence calculation proceeds.

2. we build a ‘contrast set’ (C), which contains a  number o f  alternatives which 

may be (but need not be) subsets of

3. we compare the coherence o f  the different alternatives, by focusing on some o f

The term ‘contrast set’ is borrowed from Josephson who defines it as “a set of hypotheses within 
which one hypothesis gets evidential support by being best and over which reasoning from 
exclusion proceeds” (“On the Proof Dynamics of Inference to the Best Explanation,” p. 293, nI8).
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the elements at a time, and select as justified the most coherent o f the 

alternatives.

Three important characteristics of the process o f  coherence maximization as is 

depicted above should be noted. First, the three stages are distinguished for clarity of 

exposition, but we typically move back and forth between all three stages in real instances 

of justification. Second, and as a consequence o f the foregoing point, we may modify the 

initial base (in ways that I shall later explain) in the process of coherence maximization. 

Such modification may consist in adding new elements. Thus, the set o f  accepted elements 

A might not be a subset o f  B, for it might contain elements which were not in the initial 

base B. The constraint satisfaction network that I used above to represent a  problem of 

interpretation provides an example o f a case in which solving the coherence problem by 

means of constraint satisfaction requires the addition o f  new elements (prec and p3, to 

recall) to the initial base o f coherence, creating a case where the set o f accepted elements is 

not a  subset o f  the initial base. And third, it is not assumed that the coherence calculation 

proceeds in one single step over the whole set o f elements, but rather, it works locally and 

sequentially, taking some o f the alternatives at a time.

We may exemplify the process of coherence maximization as follows. Let us 

suppose that B=̂  {hi, h:, hs, a, b, c, d, e}, where hi, h2, and hs are interpretative or factual 

hypotheses, and a, b, c, d, and e are evidence or normative elements. From this set we build 

a contrast set C, which contains the decision alternatives, such that C= (J, H, I}, where J= 

{hi, a, b, d}; K - {h2, c, b, d}; 1= {hj, d, e}. Selecting one alternative as justified by virtue 

of its coherence requires that one manipulate the initial base B so as to enhance its 

coherence. As I just said, one way in which this might be done consists in adding new 

elements. So let us expand our initial base B by adding elements f  and g. Let us assume 

that there is a coherence relation between hi and f  and g, so that we get C’, in which subset 

J has been expanded to include elements f  and g. The process of coherence maximization 

consists in dividing up the expanded set B’ into A and R in a way that maximizes 

coherence. As a result, we get A= {hi, a, b, f} and R= {h2, hs, c, d, e, g}. We may represent 

the process o f  coherence maximization as follows:
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6

B'

The process of coherence maximization, as described above, is best viewed as an 

inference to the best explanation, in which we generate a number o f candidate hypotheses, 

and select, among them, the one that coheres best Under this view, when reasoning about 

both disputed questions o f law  and disputed questions o f  fact, we produce a  number of 

plausible interpretative and factual hypotheses, respectively, and accept as justified the one 

that maximizes coherence. More interestingly, we may view  coherence-based inference in 

law as an ‘inference to the best theory’: when reasoning about both facts and law, we infer 

the theory o f the case and the theory o f  the law (that is, the theory about what the facts 

under dispute are, and the theory about what the law requires) that best satisfies a number
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A

of positive and negative constraints. A coherence-based approach to legal inference thus 

brings to light the relevant role that theories play in legal deliberation.^* The next section 

examines in detail this view of coherence-based legal inference as an inference to  the best 

theory.

4. INFERENCE TO THE BEST LEGAL EXPLANATION

In the previous section, I have argued for a concept o f legal coherence as constraint 

satisfaction. A  belief about what the facts under dispute are or what the law requires in a 

particular case is justified if  it belongs to the subset A  o f  S, where such a subset results 

from dividing up a base o f coherence in a way that best satisfies a number o f  positive and 

negative constraints. I concluded the previous section by considering the issue o f  how we 

arrive at subset A. I suggested that explanatory patterns o f  inference lie behind coherence- 

driven reasoning in law. In this section, I want to further pursue the suggestion that 

coherence-based legal inference is an explanatory kind o f  inference. In a nutshell, I shall 

argue that many instances of legal inference are best understood as inferences to the best 

explanation, where the best explanation is the most coherent one.

To be sure, that inference to the best explanation is indeed crucial in legal 

reasoning is not new. While examining some recent work on factual reasoning in law in 

chapter 2, we saw that some scholars, such as Schum and Josephson, have argued for the 

importance o f abduction in fact-reasoning in law, and others, like Walton, have even 

claimed that abduction is the main form of reasoning about evidence in law. However, 

those legal scholars who have claimed that abduction occupies a prominent role in a theory 

of legal reasoning about evidence have mostly viewed it exclusively as a mechanism of

20 See Kuipers, “Inference to the Best Theoiy, Rather than Inference to the Best Explanation.*

Several authors have emphasized the role that theories play in legal deliberation. Twining has 
argued for the relevance of theories of the case in reasoning about evidence in law (see Twining, 
Rethinking Evidence, esp. chapter 8). Hurley has claimed that legal deliberation aims at developing 
the theoiy that best displays as coherent the relationship among the legal doctrines and precedents 
that apply to the alternatives in question (Hurley, Natural Reasons, esp. chapter 11). It is a main 
tenet of Dworkin’s theory of adjudication that there is no firm line that divides Jurisprudence and 
adjudication: both involve the construction of an interpretative theory that best explains and 
justifies the law as a whole (Dworkin, Law's Empire). And, in the field of A.I., Bench-Capon and 
Sartor have argued that case-based reasoning in law consists in constructing a theoiy, using it to 
explain cases, and evaluating competing theories so as to adjudicate between them (Bench-Capon 
and Sartor, “Theory Based Explanation of Case Law Domains”; and “A Model of Legal Reasoning 
with Cases Incorporating Theories and Values.”)
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discovery.^ To recall, there are two main views about abduction. According to a weak 

version, the scope o f abduction is restricted to the discovery o f h3TX)theses. In contrast, the 

strong version claims that it is a pattern o f reasoning which leads to both the generation 

and evaluation o f hypotheses. It has been thus the weak rather than the strong version of 

abduction that has been mostly embraced by legal scholars. Instead, I shall argue here for 

the applicability o f a  strong version o f  abduction to legal reasoning. That is, my claim is 

that abduction (properly construed as inference to the best explanation) is a  method of 

evaluation as well as a method o f generation o f factual hypotheses in the forensic context. 

Among legal scholars, a main reason for advocating a weak, instead of a strong, version o f 

abduction as inference to the best explanation is the purported lack o f any criterion for 

determining what the ‘best’ explanation is. Here, I shall argue that it is coherence standards 

(such as those embodied in the view o f coherence as constraint satisfaction that I have 

examined in the previous section) that provide us with such criteria of evaluation.

While abduction has been discussed to some extent in evidence scholarship, there 

are few legal scholars who have argued for the relevance o f  abduction in legal reasoning 

about rules. As I argued before, some accounts o f  how legal reasoning proceeds are best 

interpreted as rudimentary forms o f inference to the best legal explanation.^^ But the 

possibilities o f  using a model o f inference to the best explanation to give an account of the 

inference pattern that leads to the acceptance o f a particular interpretative hypothesis in 

law remain unexplored.^"*

Hence, a  full model o f  inference to the best explanation in law, one that gives an 

account o f the significance o f  this kind of inference in both the generation and the 

justification o f  factual and interpretative hypotheses in law is still lacking. Needless to say, 

I cannot provide such a model here, but I shall suggest some lines along which such a 

model may be developed. While I think that investigating a model of inference to the best

^  For example, see Schum’s landmark work on abduction in law, discussed in chapter 2.

^  See, for example, the discussion of Dworkin’s views on legal inference in chapter 1. For some 
accounts of the role of abduction in normative reasoning in law see McJohn, “On Uberty: Legal 
Reasoning by Analogy and Peirce’s Theory of Abduction”; Brewer, “Exemplary Reasoning”; 
Bourcier, “Interprétation et abduction; La science du droit est-elle concernée par la sérenpidité?”; 
and Papaux, “Hermenéutique juridique, qualification et abduction.”

That the possibilities of application o f abduction in law are not restricted to factual inferences but 
also to the interpretation of normative statements is also suggested by Bonorino in “Sobre la 
Abduction,” p. 237.
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explanation in law is a worthy project regardless of whether one is willing to buy a 

coherentist account of legal inference, developing such a model is particularly important 

for any coherence-based account o f  legal reasoning. As I argued above, it is a main 

problem for coherence theories o f  justification that, unlike competing models, they lack a 

detailed account of the inference patterns that lead to the most coherent decision. The 

suggestion is that a model o f inference to the best explanation provides us with the sought 

after account o f  coherence-based reasoning in law. Thus, if  I am correct, a model of 

inference to the best explanation is bound to be an important piece o f a coherentist theory 

o f legal justification.

The discussion o f the model o f inference to the best legal explanation will proceed 

as follows. I shall first explain the view o f legal inference that a model of inference to the 

best explanation depicts. Next, I shall identify some o f the problems which a model of 

inference to the best explanation in law ought to face, and suggest some ways in which 

they might be overcome. One o f  these problems is particularly relevant to the project of 

developing a workable account o f  legal inference as inference to the best explanation, i.e., 

the so-called problem o f underconsideration. The last part of this section is devoted to 

examining this problem in detail.

4.1. A Two-Stage View of Legal Inference

I have claimed that we arrive at the decision about what the law requires or what 

the facts under dispute at trial are that is best justified by virtue of its coherence by means 

of an inference to the best explanation. Of course, there is more to inference in law than 

inference to the best explanation, e.g., deduction plays a  role in legal justification. But the 

point is that, while seeking coherence in law, we employ a distinct form of inference, that 

is, inference to the best explanation. Given that much legal inference is coherence-driven, 

inference to the best explanation is ubiquitous in the legal context. We may thus learn a 

great deal about legal inference -m ore specifically about the kind of inference that we use 

to construe coherence in the course o f  legal decision-making- by examining what a model 

o f inference to the best explanation has to offer.

Inference to the best explanation, I have said, is the pattern o f reasoning whereby 

explanatory hypotheses are generated and selected. Now, what is the structure o f  this kind
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of explanatory inference? Lipton has elaborated a detailed account o f the structure o f 

inferences to the best explanation according to which the mechanism we use to settle on 

which explanation to infer has two stages, to wit, a  process o f  generation, and a  process o f 

selection.^^ Lipton’s idea is that we infer to the best explanation by first generating a short 

list o f  plausible candidates, and then by selecting the best from that list. We never begin 

with a ‘full menu,’ as Lipton puts it, o f all possible explanations, for this would be too 

large to generate and handle. Yet, the set o f explanations that we consider is not generated 

randomly. Instead, he argues, we use some sort o f short-list mechanism whereby we 

generate a small number o f live candidates, from which we then choose. From this point o f  

view, inference to the best explanation includes ‘two-filters,’ one that selects the plausible 

candidates, and another that selects firom among them.

According to Lipton, explanatory considerations play a role in both the generation 

and the selection stage. They enter into the first filter by means o f our substantive 

background knowledge that helps us generate a limited list o f plausible candidates by 

favoring hypotheses that cohere well with our background beliefs. Given that the 

backgroimd beliefs that help generate the list are themselves the result o f  previous 

applications o f inferences to the best explanation, they are also based on explanatory 

considerations. Thus, explanatory considerations enter implicitly (via background 

knowledge) into the first filter. In the second filter, they enter explicitly, for we select the 

best among the competing hypotheses on the grounds o f its explanatory merit. Under this 

view, it is clear that inference to the best explanation is primarily an eliminative method. 

As Psillos asserts, “an explanation emerges as the best by a process o f  eliminating 

alternative potential explanations.” And, from this description o f  the mechanics o f 

inference to the best explanation it is also plain that inference to the best explanation, to be 

sure, is an ampliative (defeasible or non-monotonic) form o f inference: for it is, o f course, 

always possible to discover an even better explanation which defeats the hypothesis that 

has been chosen as best.^’

The foregoing analysis o f  the structure and nature o f inference to the best

See Lipton, Inference to the Best Explcmation, pp. 148-151. 

Psillos, “The Fine Structure of Inference to the Best Explanation.’ 

See Psillos, “Simply the Best: A Case for Abduction,” p. 622,
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explanation has important consequences for legal inference, if, as I have claimed, the latter 

is an instance o f the former. To start with, it follows from the foregoing analysis that an 

inference to the best explanation o f  the facts under dispute at trial, and an inference to the 

best interpretative hypothesis about what the law requires in a particular case is an 

eliminative and defeasible type o f inference. And second, legal inference is conceptualized, 

under a model of inference to the best explanation, as a two-step procedure. Legal 

decision-makers infer the best explanatory or interpretative hypothesis in law by first 

constructing a ‘contrast set* -a  set o f  plausible candidates- and then by choosing the best 

from this set -the candidate, I shall argue, that best satisfies the coherence standards. 

Under this view, the right legal decision results from a two-filter procedure. Let us now see 

in some detail the two steps in which coherence-based reasoning in law consists.

4.2. Constructing a C ontrast Set

To start with, legal decision-makers need to generate a limited pool o f alternatives 

from which coherence-based reasoning may then proceed. The generation stage of 

coherence-based reasoning (or inference to the best explanation) is poorly understood, as 

could not be otherwise, given the relative neglect of the study of issues of discovery in 

both law and philosophy. As I argued in chapter 2, philosophers in all domains have taken 

the analysis o f  the process of discovery to fall beyond the scope o f  application of their 

theories, and have focused instead on the process o f  justification. Defenders of 

coherence-based approaches to scientific, moral, or legal reasoning have not been an 

exception, and have thus been concerned exclusively with the evaluation stage. However, a 

thorough understanding o f the process of generation is pivotal for articulating a  workable 

coherence-based theory o f justification. To be sure, we do not (neither can we) consider all 

possible explanations before inferring to the best, but rather we consider only a subset of 

plausible explanations. Therefore, it seems necessary that a coherence-based theory of 

legal reasoning account for the process whereby we generate this limited list o f  plausible 

explanations.

The generation stage o f coherence-based reasoning in law - I  contend- includes

This holds true particularly for analytic philosophy; see chapter 2 for a discussion of the 
connection between positivism and the discoveiy/justification distinction, as well as section 9.5
below.
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three distinct operations. First o f all, it is required to construct the ‘base’ o f coherence, that 

is, the set o f  elements over which the coherence calculation proceeds. Second, we need to 

divide this base into a number o f different competing alternatives -4hat is, from the base of 

coherence we must come up with a  ‘contrast set.’ And then, it is necessary to make the 

different alternatives the most coherent they can be, in order to ensure a fair comparison of 

their relative degree of coherence. The best case should be made for each of the 

alternatives before picking one o f  them (in the selection stage) as the basis for one’s 

decision. Thus, the result o f  a  good process o f  generation is a contrast set that contains a 

short-list o f plausible alternatives that satisfy the coherence constraints to the maximum 

degree possible.

Now, how do legal decision-makers construct such a contrast set? And what is the 

role o f coherence in this process o f  generation? First, I have said, it is required to come up 

with the base o f coherence, which contains a number o f evidence and factual hypotheses -  

in the case o f  factual reasoning in law- and a number o f  interpretative hypotheses and 

normative elements -in  the case o f  normative reasoning in law. Little is known about how 

we come up with novel factual or interpretative hypotheses and how we ascertain which of 

these hypotheses is worth being seriously considered. O f course, I do not attempt to give 

an answer to the question o f  how legal decision-makers manage to come up with a 

relatively narrow set of promising alternatives. However, I would like to note that 

coherence considerations play a role here, as much as they do in the process o f selection. 

Coherence enters into the first step o f  the process o f  generation in different ways.

First, following Lipton, we may say that coherence enters implicitly in the process 

o f generation via background knowledge. The judgment o f  plausibility upon which the 

generation o f  a restricted number o f  candidates hinges on depends heavily on background 

knowledge. Hypotheses which wildly incohere with our background beliefs are not 

discarded, but rather, they are never considered. Our background beliefs -w e take it- 

indicate which hypotheses one ought to seriously consider. Thus, coherence with 

background beliefs helps us narrow down the range o f  plausible candidates to a 

manageable size. For instance, when reasoning about evidence in law, beliefs about how 

crimes are usually committed play a prevalent role, so that decision-makers tend to include 

within the set o f  hypotheses to be considered those hypotheses which cohere with those 

beliefs. Similarly, when reasoning about norms in law, background knowledge about
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precedents and settled principles is also crucial in determining which interpretative 

hypotheses are plausible enough to make it to the second filter. Hypotheses which, if 

accepted, would require us to reject (on grounds o f incoherence) much of our empirical 

beliefs or our beliefs about the law are not even considered.

O f course, this tendency to generate hypothesis which cohere with our background 

beliefs is, as you have probably noticed, quite risky. The role that coherence -via 

background knowledge- plays in the generation stage is a double-edged sword. On the one 

hand, it focuses inquiry, by avoiding waste of time and effort in formulating and discarding 

crazy hypotheses that nobody could seriously consider. To state the obvious, no serious 

lawyer would say that the crime was committed by an uimatural force because we most 

firmly believe that crimes are ‘usually’ committed by humans -as one o f  the Grimm 

Brothers said. And no judge would say that a given problem of interpretation ought to be 

solved as the principle that nothing prevents one firom benefiting from one’s own 

wrongdoing dictates, which clearly conflicts with our most entrenched convictions about 

the law. Besides, if we take it (and with good reason, I believe) that most of our beliefs are 

approximately true or, at the very least, justified, then it is but reasonable that we should 

disfavor hypotheses that would lead us to reject much o f the background. But, on the other 

hand, the role that coherence with background knowledge plays in the process of 

generation has also its dark side. Favoring hypotheses that cohere \vith our background of 

empirical beliefs might prevent us from considering hypotheses which, rare as they might 

be, are best supported by the evidence we have in the particular case. And a tendency to 

generate hypotheses that cohere with our background o f normative beliefs may also hinder 

normative change: for remember, it is not merely that we tend to discard hypotheses which 

would lead us to radically revise our background beliefs, but those hypotheses, as it turns 

out, are not even considered in the first place. Here, we face the recalcitrant problem of 

conservatism which seems to undermine coherence methods, and to which I shall return 

later.

Second, coherence also enters into the process o f  generation through a  number of 

marshalling mechanisms. As Schum and Tillers have argued, the success that we enjoy in

^  In the film The Grimm Brothers. Of course, the important proviso “in our culture in 2005” is 
missing here. IBE is, as I said before, a highly contextual kind of inference insofar as it depends on
substantive background beliefs which vary with context. See chapter 4.
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generating important new hypotheses and discovering new evidence depends to a great 

extent upon how well we have marshaled or organized the evidence we have.̂ *̂  

Marshalling methods stimulate asking the right questions without which we stand little 

chance o f generating fruitiul possibilities. As we saw, some important marshalling 

strategies such as ‘scenarios,’ ‘schemata,’ and ‘theories o f the case’ are coherence- 

oriented, Thus, coherence pushes us towards productive investigative paths by contributing 

to the effective marshalling o f the ideas and evidence that we have.

Third, the generation o f new elements is sometimes driven by an effort after 

coherence. As I just said, successful inquiry is first and foremost an exercise of 

interrogation. And the search for coherence motivates the formulation o f a set o f questions 

which importantly aid the aim o f inquiry. Asking what data would cohere with a particular 

hypothesis, or what hypothesis could make sense of some data we have is an effective way 

o f identifying relevant evidence as well as coming up with innovative hypotheses. It is 

important to notice here that formulating promising hypotheses and discovering relevant 

evidence goes hand-to-hand in the process of inquiry. On the one hand, by supposing that 

one factual hypothesis is true, we can work out what further evidence might be relevant. Or 

we may notice the relevance o f a particular body o f  precedent for a given problem o f 

interpretation by considering, for the purposes o f inquiry, that one interpretative hypothesis 

is correct. On the other hand, we may come up with a  new hypothesis by supposing what 

would, if  true, explain a particular piece o f evidence we have. Similarly, we may articulate 

a novel interpretative hypothesis by searching for an overarching principle which, if  

correct, could make sense o f a set o f  apparently conflicting mles. There is thus a feedback 

between hypotheses formation and data acquisition in actual legal inquiry, and coherence 

seems to significantly contribute to this feedback.

And last, as Thagard has suggested, incoherence is also a driving force in inquiry. 

In his view, emotional reactions, such as surprise or anxiety, that signal incoherence may 

trigger hypotheses formation. That is, according to Thagard, sometimes the generation o f 

new elements is prompted by failure to achieve an interpretation that satisfies an adequate 

number o f positive constraints. In the context of law, we may say that the anxiety

See chapter 2.

See chapter 4.
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produced by the fact that a guilt-hypothesis fails to make full sense o f the available 

evidence may motivate the search for an alternative hypothesis (which might, in turn, 

suggest the relevance o f additional evidence) which is compatible with a story o f 

innocence. Or incongruity of the so far best solution to an interpretative problem in law 

with one’s firm convictions about what the main values which the legal system is meant to 

protect are may be accompanied by a lively sense of non-conformity that might trigger the 

search for an alternative interpretation (and for normative materials which might support 

the new interpretative hypothesis).

Once we have a set o f elements to start working with, the next step in the 

generation stage - I  have said- is that of dividing up these elements into a number of 

different subsets, i.e., the different alternatives which the contrast set contains. That is, not 

only do we need to generate a number of elements, but we also need to link them through 

positive ^ d  negative constraints (coherence and incoherence relations) so as to configure a 

set o f  plausible alternatives. Establishing these coherence and incoherence relations among 

the different elements requires doing a lot of work indeed: we need to determine whether 

two alternative hypotheses are inconsistent or contradictory; whether an element may be 

considered as evidence for a hypothesis; whether it is analogous to another one; or which 

elements may be reasonably taken to have a degree o f acceptability on their own. These 

issues (and yet many others) are difficult questions, which give rise to what I have referred 

to (in chapter 4) as ‘the problem of the input’ - a  problem which any coherence theory- 

most importantly, one that is modeled upon Thagard’s theory of coherence as constraint 

satisfaction- has to face. As 1 said before, albeit difficult, these problems are not 

insurmountable. And more importantly, they are not problems which we may legitimately 

expect a coherence theory to provide a solution to, but rather, their successful solution is 

incumbent upon the articulation o f  a theory o f legal reasoning of which the coherence 

theory is but a part As difficult as it may be, in order to properly construe a set o f  plausible 

alternatives from which to infer to the best, it is necessary that the required coherence (and 

incoherence) relations between the elements which comprise the base o f coherence be 

established.

But the task is not over once we have a reasonable pool o f alternatives, for one 

would say, ultimately we would like to make those alternatives the best that they can be, so 

as to give them a fair chance in the coherence competition that is to take place at the
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

selection stage. That is, a  good contrast set not only contains a set o f plausible alternatives, 

but, in addition, each o f  these alternatives should be the best it possibly can. Hence, now 

we need to make each o f the alternatives as coherent as possible, and here, we arrive at the 

third (and last) of the operations that I mentioned above.

How do we build up a  contrast set that contains a set o f alternatives which are as 

coherent as they can be? What are the mechanisms available for so doing? Here, belief 

revision operations are, I think, extremely helpful. As explained in chapter 5, belief 

revision operations are designed for modeling what is involved in rational belief change. 

The guiding idea is that coherence (variously understood) provides the standard against 

which the rationality o f  the outcome o f a process o f  belief change (the output system o f  

beliefs) is to be determined. B elief revision operations explicate what is required for 

changing our system o f  beliefs rationally (that is, for maximizing its coherence). The 

relevance o f these mechanisms for the problem that occupies us now -the  problem o f  

making the different alternatives the most coherent they can be- should be apparent. The 

suggestion is that we may employ the different coherence-making mechanisms formalized 

by the belief revision literature in order to clarify what is involved in maximizing the 

coherence o f  the several alternatives under consideration, i.e., the theories about what the 

law requires in a particular case o r about what the facts at trial are.

At this stage, the initial set o f  elements (the base o f  coherence) is merely taken as a 

starting point, for different alterations of this initial set are called for to make each o f the 

alternatives the best that they can be. To recall, there are two main kinds o f  belief change: 

internal and external. Internal changes o f belief are those necessary to turn an incoherent 

set of beliefs into a coherent one. External changes occur in response to new information: 

changes o f  belief might be necessary to preserve the coherence o f one’s system of belief in 

light o f new information. Both kinds o f changes are thus necessary to build coherence 

among one’s beliefs. As argued in chapter 5, among the different belief revision 

formalisms, the operations o f  consolidation and semi-revision (and, merge) best 

characterize the different mechanisms whereby we may render our beliefs coherent. These

Some authors have also explored, albeit from a different perspective, the connection between 
belief revision and abduction. See Aliseda, Seeking Explanations: Abduction in Logic, Philosophy 
o f Science, and Artificial Intelligence, chapter 4; and Olsson, Coherence: Studies in Epistemology 
and Belief Revision.
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mechanisms, thus, may prove to significantly aid the task of rendering the different 

alternatives under consideration as coherent as they can be. Let us briefly illustrate how 

these operations may help make the different alternatives coherent.

I start with the internal changes of belief. As was explained before, these changes 

are best modeled by consolidation, which is the operation whereby we internally change a 

system of beliefs so as to achieve coherence. To recall, there are two kinds of 

consolidation: additive consolidation and subtractive consolidation. While the former 

construes coherence by subtracting a belief (or more) from an incoherent set, the latter 

consists of adding one (or more) beliefs to an incoherent set in order to make it coherent. 

Legal decision-makers may use both additive and subtractive consolidation to augment the 

coherence o f the decision alternatives. For instance, one may increase the coherence of a 

particular interpretation o f the facts under dispute by adding a testimony that lends support 

to such an interpretation; or one may enhance the coherence o f  a particular interpretation of 

the normative materials by citing a precedent which lends support to such an interpretative 

hypothesis. Subtractive strategies are also useful. One may determine that one should reject 

a particular piece of evidence on the grounds o f its incoherence with one of the proposed 

hypotheses; or rule out a precedent as mistaken because it conflicts with the principles 

upon which one o f the decision alternatives relies.

To these subtractive and additive strategies, perhaps we should add yet one more 

way in which the coherence o f a particular set (a decision alternative) might be enhanced, 

and that I shall refer to, borrowing Conte’s term, as ‘reinterpretation.’ Often, we remove 

the incoherencies in our belief systems by changing (rather than by deleting) one (or more) 

elements within the system. This strategy is also useful (and, indeed, very common) in 

legal decision-making. For instance, one may reinterpret a  piece o f evidence which 

apparently conflicts with the factual hypothesis that one is arguing for so that it supports 

the hypothesis; or one may reinterpret a body o f  precedent so as to show that it coheres 

with one’s proposed decision.

See Conte, Condizioni di Coerenza, pp. 85-86. According to Conte, we may render a discourse 
coherent through a particular kind o f interpretation, which she refers to as “reinterpretation.” 
Reinterpretation occurs when the interpreter, in order to attribute meaning to a text, is required to 
make a second interpretation of a preceding part of a text that has already been interpreted. For a 
fuller account of how the process of reinterpretation, as described by Conte, works see chapter 9.
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Coherence may also need to be reestablished in light o f new information which 

conflicts with one’s accepted beliefs. In these cases, external changes are called for to 

restore the coherence o f  one’s system o f belief. Semi-revision (and merge) is the operation 

whereby we integrate into a coherent system the total infonnation that we have -o ld  and 

new. The idea is that processing new information requires the reinterpretation of one’s total 

information state. This leads one to generate a number o f  alternative candidate 

interpretations from which the most coherent one (which may or may not contain the new  

piece o f information) is selected. This operation has then two steps: the first step consists 

o f  adding the new information; and the second consists o f consolidating the new to tal 

system. Again, we may distinguish here between three different strategies whereby the 

coherence o f the total system o f  beliefs might be maximized, depending on the kind o f  

consolidation (subtractive, additive, and ‘reinterpretative’) that is used. Faced with a  new  

piece o f  information - a  new piece o f  evidence, a novel analogy- the legal decision-maker 

has to decide whether he is justified in accepting it (and so in including it into the decision 

alternative) or not. The suggestion is that the processing of this new information is m ade  

by first including it in one’s set, and then by maximizing the coherence o f the set th a t 

results from merging the old information with the new. For instance, in light o f  a  n ew  

conflicting testimony, the legal decision-maker would reason by first, supposing that th e  

testimony is reliable, and then by working out whatever modifications are necessary fo r 

making the whole decision alternative as coherent as it can be: this might be done by  

eliminating some elements from the set -for instance, some evidence that conflicts with th is  

testimony- or by adding new elements -accepting a  corroborating testimony as evidence 

for one’s hypothesis- or by reinterpreting some elements -altering the evaluation o f  o ther 

pieces o f  evidence so that they cohere with the new testimony. O f course, the outcome o f  

the decision process m ight well be that the testimony ought to be rejected -and  this w ould  

amount to rendering the system that includes both the old and new infonnation coherent by 

subtractive consolidation. Similarly, a proposed analogy that militates against one o f  the 

decision alternatives might lead to adding, deleting, or reinterpreting the elements — 

normative elements and interpretative hypotheses- o f one of the decision alternatives. A nd, 

o f  course, here as well, the coherence o f the alternative might be enhanced by manipulating 

the new information —the proposed analogy- in the three distinct ways -addition, 

contraction, and reinterpretation- that have been distinguished.

These belief revision operations are effective strategies for rendering each o f  the
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decision alternatives under consideration as coherent as they can be. Not only are they 

appealing, from a normative standpoint, but they also characterize quite well, I should say, 

the kind of operations performed by legal decision-makers when searching for the most 

coherent arrangement of the different elements that enter into their decisions. Simon has 

persuasively shown that legal decision-makers restructure the legal materials so as to build 

up a coherent mental model of the decision task by means o f what he refers to as ‘gate- 

keeping,’ ‘bolstering,* and ‘rule-selecting,’^  These three operations correspond, he says, 

with most typologies offered by cognitive consistency theorists, to wit, changing elements, 

adding new elements, and decreasing the importance o f  dissonant elements. There is 

substantial psychological evidence that we use these kind o f  operations for enhancing the 

coherence (or reducing the incoherence) among our beliefs. These kinds o f operations 

closely resemble the kind o f operations which belief revision fonnalisms advocate. Thus, 

these operations not only seem to provide a useful classification of the strategies that legal 

decision-makers have at their disposal for enhancing the coherence of each o f  the 

alternatives, but they also describe the processes whereby we seem to construe coherence 

in the course o f  decision-making (as much in law as everywhere else).

Here, again, I should notice the ‘dangers’ involved in employing these different 

coherence-making mechanisms. While it seems necessary, in order to ensure a fair 

evaluation o f the different alternatives, that each of the alternatives be shown as coherent 

as it can be, it cannot be denied that there is always the possibility that the process whereby 

the coherence o f each o f these alternatives is maximized is performed in such a way as to 

ensure that one o f the decision alternatives ends up being later selected. That is, there is 

always the risk that one uses these different mechanisms for inflating the degree o f 

coherence o f  one’s preferred alternative and deflating the degree o f coherence o f the 

competing alternatives. In fact, this is what happens, according to Simon, in the course of 

legal decision-making. One might then make it the case that while rendering each o f the 

decision alternatives the most coherent it can be, one’s preferred alternative is shown to be 

more coherent that it actually is, and competing alternatives are rendered in fact less 

coherent that they could have been shown to be. This, o f  course, would result then in a 

biased, rather than a fair, evaluation o f the alternatives. We might be so wired -a s  Simon 

and collaborators’ psychological research shows- that such manipulations of the decision

Simon, “A Psychological Model o f Judicial Decision-Making,” p. 85ff.
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alternatives are an essential part o f  what is involved, as a matter o f fact, in effective 

decision-making. But while to some extent these manipulations might be indispensable for 

reaching a decision at all, it does still seem possible -and  indeed, desirable- to keep these 

psychological tendencies from running riot. Complementing -in  the way that I shall 

suggest later- a  theory o f coherence-based reasoning with a theory o f  epistemic 

responsibility might be a way o f  exploiting the drive towards coherence which -as  

empirical studies show- guides our decision-processes, while avoiding the dangers inherent 

in coherence-based reasoning.

To sum up, I have argued that the generation stage consists o f three different tasks: 

one must come up with a base o f coherence; then, it is necessary to break the base down 

into different alternatives, in other words, to build up a  contrast set; and finally, it is 

required to manipulate the various alternatives in the different ways that have been 

identified above so as to render them as coherent as they can be. The outcome of this 

process of generation would be a contrast set which contains a number o f  alternative 

decisions that are maximally coherent. We are now, it seems, ready to compare these 

alternatives and select the best o f them. i-

4 3 . Choosing the Best Set

Inference to the best explanation has us select, among a set o f plausible candidates, 

the candidate that is best. But, one may ask, what is meant by ‘besf ? Some legal scholars 

are reluctant to embrace a model o f  inference to the best explanation precisely because, it 

is argued, there is no settled criterion to determine what is meant by best. The purported 

problem of establishing what is best is not, however, insuperable. By ‘best’ explanation we 

may understand, as some prominent advocates o f  inference to the best explanation have 

suggested, the explanation which best coheres.^^ That is, criteria of coherence provide us

See, for example, Schum, “Species o f Abductive Reasoning in Fact Investigation in Law,” p. 
318.

See Psillos, “Simply the Best; A Case for Abduction,” esp. p. 616 and 619; Thagard and Shelley, 
“Abductive Reasoning: Logic, Visual Thinking and Coherence”; Harman, “Reasoning and 
Explanatoiy Coherence,” Change in View, and “Rationality”; and Lycan, Judgment and 
Justification. Lipton claims that inference to the best explanation should be understood as inference 
to the ‘loveliest* explanation, that is, to the explanation that would, if true, provide the most 
understanding (Inference to the Best Explanation. (2“* ed.), p. 59). Given the close link that exists 
between understanding and coherence, characterizing inference to the best explanation as inference 
to the loveliest explanation so understood comes veiy close to claiming that the best explanation is
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with the standards o f evaluation against which we may determine which one among a 

number of alternative explanations is best. As I have argued before, the most precise 

account that we have o f the notion o f coherence is Thagard’s theory o f coherence as 

constraint satisfaction, upon which a theory of legal coherence may be developed. The 

suggestion is thus that, in law, the ‘best’ of the ‘inference to the best explanation’ slogan is 

the explanation that best satisfies a  number o f coherence constraints, as stated by the 

principles of factual and normative coherence.

This coherentist interpretation of best is not, to be sure, uncontroversial. 

Alternatively, one could understand ‘best’ as the ‘likeliest* or the most probable. Most 

importantly, there are some attempts to cast inference to the best explanation into a 

Bayesian framework. There are different ways in which this could be done. One could say 

that the best explanation is the explanation that has a higher posterior probability as 

determined by Bayes theorem. However, there are several reasons that militate against this 

interpretation o f inference to the best explanation. To start with, as I argued at length in 

chapter 4, Bayesianism faces a number o f serious problems which motivated the turn to 

explanationism in the first place. To argue now for a probabilistic version o f inference to 

the best explanation would bring back the very same problems that an explanationist 

framework was meant to overcome. In addition, imderstanding inference to the best 

explanation as inference to the likeliest explanation would push, as Lipton says, inference 

to the best explanation towards triviality. He writes, “We want a model o f inductive 

inference to describe what principles we use to judge one inference more likely than 

another, so to say that we infer the likeliest explanation is not helpful. To put the point 

another way, we want an account o f inference to give the symptoms o f likeliness, the 

features an argument has that lead us to say that the premises make the conclusions likely. 

A model o f Inference to the Likeliest Explanation begs these questions.”^̂  Besides, as 

stated in chapters 2 and 4, there is substantia] empirical evidence that shows that 

Bayesianism fails to describe the inferences people actually make. Thus, a  model of 

inference to the best explanation construed as inference to the explanation that has a higher

the most coherent one. As argued, understanding something is, in an important sense, coming to 
see how it coheres with our system of beliefs. From this point of view, the explanation that 
provides most understanding is the explanation that would, if true, make the incorporation of the 
explanandum into our system of beliefs the most coherent one.

Lipton, Inference to the Best Explanation, (2™* ed.), p. 60.
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posterior probability is objectionable in that it requires us to do what, as has been 

empirically shown, we are really bad at doing. And last (but not least), as Psillos has 

argued, reasonable belief cannot be equated with highly probable belief.^* Defeasible 

reasoning (o f which inference to the best explanation is a  paradigmatic form) is about what 

is reasonable to believe in light o f  reasons that are not deductive. But high probability is 

neither necessary nor sufficient for reasonable belief. There are cases o f  reasonable belief, 

even i f  its posterior probability is low. Unlikely things happen, and we do not want to say 

that it is unreasonable to believe that an unlikely thing has happened, especially if  it best 

explains the evidence we have. And it might well be reasonable to hang to a hypothesis, 

even i f  it is disconfirmed by the evidence (that is, if  the evidence we have lowers rather 

than raises the probability that it is true), if  there is no alternative to replace it. Thus, high 

probability is not necessary for reasonable belief. And it is not sufficient either because 

though a  piece o f  evidence m i ^ t  increase the posterior probability o f a hypothesis this 

does not make ipso facto  belief in  such a hypothesis reasonable. Inference to the best 

explanation is first and foremost a  rule o f acceptance, that is, it authorizes us to accept a 

hypothesis on the basis that it is the best hypothesis among competitors, A version o f 

inference to the best explanation as inference to the explanation that has a higher posterior 

probability - a s  determined by Bayes theorem- would (wrongly) take inference to the best 

explanation to be a  pattern o f reasoning that is about degrees o f confirmation, rather than 

reasonable acceptance, and would (again, wrongly) equate high probability with reasonable 

belief. Thus, construing inference to the best explanation as inference to the explanation 

that has a  higher posterior does not seem to be a promising alternative: it inherits the many 

problems o f Bayesianism; it trivializes the model; it is a poor description o f our inductive 

practices; and it distorts the nature o f  inference to the best explanation as a defeasible form 

of inference.

There are yet other ways to cast inference to the best explanation within a Bayesian 

framework. Niinuluto has suggested that we might equate the best explanation with the 

hypothesis that enjoys a  higher likelihood.^^ But, as Psillos has argued, this is also deeply 

problematic. As the base-rate fallacy shows, a very small prior probability can dominate 

over a  high likelihood and lead to a  very small posterior probability. Thus, we cannot draw

Psillos, “The Fine Structure of Inference to the Best Explanation”; and “Inference to the Best 
Explanation and Bayesianism.”

Niiniluoto, “Truth-Seeking by Abduction.”
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safe conclusions about the degree o f confirmation o f a  hypothesis before taking into 

account prior probabilities. Likelihoods alone cannot give us an answer to the question of 

which explanation is best.^*'

An interesting approach to the problem of analyzing the relationship between 

inference to the best explanation and Bayesianism is Lipton’s. Lipton argues for what he 

refers to as a ‘realization model.’ Rather than casting inference to the best explanation in 

Bayesian terms, Lipton’s suggestion is that inference to the best explanation and 

Bayesianism are complementary.'^* As the psychological research shows, we find 

probabilistic calculations, such as those that Bayesianism has us do, extremely difficult. 

Lipton’s proposal is that explanatory considerations are a  way of ‘realizing’ Bayesian 

reasoning. Explanatory considerations of the sort to which inferences to the best 

explanation appeal are more accessible than probabilities, and they provide, says Lipton, 

an effective surrogate to bring about the Bayesian calculation. He suggests that explanatory 

considerations help lubricate the Bayesian mechanism in three ways. First, they help 

determine the likelihoods, that is, we use judgments of explanatory quality as a  barometer 

of likelihood. Second, explanatory considerations have a role in determining the priors of 

both the hypotheses and the evidence. And last, explanatory considerations help determine 

relevant evidence and they aid hypothesis construction. In so doing, explanatory 

considerations illuminate certain aspects o f our practices o f  non-demonstrative inference, 

such as the context of discovery, about which Bayesianism remains silent. In Lipton’s 

view, inference to the best explanation, construed as a test o f explanatory quality, rather 

than in probabilistic terms, is not antagonistic to Bayesian thinking, but rather it is an 

important heuristic whereby we are able to approximate the Bayesian result.

Now, complementing Bayesian reasoning in the way in which Lipton envisages 

would amount to radically modifying the Bayesian framework. In Psillos’ words, it would 

indeed be an exciting way to ‘explanationize Bayesianism.’^̂  Lipton has persuasively 

argued that explanatory considerations can help to bring the Bayesian calculation about, 

and further illuminate aspects o f  inference that fall beyond the scope o f application of the

Psillos, “Inference to the Best Explanation and Bayesianism.”

See Lipton, Inference to the Best Explanation, (2”̂* ed.), chapter 7. For a similar suggestion see
Okasha, “Van Fraassen’s Critique of Inference to the Best Explanation.” 

Psillos, “Inference to the Best Explanation and Bayesianism.
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Bayesian theory. However, what this signals is not that inference to the best explanation is 

a complement to Bayesian reasoning, but rather it highlights the extent to which 

Bayesianism fails to provide a satisfactory theory about how to reason about evidence (a 

conclusion for which I argued at length in chapter 2). First, we need explanatory 

‘heuristics’ to bring about the Bayesian calculation because Bayesianism asks us to engage 

in a kind o f reasoning that w e are remarkably bad at. And second, we appeal to explanatory 

considerations to come up with probabilistic information as well as to come up with new 

hypotheses and relevant evidence because Bayesianism falls short o f furnishing a complete 

theory for reasoning about evidence. Lipton’s argument to the effect that explanatory 

considerations are a nice complement to Bayesianism, rather than showing that the two 

models o f inference are complementary, reveals the need to go beyond the Bayesian 

fiamework, and supersede the limited view o f rationality upon which Bayesianism relies. 

This is not to say that we should dispense with Bayes theorem altogether. As I argued in 

chapter 2, Bayesianism is a powerful tool the utility o f  which caimot be underestimated. 

The moral is that Bayesianism should be rendered within an explanationist framework, 

rather than the other way around. There are serious worries with all attempts to cast 

inference to the best explanation within a Bayesian fiamework, and more importantly, one 

should legitimately question why, given the problems o f  Bayesianism, we should even find 

such attempts worthwhile. Instead, the exciting project is that of developing an account o f  

our practices o f  non-demonstrative inference that provides an accurate description of such 

practices, and that is properly based on a broad enough view of rationality -one that 

encompasses (but is not restricted to) the probabilistic kind of coherence that Bayes 

theorem demands. So far, a  model o f inference to the best explanation where ‘best’ is 

imderstood as best on a test o f ‘explanatory coherence’ is - I  contend- the most promising 

model that we have.

Now, granted that the best explanation is the one that best coheres, how does this 

evaluation according to the coherence standards proceed? Thagard’ suggestion is this: we 

take all the elements which comprise the base o f coherence, and then divide them in a  

single step in a  way that maximizes coherence. As said before, however, given our limited 

cognitive means, this is far from possible. Limitations o f  memory and attention make it 

unlikely that we are able to construe coherence among the whole set o f elements in one 

single calculation. In addition, in most situations, we are not presented with all the 

evidence, hypotheses, etc. before we start searching for the most coherent alternative but
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rather, typically, elements become available sequentially in the course o f  inquiry. Thus, 

instead of computing coherence among all the elements at once, a local approach seems 

psychologically more realistic, and more in tune with the dynamics o f actual inquiry. As 

suggested before, I take it that we divide up the base of coherence in different subsets (the 

members o f what I have referred to as the ‘contrast set’) and compare them by picking 

some o f them at a time. Under this view, we work with a ‘traveling focus o f attention,’ 

concentrating on some alternatives and then on others, where the set o f  such alternatives 

is not assumed to be fixed, but rather it is constructed during the same process o f  inquiry. 

This approach differs from Thagard’s in three main respects.

First, it does not assume, unlike Thagard’s, that we have all the elements o f the 

base o f coherence available before the decision process begins, but rather it is based on the 

assumption that the very set o f elements over which the coherence calculation proceeds is 

transitory, and modified during the process of decision-making. For instance, the base of 

coherence might be expanded as the difficulty o f the decision task requires. If we are not 

satisfied with the decision alternatives we have, then, we will strive to find new evidence, 

or we will look for alternative rules or precedents beyond those that were initially deemed 

relevant to the decision. Or some o f the alternatives which are discarded in the process of 

coherence-construction might then be considered later, when new evidence comes in, or 

when one hypothesis which was originally thought to be a non-starter, emerges, in light of 

the new scenario, as a lively possibility. Thus, the base o f  coherence and the set o f  decision 

alternatives are not taken to be fixed, but they shift during the process o f decision-making.

Second, the division o f the base of coherence into a set of accepted elements (A) 

and a set of rejected elements (R) is not done in one step, as Thagard’s model assumes, but 

rather the suggestion is that coherence is constructed in the process o f decision-making

As I mentioned before (see chapter 4), Hoadley, Ranney, and Shank have designed a program, 
WanderECHO, which is a variation of ECHO, and which simulates human cognitive processing 
limitations with a stochastic updating algorithm that is based on a traveling focus of attention. 
Rather than updating every unit in the network at every cycle, as ECHO does, this program updates 
one unit -the model’s focus of attention- at a time. See Hoadley, Ranney, and Shank, 
“WanderECHO: A Connectionist Simulation of Limited Coherence.” And, in the context of legal 
decision-making, Simon’s empirical research has shown that Judges’ attention oscillates between 
the decision alternatives during the process of decision-making over which coherence is 
constructed, see “A Psychological Model of Judicial Decision-Making,” pp. 80-81.
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incrementally, by focusing on some alternatives at a  time.44

And third, the coherence calculation as well as the establishment o f  coherence and 

incoherence relations is not done among all the elements o f the base o f  coherence, but 

rather, it works more locally, concentrating on subsets o f  elements at each step in the 

process o f evaluation.

Now, the foregoing description o f the process o f  evaluation brings to light a crucial 

aspect o f legal inference as inference to the best explanation. It is, indeed, critical to notice 

that, under this model, generating and selecting are not separate stages but, on the contrary, 

both stages are closely intertwined in real episodes o f  legal reasoning. Noticing the 

relevance o f  previously available evidence, or coming up with a new interpretative 

hypothesis leads to reassessing the coherence o f the decision alternatives. And 

dissatisfaction with the level o f coherence achieved in the course of legal decision-making 

might lead legal decision-makers to search for yet new evidence and legal materials, or to 

formulate novel factual or interpretative hypotheses. Thus, legal decision-makers do not 

first start by generating, and only then proceed to selecting, but rather, they move back and 

forth between generation and selection as the case demands.

Understanding legal inference as an inference to the best explanation makes it 

patent the extent to which discovery and justification go hand-to-hand in legal reasoning. 

On the one hand, evaluation takes place in the process o f  discovery because, as we have 

seen, we assess the plausibility o f  a  number o f potential alternatives before considering 

them as serious candidates for the process o f selection. Only those alternatives which pass 

a first filter, I have said, make it to the selection stage. On the other hand, legal inference 

is, under a model o f  inference to the best explanation, eliminative, and this makes it the 

case that how good we are at generating the pool o f  alternatives determines whether we are 

justified in accepting the best o f them as the basis for one’s decision. If oux search for 

alternatives has been a lousy one, we have little reason to accept as justified an alternative 

on the grounds that it is the best o f those that we have just happened to consider. Thus, the 

quality o f our discovery processes has a momentous bearing on the strength of the

^ This difference between Thagard’s model and the model I am proposing will be unrecognizable 
in cases in which we have just two decision alternatives.
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justification o f the conclusion that we accept (a point that Josephson has correctly

emphasized).45

That legal inference, under a  model of inference to the best explanation, works by 

exclusion, and thus that legal justiñcation is, at least in part, dependent upon matters of 

discovery, gives rise to a serious worry. I have argued that legal inference is a two-step 

process: we generate a number a plausible candidates and then select the best among those 

available alternatives, with episodes o f  generation and selection being intertwined in real 

instances o f legal reasoning. But now  the problem is: what i f  we were just not good enough 

at discovery? What if  the best explanation is simply the best o f a ‘bad lot’? What reason do 

we have to take as justified a decision alternative merely because it is the ‘best’ o f  those 

that we have considered so far? For the correct interpretation o f the legal materials or the 

true explanation of the facts under dispute may very well be elsewhere, among those 

alternatives we have overlooked. This problem -the problem of ‘underconsideration’- 

poses, 1 believe, a real challenge to any model o f  inference to the best explanation, and a 

model of inference to the best explanation in law is no exception. To this problem I turn 

now.

4.4. T he Problem of Underconsideration

I have already mentioned the problem o f underconsideration when reviewing the 

debate over the legitimacy of inference to the best explanation in chapter 4. A more 

detailed statement of the problem seems now convenient. The problem of 

underconsideration (also called ‘the argument from the bad lot’) has been formulated by 

Van Fraassen. He writes, “[IBE] is a rule that only selects the best among the historically 

given hypotheses. We can watch no contest of the theories we have so painfully struggled 

to formulate, with those no one has proposed. So our selection may well be the best of a 

bad lot. To believe is at least to consider more likely to be true, than not. So to believe the 

best explanation requires more than an evaluation o f the given hypothesis. It requires a step 

beyond the comparative judgment that the hypothesis is better than its actual rivals. While 

the comparative judgment is indeed a ‘weighing (in the light of) the evidence,’ the extra

step -le t us call it the ampliative step- is not. For me to take it that the best o f  set X be

Josephson, “Abduction-Prediction Model of Scientific Inference Reflected in a Prototype System 
for Model-Based Diagnosis,” p. 11.
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

more likely than not, requires a prior belief that the truth is already more likely to be found 

in X, than not.”^̂  Thus, V an Fraassen sheds doubts over whether we have any reason to 

believe that the outcome o f  an application o f inference to the best explanation is likely to 

be true; after all, he says, it might ju s t be the best of a ‘bad lo t’ The true explanation, that 

is, might well lie among those explanations that we have so far failed to consider.

The problem o f  underconsideration poses, I believe, a real challenge to the project 

of articulating a  model o f  inference to the best explanation in law. After carefully 

examining the evidence one has, and comparing the relative coherence o f  the different 

alternatives available, the ju ry  decides that the guilt hypothesis is the most coherent one, 

and thus the best candidate for the basis o f their decision. However, had the jurors 

considered the hypothesis that the police had framed the accused they would have realized 

the relevance o f  some evidence —so far unnoticed- and concluded that the innocence 

hypothesis was, all things considered, explanatorily best. Faced with a difficult case o f  

constitutional interpretation. Judge X decides that giving money to finance electoral 

campaigns does not conflict with the freedom o f expression. Had he realized that private 

financing reduces the space o f public discussion and that this in turn limits the citizens’ 

freedom of expression, he would have come up with the innovative hypothesis that 

freedom of expression should be interpreted as prohibiting private financing o f electoral 

campaigns and concluded that this hypothesis is more coherent with the body of the law 

than alternative hypotheses. I think that it is plain what the problem of underconsideration, 

which these examples illustrate, is. The set o f ‘available’ hypotheses depends on the 

evidence one has, and on one’s capacities to bring relevant evidence to bear on existing 

hypotheses or to come up w ith good hypotheses. Unless we have some reason to think that 

the set from which we infer to the best is ‘good enough,’ we seem to lack any reason to 

believe that the best of such a set is likely to be correct ( if  an interpretative hypothesis) or 

true ( if  a  factual hypothesis).

Now, what are the prospects o f meeting this, admittedly serious, objection? In the 

context o f philosophy of science, one popular response appeals to the role that background 

knowledge plays in theory evaluation. Lipton and Psillos have articulated replies of this 

sort to the argument from imderconsideration. According to Lipton, Van Fraassen’s

46 Van Fraassen, Imws and Symmetry^ p. 143.
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argument is flawed because, given the role that background theories play in theory 

evaluation in science, the premises o f this argument may be shown to be incompatible. As 

Lipton describes it, the argument from underconsideration has two premises: the ranking 

premise and the no-privilege premise. The ‘ranking’ premise states that the testing of 

scientific theories yields only comparative warrant And the ‘no-privilege’ premise states 

that scientists have no reason to suppose that the process whereby they generate theories 

for testing makes it likely that a  true theory would be among those generated. Now, the 

problem for the argument from underconsideration -Lipton argues- is that the truth o f the 

ranking premise entails the falsity o f  the no-privilege premise. Scientists rank theories with 

the help o f background theories. According to the ranking premise, this ranking is highly 

reliable. But for this to be the case, these theories must be, at least probably, approximately 

true. For if  most of the background theories were false, they would certainly skew the 

ranking. These background theories are the result o f prior generation and ranking, so that 

the best o f the theories now being ranked will form part o f  tomorrow’s background. Hence, 

if  scientists are highly reliable rankers (as the ranking premise asserts) the highest ranked 

theory has to be absolutely probable, and not just more probable than competitors. And this 

is only possible if the truth lies among the candidate theories that have been generated, 

which contradicts the no-privilege premise.

Psillos’ reply to the argximent from underconsideration may be seen as denying 

what Lipton refers to as the no-privilege premise. According to Psillos, there is a sense in 

which -contrary to Van Fraassen- we are privileged and warrantedly so. Theory choice 

operates, he says, in a network o f background knowledge which is approximately true, and 

this makes it plausible to believe that the best explanation of those that have been 

considered is the correct account o f  the phenomena. The background knowledge narrows 

down the space o f hypotheses that provide a potential explanation of the evidence at hand, 

and from which the best explanation is selected on the basis o f explanatory merit.

Thus, both Lipton and Psillos respond to the argument from underconsideration by 

highlighting the role that backgroxmd knowledge plays in scientific reasoning. According 

to these replies, given that theory choice works within an environment o f approximately 

true beliefs, it is not more plausible to believe -a s  the argument from underconsideration 

has it- that the truth lies outside the spectrum of theories that scientists have devised. In the 

context o f legal -rather than scientific- reasoning a similar response can be articulated. The
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A Coherence-Based Model o f Legal Reasoning

evaluation o f  theories of the case and theories about the law does not operate in a 

‘conceptual vacuum / but rather it is guided and constrained by background knowledge/^ 

This makes it plausible to believe that the true explanation o f the facts under dispute or the 

correct interpretation of the legal materials lies within the set o f theories which legal 

decision-makers consider in the course o f their deliberations.

Appealing to background knowledge may undermine Van Fraaseen’s argument by 

showing that it is, as it turns out, plausible that the truth is already more likely than not to 

be found within the lot of theories available. In this sense, it may show that the argument is 

not effective in showing inference to the best explanation to be an illegitimate form o f  

inference. Given the role o f background knowledge in theory choice, we have reason to 

believe the best hypothesis to be approximately true. However, although it might well be 

the case that, as the foregoing responses establish, it is more likely that the truth lies within 

the theories under consideration than not, o f course, it remains possible that, in a  particular 

application o f  inference to the best explanation, the tm th does lie outside the spectrum o f 

the theories that have been generated. That is, even if  inference to the best explanation can 

be shown -contrary to Van Fraassen- to be a reliable form o f  inference, we are still faced 

with the problem of determining under which circumstances, this form of inference yields 

justified beliefs, that is, under which circumstances, we are warranted in believing that the 

best explanation is also likely to be true (or correct), and not merely the best o f  a bad lot. 

The argument from underconsideration might therefore be restated as follows: let us 

assume (for the sake o f the argument) a principle of privilege according to which it is 

plausible that the tmth is already more likely than not to be found within the lot o f theories 

that we generate, and, thus, let us grant that inference to the best explanation is a reliable 

form of inference, still, one never has reason to believe that the best explanatory hypothesis 

is likely to be true, for, even if  the ‘bad lot’ possibility is not in fact normally realized, we 

never have, in a  particular application o f  an inference to the best explanation, any reason to 

believe that the set o f hypotheses we consider contains the tmth.

So restated, the argument from underconsideration is not an argument against the 

reliability o f inference to the best explanation, but an argument against the rationality o f

47 The phrase is Ben-Menahem’s. See Ben-Menahem, “The Inference to the Best Explanation,” p. 
330.
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J O

employing it. Even if it is conceded that it is more probable than not that the set xmder 

consideration contains the truth, this still says nothing about whether we have any reason 

to believe that this is so. In any particular application o f inference to the best explanation, 

we never know argument says- whether the ‘bad lot* possibility obtains or not. As a 

result, we never have reason to believe that the best explanation is likely to be true for, 

again, it might very well be the best o f  a  bad lot.

Under the foregoing reading, the argument horn underconsideration raises indeed a 

serious worry. What reasons do we have, in any particular application o f  inference to the 

best explanation, to believe that the best explanation is also likely to be true? W hat criteria 

can we use, i f  any, to determine whether we may warrantedly believe the best explanatory 

or interpretative hypothesis to be true (or correct)? Even if  general doubts about the 

reliability o f inference to the best explanation evaporate,^^ we still want to be in a  position 

to answer the skeptic who raises concrete doubts about whether the current best 

explanation is the best explanation, that is, about whether our belief in this explanation is 

warranted.

So, what are we to say to the skeptic who challenges that we never have reason to 

accept a hypothesis because it is best? What are we to say to the skeptic who claims that 

we are never justified in inferring the best theory about what the law requires, or about 

what the facts under dispute are, for it might be just the best o f a bad lot? O f course, if  we 

could compare all the different decision alternatives, we would indeed be justified in 

accepting the theory that best satisfies the coherence constraints as the basis for our 

decision. But, to be sure, no such exhaustive comparison is possible. This is not a  problem 

though for, as I shall argue, no such exhaustive comparison is necessary for justification 

either. The defense o f the claim that we may be justified in accepting an interpretative or

That the argument from the bad lot admits of two readings, namely, as an argument against the 
reliability of inference to the best explanation and as an argument against the rationality of 
employing inference to the best explanation, has been argued by Okasha in “Van Fraassen’s 
Critique of Inference to the Best Explanation,” p. 694.

To be sure, no attempt has been made to show how Hume*s problem might be solved! O f course, 
the Humean skeptical worry about how one can go about vindicating an inductive mode of 
inference in a non-circular way applies with all its force to inference to the best explanation 
(although, as I said before -see chapter 4- it does not seem more damaging to inference to the best 
explanation than to other forms of non-demonstrative inference). In the main text, I am referring 
exclusively to Van Fraassen’s particular skeptical worry.
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factual hypothesis on the grounds that it the best o f those that have been generated is two- 

pronged. In short, I shall claim that once we appreciate that, first, inference to the best 

explanation is a  defeasible form o f  inference, and, second, that standards o f  responsibility 

are relevant to attributions o f justified belief, we may come to see how particular 

applications o f  inference to the best explanation can yield justified beliefs.

A reply to the objection that inference to the best explanation caimot yield justified 

beliefs because ‘best* can only mean ‘best among those that have been generated,* and this 

might well be a ‘bad lot,’ starts by examining the kind of warrant which we may 

reasonably expect inferences to the best explanation to confer to their conclusions. The 

warrant conferred to the chosen hypothesis is, o f  course, a defeasible kind o f warrant. 

Thus, it might always be the case that new information -i.e., the discovery o f a better 

explanation- will defeat the justification o f the chosen hypothesis. But, inference to the 

best explanation being defeasible, this is as it should be. The interesting issue is that o f 

determining the conditions under which the warrant that inference to the best explanation 

confers to its conclusions can be defeated. With an account o f this sort in hand, we may 

then determine whether the mere possibility that a better explanation might lie outside the 

set o f explanations under consideration is enough to defeat the justification o f the chosen 

explanation. Now, what are the prospects o f developing an account o f the conditions under 

which we may warrantedly believe the conclusions o f an inference to the best explanation? 

That is, what are the criteria for spreading apart rational fi'om irrational applications of 

inferences to the best explanation?

Psillos has put forward an extremely interesting suggestion regarding how to tackle 

the problem o f  spelling out the conditions under which we have reason to believe the best 

explanatory hypothesis. He has suggested that we study the issue of .the warrant of 

inference to the best explanation within theories o f  justification which connect justification 

with the absence o f  defeaters, in particular, with Pollock’s theory o f defeasible reasoning. 

According to Pollock’s framework —Psillos writes- “to say that S is prima facie warranted 

to accept the outcome Q o f an ampliative method is to say that although it is possible that 

there are defeaters o f the outcome Q, such defeaters are not actual. In particular, it is to say 

that S has considered several possible defeaters o f  the reasons offered for the outcome and 

has shown that they are not present. I f  this is done, we can say that there are no specific 

doubts about the outcome o f  the method and that belief in this outcome is prima facie
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warranted.” ®̂ Now, what are those defeaters the absence or presence o f  which determines 

justification?

According to Pollock, there are two types o f defeaters: ‘rebutting’ defeaters and 

‘undercutting’ defeaters. Suppose that an ampliative method gives some reason R  for the 

outcome Q. A factor R is a ‘rebutting’ defeater for P as a reason for Q if  it is a reason for 

believing not-Q. For example, let us suppose that the testimony of Linda provides a reason 

to believe that Michael was at the scene o f the crime. A testimony that Michael was not at 

the scene o f the crime is a rebutting defeater of Linda’s testimony as a reason for believing 

that Michael was at the scene o f the crime, insofar as it is a  reason for believing that it is 

not the case that Michael was at the scene o f the crime. And a factor R is an ‘undercutting’ 

defeater for P as a  reason for Q if  it is a reason for denying that P offers warrant for Q. For 

instance, evidence that Linda’s testimony is not trustworthy is an undercutting defeater of 

Linda’s testimony as a reason for believing that Michael was at the scene o f the crime, 

because it is a reason for denying that this testimony provides any reason to believe that 

Michael was at the scene o f the crime. To determine whether Q is warranted on the basis of 

P, one has to consider whether or not there are rebutting and undercutting defeaters; the 

mere fact that it is logically possible that they might exist does not remove the warrant that 

Q confers to P, for this possibility follows from the very idea o f defeasibility.

Let us explore now the implications of Pollock’s analysis of defeasible reasoning 

for a model o f inference to the best explanation, and particularly, how it helps us meet the 

objection from underconsideration. First of all, it follows from Pollock’s analysis that to 

say that one is prim a facie  warranted to accept the outcome of an inference to the best 

explanation is to say that one has considered several possible defeaters o f the reasons 

offered for this outcome and has shown that they are not present. In other words, a 

judgment that a certain hypothesis is best is warranted if it rests on the examination and 

neutralization o f  several possible defeaters. These come in two kinds: rebutting and 

undercutting. Psillos takes an observation that refutes the best explanation o f the evidence 

to be an example o f the former. For instance, DNA evidence that does not match with the 

blood sample o f the individual identified as the perpetrator of the crime by the best 

explanation o f  the evidence is a rebutting defeater o f this hypothesis. According to Psillos,

50 Psillos, “Simply the Best: A Case for Abduction,” pp. 609-610.
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other potential explanations o f  the evidence are possible undercutting defeaters o f the best 

explanation. For example, the discovery o f a better explanation of the evidence (i.e., an 

alternative hypothesis that provides a  unified explanation o f  both the old evidence and the 

DNA evidence) acts as an undercutting defeater o f the chosen hypothesis. Now, if  we have 

considered several possible defeaters o f  the reasons offered for the best explanation, most 

importantly, alternative explanations and disconfirming evidence, and we have shown that 

they are not actual, then there are no specific doubts about whether the current best 

explanation is, indeed, the best explanation, and therefore belief in such an explanation is 

justified. The mere possibility that a  thus far unfonnulated better explanation exists is not 

enough to defeat justification. Provided that we have done all that we could to ensure that 

no such defeaters are present in the particular case, that is, granted that our search for 

disconfirming evidence and for alternative explanations has been thorough, we are 

warranted in believing the best explanatory hypothesis. The skeptical worries that the 

argument from underconsideration raises can thus be dismissed i f  we have indeed 

considered and neutralized several possible defeaters to our claim. Under such 

circumstances, it is reasonable for us to  believe that the best explanation is also likely to be 

true. That there might be other possible defeaters is, o f course, not excluded. However, this 

does not detract from the fact that we are prim a fa c ie  justified in accepting the best 

hypothesis, but it is a natural consequence o f the defeasible nature o f inference to the best 

explanation.

Now, I have said that if  one has considered several possible defeaters to the 

conclusion o f  an inference to the best explanation, then belief in such a conclusion is 

justified. The natural question to ask at this point is: what are those defeaters whose 

consideration suffices for justification? ‘Several’ is, to be sure, less than ‘all.’ Exhaustion, I 

said, is not required for justification. But how many are enough? When is a search for 

alternative explanations and disconfirming evidence thorough enough to make belief in the 

best explanation prim a facie  warranted? A reply to the problem of underconsideration is 

incomplete unless we have a response to the foregoing questions. For, surely, the judgment 

that a certain hypothesis is best cannot be warranted if  it rests on a cursory consideration o f 

a sparse set o f  possible defeaters. No warrant -defeasible or otherwise- is conferred upon 

the hypothesis that is best among those that we just happen to examine. Which defeaters 

need to be considered for a belief in the best explanation to be justified?
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An answer to the question o f what the proper set o f defeaters whose consideration 

is needed for justification is requires taking a stance regarding the issue o f what the 

relevant sense o f justification at play is. I have already discussed (in chapter 3) that there 

are different senses in which the notion o f justification may be understood. Most 

importantly, I have distinguished between responsibilist and non-responsibilist views of 

justification. While the former asserts that justification is connected with what an agent has 

done (or failed to do) to ensure that his beliefs are true, the latter takes justification to be a 

standard o f epistemic appraisal that has to be analyzed exclusively in terms o f evidential 

support. The suggestion is that it is the former view o f justification, rather than the latter, 

that is relevant for analyzing the sense in which judgments of best explanation can be 

warranted. That is, if one has done all that one can be expected to do for insuring that one’s 

claim is not defeated in the particular case, there is an important sense in which one’s 

claim may be said to be justified. Provided that one has conducted a thorough search for 

other potential explanations and disconfirming evidence, and there is no reason that 

justifies a further search, then one is justified (in the sense that matters) in accepting the 

best explanatory hypothesis as the basis for one’s decision.^^

Now, the problem arises as to how we are to spell out the idea o f doing one’s best 

that - I  have claimed- is at the core o f the notion o f justification. The suggestion that I shall 

argue for is that appealing to the idea of epistemic responsibility can help us here. More 

specifically, the suggestion is that, for inference to the best explanation to provide a 

workable account of how to get at justified beliefs (beliefs which are justified by virtue of 

their coherence), it should be wedded with a  view o f legal justification as epistemic 

responsibility. A legal decision is not justihed merely because it is the best among those 

that have been considered, but we need to have some reason to believe that the set of 

hypotheses from which we have inferred to the best is ‘good enough.’ Insofar as we lack 

any such reason, we fall short o f  meeting the argument from underconsideration. A set of 

hypothesis is ‘good enough’ - I  shall contend- i f  it has been constructed in compliance with 

the standards o f epistemic responsibility. The claim I shall argue for is that, as long as 

one’s contrast set (the set o f  alternative explanations) has been constructed in an

Psillos also seems to import a responsibilist view of justification into an analysis o f the warrant 
of inferences to the best explanation when he writes, “if the reasoner has done whatever she can to 
ensure that such [actual] defeaters are not present in a particular case, there is a strong sense in 
which she has done what it can plausibly be demanded of her in order to be epistemically justified” 
(“Simply the Best; A Case for Abduction,” p. 610).
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epistemically responsible way, inferring to the best explanation is wairanted (as warranted 

as non-demonstrative inference can be, it goes without saying), and, thus, the argument 

from the bad lot is undermined. The next section purports to show how inserting an 

account o f  epistemic responsibility within a model o f  inference to the best explanation 

helps meet the objection from underconsideration.

5. LEGAL JUSTIFICATION BY OPTIMAL COHERENCE

In the previous sections, I have argued that one is justified in accepting an 

interpretative hypothesis or a factual hypothesis i f  it belongs to the subset A which results 

from partitioning a set S into accepted and rejected elements in a way that maximizes 

coherence. I have suggested that we may understand the process whereby we divide a set 

of elements into ‘accepted’ and ‘rejected’ by virtue o f  their coherence as an inference to 

the best explanation. Coherence-driven reasoning is, first and foremost, an explanatory 

kind o f reasoning. When we seek the most coherent account o f the facts under dispute or o f 

a body of norms we need to generate a number o f alternative explanations and then choose 

the most coherent of them. A problem with this explanatory account of coherence-based 

inference is that, I have argued, unless the set o f alternatives under consideration is ‘good 

enough,’ there is no reason to accept a  hypothesis as justified on the grounds that it is the 

most coherent one of a set o f alternatives. Inferring from a  ‘bad lot’ - I  have argued- cannot 

yield justification. I have suggested that bringing the notion o f ‘epistemic responsibility’ 

into the picture may help us to  solve what I have referred to as the problem o f  

underconsideration. In this section, I would like to further explore this suggestion. The 

thesis that I shall argue for may be succinctly stated as follows: a legal decision-maker is 

justified in accepting an interpretative/factual hypothesis if  it belongs to A and A is 

optimally coherent. A subset A is ‘optimally coherent’ i f  it is the most coherent set of a 

contrast set that has been constructed in an epistemically responsible way. Legal 

justification, under this view, results from optimal coherence.

An account is now due o f  what it is for a  legal decision-maker to behave in an 

epistemically responsible way. W e may distinguish between two main accounts o f 

epistemic responsibility: a ‘deontic’ approach and an ‘aretaic’ approach. Under a deontic- 

approach, epistemic responsibility is a  matter o f duty-fulfillment. One is epistemically
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responsible to the extent that one complies with one’s epistemological duties.^^ According 

to the aretaic conception o f epistemic responsibility, one is epistemically responsible 

insofar as one properly exercises a number of intellectual virtues.^^ Epistemically 

responsible action amounts, under this view, to intellectually virtuous behavior. I want to 

adopt an irenic approach to the epistemic responsibility o f  legal decision-makers, one that 

combines deontic and aretaic elements. The suggestion is that legal decision-makers are 

epistemically responsible to the extent that they both comply with certain epistemological 

duties and exercise a number o f  intellectual virtues.^^ I shall now give an account of the 

epistemological duties whose satisfaction is required for legal justification, and of the 

intellectual virtues that mark o ff good epistemic behavior in legal decision-making. The 

account o f epistemic responsibility that I shall provide here is limited in two respects. First, 

I will concentrate on epistemic responsibility as it bears upon coherence-based reasoning. 

Thus, 1 shall exclusively focus on the kind o f duties and virtues that lead to the generation 

of a  contrast set which is good enough so that inferring to the best yields legally justified

52 The most influential contemporary statement of such a view is by Chisholm, Theory o f
Knowledge.

For an account of epistemological duties see Feldman, “Epistemic Obligations,” and 
“Epistemological Duties.”

” The most influential statements of the so-called ‘virtue responsibilism* include Montmarquefs 
Epistemic Virtue and Doxastic Responsibility:, and Code’s, Epistemic Responsibility. For a 
discussion of this trend in the so-called ‘virtue epistemology,’ see Axtell, “Recent Work on Virtue 
Epistemology’; and Greco, “Virtue Epistemology.”

There are different views in the literature about which traits of character count as 
intellectual virtues, and how to best classify them. Montmarquet distinguishes between the virtues 
of impartiality, such as openness to the ideas of others and a lively sense of one’s fallibility; the 
virtues of intellectual sobriety, that is, the virtues of the careful inquirer who accepts only what is 
supported by the evidence; and the virtues of intellectual courage, which include perseverance and 
determination (see Montmarquet, “Epistemic Virtue”). Cooper divides the intellectual virtues into 
five kinds, the inquisitive virtues, such as curiosity and nimbleness; the forensic virtues, that is, the 
virtues of the advocate who makes the best possible case for any thesis; the judicial virtues, which 
are necessary to see impartially and disinterestedly the evidence as a whole; the virtues of the 
educator, which concern the transmission and communication of knowledge; and the all-pervasive 
virtues, such as intellectual integrity or judiciousness (see Cooper, “The Intellectual Virtues”).

Alternatively, one could endorse an aretaic approach and define all deontic concepts in terms of 
virtues. Linda Zagzebski provides an exemplary account of how this might be done (see Virtues of 
the Mind, esp. 232-259). Or one could also make virtues derivative of duties. One way this could 
be done is by appealing to a duty to “behave in ways that will maximize the person’s number of 
true beliefs and minimize that person’s number of false beliefs” (Feldman, “Epistemological 
Duties,” p. 372). On this view, epistemic duties are expanded so as to include behaviors that have a 
long term effect on the character o f beliefs. These behaviors include, most importantly, one would 
say, the cultivation and exercise of intellectual virtues.
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decisions.^^ And second, this account o f epistemological duties and intellectual virtues is 

not meant to be exhaustive, but merely illustrative o f the kinds o f duties and virtues that 

are relevant to coherence-based reasoning in law.

Epistemically responsible coherence-based reasoning requires performing three 

main tasks: (i) one needs to make the set S -the base o f coherence- as big as needed; (ii) it 

is necessary to make the alternative subsets (resulting from dividing S into accepted and 

rejected elements) the most coherent they can be; and (iii) one needs to properly compare 

the relative degree o f coherence o f  the different subsets so as to select the best one. Doing 

(i)-(iii) correctly requires, I suggest, that legal decision-makers comply with several 

epistemological duties and exercise a  number o f intellectual virtues. Let us now see what 

these duties and virtues are.

5.1. Epistemic Duties, Intellectual Virtues, and Legal Inquiry

The activity o f inquiry in coherence-based legal reasoning consists o f  generating a 

contrast set that is big enough, and o f making the alternative subsets as coherent as 

possible. In order to successfully generate a set S that is big enough for the purposes o f  

legal justification, compliance with one epistemological duty, namely, the duty to seek out 

more evidence about propositions which are less than certain on one’s evidence, is 

particularly important.^^ The significance of this duty for epistemically responsible legal 

inquiry cannot be overstated. We expect judges to include all the relevant precedents and 

statutory norms in their coherence calculations, and to seek out potentially relevant norms 

and principles when the legal materials o f most inunediate relevance do not suffice to solve 

the case at stake. Similarly, a duty to seek out more evidence is crucial in good coherence- 

based factual reasoning in law. W e expect prosecutors, trial judges, jurors, defense 

lawyers, etc. to seek out evidence in support of the factual hypotheses they advance. Once 

a big enough base o f coherence has been generated, the next task in legal inquiry - I  said 

before- is that o f  dividing it up into alternative subsets and to render each o f them the most 

coherent it can be. This, I suggested, requires that one make proper use o f  a number o f

To be sure, there are other virtues that we want legal decision-makers to exhibit. For an account 
of virtues in judicial legal decision-making see Solum, “Virtue Jurisprudence: A Virtue-Centred 
Theory o f Judging.”

^  For a full discussion of the extent and justification of the epistemological duty to seek more 
evidence see Hall and Johnson, “The Epistemic Duly to Seek more Evidence.”
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different coherence-based mechanisms. To recall, these mechanisms include additive 

strategies, such as introducing an apparently irrelevant norm into one’s base so as to 

increase its degree of coherence, as well as contractive strategies, such as eliminating from 

one’s base a  particular piece o f evidence that significantly decreases the coherence of the 

alternative under consideration. Revision is also, more often than not, called upon. 

Enhancing the coherence of the base firequently requires reinterpreting one’s accepted 

beliefs to make them fit with incoming new information. Legal decision-makers have a 

duty to put all these different mechanisms at work so as to present each of the alternatives 

imder consideration in its best light.

While generating the base o f  coherence and coming up with alternative ways in 

which the coherence of this set may be maximized, the proper exercise o f a number of 

intellectual virtues is also needed to live up to the standards of epistemic responsibility, 

and thus to arrive at justified beliefs about what the facts under dispute are or what the law 

requires in a particular case. Responsible inquiry in the context of legal decision-making 

requires the exercise of intellectual virtues such as thoroughness, perseverance in following 

a line o f inquiry, diligence, courage to face and answer criticism from others, the ability to 

recognize trustworthy authorities, and open-mindedness in collecting and appraising 

evidence. Originality and creativity are also crucial here. The ability to think up coherent 

explanations o f  the facts under dispute or innovative interpretations o f the relevant legal 

materials is extremely relevant in order to properly conduct the activity o f inquiry in the 

legal context.

5.2. Epistemic Responsibility in Legal Deliberation

Once we have a set o f alternatives which has been generated in an epistemically 

responsible way, the next step in coherence-based reasoning consists o f assessing the 

relative coherence of the different alternatives so as to select the best o f them. Responsible 

coherence-based legal decision-making requires that such deliberation be conducted in 

compliance with one’s epistemic duties and while properly exercising a number of 

intellectual virtues. It requires one to assess, in a way that is emotionally involved but 

dispassionate, the different alternatives on their merits, by seriously considering the 

possibility that each might obtain. The virtues o f open-mindedness and self-criticism are 

critical here. One need to be open to new alternatives, and ready to consider objections to
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one’s preferred alternative as well as to change one’s views in the face o f new evidence. 

Incoherence o f  various sorts is an obstacle to epistemically responsible legal decision

making. One ought to watch out for sources o f incoherence in one’s accepted views, and 

revise them accordingly. One should also be aware o f emotional distortions that might 

prevent a  fair evaluation of the relative coherence o f  the alternatives under consideration. 

Again, imaginative abilities are o f the utmost importance in legal deliberation, as much as 

in any other context o f deliberation. Cooper writes, “We all know what deliberation is like 

... a dramatic rehearsal (in imagination) o f various competing possible lines o f  actioa”^̂  

Therefore, the ability to imagine how the different alternatives will feed into action is an 

important component o f the process whereby we assess them. In this effort after imagining 

them, emotions also play an important role. For while assessing the relative coherence of 

the alternatives, it is pivotal to think up how the different alternatives are likely to affect 

the parties involved. Last, but not least, one has the duty to believe only the propositions 

that are supported by the evidence one has.^^ In coherence-based reasoning this means that 

legal decision-makers have a duty to accept as justified (by virtue o f their coherence) only 

those interpretative and factual hypotheses which provide the best explanation o f the 

available evidence.®^

It is worth noticing that, according to the forgoing account o f legal decision

makers’ epistemic responsibility, epistemically responsible action in law involves the 

exercise o f three different types of capacities. First, legal decision-makers must put their 

cognitive capacities at work, such as the ability to establish coherence relations among 

relevant pieces o f  evidence and hypotheses, the ability to detect salient facts or identify 

relevant norms, or the ability to spot incoherencies o f various sorts. On the cognitive side, 

memory is an extremely important tool for coherence-based reasoning. For the ability to

Cooper, ‘‘Understanding,” p. 23.

In many deontic accounts of epistemic responsibility, the duty to believe as one’s evidence 
dictates is taken to be the most important epistemic duty. See Feldman, “Epistemological Duties,” 
pp. 367-369.

A different problem -which I briefly touched upon before- is whether legal decision-makers 
should always act upon the beliefs (about the facts under dispute or about the law) which they 
accept as justified, or whether, instead, there might be cases in which there is a justified divergence 
between what legal decision-makers are justified in believing and what they are justified in doing. 
In the context of fact-reasoning in law, we might think of jury nullification as an instance of these 
cases. And, in the context of normative reasoning in law, one could think of cases of ‘evil’ law as 
cases in which one might be justified in accepting a belief about what the law requires and yet be 
unjustified in taking such a belief as the basis of one’s decision.
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make things cohere depends, to a large extent, on the ability to make connections and bring 

relevant arguments to bear on the problem at hand, and memory is o f great assistance in 

this process.^^ Second, emotional capacities such as empathetic imderstanding are crucial, 

as we have seen, for correct coherence-based reasoning. Last, imaginative capacities, such 

as the ability to think up coherent explanations and insightful analogies, or the ability to 

come up with novel alternatives, also turn out to be essential for carrying out the tasks 

involved in coherence-driven reasoning. Thus, coherence-based reasoning is not a  ‘cold’ 

inferential process, but it crucially involves non-cognitive components, namely, 

imaginative and emotional components. Introducing an account o f epistemic duties and 

virtues within a coherence-based model o f reasoning brings to light the extent to which it is 

inappropriate to characterize coherence-based legal decision-making as being, exclusively, 

a cognitive process.

A question naturally arises at this point. Granted that coherence-based reasoning is 

a process o f ‘hot’ cognition, how do the emotional and the cognitive sides of coherence- 

based legal decision-making relate to each other? The question is one that has a 

momentous practical import. We have seen, while examining Thagard’s theory o f 

emotional coherence in chapter 4, the many ways in which coherence-based legal inference 

may go wrong once we make room for emotions. Here, I shall not attempt to provide an 

answer to the question of how emotion and cognition may be integrated into coherence- 

based reasoning, but I shall merely note that this issue is linked to another interesting 

question which arises as soon as we introduce the notion o f  epistemic responsibility into a 

coherence-based accoimt o f legal justification, to wit, the question o f how the epistemic 

duties of legal decision-makers are connected with their moral duties, and how 

intellectually virtuous behavior in legal inquiry and deliberation is related to morally 

virtuous conduct.^' Since moral duties and moral virtues are thought to govern emotions

“  See Samet and Schank, “Coherence and Connectivity.”

Addressing these questions would take a whole dissertation on its own. For now, it will have to 
suffice to refer the reader to the literature on the so-called ‘ethics of belief,’ which has dealt at 
length with the issue of the relationship between epistemic and moral duties, as well as to the 
extensive (and growing) literature on the unity of the virtues. On the ‘ethics of belief,’ see the 
seminal article by Clifford, “The Ethics of Belier; Haack, ‘“The Ethics of Belief Reconsidered”; 
and Feldman, “TTie Ethics of Belief.” The most extensive development to date of a unified theory 
of moral and intellectual virtues is Linda Zagzebski’s Virtues o f the Mind, For a discussion of this 
work, see the contributions to the book symposium in Philosophy and Phenomenological Research 
60, no. 1 (2000): 169-221.
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and overt actions, while epistemic duties and intellectual virtues are said to regulate 

cognitive activities and our processes o f belief acquisition, an account of how the former 

relates to the latter should shed some light on the question o f how beliefs and emotions are 

connected in our coherence-driven reasoning processes.

At bottom, the problem of how epistemic duties and intellectual virtues, on the one, 

and moral duties and virtues, on the other hand, relate to each other is but one o f the ways 

in which the question of how epistemic and moral evaluation are connected may be posed. 

To be sure, I am in no position to examine how the relationship between epistemic 

normativity and ethical normativity is best understood. However, I do want to say that I 

am sympathetic to the view that there is indeed something distinctively ethical about 

behaving in an epistemically responsible way. Moral praise should be accorded to 

epistemically responsible behavior. Perhaps, one may say that legal decision-makers have 

a moral duty to perform their epistemic duties. According to this view, the epistemic duties 

are not understood as being a subset o f the moral duties, but there is a mediated -rather 

than a  direct- relationship between both kinds of duties. A s regards virtues, there seem to 

be indeed something morally virtuous about conducting inquiry and deliberation in the 

legal context in an intellectually virtuous way. While I would not go so far as to suggest 

that intellectual virtues are a subset o f moral virtues,^ intellectually virtuous behavior 

ought to be accorded moral praise.

Before concluding this section, there is an aspect o f  the foregoing account o f 

epistemic responsibility that I would like to emphasize. The notion o f  epistemic 

responsibility o f  legal decision-makers that I have just articulated is ‘role-centered,’ in that 

both the epistemic duties and the intellectual virtues that I have listed are duties and virtues

On the relation between ethics and epistemology, see Lemos, “Epistemology and Ethics”; and 
Dancy, “Ethics and Epistemology.”

The qualification ‘in the legal context’ is important here. For there seem to be contexts in which 
epistemically irresponsible action does not seem to carry with it a negative moral evaluation. It is 
because belief is so intimately coimected with actions which have the potential to affect others that 
epistemically defective behavior in legal decision-making is morally faulty. 1 owe this point to 
Arthur Applbaum. Against this point, it could be argued it is not possible to separate belief and 
action in this way, and thus that there cannot be instances of epistemic failure which are not also 
instances of moral failure. This is the view which Clifford has so persuasively argued for (see “The 
Ethics of Belief,” esp. pp. 73-76).

^  See Zagzebski, Virtues o f the Mind, for an eloquent defense o f such a claim.
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of legal decision-makers qua legal decision-makers. This is not to say that these duties and 

virtues are exclusive of legal decision-makers. I take it that the sorts of dispositions and the 

duties that one needs to comply with in order to be epistemically responsible in the context 

of legal decision-making are basically the same as those that regulate the activities of 

inquiry and deliberation in other contexts such as, say, the scientific context. In this 

respect, epistemic and moral norms are not fundamentally distinct Just as general moral 

standards regulate the conduct o f  diverse professionals,^^ general epistemic standards also 

apply to the inquiries in which different professionals need to engage in. By claiming that 

the standards o f epistemic responsibility are role-based I do not mean to say that the 

identification o f  epistemological duties and of the traits that count as intellectual virtues is 

role-dependent, but rather the claim is that the extent to which one needs to comply with 

these duties and one needs to exercise these virtues in order to be epistemically responsible 

is role-dependent.^ That is, the role that one occupies (among other factors, as we will see 

later) determines what is necessary to fulfill one’s epistemological duties, and what is 

required for intellectually virtuous behavior.

One may ask: How much evidence is enough in order to satisfy the duty o f  seeking 

evidence? How conscientious should one be in collecting and appraising evidence in order 

to be intellectually virtuous? W hat level o f care is necessary for one to behave in an 

epistemically responsible way? What counts as too thorough or as not diligent enough? 

These questions, I suggest, should not be posed in the abstract, but in a particular context 

of inquiry. The role that one performs determines the level o f  epistemic responsibility that 

is required for justification. For instance, how much evidence one needs to gather in order 

to comply with one’s duty to gather evidence is constrained by one’s role. While some 

evidence gathering may suffice to comply with a trial judge’s duty to seek out relevant 

evidence, it may nonetheless be insufficient to satisfy a  prosecutor’s duty to seek out

See Applbaum, Ethics fo r Adversaries: The Morality o f Roles in Public and Professional Life  ̂
for a thorough defense of this claim.

^  This view about the relevance of roles for an account of the epistemic responsibility of legal 
decision-makers is opposed to views which claim that what traits count as virtues in the context of 
professional roles depends on the particularities of each professional role. For instance, Oakley and 
Cocking argue that which character traits count as virtues in a particular professional role is 
determined by looking at what sorts of dispositions help those professionals to serve the ends of the 
profession. Under this view, it is the very same identification of the intellectual virtues and 
epistemic duties that depends on role. See Oakley and Cocking, Virtue Ethics and Professional 
Roles, esp. chapter 5.
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relevant evidence. What counts as diligence while acting qua trial judge might well be just 

plain laziness while acting qua prosecutor. And, for another example, how courageous one 

should be in defending one’s views in the face o f  opposition varies with the role one 

occupies: what counts as courageous in the context o f  jury deliberation may be obstinacy 

in the context of a prosecutor’s investigation. In other words, if, as I have argued, legal 

justification is a matter o f epistemic responsibility, then what varies with role are not the 

substantive standards o f  justification, but the severity o f  these standards. The threshold 

below which a legal agent is no longer being epistemically responsible depends on the role 

she occupies, but the very duties and virtues on the basis o f which we define the standard 

o f epistemic responsibility are not role-dependent. That is, epistemic duties and intellectual 

virtues are the same across contexts, but what is required for duty-fulfillment and for 

virtuous behavior is role-dependent.®^

One particular virtue, to wit, the virtue o f  phronesis, or practical wisdom, is 

particularly relevant for understanding what is required for epistemically responsible action 

in the context of a particular role. All legal decision-makers need the virtue of practical 

wisdom precisely to determine the appropriate threshold or the appropriate level o f  

contentiousness that is required in a particular context o f inquiry. The person w ith 

phronesis has the ability to determine what is necessary for the satisfaction o f particular 

duties as well as what qualifies as virtuous behavior -tha t is, what is the right mean 

between excess and deficiency- in a particular context. For example, it takes practical 

wisdom to tell how much evidence is enough to support a belief in a particular case; or 

how carefiil one should be to be careful while conducting a particular inquiry, that is, to 

find the mean between excessive attentiveness to detail and lack o f  thoroughness.®* In this

That being vicious is always vicious in the different roles that an epistemic subject might occupy 
but that different levels of scrutiny, or care, are appropriate to different roles so that some roles 
have higher thresholds of what counts as minimally virtuous is also argued by Garcia in “Practical 
Reason and its Virtues,” esp. p. 91 and pp. 106-107. Zagzebski also writes along the same lines, 
“There is such a thing as too through, too careful, too attentive to detail. But what counts as too 
much or too little may vary from person to person, as well as from one intellectual context or 
discipline to another. This suggests that although a virtue is always good-making, there is no 
determinate degree and kind of activity exhibited by a virtuous person that is uniformly good
making, and similar remarks apply to vice” {Virtues o f the Mind, p. 97).

Zagzebski argues in detail for the claim that the first theoretical need served by phronesis is that 
of determining the mean between the extremes in Virtues o f the Mind, pp. 219-231. In addition to 
this reason, she gives two more reasons why the virtue of practical wisdom is needed. First, 
practical wisdom is needed for mediating between the individual intellectual virtues. And second, 
practical wisdom is needed because many human activities can be neither wholly described nor
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sense, the virtue of phronesis is required o f all legal decision-makers, regardless o f  the role 

they occupy, in order to fix the ‘limits o f responsible reflection’^̂  that are appropriate in 

the particular case. That is, phronesis is needed to make reasonable judgments regarding 

the appropriate level of epistemic responsibility that is required for holding justified beliefs 

about what the facts under dispute are and what the law requires in a  specific context o f 

inquiry.

To sum up, I have argued that legal justification is a  matter o f optimal coherence. 

That is, a belief about the facts under dispute or about the best interpretation o f  the law is 

justified if it belongs to the most coherent subset of a contrast set that an epistemically 

responsible believer would have generated in like circumstances. This optimally coherent 

subset is, in principle, within our reach. We can be confident that, if  we proceed in an 

epistemically responsible manner, we should be able to  reach the optimally coherent 

decision. As Greco puts it, in normal human cognitive processes reliability results from 

responsibility.’* Yet many times, we just reach ‘suboptimal’ coherence, because we do no 

use all the information available, because we do not maximize the coherence o f  all the 

information available, or because we fail to properly assess the relative coherence o f the 

different alternatives under consideration. Many times, that is, we fail to live up to our 

standards o f  epistemic responsibility. Education to develop one’s cognitive, emotional, and

evaluated in terms of the following of a set of procedures or rules. Good judgment is required for 
successfully conducting a number of activities, including our epistemic activities. People with 
practical wisdom are able to reliably make good judgments about what to believe and how to go 
about believing it without being aware of following a procedure.

The phrase is Hookway’s. See Hookway, “Cognitive Virtues and Epistemic Evaluations,” p. 213,

™ The conception of legal justification proposed here is ‘responsibilist’ in that it appeals to 
standards of epistemic responsibility in order to give an account of the standards of legal 
justification. We may distinguish between two different versions of responsibilism, to wit, a weak 
version and a strong version (which parallels Zagzebski*s distinction between weak vs. pure virtue 
theory; see Virtues o f /Ac Mind, p. 16 and p. 232). Under a strong responsibilist theory of legal 
justification, a legal decision is justified because it is what an epistemically responsible legal 
decision-maker would do. A weak responsibilist theory says only that what an epistemically 
responsible legal decision-maker would do is the best criterion for determining what is justified. 
The responsibilist approach to legal justification that is defended here is strong in this sense, but 
much of what I have said about the standards of epistemic responsibility that govern legal decision
making is compatible with a weak version of responsibilism, and hopefully of interest for those 
who are reluctant to endorse a strong responsibilist approach to legal justification.

Greco, “Virtues and Vices of Virtue Epistemology.” Except, of course, for cases in which the 
responsible agent is ‘unlucky,’ as we might put it. I cannot deal here in detail with the problem of 
‘epistemic* luck, but I shall say something about how this problem affects the proposed account of 
justification later.
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imaginative skills is important for helping people to reach, more often than not, optimal 

coherence as opposed to suboptimal coherence. The suboptimal legal decision would be 

justified, though, to the extent that it approximates the optimally coherent one.

The account o f  the standards o f epistemic responsibility which govern legal 

decision-making that I have articulated above, together with the claim that legal 

justification is best understood in terms o f  epistemically responsible action, suggests a 

broader picture of legal education than the traditional one. If, as argued, cognitive, 

emotional, and imaginative skills are crucial for forming justified beliefs about the facts 

under dispute and about what the law requires in a  particular case, then it follows that a 

main goal o f legal education should be that o f  improving these skills, and cultivating their 

associated virtues. In this respect, it is important to emphasize the role o f  literature and the 

arts in a legal education so undeistbod. DePaul has argued at length, as we saw in chapter 

8, that getting second-hand moral experience through literature and film is crucial for 

having a refined faculty o f moral judgment. Similarly, literature and the arts, we may say, 

also seem to be crucial for developing a tuned faculty o f epistemic judgment. Zagzebski 

writes, “Good fiction can give us a  vivid picture o f the inner life o f  its characters, and this 

includes the intricacies o f  their methods o f inquiry and processes o f  belief formation. I f  we 

can obtain a better sense o f  the morality o f acts from fictional portray, it is also likely that 

we can obtain a better sense o f  the goodness and badness o f  ways o f  thinking and believing 

fix>m fictional portrayals as well.” Thus, literature and the arts are an extremely useful 

tool for learning the right way to think and to form beliefs in law -a s  much as everywhere 

else. Legal education cannot neglect the improvement o f  the various kinds o f  abilities that 

distinguish good epistemic behavior. And literature, film, and the arts are extremely 

important for developing the right kind of epistemic attitudes.

Now, I have said that coherentist justification (or optimal coherence) requires that 

we generate as big a base as needed, that we consider all the relevant alternatives, and that 

we pick the best of them. But, one may legitimately wonder, how big is big enough? How 

many alternatives are relevant? A nd when is the best alternative good enough? Without an 

answer to these questions the proposed account o f legal justification remains hopelessly 

vague. An account o f just what a  base o f coherence ought to include and which alternatives

72 Zagbeski, Virtues o f the Mind, p. 22,
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one ought to consider before inferring to the best is required in order to determine the 

appropriate level o f epistemic responsibility that is called for, and thus, whether we are 

indeed justified in accepting a factual or interpretative hypothesis in a particular case. The 

suggestion that I want to pursue is that due attention to context gives us an answer to the 

foregoing questions. What qualifies as epistemically responsible behavior, and thus, the 

severity o f our standards o f legal justification, depends in an important sense, I shall argue, 

on a number o f contextual factors. I have just mentioned one of them before, to wit, the 

role that the legal decision-maker occupies. What coimts as epistemically responsible 

belief, and thus, as justified belief —I have argued- depends, among other things, on the role 

that one occupies. What satisfies one’s duty to behave in a  way that maximizes one’s true 

beliefs while acting as a defense lawyer may not suffice for complying with such a duty 

while acting as a trial judge. And what counts as intellectual fairness when acting qua 

lawyer might well be a biased behavior i f  one occupies the role of a judge. The claim is 

thus that the role that one performs and other contextual factors determine the appropriate 

level o f  care, and thus, determine whether one is justified in accepting a particular factual 

or interpretative hypothesis as the basis o f one’s legal decisioa A defense of this claim is 

the target o f  the next section.

6. COHERENCE IN CONTEXT

So far I have explored in some detail three main components of the coherence- 

based model o f legal justification I am arguing for, to wit, a  conception o f legal coherence 

as constraint satisfaction, a description o f the dynamics o f  legal justification in terms of 

inference to the best explanation, and a view o f legal justification as optimal coherence, 

which required unfolding an account of epistemic duties and epistemic virtues for legal 

decision-makers. In sum, I have claimed that for a belief about what the law requires on a 

particular issue and what the facts imder dispute are in a particular case to be justified, it 

must belong to the optimally coherent set, which is the most coherent set of a number of 

alternative sets -which I have referred to as the ‘contrast set’- that has been constructed in 

compliance with one’s epistemic duties and while properly exercising a number of 

epistemic virtues.^^

Dretske speaks of the ‘contrasting set’ to refer to “the class of situations that are necessarily 
eliminated by what is known to be the case,” of which the ‘relevancy set’ (the class of situations a 
person must be in an evidential position to exclude) is a subset. 1 should note that, in the account of 
legal justification that I am suggesting, the ‘contrast set’ is closer to what Dretske calls the
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A  main issue that needs to be considered at this point is that o f spelling out the 

conditions under which the coherentist standards o f  justification that I have articulated 

above are satisfied. In other words, until now I have been concerned with identifying the 

relevant standards of legal justification, and I have not dealt with the issue of how severe 

these standards are supposed to be. In this section, I propose to address the issue of what 

counts as an eidequate justification under the coherentist view. There are three dimensions 

along which coherence-based standards of legal justification may be raised or lowered, to 

wit, the threshold of coherence required for justification; the conditions for membership o f  

the contrast set; and the size o f  the base o f  coherence. Thus, fixing the severity o f  the 

coherentist standards o f  legal justification requires that the following questions be 

addressed: (i) What are the minimal conditions that need to be met in order to satisfy the 

coherentist standards o f  legal justification? That is, when is the most coherent o f a number 

o f  alternatives good enough for the purposes o f  legal justification? (ii) How m any 

alternative sets do legal decision-makers need to check in order to live up to the standards 

o f epistemic responsibility the satisfaction o f  which is a condition o f legal justification? 

and (iii) How big the base o f coherence ought to be so that coherence with it yields legal 

justification? I would like to suggest that taking due notice o f ‘context,’ in the w ay 

recommended by contextualist theories o f epistemic justification, is a successful strategy 

for answering the foregoing questions.

As explained in chapter 3, the key contextualist insight is that the severity o f  the 

standards o f  justification varies with context.^"  ̂Contextualism is neutral as to the analysis 

o f justification. There is, thus, room for a ‘contextualized’ version o f  different accounts o f  

justification. A  contextualized version of the coherentist standards o f legal justification that 

I have proposed would imply that: (i) there is no single threshold o f coherence that a set

‘relevancy set’ than to what he refers to as the ‘contrasting set’ (Dretske, “The Pragmatic 
Dimension o f Knowledge,” p. 371). And Lipton elaborates a model of inference to the best 
explanation as inference to the best ‘contrastive’ explanation in Inference to the Best Explanation, 
(2^  ed.), chapters 3 and 5. For an account of how ‘contrastivism’ is related to ‘contextualism’ in 
the theory o f knowledge, see Schaffer, “From Contextualism to Contrastivism.”

There are a wide variety of contextualist views which share little more than a family 
resemblance. Despite the many ways in which contextualist views differ from each other, they are 
all committed to the basic idea that standards for attributing justified belief (and knowledge) are 
subjected to contextual variation. See chapter 3 for a brief exposition of the different contextualist 
views.
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ought to meet in order to be justification-conferring; (ii) there is no fixed number of 

alternatives that one needs to consider in order to be epistemically responsible and 

therefore justified; and (iii) there is no a unique answer to the question o f how broad a set 

ought to be in order to be justification-conferring that is correct across contexts. Instead, a 

contextualist approach to coherentist justification would state that: (i) what counts as 

coherent is a context-sensitive matter; (ii) how many alternatives a legal decision-maker 

must consider depends on context; and (üi) what the base of coherence is, i.e., the 

identification o f the domain within which coherence ought to be sought, is also determined 

by contextual factors. In short, the suggestion is that, according to a contextualist approach 

to coherentist justification, the threshold of coherence, the constitution o f  the contrast set, 

and the size o f the base o f coherence shift with context.

Let us refer to the three foregoing problems ^ e  problem o f  determining the 

threshold o f coherence, the problem of determining the pool o f alternatives, and the 

problem of determining the base o f  coherence as the ‘problem of minimal coherence,’ the 

‘problem o f  the contrast set,’ and the ‘problem of the base,’ respectively. Now, the 

suggestion is that appealing to contextual parameters helps us to solve the foregoing 

problems. I shall now, first, consider what features of the context are relevant to legal 

justification. Next, I shall examine how features o f  the context succeed in determining the 

level o f  coherence that is necessary for legal justification, individuating the members o f the 

contrast set, as well as delineating the base of coherence. What results from this, I shall 

argue, is a coherentist account o f the standards o f  legal justification in which the severity 

of these standards is context-dependent. Such account, I shall claim, is psychologically 

plausible, descriptively accurate, and normatively appealing.

6.1. The Context of Legal Justification

What are the features of the context that are relevant for determining the level o f 

coherence that is required for legal justification, for individuating the contrast set, and for 

determining the base of coherence? I shall suggest the following list o f  contextual factors 

which have a bearing on legal justification -the list is, however, intended to be merely 

indicative, rather than exhaustive.

”  Just what determines whether an alternative is ‘relevant* for picking out the adequate standards 
of justification is an open question in the literature on contextual ism. Contextual ists do not even
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(i) The Stakes

Importance plays a chief role in fixing the severity of the standards of justification. 

When the costs o f being wrong are very high, a stricter standard o f justification is in 

order. For instance, we raise the standards o f  justification in cases that involve serious 

criminal offenses.

(ii) The Role

Expertise and one’s occupation also determine the ‘level o f scrutiny,’ as Fogelin  

likes to put it, which is appropriate in a  particular context o f justification. A  higher level o f  

scrutiny is required, for example, for the justification o f a Supreme Court decision as  

opposed to a  lower level court decision.

(in) Goals

agree on how important it is for a contextualist theoiy to be a workable theory that it provides an 
account of ‘relevance.’ According to Cohen, while it would be desirable to have an account o f the 
various contextual factors that affect the attributions of justified belief, he takes it that “something 
sort of precise criteria constitutes a reasonable answer” (Cohen, “Skepticism, Relevance and 
Relativity,” p. 32). To the contrary, some have argued against contextual ism on the grounds that it 
lacks an account of the factors which allow us to pick some alternatives as relevant. According to 
Sosa, insofar as contextualism does not offer a precise account of relevance, it “will remain 
unacceptably obscure” (Sosa, “On Knowledge and Context,” p. 585). And Schaffer argues against 
contextualism by saying that the mechanism of relevance upon which it relies “remains as 
mysterious as magic” (Schaffer, “From Contextualism to Contrastivism,” p. 88). For some attempts 
in the direction of providing a precise account of the contextual factors that are relevant to 
justification, see Dretske, “The Pragmatic Dimension of Knowledge,” pp. 373ff; D. Lewis, 
“Elusive Knowledge”; and Williams, Problems o f Knowledge, pp. 159-174. For a discussion o f a 
number of alternative ways in which the notion of relevance may be understood, see Vogel, “The 
New Relevant Alternatives Theory,” pp. 163-168; and Sosa, “Relevant Alternatives, Contextualism 
Included.”

The relevance of the importance of being right about a certain matter for the severity of the 
standards of justification has been often pointed out in the contextualist literature. See Timmons, 
Morality without Foundations, p. 211; Annis, “A Contextualist Theory of Epistemic Justification,” 
p. 215; Fogelin, “Contextualism and Extemalism,” p. 48; D. Lewis, “Elusive Knowledge,” p. 556; 
and Williams, Problems o f Knowledge, p. 161. Dretske argues, to the contrary, that the importance 
of what is justified should not affect what counts as an adequate justification in “The Pragmatic 
Dimension of Knowledge,” p. 375.
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There are various goals that might be relevant in a particular context o f legal 

justification, and relative to which a particular decision or belief might be properly 

characterized as justified. For instance, a particular decision about facts in law may be 

justified in light o f the variety o f goals that adjudication is meant to serve, while unjustified 

relative exclusively to the goal o f truth-seeking.

(iv) Resources

The level o f scrutiny that is reasonable in a particular context depends on the 

resources available. For example, time severely constrains the range o f alternatives that a 

legal decision-maker must consider when solving a particular case, as opposed to the much 

broader set that we may require for legal justification in the context of legal dogmatics.

(v) Methodological Constraints

The level o f coherence required for adeqtiate legal justification, the size o f the 

base, and the criteria of membership to the contrast set are importantly affected by the kind 

o f inquiry that we are engaged in. What is at stake here, as Williams puts it, is not so much 

the ‘lever of scrutiny as the ‘angle’ o f scrutiny. He writes, “Within the practice o f  doing 

history, we can be more or less strict in our standards o f  evidence. But some questions 

have to be set aside for us to think historically at all.” Similarly, the fact that a question of 

/egij/justification rather than morn/ or episrem/c justification is being raised constrains the 

kind o f alternatives that one needs to consider in order to be justified, the degree of 

coherence that is required for justification, as well as the appropriate size of the base of 

coherence.

(vi) Dialectical Features

Justificatory practices take place in a dialectical context that constrains what may 

be taken for granted and what, to the contrary, is a relevant alternative that needs to be 

ruled out for one’s claim to be justified. The fact o f mentioning or raising a possible

See Timmons, Morality without Foundations, pp. 192-193,

Williams, Problems o f Knowledge, p. 160. See also “Is Contextualism Statable?” p. 84.
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defeator triggers a higher level o f  scrutiny. For example, an expert testimony may not be 

taken at face value as soon as doubts are raised about the credibility o f  the expert. The 

extent to which dialectical features o f  the context are relevant for setting the severity of the 

standards o f justification is a controversial issue. According to some philosophers, 

mentioning a possible defeater to one’s claim, no matter how remote, raises the standards 

o f  Justification.’  ̂ More plausibly, other philosophers hold that only those alternatives 

which we have some reason to believe that they obtain or at least some positive reason to 

doubt that are false are relevant in a particular context.^^

The foregoing contextual factors constrain the degree of coherence that may be 

required for legal jiKtification, the number o f alternatives that one must consider in order 

to be justified, as well as the size o f  the justificatory set. In this way, context helps to fix 

what counts as justified by the coherentist standards o f legal justification. Contextual 

mechanisms set the severity o f  these standards by both raising and lowering these 

standards as appropriate in a particular context. In other words, a number o f contextual 

features help us adjust the standards o f legal justification (by tightening and loosening 

them) to what is reasonable to require for justification within a context.** On the one hand, 

features o f  the context impose a ‘lower limit’ to what we may count as coherent, and thus 

as legally justified. For example, the higher the stakes, the broader the range o f alternatives 

that need to be considered, the bigger the size o f  the base o f coherence, and the higher the 

threshold o f  coherence that is required for justification. On the other hand, contextual

See, for instance, D. Lewis, “Elusive Knowledge,” 559. According to Lewis* ‘rule of attention,’ 
those possibilities which one is attending to cannot be properly ignored. He writes “a possibility not 
ignored is ipso facto a possibility not properly ignored. What is and what is not being ignored is a 
feature of the particular conversational context. No matter how far-fetched a certain possibility may 
be, no matter how properly we might have ignored it in some other context, if in this context we are 
not in fact ignoring it but attending to it, then for us now it is a relevant alternative.”

This view has its roots in Peirce’s writings, and it also enjoys some popularity now, particularly 
among the advocates of ‘inferential’ views of contextualism (see chapter 3). For instance, Annis 
says that for justification it is only necessaiy to meet those objections that are an expression of a 
‘real’ doubt (“A Contextualist Theory o f Epistemic Justification,” p. 214). And Williams claims 
that “a defeater does not come into play simply by virtue of being mentioned: there has to be a 
reason to think that it might obtain” {Problems o f Knowledge, p. 161).

** It is worth noticing that, as DeRose says, contextualists have concentrated “on discerning the 
mechanisms by which epistemic standards are raised ... and have not worried much about how 
standards can be lowered” (“Single Scoreboard Semantics,” p. 8). Contextual features contribute to 
both raising and lowering the standards of justification, and it is crucial to notice how context helps 
fix the severity of the standards of justification along a spectrum that goes from very tight to very 
loose standards, and not only by increasing the severity of these standards.
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features also impose an ‘upper limit’ to how much coherence is required for legal 

justifícatíon, how many alternatives are relevant, and how many elements ought to be 

included in the base of coherence. For instance, dialectical features shape the pool of 

alternatives by making some alternatives salient, while allowing that the falsity o f  other 

alternatives be taken for granted. Or, for another example o f how context lowers rather 

than raises the standards o f  justification, the nature o f the inquiry reduces the number o f 

alternatives that need to be seriously considered. In this sense, the context importantly 

contains the difficulty o f the justificatory task at hand by selecting a number of ‘plausible’ 

candidates. Hence, it is crucial to notice that context does not only help us to ensure that 

we do not under-consider alternatives, but also that we do not over-consider alternatives.

A contextualist approach ensures that we do no less but also no more than what is required 

for justification in a particular context.

6.2. Contextualizing the Coherentist S tandards of Justification

I propose to examine now in some detail how taking context into account can help 

us tackle the issues that the coherentist account o f  legal justification that I sketched above 

prompt us to consider, to recall, what counts as coherent enough for legal justification; 

what are the members of the contrast set -that is, the set o f  alternatives such that inferring 

to the most coherent of them yields legal justification; and, how the base o f coherence is

Now, while the reasons for ensuring that we do not under-consider alternatives are pretty 
obvious, it may not be immediately clear why we should be concerned with not over-considering 
alternatives. The rationale which explains why over-consideration should be a problem is, I would 
suggest, an economic one. Given our limited cognitive resources, as well as time constraints, we 
have an interest in avoiding doing extra-work which is not needed for the justificatory task at hand. 
These constraints are particularly visible in the context of legal justification, in which time limits 
are stricter than in other kinds of inquiry, and in which there is a clear interest in maximizing the 
use of the Mnstitutionaf resources available. Fogelin has also considered the economic dimension 
of the standards of epistemic justification when he speaks of *epistemic transaction costs,* i.e., 
costs which are involved in raising a level of scmtiny. These costs, he says, like most costs, we 
prefer not to incur and thus, he recommends, he should not raise the level of scrutiny in the absence 
of a particular reason to do so (see Fogelin, Walking the Tightrope o f Reason, pp. 123-124).

In addition, it could be argued that, given that standards of justification are context-bound, 
there is a sense in which, setting aside economic considerations, not every raise of the standards 
may be seen as 'reasonable.* That is, even if we had unlimited resources, it seems unreasonable to 
require that the hypothesis that, for instance, we are all brains in a vat, be ruled out (by showing it 
to be less coherent than the favored hypothesis) for a belief about the identity of the perpetrator in a 
criminal trial to be justified. DeRose briefly comments upon the view (which he rejects) according 
to which there are some reasonable standards for evaluating epistemic claims in a particular 
conversational context in “Single Scoreboard Semantics,” p. 13.
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individuated. Although related, the problem o f  the base o f coherence and the problem of 

the contrast set are distinct problems. A constraint satisfaction approach to the notion of 

coherence helps us see clearly where the difference between these two problems lies. 

While the problem of the base o f  coherence is that o f  determining the elements that enter 

into the coherence calculation, the problem o f  the contrast set is that o f determining which 

alternative ways of partitioning the set, so as to accept the subset which is maximally 

coherent, ought to be considered. Let us now see how context helps identify the base of 

coherence; determine the alternative ways in which the base might be divided up into 

subsets A  (accepted) and R (rejected); as well as fix the threshold that the maximally 

coherent set ought to satisfy in order to be justification-conferring.

(i) The Problem o f  M inim al Coherence

As 1 argued above, a model o f  inference to the best explanation needs to address the 

question o f  when the ‘best’ explanation is ‘good enough* - in  Lipton’s words. I have 

suggested that we plug coherentist standards o f  justification into a  model o f  inference to 

the best explanation. Under this view, inference to  the ‘best’ explanation in law is 

identified with inference to the ‘most coherent’ legal explanation. Thus, the question o f  

when ‘best’ is ‘good enough* is a  demand to clarify when the best alternative is ‘coherent 

enough’ for the purposes o f legal justification or ‘minimally coherent* -a s  we may call it. 

Contextualism gives a ready answer to this question: the degree of coherence that is 

sufficient for legal justification depends on context. As a matter o f fact, the contextualist 

insight that minimal justification is context-dependent is already deeply embedded in the 

legal culture. Consider, for example, the standards o f proof. The threshold o f justification 

o f decisions in civil proceedings is typically lower than what is required for justification in 

a criminal proceeding. Furthermore, the severity o f the standards o f justification also varies 

with the seriousness of the criminal offence. This legal practice may be easily explained 

within a contextualist fimnework. The importance o f  being right and the costs o f being 

wrong have a momentous influence in setting the threshold o f justification. Under a 

coherentist approach to justification, this means that the threshold-setting mechanisms that 

determine what is minimally coherent are context-dependent. A particular account o f the 

facts under dispute may be coherent enough to justify finding for the plaintiff in a civil 

case, while it falls below the threshold o f coherence required to find for the plaintiff in a 

criminal case.
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(ii) The Problem o f  the Contrast Set

How many alternatives a legal decision-maker ought to consider for a decision to 

be legally justified is also a matter that depends on features o f  the context. Consider again 

the relevance o f  the stakes for the determination o f the severity o f  the standards o f 

coherentist justification, particularly, for the identification o f  the range o f  alternatives that 

constitute the contrast set. In a serious criminal offense, a  fact-finder needs to expand the 

range o f  relevant alternative explanations o f the facts under dispute so as to ensure that the 

hypothesis that the defendant is guilty is, indeed, more coherent than alternative 

hypotheses which also explain the facts under dispute but that tell a story o f innocence. 

When the costs o f error are extremely high, as is the case in jury criminal trials, few 

possible explanations may be properly ignored. Or, to take now an example that involves 

reasoning about norms, rather than reasoning about facts, the range o f alternative 

interpretations that legal decision-makers ought to generate and consider when deciding a 

controversial constitutional issue is indeed broader than the contrast set which legal 

decision-makers may work with in easy cases.

Other contextual features are also cmcial for shaping the appropriate contrast set. 

For instance, methodological constraints allow to contract the contrast set and make it 

proper for legal decision-makers to exclude certain factual or interpretative hypotheses 

from consideration. The following example by Sinnott-Armstrong vividly illustrates the 

point: “Suppose that a desperate defense attorney argues, ‘Perhaps we are all deceived by a 

demon.’ Surely the judge and jury could attend to this statement and yet properly ignore it 

by not letting it affect their belief in the defendant’s guilt.” While the possibility that we 

are all deceived by a demon is indeed a relevant possibility that ought to be taken seriously 

in the context o f  epistemological inquiry, it can be properly ignored in the forensic context. 

Or, to use an example that involves a less far-fetched possibility, a lower court may 

properly ignore some interpretative possibilities that require a dramatic revision o f the 

settled interpretation of a constitutional clause. In contrast, considering such possibilities is 

appropriate and indeed required for justification in the context o f  constitutional 

adjudication or in the context of legal dogmatics.

® Sinnott-Armstrong, “What’s in a Contrast Class?” p. 76.
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To give an example o f how dialectical constraints shape the contrast set consider 

again the testimony of John in a case o f murder.*^ To recall, John takes the witness stand 

and testifies that he saw Alice killing George. The possibility that John was hallucinating 

that Alice killed George is a possibility that the fact-finder may indeed properly exclude 

from the contrast set. However, once the defense attorney claims that, at the moment o f the 

crime, John was under the effects o f  a drug which may cause hallucinations as a side- 

effect, this possibility becomes a  relevant possibility - a s  long as there is some positive 

reason to believe that it m i ^ t  obtain- that needs to be included within the contrast set. An 

analogous point may be made with regard to the constitution of the contrast set in legal 

reasoning about norms. Interpretative possibilities that are excluded from consideration in 

a particular context of justification may become relevant -and  thus part o f  the contrast set- 

by way o f being proposed by one o f  the parties,

(Hi) The Problem o f the Base

The size o f the base o f coherence is also dependent on contextual factors. What 

ought to be included and excluded vary with context. Faced with an easy case, it is 

sufficient for a  base to be justification-conferring that it include, for example, precedents 

and statutes which belong to the same area o f  the law that the case under consideration. 

But in a hard case the decision o f  which is likely to seriously affect the parties involved the 

domain within which coherence ought to be sought needs to be expanded. Similarly, while 

coherence among a few items o f evidence with a proposed explanation may suffice to meet 

the standards o f proof when adjudicating on simple issues, the mass o f evidence and 

competing hypotheses that ought to be considered increases as the stakes o f the case go 

higher. Contextual factors also contribute to the constitution of the base by requiring that 

some elements be included and that they be attributed a special weight in the coherence 

calculation. For instance, reasons from authority caimot be excluded from the base o f 

coherence in the context o f  legal justification. And while reasons from morality may be 

properly included when justifying a legal decision they cannot have an associated weight 

that would make them decisive o f the issue at stake.

^  See chapter 3.
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Methodological constraints explain why this should be so. To exclude reasons from 

authority or to give a special weight to moral reasons would amount to change the nature 

of the inquiry altogether. As Peczenik succinctly puts it, the relevance o f reasons from 

authority is taken for granted as soon as one decides to argue from the legal point o f view, 

that is, to be engaged in legal reasoning.*^ Likewise, methodological constraints require 

that the evidence at trial be included in the justificatory set. In addition, context also 

determines what legal decision-makers should not include in the base o f  coherence. We 

may now take an example o f how the goals o f inquiry limit the size of the base of 

coherence. For instance, in the forensic context, prejudicial evidence ought to be excluded 

-while it would be appropriate and, indeed, required to include it in a context in which, 

unlike the forensic one, the only goal o f inquiry were the acquisition of true beliefs.

Let me finish by noticing the obvious point o f how the resources available help to 

set the severity of the standards o f  coherentist justification in law, specifically, by 

constraining the base of coherence. Unlike moral or scientific reasoning, legal reasoning 

proceeds under severe time constraints. While seeking coherence among the whole o f  our 

beliefs about the law and morality might be required for justification in the context o f  legal 

or moral theory, it is coherence with a much more reduced base that yields legal 

justification in the context o f judicial decision-making. And the domain within which 

coherence must be sought at trial is also similarly reduced when compared with the scope 

of the base o f coherence that would be appropriate in a scientific context. Consider, for 

instance, the testimony o f an expert to the effect that there is a causal relation between 

tobacco consumption and lung cancer. In order for a trial judge’s belief in such testimony 

to be justified it is not required that all competing hypotheses about the causes o f  lung 

cancer that are seriously discussed in the scientific literature be considered, neither is it 

necessary to take into account all the body o f scientific evidence on this issue. In contrast, 

a much broader set o f hypotheses and evidence should be considered in the scientific 

context for a belief in the possible causal relation between tobacco consumption and lung 

cancer to be justified. Thus, how many alternatives count as relevant, and how much 

evidence is required for justification depends on contextual features, such as the resources 

available on a particular justificatory setting.*®

Peczenik, “Weighing Values,” p. 147.

To appreciate the extent to which the standards of justification that are operative in the legal 
context differ from those that are operative in the scientific context is important to understand that.
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To sum up, it is a main contextualist tenet that the severity o f  standards o f  

justification varies with context Coherentist standards o f  legal justification may be raised 

or lowered in three ways: by lowering or raising the degree o f coherence that is required 

for justification, by expanding or contracting the range o f relevant alternatives, and by 

augmenting or reducing the size o f  the base o f coherence. Contextual features -I have 

argued- help fix the threshold o f  coherence, the criteria for membership o f the contrast set, 

and the size o f the base o f coherence. Now, I would like point out some potential 

advantages o f  this contextualist interpretation o f  the standards of legal justification.

6 3 . Naturalizing Legal Coherentism

The contextualist version o f  the coherentist standards o f justification that 1 have 

sketched above has important advantages over alternative coherence-based theories o f  

legal justification.

(i) Workable Ideals

Unlike holistic models o f  coherence, the contextual model that 1 am proposing here 

is psychologically plausible. The coherence theory, as I have argued at length before, is 

impossibly idealized. It seems unrealistic to require coherence among the whole set o f  

one’s beliefs for justification. No real legal decision-maker has the cognitive resources to 

access the whole o f his beliefs, to survey them so as to evaluate their degree o f coherence, 

and to compare the alternative ways in  which his belief system may be modified in order to 

maximize coherence. A coherence theory is not a viable theory of justification insofar as it 

remains committed to such an unrestricted version o f holism.^^ In addition, holistic

contraiy to what has been mainly argued in the literature on evidence scholarship, the requirement 
that the U. S. Supreme Court stated in Daubert, according to which a trial judge must ensure that 
all scientific testimony admitted is ‘reliable,* does not require judges to become amateur scientists. 
For the standards which govern the ascription of justified beliefs about the reliability of expert 
testimony in the legal and scientific context are importantly different. The relevance of 
contextualism for current debates on expert testimony is examined at length by Golanski, “Why 
Legal Scholar’s Get Daubert Wrong: A Contextualist Explanation of Law’s Epistemology.”

That a coherence theory of justification is unworkably demanding has been argued by many, as 
has been stated above (see chapters 1 and 3). Let me note here that the objection from 
psychologically implausibility has also been raised by advocates of contextualism. See Williams, 
Problems o f Knowledge, p. 136; Henderson, “Epistemic Competence and Contextualist 
Epistemology”; and Timmons, “Moral Justification in Context,” p. 364,
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coherentism, as I have argued, leads us to conclude that, contrary to what is commonly 

assumed, most (if not all) legal decisions are unjustified, for it imposes conditions o f 

justification which are rarely (if ever) satisfied in practice.

In contrast, contextualism provides a psychologically plausible account o f  legal 

justification. This is indeed an important advantage from a naturalistic standpoint. To 

recall, it is a main tenet o f naturalized epistemology that descriptive work on psychology is 

relevant for assessing the adequacy o f theories of justified belief. More precisely, as 

Henderson has argued, it is a central constraint upon epistemological standards that they 

can be (roughly) implemented by humans.** Similarly, work on the psychology o f  legal 

reasoning should also influence theorizing about legal reasoning by imposing a constraint 

on which theories o f legal justification one may plausibly articulate. Empirical work on 

psychology ought to be taken into account for it is immensely valuable in formulating 

theories o f legal reasoning which, rather than positing unreachable ideals, may actually 

help us improve the performance of real legal decision-makers. Insofar as contextual 

models are psychologically plausible, they put forward standards of justification that have 

the potential to do much by way o f ameliorating the practice. Thus, the contextualization o f 

coherentist standards of legal justification goes hand-to-hand with the naturalization o f  our 

theories o f legal justification. Both movements, I suggest, should be welcome by anyone 

interested in articulating theories o f legal reasoning that may effectively result in better 

legal decision-making.

(ii) The Practice o f  Justification

If  the main objective of theories of legal reasoning is to improve upon current 

practices of legal justification, then it is clearly desirable that such theories should be 

descriptively adequate. For a descriptively adequate theory o f legal reasoning is better 

situated for ameliorating the practice and for reinforcing the desirable features o f  such 

practice than a  theory that imposes forms of reasoning which are alien to the patterns of 

reasoning used by real legal decision-makers. The point was argued for at length when 

examining the contrast between Bayesian approaches to fact-reasoning in law and 

coherence-based approaches (in chapter 2), and I should not repeat it here. But it is indeed

88 Henderson, “Epistemic Competence and Contextualist Epistemology,” p. 628.
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worth noticing that the contextual model that I have sketched above is descriptively more 

adequate than alternative coherentist accounts. As argued, legal decision-makers do not 

typically bring to bear the ‘whole’ o f  their beliefs when solving a particular question o f 

justification, as the coherence theory asks them to do. In contrast, contextualism reduces 

the size o f  the justificatory set, and lowers the severity o f  the standards o f  justification that 

are at play in the legal context, in a  way that closely resembles the way in which legal 

decision-makers proceed. In addition, as noted above, contextualism captures important 

features -such as the contextual sensitivity o f the standards o f proof- o f our current legal 

practices.

(in) Normative Worries

Last, the contextual model is also normatively appealing. Unlike the coherence 

models that are proposed in legal scholarship, it makes the justificatory status of a legal 

decision depend exclusively on a relevant subset o f beliefs. In so doing, it avoids some o f  

the normative problems that affect current coherentist models of legal justification. With 

regard to reasoning about rules in law, it avoids making the justification o f  a conclusion 

about a disputed question o f law defeasible on grounds o f the incoherence of some 

unrelated area o f the law. In addition, it sets some limits on the extent to which reasons 

other than authority reasons -m ost importantly, moral reasons- may be legitimately 

included into the base o f coherence. As regards reasoning about facts in law, it makes the 

justification o f a legal decision about facts depend only on the considerations that are 

relevant in the legal context, as opposed to extraneous considerations which should not 

play a role when justifying conclusions about disputed questions o f fact in law. Thus, a 

contextual approach to coherentist justification in law helps us avoid two main normative 

worries that may be raised against coherence models o f  legal justification, to wit, the 

dangers o f moralizing legal reasoning, when justifying conclusions about disputed 

questions o f  law, and the dangers o f  the case-as-a-whole, when justifying conclusions 

about disputed questions o f  fact in law. In so doing, a contextual version o f coherentism

® The point has also been noted by Duran. She argues that coherence theories posit justificatory 
sets whose “size, scope and rigor ... is well beyond which, on a model of descriptive adequacy, 
would be produced by a functioning epistemic agent” In her view, it is by taking context into 
account that coherence theories may succeed in delineating an appropriate justificatory set. See 
Duran, “A Contextualist Modification o f Comman,” p. 387.
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for law, unlike other coherentist views, gives to both evidence at trial and reasons fix>m 

authority their due in legal justification.

To conclude, a contextualized version of a coherence theory o f legal Justiñcation is, 

in contrast to other coherence models, psychologically plausible, descriptively adequate, 

and normatively appealing. This is not to say, of course, that there are no problems with a 

contextualist approach to legal justification. As 1 shall argue later, there are indeed many 

open questions in the contextualist view o f legal justification that I have defended here, 

and more generally, with the coherence model proposed. But before stating what these 

problems are, let us examine how this model deals with some o f  the objections which, I 

have argued, saddle current coherence theories o f  legal justification. I shall show that the 

proposed model has the resources for successfully meeting (or, at the very least, 

mitigating) these objections. This is yet - I  shall argue- another benefit o f  embracing the 

proposed coherence-based model o f legal justification.

7. THE PROBLEMS O F COHERENTISM  REV ISITED

I have identified earlier in this chapter five problem-areas for current coherence- 

based accounts o f  legal reasoning.^ How does the model o f  coherence that I have sketched 

above comport vis-à-vis these problems? As I argued before, these problems are but 

particular applications to the legal context of traditional objections that have been raised 

against coherence theories o f justification that have a longer ancestry, such as coherence 

theories o f epistemic justification. With the aid o f what we have learned in the process of 

surveying the coherence theories o f justification that have been proposed in domains other 

than law, let us now examine the prospects of meeting these objections for the proposed 

coherence-based model of legal justification.

7.1. The Problem of Vagueness

Unlike other coherentist theories o f legal justification, the model that I have 

articulated above is based on a precise notion o f coherence as constraint satisfaction. In 

contrast to the notion of narrative coherence upon which coherentist approaches to fact- 

reasoning in law rely, a notion o f factual coherence as constraint satisfaction provides with

^  See the section “Redrawing a Map of Problems,” above in this chapter.
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a set o f clear criteria against which the relative coherence o f alternative theories of the case 

may be measured. Theories o f noimative coherence, as much as coherence-based theories 

o f fact reasoning in law, rely on notions o f  coherence that are poorly specified. The notion 

o f normative coherence as constraint satisfaction puts a remedy to this state of affairs by 

setting up a number of principles for comparing and evaluating the different theories o f the 

law which compete for providing a  solution to a particular legal problem.

7.2. Two Challenges to the Structure o f Coherentist Justification: Circularity 
and Conservatism

There are two main problems that a coherence-based account o f  legal inference 

gives rise to: the problem of circularity and the problem o f conservatism. A coherence- 

based theory o f  legal reasoning -su ch  as the one articulated above- needs to show that 

coherence-based inference is not viciously circular, and that it is not inherently 

conservative. Let us take up each o f  these challenges in turn.

The problem of circularity only arises i f  one accepts a linear account of inference 

according to which justification involves a  chain o f  beliefs along which justification is 

transferred from one element to another one down the chain. But there is no reason why a 

coherence theory o f legal justification should burden itself with such a view. As I argued in 

chapter 3, advocates o f coherence theories o f epistemic justification have shown that once 

we replace a linear view o f inference with a holistic one, the circularity involved in 

coherentism may be shown to be benign. The model proposed rests on such a  holistic view 

o f inference in that -a s  the principle o f acceptability says- the justificatory status of any 

element depends on its coherence with the rest o f the elements in the set. In addition, the 

model assumes that relations o f  coherence are symmetrical, and thus that two elements 

which cohere with one another are mutually interdependent, not that one is inferred from 

the other. In this way, a  theory o f  legal coherence as constraint satisfaction avoids the 

problem o f  circularity that is endemic to coherence theories in law. The theory does not 

justify the acceptance o f a particular principle on the grounds that it coheres best with a set 

of rules, and then justifies a decision based on one o f  these rules because it coheres best 

with this very same principle. The theory does not license either an inference from a piece 

o f evidence to the hypothesis that best explains it, and then an inference from that 

hypothesis to the very same piece o f  evidence on the grounds that it is best explained by
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this hypothesis. Rather, the theory shows how the acceptance o f  interpretative and factual 

hypotheses, normative elements, and evidence depends on their coherence with the rest o f 

elements, and how explanatory hypotheses and evidence, on the one hand, and 

interpretative hypotheses and normative elements, on the other, mutually support each 

other.

This model o f leged coherence also allows us to put worries about conservatism to 

rest. In the context of fact-reasoning in law, the risk is that, while seeking coherence, we 

may not give evidence its due: we may reinterpret evidence so that it best coheres with the 

factual hypothesis that is being favored, or even blatantly disregard evidence that does not 

fit such a hypothesis. However, this risk is averted because, as the principle of data priority 

states, the model gives priority to the evidence at trial over the rest o f the elements which 

enter into the coherence calculation. It is, of course, still possible that evidence be 

discarded, if  doing so maximizes the coherence o f the whole set. But this is as it should be: 

after all, we do occasionally have good reasons for doubting the reliability of the evidence 

offered at trial. However, the theory of coherence ensures that, unless coherence 

overwhelmingly requires the rejection o f evidence, evidence at trial would be accepted 

and, thus, that it would have a momentous role in determining which hypothesis about the 

facts under dispute we may accept as justified. In the context o f normative reasoning, the 

model gives priority to propositions that describe reasons from authority. In so doing -it 

might be argued- it sanctions a conservative tendency, and prevents genuine normative 

change. Let me make two comments by way o f  a reply. First, yes, coherence-based 

reasoning is conservative in that it makes fit with the body o f  authoritative materials an 

important condition o f justification. Now, it is a distinctive feature of legal reasoning that 

reasons from authority enjoy a privileged status. To give priority to reasons from authority 

is, indeed, part and parcel o f  what it means to be engaged in ‘legal’ reasoning in the first 

place. Thus, it cannot be a problem for a  coherence theory that it recognize the prominent 

role that such reasons play when justifying normative conclusions in law. But, o f  course, 

we also want a  theory o f reasoning to allow for normative change when necessary. The 

theory o f  coherence does recognize this need in that it permits that reasons from authority 

be rejected when doing so significantly increases the coherence of the overall set of 

reasons. Thus, this theory exhibits a moderate kind o f conservatism which is, I believe, a 

distinctive characteristic o f our practices of legal justification.
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7 3 ,  The Problems of Holism

I argued before that the holistic commitment o f  coherence theories in law gives rise  

to serious problems. More specifically, it threatens the descriptive adequacy of coherence 

theories o f  legal reasoning; sheds doubts over their psychological plausibility; an d  

undennines their normative force. The coherence-based model that I have articulated 

above overcomes these problems by embracing a contextualist approach to the standards o f  

legal justification. Under this view, the set o f  beliefs over which the coherence calculation 

proceeds is not taken to be the whole system o f one’s beliefs, but rather a subset that is 

shown to be relevant in the particular context. Features o f  the context -such  as the costs o f  

being wrong, one’s institutional role, or the resources available - determine the appropriate 

size of the domain within which coherence is to be sought in a particular instance o f legal 

justification. This contextual strategy for individuating the base o f  coherence, as I h av e  

argued in detail before, brings the model o f coherence closer to what legal decision-makers 

are able to achieve, given their cognitive resources; improves the descriptive adequacy o f  

the theory o f  coherence; and, last, dissipates some o f  the normative worries that have been  

raised against coherence models in law.^*

7.4. What is Coherence-Based Inference?

One o f the main elements o f the model o f  coherence for law that I have argued fo r 

before is a  view o f coherence-based legal inference as an inference to the best explanation. 

Under this view, coherence-based inference has a two-stage structure. Legal decision

makers generate a number o f plausible candidates (theories o f  the case and theories o f  the  

law) and then select, among them, the one which best satisfies the coherence standards. 

While, to be sure, there is much more work to be done to elucidate the mechanics o f  

explanatory inference (and much more needs to  be said about how inferences to the best 

explanation confer warrant upon their conclusions), the model o f  inference to the best 

explanation provides a detailed enough description o f  the way in which coherence-based 

inference in law works. Thus, the reasoning processes whereby we seek coherence in law  

no longer seem mysterious, but particular instances o f  recognizable patterns o f  explanatory 

reasoning. As a  result, the purported advantage o f  probabilistic views o f factual inference 

in  law and o f rule-based accounts o f  legal reasoning about disputed questions of law over

91 See the section “Coherence in Context,” above in this chapter.
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coherence-based models on the grounds that the latter lack a clear view of the inference 

patterns that lead to justified legal conclusions evaporates.

7.5. The Value of Coherence

A defense of a coherence-based account o f  legal inference must give an answer to 

the question o f why coherence should be sought after in the legal context in the first place. 

Given the problematical relationship between coherence and truth, it cannot be taken for 

granted that coherence is a value that should be pursued when reasoning in law. Quite the 

contrary. I f  -as is generally assumed- a defense of the justificatory force o f coherence 

requires an argument to the effect that coherence is truth-conducive, and given that -as it 

seems- no conclusive argument o f this sort is within sight, the question of why we should 

accept conclusions in law by virtue o f their coherence seems to be a pressing one. The 

problem o f truth and related problems -to  recall, the problem of coherence ties and the 

problem of isolation- need to be addressed before certifying the viability o f a coherence- 

based account o f legal reasoning. Tackling these issues requires us to engage in a second 

order debate: the problems do not derive from defining justification in terms o f  coherence, 

but from a demand for reasons why coherentist standards o f legal justification should be 

accepted in the first place. The next section attempts to satisfy this demand by suggesting 

some ways in which the value o f coherence in law may be defended.

8. THE REASONS FOR COHERENCE

Why does coherence justify in law? Why should one endorse a coherentist standard 

for the justification of normative and factual propositions in law? The adequacy of 

coherence-based standards of justification is often called into question by raising doubts 

about their truth-conduciveness. The strategy o f  the critic of coherence methods is as 

follows: it is first claimed that a defense of a theory o f justification must show that 

accepting beliefs as justified according to the theory leads one to accept beliefs which are 

likely to be true (however this concept may be understood in different domains); next, it is 

argued that it has not been shown that coherence and truth are related in the proper way; 

hence, it is concluded, a defense o f  the coherentist standards of justification is doomed to 

failure. As I argued in chapters 6 and 8, this strategy does not succeed in undermining the 

coherentist project because a thorough defense o f  the viability of a theory o f  justification 

does not depend -as the critic assumes- on showing the theory to be truth-conducive.
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While, to be sxjre, truth-conduciveness is a crucial standard for assessing the adequacy o f  a  

theory o f justification, there are also other criteria which are relevant for assessing the 

adequacy o f a  particular theory o f justification. For one, even if truth is a momentous value 

when reasoning about both what to believe and what to do, we are also interested in 

achieving, in our reasonings, values other than truth, and, as long as this is so, the  

adequacy o f  a  theory o f  justification will depend on how well it help us realize the complex 

set of goals -tm th  included- that we aim at advancing in a particular domain. In w hat 

follows I shall suggest some lines o f argument for supporting a coherence theory o f  

justification for law.

8.1. The Argument from Anti-Foundationalism

The first reason for endorsing a coherentist standard for legal justification is a  

negative one, to wit, the enormous difficulties that the foundationalist view o f justification 

encounters. As has been shown, foundationalist theories of both moral and epistemic 

justification face severe objections. Similarly, the foundationalist view o f  justification tha t 

characterizes strong versions o f  legal positivism is in a  serious predicament. And, the  

failure o f foundationalist epistemologies carries over the foundationalist approaches to  

evidence and proof in law as well. The problems that foundationalism in its many varieties 

and in different domains faces makes the coherentist alternative initially attractive, even if, 

o f course, a full defense o f  coherentism requires that some positive reasons be given for its 

desirability.

8.2. Coherence and Emotion

Reasoning about both what to do and what to believe is a hot cognitive process as 

much in law as in any other domain. In this work, I have not examined in detail the issue o f  

the role o f  emotions in legal reasoning about both facts and norms. However, at various 

points in previous chapters, I have emphasized the emotional side o f  practical and 

theoretical judgments as well as the importance o f  emotions in legal reasoning. A complete 

theory of legal reasoning, I have argued, needs to give an account o f  the role that emotions 

play in reasoning about both disputed questions o f  fact and disputed questions o f law. As 

has been explained, some advocates o f  coherence theories have shown how emotions may
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be incorporated within their theories.®^ Most prominently, Thagard has articulated in detail 

a theory for the justification of empirical and ethical judgments that integrates the role that 

cognition and emotion play in forming and justifying empirical and moral beliefs. Because 

relations o f coherence (and incoherence) are not restricted to propositional elements, and 

because judgments o f coherence (and incoherence) are sensitive to emotional responses, a 

coherence theory is better located than alternative theories to give an account o f the role 

that emotions play in justification. This gives an important advantage to coherence theories 

of legal justification over alternative views o f justification which are not less easily 

amendable to make room for the ‘hot’ components o f legal reasoning.

S 3 , T he  Argum ent from Psychological Plausibility

Our cognitive equipment is geared towards coherence. Quoting, once again, Z iffs  

words, “coherence catches our eye, fixes our attention, focuses our mind.” There is 

substantial psychological evidence that shows the relevance o f coherence in our reasoning 

processes, some of which I have reviewed in previous chapters. Empirical studies strongly 

suggest that that we find explanatory thinking natural: explanatory considerations are the 

engine that drives much inference in ordinary life.̂ "* Moravski has persuasively argued that 

cognition can be viewed as an activity that is directed towards the goal of achieving 

understanding, and that humans may be seen, in an important sense, as homo explanans, 

Simon and collaborators have shown that complex decision tasks, such as judicial 

reasoning as well as reasoning about evidence, are carried out by building up coherence 

among a number of decision factors. In the context o f legal fact-finding, these results 

support previous work by Hastie and Pennington that showed the relevance o f coherence 

standards in jurors’ reasonings. That coherence plays an important role in the formation 

and evaluation o f factual hypotheses in law has also been shown, in the context o f  criminal 

law, by Wagenaar and collaborators. All the foregoing studies -among others- provide the 

coherence theory o f justification with a solid empirical basis. Despite the fact that, as I 

have argued, some concerns may be raised, given our cognitive limitations, about the

See, for example, Richardson’s theory of practical reasoning and DePaul’ theory of moral 
reasoning in chapters 7 and 8, respectively,

Ziff, “Coherence,” p. 34.

^  Lipton has interpreted Kahneman and Tversky’s well-known results as indicating the presence of 
a strong proclivity to explanatory thinking, see Lipton, Inference to the Best Explanation, (2"  ̂ed.), 
pp. 108-113.
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feasibility o f the process of coherentist justification as is portrayed in some coherence 

theories, the coherence theory o f  justification has a  strong claim to psychological 

plausibility. The fact that this is so is an important reason for preferring a coherence theory 

o f legal reasoning over competing views on reasoning which have been shown to fare 

badly as descriptions o f our inferential practices, such as Bayesianism. First, from the 

perspective o f  naturalism, it is indeed a requirement o f any theory o f justification that it 

does not set up normative standards that we are not even able to approximate. Facts about 

how we reason have a bearing -under this view- on questions about how  we ought to 

reason. The coherence theory o f  legal reasoning seems to satisfactorily meet th is 

naturalistic constraint. Second, we want a theory o f  legal reasoning that is able to guide 

legal decision-makers in realizing their task. The coherence theory, insofar as it builds 

upon legal decision-makers’ natural reasoning processes, seems more apt to perform th is  

guiding role. Thus, the psychological plausibility o f  the coherence theory o f legal 

justification is an important reason for endorsing this theory.

8.4. The Argument from the Dynamics of Justification

It is an advantage of the coherence theory that, unlike other models o f  justification, 

it has the resources to give an account of the dynamic aspects o f justification.’  ̂ In th is 

work, we have seen how coherence accounts of justification allow modeling m ajor 

conceptual changes, such as those involved in scientific revolutions, as well as piecemeal 

revisions in one’s system of beliefs, like those formalized by belief revision theories. A s 

opposed to the static view of justification that the foundationalist model o f  justification 

assumes, coherence theories are congenial to a dynamic view o f justification. In law, 

questions about how legal decision-makers evaluate incoming new evidence and change 

their explanatory account o f the facts under dispute accordingly, and issues about how they 

assess the relative goodness of alternative interpretations about what the law requires in the 

particular case and integrate them into their accepted views about the law are, indeed, 

important questions. These questions, I submit, may be profitably addressed within the 

framework o f  a coherence theory o f  legal justification.

1 owe this suggestion to Susan Haack.
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8.5. The Argument for the  Truth*Conducivene$s o f Coherence

To be sure, even if, as I have said, a defense o f a method o f justification does not 

depend exclusively on having conclusive reasons for its truth-conduciveness, still, an 

argument to the effect that justified beliefs, according to the method, are also likely to be 

true is, indeed, an important part o f  such a defense. How does the coherence theory o f 

justification fare with regard to the goal o f truth? As we have seen, none of the arguments 

that have been designed to show that coherence and truth are related in the right way have 

succeeded in putting worries about the tmth-conduciveness o f  coherence to rest. However, 

the case for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is not hopeless. The first thing to note is 

that foundationalism has not been able either to meet the skeptical challenge that, for all we 

know, our body o f justified beliefs might well turn out to be comprehensibly false. In this 

sense, coherentism is not worse o ff than its main competitor. Second, it is important to 

notice that coherence-based reasoning is a defeasible form o f  inference. Thus, by its nature, 

it is not a form of inference that is guaranteed to yield true beliefs. To require that it be 

shown that by accepting beliefs on grounds of their coherence we can be sure to accept 

beliefs which are also likely to be true is to ignore the defeasible character of coherence- 

based inference. Third, given Hume’s problem, we are deprived o f any reason - i t  may be 

claimed- for taking coherence-based inference to be reliable or truth-topic. For an 

argument to the effect that coherence-based inference —as a kind of non-deductive 

inference- is reliable would be a  non-deductive argument, and therefore would beg the 

question. However, this is hardly a  distinctive problem for coherentism. The project of 

grotmding the edifice of knowledge on a set of secure beliefs from which the rest o f the 

beliefs flow deductively is not viable. Appealing to non-deductive methods in order to 

justify our beliefs is, thus, tmavoidable. O f course, in the absence o f a response to Hume’s 

problem, coherence methods cannot be ensured to yield true beliefs, but neither can any 

other theory o f  justification that resorts -a s  cannot be otherwise- to non-demonstrative or 

defeasible forms of reasoning. Given the strength of the skeptical challenges, and the 

defeasible nature of coherence-based reasoning, we should not be asked to give conclusive 

reasons for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence standards o f  justification or o f  any other 

method of justification. In this, I have said, coherence methods are not in worse shape than 

other accounts o f justification. Now, against this background, I want to argue that, leaving 

Humean skeptical worries aside, the prospects of showing that coherence is properly
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connected with truth are reasonably good.

In earlier chapters, we have seen that there is an array o f different strategies for 

showing that coherence among empirical beliefs connects up with truth as correspondence 

in the right way. These strategies provide a useful starting point for mounting an argument 

to the effect that accepting factual propositions in law by virtue o f  their coherence is likely 

to advance the goal of truth. In addition, in the context o f fact-finding, it is important to  

notice the serious difficulties which, as I have explained, the main alternative theory, the 

Bayesian approach, encounters when evaluated firom the perspective of the goal o f factual 

accuracy. The problem o f  the truth-conduciveness o f coherence is much less acute in the  

normative domain than in the factual one, given that non-realist accounts o f the truth o f  

normative propositions are mostly viewed as more plausible than non-realist accoimts o f  

the truth o f empirical propositions, and that coherentist theories o f justification are less 

problematically combined with non-realist views o f truth, than with views of truth as 

correspondence. Similarly, in law, the task o f showing coherence to be truth-conducive is 

less cumbersome in the context o f  reasoning about normative conclusions than in the 

context o f reasoning about facts. The problem o f  coherence and truth is particularly 

recalcitrant if  truth is understood along realist lines, but a  realist construal o f the truth o f  

propositions o f  law is highly implausible. Thus, the problems deriving from connecting up 

coherence with truth do not, in principle, put any serious obstacle to analyzing the 

justification o f  normative conclusions in law in terms o f  coherence.

In short, while there are no conclusive reasons for the claim that accepting beliefs 

about the law or the facts under dispute as justified by virtue o f their coherence leads us to 

accept beliefs which are likely to be true, the lack o f such an argument is less grave a 

problem than critical discussions o f  coherentism make it seem. Given the pervasiveness o f 

the skeptical challenges, coherence methods are no worse off than other methods o f  

justification. Moreover, since coherence-based inference is by its nature a defeasible kind 

of inference, a  demand for reasons showing that coherence methods guarantee us tmth is 

misplaced. In addition, in light o f the several strategies that show (even if  not conclusively) 

coherence to be truth-conducive, the case for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence in the 

context o f fact-finding is reasonably good. And, given the implausibility o f realist theories 

of the truth o f  propositions o f  law, the case for the truth-conduciveness o f coherence in the 

context o f reasoning about norms in  law can be easily vindicated. Thus, while it cannot be
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shown that endorsing a coherence theory for the justification of factual and normative 

propositions in law will never misguide us, for it may certainly lead us to accept beliefs 

about the facts and the law as justified which are, nevertheless, false or incorrect, there are 

still good reasons for supporting the desirability o f such methods from the perspective of 

advancing the goal of tmth in law.

8.6. The Practical Value o f Coherence

Legal institutions are designed to advance a number o f different goals, and 

coherence - I  shall argue- is a valuable tool for realizing some o f these goals. As some 

advocates o f  coherentist approaches to practical reasoning have shown, coherence 

promotes successful coordination and effectiveness. In the legal context, some degree of 

coherence is also cmcial for coordinating actions, and actions which cohere with each 

other tend to be more effective as well. Law is a  collective enterprise, and legal decision

makers are more likely to succeed in their efforts at coordination if the decisions they make 

are part of a coherent plan o f action. And law’s project o f regulating and transforming 

social life is more likely to work if  it embodies a coherent plan than if it involves 

overlapping goals and conflicting courses of action. Thus, coherence has practical benefits 

as much in law as in any other practical domain. In addition, coherence aids the realization 

of values that are distinctive to the legal context. Coherence is instrumental to the value of 

legal certainty. Among other ways in which coherence promotes legal certainty is by 

facilitating knowledge of the law, for a coherent body o f norms is more easily remembered 

and understood. And coherence also promotes the efficacy of the legal system, for a 

coherent body o f norms is also easier to be applied and followed.^^ In addition, a certain 

degree o f coherence in legal decision-making at both the legislative and the judicial level is 

also pivotal for securing the social stability that the law aims to preserve. Thus, there are 

important practical reasons for pursuing coherence in the course of legal decision-making.

8.7. The Argument from Conflict Resolution

Law, says Atienza, is a complex institution directed towards solving conflict

^  In this sense, we may say that coherence promotes both the ‘efficacy’ of the legal system (the 
degree of application of the law) as well as the ‘effectiveness’ of the legal system (the extent to 
which the law succeeds in bringing about its goals). For the distinction between efficacy and 
efficiency see Atienza, Introduction al Derecho.
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through argumentative means.^^ Conflicts o f  values are pervasive in law. How to address 

these conflicts by the force o f  reason? How may we rationally proceed when the different 

values that the law aims to protect come into conflict? As I argued when discussing 

coherence theories o f  practical reasoning, coherence is o f  a piece with a non

instrumentalist view o f  practical reasoning according to which we may rationally 

deliberate about ends, and not merely about what the best means to achieve some fixed 

ends are. Some of the coherence-theories o f practical inference surveyed in chapter 7 

provide illuminating accounts o f how a coherentist approach to justification guides agents 

on how to deliberate about what the best course o f  action in light of a set o f conflicting 

ends is. In law as well, coherence is a most valuable guide to deciding among competing 

decisions about the law and about the facts under dispute in cases o f value-conflict 

Hurley’s view that, when deliberating in the practical domain, judgments about what one 

should do, all-things-considered, are determined by the most coherent theory o f the 

different values which apply is extremely useful for understanding how a coherence theory 

would help deliberate about ends in the legal context. As we saw, it follows from Hurley’s 

account o f  deliberation that, when faced with conflict, legal decision-makers ought to take 

the decision, among competing courses o f action, that is dictated by the theory that m akes 

the best sense o f the relationships among the conflicting reasons. Therefore, it is not as if, 

for example, faced with a conflict between legal certainty and justice, at some point a legal 

decision-maker chooses to decide on the basis o f either one or the other. Rather, she is to 

take the decision which is favored by the best theory that she has been able to construct 

while deliberating about how the conflicting values at stake are related to one another.

Thus, not only does coherence help us realize truth and other values in law, as I 

have argued above, but it also help us reason about how to weigh and balance these values 

when they come into conflict in a  legal case. That is, coherence is not merely instrumental 

to the ends that the law aims at promoting, but it crucially helps us deliberate about these 

very ends. In so doing, it expands the space o f  reason in law by providing a method for 

reasoning about ends in law, and not only for rationally assessing which, among competing 

courses o f  action, is best in promoting a given set o f goals that are placed beyond the pale 

o f deliberation. The ability o f coherence-based theories to provide guidance about how to 

deliberate about ends, and thus, to realize law’s function o f resolving conflict by

See Atienza, El Derecho como argumentación^ chapter 1.
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argumentative means, provides a  strong reason in support o f  legal coherentism.

8.8. T he  Constitutive Value of Coherence

The foregoing considerations about the pervasiveness of conflict in law lead us to 

consider yet another reason for pursuing legal coherence, namely, its constitutive value. 

Coherence plays a constitutive role in individual identity and political identity. A certain 

degree o f coherence in individual and collective deliberation is necessary to be both a 

unified agent and part o f a distinctive political community. One may ask: in the face of 

conflict, why shouldn’t one decide upon one o f the conflicting values, as opposed to strive 

after coherence? The reason why this is so is that by deliberating about the values and 

goals in conflict when deciding a particular legal issue legal agents are determining their 

own identity as members o f a political community. Individual identity and group identity 

are not fixed -a s  Hurley brilliantly argued- but they are the result o f  self-interpretation. 

Legal decision-makers are not fi^e to disregard a concern for coherence because in so 

doing they would be refusing to determine their own identity as members of the political 

community to which they belong. The constitutive dimension of coherence in individual 

self-determination and group self-determination gives us a  foundational reason for valuing 

coherence as a  guiding standard in legal decision-making.

The preceding arguments, taken together, strongly support the case for coherentism 

in law. To be sure, a theory of coherence in law (as much as in any other domain) faces its 

own set o f problems which provides a countervailing set o f reasons that militate against 

legal coherentism. However, while the arguments against coherentism need to be taken 

seriously, they do not succeed in undermining legal coherentism, I have shown how the 

proposed version of the coherence theory o f legal justification may overcome the problems 

of coherentism or, at least, mitigate the force o f the objections that have been raised against 

it. Thus, I hope to have shown that, given the reasons that support the coherence theory in 

law, and given that -a s  argued- the problems o f  legal coherentism are not intractable, a 

theory o f legal justification -such as the one proposed- which gives a prominent role to 

reasons from coherence is on the right track. Before putting an end to this very long work.

^  That coherence has a constitutive value in individual identity has been argued by Richardson, 
Thagard and Millgram, and, most extensively, by Hurley (see chapter 7). I have argued that
coherence plays a constitutive role of political communities in Dworkin’s theory in chapter 1.
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I would still like to deal with a last issue, to wit, I want to have a look beyond the restricted 

domain o f  the coherence theory in law to the general theory o f  legal reasoning and 

rationality to which it pertains. More specifically, I would like to explore which 

implications for the standard theory o f legal reasoning, if  any, arise from the proposed 

coherence-based model o f legal justification.

9. THE COHERENCE MODEL, LEGAL REASONING, AND LEGAL
THEORY

In the foregoing sections, I have articulated and defended a coherence-based model 

o f legal justification. This model puts forward a picture o f legal justification that has the 

following prominent features. First, legal justification is, under this account, non- 

foundaiionalist in that it denies that there is any set o f  propositions which provide the 

foundation upon which the justification o f the rest o f  factual and normative propositions in 

law lies on. Second, this model embodies a contextualist view of legal justification 

according to  which standards for the justification o f  conclusions about either disputed 

questions o f  law or disputed questions of fact are context-dependent. Third, the model o f  

coherence proposed puts forward a  responsibilist account o f  legal justification. Under this 

view, the standards o f behavior that regulate inquiry and deliberation in the legal context 

have a bearing on the justificatory status of the resulting legal decisions. Fourth, this model 

advocates a naturalistic approach to legal justification, that is, it relies on a  view about the 

relationship between normative and descriptive issues according to which facts about how  

legal decision-makers reason are relevant for answering questions about how they should 

reason. Fifth, it takes explanatory reasoning to be the main kind of reasoning in the 

justification o f  conclusions about disputed questions o f  fact and disputed questions of law. 

Last, this coherence-based model rests on a non-instrumentalist view o f  legal reasoning 

according to which deliberation in the legal context is also o f  ends.

The picture o f legal justification which the coherence-based model o f  justification 

advances leads us to question some of the assumptions that characterize the standard 

approaches to legal reasoning. In what follows, I shall briefly examine the extent to which 

the proposed model of justification departs from the picture o f justification that is mostly 

assumed in current work on legal reasoning, and consider whether endorsing a coherence- 

based model o f justification, such as the one proposed above, leads us to revise or rethink
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some o f the assumptions upon which the standard view about legal reasoning relies.

9.1. Legal Reasoning w ithout Foundations

Coherence models -such as the one proposed- are non-foundationalist in that they 

reject that there is any set o f either factual or normative propositions that provide the basis 

upon which the justification o f the rest of factual and normative propositions in law 

depends. In this sense, as argued before, coherentist approaches to legal reasoning are 

alternatives to formal positivist approaches to reasoning about norms in law and to 

probabilistic approaches to reasoning about evidence in law, insofar as both of these rely 

on a foundationalist epistemology.

As opposed to coherentism, foundationalisni is based on a linear view of inference 

according to which there are some basic elements (reasons from authority, when reasoning 

about norms, and propositions that describe evidence, when reasoning about facts) upon 

which the chains o f justification are based. In contrast, in the holistic view of inference, 

which coherentism advocates, the justification o f any element is a matter o f its coherence 

with the rest o f members o f the system to which it belongs. It is a problem of this view o f 

justification, as I have explained at length before, that it may not give reasons from 

authority (when reasoning about norms) and evidence (when reasoning about facts) the 

role that they ought to play in legal justification. Is ‘isolation’ from what the law -as 

authoritatively enacted- requires, and from what the facts under dispute really are the price 

of coherence? Does the rejection o f foundationalism inevitably lead to severing legal 

justification from reality in this way? The proposed coherence-based model of justification 

depicts the problem of legal justification as a ‘discriminating problem’ and, in so doing, it 

distinguishes itself from other coherentist accounts of legal justification, and overcomes 

the threat of isolation. Let me explain.

As explained in chapter 4, Thagard has distinguished between ‘pure’ coherence 

problems, which do not favor any elements as worthy o f  acceptance; ‘foundational’ 

coherence problems, which favor a set o f elements for acceptance as self-justified; and 

‘discriminating’ coherence problems, which favor a set o f  elements for acceptance, even if 

ultimately such an acceptance depends on their coherence with all other elements. In the 

model o f legal justification articulated above, by virtue o f  the ‘principle o f  data priority,*
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reasons from authority and propositions describing evidence at trial have a degree of 

acceptability on their own, even i f  their acceptance will still depend on their coherence 

with the rest o f elements. In this way, this coherence-based model o f  legal justification 

departs from foundationalist accoimts in that coherence is, ultimately, the source of legal 

justification, but it also diverges from other coherence theories, such as Dworkin’s, which 

conceptualize legal justification as a ‘pure’ coherence problem, rather than as a 

‘discriminating’ one. In so doing, it gives reasons from authority and evidence their due in 

legal justification. It could be argued that introducing the principle of data priority makes 

the theory, after all, a foundationalist one. However, as I argued when discussing 

Thagard’s theory, this principle does not sneak a foundationalist element in the theory 

because the justification o f  the elements which -according to the principle- enjoy priority 

depends, as much as the justification o f any other element, on their coherence with the rest 

o f elements. In addition, the principle o f data priority does not distort the coherentist nature 

o f the model proposed insofar as a  justification o f this principle by virtue of its coherence 

is readily available: such a principle is justified because it coheres best with second-order 

beliefs about the weight that some kinds o f  elements -propositions that describe 

authoritative acts, and propositions that describe evidence- have in justification in the 

forensic context.

9.2. A  Contextualist Picture o f Legal Justification

In crirrent work on legal justification, it is a commonplace that standards for the 

justification o f conclusions about disputed questions o f  law and disputed questions of fact 

are context-invariant. Under this view, features o f the context, such as the relevant goals, 

time constraints, or the stakes, are not relevant for assessing whether a particular 

conclusion in law is justified. To be sure, even if  the conditions under which such 

conclusions are justified are assumed to be independent o f context in most work on legal 

reasoning, the contextualist approach is not a new comer in the legal literature. There are 

some scholars within the mainstream -such as Peczenik- who have drawn attention to the 

significance o f  context in legal justification. Other scholars -m ost prominently, Twining- 

have advocated a contextual approach to legal reasoning. Within critical approaches to law, 

contextualist themes are also discussed.^ And, some evidence scholars -such as Golenski- 

have argued for the relevance o f contextualism about epistemic justification for a theory of

99 See, for example, Minow and Spelman, “In Context’
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fact-finding in law. However, as argued before, a full contextualist theory o f  legal 

justification has not been developed yet. The coherence-based model proposed attempts to 

incorporate the contextualist insight that standards o f  justification are context-bound within 

a theory o f legal justification. In so doing, it builds upon the contextualist elements that 

exist in the literature, and deviates from much work on legal reasoning which assumes that 

the conditions under which propositions o f law and propositions of fact in law are justified 

are the same across contexts.

9 Responsibilism about Legal Justification

The standard view on legal reasoning assumes that the standards governing the 

behavior o f legal decision-makers have no bearing on the issue o f whether conclusions 

about either disputed questions o f  law or disputed questions of fact are justified. The 

discussion o f the duties which legal decision-makers ought to comply with, or the study of 

the features which mark o ff virtuous behavior in the legal context have been relegated to 

the context o f  developing codes o f  professional conduct. The literature on professional 

ethics and the literature on legal reasoning have been viewed as two disconnected bodies of 

literature. While consequentialist and Kantian ethics have played a prominent role in legal 

theory, virtue ethics has received comparatively much less attention. ‘Virtue jurisprudence’ 

is still a pretty much underdeveloped theoretical option. And, the few atierhpts to date to 

give an account of legal justification by using virtue ethics have been restricted to the 

justification o f  normative conclusions in law. The relevance of virtue ethics for the 

epistemology o f  legal proof has been neglected thus far. In contrast, the coherence-based 

model that 1 have argued for is based on the assumption that standards of epistemic 

responsibility are inextricably linked with standards o f  legal justification of both factual 

and normative propositions, where such standards are defined in terms o f  duties and, most 

importantly, virtues. In this sense, this model explores the relevance of virtue epistemology 

-as a branch o f  virtue ethics- to issues about the justification o f normative and factual 

conclusions in law. An account o f  the duties and virtues o f  legal decision-makers is thus 

shown to be not merely the appropriate subject o f professional ethics, but a substantial part 

o f a theory o f  legal justification.

100 See Solum, “Virtue Jurisprudence: A Virtue-Centred Theory o f Judging.’
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9.4. Explanatory Reasoning in Law

Under the view o f  legal reasoning that the coherence model underwrites 

explanatory inference has a  central role in arriving at justified conclusions about both facts 

and law. In the context o f  fact-finding, this explanationist approach to factual inference in 

law poses a challenge to the dominant probabilistic fi:amework. While, as I have argued, 

probability calculus ought to have a place in a  theory o f fact-reasoning in law, it is 

explanationism, rather than probabilism, that provides an adequate general framework for 

addressing issues o f evidence and proof in law. Some evidence scholars have taken 

explanatory reasoning to be an important pattern o f inference in the context o f  discovery o f  

fruitful hypotheses and relevant evidence. In contrast, the model proposed expands the 

scope o f a theory o f explanatory inference in law by claiming that this form o f  inference is 

at work both in the context o f discovery as well as in the context o f justification. In doing 

so, it aims at providing a unified account of the reasoning processes that lead to both the 

formation and the evaluation o f factual hypotheses in the forensic context. As regards legal 

reasoning about disputed questions o f  law, the explanatory approach to legal inference is at 

odds with deductivist models o f  legal reasoning. The standard theory o f legal reasoning 

overcomes the limitations o f these formalistic approaches to legal reasoning by examining 

-to  different degrees- the various patterns o f reasoning that lead to the justification o f 

normative premises in law. However, the potential of explanatory inference as an account 

of the reasoning processes that result in justified conclusions about disputed questions o f 

law has been largely obliterated. The proposed model is meant to contribute to current 

work on legal reasoning by bringing to light the relevance o f explanatory inference to the 

justification o f  normative propositions in law.

One important consequence o f endorsing an explanationist approach to legal 

inference has to do with the question of what the proper subject o f a theory o f legal 

reasoning is. Theories o f legal reasoning traditionally deal with questions related to the 

justification o f  normative conclusions in law. This focus is limited in two respects. First, it 

places issues pertaining to the context o f discovery beyond the scope o f application o f the 

theory. And second, it neglects the study of fact-reasoning in law. An explanatory view o f 

legal inference shows how the study o f  legal reasoning should not be limited in this way. 

First, inference to the best explanation is an inference pattern that operates both in the 

context o f discovery and in the context o f justification. Thus, it challenges the assumption
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that characterizes most current work on legal reasoning according to which issues of 

discovery and issues o f justification should be kept as distinct**^* Under a  view o f  legal 

inference as inference to the best explanation, both questions o f  justification and questions 

o f discovery are at the center o f a theory o f legal reasoning. Second, inference to the best 

explanation is meant to be a pattern o f  inference that captures the reasoning processes that 

lead to justified conclusions about both factual and normative propositions in law. Hence, a 

model o f inference to the best explanation brings to light the structural parallelisms that 

exist between factual inference in law and inference about norms in law, and paves the way 

for a unitary treatment of both. Under this view, the study o f  the reasoning processes that 

lead to the formation and evaluation o f factual hypotheses in law are as much the concern 

o f a theory o f  legal reasoning as is the study o f the reasoning processes whereby 

hypotheses about what the law requires are formulated and assessed.

9.5. Jurisprudence Naturalized

Theories o f legal reasoning have been mostly concerned, I have just said, with the 

study o f issues pertaining to the context o f justification, and they have taken questions 

about the context o f discovery to be beyond the scope o f application o f the theory. The 

reason why this has been so can be traced back to deeply entrenched views, among legal 

theorists, about how philosophy and psychology and, more broadly, the normative and the 

descriptive, are related to each other. The shared view has it that philosophy and 

psychology are neatly separated disciplines: while the former is a normative enterprise, the 

latter is a descriptive one. It is then assumed that the study o f  the context of discovery is 

psychologists’ business, while the study o f the context o f  justification is the main concern 

o f  legal philosophers.*®^ It is worth saying again that this clear separation between 

philosophy and psychology, and this description o f  the proper domain o f  application o f 

psychological and philosophical theories, respectively, is o f  a quite recent vintage. Before 

the start o f  the twentieth century, and the advent o f  the analytical movement in philosophy, 

the study o f the mind and human behavior was a  central concern o f philosophers. Now,

**** Even if some legal theories insist in that there is no sharp distinction between the context of 
discovery and the context of justification, still the focus, with few exceptions, is on justification.
See Anderson, ^Discovery" in Legal Decision-Making.

Legal realists, however, were indeed particularly interested in the psychology of legal reasoning. 
The focus on the context of justification characterizes mostly legal positivist approaches to legal 
reasoning.
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with the emergence o f the cognitive sciences, the many interconnections between 

philosophy and psychology have been reestablished, and the standard view about the 

relationship between the normative and the descriptive, the context o f discovery and the 

context o f justification, has been reexamined.

In this context, a  trend towards naturalizing philosophy has been a main 

development in different branches o f philosophy such as epistemology, philosophy of 

science, and ethics. The main tenet o f  naturalism, to recall, is that philosophy is continuous 

with science so that empirical w ork has an important bearing on how the normative 

problems which are the main concern o f  philosophy should be addressed. In law, however, 

the naturalist trend has not taken off. With few exceptions, it continues to be assumed, 

among legal scholars, that issues about the psychology o f  legal decision-making are not 

relevant for answering questions about the justification o f  legal decisions.*®^ A strict 

is/ought distinction characterizes m ost work in legal reasoning.

In contrast, the model o f coherence proposed has been articulated and defended 

from within a naturalistic framework which rejects that any sharp distinction be drawn 

between theories about how legal decision-makers reason and theories about how they 

ought to reason. To start with, in the course o f  discussing and evaluating the current state 

of the coherence theory in law, the psychological plausibility of current theories of legal 

reasoning has been viewed as a  main criterion for assessing their adequacy. That 

competing models o f legal reasoning, such as Bayesianism, impose forms o f reasoning that 

are alien to legal decision-makers natural reasoning processes has been taken to be a main 

argument against these models. And the fact that some coherentist theories of legal 

reasoning, like Dworkin’s, disown the naturalistic constraint that ‘ought implies can’ has 

been claimed to be a strong reason that militates against these theories. Similarly, in the 

course o f the discussion o f coherence theories o f legal reasoning, attention has been paid to 

psychological findings. That empirical work supports holistic approaches to evidence and 

proof as well as coherence-based approaches to legal reasoning at appellate level has been

See Letter, “Naturalism and Naturalized Jurispmdence.” Leiter, together with Allen, has 
recently applied a naturalistic approach to analyze evidentiary issues, see Allen and Leiter, 
“Naturalized Epistemology and the Law of Evidence.” For critiques to this approach, see Nance, 
“Naturalized Epistemology and the Critique of Evidence Theory”; and Redmayne, “Rationality, 
Naturalism, and Evidence Law.” Allen and Leiter have responded to Redmayne’s critique in 
‘̂ Naturalized Epistemology and the Law of Evidence: Reply to Redmayne.”
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considered as a  main argument in support o f a coherence-based theory o f legal reasoning.

The proposed coherence model puts forward a view o f  legal reasoning which, in the 

spirit o f naturalism, takes due notice o f  legal decision-makers’ cognitive endowment. First, 

this model is based upon a  view o f  coherence as constraint satisfaction which, as has been 

shown, has a strong claim to psychological plausibility. It also endorses a  contextualist 

approach to the problem o f  individuating the base o f  coherence which is responsive to the 

cognitive abilities and memory resources o f legal decision-makers. This model is thus of a 

piece with a ‘naturalized’ jurisprudence -still to be developed- which would be more in 

tune with current philosophical work in areas other than law, and that would bring to light 

the relevance o f  psychological literature to the theory of legal reasoning.

9.6. Value Pluralism and the Limits of Reason in Law

The coherence model proposed embraces a non-instrumentalist view o f legal 

reasoning. Under this view, means-ends reasoning is not the only legitimate form o f legal 

reasoning, but deliberation in law is also about ends. Law is responsive to a plurality o f 

values that are likely to come into conflict. The instrumentalist account o f legal reasoning 

makes the value choices which are necessarily involved in legal reasoning come out 

arbitrary. In contrast, according to non-instrumentalism, it is part and parcel of legal 

reasoning to deliberate about the different values which apply to a particular case so as to 

proceed rationally in the face o f conflict. Coherence-based reasoning is - I  have argued- a 

most important kind of inference for deliberating about ends in the forensic context. In this 

way, value pluralism in law, far from being a reason that militates against the adequacy o f 

coherence-based theories o f legal reasoning, it provides the rationale for such methods. It 

is because there is conflict o f  values in law that we need patterns of inference other than 

means-ends reasoning, most importantly, coherence-based reasoning, to decide rationally, 

rather than arbitrarily, when conflict arises. In endorsing a non-instrumentalist view of 

legal reasoning, the coherence model departs from formal approaches to legal reasoning, 

from some versions o f the coherence theory -such as Peczenik’s- as well as from legal 

realist views, which take legal reasoning to be a kind o f means-ends reasoning, and it sides 

with theories o f  legal reasoning, such as Alexy’s, according to which legal reasoning 

consists partly in deliberating about ends. In a sense, this model —by focusing on 

coherence-based inference as an important kind o f  non-instrumentalist inference- is meant
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to contribute to the study o f the reasoning patterns whereby we deliberate about ends in 

law. More broadly, a coherence-based theory such as the one proposed is expected to be a 

part o f  a view o f legal rationality that expands the scope o f  reason in law by placing ends 

within the reach o f  deliberation.

10. CONCLUSIONS

This work has scrutinized the concept o f coherence from a variety o f perspectives. 

After examining the current state o f  the coherence theory in law, I have explored the role 

that coherence plays in theoretical and practical reasoning in different domains. I have first 

examined the place of coherence within theories o f epistemic justification, and how it 

relates to the main cognitive goal o f  truth. Then, I have focused on the role that coherentist 

standards play in theory choice in science and in small scale belief changes such as those 

formalized by theories o f  belief revision. Next, I have considered the relevance of 

coherence for a theory o f practical reasoning, and the importance o f  coherence in moral 

deliberation. And last, I have examined the significance o f  coherence as a principle that 

guides discourse interpretation. This interdisciplinary study o f coherence has brought to 

light the extent to which coherence theories are alike across domains: coherence theories 

face a number o f parallel problems, they are similarly motivated, and follow similar trends.

I have then tried to bring the insights learned along the way together in a 

coherence-based model o f legal reasoning. This model —I have argued- has four main 

elements: a notion of legal coherence as constraint satisfaction, a view o f coherence-based 

legal inference as inference to the best explanation, a conception o f legal justification as 

optimal coherence, and the idea that coherentist standards o f justification are context- 

dependent. According to this model, a  belief about the law or the facts under dispute is 

justified if it belongs to the most coherent subset of a contrast set -the  set o f relevant 

alternatives- which has been generated in an epistemically responsible way. Legal 

inference, under this view, has a two-stage structure: it consists first in generating a short

list o f plausible candidates from which one then infers to the best, if  it is good enough, 

which is a matter that depends - I  have argued- upon context.

This model is grounded on a  view o f legal justification that is non-foundationalist, 

naturalistic, explanationist, responsibilist, contextualist, and non-instrumental. The
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coherence-based model o f justification is of a piece with a  theory of legal reasoning 

according to which the justification o f  any element depends upon its relations with the rest 

o f elements; that takes the project o f ameliorating the legal practice seriously by grounding 

prescriptions about how legal decision-makers ought to reason in facts about how they 

reason; that claims that explanatory merit is pivotal for assessments of justification, and 

thus, o f coherence; that contends that standards o f justification are responsibility-oriented 

and context-dependent; and that has the ambition to regulate both means-ends reasoning as 

well as reasoning about ends.

The model o f coherence proposed has some advantages over other coherentist 

approaches to legal reasoning. First, it has a wider scope o f  application in that it is meant to 

be applicable to reasoning about both disputed questions o f  fact and disputed questions o f 

law. The study o f  the role that coherence plays in the justification o f conclusions about 

disputed questions o f fact has been largely neglected in the literature on legal reasoning, 

which has dealt mainly with issues related to the justification o f conclusions about disputed 

questions o f law .'^  Issues o f coherence and justification o f  factual propositions in law 

have been addressed to some extent by evidence scholars and legal psychologists. Holistic 

theories o f  evidence and proof and narrative approaches to fact-reasoning -I have argued- 

significantly advance the case for coherentism in the context o f  factual reasoning in law, 

although they fall short of providing a well-rounded coherence-based theory. It has been 

my aim to bring together the literature on legal reasoning and the literature on evidence 

law in order to have a complete picture o f the current state o f the coherence theory in law 

and to give a unified account o f the role that coherence plays in legal reasoning in different 

contexts. A number o f serious objections threaten the plausibility o f coherence theories in 

law. While by no means do I claim to have solved the problems o f legal coherentism, the 

coherence model - I  have shown- does much by way o f meeting these objections. That 

there is but a tenuous connection between coherence and truth (or correctness) is thought to 

be a most forceful objection against coherence theories o f justification. I have shown that 

the objection is less compelling than it might appear because, first, the case for the truth- 

conduciveness o f  coherence is far fiom being hopeless, and, second, there are a number o f

1

Recently, there has been an increasing interest, among legal theorists, on factual reasoning. 
Nevertheless, I think that it is safe to say that the study of fact-reasoning and that of normative 
reasoning do not stand on an equal footing. At least, this is certainly the case as regards the 
coherence theory of legal reasoning.
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strong reasons that support the view that coherence should be endorsed with justificatory 

force in law.

O f course, coherentism is not the panacea for the problem o f analyzing legal 

justification, and while the coherence-based model proposed has some advantages to 

recommend it, it also faces many problems. Let me briefly mention some o f the main 

difficulties that the proposed model encounters. First, all the problems o f  the theory o f 

coherence as constraint satisfaction that I noted before, while discussing Thagard’s 

coherentist proposal in chapter 4, are inherited by the proposed model o f  coherence. The 

problem o f the input is as severe in law as in any other domain. When does an 

interpretative hypothesis explain the relevant precedents? When does a piece o f 

information provide evidence for an explanatory hypothesis? What are the conditions 

under which two explanatory hypotheses are analogous? Too much needs to be known and 

too many difficult issues need to be settled before the coherence calculation is ready to be 

performed. In addition, while I have modified in some respects Thagard’s proposal so as to 

bring it more in line with what legal decision-makers can attain, much more remains to be 

done before we can certify the psychological plausibility o f  the proposed model. And what 

has been said about the process whereby legal decision-makers generate a pool o f 

plausible alternatives does not even scratch the surface o f  the mechanics o f  discovery in 

law. The analysis of the process o f generation needs to be incorporated within a complete 

coherence-based theory o f legal reasoning. The problem of how to put together the 

different kinds o f coherence that are relevant to justification in a particular domain also 

arises here. I have contended that the justification o f conclusions about disputed questions 

of law requires the integrated assessment o f  explanatory, deductive, analogical, 

interpretative, and deliberative coherence, and that the justification o f conclusions about 

disputed questions o f fact involves the combination o f explanatory, perceptual, deductive, 

analogical, conceptual, and deliberative coherence. It is necessary to give a  more detailed 

account of how these kinds o f  coherence interact in order to give an optimal solution to a 

legal problem.

Regarding the issue o f  integration, the problem o f  how deliberative coherence 

ought to be related to the other kinds o f coherence that contribute to legal justification 

stands out as particularly worrisome. Should deliberative coherence be allowed to enter in 

the justification o f the belief about what the facts under dispute are and what the law
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requires, or should it rather play a role only later, in the justification of the legal decision? 

Are the conditions under which a belief about the facts or the law is justiiicd identical to 

those under which actions based on such beliefs are justified? Or are there instances in 

which there is a  justified divergence between what we are justified in believing and what 

we are justified in doing in the legal context? And, what is the role of coherence in the 

justification o f both belief and action in law? I have argued that the justification of beliefs 

about the facts and the law is a matter of their coherence, but the question arises as to 

whether this conclusion carries over the justification of the actions based on those beliefs. 

If the considerations which bear upon such justification may be appropriately captured by a 

notion o f deliberative coherence, it is also unclear whether it has the force to defeat a 

conclusion that has been reached on the grounds of other coherence considerations, or 

whether, on the contrary, it is a kind o f coherence that contributes together with the other 

kinds o f coherence to both the justification of the belief in the best interpretative or 

explanatory hypothesis and the justification of the decision that is based on such a belief.

Second, I have only sketched a model of inference to the best explanation for law. 

Much more needs to be said about the stage of discovery which this kind of inference 

involves. It would also be desirable to have a full-blown theory of Mcgal explanation,' 

particularly, an analysis of the notion of explanation that figures in normative reasoning in 

law is most necessary. I have suggested that appealing to epistcmic responsibility may 

provide a  solution to what is, to my mind, the most serious problem that a model of 

inference to the best explanation in law faces, to wit, the problem of underconsideration. 

Provided that due respect has been paid to standards of epistcmic responsibility, the 

objection that inferring to the best cannot yield justified conclusions because the best might 

well be, after all, only the best of a bad lot, cannot get off the ground. Still, this docs not 

put worries about the legitimacy of inference to the best explanation to rest for, one may 

ask, why does inferring to the best o f a ‘good’ lot yield justification? What reason do we 

have to take the best alternative, that is, under this view, the most coherent one, as 

justified? A lot more needs to be said about how inferences to the best explanation confer 

warrant upon their conclusions in the forensic context I have claimed that recent attempts, 

by Psillos, to discuss the problem of the legitimacy of inference to the best explanation 

within Pollock’s fimnework for the analysis of defeasible reasoning are very promising. If 

so, further work on the issue of how inference to the best explanation in law' is 

justification-conferring is likely to intertwine in exciting way's with current work on
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defeasible reasoning in law.

Third, I have argued for the relevance of standards o f epistemic responsibility for 

attributions o f  justified belief in law. However, the relationship between epistemic 

responsibility and justification is quite complex, and I have not even attempted here to deal 

with the many problems that a responsibilist view o f legal justification gives rise to. Two 

kinds o f  counterexamples to the view  according to which epistemic responsibility is a 

necessary and sufficient condition for legal justification come easily to mind. First, doubts 

may be raised about whether epistemic responsibility is a necessary condition for legal 

justification. One might think o f  Stella, who is a lucky but inconsiderate and reckless 

judge. She has the gift o f coherence: she hits upon the most coherent decision, but, not 

having reflected in the course o f  decision-making, she is unable to give any reasons for her 

decision. The decision just happens to be the right one by mere luck. Is Stella’s decision 

justified? There is a sense in which, one might say, Stella’s decision is justified, even 

though it is the outcome o f  an epistemically irresponsible behavior. Second, one may 

question whether epistemic responsibility is a  sufficient condition for justification. 

Consider Alison, who is an extremely cautious and hard-worker, but short-sighted judge. 

Despite the fact that she has done all that it can be expected of her, she fails to take due 

notice o f relevant evidence, does not succeed in thinking up promising alternatives, and 

fails to appreciate the bearing o f available evidence on the competing hypotheses under 

consideration. Something is epistemically amiss in Alison’s decision, despite all her good 

efforts. Her decision is the outcome o f an epistemically responsible -but deficient- 

cognitive process which, one may argue, fails to yield justification.

One could address these cases in which, purportedly, epistemic responsibility and 

justification come apart by distinguishing between ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ conceptions 

o f justification. From this perspective, Stella’s decision is subjectively unjustified, but 

objectively justified, and Alison’s is objectively unjustified, even if  it is subjectively 

justified. Alternatively, one may want to distinguish between a belief being justified and a 

person bemg justified in holding a belief. On this view, Stella would be unjustified in 

making her decision, even i f  the decision itself would be justified. And Alison would be 

justified in making her decision, which is nonetheless tmjustified. Still, one may even deny 

that justification and epistemic responsibility are linked in the way in which a 

responsibilist view o f justification has it, and claim that they are rather different kinds of
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epistemic appraisal. A further question would then be whether both kinds o f epistemic 

appraisals are relevant in law, or whether instead we should be concerned exclusively with 

the justificatory status of the decision and leave the purported 

responsibility/irresponsibility o f legal decision-makers to legal decision-makers* own 

business. At bottom, the issue is mainly whether the aretaic and deontic concepts in terms 

o f which standards o f epistemic responsibility are defined hook up with tmth/correctness in 

the right way. I f  epistemically responsible behavior were shown to be truth-conducive, 

there would be no point in distinguishing subjective from objective justification, or the 

justificatory status o f a decision from a legal decision-maker being justified in taking such 

a decision. Cases o f epistemic luck and incompetence could be then addressed within a 

framework that shows how good epistemic behavior conduces to right decisions. Insofar as 

this framework is missing, Stella and Alison would continue to pose serious problems to 

any theory, such as the one proposed here, which endorses a  strong responsibilist view of 

legal justification.

Fourth, contextualism about justification leads - i t  may be argued- to forms of 

relativism or skepticism that are unacceptable. As was explained in chapter 3, there are 

different forms o f contextualism, some o f which are dangerously close to relativist views. 

By endorsing the view that the justificatory status o f  a legal decision depends on context, 

one is open to the charge o f relativism that is addressed against, at least, some versions o f 

contextualism. Just whether a  contextualist position has the resources for meeting the 

objection from relativism mainly depends upon how the context that is taken to be relevant 

to legal justification is identified. Much more needs to be said about which features o f  the 

context have a bearing on judgments o f  coherence, and how contexts are individualized in 

a particular instance of justification, for a contextualized version o f the coherence theory to 

be free o f relativist or skeptical suspicions.

Fifth, worries may be raised about whether one can endorse a naturalistic theory o f 

legal justification while preserving its normative dimension. The charge that naturalism is 

incompatible with the normativity o f  a  theory o f justification has been raised against 

naturalistic approaches to epistemology and ethics, and it applies equally to any project 

that attempts to naturalize jurisprudence. As argued before, there are many different kinds 

o f naturalism, and the objection that naturalism is at odds with the normativity o f the 

theory of justification has a different force against the different versions o f  naturalism. It
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has to be shown how it is possible to cany out the naturalistic program within 

jurisprudence in a  way that preserves the crucial normative dimension o f the theory of 

legal justification.

Last, it might be argued that the model o f legal justification proposed here assumes 

an over-intellectualized view of legal decision-making in that it gives too much importance 

to legal decision-makers’ epistemic virtues and intellectual abilities. But, what is the 

bearing o f these epistemic capacities on practical judgments? To what extent are practical 

abilities such as sensitivity to detail, or the ability to appreciate the moral relevance of 

features in a  particular situation, parasitic on epistemic capacities? In order to sustain the 

claim that the proposed model does give to epistemic capacities just their due in legal 

decision-making, it would be necessary to clarify the issue of how moral and epistemic 

abilities contribute to sound legal judgment, and irnolre ^ c if ic a lly , how the moral duties 

and virtues, and the epistemic duties and virtues o f legal decision-makers, i f  distinct, are 

related to each other.

The foregoing problems pose serious challenges to the coherence-based model o f 

legal reasoning that has been proposed in this work. I cannot offer here a careful 

formulation o f  these problems, nor can I attempt to answer them. I have merely indicated 

some questions that a thorough development and defense o f  the proposed model would 

prompt one to consider. However important it is for this model of coherence to have an 

answer to these questions, it is crucial to notice that these problems are linked to broader 

issues such as the relationship between contextualism and relativism in law; the 

implications o f  naturalism for the noimativity o f  legal theory; the defeasible nature o f 

explanatory reasoning, etc. which we cannot expect this model of coherence -o r  any other 

model- to solve. It would be, indeed, unfair to charge any coherence theory with the task o f 

providing adequate solutions to the diverse and difficult issues with which the notion o f 

coherence is intertwined. What these problems make clear, in my view, is the need for a 

theory o f  coherence to be located within a broader theory of legal reasoning that 

successfully deals with these questions. The foregoing list o f  problems brings to light the 

need to incorporate some concepts in legal theory -such  as ‘epistemic virtues’ or ‘legal 

explanations’- which have not been central in most legal theorizing; the need to address 

some issues - lik e  ‘discovery’ in legal decision-making, or explanatory reasoning in law- 

which have not been traditionally the focus o f the theory o f  legal reasoning; and the need
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to reconsider some o f the assumptions -as  the ‘divorce’ between the psychology o f legal 

decision-making and the logic of law, or the separation between the context o f discovery 

and the context o f  justification- which characterize the standard view on legal reasoning. In 

this sense, these problems -I believe- point towards potentially interesting avenues for 

future research in both the coherence theory in law as well as, more generally, the theory o f 

legal reasoning.
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